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PROGRAM OVERVIEW
Poster Schedule
All posters are displayed throughout the conference in the Exhibition Hall A. Exhibition Hall A will be
opened on the following schedule:
June
June
June
June

7 (Day 2)
8 (Day 3)
9 (Day 4)
10 (Day 5)

8:30
8:30
8:30
8:30

-

22:00
22:00
21:00
12:00

The posters are classified by category number. Poster abstracts are available in the abstract book or
online web site of this conference. Posters of late submission are available only in the web site. Each
poster board (W90 X H210 cm) is numbered. Poster presenters can mount their posters on the board
according to their poster abstract number from 8:30 of June 7 (Day 2). Poster presenters are requested
to stand in front of their posters in the following time:
Odd-numbers:
Even-numbers:

June 7 (Day 2) 18:45 - 20:45
June 8 (Day 3) 18:45 - 20:45

All posters have to be removed by the noon of June 10 (Day 5). At the lunch time of June 10, all
remaining posters will be removed by the conference organizers.

Sunday 6th June 2010
14:00 - 20:00

Registration

2F Counter

15:30 - 15:40

Opening Remark
Kazuo Shinozaki

1F Main Hall

15:40 - 17:40

Keynote Lecture
Chairs - Kazuo Shinozaki and Kiyotaka Okada

1F Main Hall

Abstract K001: Maarten Koornneef, Max Planck Institute for
Plant Breeding Research, Germany － Arabidopsis natural
variation: from genes to evolutionary ecology
Abstract K002: Elliot M. Meyerowitz, California Institute of
Technology, USA － Plant Computational Morphodynamics:
Live Imaging and Computational Models of Pattern Formation
at the Shoot Apex
These lectures are sponsored by Japan Society for the Promotion of
Science (JSPS).
http://www.jsps.go.jp/english/index.html

18:00 - 20:00

Welcome Drink

3F 301-304



Monday 7th June 2010
08:30 - 18:30

Registration

2F Counter

08:30 - 22:00

Posters Open

Exhibition Hall A

09:00 - 10:30

Plenary Session 1: Plant Hormone Regulation
Chair - Hitoshi Sakakibara

1F Main Hall

09:00-09:30 Abstract PL101: Peter McCourt, University of
Toronto, Canada － "Think globally act locally" Using systems
biology to understand ABA signaling
09:30-10:00 Abstract PL102: Shinjiro Yamaguchi, RIKEN
Plant Science Center, Japan － Regulation of shoot branching
by strigolactones
10:00-10:30 Abstract PL103: Makoto Matsuoka, Nagoya
University, Bioscience and Biotechnology Center, JAPAN －
Molecular Interaction of Gibberellin Signaling Components,
GID1, SLR1,and GID2
The session is sponsored by The Plant Journal/Wiley-Balckwell.
http://www3.interscience.wiley.com/journal/118488398/home

10:30 - 11:00

Refreshment Break

11:00 - 12:30

Plenary Session 2: Cell Biology
Chair - Akira Nagatani

1F Main Hall

11:00-11:30 Abstract PL201: Kathryn M. Barton, Department
of Plant Biology, Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford,
USA － HDZIP SOUP: Untangling the network that controls
axis formation in Arabidopsis
11:30-12:00 Abstract PL202:Ikuko Hara-Nishimura, Kyoto
University, Japan － A membrane fusion-mediated plant
defense strategy against bacterial pathogens
12:00-12:30 Abstract PL203: Inhwan Hwang, Pohang
University of Science and Technology, Korea － Distribution of
newly synthesized organellar proteins in plant cells
This session is sponsored by Plant and Cell Physiology/Oxford
University Press.
http://pcp.oxfordjournals.org/

12:30 - 14:00

Lunch

12:45 - 13:45

MASC Phenome Subcommittee Forum
Organizers - Eva Huala and Minami Matsui

3F 313-314

12:45 - 13:45

MASC Proteomics Subcommittee Forum
Organizers - Joshua L. Heazlewood, Alex Jones and
Hirofumi Nakagami

3F 315

14:00 - 15:45

Concurrent Session 1: Regeneration
Chair - Mitsuyasu Hasebe

1F Main Hall

14:00-14:25 Abstract C101: Kenneth D. Birnbaum, New York
University, USA － Plant Regeneration and Root Meristem
Organization



14:25-14:50 Abstract C102: Elliot M. Meyerowitz, California
Institute of Technology, USA － Callus Formation and Shoot
Regeneration in Arabidopsis
14:50-15:15 Abstract C103: Mitsuyasu Hasebe, Japan
Science and Technology Agency / National Institute for
Basic Biology, Japan － Molecular mechanisms of cell-fate
change from a differentiated cell to a stem cell in the moss
Physcomitrella patens
15:15-15:30 Abstract C104: Akira Iwase, Plant Science
Center, RIKEN, Japan － A Wound Responsive Transcription
Factor WIND1 Promotes Cell Dedifferentiation in Arabidopsis
15:30-15:45 Abstract C105: Munetaka Sugiyama, The
University of Tokyo, Japan － Requirement for the RID3dependent negative control of cell proliferation in de novo
morphogenesis
This session is sponsored by The Hasebe Reprogramming Evolution
of ERATO-JST.
http://www.jst.go.jp/erato/project/hbz_P/hbz_P.html

14:00 - 15:45

Concurrent Session 2: Biotic Responses
Chair - Ken Shirasu

3F 301-302

14:00-14:25 Abstract C201: Xinnian Dong, Duke University,
USA － Cellular responses in plant immunity
14:25-14:50 Abstract C202: Scott C. Peck, Department
of Biochemistry, University of Missouri, USA － MAP kinase
phosphatase 1 is a negative regulator of PAMP responses and
resistance against Pseudomonas syringae pv tomato
14:50-15:15 Abstract C203: Jian-Min Zhou, National Institute
of Biological Sciences, Beijing, China － Pseudomonas
syringae effector proteins modulate MAP kinases to enhance
host susceptibility
15:15-15:30 Abstract C204: Jane Glazebrook, Univeristy of
Minnesota, United States － Multiple routes to activation of
salicylic acid signaling - A key role of CBP60 proteins
15:30-15:45 Abstract C205: Thorsten Nuernberger,
University of Tuebingen, Center of Plant Molecular Biology,
Germany － The peptidoglycan pattern recognition receptor
LYM3 is crucial for Arabidopsis immunity to bacterial infection
This session is sponsored by The North American Arabidopsis
Steering Committee (NAASC).
http://www.arabidopsis.org/portals/masc/countries/NAASC_Info.jsp

15:45 - 16:15

Refreshment Break

16:15 - 18:00

Concurrent Session 3: Abiotic Responses
Chair - Kazuko Yamaguchi-Shinozaki
16:15-16:40 Abstract C301: Zhizhong Gong, China
Agricultural University, China － ABA Regulates Root
Development



1F Main Hall

16:40-17:05 Abstract C302: Erwin Grill, Technische
Universitat Munchen, Germany － Plant's long and short
distance signalling for controlling the water status
17:05-17:30 Abstract C303: Kazuko Yamaguchi-Shinozaki,
The University of Tokyo, Japan － Regulatory networks of
gene expression in abiotic stress response in Arabidopsis
17:30-17:45 Abstract C304: Laurent Nussaume, CEA,
FRANCE － Molecular dissection of local and systemic
responses to phosphate starvation in Arabidopsis thaliana
17:45-18:00 Abstract C305: Takashi Kuromori, RIKEN Plant
Science Center, Japan － ABC transporter AtABCG25 involved
in ABA transport and responses
This session is co-sponsored by Target Proteins Research Program of
MEXT and Plant Physiology/American Society of Plant Biologists (ASPB).
http://www.tanpaku.org/e_index.php
http://www.plantphysiol.org/

16:15 - 18:00

Concurrent Session 4: Epigenetic and RNA Regulation
Chairs - Yuichiro Watanabe and Tetsuji Kakutani

3F 301-302

16:15-16:40 Abstract C401: Marjori Matzke, Gregor Mendel
Institute of Molecular Plant Biology, Austria － RNA-directed
DNA methylation
16:40-17:05 Abstract C402: Vincent Colot, Institut de
Biologie de l'Ecole Normale Superieure (IBENS), FRANCE
－ Mechanisms and phenotypic consequences of DNA
methylation in Arabidopsis
17:05-17:30 Abstract C403: Daniel Zilberman, University of
California, Berkeley, USA － DNA methylation in rice seed
17:30-17:45 Abstract C404: Ho-Ming Chen, Institute of
Plant and Microbial Biology, Academia Sinica, Taiwan －
22-nucleotide RNA triggers secondary siRNA biogenesis in
plants
17:45-18:00 Abstract C405: Filipe Borges, Instituto
Gulbenkian de Ciencia, Portugal － The Role of miRNAs During
Germ Cell Specification in Arabidopsis Pollen
This session is sponsored by National Institute of Genetics (NIG).
http://www.nig.ac.jp/index-e.html

18:00 - 18:30

Refreshment Break

18:30 - 19:45

Workshop 1: Polyploidy and Hybrid Vigor
Organizer - Z. Jeffrey Chen

3F 301-302

Workshop 2: Future of Arabidopsis Informatics
Organizer - Ruth Bastow

3F 303-304

Workshop 3: Plant Senescence and the Associated Cell Death
Organizers - Hong Gil Nam and Pyung Ok Lim

3F 315

Poster Session 1: Odd-numbers

Exhibition Hall A

18:45 - 20:45

This session is sponsored by Bayer CropScience K.K.
http://www.bayercropscience.com/



Tuesday 8th June 2010
08:30 - 18:30

Registration

2F Counter

08:30 - 22:00

Posters Open

Exhibition Hall A

09:00 - 10:30

Plenary Session 3: Environmental Responses
Chair - Takashi Araki

3F 301-304

09:00-09:30 Abstract PL301: Steve A. Kay, University of
California, San Diego, USA － Large Scale Approaches to
Deconvolving Arabidiopsis Circadian Networks
09:30-10:00 Abstract PL302: Chentao Lin, University of
California, Los Angeles, USA － The signaling mechanisms of
Arabidopsis blue light receptors cryptochromes
10:00-10:30 Abstract PL303: Koh Iba, Kyushu University,
Japan － Analysis of Arabidopsis CO2 response mutants by
thermal imaging
This session is co-sponsored by RIKEN Plant Science Center and
BioResource Center.
http://www.psc.riken.go.jp/english/index.html
http://www.brc.riken.go.jp/inf/en/index.shtml

10:30 - 11:00

Refreshment Break

11:00 - 12:30

Plenary Session 4: Epigenomics and RNA Regulation
Chair - Motoaki Seki

3F 301-304

11:00-11:30 Abstract PL401: David C. Baulcombe, University
of Cambridge, United Kingdom － The diverse roles of small,
non coding RNA in plants
11:30-12:00 Abstract PL402: Tetsuji Kakutani, National
Institute of Genetics, Japan － Genetics of DNA methylation in
genes and transposons
12:00-12:30 Abstract PL403: Joseph R. Ecker, The Salk
Institute, USA － Sequencing Epigenomes of Plants and
People
This session is sponsored by RIKEN Plant Science Center.
http://www.psc.riken.go.jp/english/index.html

12:30 - 14:00

Lunch

12:30 - 18:30

Free Afternoon

13:00 - 15:00

"NSF 2010 and Beyond" Session
Chair - Mary Lou Guerinot
Machi Dilworth - Opening Remark
Andrew Millar - From Genetics to Systems Biology with
GARNet
Klaus Harter - AFGN: A success story of basic research in and
around Germany
Mary Lou Guerinot - From the Ionome to the Genome:
Identifying the gene networks involved in regulating ion
homeostasis in plants
Kazuo Shinozaki - Arabidopsis Functional Genomics in Japan

0

3F 301-304

18:30 - 19:45

18:45 - 20:45

Workshop 4: Brassicaceae Map Alignment Project:
An International Consortium to Generate High Quality
Phylogenetically Representative Reference Genomes across
the Brassicaceae
Organizers - Rod A. Wing, Detlef Weigel and Chris J. Pires

3F 301-302

Workshop 5: Cell separation processes in plants
Organizers - Zinnia H. Gonzalez-Carranza, Reidunn Aalen and
Melinka Butenko

3F 303-304

Workshop 6: TAIR workshop:
Making best use of TAIR tools and datasets
Organizer - Eva Huala

3F 315

Poster Session 2: Even-numbers

Exhibition Hall A

This session is co-sponsored by American Society of Plant Biologists
(ASPB) and The North American Arabidopsis Steering Committee
(NAASC)
http://www.aspb.org/
http://www.arabidopsis.org/portals/masc/countries/NAASC_Info.jsp



Wednesday 9th June 2010
08:30 - 18:30

Registration

2F Counter

08:30 - 21:00

Posters Open

Exhibition Hall A

09:00 - 10:30

Plenary Session 5: Crop Genomics
Chair - Minami Matsui

3F 301-304

09:00-09:30 Abstract PL501: Satoshi Tabata, Kazusa DNA
Research Institute, Japan － Development of a basis for
marker-assisted selection in breeding in crop plants
09:30-10:00 Abstract PL502: Qifa Zhang, Huazhong
Agricultural University, China － Progresses of rice functional
genomics research and the implications in crop genetic
improvement
10:00-10:30 Abstract PL503: Michael W. Bevan, John Innes
Centre, UK － Progress in Crop Plant Genomics
This session is sponsored by Kazusa DNA Research Institute.
http://www.kazusa.or.jp/e/index.html

10:30 - 11:00

Refreshment Break

11:00 - 12:30

Plenary Session 6: Systems Biology and Metabolism
Chair - Kazuki Saito

3F 301-304

11:00-11:30 Abstract PL601: Dirk Inzé, VIB; UGent, Belgium
－ Systems biology of leaf growth
11:30-12:00 Abstract PL602: Seung Yon Rhee, Carnegie
Institution for Science, Arabidopsis Metabolomics Consortium,
USA － Integration of Metabolomics, Metabolic Network
and Gene Function Network for Systematic Gene Function
Identification
12:00-12:30 Abstract PL603: Kazuki Saito, RIKEN Plant
Science Center; Graduate School of Pharmaceutical Sciences,
Chiba University, Japan － Plant metabolomics for systems
biology - from Arabidopsis to crops
This session is sponsored by RIKEN Plant Science Center.
http://www.psc.riken.go.jp/english/index.html

12:30 - 14:30

Lunch

14:30 - 16:15

Concurrent Session 5: Novel Function of Peptides in
Intercellular Signaling
Chair - Hiroo Fukuda
14:30-14:55 Abstract C501: Rüdiger Simon, Heinrich-Heine
University, Germany － Peptide signalling in plant primary
meristems
14:55-15:20 Abstract C502: Hiroo Fukuda, University of
Tokyo, Japan － CLE Peptides Regulating Vascular Stem Cell
Fates



3F 301-302

15:20-15:45 Abstract C503: Tetsuya Higashiyama, Nagoya
University, Japan － Pollen tube guidance by attractant
peptides
15:45-16:00 Abstract C504: Melinka A. Butenko, University
of Oslo, Norway － A Transcription Factor Suppressing Floral
Abscission Downstream in the IDA-HAE/HSL2 Signaling
Pathway
16:00-16:15 Abstract C505: Tomoo Shimada, Graduate
School of Science, Kyoto University, Japan － Stomagen is a
mesophyll-derived positive regulator of stomatal density
This session is co-sponsored by The Fukuda Plant Peptides Project of
BRAIN and The Plant Cell/American Society of Plant Biologists (ASPB).
http://brain.naro.affrc.go.jp/index-e.html
http://www.plantcell.org/

14:30 - 16:15

Concurrent Session 6: Metabolism and Systems Biology
Chairs - Masami Yokota Hirai, Tetsuro Mimura and
Shuichi Yanagisawa

3F 303-304

14:30-14:55 Abstract C601: Tetsuro Mimura, Kobe University,
Graduate School of Science, JST CREST, Japan － Metabolome
researches in plant metabolic regulation
14:55-15:20 Abstract C602: Stanislav Kopriva, John Innes
Centre, Norwich, UK － The importance of having sulfur
15:20-15:45 Abstract C603: Robert L. Last, Michigan State
University, USA － Forward and Reverse Genetics Meet: The
Chloroplast 2010 Project
15:45-16:00 Abstract C604: Wolf B Frommer, Carnegie
Institution for Science, USA － High throughput analysis of
membrane/signaling protein interactions in Arabidopsis
16:00-16:15 Abstract C605: Fumiaki Katagiri, University
of Minnesota, USA － Network modeling reveals prevalent
negative regulatory relationships between signaling sectors in
Arabidopsis immune signaling.
This session is sponsored by The Metabolomics Project of CREST-JST.
http://www.jst.go.jp/kisoken/crest/en/category/area03-5.html

Organizers (Masami Yokota Hirai, Tetsuro Mimura and Shuichi
Yanagisawa) dedicate the present session to a Professor
Emeritus at the University of Tokyo, Koichi Suzuki. Prof.
Suzuki was a significant research supervisor for CREST
metabolome research groups.

16:15 - 16:45

Refreshment Break

16:45 - 18:30

Concurrent Session 7: Developmental Regulation
Chairs - Yasunori Machida and Hidehiro Fukaki
16:45-17:10 Abstract C701: Gerd Jürgens, University
of Tübingen, Germany － Cell fate specification in early
embryogenesis



3F 301-302

17:10-17:35 Abstract C702: Mary Byrne, John Innes Centre,
United Kingdom － A role for the ribosome in organ patterning
17:35-18:00 Abstract C703: Malcolm J. Bennett, Centre for
Plant Integrative Biology (CPIB), University of Nottingham,
UK － Systems Analysis of Lateral Root Development: An
Emerging Story .....
18:00-18:10 Abstract C704: Fred Sack, University of British
Columbia, Canada － Regulation of stomatal lineage cell
proliferation by the Arabidopsis MYB FOUR LIPS via direct
targeting of core cell cycle genes
18:10-18:20 Abstract C705: Toshiro Ito, Temasek Life
Sciences laboratory, Singapore － Cell cycle-dependent
developmental timing control of floral stem cells
18:20-18:30 Abstract C706: Ykä Helariutta, FIN-00014
University of Helsinki, Finland － Analysis of cell signalling
during vascular morphogenesis in Arabidopsis
This session is sponsored by The Machida Plant Meristems Project of
JSPS.
http://www.bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp/~yas/tokutei_plant_meristems/
0903tokutei/index.html
http://www.jsps.go.jp/english/e-grants/grants.html

16:45 - 18:30

Concurrent Session 8: Research Tools and Resources
Chairs - Masatomo Kobayashi and Minami Matsui

3F 303-304

16:45-17:10 Abstract C801: Masatomo Kobayashi, RIKEN
BioResource Center, Japan; Minami Matsui, RIKEN Plant
Science Center, Japan － Japanese resource project on
Arabidopsis – outlines and introduction of FOX lines
17:10-17:35 Abstract C802: Erich Grotewold, The Ohio State
University, USA － The Arabidopsis Biological Resource Center
(ABRC)
17:35-18:00 Abstract C803: Eva Huala, Carnegie Institution
for Science, Stanford, CA, USA － New data and tools at TAIR
(the Arabidopsis Information Resource)
18:00-18:15 Abstract C804: Geert De Jaeger, VIB-Ghent
University, Belgium － Protein complex purification for gene
network building
18:15-18:30 Abstract C805: David Somers, Ohio State
University/POSTECH, USA/South Korea － Rapid assessment
of gene function using artificial microRNA in Arabidopsis
mesophyll protoplasts
This session is sponsored by RIKEN BioResource Center.
http://www.brc.riken.go.jp/lab/epd/Eng/

19:00 - 21:00

Banquet

Ballroom,
InterContinental
Yokohama The
Grand Hotel 3F
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Thursday 10th June 2010
08:30 - 12:30

Registration

2F Counter

08:30 - 12:00

Posters Open

Exhibition Hall A

09:00 - 10:30

Plenary Session 7: Evolution and Natural Variations
Chair - Hirokazu Tsukaya

3F 301-304

09:00-09:30 Abstract PL701: Olivier Loudet, INRA, France
－ Natural variation for growth and the interaction with the
environment in Arabidopsis thaliana
09:30-10:00 Abstract PL702: Detlef Weigel, Max Planck
Institute for Developmental Biology, Germany － Nextgeneration genetics in Arabidopsis thaliana: Evolutionary
tradeoffs, immunity and speciation
10:00-10:30 Abstract PL703: Motoyuki Ashikari, Nagoya
University, Japan － Rice breeding by QTL pyramiding
This session is sponsored by Journal of Plant Research/Springer
Japan KK
http://www.springerlink.com/content/j248h8566528/
?p=3d31d16c42454af99f2ba381f36b1462&pi=0

10:30 - 11:00

Refreshment Break

11:00 - 12:30

Plenary Session 8: Development
Chair - Kiyotaka Okada

3F 301-304

11:00-11:30 Abstract PL801: Keiko U. Torii, University
of Washington, USA － Receptor signaling in Stomatal
Patterning: Complexity, Challenges, and New Insights
11:30-12:00 Abstract PL802: Philip N. Benfey, Duke
University, USA － Development rooted in interwoven
networks
12:00-12:30 Abstract PL803: Cris Kuhlemeier, University of
Bern, Switzerland － Leaf development: molecular genetics of
the golden angle
This session is sponsored by National Institute for Basic Biology
(NIBB).
http://www.nibb.ac.jp/en/index.php

12:30 - 12:40

Closing Remark
Kiyotaka Okada

3F 301-304
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WORKSHOP DESCRIPTIONS
Workshop 1
June 7 (Monday) Rm301-302 18:30-19:45
Organizer: Z. Jeffrey Chen (The University of Texas at Austin, USA)
Polyploidy and Hybrid Vigor
Hybrid plants are formed between different varieties, ecotypes and species and often grow stronger and more
vigorously than the parents. The phenomenon is known as hybrid vigor or heterosis. The degree of hybrid
vigor is usually correlated with the genetic distance of the two parents if they can form hybrids. Doubling
the chromosomes in the interspecific hybrids lead to the formation of allopolyploids that permanently fix
the heterozygosity and hybrid vigor. However, many hybrids and allopolyploids cannot produce offspring,
a phenomenon known as hybrid lethality. The modern iteration of Dobzhansky, Muller and Bateson model
suggests that hybrid incompatibilities are caused by allelic interactions between genes and RNAs that have
functionally diverged in the respective hybridizing species. This workshop will highlight recent discoveries
in hybrid vigor and incompatibility using Arabidopsis and rice as model systems.

Program
18:30

Thomas Altmann (IPK Gatersleben, Germany)
Molecular and genetic analysis of biomass-heterosis in Arabidopsis thaliana (10012)

18:50

Z. Jeffrey Chen (The University of Texas at Austin, USA)
Polyploidy and hybrid vigor in Arabidopsis (17011)

19:10

Detlef Weigel (Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology, Germany)
Hybrid incompatibility in Arabidopsis thaliana (17012)

19:30

Qifa Zhang (Huazhong Agricultural University, China)
The genetic basis of heterosis in a highly heterotic rice hybrid (17007)

19:50

Tsutomu Kuboyama (Ibaraki University, Japan)
Epistatic interaction between an allele of a bacterial blight-resistance gene Xa1 and an allele of a
putative transcriptional repressor HWC1 causes hybrid weakness of rice (10006)



Workshop 2
June 7 (Monday) Rm303-304 18:30-19:45
Organizer: Ruth Bastow (GARNet / MASC)
Future of Arabidopsis Informatics
Over the past 20 years Arabidopsis thaliana has emerged as the reference organism for plant research,
underpinning breakthroughs in both basic and applied plant biology and beyond. This success has been
driven by significant international investment and a fully annotated genome, which has led to a plethora of
data, tools and resources.
Over the past ten years the amount of data available to Arabidopsis researchers has grown exponentially
in amount and complexity. Consequently the informatics needs of the community are rapidly evolving and
coordinated infrastructure and data management will be required if researchers are to be able to deal with
this ‘data deluge’ and effectively turn it into useful information and scientific knowledge.
To help map out the future needs of the community MASC and NAASC have undertaken a number of
activities in 2009 and 2010 including a series of workshops and questionnaires.
This workshop will look at the problems the community if currently facing, highlight some of the potential
solutions for the future and provide an open forum for discussion.

Program
18:30

Nick Provart (University of Toronto, Canada)
Community Perspective

18:45

Eva Huala (Carnegie Institution, USA)
TAIR Perspective

19:00

Tetsuro Toyoda (RIKEN BASE, Japan)
Looking to the Cloud

19:15

Blake Meyers (Delaware Biotechnology Institute, USA)
Keith Lindsey (Durham University, UK)
A vision of the future

19:30

Open Forum/Discussions



Workshop 3
June 7 (Monday) Rm315 18:30-19:45
Organizers: Hong Gil Nam (POSTECH, Pohang, Korea)
Pyung Ok Lim (Jeju National University, Jeju, Korea)
Plant Senescence and the Associated Cell Death
Plant senescence and the associated cell death are developmentally programmed processes that occur in an
age-dependent manner, integrating multiple developmental and environmental signals. Recently genetic and
molecular analyses have led to identification of loci required to regulate this process and have established
a signaling framework in part. Additionally, the structure and dynamics of cellular and organismal function
have begun to be analyzed in the context of senescence and the associated PCD.
Our goal is to bring together people using multi-disciplinary approaches to study of plant senescence and
the associated PCD. The mix of researchers including molecular geneticists, cell biologists and physiologists
in this field will facilitate exchange of expertise and reinforce the concept that multidisciplinary approaches
are required to understand, and manipulate plant senescence and PCD.

18:30

Ja Choon Koo (Chonbuk National University, Korea)
A membrane-bound receptor kinase, RPK1, positively controls age-dependent leaf senescence
and cell death in Arabidopsis. (11007)

18:45

Ying Miao (Institute of Botany, Christian-Albrechts-university of Kiel, Germany)
The dual-targeted protein Whirly1 regulates WRKY53-mediated leaf senescence in Arabidopsis
thaliana (11005)

19:00

Kohki Yoshimoto (RIKEN Plant Science Center, Japan)
Plant autophagy negatively regulates cell death by controlling salicylic acid signaling during
senescence and the innate immune response (11033)

19:15

Vicky Buchanan-Wollaston (Horticulture Research International, University of Warwick, UK)
Systems biology as a means to understand Arabidopsis leaf senescence (11006)

19:35

Hong Gil Nam (POSTECH, Pohang, Korea)
Open Discussion for Future Issues or Directions



Workshop 4
June 8 (Tuesday) Rm301-302 18:30-19:45
Organizers: Rod A. Wing (University of Arizona, Tucson, USA)
Detlef Weigel (Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology,
Tübingen, Germany)
Chris J. Pires (University of Missouri, Colombia, USA)
Brassicaceae Map Alignment Project: An International Consortium to Generate High
Quality Phylogenetically Representative Reference Genomes across the Brassicaceae
Because closely related genomes can be unambiguously aligned, their comparison offers exciting opportunities
for both functional annotation based on sequence conservation and for understanding genome evolution.
This has already been aptly demonstrated with the “12 Drosophila Genomes” project as well as the ongoing
Oryza Map Alignment Project OMAP (http://OMAP.org).
Arabidopsis thaliana was one of the first eukaryotic species and the first plant for which a high quality
reference genome sequence became available. Through various sources, including the Joint Genome
Institute of the US Department of Energy, Genome Canada, BGI Shenzhen and others, several additional
genome sequences from the family Brassicaceae, to which Arabidopsis belongs, are being produced.
The purpose of this workshop is to establish an international collaborative network that will formulate a
roadmap for the generation of a comparative genomics platform for the Brassicaceae. It is the third in a
series that includes two previous workshops held in San Diego and Tübingen earlier this year.
The workshop will have three 15 minute talks followed by a discussions focusing on:
1) Identification of a set of grand challenge questions that need to be addressed in the Brassicaceae.
2) Establishment of a prioritized list of species to be sequenced. Emphasis will be placed on the generation of
high-quality reference genome sequences for key species that can subsequently be used as resequencing
templates for more closely related species/populations.
3) Discussion of plans to develop a white paper for use by the international community obtain funding to
support this project.

Program
18:30

Detlef Weigel & Rod A. Wing (Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology, Germany)
Welcome/Introduction – BMAP concept – 3 meetings, consensus building, white paper, grant
proposals.

18:35

Rod A. Wing (Arizona Genomics Institute, University of Arizona, Tucson, USA)
The International Oryza Map Alignment Project (I-OMAP): A golden path to unlock the genetic
potential of the wild relatives of rice. (17018)

18:50

Detlef Weigel (Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology, Tübingen, Germany)
The basis of rapid genome size change in Arabidopsis. (17019)

19:05

Eric Schranz (University of Amsterdam, The Netherlands)
Comparative analysis of polyploidy, gene loss and chromosomal rearrangements in the sisterfamilies Brassicaceae and Cleomaceae. (17020)

19:20

Detlef Weigel & Rod A. Wing (Max Planck Institute for Developmental Biology, Germany)
BMAP Discussion – Grand challenge questions, Draft list of species selections, Database needs,
Community input, Time table.

0

Workshop 5
June 8 (Tuesday) Rm303-304 18:30-19:45
Organizers: Zinnia Gonzalez-Carranza (The University of Nottingham)
Reidunn Aalen and Melinka Butenko (University of Oslo)
Cell Separation Processes in Plants
Cell separation is a fundamental process in plant development. It enables lateral roots to emerge through
the cortex and epidermis of the primary root; leaves, floral organs and fruits to be shed, through the
activation of specific abscission zones; and the dehiscence of anthers and pods to allow for the dispersal
of pollen and seeds. Other processes that involve cell separation include aernchyma production, stomatal
development, hydathode formation, hypocotyl elongation and growth of fibres in woody species.
In this workshop signalling pathways regulating cell separation in different tissues will be examined as well
as some strategies to study the process. The importance of understanding how cell separation is regulated
will be discussed with respect to optimisation of crop growth and development.

18:30

Zinnia H. Gonzalez-Carranza (The University of Nottingham Sutton Bonington Campus,
United Kingdom)
Overview of cell separation processes- Introduction.

18:35

Reidunn B. Aalen (University of Oslo, Norway)
Signalling and regulation of cell separation processes- Components of the same ligand-receptor
signalling system control cell separation both during floral organ abscission and lateral root
emergence (17009)

18:50

Thorsten Hamann (Imperial College London, UK)
Regulation of cell wall separation- The plant response to cell wall damage is regulated through
the interaction of ROS and JA mediated processes (12008)

19:04

Zinnia H. Gonzalez-Carranza (The University of Nottingham Sutton Bonington Campus,
United Kingdom)
Strategies to study cell separation processes; Abscission- A novel approach to dissect the
abscission process in Arabidopsis: single cell analysis (13007)

19:17

Charles Anderson (University of California Berkeley, United States)
Strategies to study cell separation processes; cell expansion- Identification of new genes
involved in cell wall expansion using activation tag Screening (13002)

19:31

Hardy Hall (Botany Department, University of British Columbia, Canada)
Strategies to study cell separation processes- Fibre growth patterns within the Arabidopsis
inflorescence stem dissected through integration of growth kinetic profiling, laser scanning
confocal microscopy and laser capture microdissection (08059)



Workshop 6
June 8 (Tuesday) Rm315 18:30-19:45
Organizer: Eva Huala (TAIR, Stanford, CA)
TAIR Workshop: Making Best Use of TAIR Tools and Datasets
This workshop is designed for users who wish to learn more about the various curated data sets and
software resources provided by TAIR. We will address curation of two major data types at TAIR: gene
structure and gene function. In the ‘Gene Structure Annotation’ section, we will provide details on the
TAIR10 genome release. In particular, we are going to explain how we used new types of experimental data
such as proteomics (from mass spec) and RNAseq data to add new genes and updates splice variants. We
will talk about upcoming projects aimed to further improve existing annotations and add missing genes.
An overview of how to search for gene structure related data in TAIR will also be given. In the ‘Gene
Function Annotation’ section, we will describe the process of annotating from the literature using GO and
PO controlled vocabularies, and then demonstrate how controlled vocabularies allow for standardization of
annotation, assist in comparative genomics and can be used to classify large data sets. Curators will also
demonstrate how to search the TAIR database for functional information.
In the second half of this workshop we are going to demonstrate how to use the bioinformatics tools
provided on the TAIR website site. Special emphasis will be placed on our two newest tools: Gbrowse_
syn, a synteny viewer, allows researchers to study and analyze syntenic regions, homologous genes and
other conserved elements between the Arabidopsis thaliana genome and the Arabidopsis lyrata or Populus
trichocarpa genomes. N-Browse, a protein-protein interaction viewer, allows the user to search for proteinprotein interactions found in the literature. These interactions are visualized as an interactive protein
interaction network that can be customized by either expanding certain nodes or by selecting for specific
types of edges. Hands-on examples of how to use these tools will be provided at this workshop.

18:30

Philippe Lamesch (Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, CA, USA)
Introduction

18:35

Philippe Lamesch (Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, CA, USA)
Gene structure curation at TAIR. Description of the TAIR10 Arabidopsis genome release.
Overview on how to find gene structure related data in TAIR.

19:00

Donghui Li (Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, CA, USA)
Gene function annotation at TAIR. Description of the curatorial process of functional annotation
using GO and PO controlled vocabulary terms.

19:25

Philippe Lamesch (Carnegie Institution for Science, Stanford, CA, USA)
New tools at TAIR. Overview and demo of the newest analysis tools at TAIR including N-Browse,
Gbrowse_Syn and GBrowse.



MASC Phenome Subcommittee Forum
June 7 (Monday) Rm 313-314

12:45-13:45

Organizers: Eva Huala (Stanford University)
Minami Matsui (RIKEN Plant Science Center)
Recent progress of high-through-put phenotyping makes possible to monitor plant growth and development
more accurately and systematically.
There are several innovations to make these measurements possible and these technologies can be applied
not only for basic science but also for various plant species to monitor biomass increase and metabolite
changes. In this Phenome Subcommittee Forum we will discuss recent progress on phenome studies
developed by several pioneers.

12:45-13:00

Robert L. Last (Michigan State Univ. US)
Approaches to Accurate Tracking and Analysis of Data from a Large Functional
Genomics Project (18004)

13:00-13:15

Eli Kaminuma (National Institute of Genetics, Japan)
Quantification of spatio-temporal gene expression of Arabidopsis LucTag line using
digital image sequence analysis (18005)

13:15-13:30

Barry Pogson (The Australian National University, Australia)
Non-invasive phenotyping of Arabidopsis at the Australian Plant Phenomics Facility
(18006)

13:30-13:45

Olivier Loudet (INRA, National Institute for Agricultural Research Versailles, France)
High-throughput phenotyping of Arabidopsis shoot growth under different water deficit
treatments (18007)



MASC Proteomics Subcommittee Forum
June 7 (Monday) Rm 315

12:45-13:45

Organizers: Joshua L. Heazlewood (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory)
Alex Jones (The Sainsbury Laboratory)
Hirofumi Nakagami (RIKEN Plant Science Center)
Proteomics is a rapidly growing field that has been widely adopted by plant researchers especially in model
systems such as Arabidopsis. The proteomics subcommittee of the Multinational Arabidopsis Steering
Committee (MASCP) was established to assist in the coordination of international research in Arabidopsis
in the area of proteomics.

12:45-12:50

Joshua L. Heazlewood (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA)
Introduction to MASCP

12:50-13:05

Alex Jones (The Sainsbury Laboratory, UK)
Focusing on Phosphorylation (18001)

13:05-13:20

Hirofumi Nakagami (RIKEN Plant Science Center, Japan)
Phosphoproteomics in plants (18002)

13:20-13:35

Hiren Joshi (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, USA)
An online Arabidopsis proteomics data aggregator (18003)

13:35-13:45

General Discussion
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KEYNOTE LECTURE ABSTRACT
K001
ArAbidopsis nAturAl vAriAtion: from genes to evolutionAry ecology
*maarten Koornneef (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), ruben Alcazar (max
planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), leonie bentsink (Wageningen university,
netherlands), Kathleen donohue (duke university, usA), Juliette de meaux (max planck institute for plant
breeding research, germany), matthieu reymond (max planck institute for plant breeding research,
germany)
koornnee@mpiz-koeln.mpg.de
natural variation in plants, even in model species such as Arabidopsis thaliana, represents genetic
variation that might reflect adaptation to local environments, although some of this variation results from
the demographic history, e.g. genetic drift or founder effects. A Qtl (Quantitative trait loci) approach is
commonly used to decipher genetic differences between accessions. thereafter, the genetic polymorphisms
underlying the effects of the detected QTL can be identified at the sequence level. To address whether the
genes identified are under natural selection, molecular population genetic as well as ecological experiments
can be carried out. following this approach, novel genetic components in the seed dormancy pathway could
be identified. We also showed how genetic variation controlling the trait influences the response to natural
selection on the timing of germination. Another example concerns the molecular genetic basis of lines
with reduced fitness segregating in specific mapping populations at low temperature. We have revealed
that some allele combinations of genes involved in plant immunity underlie the observed phenotypes and
identified signatures of local adaptation at one of the loci involved. Different alleles at this locus provide
contrasted thresholds for pathogen resistance, which suggests that the adaptive fine-tuning of adequate
defense responses has the potential to promote the emergence of incompatibilities which can lead to
reproductive isolation barriers.
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K002
plAnt computAtionAl morphodynAmics: live imAging And computAtionAl models
of pAttern formAtion At the shoot Apex
*elliot m. meyerowitz (california institute of technology, usA)
meyerow@caltech.edu
to develop a predictive theory of plant development, of how to get from genome to phenotype, my
laboratory and others have been developing computational morphodynamics: the use of live imaging
and computational models to capture and model the causal mechanisms of development at the cellular
and tissue level. By live image analysis of shoot apical meristems, the stem cell populations in flowering
plants for all above ground tissues, we have found that chemical and physical signals interact to lead to
pattern. chemical signals in the shoot meristem include secretion of signaling peptides that are ligands
for receptor kinases, diffusion of small molecules such as cytokinins, and regulated transport of other
small molecules, auxins. physical signals are also involved in signaling. the cytoskeleton of meristem cells
responds directionally to stress, and work in progress indicates that stress also may control auxin flow.
therefore both chemical and physical processes interact in producing the phyllotactic pattern, the spiral
pattern of leaves and flowers around the stem, and may play key roles in other patterning processes as
well, such as the patterns and planes of cell division. computational models of phyllotaxis and primordial
growth at the shoot apex show how local interactions of cells can lead to complex global patterns.
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PLENARY SESSION ABSTRACT
PL101
"thinK globAlly Act locAlly" using systems biology to understAnd AbA signAling
shelley lumba (university of toronto, canada), shegeo toh (university of toronto, canada), Alan moses
(university of toronto, canada), darrell desveaux (university of toronto, canada), *peter mccourt
(university of toronto, canada)
peter.mccourt@utoronto.ca
the success of the genomics revolution to construct a genetic architecture of a variety of model organisms
has put functional biologists under pressure to show what each individual gene does in vivo. traditionally
this task has fallen on geneticists who systematically perturb gene function and study the consequences.
often, however, genetic redundancy and issues of lethality limit genetic analysis as a functional tool. in
this presentation i will show how systems biology can be used in combination with traditional genetic
analysis to unravel complex hormone signaling pathways. We have applied a systems biology approach to
furthering our understanding of the plant hormone abscisic acid (AbA). using the premise that proteins
of co-expressed genes more often interact with each other to signal we have constructed a focused AbA
orfeome of co-regulated AbA response genes. this interactome has allows the development of development
of computational and functional hypotheses to test questions of ABA signaling.

PL102
regulAtion of shoot brAnching by strigolActones
*shinjiro yamaguchi (riKen plant science center, Japan)
shinjiro@postman.riken.jp
shoot branching is a major determinant of plant architecture and is highly regulated by endogenous and
environmental signals. We have recently shown that strigolactones (sls), a group of terpenoid lactones,
act as hormones or their biosynthetic precursors that regulate shoot branching by inhibiting axillary bud
outgrowth. SLs were first discovered in root exudates as seed germination stimulants of root parasitic
plants, such as striga and orobanche species. more recently, they were shown to have a function in
symbiotic interaction with arbuscular mycorrhizal fungi, which facilitate the uptake of inorganic nutrients
by plants. thus, sls act as an endogenous growth regulator as well as being a chemical signal in symbiosis
and parasitism in the rhizosphere. our recent experiments using rice mutants indicated that sls play a
role in minimizing shoot branching under phosphate-deficient conditions, suggesting that the dual role of
sl as an endogenous hormone and a rhizosphere signal might be closely related to adoptive responses to
inorganic nutrient availability.
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PL103
moleculAr interAction of gibberellin signAling components, gid1, slr1,And
gid2
*makoto matsuoka (nagoya university, bioscience and biotechnology center, JApAn)
makoto@agr.nagoya-u.ac.jp
through the genetical and biochemical analyses using rice gibberellin (gA)-related mutants, we have
elucidated the nature of gA signaling during the past decade. now, gA perception has been considered as
follows; the binding of gA to gid1 induces the formation of a gid1-gA-dellA complex and, following the
degradation of dellA with aid of f box protein, gid2, via 26s proteasome pathway, results in various gAtriggered actions. our recent study on the structure of rice gid1 protein revealed that 1) gid1 resembles
hormone sensitive lipase (hsl) and interacts with gA in its binding pocket, 2) bioactive gA is held in
its pocket by specific polar and non-polar amino acids via hydrogen bonds and hydrophobic interaction,
3) GID1 evolved by replacement of some important amino acids that were refined for high affinity and
specificity to the currently active higher plant GAs.Then, the next question is why the formation of GID1gA-dellA complex induces the interaction between dellA and gid2. We produced various mutated dellA
and gid2 to determine the regions of dellA essential for gid2 binding and gid2 for dellA binding by y3h.
We also examined the effect of these mutations in planta using transgenic plants.

PL201
hdZip soup: untAngling the netWorK thAt controls Axis formAtion in
ArAbidopsis
*Kathryn m. barton (department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, stanford, usA),
randall Kerstetter (rutgers, the state university of new Jersey, Waksman institute of microbiology,
usA), Ken-ichiro hibara (department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, stanford,
usA), tie liu (department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, stanford, usA), enrico
magnani (department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, stanford, usA), nicole newell
(department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, stanford, usA), brenda reinhart
(department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, stanford, usA), stephan Wenkel
(department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, stanford, university of tuebingen, center
for plant molecular biology, department of general genetics, germany, usA)
kbarton@stanford.edu
class iii hdZip transcription factors control the development of ad/abaxial and apical/basal axes in the
plant. our latest work has focused on the mechanism through which these factors effect development and
the regulatory environment they operate within. Our findings expand the network controlling ad/abaxial
development to include members of other hdZip families and reveal interactions of hdZipiii proteins with
the growth regulators auxin and brassinolide.
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PL202
A membrAne fusion-mediAted plAnt defense strAtegy AgAinst bActeriAl
pAthogens
*ikuko hara-nishimura (Kyoto university, Japan), noriyuki hatsugai (Kyoto university, Japan), Kentaro
tamura (Kyoto university, Japan), maki Kondo (national institute for basic biology, Japan), mikio
nishimura (national institute for basic biology, Japan)
because plants do not have immune cells, each cell has to provide its own defense against invading
pathogens. A common plant defense strategy involves programmed cell death (pcd) at the infection site,
but how the pcd-associated immunity is executed in plants is not fully understood. in this symposium, we
provide a novel mechanism underlying cell-autonomous immunity, which involves the fusion of membranes
of a large-central-vacuole with the plasma membrane, resulting in the discharge of vacuolar antibacterial
proteins to the outside of the cells where bacteria proliferate (1,2). We found that a defect in proteasome
function abolished the membrane fusion associated with both disease resistance and pcd in response to
avirulent bacterial strains but not to a virulent strain. furthermore, rnAi plants with a defective proteasome
subunit pbA1 have reduced devdase activity, which is an activity associated with caspase-3, one of the
executors of animal apoptosis. The plant counterpart of caspase-3 has not yet been identified. Our results
suggest that pbA1 acts as a plant caspase-3-like enzyme. thus, this novel defense strategy through
proteasome-regulating membrane fusion of the vacuolar and plasma membranes provides plants with
a mechanism for attacking intercellular bacterial pathogens that invade from stomata of the leaves. the
immune system complements another vacuolar defense mechanism in which viral propagation inside the
cell is checked by vacuolar collapse (3,4). Our findings suggest that plants have evolved a cell-autonomous
immune system based on membrane fusion to inhibit proliferation of bacterial pathogens and a vacuolarcollapse system to be unable to spread systemically viral pathogens.
(1) hatsugai et al. (2009) genes & dev., 23: 2496-2506.
(2) pajerowska-mukhtar et al. (2009) 23: 2449-2454.
(3) hara-nishimura et al.(2005) curr. opin. plant biol., 8: 404-408.
(4) hatsugai et al. (2004) science, 305: 855-858.

PL203
distribution of neWly synthesiZed orgAnellAr proteins in plAnt cells
dae heon Kim (pohang university of science and technology, Korea), sookJin lee (pohang university of
science and technology, Korea), Junho lee, sumin lee (pohang university of science and technology,
Korea), yongjik lee (pohang university of science and technology), dong-Wook lee (pohang university of
science and technology), *inhwan hwang (pohang university of science and technology, Korea)
ihhwang@postech.ac.kr
in eukaryotic cells, a major portion of cellular activities is performed by organelles that are surrounded
by lipid membranes. in doing so, one major challenge is how to provide proteins to these organelles since
they do not have or have very limited protein synthetic capacity. in eukaryotic cells, organellar proteins
are distributed by two different modes, protein targeting and protein trafficking, depending on individual
organelles. proteins destined to the plastid, mitochondrion, nucleus, peroxisome and er are targeted to
these organelles directly from the cytosol whereas proteins destined to the golgi apparatus, endosomes,
plasma membrane and vacuoles are delivered by protein trafficking after initial targeting to the ER. In
general, the mechanism of protein trafficking is conversed in all eukaryotic cells. However, plant cells have a
unique situation in the mode of the protein targeting to organelles since they have plastid and mitochondrion
derived from endosymbiotic bacteria. the mechanisms of protein targeting to these organelles appear to be
similar to each other and at the same time display a high degree of specificity. We investigated the nature
of the signal sequences that direct proteins to these organelles and also proteins that recognize these signal
sequences. At the talk, I will describe our findings on the nature of sequence motifs for protein targeting to
chloroplasts and mitochondria and also for specificity determination between chloroplasts and mitochondria.
in addition, i will talk about the mechanisms of unimported plastid precursor response controlled by hsc704 and targeting of membrane proteins to chloroplast outer envelope membranes by AKr2.
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PL301
lArge scAle ApproAches to deconvolving ArAbidiopsis circAdiAn netWorKs
*steve A. Kay (university of california, san diego, usA), ghislain breton (university of california, san
diego, usA), brenda chow (university of california, san diego, usA), colleen doherty (university
of california, san diego, usA), Joshua gendron (university of california, san diego, usA), elizabeth
hamilton (university of california, san diego, usA), Anne helfer (university of california, san diego,
usA), elsebeth Kolmos (university of california, san diego, usA), dawn nagel (university of california,
san diego, usA), Jeffrey nelson (university of california, san diego, usA), dmitri nusinow (university of
california, san diego, usA), Jose pruneda-paz (university of california, san diego, usA), mariko sawa
(university of california, san diego, usA)
skay@ucsd.edu
our laboratory is undertaking systems level approaches to understanding circadian clock function in
plants. The long-term goal is to understand the circuitry required to generate robust, physiologically
relevant rhythms, as well as using a comparative approach to understand the evolution of circadian clocks
and the underlying design principles. We combine forward genetics with cell-based assays and wholegenome transcriptome approaches in an attempt to understand the network of circuits that are required
for the core clock, and how the clock exerts its outputs upon the cell. these outputs include the rhythmic
control of a substantial proportion of the transcriptome, and thus understanding the hierarchy of factors
that must be required to achieve phase-specific expression of large numbers of genes is also of interest to
us. We are beginning to discover that circadian clocks of plants are composed not of a single autoregulatory
loop or limit cycle, but rather of multiple positive and negative interlocking feedback loops. We propose that
this complex network architecture provides robustness (i.e. resistance to stochastic perturbation), multiple
opportunities for output control and several pathways for controlling inputs or environmental entrainment
of the oscillator(s).

PL302
the signAling mechAnisms of ArAbidopsis blue light receptors cryptochromes
*chentao lin (department of molecular, cell, & developmental biology,uclA, los Angeles, usA)
clin@mcdb.ucla.edu
cryptochromes are photolyase-like blue-light receptors that mediate light responses in plants and
animals. the Arabidopsis genome encodes three cryptochromes, cry1, cry2, and cry3. cry1 and cry2
mediate blue light control of seedling development and floral initiation, respectively, whereas CRY3 acts as
an organellar dnA photolyase. it is known that cry1 and cry2 mediate blue-light modulation of genomewide gene expression changes to affect growth and development, but the exact molecular mechanism
underlying cryptochrome regulation of gene expression is not fully understood. We have identified and
investigated proteins that specifically interact with Arabidopsis cryptochromes in response to blue light.
cryptochromes interact with ring-finger proteins (such as spA1, spA2, etc) in a blue light-dependent
manner to confer blue-light suppression of the COP1-dependent E3 ubiquitin ligase complex (unpublished
results). moreover, cryptochromes also interact with transcription factors (such as cib1, cib4, cib5,
etc) in response to blue light to directly affect transcription (science 322: 1535-1539, and unpublished
results). the cry signaling processes are also modulated by the actions of other photoreceptors to achieve
a coordinated system network for light regulation of gene expression. for example, the cry2-interacting
CIB proteins are degraded in the absence of blue light, via the ubiquitin/proteasome pathway, whereas
blue light specifically suppresses CIB degradation (unpublished results). However, neither cryptochromes
nor the cop1 e3 ligase complex is directly involved in the blue light suppression of cib degradation. how
other photoreceptors may mediate blue light suppression of cib degradation to modulate cryptochrome
activity will be discussed.
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PL303
AnAlysis of ArAbidopsis co2 response mutAnts by thermAl imAging
*Koh iba (Kyushu university, Japan)
koibascb@kyushu-u.org

currently, co2 concentration in the global atmosphere is continuing its rapid rise, and is forecast to reach
approximately twice the level it had before the industrial revolution in the second half of our century. As
a greenhouse gas, co2 is thought to contribute to global warming. it is also an important environmental
factor as it is the basic carbon source for plants to perform photosynthesis. stomatal pores in the epidermis
of plants enable gas exchange between plants and the atmosphere. pairs of specialized guard cells surround
and control stomatal apertures. it is possible that guard cells monitor co2 concentrations and possess
signal transduction pathways which transmit such signals, but currently we do not understand the details
and molecular mechanisms. We have used a forward genetic approach to isolate key genes involved in
co2 responses in guard cells, by using high-throughput leaf thermal imaging to screen for mutants with
altered co2 sensitivity. the isolated mutants are divided into 2 groups according to their phenotypes:
(1) impaired in stomatal opening under low co2 concentrations (high leaf temperature mutants: ht) or
impaired in stomatal closing under high co2 concentrations (low leaf temperature mutants: lot); (2)
impaired in stomatal movement, even if co2 concentration is changed (carbon dioxide insensitive mutants:
cdi). characterization of these mutants has begun to yield insights into the mechanisms by which stomatal
co2 responses are controlled. I will discuss the current status of the functional analysis of identified CO2
regulators and future prospects.

PL401
the diverse roles of smAll, non coding rnA in plAnts
*david c. baulcombe (university of cambridge, united Kingdom)
oo203@cam.ac.uk
eukaryotes contain small regulatory rnAs that have been referred to as the dark matter of genetics.
they are typically 21-24 nucleotides long, associated with Argonaut or piwi proteins. some of these small
rnAs guide the Argonaut/piwi protein to a complementary rnA and they are negative regulators of gene
expression acting at the level of messenger rnA turnover or translation. others participate in more complex
regulatory systems affecting chromatin or they act as part of an rnA signal that moves between cells.
in plants the small rnA silencing systems are fundamentally for defense. i will describe how in virus
infected plants their role is more subtle than simple suppression of virus accumulation — there is a spatial
factor such that the block on virus accumulation is in the meristem and growing point of the infected plants
and how the mobile silencing signal is associated with this spatial effect .
i will also describe genetic evidence that the rnA silencing signal is linked to mechanisms affecting
chromatin modification in a process that may be linked to defense against invading DNA either from viruses
or transposable elements.
finally i shall describe how the defense capacity of rnA silencing may operate on a genome-wide basis so
that there is an effect on interactions between genomes of hybrid plants. some of these interactions in the
endosperm are based on maternal-specific expression of small RNAs but other interactions in vegetative
tissues may be biparental. I shall describe how these RNA silencing systems may influence non additive
phenotypes in hybrids.
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PL402
genetics of dnA methylAtion in genes And trAnsposons
*tetsuji Kakutani (national institute of genetics, Japan)
tkakutan@lab.nig.ac.jp
DNA methylation is an epigenetic modification of genomic DNA, conserved among vertebrates, some fungi,
bacteria, and plants. in the plant genome, most of the methylation is found in repeats and transposons, and
the methylation level is much lower in active genes. to understand control and function of dnA methylation,
we are taking genetic approaches using mutants of Arabidopsis. An Arabidopsis chromatin remodeling
protein ddm1 (decrease in dnA methylation) is necessary for methylating repeats and transposons. on
the other hand, jmjc-domain-containing protein ibm1 (increase in bonsAi methylation) is necessary for
not methylating genes. in mutants of genes encoding these proteins, several types of developmental
abnormalities were induced. i am going to talk about our genetic and genomic approaches to understand
the impact of these mutations.

PL403
seQuencing epigenomes of plAnts And people
*Joseph r. ecker (the salk institute, usA)
ecker@salk.edu
The development of DNA sequencing technologies that produce vast amounts of sequence information
has triggered a paradigm shift in biology, enabling massively parallel surveying of complex nucleic
acid populations. the diversity of applications to which these technologies have already been applied
demonstrates the immense range of cellular processes and properties that can now be studied at the
single-base resolution. These applications include, but are not limited to, the sequencing of genomes to
uncover nucleotide polymorphisms and structural variation, as well as epigenomes to reveal sites of dnAprotein interaction and cytosine methylation, allowing an assessment of how their dynamic interactions
impact the transcriptome. Approaches that utilize new sequencing technologies will be described to address
questions about epigenomic variation from plants and humans.
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PL501
development of A bAsis for mArKer-Assisted selection in breeding in crop
plAnts
*satoshi tabata (Kazusa dnA research institute, Japan)
tabata@kazusa.or.jp
rapidly accumulating genomic information and material resources for a wide variety of crop plants,
combined with genomics technologies, allow us to improve strategies for molecular breeding. markerassisted selection in breeding (mAs) facilitated by a large number of genome-wide dnA markers and
investigation of genomic diversity followed by identification of genes responsible for traits of agronomic
importance would be such examples. We have been focusing on development of a platform for utilization of
dnA markers for molecular breeding, which includes generation of dnA markers and development of tools
for data analyses.
Among various dnA markers, genome- or est-derived microsatellite markers are popular because of
their multi-allelic and co-dominant characteristics. We have been developing microsatellite markers for
soybean, Azuki bean, peanut, red clover, white clover, tomato, watermelon, Japanese radish, taro potato,
Jatropha curcas, Eucalyptus camaldulensis, turf grasses, carnation, and laver (poyphyra yezoensis). When
higher degree of polymorphisms is required, single nucleotide polymorphism markers are developed with
the aid of the second generation DNA sequencers. Using these markers and resulting high-density genetic
linkage maps, genetic analysis was performed to detect quantitative trait loci (QTLs) responsible for bioticand abiotic-stress resistances, and morphological characteristics.
many complex traits of agronomic importance, such as crop yield and stress resistances, are controlled
by multiple Qtls. in order to utilize the accumulating dnA markers for dissection of Qtls toward breeding,
we have developed a new Qtl mapping approach named genotype matrix mapping (gmm). gmm searches
for Qtl interactions not only in family data but also in various genetic backgrounds. feasibility examination
of gmm is in progress.

PL502
progresses of rice functionAl genomics reseArch And the implicAtions in crop
genetic improvement
*Qifa Zhang (huazhong Agricultural university, china)
qifazh@mail.hzau.edu.cn
there has been a large global effort in rice functional genomics research aiming at characterization of
the full complement of the rice genes. the chinese national program on rice functional genomic research is
composed of the following components: (1) development of technological platforms, (2) functional genomics
of agriculturally important traits, (3) molecular cloning of important genes and, (4) gene discovery by
resequencing natural diversity of the rice species. The traits targeted for functional genomic studies include
yield, grain quality, stress tolerance, disease and insect resistances, and nutrient use efficiency. Major
progress has been made in a number of fronts. totally 270,000 independent transformants have been
generated for the t-dnA insertion mutant library and are now being screened for mutations of important
traits. Over 50000 flanking sequences have been isolated, and their analyses identified a number of
interesting features of nonrandom distributions of the t-dnA insertions in the rice genome. A large number
of mutants have now been targeted for gene isolation. For genome-wide expression profiling, data have
been collected from more than 40 tissues covering the whole life cycle of the rice plants and under various
conditions. map-based cloning has been applied to isolate genes of agronomic importance, including dozens
of genes for yield, grain quality, fertility restoration, resistances to biotic and abiotic stresses. Hundreds of
accessions of rice germplasm have been resequenced using new-generation technology. The implications of
these developments in crop genetic improvement will be discussed in the presentation.
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PL503
progress in crop plAnt genomics
*michael W. bevan (John innes centre, uK), Jon Wright (John innes centre, uK), darren Waite (John
innes centre, uK), melanie febrer (the genome Analysis centre, uK), neil mcKenzie (John innes centre,
uK), mario caccamo (the genome Analysis centre, uK), Jane rogers (the genome Analysis centre, uK)
michael.bevan@bbsrc.ac.uk
Access to a complete and accurate record of all the genes in their genomic location has revolutionised
biology. In plants genome sequences has facilitated the rapid acceleration of new knowledge acquisition of
gene function in model systems, primarily Arabidopsis, within a whole systems context.
The genome sequences of several other plants has not been geenrated and provides the opportunity
for understanding the mechanisms of gneome change at a sequence level, and for understanding how
evolution and domestication have shaped genomes.
In my presentation I will review progress in the field of plant genomics and emphasise the use of new
genome sequencing methods to geenrate reference genome sequences from large and complex genomes.

PL601
systems biology of leAf groWth
*dirk inzé (vib department of plant systems biology, ugent, belgium)
dirk.inze@psb.ugent.be
understanding the mechanisms that govern tissue, organ and organism size are amongst the most
mysterious and fascinating open questions in biology. Our long term goal is to unravel the molecular pathways
that govern leaf size and biomass production in Arabidopsis. one of our approaches is based on studying
the action mechanisms of genes which, when mutated or overexpressed, enlarge leaf size (hereafter called
“intrinsic yield genes (iyg)). such analysis is likely to shed light on the various instructor systems governing
leaf size. Currently, we have confirmed the positive effect of 13 IYGs operating in seemingly unrelated
pathways on Arabidopsis leaf size. in all cases examined so far enlarged leaf size and increased biomass
production results from an increased cell number without any significant effect on cell size. Our results
indicate that, by a yet unknown mechanism, the instructor network must affect the developmental timing
of cell division. cell cycle control genes are likely targets for the instructor genes. various approaches are
now being used to decipher how leaf size is determined. combining iygs by crossing lines overexpressing
single genes yielded unexpected synergistic effects and different ‘omics’ technologies are also being applied
to determine the molecular networks governing enhanced organ growth. the technical bottlenecks, such as
the small size of the growth zones, and challenges in front of us will be illustrated with specific examples.
the long-term goal is to develop computational models describing the molecular basis of organ size and to
use these models to improve biomass production and crop yield.
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PL602
integrAtion of metAbolomics, metAbolic netWorK And gene function netWorK
for systemAtic gene function identificAtion
he Kun (carnegie institution for science, Arabidopsis metabolomics consortium, usA), insuk lee
(yonsei university, south Korea), preeti bais (Arabidopsis metabolomics consortium), Kate dreher
(carnegie institution for science, usA), Julie dickerson (Arabidopsis metabolomics consortium), phillip
dixon (Arabidopsis metabolomics consortium), oliver fiehn (Arabidopsis metabolomics consortium), b.
markus lange (Arabidopsis metabolomics consortium), edward marcotte (university of texas at Austin),
stephanie moon (Arabidopsis metabolomics consortium), basil J. nikolau (Arabidopsis metabolomics
consortium), mary roth (Arabidopsis metabolomics consortium), vladimir shulaev (Arabidopsis
metabolomics consortium), lloyd sumner (Arabidopsis metabolomics consortium), ruth Welti
(Arabidopsis metabolomics consortium), *seung yon rhee (carnegie institution for science, Arabidopsis
metabolomics consortium, usA)
rhee@acoma.stanford.be
After a decade of the uncovering of the Arabidopsis genome, many of the genes remain uncharacterized
and their functions unknown, even based on sequence similarity. To generate specific hypotheses about
possible functions for these genes, we attempted a systematic approach by combining computational
modeling, literature curation, genetic and metabolomics approaches. first, we built a genome-wide functional
association network of Arabidopsis genes using over 24 datasets from functional genomics experiments
in plant and animal model organisms. this network, called Aranet, has been used to predict candidate
genes involved in small molecule metabolism using well-characterized genes involved in specific metabolic
pathways as bait. second, knock-out mutants of predicted candidate genes were subjected to metabolite
profiling on 11 analytical platforms, which have the combined ability to generate relative abundance data
of nearly 3100 Arabidopsis metabolites/analytes. Third, we identified metabolites that were significantly
altered in these mutants, and used them to delineate reactions and domains of the metabolic network that
are significantly altered by using AraCyc, a metabolic network of Arabidopsis that has been curated with
experimental information from the literature. preliminary results from these analyses will be presented.

PL603
plAnt metAbolomics for systems biology - from ArAbidopsis to crops
*Kazuki saito (riKen plant science center, graduate school of pharmaceutical sciences, chiba
university, Japan)
ksaito@psc.riken.jp
metabolomics plays a major role in plant systems biology. this is based on the fact that plant cellular
function is achieved through the networking with multiple-layers’ components such as genes, transcripts,
proteins and metabolites. systems understanding of genetic and metabolomics networks is urgently
required for plant biology leading to its biotechnology application to sustain and improve our lives. Using
Arabidopsis thaliana, an integrated analysis of transcriptome and metabolome led to prediction of geneto-metabolite relations. co-regulation framework models of genes and metabolites in the pathways of
flavonoid, sulfur compound and lipid, suggested the specific involvement of co-expressed genes in the
synthesis and accumulation of the metabolites in the pathways. reverse genetic and reverse biochemistry
confirmed those delimited genes’ functions in the pathways. The Arabidopsis tissue-specific metabolite
accumulation database, Atmetexpress development, was constructed. Atmetexpress is designed to be
compatible with AtGenExpress to allow the efficient elucidation of metabolite-transcript networks during
tissue development of A. thaliana. metabolomics developed in Arabidopsis is further applicable to crops and
medicinal plants to decipher the genes’ functions and to improve the agronomical and food-chemical traits.
in this presentation, the crucial roles of metabolomics in plant systems biology and application to crop
biotechnology will be discussed.
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PL701
nAturAl vAriAtion for groWth And the interAction With the environment in
ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*olivier loudet (inrA, france)
olivier.loudet@versailles.inra.fr
Following a long history of quantitative genetics in crop plants, it now becomes feasible to use naturallyoccuring variation contained in Arabidopsis thaliana accessions as the source of quantitative genomics
approaches, designed to map Qtls and resolve them at the gene level. Apart from being able to exploit -in
multiple genetic backgrounds- allelic variation that cannot be easily retrieved from classical mutagenesis, the
(relatively few) success of the QTL studies has often been because of the use of quantitative phenotyping,
as opposed to the qualitative gauges used in typical mutant screens. The objective of my work is to apply
genome-wide quantitative molecular genetics to both, a very integrative and classical quantitative trait
(growth in interaction with the environment) and a molecular trait a priori more directly linked to the source
of variation (gene expression under cis-regulation). We are using a combination of our unique high-troughput
phenotyping robot (Phenoscope), fine-mapping, complementation approaches and association genetics to
pinpoint a significant number of QTLs and eQTLs to the gene level and identify causative polymorphisms
and the molecular variation controlling natural diversity. exploiting these strategies at an unprecedented
scale should finally allow to resolve enough quantitative loci and pay a significant contribution to drawing a
general picture as to how and where in the pathways adaptation is shaping natural variation and improve
our understanding of the transcriptional cis-regulatory code.
i will present recent and unpublished results obtained when trying to decipher the genetic architecture
of shoot growth response to the environment, as well as genetic incompatibilities, typical projects that will
be scaled-up after my lab has been granted one of the 'starting independent researcher grants' by the
european research council.

PL702
next-generAtion genetics in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA: evolutionAry trAdeoffs,
immunity And speciAtion
*detlef Weigel (max planck institute for developmental biology, germany)
weigel@weigelworld.org
We are addressing three core questions in evolution:
- How, and how frequently, do new genetic variants arise?
- Why do some variants increase in frequency?
- Why are some combinations of new variants incompatible?
these correspond to the fundamental evolutionary processes of mutation, selection and speciation, which
we are studying using both bottom-up and top-down approaches. I will first demonstrate the power of
second-generation sequencing, both in support of forward genetics (Schneeberger et al., Nat. Methods
2009), and in determining the rate and spectrum of spontaneous mutations (ossowski et al., science
2010). Based on our experience with short-read sequencing (Ossowski et al., Genome Res. 2008), we have
been advocating a 1001 genomes project for A. thaliana (http://1001genomes.org), and we have already
sequenced 84 wild strains from this species. Interpretation of within-species polymorphism data is greatly
facilitated by outgroup information from A. lyrata.
Next, I will discuss a fitness trade-off we recently discovered. Allelic variants beneficial in one setting
might be detrimental under different circumstances. plants vary greatly in their responses to pathogens,
and this is thought to reflect fitness costs in the absence of pathogens or predators. We have found that
allelic diversity at a single locus, ACCElErAtEd CEll dEAth 6 (ACd6) , underpins dramatic variation in both
vegetative growth and resistance to microbial infection. ACd6 is also a causal factor for an autoimmunelike response that behaves as expected for dobzhansky-muller incompatibilities, which are often thought
of underlying speciation events. together with other discoveries made by my group (bomblies et al., plos
biol., 2007), this implicates the extreme allelic diversity of disease resistance genes (clark et al., science
2007), presumably due to pathogen pressures, as potential causes for the evolution of gene-flow barriers
in plants.
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PL703
rice breeding by Qtl pyrAmiding
*motoyuki Ashikari (nagoya university, Japan)
ashi@agr.nagoya-u.ac.jp
Many agronomically important traits are governed by a number of genes known as quantitative trait
loci (QTLs). Identification of important QTL-controlled agricultural traits has been difficult because of their
complex inheritance; however, completion of the rice genomic sequence facilitates QTLs cloning and their
pyramiding for practical breeding. since Qtls are derived from natural variation, the use of a wider range
of variations such as would be found in wild species is important. Additionally, introgression lines (ils)
developed from wild species in combination with Marker Assisted Selection (MAS) will facilitate efficient
gene identification. I present in detail recent developments in rice QTL analysis including mapping, cloning
and pyramiding Qtl for breeding.

PL801
receptor signAling in stomAtAl pAtterning: complexity, chAllenges, And neW
insights
*Keiko u. torii (university of Washington, usA), benjamin burrows (university of Washington, usA),
takeshi Kuroha (university of Washington, usA), Jin suk lee (university of Washington, usA), Kylee
peterson (university of Washington, usA), Amanda rychel (university of Washington, usA), rebecca
virata (university of Washington, usA)
ktorii@u.washington.edu
Efficient gas exchange between a plant and the atmosphere requires coordinated spacing of stomata,
turgor-driven valves on the plant epidermis. recent progress by our group and others has led to the
discovery of key molecules and pathways controlling stomatal patterning and differentiation. for instance,
molecular signals that enforce proper stomatal patterning have recently been identified as the EPIDERMAL
pAtterning fActor-liKe (epfl) family of small, secreted cysteine-rich peptides. two founding members,
epf1 and epf2, are expressed in the late and early stages of stomatal cell-lineages, respectively. epf2
restricts the specification of cells undergoing the initial asymmetric cell division that creates stomatal
precursor cells. on the other hand, epf1 enforces stomatal spacing. four putative receptors, too mAny
mouths (tmm) and three erectA-family lrr-rlK, erectA, erl1, and erl2, exhibit synergistic as well as
contrasting effects on stomatal patterning. erectA is expressed in the entire epidermal tissues while erls
and tmm are expressed in the stomatal-lineage cells. erectA-family rlKs are also expressed in the internal
tissues. genetic studies revealed that erl1 and tmm have opposite functions in specifying meristemoid
differentiation. Therefore, important questions are whether these putative receptors physically associate
with each other, whether they comprise the receptor complex for epfls, and how combinatorial activities
of the ligands and receptors create diversity of outputs. I will present our latest research findings and
discuss about the complexity, challenges, and new insight into our understanding of receptor-mediated cell
signaling during plant tissue patterning.
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PL802
development rooted in interWoven netWorKs
*philip n. benfey (biology department and igsp center for systems biology, duke, usA), Anjali iyerpascuzzi (biology department and igsp center for systems biology, duke, usA), hironaka tsukagoshi
(biology department and igsp center for systems biology, duke, usA), rosangela sozzani (biology
department and igsp center for systems biology, duke, usA), Wolfgang busch (biology department
and igsp center for systems biology, duke, usA), richard twigg (biology department and igsp center
for systems biology, duke, usA), van norman Jaimie (biology department and igsp center for systems
biology, duke, usA), miguel moreno-risueno (biology department and igsp center for systems biology,
duke, usA)
philip.benfey@duke.edu
Specification and maintenance of cell identity are central processes of development. In an effort to
understand the regulatory networks that control cell identity, we have profiled all cell types and developmental
stages within a single organ, the Arabidopsis root. To acquire global expression profiles we developed
technology that uses sorted marked populations of cells with subsequent hybridization of the labeled RNA
to microarrays. We are using computational methods to infer networks functioning within different cell types
and developmental stages and have begun to test the hypothesized relationships. Another key process in the
development of multicellular organisms is precise regulation of asymmetric cell division to generate diverse
cell types. the molecular mechanisms responsible for this process are still poorly understood, in particular
how developmental pathways trigger asymmetric divisions. Asymmetric divisions in the Arabidopsis root
are controlled by a finely orchestrated interplay between the transcription factors SHORTROOT (SHR) and
scArecroW (scr). our studies provide evidence for a direct mechanistic link between development and
cell cycle progression as well as between organ patterning mechanisms and asymmetric cell division. in
plant roots the radial tissue organization is highly conserved with a central vascular cylinder in which two
water conducting cell types, protoxylem and metaxylem, are patterned centripetally. We have evidence that
this patterning occurs through crosstalk between the vascular cylinder and the surrounding endodermis
mediated by cell-to-cell movement of a transcription factor in one direction and a micrornA in the other.

PL803
leAf development: moleculAr genetics of the golden Angle
*cris Kuhlemeier (university of bern, switzerland), richard smith (university of bern, switzerland),
naomi nakayama (university of bern, switzerland), saiko yoshida (university of bern, switzerland),
bernadette guenot (university of bern, switzerland), therese mandel (university of bern, switzerland)
cris.kuhlemeier@ips.unibe.ch
Phyllotaxis, the regular arrangement of leaves or flowers around a plant stem, is an example of
developmental pattern formation and organogenesis. phyllotaxis is characterized by the divergence angles
between the organs, the most common angle being 137.5°, the golden angle. This quantitative aspect
makes phyllotaxis an unusual developmental problem. it has traditionally attracted the interest of physicists,
mathematicians and computer scientists, who have constructed a wide variety of quantitative models. To
the biologist it is surprising that these models can correctly and robustly recreate phyllotactic patterns even
though they make only minimal assumptions about the underlying molecular mechanisms. the challenge is
to construct quantitative models that integrate the experimental data from the past 10 years. Such models
can direct and be tested by further experiments.
mechanistic models of phyllotaxis must explain its de novo establishment in the radially symmetric embryo,
the stable maintenance of regular phyllotactic patterns and the transitions between these patterns. most
importantly, they must explain the specific divergence angles of 180°, 90°, 137.5°, and in rarer cases
other angles as well. i will describe the relevant experiments and how they form the basis for experimentbased computer simulations. in these models, the central regulator of phyllotaxis consists of a positive
feedback loop between auxin and its transporter, the pin1 protein. this regulatory loop generates regularly
spaced auxin maxima within the shoot apical meristem, which cause differential gene expression, localized
growth, and organ development. guided by the models, we investigate the role of other auxin transporters,
mechanical signals and environmental inputs.
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C101
plAnt regenerAtion And root meristem orgAniZAtion
*Kenneth d. birnbaum (new york university, usA), giovanni sena (new york university, usA), shuai
yuan (new york university, usA), bastiaan bargmann (new york university, usA)
ken.birnbaum@nyu.edu
it is well known that plants have a high capacity to regenerate their organs. this can happen from callus
or without the need to pass through callus. for example, we study regeneration of the root tip after it has
been severed in Arabidopsis. We approach this problem through both high resolution confocal microscopy of
regenerating roots and transcriptional profiling of the the regenerating organ and cells. The critical question
we ask is how the plant organizes the reformation of pattern and cell identities. i will report progress on
recent work in which we follow a single cell type as it traverses fate from one cell type to another. the
system permits us to order a cell-type specific transcriptional cascade to piece together the dynamic
assembly of quiescent center cell identity. This work shows that auxin triggers a transcriptional cascade
that appears to directly instruct certain cell fates that may be pre-patterned to respond to auxin. Whether
these cells form an organizer that instructs other fates or are part of a larger organizing system is still not
clear. several models of organ regeneration and how they relate to meristem function have emerged from
recent work in regeneration.

C102
cAllus formAtion And shoot regenerAtion in ArAbidopsis
Kaoru sugimoto (california institute of technology, usA), sean gordon (california institute of technology,
usA), *elliot m. meyerowitz (california institute of technology, usA)
meyerow@caltech.edu
We have studied three aspects of shoot regeneration. The first is the origin of callus from organ explants,
the second the state of cellular differentiation and gene expression in callus, and the third the early
patterning of the de novo formation of shoot apical meristems on the callus surface. We have studied
all three using live imaging. it is known that root- and hypocotyl-derived callus originates (as do lateral
root primordia) from pericycle cells. our observations show that callus from cotyledons and from petals
also originates from perivascular cells that express pericycle markers. our studies of callus show that it
resembles root tip meristem in its global patterns of gene expression, and that the spatial patterns of gene
expression of root-specific genes resemble the patterns found in lateral root primordia. This is the case
regardless of the origin of the callus; whether from roots, or from aerial organs such as cotyledon and petal
that do not ordinarily form lateral roots. mutant plants that do not initiate lateral roots also do not form
callus. once callus is established, a change in the hormone concentrations of the growth medium leads
to de novo formation of new shoot apical meristems. live imaging shows that the new shoot meristems
in root-derived callus derive from a small number of progenitor cells through a stereotyped series of gene
expression and protein localization changes, beginning with broad activation of the WUsChEl gene, and
followed by activation of the pin-ForMEd1 auxin efflux carrier in the cells at the surface and transcription of
shoot MEristEMlEss in a ring of cells surrounding the future meristem. A series of additional stereotyped
changes then leads to a typical meristem organization, with ClAVAtA3 activation at the apex and internal
expression of WUsChEl.

C103
moleculAr mechAnisms of cell-fAte chAnge from A differentiAted cell to A stem
cell in the moss physcomitrellA pAtens
*mitsuyasu hasebe (Japan science and technology Agency, national institute for basic biology, Japan)
mhasebe@nibb.ac.jp
differentiated cells can be reprogrammed to be pluripotent stem cells that are undifferentiated type of
cells with abilities for both self-renewing and giving rise to most cell types in the organism. An induction of
reprogramming is more easily manipulated in plants than in animals, although genetic and molecular bases of
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the difference are mostly unexplored. the moss physcomitrella patens has a high ability of reprogramming.
cells in a dissected leaf segment can be reprogrammed in water without any exogenous chemicals within
24 hours. We found that the reprogramming is induced by wounding and light signaling, which is mediated
by squamosa promoter binding proteins, bZIP transcription factors, AP2 domain proteins, cold shockdomain proteins, and auxin signaling pathways. dynamic change of small rnA population and chromatin
modification are also involved in the process. Spatial pattern of the reprogramming in the dissected leaf is
regulated by an unknown inhibitory factor initiated from leaf cells under reprogramming. i will discuss on
their regulatory networks and the connection to cell cycle regulators.

C104
A Wound responsive trAnscription fActor Wind1 promotes cell
dedifferentiAtion in ArAbidopsis
*Akira iwase (plant science center, riKen, Japan), nobutaka mitsuda (research institute of genomebased biofactory, Aist, Japan), tomotsugu Koyama (division of integrated life science,Kyoto university,
Japan), Keiichiro hiratsu (dep.of Applied chemistry, national defense Academy of Japan, Japan),
mikiko Kojima (plant science center, riKen, Japan), takashi Arai (dep.of Applied biological sci., tokyo
university of science, Japan), yasunori inoue (dep.of Applied biological sci., tokyo university of science,
Japan), motoaki seki (plant science center, riKen, Japan), hitoshi sakakibara (plant science center,
riKen, Japan), masaru ohme-takagi (research institute of genome-based biofactory, Aist, Japan),
Keiko sugimoto (plant science center, riKen, Japan)
iwase@psc.riken.jp
many multicellular organisms have a remarkable capability to regenerate new organs after wounding.
Cellular dedifferentiation in adult somatic tissues serves as a first key step in organ regeneration but the
mechanisms underlying this process remain unknown in plants. here we show that a novel transcription
factor Wound induced dedifferentiAtion 1 (Wind1) functions as one of the core regulators of cell
dedifferentiation in Arabidopsis. Wind1 is induced at the site of wounding and is required for the woundinduced cell dedifferentiation accompanied by formation of callus in which cells undergo unorganised
proliferation. We demonstrate that constitutive overexpression of Wind1 is sufficient to establish and
maintain the dedifferentiation status of somatic cells without auxin and cytokinin — two plant hormones
that strongly influence the plant cell fate. This activity of WIND1 is associated with its ability to activate
cytokinin cellular response but Wind1 has minimum effects on auxin. consistently, Wind1 does not induce
cell dedifferentiation in plants with mutations in cytokinin signaling. together, our data indicate that woundinduced cell dedifferentiation in Arabidopsis employs local activation of Wind1 which then modulates
endogenous hormone response.

C105
reQuirement for the rid3-dependent negAtive control of cell proliferAtion in
de novo morphogenesis
shunsuke saiga (the university of tokyo, Japan), hiroaki tamaki (the university of tokyo, Japan),
*munetaka sugiyama (the university of tokyo, Japan)
sugiyama@ns.bg.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Recently we identified two regulatory genes, rGd3 and rid3, through genetic analysis of shoot regeneration
with temperature-sensitive mutants of Arabidopsis. positional cloning revealed that rGd3 and rid3 encode
a tbp-associated factor, btAf1, and an evolutionarily conserved, uncharacterized Wd40-repeat protein,
respectively. expression patterns of these genes were examined during shoot regeneration from callus.
before the induction of shoot regeneration, both rGd3 and rid3 were expressed uniformly throughout the
callus. After shoot induction, however, rGd3 expression was restricted to the regions of pre-meristematic
cell mound formation at the callus surface while rid3 expression was lost from these regions. the rgd3
mutation inhibited cell mound formation and shoot regeneration-associated expression of CUC1 and stM.
in contrast, the rid3 mutation caused a disorganized overgrowth of cell mounds and a high-level diffused
expression of CUC1 and stM.
We have been further analyzing physiological roles of rid3 in several aspects of development.
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overexpression of rid3 under the 35s promoter resulted in a shoot meristem-less phenotype and a marked
reduction of expression of CUC1 and stM. rid3 overexpression also interfered with shoot regeneration
variously in tissue culture. in severe cases, callus formation was inhibited by rid3 overexpression. to test the
requirement for the RID3 function in embryogenesis, developing embryos of the rid3 mutant were exposed
to the restrictive temperature. As a result, abnormal morphology accompanied by expanded expression
of stM was induced in the mutant embryos. Our findings suggest that de novo morphogenesis generally
requires the RID3-dependent negative control of cell proliferation, which might be partly attributable to the
down-regulation of the cuc-stm pathway.

C201
cellulAr responses in plAnt immunity
*xinnian dong (duke university, usA), Karolina pajerowska-mukhtar (duke university, usA), shui Wang
(Duke University, USA), Junqi Song (Duke University, USA), Wendy Durrant (Duke University, USA),
shun-ping yan (duke university, usA)
xdong@duke.edu
Induction of plant immune responses involves significant transcriptional programming, which leads to
drastic changes in cellular functions. Using transcription profiling, we discovered that ER-resident genes
(er genes) are coordinately upregulated after treatment by the defense signal salicylic acid. genetic
experiments showed that induction of these ER genes is required for proper folding and secretion of the
antimicrobial pathogenesis-related (pr) proteins. this “er-gene transcriptome” is controlled by a novel ciselement TL1. Using bioinformatics and a modified Y1H, we identified the TL1 binding transcription factor
(TBF1) that specifically binds to the TL1 element and regulates genes with this element. Characterization
of the tbf1 mutant showed that ER function is required for multiple immune responses. Another cellular
response that is activated during plant immune responses involves dnA damage repair (ddr). using a
genetic screen, we found multiple key players in ddr to be involved in defense gene transcription in a
signal-specific and gene-specific manner. These DDR proteins may be recruited to defense gene promoters
to remodel the chromatin and to prevent transcription-associated dnA damage.

C202
mAp KinAse phosphAtAse 1 is A negAtive regulAtor of pAmp responses And
resistAnce AgAinst psEUdoMonAs sYrinGAE pv tomAto
Jeffrey c. Anderson (department of biochemistry, university of missouri, usA), sebastian bartels
(institute of biology ii, university of freiburg, germany), marina A gonzález besteiro (sgbm, university
of freiburg, germany), bationa shahollari (department of biochemistry, university of missouri, usA),
roman ulm (institute of biology ii, university of freiburg, germany), *scott c. peck (department of
biochemistry, university of missouri, usA)
pecks@missouri.edu
for protection against potential microbial pathogens, plants have developed effective defense mechanisms
initiated by extracellular detection of conserved microbial features intrinsic to the lifecycle of the potential
pathogen. recognition of these pathogen-associated molecular patterns (pAmps) results in the activation
of phosphorylation cascades resulting in enhanced resistance against bacteria. We have identified a lossof-function mutant for MAp Kinase phosphatase 1 (MKp1)
in the Wassilewskija ecotype [mkp1(Ws)]
that displays enhanced resistance against the normally pathogenic bacteria, pseudomonas syringae pv
tomato dc3000. however, untreated mkp1(Ws) plants do not show stunted growth or spontaneous necrotic
lesions usually associated with constitutive resistance responses, indicating that mkp1(Ws) plants may
have stronger pAmp responses leading to faster and/or more robust defense responses. in response to
pAmps, the mkp1 mutant displays enhanced activation of mAp kinases, enhanced expression of some but
not all transcription factors examined, and enhanced seedling growth inhibition. mutations in mpK6 but not
mpK3, two mApKs that are activated during pAmp responses, suppress the mkp1 phenotypes, indicating
that mKp1 is a negative regulator of mpK6-mediated pAmp signaling pathway(s). therefore, the mkp1(Ws)
mutant provides a unique genotype for performing experiments to dissect MPK6-dependent PAMP signaling
pathways as this mutant potentiates a MPK6-specific response. Analysis of the mkp1 mutant will define
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signaling pathways leading to specific PAMP responses and provide new insights into how MKP1 and the
signaling pathways it negatively regulates can enhance resistance against bacteria without detrimental
growth phenotypes.

C203
pseudomonAs syringAe effector proteins modulAte mAp KinAses to enhAnce host
susceptibility
haitao cui (national institute of biological sciences, beijing, china), yujing Wang (national institute of
biological sciences, beijing), li xue (national institute of biological sciences, beijing, china), mingsheng
chen (institute of genetics and developmental biology, cAs, china), roger innes (indiana university,
usA), *Jian-min Zhou (national institute of biological sciences, beijing, china)
zhoujianmin@nibs.ac.cn
Plants are equipped to sense pathogen/microbe-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs/MAMPs), which
are molecular signatures conserved among microbes. the perception of pAmps rapidly activates mitogenactivated protein kinases mpK3, mpK4 and mpK6 in Arabidopsis. these mpKs are thought to represent
two distinct mApK cascades regulating plant immunity. mpK4, its upstream mAp kinase kinases mKK1
and mKK2, and the mAp kinase kinase kinase meKK1 form a cascade that negatively regulates defenses
in Arabidopsis. in contrast, mpK3, mpK6, mKK4 and mKK5 are thought to form a cascade that positively
regulates plant defenses. the bacterial pathogen pseudomonas syringae secretes a large repertoire of
effector proteins into the plant cell to enhance virulence. We previously showed that the p. syringae
effector hopAi1 impairs pAmp-induced defenses by inactivating mpK3 and mpK6, rendering plants highly
susceptible to nonpathogenic p. syringae bacteria. our recent analyses showed that another p. syringae
effector protein, Avrb, interacts with and stimulates the activity of mpK4 to enhance plant susceptibility in
the absence of cognate r proteins rpm1 and tAo1. this process is assisted by the molecular chaperone
hsp90 and its co-chaperones sgt1 and rAr1. interestingly, the Avrb-interacting protein rin4 can be
phosphorylated by MPK4 in vitro and is required for AvrB to induce plant susceptibility to P. syringae. It
remains to be determined if the phosphorylation of rin4 by mpK4 plays a role in regulating plant immunity.
in addition, we found a third effector that can target mKKs, likely through an Adp-ribosyltransferase activity,
to block the PAMP-induced activation of MPKs and defenses. Together, these findings illustrate a variety of
strategies used by p. syringae to modulate host mApK cascades during the infection process, re-enforcing
the importance of mpKs in pAmp-triggered immunity.

C204
multiple routes to ActivAtion of sAlicylic Acid signAling - A Key role of cbp60
proteins
*Jane glazebrook (dept. of plant biology, university of minnesota, united states), lin Wang (dept. of
plant biology, university of minnesota, united states), Kenichi tsuda (dept. of plant biology, university of
minnesota, united states), masanao sato (dept. of plant biology, university of minnesota, united states),
fumiaki Katagiri (dept. of plant biology, university of minnesota, united states)
jglazebr@umn.edu
salicylic acid (sA) signaling is important for resistance to biotrophic and hemi-biotrophic pathogens
such as the bacterium pseudomonas syringae pv. maculicola strain psm es4326. it can be activated by
recognition of Microbe Associated Molecular Patterns (MAMPs) such as flg22, a fragment of bacterial flagellin
(pattern triggered immunity, pti), by recognition of pathogen effectors (effector triggered immunity, eti),
or other responses to pathogen attack. in published work, we showed that calmodulin binding protein 60g
(CBP60g) contributes to activation of SA production during PTI, is required for wild-type levels of resistance
to psm ES4326, and requires the ability to bind calmodulin (CaM) in order to function (Wang et al., PLoS
Pathogens 5(12): e1000772 2009). Another family member, CBP60h, is also required for resistance to psm
es4326, but does not bind cam. sA levels in cbp60h mutants are normal early during pti, but reduced
at later times and during infection by psm es4326. double cbp60g,h mutants have severely reduced sA
levels under all conditions tested and extreme susceptibility to psm es4326. thus, these two proteins
perform a critical and partially-redundant function in activation of sA production during defense responses.
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Expression profiling revealed that the CBP60g,h node lies between the EDS1/PAD4 and SA nodes in the
defense signaling network, and suggests that none of eds1, pad4, or cbp60g,h result in complete loss of
function of their respective nodes. our results suggest a model in which cbp60g responds to ca+2 flux early
during pti and activates sA signaling. As the ca+2 flux wanes, CBP60h assumes primary responsibility for
promotion of sA production.

C205
the peptidoglycAn pAttern recognition receptor lym3 is cruciAl for ArAbidopsis
immunity to bActeriAl infection
roland Willmann (university of tuebingen, Zmbp-plant biochemistry, germany), heini lajunen (university
of tuebingen, Zmbp-plant biochemistry, germany), gitte erbs (university of copenhagen, department of
biology, denmark), mari-Anne newman (university of copenhagen, department of biology, denmark),
Andrea A gust (university of tuebingen, Zmbp-plant biochemistry, germany), *thorsten nuernberger
(university of tuebingen, Zmbp-plant biochemistry, germany)
nuernberger@uni-tuebingen.de
host pattern recognition receptor-mediated perception of microbe-associated molecular patterns
(MAMP) is a prerequisite for the initiation of antimicrobial defenses in all multicellular organisms including
plants. peptidoglycan (pgn) fractions from gram-negative (xanthomonas, pseudomonas, Agrobacterium,
escherichia) and gram-positive (staphylococcus) bacterial genera have been shown to trigger immunityassociated responses in Arabidopsis thaliana. in addition, muropeptide fragments released by enzymatic
digestion of intact pgn activated similar defenses. by reverse genetics, Atlym3 has been implicated in
peptidoglycan perception and immunity to bacterial infection. lym3 constitutes a secreted protein that
is tethered to the outer plant plasma membrane protein through a gpi-anchor. the extracellular domain
of lym3 harbours two lysm domains thereby resembling bacterial and plant lysm proteins involved in
carbohydrate ligand perception. recombinant lym3 binds pgn whereas other members of the lym protein
family do not show affinity to this ligand. Importantly, other complex carbohydrate ligands, such as cellulose,
chitin, lipo-chitooligosaccharide (nod factor), did not bind to lym3. genetic inactivation of lym3 abolished all
peptidoglycan-induced plant responses, including posttranslational activation of mApK activity and immune
response gene expression. most importantly, different lym3 alleles were found to be super-susceptible
to bacterial infections by pseudomonas syringae strains pv. tomato dc3000 (pto dc3000), pto dc3000
lackingAvrPto/PtoB, and Pto DC3000 hrcC, suggesting that PGN recognition contributes significantly to
basal immunity in Arabidopsis. Whereas pgn is a weak inducer of plant immunity-associated defenses,
flagellin is a strong and effective inducer. Here we discuss the potential role of PGN as a primer for MAMPtriggered defenses and propose a model of different layers of inducible defenses underlying basal plant
immunity.

C301
AbA regulAtes root development
li Wang (china Agricultural university, college of biological science, china), haibo yin (china Agricultural
university, college of biological science, china), yue liu (china Agricultural university, college of
biological science, china), Junna he (china Agricultural university, college of biological science, china),
ying duan (china Agricultural university, college of biological science, china), deping hua (china
Agricultural university, college of biological science, china), hui liao (china Agricultural university,
college of biological science, china), *Zhizhong gong (china Agricultural university, college of biological
science, china)
gongzz@cau.edu.cn
Root architecture is a determined agronomic trait which influences both crop yields and adaptation to
environmental stress. plant root growth is regulated by both different environmental factors and various
plant hormones. under drought or osmotic stress, the accumulated AbA inhibits root growth. however, the
key factors for AbA regulating root development are largely unknown. screening for abscisic acid (AbA)
overly sensitive mutants in Arabidopsis has identified several mutants which show enhanced ABA sensitivity
in root growth. We have identified several genes from these mutants. Genetic and molecular analyses
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suggest that the signals from mitochondria and crosstalk between auxin, brassinosteroids, ethylene, and
AbA exist for AbA-mediated root development.

C302
plAnt's long And short distAnce signAlling for controlling the WAter stAtus
Alexander christmann (technische universitat munchen, germany), *erwin grill (technische universitat
munchen, germany)
erwin.grill@wzw.tum.de
photosynthesis and biomass production of plants are controlled by the soil water status. plants
experiencing a limiting water supply respond by inducing AbA biosynthesis and adjusting leaf transpiration.
our analyses reveal a hydraulic signal mediating the root to shoot communication of plant water status.
The physical signal is subsequently converted into the chemical signal ABA for short distance signaling.
cytosolic receptors for AbA consist of a heteromeric complex between a protein phosphatase 2c (pp2c)
and a regulatory component (rcAr/pyr/pyl) that binds AbA. binding of AbA to the receptor complex
inactivates the pp2cs, thereby activating the large variety of physiological processes regulated by AbA.
the Arabidopsis genome encodes thirteen homologues of rcAr1 and approximately 80 pp2cs, of which
six in clade A including the prototypes ABI1 and ABI2 have been identified as negative regulators of ABA
responses. biochemical analyses revealed a combinatorial assembly of pp2c/rcAr complexes that differ
in the sensitivity of AbA-mediated regulation and in the selectivity for AbA and AbA analogues. crystal
structure analyses of the rcAr/pyr/pyl and of two heteromeric AbA holo-receptors by several laboratories
revealed a ligand-binding pocket of rcAr/pyr/pyl that is closed in response to AbA binding. the AbAinduced conformational change stabilizes complex formation of rcAr/pyr/pyl with the pp2c, which blocks
the active site of the protein phosphatase. future studies have to address the role of distinct AbA receptor
complexes in plant responses. First findings point to a selective function of ABA receptors for targeting
different downstream signaling components and for adjustment of AbA-signaling to strongly variable AbA
levels.

C303
regulAtory netWorKs of gene expression in Abiotic stress response in
ArAbidopsis
*Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, biol. resources div., JircAs,
Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant sci. ctr., riKen, Japan)
akys@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
drought, high salinity, and freezing are environmental conditions that cause adverse effects on the growth
of plants and the productivity of crops. expression of a variety of genes is induced by these stresses in a
variety of plants. their gene products function in stress tolerance and response. We have been carrying out
global analysis of expression profiles of drought-inducible genes, and functional analysis of their products in
stress tolerance in Arabidopsis. We have identified several different regulatory systems in stress-responsive
gene expression, two are AbA-dependent and two are AbA-independent. in one of the AbA-independent
pathways, a cis-acting element (dre/crt) and its binding proteins, dreb2 with a Ap2/erf domain, are
important in stress-responsive gene expression. AbA regulates diverse plant processes, including stress
tolerance, seed development and germination. bZip-type transcription factors, Areb/Abfs are involved
in AbA-dependent pathways under water stress conditions. the Areb proteins were phosphorylated in
vitro by AbA-activated snf1-related protein kinase 2s such as srK2d/snrK2.2, srK2e/snrK2.6, and
srK2i/snrK2.3 (srK2d/e/i). srk 2d/e/i triple mutants exhibit greatly reduced tolerance to drought stress,
viviparity, and highly enhanced insensitivity to AbA. in the triple mutants, AbA- and water stress-dependent
gene expression is globally and drastically impaired under water stress conditions. We showed that these
three protein kinases function as main positive regulators and reciprocal modulation of srK2s and group A
pp2cs controls AbA signaling in plants. moreover, these kinases were shown to be essential for the control
of seed development and dormancy through the extensive control of gene expression in seeds.

C304
45

moleculAr dissection of locAl And systemic responses to phosphAte stArvAtion
in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
marie-christine thibaud (ceA, frAnce), Jean-francois Arrighi (ceA, frAnce), vincent bayle (ens lyon,
frAnce), satomi Kanno (university of tokyo, JApAn), serge chiarenza (ceA, frAnce), Audrey creff
(ceA, frAnce), Javier paz-Ares (csic, spAin), yves poirier (university of lausanne, sWitZerlAnd),
mathilde clement (ceA, frAnce), carole Arnaud (ceA, frAnce), bonnot clemence (ceA, frAnce),
thierry desnos (ceA, frAnce), tomoko nakanishi (university of tokyo, JApAn), *laurent nussaume
(ceA, frAnce)
lnussaume@cea.fr
phosphate (pi) is a crucial and often limiting nutrient for plant growth. it is
also a very insoluble
ion heterogeneously distributed in soil. to cope with such a situation, plants have evolved a complex
network of morphological and biochemical processes (1) controlled by various regulatory systems. these
signalling pathways are triggered either by pi concentration in the growth medium (external pi; 2,3,4), or
by plant cells internal pi. A split-root assay performed to mimic an heterogeneous environment combined
with a transcriptomic analysis was used to identify clusters of genes locally or systemically regulated by
pi starvation. in addition, the combination of genetic tools and physiological analysis revealed distinct
regulatory roles for the internal and the external pi. they also pointed out a central role of the transcription
factor phr1 for genes systemically controlled by low pi.
in addition, results obtained with a set of tools including chemical genetics and manipulations of the entire
family of the high affinity Pi transporters will be presented. These tools offer novel powerful approaches to
dissect pi perception pathways.
1 misson et al. (2005). proc. natl. Acad. sci. usA 102:11934-9.
2 reymond et al. (2006). plant cell and environ 29:115-125.
3 svistoonoff et al. (2007). nature genetics, 39:792-796.
4 ticconi et al. (2009) proc. natl. Acad. sci. usA 106:14174-9.

C305
Abc trAnsporter AtAbcg25 involved in AbA trAnsport And responses
*takashi Kuromori (riKen plant science center, Japan), takaaki miyaji (okayama university, Japan),
hikaru yabuuchi (Kobe university, Japan), hidetada shimizu (genomembrane, Japan), eriko sugimoto
(riKen plant science center, Japan), Asako Kamiya (riKen plant science center, Japan), yoshinori
moriyama (okayama university, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen plant science center, Japan)
kuromori@psc.riken.jp
Many molecules related to ABA signaling or ABA recognition have been identified to date. In particular,
multiple receptors that recognize AbA were recently reported, based on various phenomenal characterizations.
in addition to intra-cellular regulation triggered by AbA receptors, inter-cellular functioning of AbA is predicted
to exist in plants; for example, AbA is predominantly produced in vascular tissues, but acts in stomatal
responses of distant guard cells. however, the molecular basis of AbA transport remains to be investigated.
here, we present evidence that one of Atp-binding cassette (Abc) transporter genes, AtAbCG25, encodes
a protein that is responsible for AbA transport and responses in Arabidopsis. We isolated atabcg25 mutants
by genetically screening in transposon tagged lines for AbA sensitivity. AtAbCG25 was expressed mainly in
vascular tissues. The fluorescent protein-fused AtABCG25 was localized at the plasma membrane in plant
cells. in membrane vesicles derived from AtAbcg25-expressing insect cells, AtAbcg25 exhibited Atpdependent AbA transport. the AtAbcg25-overexpressing plants showed higher leaf temperature, implying
an influence on stomatal regulation. These results suggest that AtABCG25 is an exporter of ABA through
plasma membranes and is involved in the inter-cellular AbA signaling pathway. Abc transporters are broadly
conserved from prokaryotes to higher eukaryotes. especially, plants have more expanded families in their
genomes. It is consistent that some of ABC transporters developed to have plant-specific and important
functions for plant development or responses.

C401
rnA-directed dnA methylAtion
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*marjori matzke (gregor mendel institute of molecular plant biology, Austrian Academy of sciences,
Austria), changho eun (gregor mendel institute of molecular plant biology, Austrian Academy of sciences,
Austria), Agata tyczewska (gregor mendel institute of molecular plant biology, Austrian Academy of
sciences, Austria), Wanhui you (gregor mendel institute of molecular plant biology, Austrian Academy of
sciences, Austria), Johannes van der Winden (gregor mendel institute of molecular plant biology, Austrian
Academy of sciences, Austria), ulf naumann (gregor mendel institute of molecular plant biology, Austrian
Academy of sciences, Austria), Antonius matzke (gregor mendel institute of molecular plant biology,
Austrian Academy of sciences, Austria)
marjori.matzke@gmi.oeaw.ac.at
RNA-directed DNA methylation is a small RNA-mediated epigenetic modification that is highly developed
in flowering plants (1). To understand the mechanism and functions of RNA-directed DNA methylation, we
are carrying out a forward genetic screen using a transgene silencing system that exploits an enhancer
active in shoot and root meristem regions. the silencing system also features the production of secondary
sirnAs that foster the spread of methylation beyond the originally targeted region (2,3). recent data on
new mutants identified in the screen and secondary siRNA biogenesis and function will be presented.
1. matzke et al. (2009) curr. opin. cell biol. 21: 367-376.
2. daxinger et al. (2009) embo J. 28: 48-57.
3. Kanno et al., (2010) embo reports 11: 65-71.
supported by grant number p20707-b03 from the Austrian science foundation (fWf).

C402
mechAnisms And phenotypic conseQuences of dnA methylAtion in ArAbidopsis
*vincent colot (institut de biologie de l'ecole normale superieure (ibens), frAnce)
colot@biologie.ens.fr
dnA methylation plays key roles in the control of genome activity in plants and mammals. it is critical
for the stable silencing of repeat elements and is also involved in the epigenetic regulation of some genes.
despite similarities in the controlling functions of dnA methylation, its dynamics and deposition patterns
differ in several respects between plants and mammals. one of the most striking differences is that plants
tend to propagate pre-existing dnA methylation states across generations, whereas mammals re-establish
them genome wide at every generation. Our recent findings on the transgenerational stability of DNA
methylation patterns in Arabidopsis will be presented. the role of rnAi in the incremental methylation and
silencing of repeat elements over successive generations and in the preservation of normal expression of
neighboring genes will be highlighted.

C403
dnA methylAtion in rice seed
*daniel Zilberman (university of california, berkeley, usA)
danielz@berkeley.edu
cytosine methylation silences transposable elements in plants, vertebrates and fungi, but also regulates
gene expression. Plant methylation is catalyzed by three families of enzymes, each with a preferred sequence
context: cg, chg (h = A, c or t) and chh, with chh methylation targeted by the rnA interference
(rnAi) pathway. We have obtained high-resolutions maps of dnA methylation in rice seeds and control
seedling tissues, as well as corresponding datasets for gene expression. unlike Arabidopsis, reduction
of cg methylation in rice endosperm is local, while non-cg methylation, which is high in Arabidopsis
endosperm, is greatly reduced. the wild type methylation patterns of rice endosperm closely resemble
those of Arabidopsis plants with a mutation in the demeter demethylase, indicating that global endosperm
demethylation is indeed conserved between monocots and dicots, but differences in methylation patterning
have been driven by evolution of the demeter family.

C404
22-nucleotide rnA triggers secondAry sirnA biogenesis in plAnts
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*ho-ming chen (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan), li-teh chen (institute
of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan), Kanu patel (department of plant science,
university of cambridge, united Kingdom), yi-hang li (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia
sinica, taiwan), david baulcombe (department of plant science, university of cambridge, united
Kingdom), shu-hsing Wu (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan)
homing@gate.sinica.edu.tw
The effect of RNA silencing in plants can be amplified if secondary small interfering RNA (siRNA) production
is triggered by the interaction of micrornAs (mirnAs) or sirnAs with a long target rnA. however, mirnA and
siRNA interactions are not all equivalent because most of them do not trigger secondary siRNA production.
here we use bioinformatics to show that the secondary sirnA triggers are mirnAs and trans-acting sirnA
of predominantly 22 nt, rather than the more typical 21-nt length. Agrobacterium-mediated transient
expression in nicotiana benthamiana confirmed that the siRNA-initiating miRNAs, miR173 and miR828,
were only effective as triggers if they were expressed in a 22-nt form and, conversely, that increasing
the length of mir319 from 21 to 22 nt converted it into an sirnA trigger. We also predicted and validated
that the 22-nt mir771 is a new sirnA trigger. our data demonstrates that the function of small rnAs is
influenced by size and that the length 22 nt is necessary for triggering secondary siRNA production.

C405
the role of mirnAs during germ cell specificAtion in ArAbidopsis pollen
*filipe borges (instituto gulbenkian de ciencia, plant genomics, 2780 oeiras, portugal), r. Keith
slotkin (pcmb,ohio state university, columbus oh 43210, usA), rui gardner (instituto gulbenkian de
ciencia,uic, 2780-901 oeiras, portugal), robert A martienssen (cold spring harbor laboratory, cold
spring harbor ny 11724, usA), Jorg d. becker (instituto gulbenkian de ciencia, plant genomics, 2780
oeiras, portugal)
fsborges@igc.gulbenkian.pt
Plant meiocytes undergo subsequent mitotic divisions to form the gametes, which must rapidly
reprogramme their epigenome before fertilization. in Arabidopsis, the male germline differentiates by
asymmetric division of haploid uninucleated microspores, giving rise to a vegetative cell enclosing a smaller
generative cell that divides before anthesis to originate two sperm cells. the vegetative nucleus (vn)
retains a somatic nature, orchestrates pollen tube growth and does not contribute with genetic material
to the next generation. however, recent observations indicated that dnA demethylation and expression of
particular transposable element (te) loci occurs in the vn, producing sirnAs that might reinforce epigenetic
silencing of te activity in the gametes (1).
Transcriptional profiling of FACS-purified mature pollen and sperm cells has shown that transcripts involved
in small rnA biogenesis and rnA-directed dnA methylation are enriched in sperm cells (2), suggesting
active epigenetic reprogramming as well as post-transcriptional regulation of gene expression. our deep
sequencing analysis of small RNA libraries from pollen and sperm cells revealed that 49 known miRNA
families are enriched in the male gametes. We could predict 31 potentially novel mirnAs in sperm cells and
show cleavage of some of their predicted target transcripts in pollen samples. thus our comparative srnA
sequencing coupled with the transcriptome data and pollen 5’RACE analysis suggest that miRNA pathways
are active during sperm cell specification. Moreover, we are testing the hypothesis that some miRNAs
accumulate in the male gametes to be delivered to the female gametes upon fertilization and only play a
role during early embryonic development.
1. slotkin, r.K. et al. cell 136, 461-472 (2009).
2. borges, f. et al. plant physiology 148, 1168-1181 (2008).

C501
peptide signAlling in plAnt primAry meristems
*rüdiger simon (heinrich-heine university, germany)
ruediger.simon@uni-duesseldorf.de
primary plant meristems are the shoot and root meristems that are initiated at opposite poles of the plant
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embryo. they contain stem cells, which remain undifferentiated, and supply new cells for growth and the
formation of tissues. the maintenance of a long-lasting stem cell population in meristems is achieved by
signal exchange between organizing regions and the stem cells, and also by feedback signals emanating
from differentiating cells. i will discuss the role of peptide signals that make use of different receptor
classes to control the stem cell populations in both meristem types by regulating evolutionarily conserved
homeodomain transcription factors.

C502
cle peptides regulAting vAsculAr stem cell fAtes
*hiroo fukuda (university of tokyo, Japan), yuki Kondo (university of tokyo, Japan), yuki hirakawa
(university of tokyo, Japan)
fukuda@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
twelve or thirteen-amino acids cle peptides play crucial roles in plant development. in Arabidopsis,
there are 32 cle genes, which can produce at least 26 different peptides. We have analyzed the function
of CLE peptides in vascular development. Previously, we identified TDIF (Tracheary element Differentiation
Inhibitory Factor), which was a CLE peptide modified by hydroxylation but not by glycosylation (Ito et al.,
2006). tdif was secreted from the phloem and both suppressed tracheary element differentiation and
promoted proliferation of procambial cells in hypocotyls and leaves (hirakawa et al., 2008). recently we
also found that some other cle peptides including cle10 prevented protoxylem vessel formation in roots.
in this paper, we report the results from further investigation on tdif and cle10 signaling pathway in
vascular development. We found that a leucine-rich repeat receptor-like kinase xi, tdr (tdif receptor)/
pxy is a receptor for tdif (hirakawa et al., 2008). next, we searched downstream regulatory factors of
the tdif/tdr signaling, and found the Wox4 transcription factor as such a factor. the detailed analysis
revealed that Wox4 functions in the promotion of procambial cell proliferation but not in the suppression
of differentiation of procambial cells into xylem cells, suggesting that the two processes were separately
regulated downstream of the tdif/tdr signaling. furthermore the detailed analysis of the cle10 signaling
revealed that cle10 suppresses protoxylem vessel formation through the activation of cytokinin signal in
roots. based on these data, we discuss how cle peptides regulate the fate of procambial cells.
*ito et al. science 313, 842-845, 2006
*hirawaka et al., pnAs 105, 15208-15213, 2008

C503
pollen tube guidAnce by AttrActAnt peptides
*tetsuya higashiyama (nagoya university, Japan)
higashi@bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp
the concept of a pollen tube attractant was proposed in the nineteenth century when pollen tubes were
observed to grow toward excised ovules on the medium. since then, for more than 140 years, plant
biologists tried to identify a pollen tube attractant(s) derived the ovule. however, no molecule had been
convincingly demonstrated to be the true attractant that actually controls the navigation of pollen tubes
to the ovule. We developed the in vitro torenia system, whereby pollen tubes growing through a cut style
are attracted to a protruding embryo sac and cause double fertilization. by using this system, the synergid
cell was shown to emit some diffusible attractant (higashiyama et al., science, 2001). the attractant
molecule was species preferential even in closely relating species, implying that the molecule had rapidly
evolved (higashiyama et al., plant physiol., 2006). We investigated genes expressed in the synergid cell
of torenia, by collecting isolated synergid cells. We found that cysteine-rich polypeptides (crps) were
abundantly expressed in the synergid cell. Among the crps, at least two defensin-like polypeptides, named
as lures, showed strong activity to attract pollen tubes. by developing a laser-assisted thermal-expansion
microinjector, LUREs were finally identified as true attractants derived from the synergid cell (Okuda et al.,
nature, 2009). one of our goals is to clarify the mechanism of directional control of pollen-tube growth
by lures. in this talk, we will show our recent progress, including results based on visualization of lure
molecules.
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C504
A trAnscription fActor suppressing florAl Abscission doWnstreAm in the idAhAe/hsl2 signAling pAthWAy
chun-lin shi (department of molecular biosciences, university of oslo, norway), Ane Kjersti vie
(department of biology, ntnu, norway), grethe-elisabeth stenvik (department of molecular biosciences,
university of oslo, norway), markus Albert (Zmbp, university of tubingen, germany), georg felix (Zmbp,
university of tubingen, germany), Atle m. bones (department of biology, ntnu, norway), reidunn
b. Aalen (department of molecular biosciences, university of oslo, norway), *melinka A. butenko
(department of molecular biosciences, university of oslo, norway)
m.a.butenko@imbv.uio.no
small peptides play an important role in the coordination of plant growth and development. (idA) encodes
a putative peptide ligand necessary for the regulation of floral organ abscission in Arabidopsis. IDA is
dependent on the two receptor-like kinases (rlK) hAesA (hAe) and hAesA-liKe 2 (hsl2) to exert its
function (stenvik, 2008; cho, 2008). recent studies in n. benthamiana suggest that a short c-terminal
conserved region of the idA protein is capable of interacting with one of the rlKs. We therefore propose
that this peptide-receptor system induces a signaling cascade that regulates cell-cell separation in floral
abscission zones (AZs). to identify proteins acting downstream of the idA signaling pathway, a revertant
screen was performed on the ida mutant. here we present data from one line (line49), which in addition to
rescuing the abscission defect of ida, shows some of the same floral phenotypes as plants overexpressing
idA. similar phenotypes are observed in the bp3 mutant, an allele of line 49 in the col background. both
alleles have a mutation in the KnAt1/bp homeodomain transcription factor. We have shown that the double
mutant bop1bop2, which does not differentiate morphologically distinct AZs (mcKim, 2008), is epistatic to
bp3. We therefore propose that the enlarged AZs of bp3 are not re-differentiated AZs but rather a result of
increased cell division. in addition, the bp3 mutant is capable of rescuing the floral abscission defect of ida
and haehsl2, indicating that KNAT1 acts as a suppressor of floral organ separation in the IDA-HAE/HSL2
signaling pathway. by using a promoter::gus construct we show that pKnAt1::GUs, pKnAt1::GUs ida and
pKnAt1::GUs haehsl2 plants show similar levels of expression during the abscission process, indicating
that the regulation of KnAt1 by idA is at the protein rather than transcriptional level.

C505
stomAgen is A mesophyll-derived positive regulAtor of stomAtAl density
*tomoo shimada (graduate school of science, Kyoto university, Japan), shigeo s. sugano (graduate
school of science, Kyoto university, Japan), yu imai (graduate school of science, Kyoto university,
Japan), Atsushi tamai (research institute for bioresources and biotechnology, Japan), masashi mori
(research institute for bioresources and biotechnology, Japan), ikuko hara-nishimura (graduate school
of science, Kyoto university, Japan)
tshimada@gr.bot.kyoto-u.ac.jp
the two-dimensional pattern and density of stomata in the leaf epidermis are genetically and environmentally
regulated to optimize gas exchange. two putative intercellular signaling factors, epidermAl pAtterning
fActor 1 (epf1) and epf2, function as negative regulators of stomatal development in Arabidopsis,
possibly by interacting with the receptor-like protein TOO MANY MOUTHS (TMM). Here we identified a novel
secretory peptide, designated stomagen, with stomata-inducing properties. overexpression of stoMAGEn
increased stomatal density, whereas knockdown of stoMAGEn decreased it. stomagen is a 45-amino-acid,
cysteine-rich peptide that is conserved among vascular plants. A semi-in-vitro analysis with recombinant
and chemically synthesized stomagen peptides showed that stomagen has stomata-inducing activity in a
dose-dependent manner. A genetic analysis showed that tMM is epistatic to stoMAGEn, suggesting that
stomatal development is regulated by competitive binding of positive and negative regulators to the same
receptor. notably, stoMAGEn is expressed in inner tissues (mesophyll) of young leaves but not in the
epidermal tissues where stomata develop. Our findings provide a conceptual advancement in understanding
stomatal development: inner photosynthetic tissues optimize their function by regulating stomatal density
in the epidermis for efficient uptake of CO2.
sugano ss et al., nature 463: 241-244 (2010)
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C601
metAbolome reseArches in plAnt metAbolic regulAtion
*tetsuro mimura (Kobe university, graduate school of science, Jst crest, Japan), masami hirai (riken,
plant science center, Jst crest, Japan), shuichi yanagisawa (the university of tokyo, graduate school
of Agricultural and life sciences, Jst, Japan)
mimura@kobe-u.ac.jp
plant metabolism has been analyzed in detail for a long time. network of metabolic reactions, enzyme
characteristics, and substrate levels etc. have been well studied. however, we have still many issues to be
resolved in plant metabolism. recent technical progress for plant metabolism using transcriptome, proteome
and/or metabolome, allow the analysis of complicated regulation systems in the plant metabolism.
our research groups are performing analysis of plant metabolism under support of crest of Jst.
We are applying transcriptome, proteome and metabolome analyses with transgenic Arabidopsis to
screening of regulatory molecules for carbon and nitrogen metabolisms (yanagisawa group), co-expression/
co-accumulation analysis based on transcriptome/metabolome data for secondary metabolism and amino
acid metabolism (hirai group) and combination of proteome and metabolome analyses of isolated intact
vacuoles to identify the role of vacuolar proteins in regulating cellular metabolism (mimura group).
in the present report, by integrating these three independent approaches for analysis of plant metabolism,
we would like to show the new aspect of plant metabolism researches.

C602
the importAnce of hAving sulfur
sarah g. mugford (John innes centre, norwich, uK), colette matthewman (John innes centre, norwich,
uK), *stanislav Kopriva (John innes centre, norwich, uK)
stanislav.kopriva@bbsrc.ac.uk
sulfur is an essential nutrient for all organisms. plants take up most sulfur as inorganic sulfate, reduce it
and incorporate it into cysteine in primary sulfate assimilation. however, part of the sulfate is partitioned
into secondary metabolism to synthesise a variety of sulfated compounds. the two pathways of sulfate
utilisation branch after the activation of sulfate to adenosine 5'-phosphosulfate (Aps). to dissect the control
of sulfur partitioning between primary and secondary metabolism we analysed plants in which activities
of enzymes utilising Aps were increased or reduced. these manipulations indeed affect concentration
of multiple sulfur-containing compounds. Measuring flux through sulfate assimilation using [35S]sulfate
confirmed the larger flow of sulfur through primary assimilation when APS kinase activity was reduced.
Interestingly, the effects of the genetic manipulations were greater on the flux through the pathway than on
the metabolite concentrations. This clearly demonstrates the importance of measuring of metabolic fluxes
for a full understanding of control of plant metabolism.

C603
forWArd And reverse genetics meet: the chloroplAst 2010 proJect
*robert l. last (michigan state university, usA), yan lu (michigan state university, usA), imad Ajjawi
(michigan state university, usA), linda savage (michigan state university, usA), Katherine imre
(michigan state university, usA), shinhan shiu (michigan state university, usA), christoph benning
(michigan state university, usA), dean dellapenna (michigan state university, usA), John ohlrogge
(michigan state university, usA), Katherine osteryoung (michigan state university, usA), Andreas Weber
(heinrich heine university, germany), Wilkerson curtis (michigan state university, usA)
lastr@msu.edu
rational engineering of plants for improved productivity, environmental stress tolerance and increased
healthfulness will require a predictive understanding of plant metabolism. The plant chloroplast is the
master chemist of the plant cell, and an attractive target for metabolic engineering. in addition to serving as
the site of carbon sequestration through photosynthesis, this organelle produces many nutrients essential
to the human diet, including amino acids, different antioxidant vitamin classes and lipids. the chloroplast
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2010 collaborative (www.plastid.msu.edu) is using the extensive functional genomics resources available
in Arabidopsis to speed up the process of discovering new genes that contribute to chloroplast function. the
long-term goal of this project is a predictive understanding of the structure and function of the Arabidopsis
thaliana chloroplast. the centerpiece of this approach is the testing of thousands of knock-out mutant lines
for large numbers of metabolic and developmental phenotypes. The unique features and novel results
of this ‘matrix genetics’ approach will be discussed, as will possible biotechnological outcomes from the
project. this work is funded by the us national science foundation 2010 project.

C604
high throughput AnAlysis of membrAne/signAling protein interActions in
ArAbidopsis
sylvie lalonde (cArnegie institution for science, usA), sue rhee (carnegie institution for science, usA),
*Wolf b frommer (carnegie institution for science, usA)
wfrommer@stanford.edu
despite the importance of membrane proteins (which represent 20-30% of the Arabidopsis proteome),
little is known about their interactions with each other or with other proteins. the goal of the project is to
expand our knowledge of the Arabidopsis plasma membrane protein interactome and its interface with key
signaling proteins. We are planning a screen for interactions of ca. 8600 genes comprising 5769 membranes
proteins using the mating-based split-ubiquitin system (mbSUS).
The concept of mbSUS relies on the release of an artificial membrane-bound transcription factor from the
membrane if two membrane proteins interact. mbSUS uses a ubiquitin split into two halves: The N-terminal
domain of ubiquitin (NubG) can reconstitute a functional ubiquitin when co-expressed with its C-terminal
half (cub). When two proteins fused to nubg and cub moieties interact, the two halves reconstitute a
functional ubiquitin triggering the action of ubiquitin-specific proteases which release the transcription
factor. diffusion of transcription factor into the nucleus activates transcription of marker genes (Ade2, his3
and lacZ). 3800 Arabidopsis genes have been cloned of which 2400 have been mobilized into the mbsus
destination vectors. A first set of genes was screened for interactions using the Ade2 and His3 markers
in a 1536-format. 288 cub clones were pre-screened to remove false-positive and false-negative clones
reducing interacting partners to 168. the cub clones were mated individually to 467 nub clones resulting in
105 potential interactions. 500 interaction pairs were further tested using the third marker lacZ. this small
network will be presented. A second larger screen of 3800 genes is ongoing with a throughput of 72,000
pairs per week and first data will be presented here.

C605
netWorK modeling reveAls prevAlent negAtive regulAtory relAtionships
betWeen signAling sectors in ArAbidopsis immune signAling.
masanao sato (university of minnesota, usA), Kenichi tsuda (university of minnesota, usA), lin Wang
(university of minnesota, usA), yuichiro Watanabe (university of tokyo, Japan), Jane glazebrook
(university of minnesota, usA), *fumiaki Katagiri (university of minnesota, usA)
katagiri@umn.edu
With a complex signaling network, in which components are highly interconnected, elucidating structural
features of the network that govern its behavior is a challenging task. here, we demonstrate that use of
mRNA profiling to collect and analyze detailed descriptions of changes in the network state resulting from
specific network perturbations is a powerful and economical strategy to elucidate regulatory relationships
among the components of a complex signaling network. mRNA profiles of 22 Arabidopsis immunity mutants
and wild type were collected 6 hours after inoculation with the bacterial pathogen pseudomonas syringae
expressing the effector protein Avrrpt2. this bacterial strain feeds multiple inputs into the signaling
network, allowing many parts of the network to be activated at once. regulatory relationships among the
genes corresponding to the mutations were inferred by recursively applying a non-linear dimensionality
reduction procedure to the mRNA profile data. The resulting network model accurately predicted 22 of
24 regulatory relationships reported in the literature, suggesting that predictions of novel regulatory
relationships are also accurate. the network model revealed two striking features: (i) the components of
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the network are highly interconnected; (ii) negative regulatory relationships are common between signaling
sectors. complex regulatory relationships, including a novel negative regulatory relationship between the
early microbe-associated molecular pattern-triggered signaling sectors and the salicylic acid sector, were
validated experimentally. We propose that prevalent negative regulatory relationships among the signaling
sectors make the plant immune signaling network a “sector-switching” network, which effectively balances
two apparently conflicting demands, robustness against pathogenic perturbations and minimization of
negative impacts of immune responses on plant fitness.

C701
cell fAte specificAtion in eArly embryogenesis
*gerd Jürgens (Zmbp, university of tübingen, germany)
gerd.juergens@zmbp.uni_tuebingen.de
The basic body organisation of Arabidopsis is established by position-dependent cell fate specification
during early embryogenesis. initially, the zygote divides asymmetrically to produce a small apical cell and a
large basal cell. the apical cell will give rise to the embryo except for that part of the primary root meristem
that is derived from the basal cell, which also and primarily generates an extra-embryonic suspensor. A
major focus of our research is the establishment of apical versus basal cell fate as well as the interaction
between the two cell lineages that results in the initiation of the primary root meristem.

C702
A role for the ribosome in orgAn pAtterning
*mary byrne (John innes centre, united Kingdom), dora szakonyi (John innes centre, united Kingdom),
peter etchells (John innes centre, united Kingdom), violaine pinon (John innes centre, united Kingdom),
pascale rossignol (John innes centre, united Kingdom)
mary.byrne@bbsrc.ac.uk
in plants, two primary meristems and their corresponding stem cells are established in the embryo, one
at the apex and another at the base of the embryo. the meristem at the base of the embryo gives rise to
the root system, whereas the meristem at the apex of the embryo is maintained throughout plant growth
as a shoot meristem, which gives rise to all aerial portions of the plant including leaves and stems, and
secondary meristems that form branches and flowers. In the shoot meristem, stem cells in the centre of the
meristem give rise to peripheral region cells that are recruited to form lateral organs such as leaves. leaves
establish polar growth early in development, and this depends on signalling from the meristem to the
initiating leaf, as well as concerted interactions between adaxial (dorsal) and abaxial (ventral) domains of
the leaf. We are interested in understanding how these patterning processes are regulated. to this end we
have identified a number of mutants in ribosomal protein genes in Arabidopsis, called piggyback (pgy), that
are required for leaf adaxial fate and shoot meristem function. In the shoot, mutations in these ribosomal
protein genes result in subtle leaf shape changes but condition adaxial ectopic leaf lamina outgrowths
when combined with mutations in the myb domain transcription factor AsYMMEtriC lEAVEs1 (As1). this
reflects a role for pGY genes in leaf adaxial fate, which occurs via a regulatory network involving the adaxial
transcription factor class iii hd-Zip genes and the abaxial transcription factor KAnAdi genes. ribosomal
protein genes also play a role in patterning in the embryo and we demonstrate that ribosomal protein
RPL27aC is required for correct temporal establishment of the embryo shoot meristem and cotyledons. Our
analysis indicates the ribosome and translation are important components controlling in patterning events
during plant development.

C703
systems AnAlysis of lAterAl root development: An emerging story .....
benjamin peret (centre for plant integrative biology (cpib), university of nottingham, uK), Alistair
middleton (centre for plant integrative biology (cpib), university of nottingham, uK), darren Wells
(centre for plant integrative biology (cpib), university of nottingham, uK), nathan mellor (centre
for plant integrative biology (cpib), university of nottingham, uK), ranjan swarup (centre for plant
integrative biology (cpib), university of nottingham, uK), matthew hindle (institute of genetics,
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university of nottingham, uK), John King (centre for plant integrative biology (cpib), university of
nottingham, uK), tony pridmore (centre for plant integrative biology (cpib), university of nottingham,
uK), *malcolm J. bennett (centre for plant integrative biology (cpib), university of nottingham, uK)
malcolm.bennett@nottingham.ac.uk
The degree of root branching determines the efficiency of water uptake and acquisition of nutrients
in crops. understanding the regulation of root branching is of vital agronomic importance. lateral root
branching can be divided into 2 distinct, yet inter-connected, developmental processes; primordium
initiation and emergence (reviewed in peret et al, 2009). to date, research has focused largely on lateral
root (lr) initiation. however, recent evidence suggests that lr emergence is an important checkpoint for
root branching which is regulated by nutrients such as nitrate and phosphate and hormone signals such as
auxin.
lateral root primordia (lrp) originate exclusively from pericycle cells located deep within the parental
root, necessitating that new primordia emerge through several overlaying tissues. We recently described
how lrp emergence is a highly regulated process involving the active participation of cells in both new
lateral root primordia and the parental root (swarup et al, 2008; peret et al, 2009). the hormone auxin
originating from the developing lateral root acts as a local inductive signal which reprograms adjacent
cells.
i will describe how systems biology approaches are being employed at cpib to study how auxin regulates
a transcellular gene regulatory network, the downstream target genes and biomechanical processes
associated with lateral root emergence. our systems approach involves creating increasingly sophisticated
multi-cellular models of the lateral root emergence network, populating them with experimental data, and
then testing the in-silico models predictive ability. i will describe several examples that illustrate how a
multiscale modelling approach provides an essential tool for experimentalists to study complex non-linear
systems and obtain new biological insights.
swarup et al [2008] nature cell biology 10:625-628
peret et al [2009] trends in plant science 14:399-408.

C704 (08004)
regulAtion of stomAtAl lineAge cell proliferAtion by the ArAbidopsis myb four
lips viA direct tArgeting of core cell cycle genes
Zidian xie (ohio state university, usA), eunKyoung lee (university of british columbia, canada), Jessica
lucas (ohio state university, usA), Kengo morohashi (ohio state university, usA), dongmei li (ohio
state university, usA), James Ah murray (cardiff university, Wales, uK), *fred sack (university of british
columbia, canada), erich grotewold (ohio state university, usA)
fsack@interchange.ubc.ca
developmental programs coordinate cell proliferation with differentiation but the underlying mechanisms
are incompletely understood. stomata, which are epidermal pores surrounded by two guard cells, develop
from a specialized stem cell lineage and function in shoot gas exchange. the Arabidopsis four lips
(flp) and myb88 genes encode closely related and atypical two-myb-repeat proteins, which when mutated
induce excess divisions and abnormal groups of stomata in contact. consistent with a role in transcription,
we show here that flp and myb88 are nuclear proteins with dnA-binding preferences distinct from other
known mybs. to identify possible flp/myb88 transcriptional targets, we used chromatin immunoprecitation
(chip) followed by hybridization to Arabidopsis whole genome tiling arrays. these chip-chip data indicate
that flp/myb88 target the upstream regions especially of cell cycle genes including cyclins, cyclin dependent
kinases (cdKs), and components of the pre-replication complex. in particular we show that flp represses
the expression of the mitosis-inducing factor CDKB1;1 which, along with CDKB1;2, we find is specifically
required both for the last division in the stomatal pathway and for cell over-proliferation in flp mutants.
flp recognizes a distinct cis-regulatory element that overlaps with that of the cell cycle activator e2f-dp
in the cdKb1;1 promoter suggesting that these mybs may also modulate e2f-dp pathways. We propose
that flp and myb88 together integrate patterning with the control of cell cycle progression and terminal
differentiation through multiple and direct cell cycle targets.
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C705
cell cycle-dependent developmentAl timing control of florAl stem cells
bo sun (temasek life sciences laboratory, singapore), yifeng xu (temasek life sciences laboratory,
singapore), Zemiao he (temasek life sciences laboratory, singapore), eng-seng gan (temasek life
sciences laboratory, singapore), *toshiro ito (temasek life sciences laboratory, singapore)
itot@tll.org.sg
In plant reproduction, floral stem cells are regulated by well-coordinated interplay of cell-cell signaling
and transcriptional events. The maintenance of stem cells in the floral meristem is terminated after the
production of a fixed number of floral organ primordia. The Arabidopsis floral homeotic protein AGAMOUS
(AG) integrates stem cell regulation with floral patterning events. AG is induced by the stem cell determinant
WUSCHEL (WUS) in early floral primordia, and then AG specifies reproductive organ identity. About 2
days after the induction of AG, Ag represses WUs expression to terminate floral stem cells. This WUs-AG
negative feedback pathway at the transcriptional levels plays a major part in floral stem cell regulation,
but the repression mechanism was not clear. here we show that KnucKles (Knu), a c2h2-type zinc
finger protein mediates the repression of WUs as a target of Ag, and the timing of KnU induction is key
in balancing proliferation and differentiation in flower development. Delayed KnU expression results in an
indeterminate meristem, whereas ectopic KnU expression prematurely terminates the floral meristem. We
further show that repressive histone modification H3K27me3 at the KnU locus has a regulatory function in
the timing control of KnU induction and that the induction timing is linked with cell cycle progression. We
propose a model on how the transcription factor AG is involved in the changes of histone modification at
the KnU locus in cell-cycle dependent manner.

C706
AnAlysis of cell signAlling during vAsculAr morphogenesis in ArAbidopsis
*ykä helariutta (fin-00014 university of helsinki, finland), Anthony bishopp (fin-00014 university of
helsinki, finland), Jan dettmer (fin-00014 university of helsinki, finland), satu lehesranta (fin-00014
university of helsinki, finland), Annakaisa elo (fin-00014 university of helsinki, finland), Kamil ruzicka
(fin-00014 university of helsinki, finland), Jing Zhang (fin-00014 university of helsinki, finland), shri
ram yadav (fin-00014 university of helsinki, finland), shunsuke miyashima (fin-00014 university of
helsinki, finland), Anne vaten (fin-00014 university of helsinki, finland), Juha immanen (fin-00014
university of helsinki, finland), hanna help (fin-00014 university of helsinki, finland), sedeer el-showk
(fin-00014 university of helsinki, finland), raffael lichtenberger (fin-00014 university of helsinki,
finland), robertas ursache (fin-00014 university of helsinki, finland)
yrjo.helariutta@helsinki.fi
vascular plants have a long-distance transport system consisting of two tissue types, phloem and xylem.
During root primary development, xylem is specified as an axis of two vessel element cell files, centrally
located metaxylem and peripherally located protoxylem. We have recently identified AHP6, an inhibitory
pseudophosphotransfer protein for cytokinin signaling as a spatially specific regulator facilitating protoxylem
specification (Mähönen et al. Science 311, 94). Subsequently, we have identified two regulatory interactions
that regulate Ahp6 and the xylem pattern. first, we have shown that cytokinin and auxin interact in a
spatially specific manner during procambial development to specify the AHP6 pattern. Furthermore, in
collaboration with the laboratories of philip benfey, Ji-young lee and Annelie carlsbecker, we have shown
that the mir165/6 species act non-cell autonomously to regulate the differential gene dosage of the class iii
hd-Zip genes, and thus the Ahp6 pattern during protoxylem and metaxylem development (carlsbecker, lee
et al. Nature, in press). Finally, through identification of dominant mutations affecting callose biosynthesis,
we have engineered a temporally and spatially inducible system to control plasmodesmatal trafficking
during root procambial development. the mobility of the various signals is discussed based on the analysis
using this system.

C801
JApAnese resource proJect on ArAbidopsis - outlines And introduction of fox
lines
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*masatomo Kobayashi (riKen bioresource center, Japan), youichi Kondou (riKen plant functional
genomics group plant science center, Japan), *mieko higuchi (riKen plant functional genomics group
plant science center, Japan), takanari ichikawa (riKen plant functional genomics group plant science
center, Japan), *minami matsui (riKen plant functional genomics group plant science center, Japan)
kobayasi@rtc.riken.jp, minami@riken.jp, mhiguchi@psc.riken.jp
riKen has developed various Arabidopsis resources such as riKen Arabidopsis full-length cdnA (rAfl)
clones and riKen Arabidopsis transposon mutant (rAtm) lines. these valuable resources are distributed
from riKen bioresource center (brc) which was established in 2001 in tsukuba. the riKen brc has
joined national bioresource project (nbrp) in 2002, and through the project, collection, preservation and
distribution of mammal, plant and microbiological resources are carried out. the Arabidopsis project in
RIKEN BRC is featured by the quality of resources. All materials mentioned above are well examined before
distribution, and the results of examination are informed to the users. Another feature of the project is the
wide range collection of plant full-length cDNA (fl-cDNA). Not only Arabidopsis but also tobacco, poplar,
cassava and moss fl-cDNA clones are preserved and distributed. The number of laboratories that were
distributed with our resources exceeds 1,300.
One of the plant resources unique to RIKEN is the Arabidopsis FOX line. For the systematic gain-offunction approach fl-cDNAs were used for ectopic expression. We mixed fl-cDNA with equal molar ratio
to prevent the bias of expression level differences. About 13,000 independent Arabidopsis fl-cDNAs were
transformed into Arabidopsis to generate Arabidopsis fox lines. each fox line has extra expression of
transgenes and using this transgenic pool various screening was conducted. this fox approach was also
used to identify useful traits of rice. 10,000 rice fl-cDNAs were introduced into Arabidopsis or rice and these
transgenic pools were screened for several useful traits. rice fox Arabidopsis lines were screened with
morphology, photosynthesis, pigment accumulation, element accumulation, heat tolerance, salt tolerance,
bacteria and fungal resistances. these results were summarized as a database.

C802
the ArAbidopsis biologicAl resource center (Abrc)
*erich grotewold (the ohio state university, usA), randy scholl (the ohio state university, usA), Jelena
brkljacic (the ohio state university, usA), deborah crist (the ohio state university, usA), emma Knee
(the ohio state university, usA), luz rivero (the ohio state university, usA), christopher calhoun
(the ohio state university, usA), natalie case (the ohio state university, usA), nicholas holomuzki
(The Ohio State University, USA), Ren Leaflight (The Ohio State University, USA), James Mann (The
ohio state university, usA), Julie miller (the ohio state university, usA), bhuma muthuvel (the ohio
state university, usA), francisco padilla (the ohio state university, usA), thomas plute (the ohio state
university, usA)
grotewold.1@osu.edu
the Abrc has been collecting, preserving and distributing seed and dnA stocks of Arabidopsis since 1991.
the collection reached nearly 1 million accessions in 2009, highlighted by ~29,000 t-dnA homozygous
lines representing 18,000 genes; almost 5,000 characterized mutant, transgenic, and rnAi lines; ca.
1,000 unique natural accessions; 27 recombinant inbred populations; a large number of clones in entry
and expression vectors; and ~8,000 artificial miRNAs (amiRNAs). In 2009, the Center conducted a very
successful donation campaign for high-quality mutant stocks. Future campaigns are likely to focus on
filling in gaps in the collection. For example, out of ~2,000 transcription factors present in Arabidopsis, the
center harbors dnA and/or seeds stocks for about 87% of them. hence, no stocks are available for ~250,
highlighting a need to focus on enriching the collection in underrepresented genes. following the historical
upward trend, the distribution of seed and dnA stocks exceeded 90,000 in 2009. the center has also been
anticipating the needs that the Arabidopsis community may have in the post-genomic era. Accordingly,
during 2009, the Abrc started distributing Arabidopsis cells in culture, expanded the collection on other
brassicas for comparative genomics. We also initiated the allotment of protein chips generated by s. p.
dinesh-Kumar (yale univ.) containing more than 5,000 proteins. As always, the center will be happy to
explore the distribution of additional resources that benefit the broad Arabidopsis community.
this material is based upon work supported by the national science foundation under Award number
DBI-0542034. Any opinions, findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication
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are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the views of the NSF.

C803
neW dAtA And tools At tAir (the ArAbidopsis informAtion resource)
*eva huala (carnegie institution for science, stanford, cA, usA), tanya berardini (carnegie institution
for science, stanford, cA, usA), raymond chetty (carnegie institution for science, stanford, cA, usA),
Kate dreher (carnegie institution for science, stanford, cA, usA), philippe lamesch (carnegie institution
for science, stanford, cA, usA), cynthia lee (carnegie institution for science, stanford, cA, usA),
donghui li (carnegie institution for science, stanford, cA, usA), tom meyer (carnegie institution for
science, stanford, cA, usA), robert muller (carnegie institution for science, stanford, cA, usA), larry
ploetz (carnegie institution for science, stanford, cA, usA), rajkumar sasidharan (carnegie institution
for science, stanford, cA, usA), shanker singh (carnegie institution for science, stanford, cA, usA),
david swarbreck (carnegie institution for science, stanford, cA, usA), chris Wilks (carnegie institution
for science, stanford, cA, usA)
huala@acoma.stanford.edu
TAIR (http://arabidopsis.org) is a worldwide resource for Arabidopsis data and a leader in the field
of biological data curation. tAir’s team of professional curators and software developers organizes,
integrates, curates and provides access to the most complete body of experimental data and biological
resources available for any plant species. Incorporation of RNA-seq and proteomics data to generate a new
Arabidopsis genome release (tAir10) will be discussed, along with updates on other new tools and datasets
available from tAir. A brief update on the tAir funding crisis will also be included.

C804
protein complex purificAtion for gene netWorK building
*geert de Jaeger (department plant systems biology, vib-ghent university, belgium), Jelle van leene
(department plant systems biology, vib-ghent university, belgium), Aurine verkest (department plant
systems biology, vib-ghent university, belgium), Astrid gadeyne (department plant systems biology,
vib-ghent university, belgium), Jan geerinck (department plant systems biology, vib-ghent university,
belgium), daniel van damme (department plant systems biology, vib-ghent university, belgium), erwin
Witters (ceproma, university of Antwerp, belgium), dirk inze (department plant systems biology, vibghent university, belgium)
gejae@psb.ugent.be
the mapping of protein interactions is a popular method for gene discovery, functional gene analysis or
the study of gene networks. yeast two-hybrid or protein complementation assays are used to map binary
interactions, but the emergence of powerful, ultrasensitive high-throughput mass spectrometry (ms),
together with the availability of comprehensive protein sequence repertoires, has favored the development
of methods relying on in situ affinity purification of protein complexes. Especially, the tandem affinity
purification (TAP) approach, based on the expression of a bait protein fused to a double affinity tag, has
proven to be of great value. We developed a high throughput tAp technology platform for complex isolation
from Arabidopsis cell suspension cultures (1,2) and applied it to map the core complex machinery at the
heart of the Arabidopsis cell cycle control. The resulting network offers for the first time a comprehensive
view on cdK/cyclin complexes of a higher plant and contains over 100 new candidate cell cycle proteins.
besides a central regulatory network of core complexes, we distinguished a peripheral network that links
the core machinery to up- and downstream pathways. furthermore, we could demonstrate that plants have
evolved a combinatorial toolkit comprising at least a hundred different cdK/cyclin complex variants, which
strongly underscores the functional diversification among the large family of cyclins and reflects the pivotal
role of cell cycle regulation in the developmental plasticity of plants.
(1) van leene et al. (2007) Mol. & Cell. proteomics 6, 1226-1238
(2) van leene et al. (2008) trends in plant sc. 13, 517-520

C805
rApid Assessment of gene function using ArtificiAl micrornA in ArAbidopsis
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mesophyll protoplAsts
Jeongsik Kim (ohio state university, usA), *david somers (ohio state university/postech, usA/south
Korea)
somers.24@osu.edu
rapid determination of the effect of reduced levels of gene products is often a bottleneck in deciding how
to proceed with an interesting gene candidate. Additionally, gene families with closely related members
can confound determination of the role of even a single one of the group. We describe here an in vivo
method to rapidly assess gene function using transient expression of artificial microRNAs (amiRNAs) in
Arabidopsis mesophyll protoplasts. We use a luciferase-based reporter of circadian clock activity to optimize
and validate this system. Protoplasts transiently co-transfected with promoter-luciferase and gene-specific
amirnA plasmids sustain free-running rhythms of bioluminescence for more than six days. using both
amirnA plasmids available through the Abrc, as well as custom-design of constructs using the Weigel
amirnA design algorithm, we show that transient knockdown of known clock genes recapitulates the same
circadian phenotypes reported in the literature for loss-of-function mutant plants. We additionally show
that amirnA designed to knockdown expression of the casein kinase 2 beta subunit (cK2b) gene family
lengthens period, consistent with previous reports of a short period in cK2b overexpressors. our results
demonstrate that this system can facilitate a rapid analysis of gene function by obviating the need to initially
establish stably transformed transgenics to assess the phenotype of gene knockdowns. this approach will
be useful in a wide range of plant disciplines when an endogenous cell-based phenotype is observable or
can be devised, as done here using a luciferase reporter.
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01001
A bZip trAnscription fActor is A putAtive promoting fActor for reprogrAmming from A differentiAted leAf cell to
A pluripotent stem cell in the moss physcomitrellA pAtens
*Kaori miyawaki (erAto, Jst, Japan), mineko iwata (erAto, Jst, Japan), masumi ohshima (erAto, Jst, Japan), Kyoko hoshino
(erAto, Jst, Japan), Keiko soga (erAto, Jst, Japan), mari obara (erAto, Jst, Japan), minoru Kubo (erAto, Jst, Japan), tomoaki
nishiyama (erAto, Jst, Asrc, Kanazawa univ., Japan), nagisa sugimoto (erAto, Jst, Japan), yoshikatsu sato (erAto, Jst, Japan),
yuji hiwatashi (natl. inst. basic biol., dept. of basic biol., grad. univ. A, Japan), mitsuyasu hasebe (erAto, Jst, natl. inst. basic
biol.,dept. of basic biol., gr, Japan), tetsuya Kurata (erAto, Jst, Japan)
miyawaki@nibb.ac.jp
Reprogramming from a differentiated cell to a pluripotent stem cell is frequently observed in plants, although animals exhibit the rigidity
of differentiated states. once leaves of physcomitrella patens were excised and exposed to the light, both apical cell growth and cell
division started within 24 hours in the cut ends. ultimately, they grew up to complete moss bodies. to explore the factors that promote
reprogramming, we first obtained a time-course profile of gene expression by using custom-microarrays, and identified 29 transcription
factors (TFs) that were significantly up-regulated within 12 hours in excised leaves. Next, we investigated their dominant repressive
effects on reprogramming by conditionally overexpressing chimeric genes harboring the TF fused with a modified EAR-motif repression
domain (srdx). Among them, we found overexpression of a bZip:srdx fusion protein severely inhibited the reprogramming, and that
the induction of d-type cyclin, a cell cycle marker, was severely inhibited. to know the gain-of-function phenotypes, we examined the
moss expressing the bZip fused to the vp16 transcriptional activation domain. ectopic reprogramming was observed in leaves of bZip:
vp16 lines without excision stimuli. furthermore, time-lapse observation of citrine knock-in moss revealed high-level accumulation of
bZip:citrine protein in the reprogrammed cells which were located in the cut edge. these results suggest that the bZip tf is a promoting
factor of reprogramming.

01002
methyl JAsmonAte is involved in the regulAtion of Adventitious rooting in plAntA And in in Vitro cultured thin
cell lAyers of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
laura fattorini (sapienza university of rome, italy), giuseppina falasca (sapienza university of rome, italy), federica della rovere
(sapienza university of rome, italy), laurent gutierrez (university of picardie Jules verne, Amiens, france), catherine bellini (swedish
univ.Agricultural sciences, umea;inrA,versailles, sweden and france), *maria maddalena Altamura (sapienza university of rome,
italy)
mariamaddalena.altamura@uniroma1.it
Auxin stimulates adventitious root (Ar) formation in planta and in in vitro cultured explants. in Arabidopsis plantlets grown in vitro
Ars can be induced on the hypocotyl, without exogenous auxin, by etiolating seedlings in the dark [takahashi et al, J plant res (2003);
sorin et al, plant cell (2005)]. in Arabidopsis thin cell layer (tcl) system, the stem cortical tissues are re-programmed by exogenous
auxin in combination with low cytokinin under darkness to regenerate Ars [falasca et al, plant cell rep (2004)]. Ar formation is also a
stress induced response and it was previously shown that jasmonates can be involved in the regulation of adventitious rooting [Ahkami
et al, new phytol (2009); fattorini et al, planta (2009)]. in addition it is known that jasmonates positively affect auxin biosynthesis in
Arabidopsis [sun et al, plant cell (2009)]. in order to better understand the role of jasmonates, we investigated the effect of meJA, and
its interaction with auxin, during Ar formation in planta and in tcls of Arabidopsis. various meJA concentrations were applied under
hormone-free conditions and in the presence of ibA and Kinetin. two mutants affected in jasmonic acid biosynthesis (dde2-2 and opr3),
and the mutant sur2-1 known to spontaneously produce Ars due to an increased endogenous auxin level [delarue et al, plant J (1998)]
were used for the purpose. AtGh3-3,AtGh3-5, and AtGh3-6 are auxin-inducible genes whose proteins level correlates positively with
Ar development in planta, and are up-regulated in sur2-1 [sorin et al, plant physiol (2006)]. their expression was monitored during Ar
formation in planta and in tcls, in the presence/absence of meJA. All together, our results suggest an interaction between jasmonates
and auxin during Ar formation, in Arabidopsis.

01003
ArAbidopsis cAllus formAtion reQuires the ActivAtion of the lAterAl root initiAtion progrAm
*Kaoru sugimoto (california institute of technology, usA), yuling Jiao (california institute of technology, usA), elliot meyerowitz
(california institute of technology, usA)
sugimoto@caltech.edu
unlike most animal cells, plant cells can easily regenerate new tissues from a wide variety of organs when properly cultured. the
common elements that provide varied plant cells with their remarkable regeneration ability are still largely unknown. We characterized the
initial process of Arabidopsis in vitro regeneration, where a pluripotent cell mass termed callus is induced. using live imaging and wholegenome microarray analysis, we found that callus is not an undifferentiated tissue but a somewhat differentiated tissue similar to the tip
part of a root meristem, even if it is derived from aerial organs such as petals, which clearly shows that callus formation is not a simple
reprogramming process backwards to an undifferentiated state as widely believed. furthermore, callus formation in roots, cotyledons and
petals is blocked in mutant plants incapable of initial cell division of pericycle cells, a layer of tissue surrounding the vasculature whose
division is an early step in formation of a lateral root. the expression pattern of pericycle markers that characterize lateral root initiation
was observed in the callus-forming region of roots, cotyledons and petals. it thus appears that the ectopic activation of a lateral root
development program in pericycle-like cells is a common mechanism in callus formation from multiple organs. We also tested various
media containing different levels of plant hormones and confirmed that the conclusions drawn above apply to a wide range of medium
conditions.

01004
WUsChEl promotes cell division both in embryo stem during eArly embryo And in hypocotyl At postembryo
development
xiaomin Wang (institute of botany, the chinese Academy of sciences, p.r.china), min Wang (institute of botany, the chinese Academy
of sciences, p. r. china), lijing xing (institute of botany, the chinese Academy of sciences, p. r. china), Jia li (lanzhou university,
p. r. china), Kang chong (institute of botany, the chinese Academy of sciences, p. r. china), *yunyuan xu (institute of botany, the
chinese Academy of sciences, p. r. china)
xuyy@ibcas.ac.cn
WUs plays a vital role in maintaining plant stem cell homeostasis of shoot apical meristem (sAm). A WUs gain-of-function mutant, wus1d, previously isolated from an activation tagging genetic screen displays a drastically elongated hypocotyl phenotype, whereas a lossof-function mutant, wus-1, exhibits a shortened hypocotyl phenotype. Analysis of cell number in embryo stem and hypocotyl of seedling
showed that variable number of cells, but not cell length result in aberrant hypocotyls. cell number is increased both in embryogenesis
and postembryogenesis in wus-1d. Analysis of cell division rate revealed that cells in wus-1d embryo stem divide faster, whereas wus-1
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embryo stem cells divide slower than wild-type plants during the early stage. several genes related to cell division are up-regulated in
early embryo and seedling in wus-1d and almost not detected in that of wus-1. CYCb1;1::GUs is ectopically expressed in the hypocotyl
of wus-1d which suggests ectopic cell division in hypocotyl. taking together, our data suggested that WUs might play an important role in
cell division and affected cell number of embryo stem and hypocotyl in seedling. Our findings might unravel an underlying linkage between
stem cell maintenance genes regulation and cell division genes regulation.

01005
the phYsCoMitrEllA cyclin-dependent KinAse A linKs cell cycle reActivAtion And cellulAr chArActeriZAtion in stem
cell regenerAtion
*masaki ishikawa (erAto, Japan science and technology Agency, Japan), Asaka Akita (erAto, Japan science and technology Agency,
Japan), yasuko oguri (erAto, Japan science and technology Agency, Japan), yuji hiwatashi (national institute for basic biology),
mitsuyasu hasebe (erAto, Japan science and technology Agency, national institute for basic biology), minoru Kubo (erAto, Japan
science and technology Agency)
ishikam@nibb.ac.jp
differentiated plant cells retain the capacity to change to pluripotent stem cells during regular development and regeneration. this
capacity is associated with both cell cycle reactivation and the acquisition of specific cellular characters. However, the factors that
coordinate the two functions have not been determined. excised leaf cells of the moss physcomitrella patens are readily reprogrammed
to pluripotent chloronema apical cells. Here, we report a link between cell cycle reactivation and the acquisition of chloronema characters
by the activity of the mammalian cyclin-dependent kinase 1 (cdK1) ortholog A-type cdK (cdKA;1). leaf excision induced cdK activity,
which reactivated the cell cycle from the g1 resting phase. A cdK inhibitory agent, roscovitine, and kinase-negative form cdKA;1 inhibited
cell cycle progression and unexpectedly also inhibited the acquisition of apical growth, which is specific to moss stem cells, although
inhibition at the s phase by aphidicolin did not prohibit apical growth. these results indicate that cdKA;1 activation coordinates cell cycle
reactivation and cellular changes in the g1 phase during stem cell formation.

01006
AnAlysis on the inhibitory Action of 5-bromo-2’-deoxyuridine AgAinst dedifferentiAtion of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA.
*Kenro imamura (the university of tokyo, Japan), misato ohtani (riken psc, Japan), munetaka sugiyama (the university of tokyo,
Japan)
imamura@ns.bg.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
in Arabidopsis, shoot redifferentiation can be induced from hypocotyl and root explants by a two-step culture method, in which explants
are precultured on callus-inducing medium and then transferred onto shoot-inducing medium. With this culture system, we found tissue, time-, and dose-dependent effects of a thymidine (dT) analog, 5-bromo-2'-deoxyuridine (BrdU). One of the notable findings was that
shoot redifferentiation from hypocotyl explants is inhibited by treatment with brdu at high concentrations during preculture while shoot
redifferentiation from root explants is not inhibited by the same brdu treatment. our previous analysis of this brdu action suggested that
BrdU interferes with the acquisition of cell proliferation competence during dedifferentiation.
in an attempt to identify a molecular event involved in dedifferentiation as a brdu target, we isolated four brdu-resistant mutants,
bromodeoxyuridine-resistant organogenesis (bro) 1 to 4, by screening with shoot redifferentiation as an index phenotype. A wide spectrum
of normally brdu-sensitive phenomena, including root growth and callus growth, were also resistant to brdu in these mutants. for further
characterization of bro mutants, we examined the sensitivity of these mutants to 5-fluorodeoxyuridine (FdU). As compared with the wild
type, bro2 and bro4 were resistant to fdu as well as brdu in the tissue culture test. in contrast, bro1 and bro3 were hypersensitive to
FdU. This result reflects that different mechanisms are responsible for BrdU resistance in these mutants.
By chromosome mapping and DNA sequencing, mutations that probably confer BrdU resistance were found within a gene encoding
ubA1a in bro1 and within a gene encoding a dt kinase in bro2. since ubA1a was reported to bind u-rich rnA and regulate the stability
of mrnAs, the possibility has arisen that brdu targets some mrnA metabolisms.

01007
identificAtion And chArActeriZAtion of chemicAl inhibitors of reprogrAmming processes in phYsCoMitrEllA pAtEns
And ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Akihiro imai (Japan science and technology Agency erAto, Japan), yasuko oguri (Japan science and technology Agency erAto,
Japan), Asaka Akita (Japan science and technology Agency erAto, Japan), masaki ishikawa (Japan science and technology Agency
erAto, Japan), Ken shirasu (riKen plant science center, Japan), hiroyuki Kasahara (riKen plant science center, Japan), tadao Asami
(the university of tokyo, Japan), youichi Kondou (riKen plant science center, Japan), minami matsui (riKen plant science center,
Japan), yuji hiwatashi (national institute for basic biology, Japan), yoshikatsu sato (Japan science and technology Agency erAto,
Japan), mitsuyasu hasebe (Japan science and technology Agency erAto, national institute for basic biology, Japan), minoru Kubo
(Japan science and technology Agency erAto, Japan)
aimai@nibb.ac.jp
in the moss physcomitrella patens, differentiated leaf cells of an excised leaf change to protonemal apical stem cells without exogenous
phytohormones within a few days, which provides an outstanding experimental system for the study of molecular basis of reprogramming
process in plants. to clarify this mechanism, we tried to screen the chemical compounds inhibiting the reprogramming process from
a leaf cell to an apical stem cell. of 12,000 chemicals, 4 chemicals were isolated as the reprogramming inhibitors (rins), which all
show (1) inhibition of the stem cell formation from a leaf cell, (2) an insignificant effect on the protonemal growth, and (3) inhibition
of expression of the reprogramming marker gene. further characterization revealed that rin16b, one of rins, also disturbs the lateral
root development in Arabidopsis thaliana. based on this effect, rin16b-resistant lines were screened by utilizing riKen Arabidopsis fox
(Full-length cDNA over-expressor) lines. As a result, we isolated a transgenic line overexpressing the PHD finger gene named rin16b
rEsistAnt 1 (Atrir1), in which the lateral-root developmental defect is suppressed in the presence of rin16b. our database analysis
identified two p. patens genes homologous to Atrir1. here, we report the phenotypic analyses of conditional overexpression lines and
loss-off-function mutants on the pprir genes and discuss the possible common mechanism for stem cell establishment involving the rir
genes both in p. patens and A. thaliana.

02001
chArActeriZAtion of nonhost diseAse resistAnce of ArAbidopsis to bActeriAl pAthogens
*seonghee lee (the samuel roberts noble foundation, usA), senthil-Kumar muthappa (the samuel roberts noble foundation, usA),
Kirankumar mysore (the samuel roberts noble foundation, usA)
slee@noble.org
nonhost disease resistance is the most common plant defense mechanism which protects plants from various potential pathogens.
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despite the important role of nonhost resistance in plant defense, the molecular mechanisms underlying plant nonhost resistance has
not been fully understood. Recently, we identified genes involved in nonhost resistance against bacterial pathogens using virus-induced
gene silencing (vigs) in n. benthamiana. to further characterize the function of these genes, we searched the gene homologs from the
model plant species, Arabidopsis. five genes were initially selected for further analyses in Arabidopsis. the Arabidopsis knockout mutants
for these genes were susceptible to several nonhost bacterial pathogens and supported more bacterial growth. to further uncover the
molecular mechanisms and signal pathways underlying nonhost resistance in Arabidopsis, we are currently taking several approaches like
gene expression profiling, subcellular protein localization, yeast-two-hybrid analyses to identify interacting proteins, etc. The results from
these studies will provide significant insight to the basis of molecular signal networks during nonhost disease resistance of Arabidopsis. We
will present the studies on the identification of genes involved in nonhost resistance in N. benthamiana and the functional characterization
of the genes in Arabidopsis to dissect their role of nonhost resistance.

02002
phospholipAse d isoforms in defence response of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA to psEUdoMonAs sYrinGAE.
*olga valentova (institute of chemical technology prague, czech republic), marcela Kalousova (institute of chemical technology
prague, czech republic), hana navarova (university of fribourg, switzerland), Zuzana novotna (institute of chemical technology
prague, czech republic), lukas vaculik (institute of chemical technology prague, czech republic), Jana hajslova (institute of chemical
technology prague, czech republic), lenka burketova (institute of experimental botany As cr, czech republic)
olga.valentova@vscht.cz
in plants, the attack of pathogen leads to the accumulation of salicylic acid (sA ) in the infected tissue and could lead to the development
of systemic acquired resistance (SAR) against pathogen. SA triggers a complicated cascade of signalling events resulting in the expression
of pr (pathogenesis-related) genes enabling the plant to cope with pathogen. the molecular mechanism of the early events in signalling
pathway leading to sAr development is largely unknown but increasing evidence points to phospholipid signalling as important component
of this pathway. recently, we brought the evidence that phospholipase d and its product phosphatidic acid (pA) is involved in a rapid
response of Arabidopsis suspension cells to the sA treatment (1) the same effect could be seen in wild type plants. in comparison to
other eukaryots, plant phospholipase d represents numerous gene family (12 genes in Arabidopsis thaliana) divided to 5 groups differing
significantly in their biochemical characteristics. This fact arouses the question whether and what are their specific roles in the plant
response. We show on Arabidopsis t-dnA mutant lines that multiple isoforms of phospholipase d are involved in response to sA and
virulent pathogen pseudomonas syringae pv maculicola. corresponding changes in the level of distinct pA species determined by mass
spectrometry will be also presented.
(1) Krinke o, flemr m, vergnolle ch, collin s, renou J-p, teconnat l, yu A, burketova l, valentova o, Zachowski A and ruelland e
(2009) phospholipase d Activation is an early component of the salicylic Acid signaling pathway in Arabidopsis cell suspensions.
plant physiology 150, 424-436.
Acknowledgement
presented study was funded by ministry of education of the czech republic, grants no. lc06034 and msm6046137305.

02003
endosome-AssociAted crt1 functions eArly in r (rEsistAnCE) gene-mediAted defense signAling
*hong-gu Kang (boyce thompson institute for plant research, usA), chang-sik oh (boyce thompson institute for plant research,
usA), masanao sato (university of minnesota, usA), fumiaki Katagiri (university of minnesota, usA), Jane glazebrook (university
of minnesota, usA), hideki takahashi (tohoku university, Japan), pradeep Kachroo (university of Kentucky, usA), gregory b. martin
(boyce thompson institute for plant research, usA), daniel f. Klessig (boyce thompson institute for plant research, usA)
hgk3@cornell.edu
resistance gene-mediated immunity confers protection against pathogen infection in a wide range of plants. A genetic screen for
Arabidopsis mutants compromised for recognition of Turnip Crinkle Virus previously identified CRT1, a member of the GHKL ATPase/
Kinase superfamily. here we demonstrate that crt1 interacts with various resistance proteins from different structural classes, and
this interaction is disrupted when these resistance proteins are activated. the Arabidopsis mutant crt1-2 crh1-1, which lacks crt1
and its closest homologue, displayed compromised resistance to avirulent pseudomonas syringae and hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis.
Additionally, resistance-associated hypersensitive cell death was suppressed in nicotiana benthamiana silenced for expression of crt1
homologue(s). thus, crt1 appears to be a general factor for resistance gene-mediated immunity. since elevation of cytosolic calcium
triggered by avirulent p. syringae was compromised in crt1-2 crh1-1 plants, but cell death triggered by ntmeK2dd was unaffected in crt1silenced n. benthamiana, CRT1 likely functions at an early step in this pathway. Genome-wide transcriptome analysis led to identification
of Crt1-Associated genes, many of which are associated with transport processes, responses to (a)biotic stress and the endomembrane
system. confocal microscopy and subcellular fractionation revealed that crt1 localizes to endosome-like vesicles, suggesting a key
process in resistance protein activation/signaling occurs in this subcellular compartment.

02004
xopr, A type iii effector secreted by XAnthoMonAs orYzAE pv. orYzAE, inhibits bAsAl defense responses in
ArAbidopsis
*chiharu Akimoto-tomiyama (national institute of Agrobiological scienses, Japan), Ayako furutani (national institute of Agrobiological
scienses, Japan), seiji tsuge (Kyoto prefectural university, Japan), hirokazu ochiai (national institute of Agrobiological scienses,
Japan)
akimotoc@affrc.go.jp
xopr (xoo4134) is an effector protein secreted into rice cells through the type iii secretion apparatus of Xanthomonas oryzae pv.
oryzae strain mAff 311018, the causal agent of bacterial blight of rice (furutani et al., mpmi 22(1):96-106 2009). in order to clarify the
effects of xopr on plants, we have developed a transgenic Arabidopsis plant (col-0 background) which expresses xopr under steroid
hormone dexamethasone (dex) treatment. expression patterns of known pathogen-associated molecular pattern (pAmp)-responsive
genes were analyzed by qRT-PCR followed by inoculation with Xanthomonas campestris pv. campestris AtCC33913 hrcc- (xcc hrcc-)
mutant which lacks the type III secretion apparatus. Although no significant visible phenotype was shown after DEX treatment, expression
of pAmp-responsive genes such as At2g17740, At2g46400 (WrKy46), At2g19190 (frK1) and At5g57220 (cyp81f2) in dex-treated plants
was distinctly suppressed compared with those of dex-untreated ones. indicating xopr inhibits plant basal defense responses caused by
xcc hrcc-.

02005
identificAtion of host tArgets of XAnthoMonAs orYzAE effectors.
*Koji yamaguchi (Kinki university, Japan), Ayako furutani (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), hirokazu ochiai
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(national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), seiji tsuge (Kyoto prefectural university, Japan), Ko shimamoto (nara institute of
science and technology, Japan), tsutomu Kawasaki (Kinki university, Japan)
deraking@hotmail.com
Plant bacterial pathogens equipped with the type III secretion system (TTSS) generally deliver different TTSS effector proteins into
plant cells. these ttss effector proteins modulate the function of crucial host regulatory molecules and allow bacteria to invade plant
cells. so far, we have isolated 16 ttss effectors from Xanthomonas oryzae pv. oryzae (Xoo ; furutani et al.,). to identify Xoo ttss
effectors that inhibit host immune responses, we generated transgenic rice plants expressing each of 10 Xoo effectors. these transgenic
plants were inoculated with the TTSS-deficient hrpX mutant of Xoo. transgenic plants expressing Xoo effectors showed different levels
of susceptibility to the hrpX mutant, indicating that these effectors have the abilities to inhibit pAmps-triggered immunity (pti) inside
plant cells. especially, transgenic plants expressing four of 10 effectors developed severe disease lesions of the hrpX mutant, suggesting
that these four effectors may block the important steps in PTI. We identified host targets of these effectors by two-hybrid system, which
include receptor-like kinase and transcription factor. We also found that one of these effectors interacts with bAK1, which is supported by
the fact that its over-expressor exhibits brassinosteroid insensitive phenotype. the roles of target factors in pti will be discussed.

02006
edm2, A novel trAnscriptionAl regulAtor controlling immune responses And developmentAl processes in
ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*tokuji tsuchiya (university of california at riverside, usA), thomas eulgem (university of california at riverside, usA)
tokujit@ucr.edu
the Arabidopsis thaliana defense regulator EDM2 was previously shown to be specifically required for immunity mediated by the
disease resistance (r)-gene rpp7 against the hiks1 isolate of the biotrophic oomycete hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (hpa). unlike
many other plant defense mechanisms against biotrophs edm2/rpp7-mediated immunity is independent from the defense hormone
salicylic acid. edm2 bears typical features of transcription factors and epigenetic regulators, but does not belong to any established class
of plant proteins controlling transcription. edm2 most likely contributes to disease resistance by promoting transcription of rpp7. new
observations also suggest that edm2 affects the transcript levels and activity of two additional r genes. furthermore, we found edm2
to have a promoting effect on several distinct developmental processes including the floral transition. EDM2 interacts in nuclei with the
WnK8 protein kinase that phosphorylates edm2. WnK8, however, seems not to play a role in defense, but to act upstream from edm2
in flowering time control. In addition, EDM2 interacts in nuclei with several other regulatory proteins, some of which contribute to the
immune function of edm2. We are currently characterizing these new components of the plant immune system. the involvement of edm2
in both developmental processes and gene-for-gene resistance is intriguing and an important question is, if these roles of EDM2 are
unrelated or if there is a biologically significant connection between these different types of roles. New results on the molecular functions
of edm2 at the interface between defense and developmental programs will be presented at the meeting.

02007
increAsed eArly cAllose deposition leAds to complete resistAnce to poWdery mildeW
*christian voigt (university of hamburg, germany), shauna somerville (university of california berkeley, usA)
voigt@botanik.uni-hamburg.de
in plant-fungal interaction, callose is deposited at sites of fungal penetration as the most common chemical constituent in papillae.
the cell wall thickenings are thought to slow down pathogen invasion. in Arabidopsis, stress-induced callose deposition is dependent on
the activity of the callose synthase pmr4 (=gsl5). interestingly, pmr4 mutants without stress-induced callose deposition reveal a higher
resistance to powdery mildew than wild-type plants. further analysis linked the higher resistance to an increased induction of salicylic
acid synthesis.
We could show that constitutive expression of pMr4 under the camv35s promoter leads to a complete resistance to the powdery
mildew Golovinomyces cichoracearum. in contrast to pmr4 mutants and wild-type, no fungal penetration, haustorium, and mycelium
formation was observed on leaves after G. cichoracearum inoculation of the 35s::pMr4 lines. real-time pcr analysis revealed that
salicylic acid synthesis is not induced in these lines. however, 6 hours post-inoculation, increased callose synthase activity was measured
that directly correlated with an extended callose deposition at sites of attempted fungal penetration. callose synthase activity in leave
tissue was 5 times higher in 35s::pMr4 lines than in wild-type, and the diameter of callose plagues was 3 times higher. A c-terminal
fusion of gfp to pmr4 enabled the localization of pmr4 within epidermal cells. confocal laser-scanning microscopy revealed that pmr4
accumulates at sites of attempted penetration. A direct correlation of the pmr4-gfp signal pattern and the pattern of the callose plagues
was evident. in control plants, a gfp-signal could not be detected even though western blot analysis showed the presence of pmr4.
these results conclude that increased early callose deposition confers to strong fungal resistance, and that translocation is important for
regulation of stress-induced callose synthesis.

02008
phosphorylAtion events in plAnt-pAthogen interActions
*Alexandra Jones (the sainsbury laboratory, uK), elena petutschnig (georg-August-university goettingen, germany), volker lipka
(georg-August-university goettingen, germany), varids ntoukakis (the sainsbury laboratory, uK), John rathjen (Australian national
university, Australia), mireille van damme (the sainsbury laboratory, uK), sophien Kamoun (the sainsbury laboratory, uK)
alex.jones@tsl.ac.uk
A mechanistic understanding of signalling pathways requires the identification of kinases and their targets. Identification of the
site(s) of phosphorylation on a protein is only part of the information required to understand their function. The dynamic interplay of
phosphorylation and dephosphorylation has important consequences for signalling, as does the stoichiometry of phosphorylation. I will
discuss the identification and quantification of differential phosphorylation events in plant-pathogen interactions and present data on a
receptor-like kinase (cerK1), a kinase involved in resistance signalling (pto) and a effector kinase from phytophthora infestans.

02009
pAmp-triggered immunity AgAinst bActeriA is positively regulAted by A legume-liKe lectin receptor KinAse in
ArAbidopsis
prashant singh (national taiwan university, taiwan), chia-hong tsai (national taiwan university, taiwan), yi-chun Kuo (national taiwan
university, taiwan), chih-cheng chien (national taiwan university, taiwan), *laurent Zimmerli (national taiwan university, taiwan)
lauzim2@ntu.edu.tw
plants initially sense microbial pathogens through perception of pathogen-associated molecular patterns (pAmps) by pattern-recognition
receptors located on the cell surface. recognition leads to the activation of pAmp-triggered immunity (pti). this work describes the
functional characterization of a lectin receptor kinase (lecrK) in the Arabidopsis defense response to microbial pathogens. dip-inoculated
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lecrK t-dnA insertion knock-out (Ko) mutant lines were found to be more susceptible to pseudomonas syringae and Erwinia carotovora
bacteria. However, no differences in susceptibility were observed after infiltration inoculation. This observation suggests this LecRK acts
during the early defense response to bacteria. We thus analyzed the activation of the pti response in lecrK loss-of-function mutants after
bacterial infection and bacterial pAmps treatment. reduced up-regulation of pti marker genes such as FrK1 and WrKY53, and impaired
callose deposition were observed. by contrast lecrK Ko lines demonstrated a normal pti response after treatment with the fungal pAmp
chitin and a normal resistance to the fungus botrytis cinerea. these data indicate this lecrK may not play a critical role in fungal pti.
finally, we show functional complementation of the lecrK Ko mutant phenotype by constitutive expression of lecrK. complemented lines
with high lecrK expression levels demonstrated a constitutive up-regulation of FrK1, WrKY53, the salicylic acid-dependent pr1 gene and
high resistance to pst dc3000. We propose that the legume-like lecrK under study is a positive regulator of bacterial-induced pti.

02010
different netWorK properties define the difference betWeen pAttern- And effector-triggered immunity
*Kenichi tsuda (university of minnesota, usA), masanao sato (university of minnesota, usA), thomas stoddard (university of
minnesota, usA), Jane glazebrook (university of minnesota, usA), fumiaki Katagiri (university of minnesota, usA)
tsuda004@umn.edu
two modes of plant immunity against biotrophs, pattern-triggered immunity (pti) and effector triggered immunity (eti), are triggered
by recognition of conserved microbial features called Microbe-Associated Molecular Patterns (MAMPs) and specific pathogen effectors,
respectively. previously, we had reported that pr1 was induced during the PTI triggered by the MAMP flg22 (flg22-PTI) in a salicylic
acid (sA)-dependent manner. We found that pr1 was induced during the eti triggered by the effector Avrrpt2 (Avrrpt2-eti) in an
sA-independent manner. mAp kinases, mpK3/6, are activated during pti and eti. however, the timing of activation is different: rather
transient in pti; prolonged in eti. We found that prolonged mpK3/6 activation by inducible expression of a constitutively active form of the
corresponding mApKK, mKK4dd, led to induction of pr1 in an sA-independent manner. these results suggest that the prolonged mpK3/6
activation during eti but not transient activation during pti triggers sA-independent pr1 induction. We have recently reported that the
network defined by the four genes ddE2, Ein2, pAd4 and sid2 accounts for most of flg22-PTI and AvrRpt2-ETI against pseudomonas
syringae, indicating that these cases of pti and eti extensively share signaling machinery. We estimated the effects of the wild-type genes
and their interactions on immunity using the data from all combinatorial mutants and wild type. this allocation analysis revealed that
the common signaling machinery was used differently in pti and eti: synergistic relationships among the signaling sectors are evident
in pti, which may amplify the signal; compensatory relationships among the sectors dominate in eti, explaining the robustness of eti
against genetic and pathogenic perturbations. taken together, these results suggest that what differentiates pti and eti signaling is not
a difference in the signaling machinery but a difference in how it is used.

02011
A phospho-mimic mutAnt of rin4 is sufficient to trigger rpm1-mediAted diseAse resistAnce
*eui-hwan chung (unc-chapel hill, usA), luis da-cunha (osu, usA), Ai-Jiuan Wu (unc-chapel hill, usA), david mackey (osu, usA),
Jeffery dangl (unc-chapel hill, usA)
ehjung@email.unc.edu
rpm1, an Arabidopsis nb-lrr protein, mediates disease resistance in response to the bacterial type iii effector protein Avrb and
AvrRpm1. We proposed that a host target of both effectors, RIN4, is guarded by RPM1. Modification of RIN4 induced by effectors,
potentially via phosphorylation, is perceived as modified self by RPM1, leading to suppression of bacterial growth and a hypersensitive
response (hr). based on the characterized co-crystal structure of Avrb and rin4142-176, rin4 point mutants in the Avrb-binding site (bbs)
was generated: T166A, T166D, H167A, I168A, F169A and an HIF-AAA mutant. The yeast-two-hybrid verified the interaction between RIN4
bbs mutants and Avrb. We reconstructed rpm1-mediated hr with transiently expressed rin4 and either Avrb or Avrrpm1 in nicotiana
benthamiana. Wild-type rin4, t166d and h167A supported Avrb-triggered hr with rpm1. the phospho-mimic mutants of rin4 (t166d
and t166e) caused effector-independent hr with rpm1. no hr was observed with t166d and rpm1 g205e (p-loop dead) mutant.
the Avrrpm1-rin4-rpm1 reconstruction displayed the same bbs mutant results as shown in Avrb-rin4-rpm1 reconstruction except
that Avrrpm1 activated rpm1-dependent hr with rin4 t166A. We infected transgenic Arabidopsis expressing rin4 bbs mutants with
pseudomonas syrinage pv. tomato (pto) dc3000 containing Avrb or Avrrpm1. the h167A fully complemented rpm1-mediated hr and
suppression for both strains, but i168A, f169A and hif-AAA mutant did not. the rin4 t166A mutant showed loss-of-function for rpm1mediated hr by pto dc3000 Avrb and partial complementation to pto dc3000 Avrrpm1. our data suggest that rin4 t166 is necessary for
Avrb-triggered, rpm1-mediated disease resistance and enhances Avrrpm1-triggered, rpm1-dependent disease resistance. We conclude
that Avrb-dependent phosphorylation (or ampylation) of rin4 t166 activates rpm1.

02012
use of enhAncer trApping to identify pAthogen-induced regulAtory events spAtiAlly restricted to plAnt-microbe
interAction sites
mercedes schroeder (university of california, riverside, usA), tokuji tsuchiya (university of california, riverside, usA), *thomas
eulgem (university of california, riverside, usA)
thomas.eulgem@ucr.edu
plant genes differentially expressed during plant/pathogen interactions can be important for host immunity or contribute to pathogen
virulence. Microarray analyses and other large scale transcript profiling methods have revealed the identity of many pathogen-responsive
plant genes as well as the timing of their expression changes. however, they do typically not provide any information regarding the
spatial patterns of transcriptional reprogramming. Furthermore, these methods may not allow for the identification of genes that exhibit
only weak transcriptional changes or respond only in a small number of plant cells. We utilized enhancer trapping to identify local events
of differential gene expression triggered by virulent isolates of the oomycete hyaloperonospora arabidopsidis (hpa) in Arabidopsis.
Screening 11,300 Arabidopsis lines containing the pD991 enhancer trap vector (Campisi et al. 1999, Plant J. 17: 699) we identified several
individuals exhibiting reporter gene activity in plant tissue closely associated with hpa structures. We isolated the respective insertion loci
by ligation-mediated pcr. An enhancer trap, which resides in an exon of hyphae-Associated response Gene (hArG)1, responds strongly
in plant cells directly surrounding hpa hyphae and significantly reduces the formation of hpa spores. two additional harg1t-dnA mutants
exhibit the same phenotype. As its mutants seem not to exhibit constitutive activation of defense responses, hArG1 may serve a virulence
function for hpa. in microarray experiments with whole Arabidopsis seedlings, hArG1 transcript levels showed only a weak (~1.3-fold),
yet significant, up-regulation upon infection with hpa. thus, this local gene-regulatory event, which seems to be of functional importance
for the outcome of Arabidopsis/hpa interactions, could have easily been missed. We are currently investigating the role of hArG1 in hpa
virulence.

02013
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sustAined ActivAtion of pAttern recognition receptor-mediAted signAling for robust immunity
Annegret ross (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), Kazue Kanehara (max planck institute for plant breeding
research, germany), nico tintor (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), xunli lu (max planck institute for plant
breeding research, germany), paul schulze-lefert (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), *yusuke saijo (max
planck institute for plant breeding research, germany)
saijo@mpiz-koeln.mpg.de
in plants and animals, recognition of microbe-associated molecular patterns (mAmps) by pattern recognition receptors (prrs) leads
to an enhanced state of immunity, termed mAmp-triggered immunity (mti). however, the presence of mAmps essentially in all microbes
raises an important, as-yet-unsolved question of how hosts distinguish pathogens from non-pathogens to selectively mount effective
defenses against the former. the Arabidopsis leu-rich repeat receptor kinases (lrr-rKs) efr and fls2 act as prrs that recognize the
bacterial elongation factor (EF)-Tu epitope elf18 and the flagellin epitope flg22, respectively. We revealed a series of Arabidopsis priority
in sweet life (psl) mutants that show defects in EFR accumulation and signaling, but not of FLS2, due to the improper quality control of
efr in the endoplasmic reticulum (er). We notice that efr signaling is partially and differentially impaired in weakly dysfunctional psl
alleles without a significant decrease of the receptor steady-state levels. Remarkably, in an allele of ER-resident glucosidase II α subunit,
designated rsw3, efr-triggered immunity collapses against the bacterial phytopathogen pseudomonas syringae, despite nearly intact
co-activation of mApKs, reactive oxygen species, ethylene biosynthesis, and callose deposition by the prr. however, rsw3 plants fail to
maintain high transcript levels of defense-promoting WrKy, pr1 and pr2 genes at late time points (4 to 24 hours) after elf18 elicitation.
this strongly suggests the importance of sustained activation of prr signaling for extensive transcriptional reprogramming as a key step
in the establishment of effective mti. We will discuss potential mechanisms that couple initial mAmp detection to robust defense activation
upon pathogen recognition, with a focus on molecular processes affected in rsw3 plants.

02014
Ateb1s interAct With AtbZip10 At microtubule plus-ends And Are reQuired for cell deAth controlled by lsd1
yuka yamamoto (faculty of Agriculture, tottori university, Japan), hiroki mikamori (faculty of Agriculture, tottori university, Japan),
makiko higashide (faculty of Agriculture, tottori university, Japan), yuuki teraoka (faculty of Agriculture, tottori university, Japan),
John c. sedbrook (school of biological sciences, illinois state university, usA), *hironori Kaminaka (faculty of Agriculture, tottori
university, Japan)
kaminaka@muses.tottori-u.ac.jp
programmed cell death (pcd), including the hypersensitive response associated with the successful immune responses, results from
various cellular responses to oxidative stresses in plants. to clarify how plants induce pcd upon pathogen’s challenge, we have focused
on the function of lsd1 (lesion simulating disease resistance 1), a negative regulator of cell death, in Arabidopsis. lsd1 seems to
control the cell death-related transcriptional activity of the bZip transcription factor AtbZip10 by altering its intracellular partitioning via
direct binding in the cytosol (Kaminaka et al., embo J., 2006). since the molecular mechanism for induction of cell death mediated by
the function and interaction of lsd1 and AtbZip10 is still not clear, we carried out yeast two-hybrid (y2h) screening, using AtbZip10 as
the bait protein. As a result, we identified AtEB1 (End-Binding 1), which is one of the +TIPs (microtubule plus-end tracking proteins),
as a novel AtbZip10-interacting protein. We determined that Ateb1 recognizes the ip motif present in AtbZip10. the ip motif is a highly
conserved motif identified in mammalian +TIPs. Of the three EB1s in Arabidopsis, AtbZIP10 specifically interacted with AtEB1a and
Ateb1b, but not Ateb1c. in addition, in planta bio-imaging analysis demonstrated that AtbZip10 co-localized and interacted with Ateb1a
located on microtubules, particularly at their plus-ends. the lsd1 ateb1a ateb1b ateb1c quadruple mutant displayed significant reduction
of the uncontrolled cell death induced by benzothiadiazole compared to that of the lsd1 single mutant. the level of cell death induced
by mycotoxin fumonisin b1 was also reduced in ateb1a ateb1b ateb1c triple mutant plants, whereas it was increased in 35s::AtEb1a
plants. these results indicate that Ateb1 participates in cell death induced by mycotoxin as well as controlled by lsd1, perhaps through
its interaction with AtbZip10 at microtubule plus-ends.

02015
involvement of tobAcco trAnscription fActor dof proteins in the promoter ActivAtion of the resistAnce gene n
AgAinst tobACCo MosAiC VirUs
Nobumitsu Sasaki (Tokyo University of Agriculture and Technology, Japan), Md. Ashraful Haque (Tokyo University of Agriculture and
technology, Japan), masamichi matsumaru (tokyo university of Agriculture and technology, Japan), shota odaira (tokyo university of
Agriculture and technology, Japan), *hiroshi nyunoya (tokyo university of Agriculture and technology, Japan)
nyunoyah@yahoo.co.jp
nicotiana tabacum cv. samsun nn is a tobacco cultivar that carries a resistance gene n against tobacco mosaic virus (tmv). upon
tmv infection, nicotiana species with the n gene show hypersensitive response (hr) leading to programmed cell death at infection sites,
which result in the inhibition of systemic virus spread. the helicase domain (p50) of the virus replicase is known to be an elicitor to interact
with the n gene product. the transcription of the n gene has been reported to be upregulated prior to hr induction by tmv infection.
Previously, we showed a 269-bp DNA fragment as a minimum promoter sequence located upstream of the translational initiation codon
of the n gene. through a transient assay with gfp reporter gene, coexpression of p50 or n protein was shown to cause about 3-fold
increase in the promoter activity. furthermore, the coexpression of both p50 and n protein synergistically stimulated the n promoter
activity. thus, the resistance gene product n functions as an transcriptional activator.
Deletion analysis of the 269-bp sequence identified a novel 20-bp sequence from -269 to -250 required for both p50 and the N
protein to enhance the N promoter activity. This 20-bp sequence contained two AAAG motifs that are reported to be binding sites for
Dof transcription factors. Fusion of the 20-bp sequence to a truncated version of the Cauliflower mosaic virus promoter resulted in an
elicitor-dependent transcriptional activation. Mutational analysis indicated that the two Dof-binding motifs in the 20-bp sequence played
an important role for transcriptional upregulation. We have cloned the tobacco dof cdnAs and investigated the functional involvement of
dof proteins in the elicitor- and n protein-dependent transcriptional activation and hr induction.

02016
s-nitrosothiols regulAte hypersensitive cell deAth during the plAnt diseAse resistAnce response
*byung-Wook yun (imps, the university of edinburgh, uK), Angela feechan (csiro plant industry, Australia), steven spoel (imps,
the university of edinburgh, uK), minghui yin (imps, the university of edinburgh, uK), noor saidi (imps, the university of edinburgh,
UK), Eunjung Kwon (IMPS, The University of Edinburgh, UK), Jeong-Gu Kang (IMPS, The University of Edinburgh, UK), Jacqueline Pallas
(university college london, uK), gary loake (imps, the university of edinburgh, uK)
bwyun@ed.ac.uk
nitric oxide (no) is a fundamental regulator of both eukaryotic and prokaryotic redox signalling networks and its biology impinges upon
a plethora of key physiological processes. s-nitrosylation, the addition of a no moiety to a reactive cysteine thiol, to form a nitrosothiol
(SNO), has recently emerged as an important mechanism to convey NO bioactivity. Despite its potential significance, however, the roles of
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this post-translational modification in plant biology remain largely unexplored. Recently, we provided the first genetic evidence consistent
with a key role for s-nitrosylation in plants. Arabidopsis thaliana s-nitrosoglutathione reductase 1 (Atgsnor1), was demonstrated to
control cellular SNO levels in both naÏve and pathogen challenged plants. Furthermore, we have identified SNOs as pivotal regulators
of plant hypersensitive cell death (hcd) in response to attempted pathogen infection. collectively, our data implies that the kinetics of
no and roi accumulation are inversely controlled through changes in sno formation and turnover, which ultimately modulates the rate
and magnitude of hcd development. thus, Atgsnor1 functions as a binary control switch at the centre of hcd regulation. here, we will
discuss the molecular mechanism by which S-nitrosylation of specific target proteins modulates HCD and pathogen resistance.

02017
pAmp perception mediAtes recruitment of the ArAbidopsis pen3 Abc trAnsporter to sites of pAthogen detection
And ActivAtion of pen3 defense function.
*William underwood (university of california, berkeley, usA), shauna somerville (university of california, berkeley, usA)
williamu@berkeley.edu
The Arabidopsis PEN3 ABC transporter is required for full penetration resistance to the barley powdery mildew Blumeria graminis f.
sp. hordei and also participates in resistance to the nectrotrophic fungus plectosphaerella cucumerina and the oomycete phytophthora
infestans (stein et al., 2006). the pen3 transporter is hypothesized to export antimicrobial compounds derived from indole glucosinolates
(bednarek et al., 2009; clay et al., 2009). pen3 resides in the plasma membrane and is recruited to sites of attempted penetration by
invading fungal appressoria (stein et al., 2006).
We report that recruitment of the pen3 transporter to sites of cell wall reinforcement, known as papillae, is triggered by perception of
PAMPs such as flagellin and chitin and requires the corresponding pattern recognition receptors (PRRs). Recruitment of PEN3, but not the
PEN1 syntaxin, to sites of papilla deposition requires intact actin filaments, but is not affected by inhibitors of microtubule polymerization
or vesicle trafficking. Additionally, PAMP-induced recruitment of PEN3 to sites of papilla deposition is unaltered in the presence of inhibitors
of prr endocytosis and downstream signaling such as wortmannin and K252A or in the absence of the bAK1 kinase that interacts with
FLS2 and is required for full responsiveness to flagellin. PEN3 was previously found to be phosphorylated in response to PAMP perception
(benschop et al., 2007; nuhse et al., 2004; nuhse et al., 2007). We generated alanine substitution variants at sites of pAmp-induced
PEN3 phosphorylation and found that phosphorylation of PEN3 is required for its defense function, but does not affect recruitment of
the transporter to sites of papilla deposition. current work is aimed toward understanding the mechanisms through which prrs initiate
recruitment of PEN3 and other defense proteins to sites of papilla deposition and elucidating the significance of PEN3 phosphorylation for
its defense function.

02018
dAd1 And dAls: lipAses reQuired for JAsmonic Acid biosynthesis After Wounding
Akiko ohno (nagoya university, Japan), Kanari masaoka (nagoya university, Japan), satoko murata (nagoya university, Japan), Kazuki
hattori (nagoya university, Japan), Kenzo nakamura (nagoya university, Japan), *sumie ishiguro (nagoya university, Japan)
guronyan@agr.nagoya-u.ac.jp
Jasmonic acid (JA) is a multifunctional plant hormone involved in a resistance to insect and pathogen attacks and in developmental
events such as flower opening and pollen maturation. Although the biosynthetic pathway of JA is almost unveiled, the mechanism that
activates JA biosynthesis in response to insect attacks or wounding is largely unknown. The first step of JA biosynthesis is a release of free
linolenic acid from chloroplastic polar lipids catalyzed by lipases such as defective in Anther dehiscence1 (dAd1) and dAd1-liKe
lipAse6 (dAl6)/dongle (dgl) in Arabidopsis. the dAd1 gene is activated by wounding but not by exogenously applied JA, suggesting
that the dAd1 expression is directly regulated by wounding and not by a feedback of accumulated JA. by a promoter analysis using gus
reporter gene, we identified a cis-regulatory element responsible for the wound induction of dAd1.
We established sextuple mutants dad1 dal1 dal2 dal3 dal4 dal6/dgl (dd12346), in which all active genes for chloroplastic dAd1-like
lipases are disrupted, and found that the sextuple mutants still produced nearly a half amount of JA in wounded leaves in comparison to
the wild type. However, a quantitative RT-PCR experiment revealed that the expression level of Vsp2 gene in wounded dd12346 leaves
was decreased to 4% of that in wild type. similarly, the wound induction of many genes involved in metabolism of glucosinolate and
isothiocyanate, a class of defense compounds, was highly repressed in the dd12346 mutants. from these data, we concluded that the
dAd1 and dAls are responsible for production of a half amount of JA after wounding, but this half is more important for defense against
insect attacks.

02019
ArAbidopsis synAptotAgmin sytA hAs A Key role in regulAting the cell-to-cell
movement of diverse plAnt viruses
*Asako uchiyama (cornell university, usA), harumi shimada-beltran (cornell university, usA), sondra lazarowitz (cornell university,
usA)
au44@cornell.edu
synaptotagmins are a large gene family, which have been characterized in animals due to their role in regulating calcium-dependent
exocytosis to release neurotransmitter. they have also been shown to have a role in endocytosis to recapture membrane and maintain
homeostasis. thought to be exclusive to animals, synaptotagmins have recently been characterized in Arabidopsis thaliana, in which they
comprise a five gene family (SYT A, B, C, D and E). Using infectivity and leaf-based functional assays, we have shown that Arabidopsis
SYTA regulates endocytosis and movement protein (MP)-mediated trafficking of Cabbage leaf curl virus (calcuv, a Geminivirus) and
tobacco mosaic virus (tmv, a tombamovirus) genomes through plasmodesmata. to determine if sytA has a central role in regulating
the cell-to-cell trafficking of most, if not all, plant viruses, we have extended our studies to examine the role of SYTA in the cell-to-cell
movement of a potyvirus (tumv) and a Caulimovirus (camv), as well as of a tobamovirus that infects Arabidopsis (tvcv). using an
Arabidopsis t-dnA syta knockdown line, we find that TVCV, TuMV and TVCV systemic infection is delayed, and the cell-to-cell trafficking
of the mps encoded by each of these viruses is inhibited, when compared to wild type Arabidopsis Col-0 plants. Our findings suggest that
sytA plays a key role in regulating the cell-to-cell movement of diverse plant viruses, which have been reported to employ distinct modes
of movement via plasmodesmata. A model for how these diverse virus movement proteins transport their cargos to plasmodesmata for
cell-to-cell spread via a sytA-dependnet endosome recycling pathway will be presented.

02020
involvement of ArAbidopsis hos15 in histone deAcetylAtion And sAlicylic Acid-mediAted innAte immunity
*hyeong cheol park (World class university(Wcu)program,gyeongsang national univ., Korea), mingzhe shen (World class university
(Wcu)program,gyeongsang national univ., Korea), Jung hoon park (World class university(Wcu)program,gyeongsang national univ.,
Korea), min chul Kim (World class university(Wcu)program,gyeongsang national univ., Korea), hans J. bohnert (World class univers
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ity(Wcu)program,gyeongsang national univ., germany), ray A. bressan (World class university(Wcu)program,gyeongsang national
univ., u.s.A), dae-Jin yun (World class university(Wcu)program,gyeongsang national univ., Korea)
hcpark@gnu.ac.kr
In eukaryotic cells, chromatin modifications play a key role in gene regulation in many cellular processes. To elucidate functions
of chromatin modification in biotic stress response in plants, we characterized the function of HOS15, a WD40-repeat protein which
shares high sequence similarity with human transducin-beta like protein (TBL), a component of a repressor protein complex involved
in histone deacetylation. mutations in the hos15 gene generated phenotypes characterized by spontaneous cell death, and smaller size
than wildtype. Further, hos15 plants exhibit constitutive systemic acquired resistance (SAR). This phenotype is characterized by elevated
accumulation of salicylic acid, increased resistance to the bacterial pathogen pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato dc3000 and constitutive
expression of pathogenesis-related (pr) genes. Also observed are increased callose deposition, visualized by trypan blue stain, and ros
accumulation observed after dAb staining of hos15 mutant plants. in addition, microarray and rt-pcr analyses revealed systemic high
expression of pathogenesis-inducible genes in hos15 mutant plants compared to control plants. together, the results point to a regulatory
function of hos15 in orchestrating sA-mediated innate immunity in Arabidopsis.

02021
plAnt sugAr efflux trAnsporters for nutrition of pAthogens
li-Qing chen (carnegie institution for science, usA), Woei-Jiun guo (carnegie institution for science, usA), hitomi takanaga (carnegie
institution for science, usA), sylvie lalonde (carnegie institution for science, usA), Wolf b frommer (carnegie institution for science,
usA)
wfrommer@stanford.edu
Plants require sugar efflux transporters to feed seed, pollen, produce nectar and to nurture beneficial microorganisms in the rhizosphere.
The identity of these efflux transporters remained elusive. A novel class of sugar transporters (GLUE, glucose effluxer) was identified
using fret glucose sensors in combination with a mammalian expression system. Arabidopsis glue1 and 8 as uniporters can serve in
import and export of sugars. fungal and bacterial infection altered the mrnA abundance of glues indicating that pathogens modulate
glue expression to alter glucose transport. expression of homologs in nectaries and root nodules suggests roles in feeding pollinators and
symbionts. Understanding GLUE function may provide new tools to redirect sugar flux in plants to prevent pathogen infection.

02022
tZs is involved in AGrobACtEriUM virulence And groWth
*hau-hsuan hwang (department of life sciences, national chung-hsing university, taiwan), ming-hsuan Wang (institute of plant and
microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan), ying-ling lee (department of life sciences, national chung-hsing university, taiwan),
yi-ho li (department of life sciences, national chung-hsing university, taiwan), fong-Jhih yang (department of life sciences,
national chung-hsing university, taiwan), yu-chen liao (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan), chun-Wei
chen (department of life sciences, national chung-hsing university, taiwan), yun-long tsai (institute of plant and microbial biology,
Academia sinica, taiwan), erh-min lai (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan)
hauhsuan@dragon.nchu.edu.tw
Agrobacterium tumefaciens is an organism capable of trans-kingdom dnA transfer, transforming mainly plants but also other eukaryotic
species, from fungi to human cells. genetic transformation by A. tumefaciens ,which in plants causes neoplastic growths called “crown
gall”, results from the transfer and integration of a specific DNA fragment (transferred DNA or T-DNA) from the bacterium into the plant
genome. here, we characterized a ti-plasmid encoded gene, tzs (trans-zeatin synthesizing), that is responsible for the synthesis of a
plant hormone cytokinin in A. tumefaciens when bacteria were induced by a phenolic compound acetosyringone (As). to determine the
role(s) of tzs in A. tumefaciens virulence, two tzs deletion mutants and three tzs frame-shift mutants were generated and characterized.
High performance liquid chromatography (HPLC) analyses demonstrated the tzs deletion and frame-shift mutants produce no trans-zeatin
under As inductions. both tzs- deletion and frame-shift mutants reduce stable and transient transformation efficiency in Arabidopsis roots,
suggesting that tzs is likely involved in step(s) prior to t-dnA integrations. the exogenous applications of cytokinin during infections
also restored the transient transformation efficiencies in the tzs mutants, suggesting that the cytokinin is responsible for the efficient
transformation on Arabidopsis roots. the tzs mutants were able to enhance transformation efficiency on green pepper and cowpea, reduce
transformation efficiency on white radish and other plant species. These data strongly suggest that Tzs, likely via synthesizing transzeatin at early stage(s) of infection process, is involved in the transformation efficiency of A. tumefaciens and may play different roles in
different host plants.

02023
A genetic screen for suppressors of npr1-mediAted sAlicylic Acid toxicity identifies A novel positive regulAtor
of plAnt immunity
*christopher defraia (university of florida, united states of America), xudong Zhang (university of florida, united states of America),
Zhonglin mou (university of florida, united states of America)
cdefraia@ufl.edu
plants have evolved inducible immune responses to pathogen infection. pathogen-induced, isochorismate synthase-dependent
salicylic acid (sA) biosynthesis promotes immunity to biotrophic pathogens, partially through the activation of npr1 (non-expressor
of pathogenesis-related genes 1). during infection, npr1 also prevents harmful sA hyperaccumulation and sA cytotoxicity through
unknown mechanisms. in a genetic screen for suppressors of npr1-mediated sA cytotoxicity, we isolated the snt1 (suppressor of npr1mediated sA cytotoxicity 1) mutant. snt1 also suppressed sA hyperaccumulation in npr1, and enhanced pathogen susceptibility. our
results suggest snt1 promotes both ics1-dependent sA biosynthesis and sA-inducible pathogenesis-related (pr) gene expression. the
molecular characterization of snt1 is presented, and a working model is proposed whereby snt1 functions cooperatively with npr1 to
regulate transcriptional reprogramming during the immune response.

02024
psEUdoMonAs sYrinGAE effector protein Avrb perturbs ArAbidopsis hormone signAling by ActivAtiong mAp KinAse 4
*haitao cui (national institute of biological sciences, beijing, china), yujing Wang (national institute of biological sciences, beijing,
china), li xue (national institute of biological sciences, beijing, china), Jinfang chu (institute of genetics and developmental
biology,cAs, china), cunyu yan (institute of genetics and developmental biology,cAs, china), Jihong fu (institute of genetics and
developmental biology,cAs, china), mingsheng chen (institute of genetics and developmental biology,cAs, china), roger W. innes
(department of biology, indiana university, usA), Jian-min Zhou (national institute of biological sciences, beijing, china)
cuihaitao@nibs.ac.cn
pathogenic microbes often perturb phytohormone physiology in the host to their advantage. We previously showed that the pseudomonas
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syringae effector protein AvrB perturbs hormone signaling exemplified by the up-regulation of jasmonic acid (JA) response gene expression
and enhances plant susceptibility. here we show that Avrb interacts with the Arabidopsis mitogen activated protein kinase mAp KinAse
4 (mpK4) and hsp90 chaperone components to render plants more susceptible to the bacterium. Avrb induces mpK4 activation and this
is directly promoted by the HSP90 chaperone. A previously identified AvrB-interacting protein, RIN4, also is required for AvrB to perturb
hormone signaling and induce plant susceptibility, likely by acting down-stream of MPK4. These findings uncover a novel pathway by which
a bacterial effector protein modulates plant hormone signaling to the benefit of the p. syringae bacterium.

02025
functionAl chArActeriZAtion of rnA-binding proteins And micrornAs in plAnt defense AgAinst diverse pAthogens
*Ji yeon Kim (chonnam national university, Korea), hwa Jung lee (chonnam national university, Korea), young Ju park (chonnam
national university, Korea), hunseung Kang (chonnam national university, Korea)
bandikya@hanmail.net
rnA-binding proteins (rbps) and micrornAs (mirnAs) are being recognized as central regulators of posttranscriptional response of
plants to diverse pathogens. here, the pathogen-responsive expression patterns and the role of rbps and mirnAs in defense response
were investigated in Arabidopsis thaliana and tobacco. Arabidopsis glycine-rich rnA-binding protein 7 (Atgrp7), the rbp of which is Adpribosylated by HopU1 and quells the host immunity, conferred defense against fungus and virus as well as bacteria. ADP-ribosylation of
Atgrp7 by hopu1 abolished rnA chaperone activity of Atgrp7, thereby eliminating Atgrp7’s role in host defense. Analysis of loss-offunction mutants of pathogen-regulated RBPs demonstrated that a specific type of RBP confers defense against diverse pathogens including
bacteria and fungi. to understand the involvement and roles of mirnAs in plant defense against pathogens, the expression patterns of
mirnAs in Arabidopsis challenged with pathogens or elicitors were analyzed. comprehensive analysis of mirnAs upon pathogen or elicitor
treatment showed that specific miRNA family members are modulated by pathogen infection. Analysis of transgenic plants overexpressing
a particular mirnA demonstrated the involvement of mirnAs in plant defense against diverse pathogens. collectively, these results point
to the importance and potential roles of rbps and mirnAs as posttranscriptional regulators in plant defense response. [supported by
grants from Apsrc (r11-2001-092-04002-0) and Wcu (r32-2008-000-20047-0)]

02026
ArAbidopsis enhAnced diseAse resistAnce 1 is reQuired for pAthogen-induced expression of plAnt defensins in
nonhost resistAnce
*Kei hiruma (graduate school of Agriculture, Kyoto university, Japan), takumi nishiuchi (Advanced science research center, Kanazawa
university, Japan), tomoaki Kato (Advanced science research center, Kanazawa university, Japan), tetsuro okuno (graduate school of
Agriculture, Kyoto university, Japan), yoshitaka takano (graduate school of Agriculture, Kyoto university, Japan)
amx-004@rx3.mbox.media.kyoto-u.ac.jp
in nonhost interaction with fungal pathogens including Colletotrichum species, Arabidopsis exhibits durable pre-invasive resistance
that terminates fungal enrty trial at cell periphery. pen2-related indole glucosinolate pathway is broadly involved in entry control against
non-adapted fungi. here, we represent that EnhAnCEd disEAsE rEsistAnCE 1 (Edr1) encoding a protein kinase acts as a critical factor
for novel defense layer in this cell-periphery resistance. non-adapted Colletotrichum gloeosporioides increases the entry rates in the
edr1 mutants, which is contrast with enhanced resistance of the edr1 mutant against an adapted powdery mildew. Analysis of the edr1
pen2 double mutant indicates that edr1 functions in a defense pathway uncoupled with pen2. to understand edr1 function in detail, we
investigated the transcript profiles of the edr1 mutant during nonhost defense response by dnA microarray. the analysis revealed that
the expression of four plant defensin genes upon the pathogen inoculation is impaired in the edr1 mutant, indicating requirement of EDR1
for pathogen-induced expression of the antifungal proteins. gfp-based analysis suggested that edr1 localizes in nucleus as well as in
cytosol. it has been shown that the MYC2-encoded transcription factor negatively regulates the defensin expression. inactivation of myc2
fully restored the defensin expression in the edr1 mutant with the restored pre-invasive defense, suggesting that edr1 might interfere
myc2 to cancel the repression of the defensin expression in the entry control of C. gloeosporioides. furthermore, constitutive expression
of the plant defensin partially recovered pre-invasive resistance in the edr1 mutant. these results indicate that edr1 plays a critical role
in nonhost resistance in part by inducing the antifungal protein expression.

02027
Atnudx6, An Adp-ribose/nAdh pyrophosphohydrolAse in ArAbidopsis, positively regulAtes npr1-dependent sAlicylic
Acid signAling
*Kazuya ishikawa (dept. Adv. biosci., grad. sch. Agr., Kinki univ., Japan), takahisa ogawa (dept. Adv. biosci., fac. Agr., Kinki univ.,
Japan), Kazuya yoshimura (dept. food nutr. sci., coll. biosci. biotech., chubu univ., Japan), shigeru shigeoka (dept. Adv. biosci., fac.
Agr., Kinki univ., Japan)
qqq0192837465@yahoo.co.jp
We have previously reported that, among cytsolic nudix hydrolases having the pyrophosphohydrolase activities toward either Adpribose or nAdh (Atnudx2, 6, and 7), Atnudx2 and 7 contribute to keeping the energy and redox homeostasis, and/or modulating defense
responses to both biotic and abiotic stress (plant J. 2009, 57: 289-301, plant physiol. 2009, 151: 741-54). here, we assessed the physiological
function of Atnudx6 using its overexpressor (pro35s:AtnUdX6) or disruptant (Ko-nudx6). Judging from the pyrophosphohydrolase activity
toward Adp-ribose and nAdh, and the intracellular levels of those molecules, it was clear that Atnudx6 prefers nAdh to Adp-ribose as a
physiological substrate. the expression level of AtnUdX6 and the activity of nAdh pyrophosphohydrolase in the control plants, but not in
the Ko-nudx6 plants, were increased by the treatment with salicylic acid (sA), but not by various stressful conditions. the expression of
SA–induced genes (SAIGs) depending on Nonexpresser of Pathogenesis-Related genes 1 (NPR1), a key component required for pathogen
resistance, was significantly suppressed and enhanced in the Ko-nudx6 and pro35s:AtnUdX6 plants, respectively, under the treatment with
sA. induction of thioredoxin 5 (trX-h5) expression, which catalyzes an sA-induced npr1 activation, was suppressed and accelerated in
the Ko-nudx6 and pro35s:AtnUdX6 plants, respectively. the expression of isochorismate synthase 1 required for regulation of SA synthesis
through the npr1-mediated feedback loop was decreased and increased in the Ko-nudx6 and pro35s:AtnUdX6 plants, respectively. these
findings indicated that the regulation of NADH metabolism by AtNUDX6 significantly impacts the plant immune response as a positive
regulator of npr1-dependent sA signaling pathways through modulation of trX-h5 expression.

02028
Allele mining of pAthogenesis-relAted genes from Wild rice (orYzA GrAndiGlUMis)
*Jung hun pak (dong-A university, Korea), sang hyun shin (university of minnesota, usA), eun hee Jeon (dong-A university, Korea),
mi Jin Kim (dong-A university, Korea), hong Kyu choi (dong-A university, Korea), ho Won Jung (dong-A university, Korea), do hoon
Kim (dong-A university, Korea), Jai heon lee (dong-A university, Korea), young soo chung (dong-A university, Korea)
19970820@hanmail.net
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The multiple techniques were used to identify the genes differentially expressed at wounding treated wild rice (oryza grandigumis).
These techniques were suppression subtractive hybridization, SMART cDNA synthesis and RACE-PCR. Here we report the cDNA cloning
and expression analysis of pathogenesis-related protein genes PR1, PR10, class IV chitinase, UBC. The deduced amino acid sequence
of ogpr1 has a high level of identity with rice acidic pr1 protein. the ogpr1 gene induction was light-, time-, and dose-dependent
manner by jasmonic acid (JA), cantharidin (cn), endothall (en), and completely inhibited by cycloheximide, but not by tetracycline.
Sequence analysis of ogpr10 revealed that significant homology at the amino acid level exists between the predicted PBZ1 protein
and pathogenesis-related (pr10) proteins. the ogpr10 gene was examined after treatment with probenazole, which induces disease
resistance in rice against rice blast fungus. Deduced amino acid sequences of class IV chitinas (ogChitiV and ogChitiVa) have a high level
of identity with rice class iv chitinase (oschitiV and osChitiVa). it was show that overexpression of ogChitiV and ogChitiVa in Arabidopsis
resulted in mild resistance against the fungal pathogen, botrytis cinerea. the ogUbC gene induced by wounding, fungal elicitor, jasmonic
acid (JA), salicylic acid (sA), protein phosphatase inhibitors cantharidin (cn) and endatall (en) as well as uv-b. the survival rate of ogUbC
transgenic plants under uv exposure greatly increased and damage level of transgenic plants was lower compared to the wild type.

02029
A multiplex reAl time pcr diAgnostic tool for the pierce’s diseAse of grApevine
*Jung hun pak (dong-A university, Korea), hong Kyu choi (dong-A university, Korea), hyun Ju lim (dankook university, Korea),
francisco goes da silva (bio-rad inc, usA), chang Woo cho (dong-A university, Korea), mi Jin Kim (dong-A university, Korea), hyun A
so (dong-A university, Korea), yeon sim Jeong (dong-A university, Korea), gaosheng hu (dong-A university, Korea), eun sook chung
(dong-A university, Korea), ho Won Jung (dong-A university, Korea), young soo chung (dong-A university, Korea), do hoon Kim
(dong-A university, Korea), Jai heon lee (dong-A university, Korea), douglas r. cook (university of california, usA)
19970820@hanmail.net
To develop an effective diagnostic system, potential Pierce’s disease (PD) up-regulated genes in grapevines were identified by in silico
analysis of the grape genomic database. Reverse transcription PCR further confirmed four genes up-regulated upon PD infection. These
selected plant genes were used, in combination with a Xylella fastidiosa marker gene, for the development of a sensitive and reliable
multiplex real-time pcr-based dual pd detection tool by which can detect both pathogen and plant marker genes simultaneously. this
method was optimized for conventional reverse transcription pcr as well as real-time pcr and tested for the relationship between pd
and water deficit. Different levels of water deficit imposed did not result in considerable differences in gene expression level while the
expression of the selected four genes was highly specific in diseased plants. These results are starting to shed some light on the specificity
on the diagnosis of pd and the differentiation between drought and pd in plants at the molecular level. We further anticipate that the
diagnostic system developed in this study will provide a powerful tool for the understanding of the grape-Xylella interaction, and that it can
be incorporated into disease prevention and eradication systems as well as breeding programs for selection of pd-resistant varieties.

02030
enhAnced resistAnce to botrYtis CinErEA mediAted by trAnsgenic expression of the spider chitinAse gene AVChit
in ArAbidopsis
*yeon sim Jeong (dong-A university, Korea), doh hoon Kim (dong-A university, Korea)
jys-1231@hanmail.net
the AvChit gene encodes for a chitinase from the spider, Araneus ventricosus. this spider, A. ventricosus, is an abundant species in
Korea. A. ventricosus chitinase (Avchit) is 1515 bp and contains an orf encoding a 431 amino acid polypeptide. AvChit possesses the
chitinase family 18 active site signature and one N-glycosylation site. The deduced amino acid sequence of AvChit cdnA showed 43%
identity to both glossina morsitans morsitans chitinase and a human chitotriosidase. AvChit cdnA showed 30-40% identity to some insect
chitinases which lack both the serine/threonine and chitin binding domains. Arabidopsis thaliana plants were transformed with the AvChit
gene using Agrobacterium tumefaciens. thirteen transgenic lines expressing the AvChit gene were obtained. functional expression of the
AvChit gene in transgenic Arabidopsis was confirmed by Southern, northern and western blot analysis. The AvChit cdnA was expressed
as a 61 kda polypeptide in baculovirus-infected insect sf9cells. Avchit protein extracted from transgenic Arabidopsis exhibited high levels
of chitinase activity. phytopathologicaltests showed that two transgenic Arabidopsis lines expressing the AvChit gene displayed high levels
of resistance to gray mold disease (botrytis cinerea).

02031
genome-Wide redirection of grApevine’s gene expression in response to the pierce's diseAse pAthogen, XYlEllA
FAstidiosA, And WAter deficit
*mi Jin Kim (dong-A university, Korea), hong Kyu choi (dong-A university, Korea), Alberto iandolino (monsanto inc., usA), francisco
goes da silva (bio-rad inc., usA), Jung hun pak (dong-A university, Korea), hyun A so (dong-A university, Korea), chang Woo cho
(dong-A university, Korea), yeon sim Jeong (dong-A university, Korea), gaosheng hu (dong-A university, Korea), eun sook chung
(dong-A university, Korea), ho Won Jung (dong-A university, Korea), young soo chung (dong-A university, Korea), do hoon Kim
(dong-A university, Korea), Jai heon lee (dong-A university, Korea), douglas r. cook (university of california, usA)
cutin-kmj@hanmail.net
grapevines, Vitis vinifera, respond to Xylella infection with a massive redirection of gene transcription. this transcriptional response
is characterized by increased transcripts for phenlypropanoid and flavonoid biosynthesis, ethylene production, adaptation to oxidative
stress, and homologs of pathogenesis related (pr) proteins, and decreased transcripts for genes related to photosynthesis. in addition to
highlighting potential metabolic and biochemical changes that are correlated with disease, the results suggest that susceptible genotypes
respond to Xylella infection by induction of limited, but inadequate, defense response. A long-standing hypothesis states that Pierce's
disease results from pathogen-induced drought stress, with the consequent development of disease symptoms. To test this hypothesis,
we compared the transcriptional and physiological response of plants treated by pathogen infection, low or moderate water deficit, or a
combination of pathogen infection and water deficit. Although the transcriptional response of plants to Xylella infection was distinct from
the response of healthy plants to moderate water stress, we observed synergy between water stress and disease, such that water stressed
plants exhibit a stronger transcriptional response to the pathogen. this interaction was mirrored at the physiological level for aspects of
water relations and photosynthesis, and in terms of the severity of disease symptoms and pathogen colonization, providing a molecular
correlation of the classical concept with the disease triangle.

02032
flAgellin-triggered induction of novel smAll open reAding frAmes
*rebecca lyons (riKen plant science center, Japan), Kousuke hanada (riKen plant science center, Japan), mieko higuchi (riKen
plant science center, Japan), minami matsui (riKen plant science center, Japan), Ken shirasu (riKen plant science center, Japan)
rlyons@psc.riken.jp
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pAmp-triggered immunity (pti) is activated upon the perception of pathogen associated molecular patterns (pAmps) by receptors
at the plant cell membrane. pti operates to prevent the entry of pathogens into the plant cell, and is characterized by the production
of reactive oxygen species, transcription of defence-related genes, stomatal closure and callose deposition on the cell walls. Although
there has been recent progress in our understanding of pti, it is likely that key signaling and receptor proteins, and host-derived danger
associated molecular patterns (DAMPs) remain undiscovered. Since the completion of genome sequencing projects, small open reading
frames (sorfs) in the so-called intergenic regions have been shown to be transcribed in various organisms. these potentially novel
protein encoding transcripts are short (90-300 nt) and may have escaped annotation as coding sequences due to the conservative nature
of the gene prediction models used. in Arabidopsis thaliana, at least 3000 orfs are predicted to be novel protein coding genes. to test
whether sorfs in the Arabidopsis genome might regulate plant immunity, we used a custom microarray to compare the expression of
~6000 unannotated sORFs in Arabidopsis Col-0 with the flagellin-insensitive mutant fls2, following treatment with the PAMP flg22. 3279
sORF transcripts were detected in the microarray, and 48 were differentially upregulated in Col (Col > 5 fold induction; fls2 < 2 fold
induction) by 60 mins post flg22 treatment compared to the mock treatment. The flg22-triggered differential induction of 14 candidate
sORFs, chosen based on their expression profiles and homology with plant proteins, was verified by qRT-PCR using biological replicates.
overexpressor lines are now being produced to analyse the role of the candidate sorfs in pti and plant defence.

02033
bActeriAl volAtiles As triggers of plAnt defense And groWth promotion
*choong-min ryu (laboratory of microbial genomics, systems microbiology research center, Kribb, s. Korea), hwi-su yi (laboratory
of microbial genomics, systems microbiology research center, Kribb, s. Korea), Joseph W. Kloepper (department of entomology and
plant pathology, Auburn university, Auburn, Al, usA)
cmryu@kribb.re.kr
some plant growth-promoting rhizobacteria (pgpr), in the absence of physical contact with plants, stimulate plant growth and elicit
induced systemic resistance (isr) via volatile organic compound (voc) emissions. gas chromatographic analysis of vocs collected from
the pgpr strains bacillus subtilis strain gb03 and b. amyloliquefaciens strain in937a reveals consistent patterns in voc emissions.
the two most abundant compounds, 2,3-butanediol and 3-hydroxy-2-butanone, are consistently emitted from gb03 and in937a while
these metabolites are not released from DH5α. Of several Arabidopsis mutant lines tested for regulatory control of ISR against Erwinia
carotovora subsp. carotovora, only the ethylene-insensitive line (ein2) did not exhibit an amelioration of disease symptoms when
Arabidopsis plants were pre-treated with gb03 volatiles. cytokinin was revealed to have a critical role in bacterial voc-elicited plant
growth promotion. to assess potential utilization of pgpr vocs, volatile blends from gb03 and in937a were applied to plant roots. the
survival capacity of 2,3-butanediol null bacterial mutants was significantly reduced in proximity with plant roots. These reduced bacterial
survival rates suggest that in addition to bacterial vocs’ triggering plant growth and isr in plants, such chemicals provide protection
for pgpr via chemical signaling within the host plant. our results suggest that 2,3-butanediol produced by b. subtilis may serve in dual
functions to elicit indirectly isr on the foliar parts and directly the production of plant antimicrobial compounds on the root system and
to act as a protecting agent for bacterial cells against the compounds.

02034
induction of systemic resistAnce by bActeriAl volAtiles reQuires cytoKinin signAling in ArAbidopsis
hyo bee park (laboratory of microbial genomics, systems microbiology research center, Kribb, s. Korea), Jaemyung choi (division of
molecular and life sciences, postech, s. Korea), lldoo hwang (division of molecular and life sciences, postech, s. Korea), *choongmin ryu (laboratory of microbial genomics, systems microbiology research center, Kribb, s.Korea)
cmryu@kribb.re.kr
plants are continuously responded to attack by nonhost pathogens and saprophytes with extensive changes in gene expression that
lead to induced systemic resistance (isr) phenomena. We previously discovered elicitation of systemic resistance by bacterial volatiles in
Arabidopsis. in Arabidopsis seedlings exposed to bacterial volatile blends from a rhizobacterium bacillus subtilis gb03, disease resistance
against a soft rot pathogen Erwinia carotovora subsp. carotovora was significantly augmented when compared with control. In this
study, we evaluated cytokinin signaling as an important battery for isr. to obtain direct evidences, the role of the cytokinin receptors
AhK2, AhK3 and cre1/AhK4 that activate a multistep phosphorelay at the plasma membrane was assessed. the ahk3 null mutant plant
was impaired bacterial volatile elicited-isr indicating that the AKh2 receptor or its downstream can be involved. the isr capacity by the
volatiles did not be compromised in Arabidopsis mutants of type b- ArAbidopsis rEsponsE rEGUlAtors that were known as positive
regulators of cytokinin signaling. in contrast, the transcriptional expression of the type A-Arrs including Arr4 and Arr6 genes and the
cytokinin oxidase 2 (CKX2) and CKX4 genes was significantly down-regulated by the emission of bacterial volatiles. Collectively, our
results suggest that the increased endogenous cytokinin contents by the decreased expression of negative regulators Arr 4 and Arr6
and of cytokinin degrading enzymes cKx2 and cKx4 directly involved in isr. the further analysis with examining expression of pr1, pr5,
and pdF1.2 revealed that salicylic acid and jasmonate/ethylene signaling was implicated in this isr machinery. overall, our data indicate
that bacterial volatile elicit isr through orchestrating several plant hormone signaling mainly by cytokinin signaling and its cross-talking
with major plant defense hormones.

02035
ArAbidopsis plAnts Are susceptible to FUsAriUM sporotriChioidEs producing type A trichothecene phytotoxins.
*tomoya Asano (division of functional genomics, Kanazawa university, Japan), ryousuke sasaki (laboratory of plant protection,
ishikawa prefectural university, Japan), tomoaki Kato (division of functional genomics, Kanazawa university, Japan), makoto Kimura
(plant & microbial metabolic engineering research unit, riKen, Japan), hironori Koga (laboratory of plant protection, ishikawa
prefectural university, Japan), takumi nishiuchi (division of functional genomics, Kanazawa university, Japan)
asano@pop01.kanazawa-u.ac.jp
type A highly toxic trichothecene mycotoxins often contaminated with cereal grains throughout the world. some Fusarium species such
as F. sporotrichioides are known to produce type A trichothecenes such as t-2 toxin. however, little is known the interaction between
type A-producing Fusarium and host plants. Although F. sporotrichioides could not infect with Arabidopsis leaves by spray inoculation,
their invasive hyphae were observed in intracellular spaces of Arabidopsis leaves by infiltration inoculation. During these interactions,
defense genes are significantly induced in these Fusarium-infected host tissues. trichothecene biosynthetic genes were also expressed in
these tissues, resulting in t-2 toxin accumulation. then, proteomic analysis was carried out in F. sporotrichioides-inoculated Arabidopsis
leaves using 2-d dige assays. the accumulations of several defense related-proteins such as glutathione s-transferases (gsts) and an
ascorbate peroxidase (Apx) were enhanced by inoculation of F. sporotrichioides. up-regulation of these proteins was also reported in
type b-producing F. graminearum-infected wheat flowers. Therefore, GSTs emerge as candidates for trichothecene-detoxifying enzymes
regardless of their molecular species in host plants.
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02036
proteome AnAlysis reveAled induction of photosynthesis, ethylene biosynthesis And AntioxidAnt-relAted proteins
on the exposure of ArAbidopsis to bActeriAl volAtiles
young sang Kwon (department of Applied biology, gyeongsang national university, Jinju, s. Korea), *choong-min ryu (systems
microbiology research center, Kribb, daejeon, s. Korea), soohyun lee (microbiology research center, Kribb, daejeon, s. Korea),
Kyunghee lee (department of microbiology, college of medicine, yeungnam university, s. Korea), hee Kyu Kim (department of Applied
biology, gyeongsang national university, Jinju, s. Korea), dong-Won bae (central instrument facility, gyeongsang national university,
Jinju,, s. Korea), mi-Jeong Jeong (institute of Agricultural biotechnology, rdA, suwon,, s. Korea)
cmryu@kribb.re.kr
Plants acquire self-defense against a variety of plant pathogens. Previous our study provided that plant root-associated bacteria induced
systemic resistance against foliar and root pathogens. Among muliti-bacterial determinants involving in such the induction of systemic
resistance (isr), we reported that bacterial volatiles elicited isr via. ethylene (et)-dependent manner in Arabidopsis. to exploit global
de novo expression of plant proteins, proteomics was employed on Arabidopsis leaf to exposure of a rhizobacterium bacillus subtilis
gb03. differential protein expressions were validated by repeated experiments and the related signal pathway proteins. in the line of our
previous finding, ET biosynthesis enzymes were significantly up-regulated indicating that bacterial volatile induce directly the production
of exogenous ethylene compounds. through the assessment of the transcriptional expression of et synthesis-related genes, ACo2, sAM2,
ACs4, and ACs12 and et-response genes, ErF1 andpdF1.2, we confirmed that ET signaling play a critical role on bacterial volatile elicitedisr. in addition to et biosynthesis proteins, antioxidant proteins were also provided an evidence of active defense response to elicit isr
by bacteria volatiles. our results suggest that bacterial volatile-mediated isr occurred by orchestrated ethylene synthesis enzymes and
reactive oxygen species generations.

02037
sigmA s As A regulAtor for bActeriAl virulence And survivAl in rAlstoniA solAnACEArUM
hye-Kyung choi (department of medical bioscience, dong-A university, Korea), eun Jin park (department of Applied biology, dongA university, Korea), *Ju young bae (department of medical bioscience, dong-A university, Korea), hyoung Ju lee (department of
Applied biology, dong-A university, Korea), eun Jeong Jo (department of medical bioscience, dong-A university, Korea), hae young
um (department of medical bioscience, dong-A university, Korea), hyun gi Kong (department of Applied biology, dong-A university,
Korea), seon-Woo lee (department of medical bioscience, dong-A university, Korea)
qofnfksp@naver.com
ralstonia solanacearum causes lethal wilt of the many solanaceous plants and Arabidopsis, and the bacterium survives over seasons
in soil and water ecosystem. sigma s, which is a component of rnA polymerase complex, has been shown to regulate gene expression
during stationary phase or in response to stress conditions in bacteria. in this study, we investigated the role of sigma s in r. solanacearum
under different stress conditions for bacterial survival and virulence. the rpos gene encoding sigma s was disrupted by marker exchange
mutagenesis from r. solanacearum. bacterial growth rate and production of a key virulence factor of r. solanacearum, extracellular
polysaccharide, were not different upon comparison between rpos mutant and the wild type strain. both wild type and the mutant strain
retained the same activity of pectin degradation, while the rpos mutant exhibited reduced cellulase activity. rt-pcr analysis revealed
that expression of two endoglucanase gene was down-regulated in the rpos mutant. furthermore, the virulence of the mutant decreased
significantly upon infection of the tomato plant and Arabidopsis plants. Complete loss of virulence by soil soaking inoculation, much
delayed virulence by petiole inoculation, and loss of cellulase activity of rpos mutant suggest that sigma s may be involved in early
infection of r. solanacearum. under stress conditions, wild type strain was more sensitive to starvation but less sensitive to hydrogen
peroxide exposure than rpos mutant. complementation of the mutant with original rpos gene provided in trans restored the original
phenotypes of r. solanacearum. rpos mutant survived long during extended incubation under low-nutrient condition compared to its wild
type and the result suggested that sigma s is a regulator to control cell death during starvation.

02038
functionAl studies on mAcpf-contAining protein nsl2 involved in plAnt immunity of ArAbidopsis
yosuke maruyama (fac sci and grad sch life sci, hokkaido univ., Japan), yutaka Asada (fac sci and grad sch life sci, hokkaido
univ., Japan), Kazuma takahashi (fac sci and grad sch life sci, hokkaido univ., Japan), hiroko yamamoto (fac sci and grad sch life
sci, hokkaido univ., Japan), Atsushi takabayashi (low temp inst, hokkaido univ., Japan), ryoichi tanaka (low temp inst, hokkaido
univ., Japan), Ayumu tanaka (low temp inst, hokkaido univ., Japan), yukako chiba (creative res inst, hokkaido univ., Japan), *Junji
yamaguchi (fac sci and grad sch life sci, hokkaido univ., Japan)
jjyama@sci.hokudai.ac.jp
the Arabidopsis mutant nsl2 (necrotic spotted lesion 2 = cad1) shows a phenotype of hypersensitive response-like cell death and
restriction of pathogenic bacterial growth, indicating that the nAs2 protein negatively controls the sA-mediated pathway in plant immunity.
The NSL2 protein contains a domain with significant homology to the MACPF domain of complement components and perforin proteins
that are involved in innate immunity in animals (plant cell physiol, 2005,46: 902; plant sci. 2008, 175: 604). the nsl2 showed accelerated
senescence under dark conditions, suggesting that the nsl2 is also associated to chlorophyll degradation. moreover, dark treatment
leaded to rapid decrease in photosynthetic proteins in the mutant. characters of nsl2-mediated senescence and chlorophyll degradation
will be reported.

02039
moleculAr chArActeriZAtion of systemic AcQuired resistAnce in ArAbidospis thAliAnA
*hana navarova (plant biology section, department of biology, university of fribourg, switzerland), sandra ostler (plant biology
section, department of biology, university of fribourg, switzerland), tatiana e. Zeier (plant biology section, department of biology,
university of fribourg, switzerland), stefan huber (plant biology section, department of biology, university of fribourg, switzerland),
Juergen Zeier (plant biology section, department of biology, university of fribourg, switzerland)
hana.navarova@unifr.ch
Systemic acquired resistance (SAR) is a long-lasting and broad-spectrum disease resistance induced at the whole plant level upon a
locally restricted pathogen inoculation. sAr is associated with a de novo synthesis of salicylic acid (sA), locally at the site of infection
and systemically, in non-infected tissue. This is in turn induces systemic expression of a specific set of pathogenesis-related (pr) genes.
We have previously shown that FlAVin-dEpEndEnt MonooXYGEnAsE 1 (FMo1) is an essential component of biologically induced sAr
in Arabidopsis. Our working model includes the existence of an amplification mechanism in which FMO1 and other defense regulators
participate to amplify incoming sAr long-distance signals and thus realize defense responses at the systemic level. recent microarray
analyses indicate that the sAr-induced state is associated with the systemic up- and down-regulation of 560 and 150 genes, respectively.
this massive switch in gene expression is completely lost in fmo1 mutant plants. the critical function of fmo1 during sAr is presumably
based on its ability to catalyse the oxidation of an n- or s-containing metabolite. We have expressed the fmo1 protein with different
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solubility tags in E. coli, and are currently testing the enzymatic activities of the recombinant fusion proteins to different candidate
substrates. One possible albeit exogenous substrate might be β-amino butyric acid (BABA). Exogenous application of BABA enhances
plant resistance through a mechanism similar to sAr, and this resistance induction is compromised in fmo1 mutant plants. current
experiments are testing whether fmo1 is able to convert bAbA into a resistance-enhancing compound. subcellular localization studies of
fmo::gfp fusion proteins transiently expressed in onion epidermal cells indicate that fmo1 might exert its resistance-enhancing function
in the nucleus.

02040
overexpression of AtcAf1, ccr4-AssociAted fActor1 homologue in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA, negAtively regulAtes
Wounding-mediAted diseAse resistAnce
tackmin Kwon (department of molecular biotechnology, dong-A university, busan 604-714, s-Korea), heesung park (department of
molecular biotechnology, dong-A university, busan 604-714, s-Korea), soon-Jae Jeung (department of molecular biotechnology, dongA university, busan 604-714, s-Korea), young-byung yi (department of molecular biotechnology, dong-A university, busan 604-714,
s-Korea), *Jaesung nam (department of molecular biotechnology, dong-A university, busan 604-714, s-Korea)
jnam@dau.ac.kr
the ccr4-cAf1-not complex, a major cytoplasmic deadenylase complex in eukaryotes, regulates the degradation of polyadenylated
mRNA. This mRNA degradation was recently recognized as an important mechanism for gene regulation for the efficient response to
invading pathogens in animals and plants. using knockout mutants and transgenic plants overexpressing AtcAf1, Arabidopsis thaliana
cAf1 homologue, we herein examined the role of AtcAf1 in the innate immune responses of plants mediated by the pattern-recognition
receptor like kinases. Our results showed that overexpression of AtCAF1 significantly down-regulated the transcript level of EFR but not
fls2 and bri1, as well as abolished up-regulated expression pattern of erf in response to wounding. consistently, Agrobacteriummediated transient expression of gus was highly enhanced in the transgenic plants overexpressing AtcAf. furthermore, jasmonic acid
(JA) responsive genes were down-regulated by overexpression of AtcAf, which was consistent with result that the transgenic plants
overexpressing AtcAf were more susceptible to necrotrophic fungal pathogen, botrytis cinerea however, overexpression of AtcAf1 did not
affect the salicylic acid (sA)-mediated defense response that is a major signaling pathway for innate immune responses against biotrophic
pathogens in plants, resulting in similar growth levels of virulent or avirulent psuedomanas syringae strains on Arabodpsis plants that
express different levels of AtcAf1. together, these results suggest that the ccr4-cAf1-not complex may regulate mrnA degradation of
wound-response genes specifically.

02041
using smAll molecules to unrAvel immunity signAlling pAthWAys in plAnts
*ivana sAsKA (riKen plant science center, Japan), yoshiteru noutoshi (research core for interdisciplinary science (rcis), okayama
university, Japan), Ken shirAsu (riKen plant science center, Japan)
isaska@psc.riken.jp
in plants the signalling events that link the perception of pathogen molecules by cell-surface and intra-cellular receptors, such as
resistance (r) proteins, to defence outcomes are not well characterised. We are using small molecules to identify novel components of
plant signalling pathways as a way of gaining insight into the molecular events necessary for generating immunity. from a screen of 10,000
small organic compounds, 27 candidate molecules were identified that alter (inhibit or potentiate) the cell death response of Arabidopsis
thaliana cells to treatment with the incompatible pathogen pseudomonas syringae pv tomato dc3000 expressing the effector protein
avrrpm1 (pst avrrpm1). in planta tests of the candidate inhibitors identified several compounds that reduce the size of hypersensitive
cell death lesions caused by Pst avrRpm1, when co-infiltrated into A. thaliana leaves with the pathogen, and alter both resistance and
susceptibility to bacterial infection. We are now investigating the effect of these compounds on other defence responses and will describe
our progress in identifying the in vivo targets of the most promising compounds using genetic and biochemical approaches.

02042
chArActeriZAtion of ArAbidopsis meKK1-interActing e3 ubiQuitin ligAses
*Kazuya ichimura (faculty of agriculture, Kagawa university, riKen plant science center, Japan), tsuyoshi mizoguchi (institute of
biological sciences, university of tsukuba, Japan), fuminori takahashi (riKen plant science center, Japan), Alexander graf (the
sainsbury laboratory, John innes centre, united Kingdom), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen plant science center, Japan), Ken shirasu (riKen
plant science center, Japan)
kichimura@ag.kagawa-u.ac.jp
A mitogen-activated protein kinase (mApK) cascade has an important role in innate immunity in plants. Arabidopsis meKK1, a mApK
kinase kinase (mApKKK) is an important factor of innate immunity signaling in the upstream of mpK4 which has at least two functions,
negative regulation of sA-mediated defense responses and positive regulation of JA-induced gene expression. meKK1 is essential for
flg22- and H2o2-induced mpK4 activation, however regulatory mechanism of meKK1 remains to be elucidated.
to identify possible regulator of meKK1, we performed yeast two-hybrid screening using meKK1 protein as bait. We found two novel
MEKK1-binding proteins which contain U-box domain, named PUB25 and PUB26. These proteins specifically bind to N-terminal regulatory
domain of MEKK1 in yeast. Protein harboring U-box domain is thought to be function as an ubiquitin E3 ligase. To check this possibility,
we performed in vitro ubiquitylation assay, which revealed that these proteins are functional E3 ligases. To analyze function of PUB25 and
pub26 in planta, we obtained pub25 and pub26 mutants and produced pub25/26 double mutant. immune-complex kinase assay showed
reduced mpK4 and mpK6 activity in the pub25/26. these results suggest that pub25 and pub26 positively contribute meKK1 activity
rather than simple degradation of meKK1.

02043
repression of bip, An er-resident protein, prevents r-gene-mediAted hypersensitive response but enhAnces nonhost pAthogen-induced necrosis in n. benthAmiAnA
*Jeong mee park (Kribb, republic of Korea), Jeong hee lee (Kribb, republic of Korea)
jmpark@kribb.re.kr
HRT, encoded a classic leucine zipper/nucleotide binding site/leucine rich repeat-containing protein, is required for HR development and
resistance after turnip crinkle virus infection. in tobacco leaves, transient co-expression of the hrt and its elicitor, the tcv coat protein
(cp), results in rapid cell death. to isolate genes involved in hrt/cp-mediated cell death in nicotiana benthamiana, we analyzed pepper
cDNA microarray. Based on virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS) analysis, we identified 10 genes that were responsive to the HRT/CPmediated cell death in n. benthamiana. silencing of one of genes, encoding a luminal binding protein 5 precursor (bip5-er resident heat
shock protein 70), showed the inhibition of plant growth and development. moreover, vigs of bip5 resulted in the abolishment of r-gene
mediated hr signaling including hrt and rx, which confer resistance to turnip crinkle virus (tcv), potato virus x (pvx), respectively, and
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cell death by transient expression of bax which encoded a protein that promotes apoptosis in animal system. however, cell death induced
by non-host pathogen, pseudomonas syringae pv. syringae strain 61, was more rapidly progressed in bip5-silenced plants. these results
suggest that bip5 might play an opposite role in cell death between host pathogen and non-host pathogen. in mammals, bip is known as
negative regulator of signal transducer of unfolded protein response (upr) following er stress. to investigate the involvement of the upr
pathway during plant-pathogen interactions, we are testing whether a typical upr, triggered by treatment with tunicamycin, will affect
the hrt/cp-induced cell death.

02044
screening for And chArActeriZAtion of genes for resistAnce to both bActeriAl And fungAl pAthogens in 21K riceArAbidopsis fox lines
*satoru maeda (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), Joseph gogo dubouzet (national institute of Agrobiological
sciences, Japan), miki ohtake (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), shoji sugano (national institute of Agrobiological
sciences, Japan), nagao hayashi (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), takanari ichikawa (riKen,psc, Japan), youichi
Kondou (riKen,psc, Japan), hirofumi Kuroda (riKen,psc, Japan), yoko horii (riKen,psc, Japan), minami matsui (riKen,psc, Japan),
Kenji oda (ribs okayama, Japan), hirohiko hirochika (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), hiroshi takatsuji (national
institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), masaki mori (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan)
satorum@nias.affrc.go.jp
cross resistance, the ability of a gene to confer resistance against at least two different pathogens, is a desirable trait. Approximately
21,000 of the rice-Arabidopsis fox (full-length cdnA over-expressor) transgenic lines, which overexpress 13,000 rice full-length cdnAs
in Arabidopsis, have been screened for disease resistance to a bacterial pathogen, pseudomonas syringae pv tomato dc3000 (pst
dc3000), and a fungal pathogen, Colletotrichum higginsianum (C. higginsianum) by dip inoculation. C. higginsianum infects Arabidopsis
by forming appressoria and penetration pegs, a process similar to that by which Magnaporthe grisea infects rice. totals of 84 and 112
rice-Arabidopsis fox hunting lines were selected by screening for resistance to pst dc3000 and C. higginsianum, respectively. of these,
18 lines showed high resistance to both pst dc3000 and C. higginsianum. in addition, when screening for moderate resistance were
performed by using a lower concentration of these pathogens, six out of 84 lines showed high resistance to pst dc3000 and moderate
resistance to C. higginsianum. 24 out of 112 lines showed high resistance to C. higginsianum and moderate resistance to pst dc3000.
The rice cDNAs in the resistant lines were identified and some of these genes have been re-introduced into rice for overexpression to
evaluate the disease resistance phenotype. in the t1 generation, at least one of the genes, when overexpressed in rice, enabled high
resistance to both Xanthomonas oryzae, the bacterial pathogen that causes rice leaf blight, and Magnaporthe grisea, the fungal pathogen
that causes rice blast.

02045
the role of chloroplAst protein cAs in plAnt innAte immunity
*hironari nomura (graduate school of bioagricultural science, nagoya university, Japan), shuhei uemura (graduate school of life and
environmental science, Kyoto prefectural university, Japan), yoichi nakahira (graduate school of life and environmental science, Kyoto
prefectural university, Japan), hirofumi yoshioka (graduate school of bioagricultural science, nagoya university, Japan), takashi shiina
(graduate school of life and environmental science, Kyoto prefectural university, Japan)
h_nomura@agr.nagoya-u.ac.jp
chloroplasts are the site of photosynthesis in plant cells, and also involved in the synthesis of stress-induced hormones (jasmonic
acid, salicylic acid, abscisic acid) and the generation of reactive oxygen species (ros). however, unlike mitochondria which act as central
regulators of apoptosis in mammalian cells, very little is known about the role of chloroplasts in a network of intracellular signaling
pathways of plant cells. Recently, we found that pathogen elicitors (flg22 and chitin) evoke a rapid and transient increase in stromal
ca2+ concentration in chloroplasts, suggesting that pathogen signals are relayed quickly to chloroplasts in plant cells (Komori et al., ICAR
2008). Here, we show that flg22 (elicitor)-induced stromal Ca2+ oscillation was partially dependent on thylakoid bound ca2+-binding
protein cAs. furthermore, we demonstrate that chloroplast protein cAs mediates a wide range of plant innate immune responses,
including elicitor-induced stomatal closure, expression of pr genes and the r gene-mediated hypersensitive cell death in Arabidopsis and
nicotiana benthamiana. Consequently, cas-1 knock out mutants show low-level resistance against pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato
dc3000. interestingly, h2o2 accumulation induced by pathogen infection was significantly reduced in cas-1. overall these results should
provide insights into how chloroplasts mediate plant innate immunity.

02046
A membrAne-bound trAnscription fActor bZip60 mediAtes tWo different signAling pAthWAys
mi-hyun lee (osaka prefecture university, Japan), yuji iwata (pennsylvania state university, usA), *nozomu Koizumi (osaka prefecture
university, Japan)
nkoizumi@plant.osakafu-u.ac.jp
AtbZip60 is an Arabidopsis bZip type transcription factor which localizes to the er membrane with a transmembrane domain (tmd).
tunicamycin, an inhibitor of n-linked glycosylation, which induces the er stress response, causes transcriptional induction and proteolysis
of AtbZip60. After processing, n-terminal portion of AtbZip60 translocates to the nucleus where it activates transcription of target
genes such as bip genes. A t-dnA knockout mutant of AtbZip60 showed loss of transcriptional induction of Atbip3 suggesting Atbip3 is
prominently regulated by AtbZIP60. On the other hand, little change was observed in induction profile of AtBiP1/2 indicating involvement
of additional transcription factor in regulation of the ER stress response. As a candidate of alternative transcription factor, we identified
AtbZip28 which also has tmd and is released from the er membrane by er stress. Activation of AtbZip60 was observed when Arabidopsis
was treated by fumonisin b1 (fb1), a toxin produced by several species of fusarium. fb1 did not induce expression of genes enhanced
by tunicamycin such as bips. thus, the effect of fb1 was considered to be independent to the er stress response. fb1 has been known
to induce program cell death in Arabidopsis. When effect of fb1 was compared between wild type and Ko mutant of AtbZip60, the Ko
mutant is more sensitive to FB1. Microarray analysis identified several genes of which induction by FB1 was dismissed in the KO mutant.
promoter of Atpdr12, one of those genes, was activated by fb1 in transient assay. Activation of Atpdr12 promoter was also observed by
co-expression of active form of AtbZip60. these results suggested that bZip60 is activated by fb1 and regulates expression of Atpdr12
by er stress-independent manner.

02047
boron-induced degrAdAtion of the borAte trAnsporter bor1 is regulAted by ubiQuitinAtion in ArAbidopsis
*Koji Kasai (biotechnology research center, university of tokyo, Japan), Junpei takano (research faculty of Agriculture, hokkaido
university, Japan), Atsushi toyoda (biotechnology research center, university of tokyo, Japan), Kyoko miwa (creative research
institute sousei, hokkaido university, Japan), toru fujiwara (biotechnology research center, university of tokyo, core research for
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evolutional science and technology (crest), Japan science and technology Agency, Japan)
ukkasai@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
boron (b) is essential micronutrients for plants but is toxic in large doses. bor1, an arabidopsis borate transporter, plays a key role
facilitating aggressive b uptake in the root system under the b limiting environment, and meanwhile, is proteolitically degraded in the
endocytic pathway to avoid excess b uptake when high b is applied. molecular mechanism of the sensing of b availability that regulates
BOR1 proteolysis is poorly understood. Here, we show that ubiquitination of BOR1 is fundamental for the B-induced degradation. We found
that a mutation K590A in BOR1 blocked the degradation. BOR1 was mono- or di-ubiquitinated by application of high B and K590A mutant
was not ubiquitinated. Furthermore, the K590A mutation abolished transport of BOR1 to the lytic vacuole but did not abolish Brefeldin
A-induced BOR1 internalization. Our results show that ubiquitination of BOR1 responded to high B is not required for endocytosis from
plasma membrane but crucial for sorting of internalized bor1 to the vacuole.

02048
plAnt pAthogen-responsive protein, AtdAbb1 exhibits the AntifungAl Activity in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*sun bin Kang (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), ho byoung chae
(division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), Jin ho park (division of Applied
life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), punyakishore maibam (division of Applied life science
(ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), dong-Jin park (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and
bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), Woe yeon Kim (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang
national university, south korea), Kyun oh lee (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university,
south korea), sang yeol lee (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea)
dhrtntn18@gnu.ac.kr
A plant antifungal protein was purified from Arabidopsis thaliana leaves by using a typical procedure consisting of anion exchange
chromatography and high-performance liquid chromatography. We determined the amino acid sequence of the purified protein using
MALDI-TOF/MS analysis, and found that the sequence matched that of a hypothetical Arabidopsis protein in GenBank (accession number
np_175547).
We designated the protein as Atdabb1. After the cdnA encoding the Atdabb1 gene was cloned from an Arabidopsis leaf cdnA library,
the recombinant protein was expressed in Escherichia coli and found to significantly inhibit cell growth of various pathogenic fungal
strains. mrnA expression of the Atdabb1 gene was induced by pathogen-related signaling molecules including salicylic acid and jasmonic
acid. these results suggest that Atdabb1 may contribute to the induced plant defense mechanism against diverse pathogenic fungi.

02049
chinese cAbbAge cyclophilin possesses the AntifungAl Activity.
*mi ri Kim (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), mi rim shin (division
of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), sun young Kim (division of Applied life
science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), nawkar ganesh mahadeo (division of Applied life science
(ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), Woe yeon Kim (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and
bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), Kyun oh lee (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang
national university, south korea), sang yeol lee (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university,
south korea)
mimino23@gmail.com
An antifungal protein that inhibits the growth of filamentous fungal pathogens was isolated from Chinese cabbage (Brassica campestris
L. ssp. pekinensis) by affinity chromatography on Affi-gel blue gel and ion exchange chromatography on CM-Sepharose. The N-terminal
amino acid sequence of the protein was highly homologous to that of plant cyclophilins and consequently the protein was denoted as
c-cyp. to understand the antifungal activity of c-cyp, we isolated a cdnA encoding its gene from a chinese cabbage leaf cdnA library.
the chinese cabbage genome bears more than one c-cyp gene copy and c-cyp mrnA is highly expressed in all tissues except the
seeds. recombinant c-cyp catalyzed the cis–trans inter-conversion of the Ala–pro bond of the substrate, which indicates this protein has
peptidyl-prolyl cis–trans isomerase activity. it also inhibited the growth of several fungal pathogens.

02050
proteomic AnAlysis of sAlicylic-Acid-responsive proteins in bEtUlA plAtYphYllA vAr. JAponiCA no.8 plAntlet
*shinso yokota (department of forest science, faculty of Agriculture, utsunomiya university, Japan), hiromu suzuki (department
of forest science, faculty of Agriculture, utsunomiya university, Japan), yuya takashima (united graduate school of Agricultural
science, tokyo university of Agriculture and technology, Japan), futoshi ishiguri (department of forest science, faculty of Agriculture,
utsunomiya university, Japan), Kazuya iizuka (department of forest science, faculty of Agriculture, utsunomiya university, Japan),
nobuo yoshizawa (department of forest science, faculty of Agriculture, utsunomiya university, Japan)
yokotas@cc.utsunomiya-u.ac.jp
Salicylic acid (SA) is a signal molecule to induce systemic acquired resistance (SAR) in plants. It is considered that resistance against
pathogens are activated by increase in sA-responsive pathogenesis-related proteins and by other pathogen-responsive proteins in many
plants. however, there are less researches on sAr induction by sA in woody plants. hence, we investigated sA-responsive proteins to
clarify the mechanisms of SA functions in birch plantlets. One μL of 0.5 mM SA aqueous solution was injected to the sterile Japanese
birch (betula platyphylla var. japonica) no.8 plantlets. intact, and wounded and ultra-pure-water-injected plantlets were also prepared
as controls. the proteins were extracted from the plantlets after 2 days of the treatments. the protein samples were subjected to twodimensional electrophoresis, and the gels were stained with cbb. the gel images were incorporated to a personal computer and were
analyzed with an image analysis software. Specifically expressed and 2-fold increased proteins by SA treatment were cut off from the
gels, in-gel-digested with trypsin, and then were analyzed with MALDI-TOF-MS. Protein identification was performed by peptide mass
finger printing (PMF) with using MASCOT software. The number of the specifically expressed proteins and 2-fold increased proteins were
20 and 13, respectively, and out of them respective 16 and 9 proteins were analyzed with mAldi-tof-ms. As the results, 8 proteins could
be almost identified by PMF: NPR1-like protein, MADS-domain transcription factor, Ceratodon purpureus phytochrome photoreceptor
cerpu; phy0; 2, oxygen enhancer protein 2, and 4 unknown proteins. based on the results obtained, the Japanese birch no.8 plantlet is
considered to have ability inducing sAr by sA treatment.

02051
mechAnisms of nip5;1 , A boron deficiency inducible gene, regulAtion in response to boron in ArAbidopsis
thAliAnA
*mayuki tanaka (biotechnology research center the university of tokyo, Japan), toru fujiwara (biotechnology research center the
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university of tokyo, crest/Jst, Japan)
tanakamayuki@yahoo.co.jp
nip5;1 , an aquaporin-like gene, is a boron (B) channel required for normal plant growth under low B conditions and its transcript
accumulation is .upregulated under low b conditions (takano et al., 2006).
to elucidate mechanisms of nip5;1 regulation in response to b, nip5;1 fused n terminally to gfp reporter gene was expressed under
the control of the promoter nip5;1 with or without 5’utr. the gfp expression analysis pattern suggests that 5’ untranslated region
(5’utr) (312 bp) is involved in nip5;1 transcript accumulation in response to low b. to reveal the region of nip5;1 promoter involved
in nip5;1 transcript accumulation in response to b, a series of truncated 5’ utr were generated, were fused to the gus reporter gene
under the control of cauliflower mosaic virus 35S RNA promoter and were introduced into Arabidopsis thaliana. The GUS activity inserted
312 bp 5’utr in transgenic plants is higher in low b condition than in high b condition. on the other hand, the gus activity inserted 5’utr
but not including +184-+197(13bp) in transgenic plants is high in both low and high b conditions. these results suggested that at least
+184-+197 regions of 5’utr are important for nip5;1 transcript accumulation in response to low b.

02052
chemicAl biology toWArd understAnding hypersensitive cell deAth in ArAbidopsis
*yoshiteru noutoshi (okayama university, Japan), masateru okazaki (okayama university, Japan), toshinobu Kyotani (okayama
university, Japan), Ken shirasu (riKen plant science center, Japan)
noutoshi@cc.okayama-u.ac.jp
We employed a chemical biology approach to investigate Arabidopsis r>-gene mediated defense responses to the bacterial pathogen
pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato dc3000 avrrpm1. A high-throughput quantitative assay system for HR cell death, an indicator of defense
responses, was established using Arabidopsis suspension cells. seven compounds which potentiate hr in a concentration dependent
manner were identified from the screening of a commercial library of 10,000 diverse chemicals. Application of these potentiators without
pathogen induced pr1 gene expression, indicating that they act on plant cells. since these compounds enhanced disease resistance
in Arabidopsis plants, they have possibilities to be developed as plant protecting agents. the pr1 inductions of 5 compounds were
diminished in sid2 mutant which lacks accumulation of salicylic acid (sA) after pathogen infection. furthermore, most of the sA-dependent
potentiators induced production of sA in suspension cells. based on the effects of these potentiators, their putative action points were
categorized into three groups: 1. Activation of sA biosynthesis, 2. sA mimics and 3. inhibition of the sA-inactivating pathway. We
found that three of the sA-dependent potentiators, cb_8, cb_9 and cb_11 inhibit activity of sA glycosyltransferase (sAgt), an sAinactivating enzyme. the concentration ranges of them for sAgt inhibition coincided with those for hr enhancement, suggesting that
their hr activation effects would be accounted for the inhibitory effects on sAgt. We analyzed the enzyme activity of ugt74f1, one of the
Arabidopsis sAgts, and the inhibitory effect of the hr potentiators. An inhibition mechanism will be discussed together with the reaction
kinetics of UGT74F1 and the inhibition constants of the potentiators. A chemical genetics approach for the target identification of the other
potentiators will be introduced as well.

02053
effect of endophytic coloniZAtion With AZospirillum sp. on the groWth of ArAbidopsis
*michiko yasuda (cips, riKen, Japan), satoshi shinozaki (cips, riKen, Japan), hideo nakashita (cips, riKen, Japan)
ysdmichi@riken.jp
Azospirillum, free-living nitrogen fixing rhizobacteria found in close association with plant roots and stems, is a well-studied genus of
plant growth promoting bacteria (PGPB) that have benefical effects on plants, such as increaseing crop yield. Recently, we clarified the
effect of a bacterial endophyte, Azospirillum sp. b510, on enhanced-disease resistance in host rice plants and Arabidopsis. in this study,
we analyze the effects of broth filtrate of Azospirillum sp. B510 on plant growth in Arabidopsis. Arabidopsis thaliana (ecotype Columbia-0)
plants were grown on 1/2 ms salt medium, with 0.8% agar when the plants were grown on plates with a horizontal orientation. in this
study, treatment of Arabidopsis with Azospirillum sp. b510 was found to stimulate the root elongation and the number of lateral root. the
broth filtrate has same activity. The stable active substance was detected in the ethyl acetate extraction of the broth filtrate. This data
suggest the possibility that IAA is active substance of broth filtrate.

02054
regulAtion of microbe-AssociAted moleculAr pAttern-induced defense responses by cAlcineurin b-liKe proteininterActing protein KinAses.
takamitsu Kurusu (tokyo university of science, Japan), Jumpei hamada (tokyo university of science, Japan), hiroshi nokajima (tokyo
university of science, Japan), youichiro Kitagawa (tokyo university of science, Japan), masahiro Kiyoduka (tokyo university of science,
Japan), Akira takahashi (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), shigeru hanamata (tokyo university of science, Japan),
Kazunori okada (university of tokyo, Japan), hirohiko hirochika (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), hisakazu yamane
(university of tokyo, Japan), *Kazuyuki Kuchitsu (tokyo university of science, Japan)
kuchitsu@rs.noda.tus.ac.jp
though cytosolic free ca2+ mobilization induced by microbe/pathogen-associated molecular patterns (mAmps/pAmps) is postulated to
play a pivotal role in innate immunity in plants, the molecular links between ca2+ and downstream defense responses still remain largely
unknown. calcineurin b-like proteins (cbls) act as ca2+ sensors to activate specific protein kinases, CBL-interacting protein kinases
(CIPKs). We have identified CipKs rapidly induced by mAmps, including chitooligosaccharides and xylanase (tvx/eix) in suspensioncultured rice cells (Kurusu et al. plant physiol. 2010). the cipKs interacted with several cbls through the fisl/nAf-motif in yeast cells
and showed the strongest interaction with oscbl4. the recombinant cipK proteins showed mn2+-dependent protein kinase activity,
which was enhanced both by deletion of their fisl/nAf-motifs and by combination with oscbl4. the cipKs-suppressed rnAi transgenic
cell lines showed reduced sensitivity to tvx/eix for the induction of a wide range of defense responses, including hypersensitive cell
death, mitochondrial dysfunction, phytoalexin biosynthesis, and pathogenesis-related (pr) gene expression. on the other hand, tvx/
eix-induced cell death was enhanced in the CipK overexpressing lines. the present results suggest that the cipKs play a crucial role in
mAmp-induced defense signaling pathway.

02055
A cAm binding receptor-liKe protein KinAse (cbrlK1) functions As A negAtive regulAtor in plAnt defense responses
*mi soon Jung (division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, Korea), ho soo Kim
(division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, Korea), hyejin byun (division of Applied
life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, environmental biotechnology national core research center,
gyeongsang national university, Korea), hay Ju han (division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national
university, Korea), Kyung eun Kim (division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university,
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Korea), Woo sik chung (division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, environmental
biotechnology national core research center, gyeongsang national university, Korea)
soonielove33@hanmail.net
calmodulin-regulated protein phosphorylation plays a pivotal role in amplifying and diversifying the action of calcium ion. in this study,
we identified a calmodulin-binding receptor-like protein kinase (CBRLK1) that was classified into an S-locus RLK family. The plasma
membrane localization was determined by the localization of CBRLK1 tagged with a green fluorescence protein. Calmodulin bound
specifically to a Ca2+-dependent calmodulin binding domain in the c-terminus of cbrlK1. the bacterially expressed cbrlK1 kinase
domain could autophosphorylate and phosphorylates general kinase substrates, such as myelin basic proteins. the autophosphorylation
sites of CBRLK1 were identified by mass spectrometric analysis of phosphopeptides. In Arabidopsis, the receptor-like protein kinase (RLK)
gene family contains more than 600 members, and some of these are induced by pathogen infection, suggesting a possible role in plant
defense responses. cbrlK1 mutant and cbrlK1-overexpressing transgenic plants showed enhanced and reduced resistance against a
virulent bacterial pathogen, respectively. the altered pathogen resistances of the mutant and overexpressing transgenic plants were
associated with increased and reduced induction of the pathogenesis-related gene pr1, respectively. these results suggest that cbrlK1
plays a negative role in the disease resistance signaling pathway in Arabidopsis.

02056
studies on mechAnism of diseAse resistAnce induced by high temperAture treAtment
*miyuki Kusajima (riKen, center for intellectual property strategies, ibaraki university, Japan), michiko yasuda (riKen, center for
intellectual property strategies, Japan), sato tatsuo (ibaraki university, Japan), masami nakajima (ibaraki university, Japan), Katsumi
Akutsu (ibaraki university, Japan), takashi yamakawa (university of tokyo, Japan), hideo nakashita (riKen, center for intellectual
property strategies, Japan)
kusajima@riken.jp
Systemic acquired resistance (SAR), one of plant defense systems, is induced by pathogen infection through salicylic acid (SA)
accumulation. sAr has been well characterized and set of pathogenesis-related (pr ) genes has been identified as SAR marker genes.
the induction of disease resistance by high temperature treatment has been reported in cucumber, in which sA is likely to take part.
to investigate the detailed mechanism of this resistance, effects of high temperature treatment on Arabidopsis were investigated. the
high temperature treatment induced expression of pr genes and disease resistance to pseudomonas syringae pv. tomato dc3000 in
Arabidopsis . the treatment induced accumulation of sA and the expression of the isochorismate synthase 1 (iCs1 ) gene, encoding
an sA biosynthetic enzyme. Analyses using the sid2 (salicylic acid induction deficient 2 ) mutant defective in iCs1 and nahg transgenic
plants expressing SA degrading enzyme indicated that high temperature-induced disease resistance required SA biosynthesis. SAR
induction has been known to be suppressed by abscisic acid (AbA) mediated signaling activated by environmental stress. treatment with
AbA suppressed high temperature-induced expression of sAr marker genes. thus, these results indicated that high temperature-induced
disease resistance is similar to sAr.

03001
four trAnscription fActors Are involved in the expression of multi-stress responsible A. thAliAnA Atgst11 gene
*takafumi Kouno (institute of plant science and resources okayama university, Japan), bunichi ezaki (institute of plant science and
resources okayama university, Japan)
dns20421@s.okayama-u.ac.jp
plants always change expression of many genes to adapt to various environmental conditions. As Arabidopsis Atgst11 (glutathione
s-transferase, At1g02920.1) gene is induced by Aluminum (Al) stress, heavy metal stress and oxidative stress, we believe that this is a
good model system to characterize the common response mechanism for these stresses. isolation and characterization of transcription
factors (tf) related to expression of Atgst11 are performed in this study.
the cdnA clones encoding tf proteins which can bind to promoter region of the Atgst11 gene were isolated by two methods,
One-hybrid method and Bio-panning. DNA sequence analysis indicated that a putative bZIP transcription factor (#11-1-1, At2g21230),
Ethylene response element binding factor 2 (#11-1-3, At5g47220), Putative RING zinc finger (#13, At1g63900) and Homeobox protein 6
(#43, At2g22430) were included in the obtained clones. These candidates were confirmed their DNA binding capability to the promoter of
Atgst11 by gel-shift assay. it was indicated that each candidate connected to the different part of this promoter. furthermore, Atgst11
promoter activity assay based on a dual luciferase assay was performed using tobacco culture cells to estimate the effect of the 4 clones
in the gene-expression. Two candidates (#11-1-1 and #11-1-3) showed about 2 times higher activities than the control condition (without
effectors) and the others (#13 and #43) showed about half. These results suggested the former two candidates are activators and the
latter are repressors. furthermore, each candidate was analyzed its expression pattern in Al stress by rt-pcr. expression of three tfs,
#11-1-1, #13 and #43, were increased after 4 h, but #11-1-3 was not. The former TFs (#11-1-1, #13 and #43) may be involved in the
AtGST11 gene response to Al stress of. The #11-1-3 may be related to the expression of the multi stress responsible AtGST11 gene for
other stress.

03002
extrA-nucleAr protection of chromosomAl dnA from oxidAtive stress
sandy vanderauwera (vib department of plant systems biology, belgium), nobuhiro suzuki (dept of biochemistry and molecular
biology idaho university, usA), gad miller (dept of biochemistry and molecular biology idaho university, usA), brigitte van de cotte
(vib department of plant systems biology, belgium), stijn morsa (vib department of plant systems biology, belgium), Jean-luc
ravanat (ceA-cnrs grenoble, france), Alicia hegie (dept of biochemistry and molecular biology idaho university, usA), christian
triantaphylides (ceA and universite d'Aix-marseille, france), vladimir shualev (virginia bioinformatics institute, blacksburg, usA),
*frank van breusegem (vib department of plant systems biology, belgium), ron mittler (dept of biochemistry and molecular biology
idaho university, usA)
frbre@psb.ugent.be
eukaryotic organisms evolved under aerobic conditions, subjecting nuclear dnA to damage provoked by reactive oxygen species (ros).
Although ros are thought to be a major cause of dnA damage, implicated in many human pathologies, little is known about how nuclear
DNA is protected from ROS. Here we show that protection of nuclear DNA requires a coordinated function of ROS scavenging
pathways in the cytosol and other cellular compartments, demonstrating that nuclear ROS scavengers are insufficient to safeguard
DNA integrity. Deficiency in cytosolic and peroxisomal ROS scavenging proteins in Arabidopsis thaliana is also shown to trigger a network
of dnA repair, cell cycle control, and endoplasmic reticulum cell death pathways, rendering cells highly tolerant to oxidative stress, and
demonstrating the existence of novel ros protection pathways.

03003
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enhAncement of ice1 Activity for cold tolerAnce by substitution of serine 403, Which regulAtes ubiQuitylAtion of
the trAnscription fActor
*Kenji miura (university of tsukuba, Japan), masaru ohta (university of tsukuba, Japan), paul m. hasegawa (purdue university, usA)
kmiura@gene.tsukuba.ac.jp
ice1, a myc-type transcription factor, has an important role in the induction of CbF3/drEb1A to regulate cold signaling and tolerance.
In this study, we reveal that serine 403 of ICE1 is involved in regulating the transactivation and ubiquitylation of the ICE1 protein.
substitution of serine 403 to alanine enhanced the transactivation activity of ice1 in Arabidopsis protoplasts. overexpression of the
iCE1(s403A) conferred more freezing tolerance than that of iCE1(Wt) in Arabidopsis. expression of cold-regulated genes such as CbF3/
drEb1A, Cor47, and Kin1 was enhanced in iCE1(s403A)-overexpressing plants. furthermore, the ice1(s403A) protein level was not
changed after cold treatment, whereas the ICE1(WT) protein level was reduced. Interestingly, polyubiquitylation of ICE1 protein in vivo
was apparently blocked in iCE1(s403A)-overexpressing plants. these results demonstrate that serine 403 of ice1 has roles in both
transactivation and cold-induced degradation of ICE1 via the ubiquitin/26S proteosome pathway, suggesting that the serine 403 is a key
residue for attenuation of cold stress responses by hos1 mediated-degradation of ice1.

03004
the ArAbidopsis mutAnt lAcKing Acyl-coA-binding protein Acbp1 is freeZing tolerAnt
*ZhiyAn du (the university of hong Kong, china), shi xiAo (the university of hong Kong, china), QinfAng chen (the university of
hong Kong, china), meelen chye (the university of hong Kong, china)
zydu@hkusua.hku.hk
A family of six genes, designated ACbp1 to ACbp6, encodes Arabidopsis acyl-coenzyme A-binding proteins (Acbps). Acbp1 contains
an n-terminal transmembrane domain that targets it to the plasma membrane and the endoplasmic reticulum (er), and C-terminal
ankyrin repeats. to establish Acbp1 function, transgenic Arabidopsis plants overexpressing Acbp1 were subject to lipid analysis. Acbp1
overexpressors showed reduction in several species of diunsaturated phosphatidylcholine (pc), prompting us to examine if they were
altered in response to freezing stress. results revealed that Acbp1 overexpressors showed increased freezing sensitivity accompanied
by a decrease in pc and an increase in phosphatidic acid (pA). in contrast, acbp1 mutant plants demonstrated an enhanced freezing
tolerance associated with PC accumulation and PA reduction. Since phospholipase Dα1 is a major enzyme that promotes the hydrolysis
of pc to pA, PLDα1 expression was investigated and was observed to be higher in Acbp1 overexpressors than acbp1 mutants. however,
the expression of PLDδ, a positive regulator in freezing tolerance, had declined in ACBP1 overexpressors and increased in acbp1 mutants.
given that the Acbp1-mediated response is independent of osmolyte accumulation, Acbp1, which can bind phospholipids, could regulate
the pool of membrane-associated phospholipids at the er and plasma membrane.
supported by rgc project hKu7047/07m

03005
chArActeriZAtion of the initiAl phAse of ArAbidopsis heAt stress response
*radomira vankova (institute of experimental botany As cr, czech republic), Jana dobra (institute of experimental botany As cr,
czech republic), marie hronkova (bc As cr, v.v.i., ipmb As cr and university of south bohemia, czech republic), helena storchova
(institute of experimental botany As cr, czech republic)
vankova@ueb.cas.cz
the initial phase of the heat stress (hs) response is aimed to prevention of the acute damage. it was characterized by transient
expression of heat stress factor hsFA2 in apex and leaves, coinciding with expression of transcription factor drEb2b (15-45 min after hs
initiation). simultaneously, transient increase of stomata conductance was found, which indicated stimulation of leaf transpiration rate.
stomata opening is positively affected by plant hormones cytokinins (cKs). hs response was associated with a mild, temporary increase
in levels of cK biosynthetic precursors (cK phosphates) in apex and leaves, with maximum after 15 min. bioactive cKs showed broader
maximum (15-45 min), in spite of the fact that expression of genes for cK biosynthetic enzymes isopentenyltransferases (especially
ipt3) in these tissues started decreasing immediately at hs. elevation of cK content in apex and leaves coincided with up-regulation of
cK signalling, indicated by stimulation of expression of genes for cK receptors (AhK3, 2 and 4), as well as for positive regulators of cK
signal transduction, type-b response regulators (Arr10 and Arr12), in apex (around 15 min) and to lower extent in leaves. transcripts
for cK degrading enzymes - cytokinin oxidases/dehydrogenases decreased, reaching the minimum after 30 min of hs. fast decrease was
observed also in case of negative regulators, type-A response regulators (Arr8, Arr9). cK signalling exhibited the second maximum after
2 h, which might indicate plant adaptation to supraoptimal temperature. Response in roots differed significantly depending whether only
leaves or the whole plants were exposed to hs. in the former case, transient stimulation of cK biosynthesis and signalling was observed
in roots after 30-60 min. our data indicate an important physiological role of cKs in the hs response. this work was supported by gA cr,
project no. 206/09/2062 and meys project no. lc06034.

03006
involvement of An Ap2/erf trAnscription fActor hif1 in modulAting ethylene responses during hypoxiA in
ArAbidopsis
*chin-ying yang (Agricultural biotechnology research center Academia sinica, taiwan), fu-chiun hsu (biology department, university
of iowa, usA), ning-ning Wang (department of plant biology and ecology, china), ming-che shih (Agricultural biotechnology research
center Academia sinica, taiwan)
emiyang@gate.sinica.edu.tw
in recent years, many Ap2/ErF genes have been shown to function in abiotic and biotic stress responses and these genes are often
induced by multiple stresses. We report here characterization of an Ap2/ErF gene, designated hif1 (hypoxia-inducible factor-1), which
is specifically induced during hypoxia but not by cold, drought or dehydration. We showed that under normoxic conditions the expression
of hiF1 could be induced by an addition of exogenous Acc and that a combination of hypoxia and Acc resulted in hyper induction of hiF1.
in addition, hypoxia induction of hiF1 is reduced, but not completely abolished, in ein2-5 and etr1-1 mutants. these results suggest that,
in addition to ethylene, an ethylene-independent signal is also required to mediate hypoxia induction of hiF1.
to assess the role of hif1, we generated 3 independent rnA-knock down lines (hif1-ko) of hiF1. under normoxic conditions, the hif1-ko
seedlings have increased ethylene sensitivity and exaggerated triple responses, indicating that hif1 might play a negative regulatory role
in modulating ethylene responses. Quantitative real-time pcr analyses showed that hypoxia inducible genes could be affected by hif1-ko
mutations in two different ways: hypoxia induction of Adh, pdC1, pdC2, sUs1, and sUs4 was reduced, whereas induction of a number
of peroxidase and cytochrome p450 genes was increased. taken together, our results showed that hif1 is involved in modulating ethylene
responses under both normoxia and hypoxia.
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identificAtion of sAlt tolerAnce genes from the mAngrove plAnt brUGUiErA GYMnorhizA by functionAl AnAlysis in
trAnsgenic ArAbidopsis.
*yuichi tada (tokyo university of technology, Japan), yuta nagase (tokyo university of technology), satsuki sawai (tokyo university of
technology)
tadayui@bs.teu.ac.jp
to identify key genes in the regulation of salt tolerance in the mangrove plant bruguiera gymnorhiza, we have performed two
experiments. One is the gene expression profiling under salt-stress (500mM NaCl) using a microarray, followed by functional analysis of
the salt-responsive genes. expression vectors for selected salt responsive genes were constructed and transformed in A. tumefaciens, and
then screened for salt tolerance using Agrobacterium and Arabidopsis as hosts. second is the comprehensive functional screening of the
Agrobacterium libraries expressing the mangrove cDNAs. We have already reported identification of 5 salt tolerance genes, genes for lipid
transfer, ankyrin repeat, zinc finger, Bg70 and cyc02-like proteins, using these methods. Here, we report the identification of additional
2 salt tolerance genes from b. gymnorhiza by the same methods. Arabidopsis plants transformed with a blight associated protein gene
homolog, which was selected by microarray profiling. Transgenic Arabidopsis plants expressing the gene exhibited better growth on 1/2MS
medium supplemented with 150mM NaCl. Screening of the Agrobacterium libraries on medium supplemented with 300mM NaCl identified
a salt tolerance clone, in which metallothioneine cdnA was cloned. transgenic Arabidopsis plants expressing the cdnA for metallothioneine
exhibited better growth on 1/2ms medium supplemented with 150mm nacl. As metallothioneine is a metal-binding protein, we examined
heavy metal tolerance of the transgenic lines. the metallothioneine transformants were transplanted on 1/2ms medium supplemented
with Zn, Mn, Co, Cu, Cd, Mo, Fe, or Ni. The transformants showed better growth on medium supplemented with 100 μM Cu as compared
with Wt. preliminary experiment showed cu content in the transgenic lines on cu-containing medium was similar with that in Wt. further
analysis on the transgenic plants is in progress.

03008
Auxin response in ,ArAbidopsis under cold stress: underlying moleculAr mechAnisms
Kyohei shibasaki (cryobiofrontier research center, iwate university, Japan), matsuo uemura (cryobiofrontier research center, iwate
university, Japan), seiji tsurumi (isotope division, Kobe university, Japan), *Abidur rahman (cryobiofrontier research center, iwate
university, Japan)
abidur@iwate-u.ac.jp
plants respond to environmental stresses in multiple ways including changing the hormonal responses. Although the plant hormone
auxin controls every aspect of plant growth and development, little is known about the effect of cold environment on its response. to
understand the mechanistic basis of cold temperature stress and auxin response, we characterized root growth and gravity response of
Arabidopsis thaliana at 23οC after pre-incubating the seedlings at 4οC. The time course assay revealed that 8- to 12 h pre-incubation
at 4οC inhibited root growth and the gravity response by approximately fifty percent compared to that of untreated controls. The auxinsignaling mutants axr1 and tir1, which show a reduced gravity response, responded to cold treatment like wild-type, suggesting thatcold
stress affects auxin transport rather than auxin signaling. consistently, expression analyses of an auxin responsive marker, iAA2-GUs,
as well as a direct transport assay further confirmed that cold inhibits root basipetal (shoot-ward) auxin transport. Microscopy of living
cell revealed that trafficking of the auxin efflux carrier PIN2, which plays an important role in basipetal auxin transport, was dramatically
reduced by cold. the lateral relocalization of pin3, which has been suggested to mediate the early phase of root gravity response, was
also inhibited by cold stress. Additionally, cold differentially affected various protein trafficking pathways. Furthermore, the inhibition of
protein trafficking by cold is independent of cellular actin organization and membrane fluidity. Taken together, these results suggest that
the effect of cold stress on auxin is linked to the inhibition of intracellular trafficking of auxin efflux carriers.

03009
crosstAlK betWeen photoperiodic floWering And stress signAling mediAted by GiGAntEA (Gi) in ArAbidopsis
takahiro Kubo (faculty of Agriculture, iwate university, Japan), yoshihito takahata (faculty of Agriculture, iwate university, Japan),
*shuji yokoi (faculty of Agriculture, iwate university, Japan)
shyokoi@iwate-u.ac.jp
timing of the transition from juvenile to adult state to synchronize in favorable season of the year is critical for successful sexual
reproduction in many plants. This phase change is irreversible and regulation of its timing must be tightly controlled for sufficient and good
health. It has been observed that plants tend to induce flower under biotic and/or abiotic stress conditions. Although this phenomenon
has been known as a physiological state, the molecular basis of this regulatory mechanism is still unidentified.
Gi is a key regulator of the photoperiodic response of Arabidopsis. the plants which carrying mutations in this gene, show no longer
flower rapidly in response to long day. Since the role of Gi in promoting flowering was first identified by mutant analysis, Gi has been
shown to have other distinct function such as an internal oscillator that regulates daily rhythms of 24 hours’ duration.
gi-3 exhibited high sodium sensitivity and less accumulation of sodium in roots. Also, it showed lower gene expression of na+/h+
antiporters, which have functions in ion homeostasis. Twenty-one percentage of salt treated plants represented early flowering phenotype
in wild type and this phenotype was enhanced in gi-3 (76 %). To identify the integrator of stress-induced-flowering pathway, we examined
the gene expression of soC1 and Ft at different developmental stages in wild type and gi-3. soC1 gene expression was induced in leaves
instead of Ft under salt conditions in both genotypes.
taken together, we indicated that Gi mediates the sodium stress response via induction in gene expression of na+/h+ antiporters as
a result of circadian clock regulation. We also found that Gi suppresses the newly identified stress-induced-flowering pathway, which
induces soC1 expression as an integrator for flowering.

03010
functionAl AnAlysis of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA putAtive selenium binding protein (sbp) in response to stress
*Veronique Hugouvieux (CEA grenoble, iRTSV, LPCV, France), Christelle Dutilleul (CEA grenoble, iRTSV, LPCV, France), Agnes Jourdain
(CEA grenoble, iRTSV, LPCV, France), Jacques Bourguignon (CEA grenoble, iRTSV, LPCV, France)
veronique.hugouvieux@cea.fr
the function of sbp that are present among diverse species and kingdoms has not been established yet. their highly conserved
sequences suggest that they share a fundamental biological role. In mammals, selenium (Se) is an essential nutrient incorporated in the
selenoaminoacid, Se-Cys, required for the translation of numerous proteins having a critical role in cell defence and hormone regulation.
mammals sbp1, that shows ability to bind se, may contribute to se transport . to date se has not been demonstrated to be essential
in land plants. We will present advances made in our laboratory in understanding the function of a putative sbp in Arabidopsis thaliana.
SBP1 was identified in a proteomic analysis designed to highlight perturbations associated with cadmium stress in Arabidopsis cells
(sarry et al., proteomic, 2006, 6(7), 2180-98). When overexpressed in Arabidopsis sbp1 enhanced tolerance to cd suggesting that sbp1
represents a new detoxification mechanism that plants use to face the metal toxicity possibly throught direct binding to Cd (Dutilleul
et al., plant physiol, 2008, 147(1), 239-51). Arabidopsis plants that express the luciferAse reporter gene under the control of sbp1
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promoter showed that SBP1 expression was specifically enhanced in response to stress provoking a cellular sulfur demand. Correlated to
these results, sbp1 expression was enhanced in response to sulfur starvation and regulated by glutathione (gsh) level. sbp1 function/
activity may therefore be linked to GSH because SBP1 over-expression enhanced tolerance to stresses that require GSH for tolerance
(hugouvieux et al., plant physiology, 2009, 151(2), 768-81). plants with lower level of sbp protein were recently generated using the
artificial microRNA technology. Preliminary data will be as well presented on the characterization of these lines and the ability of SBP1 to
bind to metals/metalloids.

03011
formAtion of highly reActive Aldehydes from polyunsAturAted fAtty Acids in chloroplAsts
*Jun'ichi mano (yamaguchi university, Japan), hiromi Kumura (yamaguchi university, Japan), sergey Khorobrykh (institute of basic
biological problems, rAs, russia), yoko iijima (Kazusa dnA institute, Japan), nozomu sakurai (Kazusa dnA institute, Japan), daisuke
shibata (Kazusa dnA institute, Japan)
mano@yamaguchi-u.ac.jp
lipid peroxide-derived aldehydes and ketones (carbonyls) act as defense signals in plant stress responses and also exert cytotoxicity
if they accumulate under severe stress. in order to obtain insight into their formation mechanism in plants, we here established a
comprehensive analysis method and estimated their basal levels. carbonyls were extracted from plant tissues, derivatized with 2,4dinitrophenylhydrazine and separated by reverse-phase HPLC equipped with an FT-ICR-MS analyzer. Mass data were filtered to pick up
the hydrazine-derivatives. Carbonyls were identified via comparison of their retention time and the MS/MS fragment profile with those
of authentic standards. In unidentified carbonyls, aldehydes were distinguished from ketones based on a specific marker fragment in
the ms/ms spectrum. content of each carbonyl was determined on the absorbance chromatogram. in Arabidopsis thaliana col-0 leaves,
aldehydes and ketones of c1-c7 with various levels of unsaturation and oxygenation were detected at 10-70 nmol/g fresh weight level,
including the reactive species malondialdehyde, acrolein and (e)-2-pentenal and less reactive species such as acetone, propionaldehyde,
acetaldehyde, 3-pentanone, formaldehyde and n-pentanal. carbonyl content in the col-0 leaves was compared with that in the mutant
fad7-1fad8, which is deficit of the trienoic fatty acid biosynthesis in plastids and contains less linolenic acid and more linoleic acid than Col0. Col-0 contained significantly higher amounts of malondialdehyde, acrolein and (E)-2-pentenal than the mutant, while lower amounts
of acetone, 3-pentanone, and n-hexanal, indicating the formers were derived from linolenic acid and latters from linoleic acid in the
chloroplast. thus, polyunsaturated fatty acids in the chloroplast are constitutively oxidized by reactive oxygen species, to form highly
reactive aldehydes even under ‘normal’ conditions.

03012
phosphorylAtion-mediAted regulAtion of cAlcineurin b-liKe cAlcium sensor proteins
*Kenji hashimoto (university muenster, germany), christian eckert (university muenster, germany), rainer Waadt (university muenster,
germany), Joerg Kudla (university muenster, germany)
kenji.hashimoto@uni-muenster.de
calcium signaling has been implicated in various responses to abiotic and biotic stimuli. however, the underlying mechanisms how
calcium signals achieve appropriate transduction of such diverse stimuli remain largely unclear. in higher plants, calcineurin b-like (cbl)
proteins and cbl-interacting protein kinases (cipKs) play important roles in translating cellular calcium signals into protein phosphorylation.
It is assumed that, in response to calcium signals, CBLs interact specifically with the regulatory domain of CIPKs and activate their
kinase activity towards substrate proteins. the Arabidopsis thaliana genome encodes 10 cbl proteins and 26 cipK proteins. preferential
complex formation of individual CBLs with defined subsets of CIPKs has been found to contribute to generating specificity in signaling
networks. interestingly, recent studies revealed a new aspect that cipKs phosphorylate cbls to enhance the cbl-cipK interaction. in
this report we found that cipK24 phosphorylates cbl1, cbl4 and cbl10 in vitro. moreover, cbl1 was phosphorylated by cipK1 and
cipK23 as well, suggesting that the regulation is rather common in cbl-cipK complexes. A truncated cipK24 protein, which contains
only the kinase domain, failed to phosphorylate those cbl proteins. in addition, cbl7 that does not interact with cipK24 in planta was
not phosphorylated. It is most likely that the phosphorylation requires specific interaction of CBLs with the regulatory domain of CIPKs.
Furthermore, we identified a conserved phosphorylation site on CBL proteins and found that the phosphorylation could not only positively
but also negatively affect cbl-cipK interaction. this additional complexity may contribute to more diversity in the cbl/cipK network.

03013
chemicAl genetic ApproAch reveAls negAtive regulAtion of AbA And cA2+ signAling netWorKs by plAnt immune
signAling pAthWAy
*tae-houn Kim (university of california, san diego, usA), felix hauser (university of california, san diego, usA), tracy ha (university
of california, san diego, usA), Katharine hubbard (university of california, san diego, usA), shaowu xue (university of california, san
diego, usA), maik boehmer (university of california, san diego, usA), noriyuki nishimura (university of california, san diego, usA),
stephen lee (university of california, san diego, usA), nadia roberts (university of california, san diego, usA), nora peine (maxplanck institute for plant breeding research, cologne, germany), Jane e. parker (max-planck institute for plant breeding research,
cologne, germany), Julian i. schroeder (university of california, san diego, usA)
thkim@ucsd.edu
elaborate regulation of protection mechanisms against environmental abiotic stress and pathogen attack is essential for plant adaptation
and survival. to address redundancy and robustness of the AbA signaling network, we have developed a chemical genetics approach.
Microarray experiments allowed identification of a strong ABA-inducible promoter that functions at multiple developmental stages. By
screening a chemical library using gfp reporter transgenic lines under the control of this strong AbA-inducible promoter as readout,
we identified small molecules inhibiting ABA-induced gene expression. One particular small compound, DFPM was characterized that
specifically blocks ABA-dependent gene expression and also inhibits ABA- and Ca2+-induced stomatal closure. transcriptome analyses
confirm that DFPM inhibits ABA induction of more than 50% of the ABA-inducible genes. While DFPM does not interfere with early
AbA pyr/rcAr receptor signaling mechanisms, dfpm affects cytosolic ca2+ signals and downstream anion channel activation. notably,
transcriptome analyses also established that dfpm stimulates expression of genes related to plant immune signaling responses. Analysis
of mutants showed that some major regulators of race-specific disease resistance pathways including Eds1, pAd4, rAr1, and sGt1b
are required for the DFPM-inhibition of ABA signal transduction whereas components of salicylic acid and jasmonic acid signaling are not
necessary for this response. findings will be presented showing that activation of an nb-lrr (nucleotide binding-leucine rich repeat)
plant immune signaling pathway mediates control of AbA and ca2+ signal transduction. mechanisms and functions of signaling network
interactions during biotic and abiotic signal transductions will be discussed.

03014
chArActeriZing novel circAdiAn clocK components in ArAbidopsis
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*matt Jones (uc davis, usA), michael covington (rice university, usA), stacey harmer (uc davis, usA)
majones@ucdavis.edu
the Arabidopsis circadian clock plays a crucial role in co-ordinating plant metabolic function with predictable environmental variables
such as dusk and dawn whilst also modulating adaptive responses to biotic and abiotic challenges. this internal timekeeper additionally
acts to permit the co-ordination of longer-term developmental processes such as flowering time. The central role of the circadian clock in
a broad range of biochemical and developmental processes has provided the impetus for extensive work to identify components of this
molecular oscillator, primarily through the use of medium-throughput mutant screens. Whilst these analyses have been highly effective
at identifying core clock components it is becoming clear that we are reaching the sensitivity limits of this method, with recent screens
identifying multiple alleles of previously characterized circadian genes.
in order to uncover novel clock components we used publicly available microarray data to identify genes co-expressed with central core
components. this analysis revealed that a putative JumonJi-class histone demethylase (JMJ) is regulated in concert with the known clock
gene toC1. toc1 is necessary for circadian clock oscillation but has unknown biochemical function. given that the plant circadian clock is
primarily regulated by a transcriptional feedback loop this uncharacterized histone demethylase may act in parallel with toc1. in support
of this notion jmj plants have a mild circadian defect whilst jmj toc1 double mutant lines have a stronger mutant phenotype than either
mutation alone. recent progress in the characterization of this novel clock component will be discussed.

03015
control mechAnism of osmotic stress response And plAnt groWth by potAssium trAnsporter in ArAbidopsis
*yuriko osakabe (grad. sch. Agri. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), shogo Katsura (grad. sch. Agri. life sci., univ. tokyo), naoko Arinaga
(grad. sch. Agri. life sci., univ. tokyo), Kohji yamada (grad. sch. Agri. life sci., univ. tokyo), hidenori tanaka (grad. sch. Agri. life
sci., univ. tokyo), seo souk (grad. sch. Agri. life sci., univ. tokyo), Kensuke Kodaira (grad. sch. Agri. life sci., univ. tokyo), Kazuo
shinozaki (plant sci. ctr., riKen), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agri. life sci., univ. tokyo)
ayosa@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
A potassium transporter, KUp6 belongs to KUp/hAK/Kt family, which has been found in bacteria, fungi, and plants and presumably
functions as K+/h+ symporters. KUp6 is induced by drought and salinity stresses, and abscisic acid (AbA) in Arabidopsis. gus activity of
the KUp6pro:GUs transgenic plants was detected mainly in vascular tissues of the root. the localization of the Kup6-gfp protein to plasma
membrane was observed in 35s:KUp6-GFp transgenic plants by confocal microscope. We generated kup6 kup8 double mutant plants and
found that the disruption of KUp6 and its homolog, KUp8, in Arabidopsis resulted in increased formation of the lateral roots and root hairs.
furthermore, the kup6 kup8 double mutant showed increased auxin (indole-3-acetic acid; iAA) sensitivity and decreased sensitivity to an
auxin transport inhibitor, naphthylphthalamic acid (npA), and AbA in the lateral root growth. KUp6-overexpressing transgenic plants under
the control of the 35sCaMV promoter showed less transpirational water loss and increased tolerance to drought stress. AbA response in
the stomata closing in kup6 kup8 was decreased and the water loss rates of the kup6 kup8 leaves were enhanced. these data suggested
that Kup6 controls both plant growth and osmotic stress responses in Arabidopsis.

03016
A cAscAde of trAnscription fActor dreb2c And hsfA3 regulAtes the oxidAtive stress tolerAnce of ArAbidopsis
yujung Kim (gyeongsang national university, Korea), *chae oh lim (gyeongsang national university, Korea)
colim@gnu.ac.kr
dehydration-responsive element binding protein (dreb) family is an important in regulating plant responses to different stresses.
drEb2C is one of the Arabidopsis class 2 drEb, and the drEb2C transcripts were induced by nonlethal heat treatment. here, the drEb2C
transcripts were induced by a superoxide anion propagator, methyl viologen (mv) and a reactive oxygen species, h2o2. the degree of
oxidative tolerance of drEb2C over-expressing transgenic plants was found to be significantly greater than that of wild-type plants as
measured by ion leakage and chlorophyll fluorescence value under the light condition. The several ascorbate peroxidase (ApX) transcripts
and an Apx isoform (Apxs) activity were highly induced in the transgenic plants. Additionally, the level of h2o2 in the transgenic plants
was lower than that in the wild-type plants under oxidative stress conditions. the electrophoretic mobility shift assay (emsA) and dual
activator-reporter assay showed that the expression of ApX2 was regulated by hsfA3 and the hsfA3 is transcriptionally controlled by
dreb2c. our results suggest that drEb2C have an important role in improving oxidative stress endurance in Arabidopsis.

03017
Areb1, Areb2, And Abf3 Are mAster trAnscription fActors thAt cooperAtively regulAte Abre-dependent AbA
signAling involved in drought stress tolerAnce And reQuire AbA for full ActivAtion
*takuya yoshida (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), yasunari fujita (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), hiroko sayama
(grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), satoshi Kidokoro (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), Kyonoshin maruyama
(biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), Junya mizoi (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant sci. ctr.,
riKen, Japan), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan)
ytakuya@jircas.affrc.go.jp
Abscisic acid (AbA) is a phytophormone that regulates diverse plant processes including seed germination and dormancy, stomatal
closure, and alteration of gene expression in response to drought stress. many drought stress-inducible genes are activated by AbA, and
in the promoter regions of such AbA-regulated genes, conserved cis-elements, designated AbA responsive elements (Abres), control
gene expression via bZip-type Areb/Abf transcription factors. Although all three members of the Areb/Abf subfamily, Areb1, Areb2,
and Abf3, are upregulated by AbA and water stress, it remains unclear whether these are functional homologs. in this study, we report
that all three AREB/ABF transcription factors require ABA for full activation, can form hetero- or homodimers to function in nuclei, and
can interact with SRK2D/SnRK2.2, an SnRK2 protein kinase that was identified as a regulator of AREB1. Along with the tissue-specific
expression patterns of these genes and the subcellular localization of their encoded proteins, these findings clearly indicate that AREB1,
Areb2, and Abf3 have largely overlapping functions. to elucidate the role of these Areb/Abf transcription factors, we generated an
areb1 areb2 abf3 triple mutant. large-scale transcriptome analysis, which showed that stress-responsive gene expression is remarkably
impaired in the triple mutant, revealed novel Areb/Abf downstream genes in response to water stress, including many leA class and
group-Ab pp2c genes and transcription factors. the areb1 areb2 abf3 triple mutant is more resistant to AbA than are the other single and
double mutants with respect to primary root growth, and it displays reduced drought tolerance. thus, these results indicate that Areb1,
Areb2, and Abf3 are master transcription factors that cooperatively regulate Abre-dependent gene expression for AbA signaling under
conditions of water stress.

03018
pif7 negAtively regulAtes drEb1 expression under circAdiAn control in ArAbidopsis
*satoshi Kidokoro (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), Kyonoshin maruyama (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), Kazuo
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nakashima (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), yoshiyuki imura (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), yuriko osakabe (grad. sch.
Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), yasunari fujita (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), Junya mizoi (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ.
tokyo, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant sci. ctr., riKen, Japan), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo,
Japan)
aa077014@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Transcription factors of the DREB1/CBF family specifically interact with a cis-acting dehydration-responsive element/c-repeat (dre/crt)
involved in low-temperature stress-responsive gene expression in Arabidopsis. expression of the drEb1 genes is regulated by circadian
control, and induced rapidly and significantly by low temperature. Promoter sequences of drEb1s contain six conserved motifs, boxes
i to vi. We analyzed the promoter region of drEb1C using transgenic plants and showed that a 65-bp region of the promoter including
Boxes V and VI responds not only to low temperature but also to the circadian clock. We found that Box V with the G-box sequence
negatively regulates drEb1C expression under circadian control and the region around box vi contains positive regulatory elements for
low-temperature-induced expression of drEb1C. using yeast one-hybrid screens, we isolated cdnA encoding the transcriptional factor
PIF7, which specifically binds to the G-box of the drEb1 promoter. transactivation experiments using Arabidopsis protoplasts indicated
that pif7 functions as a transcriptional repressor for drEb1C expression and that its activity is regulated by pif7-interacting factors toc1
and phyb, which are components of the circadian oscillator and the red light photoreceptor, respectively. moreover, in the pif7 mutant,
expression of drEb1b and drEb1C was not repressed under light conditions, indicating that pif7 functions as a transcriptional repressor
for the expression of drEb1b and drEb1C under circadian control. this negative regulation of drEb1 expression may be important for
avoiding plant growth retardation by the accumulation of dreb1 proteins under unstressed conditions.

03019
the Abiotic stress-responsive nAc-type trAnscription fActor osnAc5 regulAtes stress-inducible genes And stress
tolerAnce in rice
*hironori takasaki (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), Kyonoshin maruyama (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), satoshi
Kidokoro (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), yusuke ito (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), yasunari fujita (biol.
resources div., JircAs, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant sci. ctr., riKen, Japan), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agr. life sci.,
univ. tokyo, Japan), Kazuo nakashima (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan)
tkdo@affrc.go.jp
The plant-specific NAC transcription factors regulate stress responses and development. The transcription factor OsNAC5 is a member
of the stress-related nAc family in rice. expression of osnAC5 is induced by abiotic stresses, such as drought, cold, high salinity, AbA
and meJA. by transactivation assay using rice protoplasts, we demonstrated that osnAc5 is a transcriptional activator, and in subcellular
localization studies using osnAc5-sgfp fusion proteins, we showed its nuclear localization. pull-down assays revealed that osnAc5
interacts with osnAc5, osnAc6 and snAc1. to analyze the function of osnAc5 in rice plants, we generated transgenic rice plants that
overexpressed osnAC5. the growth of the osnAC5-overexpressing plants was similar to that of control plants whereas that of the
osnAC6-overexpressing transgenic rice plants was retarded. the osnAC5-overexpressing plants improved their tolerance to high-salinity
stress. by microarray analysis, we found that many stress-inducible genes, including the late embryogenesis abundant (leA) protein gene
oslEA3, were upregulated in rice plants that overexpressed osnAC5. by gel mobility shift assay, osnAc5 and osnAc6 were shown to bind
in the oslEA3 promoter. collectively, our results indicate that the stress-responsive osnAc5 and osnAc6 are transcriptional activators
that enhance stress tolerance by upregulating the expression of stress-inducible genes, such as oslEA3, in rice although the effects of
these proteins for growth are different. osnAc5 might be a useful gene that can improve the stress tolerance of rice without affecting
growth.

03020
Auxins reverse mAle sterility cAused by high temperAtures
*Atsushi higashitani (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), tadashi sakata (graduate school of life sciences,
tohoku university, Japan), takeshi oshino (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), shinya miura (graduate school
of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), mari tomabechi (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), yuta tsunaga
(graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), nahoko higashitani (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university,
Japan), yutaka miyazawa (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), hideyuki takahashi (graduate school of life
sciences, tohoku university, Japan), masao Watanabe (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan)
ahigashi@ige.tohoku.ac.jp
With global warming, plant high-temperature injury is becoming an increasingly serious problem. in wheat, barley and various other
commercially-important crops, the early phase of anther development is especially susceptible to high temperatures. here, we found that
under high temperature conditions, endogenous auxin levels decreased in the developing anthers of barley and Arabidopsis. in addition,
expression of the yuccA auxin biosynthesis genes was repressed by increasing temperatures. Application of auxin completely reversed
male sterility in both plant species. These findings suggest that tissue-specific auxin reduction is the primary cause of high temperature
injury, which leads to the abortion of pollen development. thus, the application of auxin may help sustain steady yields of crops despite
future climate change.

03021
toWArd the reconstruction of hormone-mediAted trAnscriptionAl regulAtory pAthWAys And systemAtic signAls
under flooding in ArAbidopsis
*fu-chiun hsu (Agricultural biotechnology research center, Academia sinica, taiwan), hsiao-ping peng (Agricultural biotechnology
research center, Academia sinica, taiwan), ming-che shih (Agricultural biotechnology research center, Academia sinica, taiwan)
fuchiun_hsu@yahoo.com
flooding triggers multiple regulatory pathways that are mainly associated with hypoxia responses in plants. We have shown previously
that ethylene is necessary, but not sufficient, for hypoxia induction of Adh gene in Arabidopsis. ethylene and gibberellic acid (gA) had
been shown to mediate metabolic and developmental responses to submergence in rice. in Arabidopsis, we have identified groups of
ethylene- or GA-responsive genes from microarray analysis in response to flooding. We have filtered lists of putative transcription factors
(TFs) and transcription elements in regulatory pathways under flooding. We have performed clustering analyses to group genes that are
co-ordinately regulated during hypoxia. based on these groupings, we will attempt to identify target genes for some of these hypoxia
inducible tfs.
moreover, we have established an open system in which only root is subjected to hypoxia treatment. through microarray studies, we
identified three different classes of genes that are induced during hypoxia: (1) genes that are induced only in roots; (2) genes that are
induced in both roots and shoots; and (3) genes that are induced only in shoots. the existence of class 2 and 3 genes suggests that
hypoxia triggers systematic signals that travel from roots to shoots to trigger responses. To investigate these systematic signals, we firstly
hypothesize that Acc and/or ethylene might be a systematic signal and are performing experiments to test this hypothesis.
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03022
dissection of diverse light inputs And their effects on the circAdiAn clocK
*Kirsten Knox (imps, university of edinburgh, uK), Andrew J millar (csbe, university of edinburgh, uK)
kirsten.knox@ed.ac.uk
the circadian clock is an endogenous oscillatory mechanism common to most eukaryotes and responsible for driving 24 hour rhythms.
Indeed, circadian rhythms are important for controlling many metabolic, physiological and behavioural processes. A defining trait of the
circadian clock is the ability to become entrained in order to exactly match the local environment. light is the most important signal
involved in entrainment.
in Arabidopsis, several of the clock components are regulated by light, which can reset the clock relative to the current photoperiod,
ensuring it is in synch with the local environment and this in turn allows for adaptation to seasonal changes in day length.
the Arabidopsis circadian gene network responds diversely to different light inputs. indeed different light pathways are likely to prevail
at particular times of the day, whilst their effects are gated at others.
our new data shows that variations in timing, duration, wavelength and intensity of light produce distinct responses, and allows the
separation of the light input pathways. Additionally, dissecting the complexity of the light input signals and their corresponding responses
in the clock gene regulatory pathways provides vital information for the parameters required to further refine mathematical models of
the Arabidopsis clock.
the combination of these approaches leads towards an understanding of responses to natural light conditions where intensity and
wavelength vary both within and between days.

03023
rnA mAsKing system during cold deAcclimAtion of ArAbidopsis plAnts
*Kentaro nakaminami (plant functional genomics research group, riKen psc, Japan), Anzu minami (cryobiofrontier research center,
faculty of Agriculture, iwa, Japan), hirofumi nakagami (plant proteomics research unit, riKen psc, Japan), maho tanaka (plant
functional genomics research group, riKen psc, Japan), taeko morosawa (plant functional genomics research group, riKen psc,
Japan), Junko ishida (plant functional genomics research group, riKen psc, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (gene discovery research
group, riKen psc, Japan), Ken shirasu (plant immunity research group, riKen psc, Japan), matsuo uemura (cryobiofrontier
research center, faculty of Agriculture, iwa, Japan), motoaki seki (plant functional genomics research group, riKen psc, Japan)
nm_ken@psc.riken.jp
low temperature is a major environmental limitation on plant geographical distribution and productivity. overwintering plants are
capable of exhibiting high levels of cold tolerance, which is acquired through the process of cold acclimation (CA). For cold adaptation
Arabidopsis needs around 1 week to obtain a high level of tolerance during CA. In contrast, the acquired freezing tolerance is rapidly
reduced in deacclimation (dA). it takes only 1 day and plants resume growth after sensing warm temperature. it is important to clarify
the mechanism of dA in understanding plant growth and development. however the detailed mechanism of dA is not fully understood.
in order to understand the molecular mechanism of dA, we focused on the rnA masking system, which is an rnA regulation mechanism
in translational step. rnA masking regulates protein expression by repressing translations and these translations are resumed when
environmental changes or developmental signals occur. to identify the target mrnAs of rnA masking, we performed comparative analyses
between transcriptome and proteome. According to these analyses, we identified several candidates of target mRNAs. These mRNAs were
expressed during CA but corresponding proteins were specifically expressed during DA without increment of mRNA levels. This shows
plants have a translational regulation system where transcripts, which are prepared during cA, are translated in dA. in addition, these
target mrnAs encoded enzymes involved in primary metabolism or cell divisions. this data suggested that plants have the system to
resume plant growth by providing energy and starting cell divisions to respond to environmental change rapidly. The translational profiling
of the rnA masking targets and initial response system in dA of plants through rnA regulation will be discussed.

03024
involvement of mir169 in the nitrogen-stArvAtion response in ArAbidopsis
meng Zhao (china Agricultural university, p.r. china), hong ding (china Agricultural university, p.r. china), Jing li (china Agricultural
university, p.r. china), xiao-ying pan (china Agricultural university, p.r. china), fu-suo Zhang (china Agricultural university, p.r.
china), *Wen-xue li (china Agricultural university, p.r. china)
liwenxue@cau.edu.cn
mir169 has been reported to play important roles in symbiotic nodule development and drought resistance. We report here that
the Arabidopsis mir169 was strongly down-regulated, whereas its target nfyA family members were highly induced by nitrogen (n)
starvation. Analysis of the expression of mir169 precursors showed that mir169a was substantially down-regulated in both roots and
shoots by n starvation. Accumulation of the nfyA family members was suppressed in transgenic Arabidopsis with constitutive expression
of mir169a. furthermore, transgenic Arabidopsis plants overexpressing mir169a accumulated less n and were more sensitive to n stress
than the wild type. n sensitivity of 35s::mir169a might be due to impaired uptake systems. using the split-root approach, we found that
the expression of mir169 was mainly controlled by the local n status of the roots. these results suggest that mir169 is important for
plant responses to n starvation.

03025
expression of ArAbidopsis cAlreticulin 1, 2 And 3 Are involved in Wound And heAt stress responses
chi eun song (gyeongsang national university, Korea), *chae oh lim (gyeongsang national university, Korea)
colim@gnu.ac.kr
Calreticulin (CRT) is ubiquitously expressed, an abundant Ca2+-binding protein that is multifunctional protein involved in intracellular
ca2+ homeostasis and molecular chaperoning resides in the lumen of endoplasmic reticulum. to investigate the regulation of Crt gene
expression, the promoters of Arabidopsis Crt genes, AtCrt1, AtCrt2, and AtCrt3, were fused to a GUs reporter gene. histochemic study
of these transgenic plants revealed those promoters of AtCrt1, AtCrt2, and AtCrt3 are expression nearly constitutively in Arabidopsis
and expression was high in younger tissue and typically diminished with age. strong expression of both AtCrt1 and AtCrt3 genes
was observed in radical during germination on 1 day but expression was absent from hypocotyls 4 days later. in addition, gus activity
observed in elongation tissues, such as the root elongation zone, and in flower parts including anther filament, sepal, petal, and abscisic
zone of developing silique. Interestingly, the AtCrt1 and AtCrt3 promoter are responsive to wounding and heat stress; and the AtCrt2
promoter only to wounding. the transcript of AtCrt genes was also rapidly stimulated under wound stress and AtCrt1 and AtCrt3 are
slightly induced under heat stress. together with the results of histochemical and transcriptional analysis in transgenic Arabidopsis plant,
our data suggest that AtCrt promoters are developmentally regulated in elongation zone under wound and heat stresses.
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03026
compArAtive expression AnAlysis of tWo ArAbidopsis cystAtin genes, Atcys1 And Atcys2, during development And
Abiotic stress conditions
Ji hyun Je (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Jung eun hwang (gyeongsang national university, Korea), *chae oh lim
(gyeongsang national university, Korea)
colim@gnu.ac.kr
the phytocystatins of plants are members of the cystatin superfamily of proteins, which are potent inhibitors of cysteine proteases. the
Arabidopsis genome encodes seven phytocystatin isozymes (Atcyss) in two distantly-related AtCYs gene clusters. We selected AtCYs1
and AtCYs2 as representatives for each cluster and then generated transgenic plants expressing the GUs reporter gene under the control
of each gene promoter. these plants were used to examine AtCYs expression at various stages of plant development and in response
to abiotic stresses. histochemical analysis of AtCYs1 and AtCYs2 transgenic plants revealed that these genes have similar but distinct
spatial and temporal patterns during normal development. in particular, AtCYs1 was preferentially expressed in the vascular tissue of all
organs, including leaves, roots and flowers, whereas AtCYs2 was expressed in trichomes and guard cells in young leaves, root caps, and
in regions connecting the immature anthers and filaments and the style and stigma in flowers. In addition, each AtCYs gene has a unique
expression profile during abiotic stresses. High temperature and wounding stress enhanced the expression of both AtCYs1 and AtCYs2,
but the temporal and spatial patterns of induction differed. from these data, we propose that these two AtCYs genes play important, but
distinct, roles in plant development and stress responses.

03027
functionAl AnAlysis of the ospiF1 gene doWn-regulAted by drought stress in rice
*daisuke todaka (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), Kazuo nakashima (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), satoko matsukura
(biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), yusuke ito (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), masaru ohme-takagi (genome-based
biofactory, Aist, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant sci. ctr., riKen, Japan), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ.
tokyo, Japan)
adtodaka@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Regulatory mechanisms of stress responses in rice largely remain unclear. Using rice microarray, we identified many abiotic stressresponsive genes. Among them, a gene for a bhlh transcription factor down-regulated by drought stress has been studied. the bhlh
protein showed a high sequence homology with Arabidopsis pif, driving us to name the transcription factor ospif1. the level of ospiF1
mrnA in rice seedlings grown under non-stressed condition with light/dark cycles oscillated in a circadian manner with peaks at the
middle of the light period. under drought stress condition, the expression of ospiF1 was not elevated during the light period. We
found that ospiF1 was highly expressed in the node portions of the stem using promoter-gus analysis. in a transient experiment,
ospif1-sgfp fusion proteins were shown to be localized in nucleus, and the transcription of a GUs reporter gene driven by the promoter
containing e-box elements was activated by ospif1, suggesting that ospif1 acts as a transcriptional activator. transgenic Arabidopsis
plants overexpressing ospif1 displayed an increase in hypocotyl length. conversely, dominant loss-of-function Arabidopsis mutants
with a chimeric repressor showed a reduced hypocotyle length. overexpression of ospif1 in transgenic rice plants promoted internode
elongation. in contrast, dominant loss-of-function rice mutants resulted in short length of the internode sections. these data suggest that
ospif1 functions as an important regulatory factor of plant height in response to drought stress.
recently, we analyzed down-stream genes of ospif1 by oligoarray system using node sections of ospif1 transgenic rice plants. those
putative down-stream genes of ospif1 were down-regulated by drought stress.

03028
spindlY, A negAtive regulAtor of gA signAling, is involved in plAnt Abiotic stress response
*feng Qin (Japan internation research center for Agricultural sciences, Japan), Junya mizoi (the university of tokyo, Japan), Kyoko
morimoto (the university of tokyo, Japan), Kensuke Kodaira (the university of tokyo, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant science center,
riKen, Japan), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (JircAs; the university of tokyo)
qin@jircas.affrc.go.jp
Plant cells respond to the environmental stress through reversible posttranslational modifications of important signal molecules. The
dynamic glycosylation of serine or threonine by o-linked β-N-acetylglucosamine (o-glcnAc) is critical to many cellular responses and
reciprocal to o-phosphorylation. in Arabidopsis, spindlY (spY) gene encodes an o-glcnAc transferase (ogt), which was originally
identified as a negative regulator in GA signaling. In this study, we found that spy-1 and spy-3 mutants are more tolerant to osmotic
stress, such as high salinity and dehydration. spY gene expression is found to be drought-stress inducible. Although spy mutants
phenocopy the plant treated by gibberellins (gAs), application gA3 was not able to enhance plant drought stress tolerance, indicating
that spY involved in plant abiotic stress response is independent of gA signaling. transcriptome analysis of the spy-3 mutant discovered
that the expression of some drought-inducible genes was upregulated, in addition to many gA inducible genes. more evidently, in 2hdehydrated spy-3 plants, the expression of many drought-responsive genes, especially fifteen LEA protein genes, is higher than that in
wild-type plants. In addition, a time course analysis revealed that some DREB2A specific downstream gene expressions were enhanced
in the spy-3 mutant, in early dehydration stress. transgenic plants overexpressing spY, and the coding sequence of tetratricopeptide
repeat (tpr) domain, which is supposed to be a dominant negative of the spY gene will be analyzed to further verify its function in plant
abiotic stress response.

03029
rss1, A novel rice fActor essentiAl for the mAintenAnce of cell division Activity under sAlt stress conditions
*daisuke ogawa (bioscience and biotechnology center, nagoya university, Japan), Kiyomi Abe (national institute of Agrobiological
sciences, Japan), AKio miyao (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), mikiko Kojima (plant science center, riKen, Japan),
hitoshi sakakibara (plant science center, riKen, Japan), megumi mizutani (bioscience and biotechnology center, nagoya university,
Japan), haruka morita (bioscience and biotechnology center, nagoya university, Japan), yosuke toda (bioscience and biotechnology
center, nagoya university, Japan), tokunori hobo (bioscience and biotechnology center, nagoya university, Japan), tsukaho hattori
(bioscience and biotechnology center, nagoya university, Japan), hirohiko hirochika (national institute of Agrobiological sciences,
Japan), shin takeda (bioscience and biotechnology center, nagoya university, Japan)
ogawadaisuke0131@yahoo.co.jp
post-embryonic growth of plants depends on a continuous supply of newly-divided cells from the meristems and organ primodia. it is
critical that the balance between cell proliferation and differentiation in the meristems or organ primordia is maintained under stressful
conditions. if the rate of differentiation were to exceed that of division, the number of proliferative cells could not be maintained. however,
how the proliferative activity is ensured under stress conditions has not been understood. here we report that a novel rice gene, rss1,
is required for maintenance of cell division activity under salinity conditions, antagonizing the organism’s cellular checkpoints in response
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to stress. rss1 was identified as a genetic factor important for adaptation to environmental changes, since the loss-of-function mutant
rss1 is sensitive to various stresses such as salinity, cold and heat. rss1 encodes a protein containing the destruction box, which is
required for 26S proteasome-dependent proteolysis, mediated by APC. When expressed by a constitutive gene promoter, RSS1 fused to
GFP accumulated in a cell cycle phase-dependent manner, probably reflecting destabilization of RSS1 during M phase and subsequent G1
phase. moreover, rss1 was expressed preferentially in dividing cells, especially at g1 and s phases. under salinity conditions, the number
of cells in the 4c phase was decreased in the shoot proliferative tissues of rss1, concomitant with down-regulation of cell cycle-related
genes. furthermore, in the root of rss1, the size and cell number of meristematic zone were decreased depending on salinity, eventually
leading to the loss of the meristematic zone. these results suggest that rss1 contributes for the balance between the cell division and
differentiation under stress conditions, which is required for the maintenance of proliferative cells, possibly by ensuring G1-S transition
and/or s phase progression.

03030
Jub1, A h2o2-regulAted nAc trAnscription fActor, negAtively controls senescence And constitutes A centrAl
element in h2o2 signAling
*salma balazadeh (university of potsdam, germany), Anhui Wu (max planck institute of molecular plant physiology, germany),
Annapurna devi Allu (max planck institute of molecular plant physiology, germany), lilian matallana (university of potsdam, germany),
gang-ping xue (csiro plant industry, Australia), bernd mueller-roeber (university of potsdam, germany)
balazadeh@mpimp-golm.mpg.de
leaf senescence is genetically programmed process that occurs during late stages of plant development or can be induced by various
abiotic stresses including salinity. A candidate signal mediating the regulation of age-dependent/abiotic stress-induced senescence is
hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). We have recently performed global expression profiling using quantitative RT-PCR and Affymetrix micro-arraybased hybridization to discover transcription factors (tfs) undergoing expression changes during natural and salt-induced senescence.
Among the responding tf genes, the nAc family was overrepresented. We have begun to analyze the gene regulatory networks administered
by individual nAcs. our previous studies indicated that salt-triggered expression of AnAc092 (a positive regulator of senescence, also
called ore1) and its downstream gene regulon may at least in part be mediated through an elevation of cellular h2o2 level upon salt
stress. We now discovered another nAc tf, dubbed JUb1, which functions as a negative regulator of senescence. its overexpression
dampens the level of cellular h2o2 and increases life span accompanied by an increased resistance to oxidative stress. in contrast,
precocious senescence and a lowered tolerance against abiotic stresses were observed in a jub1-1 knock-down line. JUb1 expression
is strongly and rapidly induced by external h2o2, indicating that it plays a role in h2o2-mediated signaling. to explore the Jub1 gene
regulatory network, we determined its preferred binding sites by bssA (binding site selection assay) and performed microarray-based
expression profiling using estradiol-inducible JUb1 overexpression lines. We hypothesize that Jub1 constitutes a central regulator of a
finely tuned control system modulating cellular level of H2O2, regulating stress adaptation and the entry into senescence.

03031
sun smArt plAnts: A study of systemic AcQuired AcclimAtion in response to high light in ArAbidopsis
*matthew gordon (Arc centre of excellence in plant energy biology, A.n.u., Australia), melanie carmody (Arc centre of excellence in
plant energy biology, A.n.u., Australia), barry pogson (Arc centre of excellence in plant energy biology, A.n.u., Australia)
matthew.gordon@anu.edu.au
during the day as a sun moves across the sky and the light intensity varies across leaves of a canopy plants are forced to acclimate or
suffer photo-inhibition and potentially photo-damage. leaves under high light stress both acclimate and also propagate a signal to the
rest of the plant. this signal pre-acclimates shaded leaves to high light stress. the communication between high light stress and distal
tissues is known as systemic acquired acclimation (SAA). To study SAA spot treatments have been developed which use light emitting
diode (leds) to apply high light (hl) to a small area of an Arabidopsis leaf. utilizing this experimental set-up, we have monitored changes
in the expression of key stress regulatory genes and other light-responsive genes with the goal of investigating the development of the
sAA signal and the acclamatory response in distal tissues. employing a set of the key sAA regulated genes an extensive study of sAA
signal was carried out comparing different light intensities, wavelengths and treatment times. these experiments show sAA as distinct
rapid signaling system employed by the plant to induce a quick acclimation response in the distal tissues in response to high light.

03032
insight into A chloroplAst-nucleAr signAl thAt regulAtes gene expression And stomAtAl closure during Abiotic
stress
gonzalo m. estavillo (Arc centre of excellence in plant energy biology, A.n.u., Australia), Wannarat pornsiriwong (Arc centre of
excellence in plant energy biology, A.n.u., Australia), peter A. crisp (Arc centre of excellence in plant energy biology, A.n.u.,
Australia), markus Wirtz (universitat heidelberg, germany), pip b. Wilson (Arc centre of excellence in plant energy biology, A.n.u.,
Australia), chris carrie (Arc centre of excellence in plant energy biology, u.W.A, Australia), James Whelan (Arc centre of excellence in
plant energy biology, u.W.A, Australia), murray r. badger (Arc centre of excellence in plant energy biology, A.n.u., Australia), *barry
J. pogson (Arc centre of excellence in plant energy biology, A.n.u., Australia)
barry.pogson@anu.edu.au
Compartmentation of the cell has been critical to the success of Eukaryotes, but it requires a complex interplay of signals to ensure
optimal operation. one such compartment, the chloroplast, can regulate nuclear gene expression in response to environmental stress by a
process known as retrograde signalling1,2. Although signals such as chlorophyll precursors and ros have been proposed, their nature and
mode of action are not resolved and they are the subject of rigorous debate3. here we show that the metabolite targeted by sAl4 functions
as a high light and drought stress retrograde signal in that its accumulation is regulated in the chloroplast, yet its primary site of action is
the nucleus. the enzyme, sAl14, negatively regulates pAp levels in chloroplasts and accumulation of the metabolite alters the expression
of nuclear stress responsive genes. We show that stress gene expression is highly similar in sAl1 and xrn mutants. furthermore, sAl1
mutants restore AbA responsiveness in stomata of abscisic acid (AbA) insensitive mutants, open stomata 1 (ost1) and AbA insensitive
1 (abi1). thus, it activates an AbA signalling pathway that is distinct to the well characterised ost/Abi1 pathway resulting in stomatal
closure and enhanced tolerance in drought sensitive mutants. the nature of the metabolite and its action will be discussed.
1.pogson et al. trends in plant science 13, 602-609 (2008).
2.nott et al Ann. rev. plant physiol. 57, 739-759 (2006).
3.Kleine et al. trends in Genetics 25, 185-190 (2009).
4.Wilson et al. plant Journal 58, 299–317 (2009)

03033
functionAl AnAlyses of cys2/his2-type Zinc-finger protein AZf2 in ArAbidopsis
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*Ken-suke Kodaira (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), feng Qin (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), lam-son phan tran
(biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), Kyonoshin maruyama (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), yasunari fujita (biol. resources
div., JircAs, Japan), hideki sakamoto (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant sci. ctr., riKen, Japan), Kazuko
yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan)
kappa@affrc.go.jp
transcriptional repressors were recently proposed to play a key role in modulating the plant response to abiotic stresses. A subset of
these transcriptional repressors belongs to the c2h2-type zinc-finger gene family and contains an EAR repressor domain. We analyzed the
function of AzF2 (Arabidopsis zinc-finger protein 2), a C2h2-type zinc finger transcription factor that is strongly induced by dehydration,
high-salinity and abscisic acid treatments. We generated transgenic Arabidopsis plants harboring an AzF2-GFp construct driven by the
AzF2 promoter. the AZf2-gfp protein was localized to the nuclei in roots under normal growth conditions and in leaves under nacl stress.
the transgenic plants overexpressing AzF2 under its own promoter were more sensitive to salinity stress than wild-type plants. We also
generated transgenic lines that express AzF2 under the control of a glucocorticoid-inducible promoter. dex-treated transgenic plants
showed growth retardation and some lines which had relatively-high expression of AzF2 appeared to be lethal even without stress. these
results indicate that AzF2 is involved in regulation of nacl stress responses in plants. currently, we are trying to identify downstream
target genes of AZf2.

03034
functionAl AnAlysis of tWo Abiotic stress inducible ccch-type Zinc finger protein genes in rice
*Asad Jan (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), Kazuo nakashima (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), daisuke todaka (biol.
resources div., JircAs, Japan), yusuke ito (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant sci. ctr., riKen, Japan),
Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan)
janasad@affrc.go.jp
the molecular mechanism governing the response of plants to abiotic stresses is not yet fully understood. We describe two oryza sativa
stress-related ccch-type Zinc finger proteins genes (ossCzF1 and ossCzF2) involved in drought, salt and cold stress responses in
rice. the expression of ossCzF1 was induced by drought and nacl treatments, whereas ossCzF2 was induced by drought and cold. gfp
localization analyses showed that osscZf1 and osscZf2 move between the nucleus and cytoplasm. transgenic plants over-expressing
ossCzF1 gene showed a lesion mimic phenotype upon maturity, had an increased expression of pathogenesis related genes and showed
tolerance to nacl induced senescence. transgenic plants over-expressing ossCzF2 were short in height, exhibited reduced seed setting
and improved tolerance to drought and cold stress. A number of biotic and abiotic stress related genes were up-regulated in ossCzF2over-expressing rice plants. these results demonstrate that ossCzF1 and ossCzF2 encode functional proteins involved in modulating
stress tolerance in rice.

03035
role of the phytochrome And cryptochrome signAling pAthWAys in hypocotyl phototropism
tomoko tsuchida-mayama (riKen plant science center, Japan), *tatsuya sakai (niigata university, Japan), Atsushi hanada (riKen
plant science center, Japan), yukiko uehara (riKen plant science center, Japan), tadao Asami (university of tokyo, Japan), shinjiro
yamaguchi (riKen plant science center, Japan)
tsakai@gs.niigata-u.ac.jp
unilateral blue-light (bl) irradiation activates phototropin (phot) photoreceptors, resulting in the asymmetric distribution of the
auxin phytohormone and induction of a phototropic response in higher plants. other photoreceptors, including phytochrome (phy) and
cryptochrome (cry), have been proposed as modulators of the phototropic responses. We here show that either phy or cry is required for
hypocotyl phototropism in Arabidopsis thaliana under high fluence rate BL and that the constitutive expression of root phototropisM
2 (rpt2) and treatment with the phytohormone gibberellin (gA) biosynthesis inhibitor paclobutrazol (pAc) partially and independently
complements the non-phototropic hypocotyl phenotype of the phyA cry1 cry2 mutant under high fluence rate BL. Our results thus indicate
that the induction of rpt2 and the reduction of the gA are crucial for hypocotyl phototropic regulation by phy and cry. We also reveal
that gA suppresses hypocotyl bending via destabilization of dellA transcriptional regulators under darkness but does not suppress the
phototropic response in the presence of either phyA or crys, suggesting that these photoreceptors control not only the gA content but also
the gA sensing and/or signaling that affects hypocotyl phototropism. the metabolic and signaling regulations of not only auxin but also
gA by photoreceptors therefore appear to determine the hypocotyl growth pattern, including the phototropic and gravitropic responses
and the inhibition of hypocotyl elongation, to adapt to light environments.

03036
AnAlysis of A stress-responsive stAbiliZAtion mechAnism of ArAbidopsis dreb2A
*Junya mizoi (univ. tokyo, Japan), feng Qin (JircAs, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant sci. ctr., riKen, Japan), Kazuko yamaguchishinozaki (univ. tokyo; JircAs, Japan)
ajmizoi@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
dreb2A is an important transcription factor that is involved in heat or water stress-inducible gene expression of Arabidopsis thaliana.
it has been shown that dreb2A is selectively degraded under non-stressful conditions, whereas it becomes stable under stressful
conditions. deleting the negative regulatory domain (nrd) from dreb2A turns the protein into a constitutively active form (dreb2A cA),
which is more stable than the wild type protein. however, mechanisms stabilizing dreb2A in response to environmental stresses have
been uncovered.
We applied heat or drought stress to A. thaliana seedlings and analyzed the protein levels of DREB2A using an antibody specific to
dreb2A. We found that the accumulation level of dreb2A was much higher in heat-treated seedlings than in drought-treated seedlings.
We also applied heat stress to A. thaliana mesophyll protoplasts that were transiently expressing drEb2A or drEb2A CA under the control
of the camv 35s promoter. immunoblot analysis showed that the accumulation level of endogenous dreb2A was increased in response
to heat stress as well as dreb2A cA. this result suggests the existence of a mechanism that helps dreb2A stabilization in response to
heat stress independent of the nrd function in leaves. taking advantage of the protoplast system, we are now testing effects of various
stress treatments or inhibitors on the stability of the dreb2A proteins.

03037
comprehensive AnAlysis of rice drEb2-type genes thAt encode trAnscription fActors involved in the expression of
Abiotic stress-responsive genes
*satoko matsukura (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), Junya mizoi (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), takumi yoshida
(grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), daisuke todaka (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), yusuke ito (biol. resources div.,
JircAs, Japan), Kyonoshin maruyama (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant sci. ctr., riKen, Japan), Kazuko
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yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan)
smatsuku@affrc.go.jp
dreb2s (dehydration-responsive element-binding protein 2s) are transcription factors that interact with a cis-acting dre (dehydrationresponsive element)/CRT (C-repeat) sequence and activate the expression of downstream genes involved in water- and heat-shock stress
responses and tolerance in Arabidopsis thaliana. In this study, we performed a comprehensive analysis of all five drEb2-type genes in rice
(osdrEb2s: osdrEb2A, osdrEb2b, osdrEb2C, osdrEb2E and osAbi4) to determine which of them contribute to plant stress responses.
We analyzed the expression patterns of these genes under abiotic stress conditions, and we examined the subcellular localization and
transcriptional activation activity of their translational products in protoplasts. only osdrEb2A and osdrEb2b showed abiotic stressinducible gene expression. osdrEb2b has functional and non-functional forms of its transcript similar to its orthologs in the grass family.
the non-functional transcript was more abundant than the functional transcript during non-stress conditions, but the functional transcript
was markedly increased during stress conditions. thus, stress-inducible alternative splicing of pre-mrnA is an important mechanism for
the regulation of osdrEb2b. OsDREB2B showed nuclear specific localization and the highest transactivation activity among OsDREB2s.
in addition, transgenic A. thaliana plants overexpressing the functional transcript of osdrEb2b showed enhanced expression of dreb2A
target genes and improved drought and heat-shock stress tolerance. these results suggest that osdrEb2b is a key gene that encodes a
stress-inducible dreb2-type transcription factor that functions in stress-responsive gene expression in rice.

03038
eArly bird interActs With Zeitlupe to modulAte the clocK's speed
mikael Johansson (umea university, sweden), harriet g. mcWatters (oxford university, uK), laszlo bako (umea university, sweden),
peter gyula (biol. research centre of the hungarian Academy of sciences, hungary), Anthony hall (liverpool university, uK), david e.
somers (ohio state university, usA), Andrew J. millar (edinburgh university, uK), *maria e. eriksson (umea university, sweden)
maria.eriksson@plantphys.umu.se
the daily transitions between light and dark that most organisms are exposed to on the planet earth have led to the evolution of a
molecular timing mechanism that is called the circadian clock. it coordinates inner metabolic events with external conditions and is
believed to be comprised of several transcription/translation feedback loops.
one mechanism of regulation of the clock’s speed occurs post-transcriptionally by Zeitlupe (Ztl), which recruits clock proteins for
degradation in a timely manner.
We have recently identified a novel clock transcription factor EArlY bird, by mutations in Ebi which shorten clock period of the clock
controlled ChlorophYll A/b bindinG protEin 2 fused to lUCiFErAsE across all tested light intensities and wavelengths. these defects
remain following light and temperature entrainment, suggesting ebi acts near the central loop to control the clock’s speed. We have
cloned and carried out studies on ebi’s interactions with characterized clock components in protoplasts, and found that ebi interacts with
Ztl. ebi is however not degraded by Ztl. instead, ebi is a regulator of clock gene transcription, and its action modulated through its
association with Ztl.

03039
trAnscriptome AnAlysis of formAldehyde response in Wild-type And formAldehyde-tolerAnt trAnsformAnt of
ArAbidopsis
*shigeru Kubo (sch. of biol.-oriented sci. and tech., Kinki univ., Japan), li-mei chen (biotech. research center, Kunming univ. of
sci. and tech., china), hitoshi sakakibara (riKen plant science center, Japan), izumi orita (div. of Applied life sci., grad. sch. of
Agri, Kyoto univ., Japan), hiroya yurimoto (div. of Applied life sci., grad. sch. of Agri, Kyoto univ., Japan), nobuo Kato (faculty of
bioenvironmental sci., Kyoto gakuen univ., Japan), yasuyoshi sakai (div. of Applied life sci., grad. sch. of Agri, Kyoto univ., Japan),
motomu Akita (sch. of biol.-oriented sci. and tech., Kinki univ., Japan), Katsura izui (sch. of biol.-oriented sci. and tech., Kinki univ.,
Japan)
bm8001ks@waka.kindai.ac.jp
formaldehyde (hcho) is one of the air pollutants causing sick building syndrome. our ultimate goal is to produce ornamental plants
whose capacity of absorbing and detoxifying hcho is enhanced by genetic engineering. Although hcho is toxic also to plants, its toxicity
mechanism has not yet been elucidated. to obtain a clue to this mechanism, we investigated the genes responding to hcho exposure
for a short period of time using a newly constructed chamber in which hcho concentration and humidity can be held constant. 7 weeks
old Arabidopsis thaliana (columbia) wild-type and hcho-tolerant transformant plants (chen et al. 2010) were used for the experiments.
the transformant had previously been obtained by introducing the enzymes of ribulose monophosphate pathway of a methylotroph. the
plants were exposed to gaseous hcho at 1-2 ppm (low), 14-16 ppm (high), or less than 0.04 ppm (air control) at 24oc under light for
150 min. total rnA was then isolated from rosette leaves and was subjected to microarray analysis using Affymetrix Ath-1. At low hcho,
the number of genes whose expression level changed more than 2-fold or less than 0.5-fold were 1938 (wild) and 1245 (transformant).
the difference may be due to the mitigation of the stress in the transformant. At high hcho, the respective numbers were 4490 (wild)
and 4670 (transformant). No significant change was observed for the genes involved C1 metabolism. Prominent induction in both plants
was observed with the genes for small heat shock proteins, gsh s-transferase and glucosyl transferase. especially at low hcho, there are
differences in the response to hcho in some gene clusters based on gene ontology such as plasma membrane, response to stress, and
structural molecule activity. the differences between both plants may be due to difference in sensitivity to hcho stress. in contrast, no
clear difference could be seen at high hcho, because the stress might have been too strong to be mitigated in the transformant.

03040
A subset of cytoKinin tWo-component signAling system plAys A role in cold temperAture stress response in
ArAbidopsis
*Jin Jeon (chonnam national university, Korea), nan young Kim (chonnam national university, Korea), sunmi Kim (chonnam national
university, Korea), na young Kang (chonnam national university, Korea), ondrej novak (palacky university, czech republic), su-Jin Ku
(chonnam national university, Korea), chul-oh cho (chonnam national university, Korea), dong Ju lee (chonnam national university,
Korea), eun-Jung lee (chonnam national university, Korea), miroslav strnad (palacky university, czech republic), Jungmook Kim
(chonnam national university, Korea)
goodsaramdl@hanmail.net
multi-step two-component signaling system (tcs) is established as a key element of cytokinin signaling in Arabidopsis. here we provide
evidence for a function of TCS in cold stress response in Arabidopsis. Cold significantly induced the expression of a subset of A-type ARR
genes and of GUS in ProARR7:GUS transgenic Arabidopsis. Analyses of A-type ARR expression in ahk mutants and in cytokinin-deficient
or -overproducing transgenic Arabidopsis indicate that AhK2 and AhK3 might be involved in mediating cold to express A-type Arrs
independent of the influence of endogenous cytokinin levels. Cold neither significantly induced AHK2 and AHK3 expression nor alter the
cytokinin contents of wild type within the 4-h during which the A-type Arr genes exhibited peak expression in response to cold, indicating
that cold might induce Arr expression via the AhK2 and AhK3 proteins without alterations in the cytokinin concentrations. the ahk2
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ahk3 and ahk3 ahk4 mutants exhibited enhanced freezing-tolerance as compared with wild type. these ahk double mutants acclimated
as efficiently to cold as did wild type. The overexpression of the cold-inducible ARR7 in Arabidopsis resulted in a hypersensitivity response
to freezing temperatures without affecting the expression of cbf/dreb target genes under cold-acclimated conditions. by contrast, the
arr5, arr6, and arr7 mutants showed increased freezing-tolerance, with or without cold acclimation. these results suggest that a subset
of cytokinin two-component signaling system plays a negative regulatory role in cold stress signaling, occurring independently of the
cold-acclimation pathway.

03041
QuAdruple sErAt mutAnts displAyed generAl symptoms of minerAl nutrient deficiency
*mutsumi Watanabe (max planck institute of molecular plant physiology, germany), hans-michael hubberten (max planck institute of
molecular plant physiology, germany), Kazuki saito (riKen plant science center, chiba university, Japan), rainer hoefgen (max planck
institute of molecular plant physiology, germany)
Watanabe@mpimp-golm.mpg.de
Sulfur is an essential macronutrient required for plant growth. Plants have developed several strategies for coping with sulfur deficiency
and other nutrient limitations. However, the coordinating network of adaptations to these nutrient deficiencies remains incompletely
understood. serine acetyltransferase (serAt), which catalyzes o-acetylserine (oAs) formation, plays a key role in cysteine biosynthesis.
OAS is a marker metabolite of sulfate deficiency and has been speculated to be a positive regulator for the expression of sulfur deficiencyinducible genes. in Arabidopsis, sErAt gene family comprises five members. We investigated quadruple knockout mutants of sErAt
where only one functional isoform remained active. some of them showed growth retardation and chlorosis with accumulation of amino
acids. these phenotypes are also observed in plants during nutrient-depletion induced senescence. thus, we compared metabolite and
transcriptome data from quadruple serat mutants with s-, n-, p- and K- depleted plants in order to investigate what happens in the
quadruple mutants. This revealed similarities to developmental programs associated with senescence or stress responses. Knockouts of
sErAt genes result in decreased SERAT activity and OAS production, and consequently, flux into cysteine. Thus, the quadruple mutants
feature of mimic sulfur deficiency. The constitutive mutation shifts the plant metabolism to a new homeostasis. Quadruple serat mutants
provide a suitable experimental system for senescence induced by nutrient deficiency.

03042
toWArds understAnding the role of oAs in sulphur stArvAtion response
*hans-michael hubberten (max-planck institute of molecular plant physiology, germany), camila caldana (max-planck institute of
molecular plant physiology, germany), sebastian Klie (max-planck institute of molecular plant physiology, germany), lothar Willmitzer
(max-planck institute of molecular plant physiology, germany), rainer hoefgen (max-planck institute of molecular plant physiology,
germany)
hubberten@mpimp-golm.mpg.de
Plants rely on a sufficient supply of macro and micro nutrients to guarantee healthy growth. During evolution plants have developed
mechanisms to optimize nutrient homeostasis while nutrient supply becomes suboptimal. to overcome limitations of sulphur plants induce
sulphate uptake and assimilation but also several specific but still uncharacterised mechanisms (induction of –S marker genes). As oacetylserine (oAs) accumulates upon sulphur starvation it has been discussed as positive regulator of the sulphur starvation response
in plants. We investigated the role of oAs in coordinating the –s response in two independent experimental setups. one system allowed
to induce oAs up to 2-3 fold within minutes and enabled to analyse the kinetic of the induction of –s marker genes within a timerange
of 5-10 min. remarkably, sulphur marker genes such as Apr1-3 (At4g21990, At4g04610, At1g62180), Ms5 (At5g48850, At1g04770),
lsU (At3g49580), ChaC like (At5g26220) and shM7 (At1g36370) increased up to 18 fold with a time lag of 10-20 min to the increase of
oAs. transgenic plants over-expressing a serAt gene under control of an inducible promoter were used as a system to increase the oAs
content in a controlled manner to experimentally evaluate the previous findings. The results of this approach reveal new insights into the
signals and the kinetics of the sulphur starvation response and will be discussed in the context of the current knowledge of the regulation
of sulphur homeostasis.

03043
identificAtion And AnAlysis of evolutionArily conserved And glucose responsive nucleAr proteins
*tetsuya ishida (the university of tokyo, Japan), toshihiko Aki (the university of tokyo, Japan), shuichi yanagisawa (the university of
tokyo, Japan)
atishida@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
sugars are the prime carbon and energy source, and also an important signal for growth and development in plants. to elucidate
molecular mechanisms of sugar response in plants, we identified evolutionarily conserved and glucose responsive nuclear proteins, based
on the results of proteome analysis with rice nuclear proteins and investigation of the sugar responsiveness of the corresponding genes.
Identified proteins included two WD40 proteins (referred to as NuGWD1 and 2). Because we could confirm that these transcripts were
induced by glucose and sucrose in both rice and Arabidopsis, we performed phenotypic analysis of Arabidopsis t-dnA insertion lines
for AtnuGWd1. Although we isolated t-dnA insertion lines for AtnuGWd1, we could not obtain atnugwd1 homozygous Arabidopsis. in
the siliques of atnugwd1 heterozygous plant, aborted ovules were observed. reciprocal crosses between the atnugwd1 heterozygous
plant and the wild type revealed that the mutant allele could be transmitted through both male and female gametophytes and that
atnugwd1 homozygous embryo was lethal. the result of gst pull down assay using osnugWd1 protein revealed that osnugWd1 bound
a complex containing ribosomal proteins. AtnugWd2 was previously reported as sloW WAlKer1, which is involved in 18s ribosomal rnA
biogenesis. homologs of nugWd1 and 2 are evolutionarily conserved from yeast to human. taken together with the results in previous
reports on function of yeast homologs, these results imply that glucose elevates levels of nugWd1 and 2, which promote 18s ribosomal
rnA biogenesis and assembly of 40s small ribosomal subunit in plants.

03044
effect of Altered expression level of ApX1 gene on cellulAr redox stAtus in ArAbidopsis leAves exposed to highlight stress
*takahiro ishikawa (shimane university, Japan), Katsuhisa iwama (shimane university, Japan), yoshihiro sawa (shimane university,
Japan), yukinori yabuta (tottori university, Japan), Kazuya yoshimura (chubu university, Japan), takanori maruta (Kinki university,
Japan), shigeru shigeoka (Kinki university, Japan)
ishikawa@life.shimane-u.ac.jp
Arabidopsis contains 7 genes encoding ascorbate peroxidase (Apx), whose products widely located in cellular compartments including
chloroplasts, microbodies, and cytosol. Among them, cytosolic Apx (Apx1) plays an important role in controlling cellular redox status
in response to photooxidative stress. in this study, we evaluated the effect of overexpression (Apx1-oe) or suppression (Apx1-Ko) of
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Apx1 on cellular h2o2 accumulation and gene expression levels under high-light stress. We obtained 7 independent Arabidopsis plants
transformed with pbi/Apx1 driven under 35s promoter and one Apx1-Ko line from tAir. the Apx activities in Apx1-oe and Apx1-Ko
plants were approximately 300-600 % and 30%, respectively, compared with that in wild-type plants. When exposed to high-light stress
at 1,000 μmol m-2 s-1, the h2o2 levels in both wild-type and Apx1-Ko transiently increased within 1 h, but the level remained constant
in APX1-OE. A q-PCR analysis revealed that the known H2o2-responsive genes like hsfA2 and hsp18.1 were significantly suppressed in
Apx1-oe even under high-light stress. comprehensive analysis of gene expression by microarray comparing Apx1-oe with wild-type
plants indicated that over 200 genes are differentially regulated in response to cellular redox changes under high-light stress. the present
study clearly shows that expression level of ApX1 gene has significant effect on cellular redox change followed by gene regulation under
high-light stress.

03045
Areb/Abf-snrK2 pAthWAy involved in AbA signAling in response to WAter stress
*yasunari fujita (JircAs, JApAn), takuya yoshida (JircAs; univ. tokyo, JApAn), Kazuo nakashima (JircAs, JApAn), tory chhun
(JircAs, JApAn), sataoshi Kidokoro (JircAs; univ. tokyo, JApAn), miki fujita (riKen, JApAn), Kyonoshin maruyama (JircAs, JApAn),
shoko nakasone (JircAs; univ. tokyo, JApAn), Junya mizoi (univ. tokyo, JApAn), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen, JApAn), Kazuko yamaguchishinozaki (JircAs; univ. tokyo, JApAn)
yasuf@affrc.go.jp
under water stress conditions such as drought and high salinity, AbA levels increase in plants, and then the AbA regulates the expression
of many genes that function not only in the stress response but also in the tolerance. in the presence of AbA, pyr/pyl/rcAr family stArt
proteins that function as AbA receptors recognize and bind to group-A protein phosphatases 2c (pp2cs). then snf1-related protein
kinases (snrK2s) are released from the pp2c-dependent negative regulation, which allows the subclass iii of snrK2s (srK2d/snrK2.2,
srK2e/snrK2.6, and srK2i/snrK2.3) to regulate downstream transcription factors such as Areb/Abfs (Areb1/Abf2, Areb2/Abf4, and
Abf3) and activate AbA-responsive gene expression or other AbA-related responses. in both srk2d srk2e srk2i and areb1 areb2 abf3 triple
knockout mutants, the expression of the AbA-responsive genes such as leA protein genes and group-A pp2cs was drastically and globally
impaired in comparison to the Wt plants under water stress conditions. Among the pp2cs, three pp2c genes that were strongly induced
in the vegetative tissues after exogenous AbA treatment were named hAi1, hAi2 and hAi3 (for highly AbA-induced pp2C genes). in this
study, based on the molecular characterization of Areb/Abf transcription factors, snrK2 protein kinases, and the downstream genes, we
will discuss the role of the Areb/Abf-snrK2 pathway in AbA signaling in response to water stress in Arabidopsis and rice.

03046
functionAl AnAlysis of novel smAll rnA in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Juan Wu (graduate school of natural sciences, nagoya city university, Japan), toshihiro okada (graduate school of natural sciences,
nagoya city university, Japan), masahiro sugiura (human res., sugiyama Jogakuen university, Japan), yasushi yukawa (graduate
school of natural sciences, nagoya city university, Japan)
j.wu@nsc.nagoya-cu.ac.jp
recently, a large number of non (protein) coding rnAs (ncrnAs) have been found in higher organism. it is reported that such as
mirnAs and sirnAs are closely related with inhibition of genes expression, but a large number of ncrnAs functions are still unknown.
To find the novel gene regulation mechanisms by ncRNAs, we performed a genome wide in silico screening from Arabidopsis thaliana
genome sequence, according to USE (Upstream Sequence Element) sequence, which is a specific cis-regulatory sequence motif of the
plant U-snRNA genes, TATA-like sequence at downstream of USE element, and poly T stretch over 4 base pairs which is pol III-dependent
transcription termination signal. Consequently a novel ncRNA (Arabidopsis thaliana Small RNA: AtsR8) was identified. The AtsR8 RNA
was transcribed by pol iii with tobacco in vitro transcription system, and about 260-nucleotide rnA was yielded. northern blot analyses
revealed that Atsr8 rnA was exist within brassicaceae, and showed root-specific expression. The RNA accumulated in Arabidopsis MM2d
cultured cell except for nucleolus. furthermore this small rnA expression was induced by low oxygen stress. to study Atsr8 rnA function,
we are trying to identify AtsR8 RNA-binding proteins using biochemical technique from Arabidopsis MM2d cultured cells.

03047
moleculAr chArActeriZAtion of A chloroplAst AntioxidAnt 2-cys prx isolAted from mungbeAn
*chang-Woo cho (dong-A university, republic of Korea), eunsook chung (dong-A university, republic of Korea), salvem
Ayarpadikannan (dong-A university, republic of Korea), hong-Kyu choi (dong-A university, republic of Korea), Jee-eun heo (dongA university, republic of Korea), hyun-A so (dong-A university, republic of Korea), Kyoung-mee Kim (dong-A university, republic of
Korea), yeon-Joo Kwack (dong-A university, republic of Korea), hai yang yu (dong-A university, republic of Korea), Kyoung-sook Kim
(dong-A university, republic of Korea), Jai-heon lee (dong-A university, republic of Korea)
grace77@dau.ac.kr
We isolated several low temperature inducible genes using suppression subtractive hybridization (ssh) method and were able to obtain
to clone a gene encoding 2-cys peroxiredoxin. the full-length cdnA of Vrprx (Vigna radiata 2-cys prx) is 1,049 bp with an open reading
frame (ORF) consisting of 261 amino acid (aa). Genomic southern blot confirmed that mungbean genome has one copy of Vrprx gene.
northern blot analysis was carried out for the gene expression during low temperature, AbA, nacl, drought, wounding and hydrogen
peroxide stresses. the rnA expression of Vrprx gene was significantly decreased by ABA, NaCl and drought stress, but wounding, low
temperature and H2O2 stresses significantly induced Vrprx rnA expression. it was shown that vrprx-gfp was targeted to chloroplast
and the N-terminal chloroplast transit peptide is required for its targeting to the chloroplast in tobacco protoplasts. For the functional
analysis of Vrprx, the vrprx recombinant protein was heterologously expressed in e. coli. the vrprx recombinant protein showed moderate
antioxidant activity compared to other antioxidant enzymes. the role of Vrprx was investigated using Vrprx overexpressing Arabidopsis
during environmental stresses. A mungbean gene homolgous to Arabidopsis Cdsp was shown to interact with vrprx in yeast two hybrid
system.

03048
A mungbeAn ubiQuitin conJugAting enZyme e2 confers tolerAnce on ArAbidopsis to sAlt stress
*eunsook chung (dong-A university, republic of Korea), chang-Woo cho (dong-A university, republic of Korea), salvem
Ayarpadikannan (dong-A university, republic of Korea), Jee-sook Kang (dong-A university, republic of Korea), hong-Kyu choi (dongA university, republic of Korea), hyun-A so (dong-A university, republic of Korea), Kyoung-mee Kim (dong-A university, republic of
Korea), yeon-Joo Kwack (dong-A university, republic of Korea), hai yang yu (dong-A university, republic of Korea), Kyoung-sook Kim
(dong-A university, republic of Korea), Jai-heon lee (dong-A university, republic of Korea)
grace77@dau.ac.kr
A low temperature-inducible cdnA designated as VrUbC1 from mungbean (Vigna radiata) was isolated by suppression subtractive
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hybridization method. By rapid amplification of cDNA end technique, the full-length cDNA of VrUbC1 was obtained. the full-length cdnA
of VrUbC1 contains an open reading frame of 444 nucleotides in length and capable of specifying a 16.5-kda protein of 148 amino acids
(aa) with an isoelectric point of 7.72. VrUbC1 mrnA was induced by nacl and AbA, but not by wounding and low temperature stress. it
was shown that vrubc1-gfp was localized to the cytoplasm in tobacco cell. to examine the function of VrUbC1, vrubc1 was expressed in
Escherichia coli as His-fusion protein. Purified VrUBC1-His recombinant protein was shown to have ubiquitination activity in vitro. For the
in vivo functional analysis of VrUbC1, vrubc1 was expressed in yeast ubc4/5 double mutant. stress tolerance was tested in the VrUbC1
overexpressing Arabidopsis transgenic plants. We propose that VrUbC1 play an important role in protein degradation processes during
abiotic stress in plants.

03049
functionAl AnAlysis of A novel heAt shocK protein isolAted from soybeAn And ArAbidopsis
*hyun-A so (dong-A university, republic of Korea), eunsook chung (dong-A university, republic of Korea), chang-Woo cho (dongA university, republic of Korea), hong-Kyu choi (dong-A university, republic of Korea), salvem Ayarpadikannan (dong-A university,
republic of Korea), Kyoung-mee Kim (dong-A university, republic of Korea), yeon-Joo Kwack (dong-A university, republic of Korea),
hai yang yu (dong-A university, republic of Korea), Kyoung-sook Kim (dong-A university, republic of Korea), Jai-heon lee (dong-A
university, republic of Korea)
grace77@dau.ac.kr
We have isolated wound-inducible genes from soybean using suppression subtractive hybridization (ssh) method and were able to
obtain the full-length clone of Gmdlp1 gene encoding dnaJ-like protein. the full-length cdnA of Gmdlp1 is 689 bp with an open reading
frame (ORF) consisting of 163 amino acid (aa). Genomic southern blot confirmed that soybean genome has two copies of Gmdlp1 gene.
northern blot analysis showed that the rnA expression of Gmdlp1 gene is specifically induced by heat, NaCl, wounding and drought
stresses. it was demonstrated that gmdlp1-gfp was targeted to the nucleus in tobacco cell. overexpressing Gmdlp1 showed more
susceptible to salt and heat stress compared to Wt. this indicates that Gmdlp1 may play a negative regulator to stress responses in
plants. Arabidopsis Atdlp1 gene dnaJ-like protein homologous to Gmdlp1 was further characterized for the functional analysis of dnaJlike protein. it was shown that Atdlp1 rnA expression is induced by heat shock stress and Atdlp1-gfp was targeted to the nucleus of
protoplasts. the Atdlp1 promoter (1 kb) was isolated and fused to the gus reporter gene to investigate gene regulation of Atdlp1 specific
to heat shock stress or to developmental organ in the transgenic lines. rnAi construct was employed to generate AtdnaJ knock-out plants
for the study of the function of Atdlp1. molecular function of Atdlp1 is discussed in relation to heat shock and also developmental stages
in Arabidopsis.

03050
moleculAr chArActeriZAtion of soybeAn slti629 promoter involved in osmotic stress
*chang-Woo cho (dong-A university, republic of Korea), eunsook chung (dong-A university, republic of Korea), salvem
Ayarpadikannan (dong-A university, republic of Korea), hyun-A so (dong-A university, republic of Korea), Kyoung-mee Kim (dongA university, republic of Korea), yeon-Joo Kwack (dong-A university, republic of Korea), hai yang yu (dong-A university, republic of
Korea), Kyoung-sook Kim (dong-A university, republic of Korea), young-soo chung (dong-A university, republic of Korea), Jai-heon
lee (dong-A university, republic of Korea)
grace77@dau.ac.kr
slti629 encodes Ks-type dehydrin isolated from soybean (Glycine max). We were able to obtain about 1.5 kb upstream DNA sequences
of slti629 induced by osmotic stress in soybean. A series of promoter deletion constructs were made fused to gus reporter gene. the
promoter-gus transgenic Arabidopsis and soybean plants were generated via Agrobacterium-mediated transformation. tissue- and stressspecificity regulation by slti629 promoter was analyzed using the transgenic plants. it will be discussed how the slti629 promoter is
specifically used for gene regulation further.

03051
AnAlysis of sto nucleAr locAliZAtion signAl And cop1 interAction domAin
*Huili Yan (Albert-Ludwigs-University Freiburg, Germany), Katrin Marquardt, Dominic Jutt, Gunther Neuhaus, Marta Rodriguez-Franco
huili.yan@biologie.uni-freiburg.de
Arabidopsis thaliana sAlt tolerAnt (sto/bbx24), initially characterized as a protein conferring salt tolerance to yeast (lippuner
et al., 1996), was recently identified as a negative regulator of the light signal transduction (Indorf et al., 2007). BBX24 localizes in
nucleus (indorf et al., 2007) and interacts with constitutive photomorphogenesis1 (cop1) in the yeast 2-hybrid system (holm
et al., 2002). The BBX24 protein contains two B-box Zinc fingers at the N-terminus thought to mediate protein-protein interaction, and
several amino acid residues at the c-terminal part necessary for interaction with cop1. bbx24 accumulates in the nucleus of cells during
de-etiolation of young seedlings. Accumulation of BBX24 occurs during the first hours of exposition to white light and decreases after
prolonged light exposition (Indorf et al., 2007). In this work we have identified the Nuclear Localization Signal (NLS) of the protein and
by creating mutant molecules, analysed the effect of the different mutations by expressing them in the bbx24-1 mutant background and
analysing the phenotypes. The results indicate that accumulation of BBX24 in the nucleus is necessary to fulfil its function, and also that
degradation of the protein occurs exclusively in the nucleus. In addition, the interaction with COP1 is required for degradation of BBX24
in light and for its function in photomorphogenesis.

03052
overexpression of A nAc trAnscription fActor, AhnAC2 from peAnut (ArAChis hYpoGAEA l.), enhAnces AbA sensitivity
And drought tolerAnce in trAnsgenic ArAbidopsis
*xu liu (south china normal university, p.r. china), lan hong (south china normal university, p.r. china), biyu Zhang (south china
normal university, p.r. china), yao yao (south china normal university, p.r. china), liangchen su (south china normal university,
p.r. china), bo hu (south china normal university, p.r. china), haihang li (south china normal university, p.r. china), ling li (south
china normal university, p.r. china)
liu5210500@163.com
the nAc (nAm, AtAf and cUC) proteins constitute a large family of plant-specific transcription factors, displaying a variety of functions
in higher plants. previously, we reported isolation and transcriptional characterization of a peanut nAc gene, AhnAC2 (Arachis hypogaea
nAC2), from dehydrated leaves of peanut, and predicted to encode an AtnAc3 subfamily protein. in this study, it is indicated that
AhNAC2 localized in nucleus and its C terminal has transcriptional activity. Moreover, the AhNAC2 protein could bind to specific NACRE
(nAc response elements) in vitro. in peanut seedlings, the expression of the AhnAC2 gene was induced by different treatments such as
dehydration, high salt, cold, abscisic acid (AbA) and gibberellin (gA). When AhnAC2 was overexpressed in Arabidopsis wild type (Col-0)
driven by a 35s promoter, the transgenic plants exhibited a stronger tolerance to drought stress than control plants. As compared to wild
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type, transgenic plants overexpressing AhnAC2 were highly sensitive to AbA in root growth, seed germination, and stomatal close, but
the AhnAC2 subfamily homology gene knockout mutants (rd26-1) were insensitive to AbA in root growth. the complementation test of
AhnAC2 gene in rd26-1 plants could enhance drought resistance and ABA sensitivity. In addition, quantitative RT-PCR analyses showed
upregulated expression of some stress-related genes in the AhnAC2-overexpressing transgenic Arabidopsis. the results suggest that
AhnAC2 may play an important role in the regulation of AbA response in Arabidopsis during water stress. drought tolerance of transgenic
plants can be improved by high expression of the AhnAC2 gene in plants.
Key words: nAc transcription factor, overexpression, AbA sensitivity, drought tolerance, peanut.
Xu Liu and Lan Hong contributed equally to this work.

03053
identificAtion of AlternAtive splicing events of genes regulAted by ArAbidopsis serine/Arginine proteins, Atsr45A
And Atsr30, in response to high-light stress using A tiling microArrAy
*Kazuya yoshimura (chubu university, Japan), tatsuya mori (Kinki university, Japan), Kunihiro yokoyama (chubu university, Japan),
takanori maruta (Kinki university, Japan), noriaki tanabe (dept. Adv. biosci., grad. sch. Agr., Kinki univ., Japan), shigeru shigeoka
(Kinki university, Japan)
k-yosi@isc.chubu.ac.jp
Alternative splicing is a widespread process that expands both transcriptome and proteome diversity in higher eukaryotes. notably,
many genes involved in the defense responses to various environmental stresses in plants have been reported to produce alternative
splicing variants. families of serine/arginine-rich (sr) protein are known to be major factors involved in regulation of alternative splicing
efficiencies. We have demonstrated that expression of Arabidopsis sr proteins, atsr45a (plant-specific type SR protein) and atsr30 (the
homologue of mammal Asf/sf2) is markedly induced by high-light stress (tanabe et al., 2009, pmb 70, 241). in addition, both atsr45a
and atsr30 interacted with u1 and u2 small nuclear ribonucleoproteins and the other sr proteins. these facts suggest that atsr45a and
atsr30 participate in the regulation of high-light stress responsive-alternative splicing events.
Here, to identify alternative splicing events of genes regulated by atSR45a and atSR30, we compared gene expression profiles in the
wild-type with the knockout atsr45a (Ko-sr45a) or atsr30 (Ko-sr30) plants under high-light stress using the Affymetrix genechip
Arabidopsis tiling 1.0r array. the expression levels of 227 and 230 genome regions in the Ko-sr45a and Ko-sr30 plants, respectively,
were altered significantly (P < 0.01) compared with those in the wild-type plants. There were genes encoding stress-responsive proteins
and transcription and splicing factors in the vicinity of the genome regions. By semi-quantitative RT-PCR analysis, we confirmed changes
in the transcript levels or alternative splicing patterns in those genes, suggesting that atsr45a and atsr30 affect directly or indirectly not
only alternative splicing efficiency but also transcription of the genes in response to high-light stress.

03054
AscorbAte responsive genes in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*yongshun gao (faculty of life and environmental science, shimane university, Japan), yoshihiro sawa (faculty of life and
environmental science, shimane university, Japan), tsuyoshi nakagawa (center for integrated research in science, shimane
university, Japan), nicholas smirnoff (school of biosciences, university of exeter, uK), shigeru shigeoka (faculty of Agriculture, Kinki
university, Japan), takahiro ishikawa (faculty of life and environmental science, shimane university, Japan)
klarkegoal@163.com
The D-mannose/L-galactose pathway for ascorbate (AsA) biosynthesis has been identified in Arabidopsis recently. however, the
regulation mechanism of AsA biosynthesis is still largely unknown. In this work, AsA deficient Arabidopsis mutant vtc2-1 was incubated
with AsA precursor l-galactone-1,4-lactone (l-gall) under light. the transcripts abundance of the vtc2-1 treated with it for 16h was
analyzed by whole genome dnA microarray. A dozen genes were up-regulated by the supplementation of l-gall. Analysis of expression
levels of the up-regulated genes by real-time pcr showed that genes encoding an aspartyl protease (Asp) and a c3hc4-type ring zinc
finger (RZF) were synchronously expressed in response to L-GalL supplementation, but not to the addition of D-glucose. In addition, the
expression levels of two genes were well synchronized with light/dark rhythm. transgenic Arabidopsis plants containing the promoter::
reporter system were developed and verified the response of Asp gene to altered AsA levels. The present work provides the first insight
into two genes whose expression is responsive to l-gall and AsA content in Arabidopsis wild type and vtc2-1 mutant.

03055
trAnscriptionAl netWorKs of dehydrAtion-responsive genes in ArAbidopsis
*Kaoru urano (riKen psc, Japan), Kyonoshin maruyama (JircAs, Japan), yoshiyuki ogata (riKen psc, Japan), hideyuki suzuki
(Kazusa dnA res. inst., Japan), daisuke shibata (Kazusa dnA res. inst., Japan), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agr. life
sci., univ. tokyo/JircAs, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen psc, Japan)
urano@rtc.riken.jp
drought is the major environmental threat to agricultural production and distribution worldwide. plant dehydration-stress adaptation is
a complex biological process that involves global changes in gene expression and metabolite composition. in the dehydration responsive
pathway, there are two major cis-acting elements and transcription factors, Abre–Areb and dre–dreb2. Areb and dreb2 function in
AbA-dependent and AbA-independent gene expression, respectively, in response to dehydration stress.
in this study, to search for novel master genes that regulate dehydration responsive pathway, we analyzed co-expressions of Arabidopsis
genes using our dehydration-transcriptome data. We found 120 correlated-genes modules by co-expression analysis. We focused on some
modules in which stress-inducible genes were co-expressed. co-expression analysis showed that the global gene-to-gene correlations
occurred among ABA-regulated genes. In ABA-regulated genes module, two cis-acting elements, ABRE and G-box, were significantly
observed in their promoter regions. We also showed gene-to-gene correlations of dehydration-repressed genes. these genes function in
protein synthesis and several motifs were frequency existed in their promoter regions. We will discuss regulatory networks of dehydrationincreased and repressed genes in Arabidopsis.

03056
regulAtion of rnA metAbolism by rnA chAperon is importAnt for plAnt response to A vAriety of environmentAl
stimuli
*Kyung Jin Kwak (chonnam national university, Korea), hyun Ju Jung (chonnam national university, Korea), min Kyung Kim (chonnam
national university, Korea), hunseung Kang (chonnam national university, Korea)
wlseh98@hanmail.net
in recent years, posttranscriptional regulation of gene expression is recognized as a key regulatory process in the response of plants to
diverse environmental stimuli, and this cellular process is regulated largely by rnA-binding proteins (rbps). to understand the functional
role of rbps harboring rnA-recognition motif at the n-terminal half and a glycine-rich region at the c-terminal half (glycine-rich rnA-
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binding proteins, grps) in posttranscriptional regulation of plant response to various environmental stimuli, the roles of grps were
characterized in Arabidopsis thaliana, rice ( oryza sativa), and brassica napus.
All grps investigated were highly up regulated by cold stress, and were differently regulated by drought or high salinity stress. Analyses
of the loss-of-function mutants and overexpression transgenic plants revealed that grps in different plant species play fundamental roles
in cold, salt, or drought stress adaptation processes. grps contribute to cold and freezing tolerance in Arabidopsis and rice, and the ability
of GRPs to enhance cold tolerance is closely correlated with their RNA chaperone activities. In addition, analysis of a specific family of
rbps in A. thaliana demonstrated that rbps affect AbA-regulated seed germination and seedling growth of Arabidopsis. taken together,
these results demonstrate that the regulation of mrnA metabolism is important for plant response to diverse environmental stresses and
AbA. [supported by grants from Apsrc (r11-2001-092-04002-0), nrf of Korea (r01-2007-000-10665-0), cfg (cg2112-1), and Wcu
(r32-2008-000-20047-0)]

03057
isolAtion And chArActeriZAtion of A novel chloroplAst gene CEst thAt confers sAlt-stress tolerAnce in
trAnsgenic ArAbidopsis
naoki yokotani (research institute for biological sciences, okayama, Japan), mieko higuchi (riKen plant science center, Japan),
youichi Kondou (riKen plant science center, Japan), takanari ichikawa (riKen plant science center, Japan), masaki iwabuchi
(research institute for biological sciences, okayama, Japan), hirohiko hirochika (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan),
minami matsui (riKen plant science center, Japan), *Kenji oda (research institute for biological sciences, okayama, Japan)
oda@bio-ribs.com
salinity stress is one of the major factors limiting plant growth and crop production. to identify rice genes that improve salt tolerance,
we have constructed a large population of transgenic Arabidopsis expressing about 13,000 kinds of rice full-length cdnAs randomly,
and screened the library under salinity stress. from more than 20,000 transgenic lines, 208 lines were selected as candidates for salttolerant lines. Among them r07303 was a line with the most remarkable phenotype. r07303 contains an uncharacterized rice gene
named chloroplast protein-enhancing stress tolerance (osCEst). newly constructed transgenic Arabidopsis overexpressing osCEst or its
Arabidopsis homolog, AtCEst, showed improved tolerance to salinity stress without obvious morphological change or growth retardation.
They also showed enhanced tolerance to drought, high temperature, and paraquat that causes photooxidative stress. Under salt conditions,
overexpression of CEsts modulated salinity-induced impairment of photosynthetic activity and lipid peroxidation. expressions of osCEst
and AtCEst did not respond to salt stress. they were mainly transcribed in photosynthetic tissues. gfp-fused oscest and Atcest
proteins were localized to the chloroplast in the Arabidopsis leaf protoplast. reduced expression of AtCEst by double-stranded rnA
interference resulted in impairing of photosynthetic activity, reduction of green pigment, and growth retardation under light conditions.
Microscopic examination of these RNAi plants revealed poorly developed chloroplasts in the mesophyll cells. These findings together may
indicate that CEst contributes to protection from photooxidative damage.

03058
interrelAtionship betWeen mAmp-induced defense responses And cell cycle progression using synchronouscultured ArAbidopsis cells
*shinya takahashi (tokyo university of science, Japan), ryoko ohno (research institute for biological sciences okayama, Japan),
yutaka maeda (tokyo university of science, Japan), sachie Kimura (tokyo university of science, Japan), yuki Abe (tokyo university of
science, Japan), masaaki umeda (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Kazuyuki Kuchitsu (tokyo university of science,
Japan)
staka@rs.noda.tus.ac.jp
inhibition of plant growth and cell division are often accompanied by induction of various biotic and abiotic defense responses, suggesting
some link between defense responses and cell cycle regulation. We showed that cryptogein, a proteinaceous elicitor from an oomycete,
induce cell cycle arrest prior to the programmed cell death in the synchronous-cultured tobacco by-2 cells (Kadota et al. plant J. 2004;
plant cell physiol. 2005, 2006). however, molecular links between the cell cycle regulation and defense signal transduction are mostly
unknown.
in this study, we established an alternative model system to characterize cell cycle progression and defense responses triggered by a
microbe-associated molecular pattern (mAmp) using Arabidopsis mm2d suspension-cultured cells. cell cycle was effectively synchronized,
and flg22, a peptide MAMP originated from bacterial flagellin, was applied in various cell cycle phases. Flg22 induced various defense
responses such as production of reactive oxygen species and expression of defense-related genes, but not cell death. inhibition of cell
proliferation and cell cycle arrest at g2/m phase were also observed. At the same time, expression of cell-cycle related genes and proteins
was repressed, while that of defense-related genes was upregulated. relationship between the cell cycle progression and expression of
defense responses will be reported.

03059
expression of ArAbidopsis plAsmA membrAne AQuAporin pip2;3 is enhAnced in response to high temperAtures
*Ayako tsuchihira (nagoya university, Japan), yuko hanba (Kyoto institute of technology, Japan), masayoshi maeshima (nagoya
university, Japan)
tsuchihira.ayako@f.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp
Aquaporins facilitate the membrane transport of water and specific small molecules. Plants have aquaporins more than 30 isoforms
and the number is extremely large compared to that of other eukaryotes. This abundance may be efficient for fast adaptation to new
conditions.
Arabidopsis thaliana contains 13 members of the plasma membrane intrinsic protein (pip) in addition to tip (10), nip (9) and sip (3).
the pip members are divided into the pip1 and pip2 groups, and members of the latter group, but not the pip1 group, exhibit high water
channel activity. previous studies revealed that pip1 members are expressed constitutively in most tissues and that the expression of
pip2s is altered in response to growth stage and abiotic stresses, such as salt, drought and cold. recently, information of physiological role
of individual pip2 members in the tissues has been accumulated. in the present study, we focused our attention to physiological function
of pips under high temperature conditions.
expression of 13 pip genes was quantified by qRT-PCR. Among them, pip2;3 transcript level was dramatically increased in shoots
and roots when the growth temperature rose from 21 to 36 degree. then, the level was decreased within a few hours despite at high
temperatures. this phenomenon was observed even under the constant light conditions, indicating that this transient increment mainly
depends on the high temperatures. Immunochemical quantification revealed the increase in total protein level of PIP2;3, PIP2;1 and
pip2;2 at high temperatures. the increased level was decreased after a few hours as well as the mrnA level. We estimate that this
transient increment of pip2;3 is tightly related to physiological adaptation of plants to high temperatures. We will report physiological
properties of the pip2;3 knockout mutant grown at high temperatures.
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03060
ArAbidopsis AnAc078 trAnscription fActor regulAtes flAvonoids biosynthesis under high-light
*yukinori yabuta (tottori university, Japan), teruyuki morishita (Kinki university, Japan), yusuke Kojima (Kinki university, Japan),
takanori maruta (Kinki university, Japan), Ayako nishizawa-yokoi (Kinki university, Japan), shigeru shigeoka (Kinki university, Japan)
yabuta@muses.tottori-u.ac.jp
nAc (nAm, AtAf and cuc2) is one of the largest families of transcription factors in the plant genome, with 106 and 149 members
predicted in Arabidopsis and rice, respectively. A small number of the Arabidopsis nAc members have been studied, but the function and
regulation of most nAc genes are still largely unknown.
recently, we have isolated a combination of high-light and heat-shock (hl+hs) stress-inducible genes, including a nAc transcription
factor designated AnAc078 (plant J, 2006, 48: 535). here we explored the physiological function of AnAc078 under hl stress. yeast
transcription activity assays showed that ANAC078 functions as a transcriptional activator. A fusion protein composed of green fluorescent
protein (gfp) and the full-length AnAc078 was detected in the nucleus and cytoplasm, while fusion proteins comprising gfp and AnAc078
deleted of a putative transmembrane motif were found only in the nucleus. The cyclic amplification and selection of targets (CASTing)
technique showed that the ANAC078 recognition sequence contains T[A/T/C][A/T/G/C]C[T/G]TG[T/G]G as a DNA-binding site (Plant
signal behav, in press).
in AnAc078-overexpressing Arabidopsis plants (ox-AnAc078-43), the transcription of 166 genes was up-regulated compared with
the levels in wild-type plants under hl (1,200 micro mol m2/ s/1, 30°c). these genes included some for transcription factors regulating
the expression of genes related to the biosynthesis of flavonoids. Interestingly, the transcript levels of some genes related to flavonoid
biosynthesis and the levels of anthocyanins were significantly increased in the Ox-ANAC078-43 plants and reduced in knock-out ANAC078
plants compared with the wild-type plants under hl stress (plant cell physiol, 2010, 51: 486).
The present findings suggest that ANAC078 protein is associated with the induction of genes related to flavonoid biosynthesis, leading
to the accumulation of anthocyanins, in response to hl stress.

03061
isolAtion And moleculAr AnAlysis of ArAbidopsis f-box contAining proteins interAct With 14-3-3 proteins in
ArAbidopsis.
*Jong-pil hong (riKen plant science center, Japan), naoki takahashi (riKen plant science center, Japan), minami matsui (riKen plant
science center, Japan), ryoung shin (riKen plant science center, Japan)
hongjp@psc.riken.jp
14-3-3 proteins regulate many cellular processes by binding phosphorylated sites in various proteins. previous experiments demonstrate
that the snrK2.8 kinase phosphorylates the 14-3-3 proteins in Arabidopsis (pnAs 104;6460-6465) and suggest a connection between
nutrient deprivation signaling and key metabolic pathways. Although the interaction of 14-3-3s with other proteins is well known, the
regulations of 14-3-3 proteins themselves have barely been studied. to understand the protein regulation mechanism of 14-3-3s and
their target proteins under nutrient deficient conditions, we have screened and characterized 14-3-3 interacting F-box containing proteins
that may have e3 ligase activities using yeast mating assay. As the results of the screening, several putative f-box containing protein
candidates that interact with 14-3-3 kappa, chi, and psi were isolated. the interactions between these candidates and 14-3-3s were
confirmed using X-α-gal assays and yeast auxotropic growth assay (SD-LTHA). According to sequence analysis, all candidates have F-box
domain at n-terminus and contain various domains at c-terminus. the gene expression analyses of candidates were performed under
nutrient deprived conditions to determine the connection with nutrient deficient signalings. To determine whether these candidates have
e3 ligase activity or not, candidate proteins fused with either the gst tag or the mbp tag were produced in Escherichia coli and purified.
in vitro ubiquitination assays using the E. coli purified F-box containing proteins were performed. These results suggest that 14-3-3s
interacting f-box containing proteins that have e3 ub ligase enzyme activity may regulate 14-3-3 proteins as well as their targets.

03062
constitutive ActivAtion of stress-inducible genes in A bri1 (brAssinosteroidinsensitive 1) mutAnt results in
higher tolerAnce to cold
*sun young Kim (sookmyung Women's university, Korea), beg hab Kim (sookmyung Women's university, Korea), chan Ju lim
(gyeongsang national university, Korea), chae oh lim (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Kyoung hee nam (sookmyung
Women's university, Korea)
enqlekd@sookmyung.ac.kr
many plant hormones are involved in coordinating the growth responses of plants under stress. however, not many mechanistic studies
have explored how plants maintain the balance between growth and stress responses. Brassinosteroids (BRs), plant-specific steroid
hormones, affect many aspects of plant growth and development over a plant’s lifetime. here we determined that exogenous treatment
of br helped the plant overcome the cold condition only when pretreated with less than 1 nm, and the bri1 mutation, which results in
defective BR signaling and subsequent dwarfism, generates an increased tolerance to cold. In contrast, BRI1-overexpressing plants were
more sensitive to the same stress than wild type. We found that the bri1 mutant and bri1-overexpressing transgenic plants contain higher
basal level of expression of cbfs/dreb1s than wild type. however, representative cold stress-related genes were regulated with the same
pattern to cold in wild type, bri1-9 and bri1 overexpressing plants. to examine the global gene expression and compare the
genes that show differential expression pattern in bri1-9 and bri1-gfp plants other than cbfs/dreb1s, we analyzed differential mrnA
expression using the cdnA microarray analysis in the absence of stress. endogenous expression of both stress-inducible genes as well as
genes encoding transcription factors that drive the expression of stress-inducible genes were maintained at higher levels in bri1-9 than
either in wild type or in bri1 overexpressing plants. this suggests that the bri1-9 mutant could always be alert to stresses that might be
exerted at any times by constitutive activation of subsets of defense.

03063
oxidAtive signAling derived from chloroplAsts regulAtes stress And hormonAl responses
*masahiro noshi (Kinki university, Japan), Aoi tanouchi (Kinki university, Japan), takanori maruta (Kinki university, Japan), masahiro
tamoi (Kinki university, Japan), yukinori yabuta (tottori university, Japan), Kazuya yoshimura (chubu university, Japan), takahiro
ishikawa (shimane university, Japan), shigeru shigeoka (Kinki university, Japan)
0933690001x@nara.kindai.ac.jp
chloroplasts are one of the major sources of reactive oxygen species (ros), and thus oxidative signaling derived from the organelles
is thought to be a determinant for plant response to environmental stress. two types of ascorbate peroxidase are localized in thylakoid
membrane (tApx) and stroma (sApx) of chloroplasts. recently, we demonstrated that both chloroplastic Apxs, especially tApx, play a
dual role in ROS-detoxification and gene regulation under photooxidative stress (Plant Cell Physiol., 2010, 51: 190-200). To clarify the
physiological role of oxidative signaling derived from chloroplasts, we generated the system for transient suppression of tApx in Arabidopsis
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plants using a estrogen-inducible rnAi method. microarray analysis revealed that ros derived from chloroplasts affect the expression of
approx. 800 genes. the induction of the genes in response to tApx suppression was eliminated by shading or treatment with ascorbate.
the genes involved in the plant hormones such as salicylate (sA) and jasmonate (JA), heat shock response, and disease resistance were
induced by suppression of tApx, suggesting that oxidative signaling derived from chloroplasts regulates abiotic and biotic stress response
by a crosstalk with plant hormones. Next, we isolated and characterized paraquat-induced photooxidative stress sensitive and insensitive
mutants (pss and psi, respectively) from knockout lines, which are disrupted genes responsive to ros derived from chloroplasts. Among
109 lines, three psi (psi1~3) and one pss (pss1) mutants were isolated. the transcript levels of pss1 and psis were affected by light and
redox state of photosynthesis. interestingly, psi1 mutants showed a high sensitivity and insensitivity to the treatment with sA and methyl
JA, respectively, suggesting that psi1 is associated with a crosstalk between ros derived from chloroplasts and plant hormones.

03064
AhK cytoKinin receptor histidine KinAses regulAtes loW potAssium signAling in ArAbidopsis
*youn Jeong nam (riKen plant science center, Japan), rie nishiyama (riKen plant science center, Japan), lam-son phan tran (riKen
plant science center, Japan), ryoung shin (riKen plant science center, Japan)
bluetoy37@naver.com
plant hormones are one of main factors that regulate plants growth and development. most plant hormones have been known to
interact with the other hormones and signaling components. one of the plant hormones, cytokinin, regulates shoot initiation, cell and leaf
differentiation, lateral root formation, drought and osmotic stress, iron uptake, sulfate and phosphate assimilation, and nitrate sensing
and assimilation. there are 3 cytokinin receptor histidine kinases, AhK2, AhK3, and AhK4/cre1, which play important roles in cytokinin
signaling, AbA signaling and osmotic stress in Arabidopsis. potassium is an important macronutrient to for growth increase. plant
hormones, such as ethylene, jasmonic acid, ABA, and auxin have been known to regulate potassium deficiency signal pathways. Although
it is possible that cytokinin regulates low potassium signaling like other macronutrient signaling, the relationship between cytokinin and
potassium are poorly understood. to investigate how cytokinin receptor histidine kinases is involved in low potassium signaling pathways,
Arabidopsis root growth under potassium deficient condition were examined. The ahk2ahk3 double mutants exhibited more sensitivity
to low potassium than the col-0 wild type. the ahk2ahk4 and ahk3ahk4 double mutants without additional cytokinin were less sensitive
to low potassium than the single mutants, ahk2 and ahk3. different from other AhK family members, AhK4 functions as a kinase only
when there is additional cytokinin. Otherwise, it functions as a phosphate. Cytokinin deficient mutants were also tested under low
potassium condition. our data suggest that cytokinin as well as the kinase activity of AhK family members play an important for role in
low potassium signaling.

03065
identificAtion of cis-element And trAns-Acting fActor involved in the induction of hsFA2 expression in response
to oxidAtive stress
*Ayako nishizawa-yokoi (Kinki university, Japan), hitoshi tainaka (Kinki university, Japan), hideki hayashi (Kinki university, Japan),
ryota nosaka (Kinki university, Japan), miho ikeda (Aist, Japan), masaru ohme-takagi (Aist, Japan), yukinori yabuta (tottori
university, Japan), shigeru shigeoka (Kinki university, Japan)
nf_nisizawa@nara.kindai.ac.jp
heat shock transcription factor A2 (hsfA2) is induced under environmental stress and regulates transcription of various defense-related
genes (nishizawa et al., 2006, plant J.). thus hsfA2 plays an important role in regulating induction of defenses against different types of
environmental stress, but its mode of regulation remains unknown. Here, we identified a cis-element and a trans-acting factor involved
in the induction of hsfA2 expression in response to oxidative stress. the transient reporter assay using luciferase reporter constructs
with different fragments of hsfA2 promoter showed that the deletion of the sequence from -191 bp to -108 bp markedly reduced the
luciferase activity under high light. this promoter region contained hse elements, suggesting that some hsfs mediate the induction of
hsfA2 expression. next, to identify an hsf regulating the expression of hsfA2, we took advantage of the chimeric repressor silencing
technology (CRES-T). The ectopic expression of the chimeric HsfA1d or HsfA1e repressor significantly suppressed the induction of hsfA2
expression in response to high light. furthermore, the double knockout of hsfA1d and hsfA1e (Ko-hsfA1d/hsfA1e) in Arabidopsis plants
significantly suppressed the expression of hsfA2. Transient reporter assay showed that the HSE elements in the 5'-flanking region of
hsfA2 are essential for the transcriptional induction of hsfA2 under the control of hsfA1d and hsfA1e. these results suggest that hsfA1d
and hsfA1e directly regulate the induction of hsfA2 expression via the hse in the hsfA2 promoter. We are currently investigating other
hsfA1d/hsfA1e target genes using a transcriptome analysis of the Ko-hsfA1d/hsfA1e and wild-type plants, and the effect of loss-offunction and overexpression of hsfA1d and/or hsfA1e on the phenotype in Arabidopsis plants under oxidative stress.

03066
f-box proteins Ztl, fKf1 And lKp2 together control the circAdiAn clocK by regulAting prr5 And toc1 stAbility in
ArAbidopsis
Antoine baudry (university of california, san diego, usA), shogo ito (university of Washington, usA), young hun song (university of
Washington, usA), Alexander strait (university of Washington, usA), takatoshi Kiba (rockefeller university, usA), sheen lu (university
of California, Los Angeles, USA), Rossana Henriques (Rockefeller University, USA), Jose Pruneda-Paz (University of California, San
diego, usA), nam-hai chua (rockefeller university, usA), elaine tobin (university of california, los Angeles, usA), steve Kay
(university of california, san diego, usA), *takato imaizumi (university of Washington, usA)
takato@uw.edu
endogenous time keepers known as circadian clocks underlie daily and seasonal changes in the physiology and behaviors of many
organisms including plants. the plant circadian clock is composed of several partially redundant negative feedback loops. regulation of
the core clock protein turnover mediated by Zeitlupe (Ztl) constitutes an important layer in the circadian clock in Arabidopsis thaliana.
We found that Ztl homologs, flAvin binding, Kelch repeAt, f-box1 (fKf1) and lov Kelch protein2 (lKp2), play similar roles in
the circadian clock when Ztl is absent. in contrast to subtle circadian clock defects in fkf1, the clock in ztl fkf1 has a considerably longer
period than in ztl. in ztl fkf1 lkp2, several clock parameters were even more severely affected than in ztl fkf1. Although lAtE ElonGAtEd
hYpoCotYl (lhY) and CirCAdiAn CloCK AssoCiAtEd1 (CCA1) expression levels are lower in ztl than in wild type, introducing both
fkf1 and lkp2 mutations into the ztl mutant dramatically diminished lhY expression without further affecting CCA1 expression. this
demonstrates different contributions of Ztl, fKf1, and lKp2 in the regulation of lhY and CCA1 expression. in addition, fKf1 and lKp2
also interacted with timing of cAb expression1 (toc1) and pseudo-response regulAtor5 (prr5) and both proteins were further
stabilized in ztl fkf1 and ztl fkf1 lkp2 compared to in ztl. our results indicate that Ztl, fKf1, and lKp2 together regulate toc1 and prr5
degradation and are major contributors to determining the period of circadian oscillation and enhancing robustness.

03067
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A tomAto bZip trAnscription fActor, slAreb, is involved in WAter deficit And sAlt stress response
*chia-Wen li (Academia sinica biotechnology center in southern taiwan, taiwan), ming-tsair chan (Academia sinica biotechnology
center in southern taiwan, taiwan)
jiawenli@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Abiotic stresses such as cold, water deficit, and salt stresses severely reduce crop productivity. Tomato (solanum lycopersicum) is an
important economic crop; however, not much is known about its stress responses. to gain insight into stress-responsive gene regulation
in tomato plants, we identified transcription factors from a tomato cDNA microarray. An ABA-responsive element binding protein (AREB)
was identified and named SlAREB. In tomato protoplasts, SlAREB transiently transactivated luciferase reporter gene expression driven
by Atrd29A (responsive to dehydration) and sllAp (leucine aminopeptidase) promoters with exogenous AbA application, which was
suppressed by the kinase inhibitor staurosporine, indicating that an ABA-dependent post-translational modification is required for the
transactivation ability of slAreb protein. electrophoretic mobility shift assays showed that the recombinant dnA-binding domain of
slAreb protein is able to bind Atrd29A and sllAp promoter regions. constitutively expressed slArEb increased tolerance to water deficit
and high salinity stresses in both Arabidopsis and tomato plants, which maintained psii and membrane integrities as well as water content
in plant bodies. overproduction of slAreb in Arabidopsis thaliana and tomato plants regulated stress-related genes Atrd29A, AtCor47,
and slCi7-like dehydrin under AbA and abiotic stress treatments. taken together, these results show that slAreb functions to regulate
some stress-responsive genes and that its overproduction improves plant tolerance to water deficit and salt stress.

03068
ectopic expression of eAr-deleted slErF enhAnces tolerAnce to sAlt stress And r. solAnACEArUM in tomAto
*i-chun pan (Academia sinica biotechnology center in southern taiwan, taiwan), chia-Wen li (Academia sinica biotechnology center
in southern taiwan, taiwan), ming-tsair chan (Academia sinica biotechnology center in southern taiwan, taiwan)
claire23@gmail.com
the ethylene responsive factor (erf) transcription factors play an important role in the regulation of disease defense- and stressrelated genes via specifically binding to GCC box cis-acting element in plants. In contrast to other ERFs acting as activators, class II
erfs contain an erf-associated amphiphilic repression (eAr) domain and act as gcc-mediated transcriptional repressors. in this study,
a class ii erf, slErF, was isolated from tomato and characterized. to demonstrate whether the eAr-motif of class ii erf proteins
participates in erf-proteins-mediated functions in plants, the eAr repressor domain was deleted to generate SlERFΔRD. SlERFΔRD
protein retained the character of a transcription factor and became a gcc-mediated transcriptional activator. transgenic Arabidopsis
and tomatoes constitutively expressing SlERFΔRD exhibited reduced levels of membrane lipid peroxidation and enhanced tolerance to
salt stress. further, overexpression of SlERFΔRD in transgenic tomato induced significantly higher expression of pr1, pr2, and pr5 and
enhanced tolerance to ralstonia solanacearum. This is the first illustration of a crop gene enhancing tolerance to both biotic and abiotic
stresses in transgenic plants with the deletion of a repressor domain. Findings of the present endeavor revealed the significance of class
ii erf proteins in crop improvement through the operation of the eAr repressor domain.

03069
AtCpl5 encodes A novel ser-2-specific rnA polymerAse ii c-terminAl domAin phosphAtAse thAt is A positive
regulAtor for AbA responses in ArAbidopsis
yong-mei Jin (seoul national university, republic of Korea), Jinwook Jung (seoul national university, republic of Korea), hyesung Jeon
(seoul national university, republic of Korea), so youn Won (rural development Administration, republic of Korea), yue feng (texas
A&m university, united states), Jae-sook Kang (gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), sang yeol lee (gyeongsang
national university, republic of Korea), Jong-Joo cheong (seoul national university, republic of Korea), hisashi Koiwa (texas A&m
university, united states), *minkyun Kim (seoul national university, republic of Korea)
mkkim3@snu.ac.kr, jin0303@snu.ac.kr
Arabidopsis rnA polymerase ii (rnAp ii) c-terminal domain (ctd) phosphatases regulate stress-responsive gene expression and plant
development via the dephosphorylation of serine residues of the rnAp ii ctd. certain of these phosphatases (cpl1, cpl2, and cpl3) are
known as negative regulators of AbA and stress responses. in this study, we isolated AtCpl5 (Arabidopsis thaliana ctd phosphatase-like
protein 5), a cDNA that encodes a novel RNAP II CTD phosphatase. The encoded protein was unique, possessing two highly conserved
ctd phosphatase domains (cpd1 and cpd2) located downstream of each dxdx(t/v) acylphosphatase motif. AtCpl5 was induced by
AbA, drought, high salt, and cold treatments in Arabidopsis. histochemical staining using pAtCpl5:GUs transgenic plants confirmed the
induction of AtCpl5 by AbA in leaves. the AtCpl5-overexpressing plants exhibited AbA hypersensitivity for seed germination and seedling
growth inhibition as well as significantly higher stomatal closure upon ABA treatment, lower transpiration rates upon dehydration, and
enhanced drought tolerance. in addition, overexpression of AtCpl5 in the transgenic plants changed the expression of a number of genes,
including the ones encoding dreb-type Ap2/erf transcription factors, such as rAp2.4, rAp2, and QrAp2 that are known to be involved in
ABA-mediated plant responses. In contrast to the Ser-5-specific phosphatase activity of the negative stress response regulators (CPL1 and
CPL2), purified recombinant AtCPL5 and each half of the CPD-containing protein specifically dephosphorylated Ser-2 in the Arabidopsis
RNAP II CTD. In summary, AtCPL5 is a unique CPL family protein that functions as a positive regulator of the ABA-mediated developments
and drought responses in Arabidopsis.

03070
regulAtory role of endogenous cytoKinins in drought And sAlt stress responses
*rie nishiyama (riKen plant science center, Japan), yasuko Watanabe (riKen plant science center, Japan), lam-son phan tran
(riKen plant science center, Japan)
rienishi@psc.riken.jp
cytokinins (cKs) play crucial roles not only for plant growth but also for stress signaling as indicated by numerous reports. recent
data have showed that cKs are signals traveling from roots to shoots, and AbA:cK ratios in xylem sap are important for stress signaling.
Additionally, CK has been reported to be directly involved in mediating stress responses as it was required for the CK receptor AHK4/CRE1
histidine kinase to function as a negative regulator of salt stress through his-to-Asp phosphorelay. Although evidence has indicated that
there is cross-talk among cK signaling, stress signaling and cK metabolisms, but strong conclusions about the relationship between cK
metabolism/CK regulatory role and stress response are still premature because the complexity of the CK profiles under stress conditions
has not been fully explored. to unravel the relationship between cK metabolism and stress regulation in Arabidopsis, we have investigated
the function of adenosine phosphate-isopentenyltransferases (Atipts) and cytokinin oxidases (AtCKXs) genes, which encode key enzymes
involved in CK metabolisms, in stress response and the influence of stresses on their expression. We examined the expression of the
Atipts and AtCKXs genes under various stress conditions. Subsequently, we performed functional analyses of CK-deficient plants, atipt
mutants and AtCKX-overexpressors, in drought and salt stress responses. the atipt mutants and AtCKX-ox plants with decreased cK
contents showed increased drought and salt tolerance, demonstrating that endogenous cKs act as negative regulators in these stress
responses. Furthermore, the CK-deficient atipt mutants displayed delayed germination even without AbA. different molecular and genetic
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approaches have been used to elucidate the mechanism of cK-dependent stress responses. from these data, we will discuss the crosstalk
between cK, AbA and stress signaling.

03071
thioredoxin-regulAted pfA-dsptpAses in high light response of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
Jianbin su (school of life sciences, sun yat-sen university, china), yang Zhang (school of life sciences, sun yat-sen university, china),
peng Wang (school of life sciences, sun yat-sen university, china), Jun liu (school of life sciences, sun yat-sen university, china),
bing liu (school of life sciences, sun yat-sen university, china), dongru feng (school of life sciences, sun yat-sen university, china),
Jinfa Wang (school of life sciences, sun yat-sen university, china), *hongbin Wang (school of life sciences, sun yat-sen university,
china)
wanghb@mail.sysu.edu.cn
pfA-dsptpase is a subfamily of atypical dual protein tyrosine phosphatases (dsptpases) that only present in plant, fungi, and
kinetoplastid. In Arabidopsis, five PFA-DsPTPases have been identified which we designated as Yu1, Yu2, Yu3, Yu4 and Yu5. To date, the
physiological roles of pfA-dsptpases in plant have been poorly understood.
here we showed that the mutants of Yu1 and Yu4 (yu1-1 and yu4-1, respectively) are more vulnerable than wild type when grown
under high light condition. When detached leaves were exposed to high light, yu1-1 and yu4-1 were more severely damaged than wild
type. The maximum quantum yields (Fv/Fm) of yu1-1 and yu4-1 became negligible, while the Fv/Fm of wild type and over-expression
lines reduced to 0.1 and 0.3, respectively. by transmission electron microscopy, we found that thylakoids were severely impaired in yu4-1
but not in yu1-1, while chloroplasts of yu1-1 were dissociated from cell wall and move towards the cell center, reminiscent of programmed
cell death. In addition, the nonphotochemical quenching of chlorophyll fluorescence (NPQ) of yu4-1 was lower than that of wild type, while
the npQ of yu1-1 was the same as that of wild type, implying that yu1 and yu4 are involved in photoprotection through a npQ-independent
or npQ-dependent mechanism, respectively. furthermore, we found that yu1 and yu4 had strong interaction with ferredoxin 2 (fd2),
ferredoxin-thioredoxin reductase variable subunit 1 (ftrv1), and three m type thioredoxins (i.e., thm1, thm2 and thm4) in yeast two
hybrid system. in vitro, addition of reduced GST-THM1, GST-THM2, and GST-THM4 could significantly increase the phosphatase activities
of gst-yu1 and gst-yu2.
our study provides evidence that the phosphatase activities of pfA-dsptpases yu1 and yu4 are involved in high light response in
Arabidopsis which may be regulated through the interaction with thioredoxins thm1/2/4.

03072
moleculAr And genetic fActors underlying divergent metAbolism And loW WAter potentiAl response in ArAbidopsis
ecotypes lAndsberg ErECtA And shAKdArA
Joji grace c. villamor (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan), thomas e. Juenger (section of integrative
biology, university of texas-Austin, united states), *paul e. verslues (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan)
paulv@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Arabidopsis ecotypes landsberg erecta (ler) and shakdara (sha) were found to have divergent strategies of responding to low water
potential as well as profound differences in metabolism and gene expression. Sha exhibited four- to five-fold less proline accumulation
than ler after transfer of seedlings to low water potential or AbA treatment. further observations established that the reduced proline
was part of a more broadly differing metabolic signature encompassing altered levels of other amino acids, organic acids and sugars in
sha compared to ler. sha was less sensitive to AbA in some aspects, including proline accumulation, but not in others. sha also had
lower chlorophyll content. ler and sha had similar expression of proline metabolism enzymes, indicating that transcriptional regulation
of these enzymes was not likely to cause the variation in proline accumulation. Mapping of quantitative trait loci (QTL) for proline
accumulation using a lerxsha recombinant inbred line population found different Qtl for AbA and low water potential suggesting that
these two treatments affect proline by different mechanisms. Near isogenic lines were generated to confirm the location of the low water
potential-proline QTL of largest effect. Large scale mRNA sequencing of Ler and sha found that sha had increased expression of many
stress-associated genes including dreb family transcription factors. sha had reduced expression of reactive oxygen metabolism and
photosynthetic genes, consistent with its reduced chlorophyll content. the combined data indicated that sha was not unresponsive to low
water potential or AbA but rather employs a different metabolic regulation and stress response strategy than ler.

03073
functionAl chArActeriZAtion of tWo Ap2/erf genes involved in Abiotic stress signAl trAnsduction in ArAbidopsis
*hye-yeon seok (pusan national university, Korea), hee-yeon park (pusan national university, Korea), yong-hwan moon (pusan
national university, Korea)
peachworld6@hanmail.net
to adjust to environmental stress conditions such as drought, salinity, cold and hypoxia, plants trigger rapid defense responses
via a number of signal transduction pathways. in this study, we have studied roles of two stress-responsive genes, AtAp2/ErF1 and
AtAp2/ErF2, members of Ap2/erf transcription factor family in abiotic stress signal transduction. AtAp2/ErF1 transcription was highly
up-regulated under various abiotic stress conditions such as low oxygen, high salt, mv and AbA whereas AtAp2/ErF2 transcription was
down-regulated under those conditions except low oxygen condition where its expression was up-regulated. interestingly, analysis of
AtAp2/ErF2 promoter::GUs transgenic plants showed that promoter activity of AtAp2/ErF2 increased under high salt, mv and AbA
treatments, suggesting that AtAp2/ErF2 expression might be posttranscriptionally regulated. AtAp2/erf1 and AtAp2/erf2 proteins were
localized in the nucleus, suggesting that they function as transcriptional regulators. overexpression transgenic plants of AtAp2/ErF1 and
AtAp2/ErF2 genes showed more tolerance to abiotic stresses such as high salt, mannitol, MV and flooding than wild-type plants, whereas
AtAp2/ErF1-rnAi suppression transgenic plant and t-dnA insertional mutants of AtAp2/ErF2 were more sensitive to those stresses.
results of promoter analysis of AtAp2/ErF1 using AtAp2/ErF1 promoter deletions::GUs transgenic plants indicated that both -350 to -287
and -172 to -118 regions are responsible for the response to low oxygen and high salt stresses. our results suggest that both AtAp2/ErF1
and AtAp2/ErF2 might play important roles in abiotic stress signal transduction. (*: these authors equally contributed to this work.)

03074
ArAbidopsis chloroplAstic drought-induced stress protein (Atcdsp32) functions As A moleculAr chAperone
*Je hein Kim (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Ki seong Ko (gyeongsang national university, Korea), in Jung Jung
(gyeongsang national university, Korea), bo hwa son (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Jae yong yoo (gyeongsang national
university, Korea), rikno harmoko (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Wahyu indra fanata (gyeongsang national university,
Korea), sang yeol lee (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Kyun oh lee (gyeongsang national university, Korea)
iami0717@naver.com
Arabidopsis chloroplastic drought-induced stress protein of 32 kda (Atcdsp32) was cloned from a cdnA library. Atcdsp32 consisted
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of two thioredoxin folds, an n-terminal thioredoxin fold without active site and a c-terminal thioredoxin fold with conserved active
site of cgpc, respectively. to investigate biochemical property, mature form which is removed chloroplast transit peptide, n-terminal
and C-terminal thioredoxin folds of AtCDSP32 were expressed in E. coli and the proteins were purified by GST affinity method. In an
assay to measure thioredoxin activity, only the c-terminal thioredoxin fold containing the conserved active site showed dtt-dependent
insulin reduction activity. When the structural characteristic of the recombinant Atcdsp32 proteins were analyzed by size exclusion
chromatography and native-pAge, mature form and n-terminal domain existed as various size oligomers while c-terminal domain existed
as only small size oligomers. in an experiment to measure chaperone activity, mature form and n-terminal domain displayed holdase
chaperone activity in a concentration dependent manner but c-terminal domain with small oligomer did not show activity. [supported by
eb-ncrc & bK21 program]

03075
A chloroplAst ArAbidopsis nAdph dependent thioredoxin reductAse functions As An electron donor of 2-cys
peroxiredoxin
*rikno harmoko (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Wahyu indra fanata (gyeongsang national university, Korea), in Jung Jung
(gyeongsang national university, Korea), bo hwa son (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Jae yong yoo (gyeongsang national
university, Korea), Je hein Kim (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Ki seong Ko (gyeongsang national university, Korea), sang
yeol lee (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Kyun oh lee (gyeongsang national university, Korea)
rkn_harmoko@yahoo.com
2-cys peroxiredoxins (prxs) play important roles in the antioxidative defense systems of plant chloroplasts. in order to determine the
interaction partner for these proteins in Arabidopsis, we used a yeast two-hybrid screening procedure with a c175s-mutant of Arabidopsis
2-Cys Prx-A as bait. A cDNA encoding an NADPH-dependent thioredoxin reductase (NTR) isotype C was identified and designated ANTRC. We demonstrated that this protein effected efficient transfer of electrons from NADPH to the 2-Cys Prxs of chloroplasts. Interaction
between 2-Cys Prx-A and ANTR-C was confirmed by a pull-down experiment. ANTR-C contained N-terminal TR and C-terminal Trx
domains. it exhibited both tr and trx activities and co-localized with 2-cys prx-A in chloroplasts. these results suggest that Antr-c
functions as an electron donor for plastidial 2-cys prxs and represents the nAdph-dependent tr/trx system in chloroplasts. [supported
by eb-ncrc &bK21 program]

03076
plAnt specific cAlcium sensor scs negAtively regulAtes Activity of snrK2 protein KinAses
*maria bucholc (institute of biochemistry and biophysics polish Academy of sciences, poland), Arkadiusz ciesielski (institute of
biochemistry and biophysics polish Academy of sciences, poland), grazyna goch (institute of biochemistry and biophysics polish
Academy of sciences, poland), Anna Anielska-mazur (institute of biochemistry and biophysics polish Academy of sciences, poland),
Anna Kulik (institute of biochemistry and biophysics polish Academy of sciences, poland), ewa Krzywinska (institute of biochemistry
and biophysics polish Academy of sciences, poland), grazyna dobrowolska (institute of biochemistry and biophysics polish Academy of
sciences, poland)
mjb@ibb.waw.pl
snrK2 (snf1-related protein kinases 2) are a family of protein kinases containing 10 members (snrK2.1-2.10) in Arabidopsis thaliana.
they play an important role in the regulation of plant development, osmotic stress and AbA signaling. so far, the information concerning
mechanism(s) of regulation of their activity is still limited. Using yeast two-hybrid system we have identified a putative calcium binding
protein, which interacts with the SnRK2 family members. The isolated cDNA encodes a plant-specific 375 amino acid protein containing
two predicted ef-hand motifs. the calcium binding constant of the protein is K=2.5+/-0.9x105 m-1. the cd spectrum indicated that the
secondary structure of the protein changes significantly in presence of calcium, suggesting its possible function as a calcium sensor in
plant cells. We studied interaction of this protein with selected snrK2 kinases using pull-down assay and shown that snrK2.4, snrK2.6
and SnRK2.8 interacted with the protein in a calcium independent manner. Using bimolecular fluorescence complementation assay
(BIFC) we confirmed that the binding occurs also in planta, exclusively in the cytoplasm. therefore the protein was named scs (snrK2
interacting calcium sensor). We have analyzed phosphorylation of scs catalyzed by snrK2.4 kinase. in vitro studies revealed that
the kinase phosphorylates ser-250 of scs in the conserved region r-l-l-s. We also tested in vitrothe effects of scs on the activity of
recombinant snrK2s. the studies show that activity of analyzed snrK2 kinases, both AbA-dependent and independent ones is negatively
regulated in a calcium-dependent manner by the characterized scs protein. our data suggest that scs is a potential regulator of signal
transduction pathway in which snrK2 kinases are involved.

03077
regulAtion of expression And Activity of ZmcpK11 by Wounding, touch And components of JA-dependent signAl
trAnsduction pAthWAy
lidia szymona (institute biochemistry and biophysics, polish Academy of sciences, poland), blanka szurmak (institute biochemistry
and biophysics, polish Academy of sciences, poland), elzbieta lewandowska-gnatowska (institute biochemistry and biophysics, polish
Academy of sciences), grazyna muszynska (institute biochemistry and biophysics, polish Academy of sciences), *Jadwiga szczegielniak
(institute biochemistry and biophysics, polish Academy of sciences)
jaga@ibb.waw.pl
expression of zmCpK11, a member of the calcium dependent protein Kinases family, is induced by mechanical wounding both locally
at the injury site and systemically in unwounded zea mays l. leaves. moreover, the activity of 56 kda cdpK of molecular mass similar to
ZmCPK11 was rapidly (< 5 min) stimulated. Touch, a weaker stress not leading to injure plants, also increased expression of zmCpK11
and enzymatic activity of 56 kda cdpK. trials to identify activated by the stress protein kinase as ZmcpK11, using antibodies produced
against peptides from n-terminal and c-terminal regions of ZmcpK11, failed. therefore, we generate transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana
plants in which ZmcpK11 with a c-myc tag was expressed under the control of camv 35s promoter. Analysis of the transgenic plants
showed that ZmcpK11 is activated upon wounding and touching. Above results indicate an involvement of this protein kinase in early
events of local and systemic response to wounding.
in the wound response jasmonic acid (JA) and its methyl ester (meJA) are known as endogenous signal molecules produced in the
octadecanoid pathway, in which linolenic acid (18:3, lA) is a substrate for JA biosynthesis. the involvement of ZmcpK11 in wound induced
JA-dependent responses was investigated in maize and transgenic Arabidopsis plants overexpressing ZmcpK11-c-myc. expression of
zmCpK11 and selected wound-responsive genes was analyzed by quantitative real-time PCR (Q-PCR) in maize leaves. MeJA and 18:3
induced the expression of zmCpK11 and previously known wound responsive genes. Also, ZmcpK11 was activated by meJA and 18:3
in the transgenic Arabidopsis plants overexpressing ZmcpK11-c-myc. regulation of ZmcpK11 on two levels (expression and enzymatic
activity) by components of the octadecanoid pathway suggests that ZmcpK11 is an important component of the wound induced JAdependent response in plants.
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03078
nitrAte responsive mir393/AFb3 module controls root system Architecture in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*elena A. vidal (departamento genetica molecular y microbiologia,p. universidad catolica de chile, chile), viviana Araus (departamento
genetica molecular y microbiologia,p. universidad catolica de chile, chile), cheng lu (department of plant and soil sciences, university
of delaware, usA), geraint parry (department of biology, indiana university, usA), pamela J. green (department of plant and soil
sciences, university of delaware, usA), gloria m. coruzzi (department of biology, new york university, usA), rodrigo A. gutierrez
(departamento genetica molecular y microbiologia,p.universidad catolica de chile, chile)
eavidal@uc.cl
one of the most striking examples of plant developmental plasticity to changing environmental conditions is the modulation of root
system architecture (RSA) in response to nitrate supply. Despite the fundamental and applied significance of understanding this process,
the molecular mechanisms behind nitrate-regulated changes in developmental programs are still largely unknown. small rnAs (srnAs)
have emerged as master regulators of gene expression in plants and other organisms. to evaluate the role of srnAs in the nitrate
response, we sequenced sRNAs from control and nitrate-treated Arabidopsis seedlings using the 454 sequencing technology. We found
that micrornA mir393 was induced by nitrate in these experiments. mir393 targets transcripts that code for a basic helix-loop-helix
(bhlh) transcription factor and for the auxin receptors tir1, Afb1, Afb2, and Afb3. however, only AFb3 was regulated by nitrate in
roots under our experimental conditions. Analysis of the expression of this mir393/AFb3 module, revealed an incoherent feed-forward
mechanism that is induced by nitrate and repressed by n metabolites generated by nitrate reduction and assimilation. to understand the
functional role of this n-regulatory module for plant development, we analyzed the rsA response to nitrate in AFb3 insertional mutant
plants and in mir393 overexpressors. rsA analysis in these plants revealed that both primary and lateral root growth responses to nitrate
were altered. Interestingly, regulation of RSA by nitrate was specifically mediated by AFb3, indicating that mir393/AFb3 is a unique N
responsive module that controls root system architecture in response to external and internal n availability in Arabidopsis.
this work was funded by: millenium nucleus in plant functional genomics p06-009-f, nih-fircA 1r03pW007823-01A1 f614-01,
fondecyt 1060457, icgeb crpchi0501, conicyt scholarship At-24080114.

03079
investigAting the role of er-locAliZed hsp90 isoform Athsp90.7 in ArAbidopsis groWth And development by
proteomics ApproAches
yao Wang (department of biological sciences, university of toronto scarborough, canada), Zara Ali (department of biological sciences,
university of toronto scarborough, canada), brian han (department of biological sciences, university of toronto scarborough,
canada), bhavank shah (bhavank, canada), *rongmin Zhao (department of biological sciences, university of toronto scarborough,
canada)
rzhao@utsc.utoronto.ca
hsp90 is a highly conserved molecular chaperone that is involved in modulating a multitude of cellular processes under both physiological
and stress conditions. in Arabidopsis, there are seven hsp90 isoforms (Athsp90.1 to Athsp90.7) that are localized in either cytoplasm/
nucleus or organelles. the role of the cytosolic hsp90s in Arabidopsis has been implicated in resistance of abiotic and biotic stresses as
well as in regulating normal plant growth and development. however, the function of organellar hsp90s in regulating plant growth and
development under both normal and stress conditions is not well studied. We are interested in the function and specific role of Arabidopsis
endoplasmic reticulum (er) located Athsp90.7. Athsp90.7 was previously shown to be important for tissue proliferation and mutation of
Athsp90.7 was recognized in a shepherd mutant. We previously showed that overexpression of Athsp90.7 altered the plant sensitivity to
salt and drought. in this study, we use a set of proteomics approaches to investigate the physical interactors of Arabidopsis Athsp90.7
in order to identify the potential client proteins of Athsp90.7 in the endoplasmic reticulum. in addition, the biochemical and biophysical
property of Athsp90.7 is analyzed to elucidate the possible mechanism of its chaperone function.

03080
exploring genes involved in the regulAtion of photosynthesis efficiency by meAsurements of chlorophyll
fluorescence
*Kumiko Kondo-osanai (riKen plant science center, Japan), fumiyoshi myouga (riKen plant science center, Japan), rie ryusui
(riKen plant science center, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen plant science center, Japan)
okkumiko@psc.riken.jp
plants need light energy to drive photosynthesis. however, too much light can cause photo-oxidative damage to the photosynthetic
machinery. to deal with light stress, plants have evolved several defense mechanisms. in plants grown under high light intensity the
photosystem (ps) ii-antenna size and the ratio psii/psi are smaller than in those grown in shade. in addition, excess light energy can
be immediately quenched and dissipated as heat. All these are necessary for plants in order to optimize photosynthesis efficiency under
changeable environmental conditions. however, various aspects especially of the signal reception pathway are still not understood.
recently, 3246 ds/spm transposon- or t-dnA-tagged Arabidopsis lines for genes encoding 1369 chloroplast proteins were collected
and their seedling phenotypes were observed (myouga et al., 2010, http://rarge.psc.riken.jp/chloroplast/). We not only isolated 111
mutants showing abnormal seedling and 122 mutants of which homozygous lines were not obtained, but also collected 1290 homozygous
lines without visible phenotypes. here, using those homozygous lines, we aimed to identify and characterize genes involved in the
regulations of photosynthesis .
Plants grown under white light (70- or 230- ΜE m -2 s -1 ) for 10 days were used for 2-D analysis of chlorophyll fluorescence with pulse
amplitude modulation. We focused on two photosynthetic parameters, the effective quantum yield of PSII (ΦII) and non-photochemical
quenching (NPQ), and identified about 620 mutant candidates at the 68.3% significance level. Taking into consideration genomic
information, about 400 lines were extracted. for the second screening, both extracted mutants and wild-type controls were grown under
high light intensity (230 ΜE) for 24 hours after 10 days of growth under lower irradiation (30 ΜE). So far, the second screening has been
done for about 300 lines, and the detail will be presented.

03081
development of leAf pAlisAde cell in response to blue light
ryosuke sugino (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), yuki yoneda (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), *yuri
nakajima munekage (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Akiho yokota (nara institute of science and technology, Japan)
munekage@bs.naist.jp
plants develop sun or shade leaves to optimize absorption of light energy. sun leaves are thicker than shade leaves and have developed
palisade tissue consisting of elongated columnar mesophyll cells. development of palisade tissue was reported to be regulated by longdistance signaling from mature leaves in chenopodium album and was reported to be promoted by blue light in Arabidopasis thaliana.
to gain insight into the light sensing mechanisms, we investigated palisade development in various intensity of blue or red light using
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Arabidopsis and analyzed palisade development of new leaves in plants which is partially illuminated with strong light or blue light using
Nicotiana tabacum. In Arabidopsis, elongation of palisade cell was not observed in any intensity (50-300 μmol photons m-2 s-1) of red
light while it was observed in blue light above 200 μmol photons m-2 s-1 and also in 10% blue light with red light (300 μmol photons
m-2 s-1). These results indicate that blue light is essential for elongation of palisade cell but light intensity is also required for palisade
development in Arabidopsis. in nicotiana tabacum, although elongation of palisade cell was a little observed in strong red light illumination,
it was promoted by 10% blue with strong red light illumination. the result shows that blue light involve in palisade development also
in nicotiana tabacum. in nicotiana tabacum, palisade development of new leaf was observed in plants whose mature leaf was partially
illuminated with strong light; however, it was not observed in case of partial blue light illumination (50 μmol photons m-2 s-1) under
strong red light background (300 μmol photons m-2 s-1). The results imply that blue light signal is not transduced to new leaves but act
in a cell-autonomous manner on palisade development.

03082
the ArAbidopsis ring-h2 type e3 ligAse Airp1 is A positive regulAtor of drought tolerAnce by modulAting AbA
signAling.
*moon young ryu (yonsei university, south Korea), seok Keun cho (yonsei university, south Korea), Woo taek Kim (yonsei university,
south Korea)
moonyoung@yonsei.ac.kr
Ubiquitination, one of the post-translational modifications in eukaryotic cells, is mediated by the cascade of E1 ubiquitin (Ub) activating
enzyme, e2 ub conjugating enzymes, and e3 ub ligases. the 26s proteasome degrades most of poly-ub tagged target proteins in the
cytoplasm, nucleus, and er. We screened the Arabidopsis t-dnA insertion mutants of e3 ub ligases and isolated AbA-hyposensitive
mutants. one of those mutants was named atairp1 (Arabidopsis thaliana AbA insensitive ring protein 1). AtAirp1 encodes a protein
containing a single C3H2C3-type Ring finger domain, and its transcript level was induced by ABA and abiotic stresses, including drought,
low temperature, and high salinity. Recombinant AtAIRP1 protein showed E3 ubiquitin ligase activity in vitro. atairp1 mutant plants
exhibited AbA insensitive phenotypes, such as decreased stomatal closure and increased germination ratio, relative to wild type plants.
in addition, this mutant was more sensitive to drought stress than wild type. in contrast, 35s:AtAirp1-GFp transgenic Arabidopsis plants
were significantly tolerant to drought stress and showed hypersensitive phenotypes to exogenous ABA. Histochemical detection of H2o2
with dAb staining in wild type, atairp1, and 35s:Airp1-GFp plants exposed to AbA showed that the 35s:Airp1-GFp plants were much
darker than wild type and atairp1 mutant plants. it suggests that higher amount of ros was accumulated in 35s:Airp1-GFp transgenic
plants than wild type and atairp1 mutants by exogenous AbA. Also, transcript levels of several AbA signaling-related genes were higher in
35s:Airp1-GFp transgenic plants than wild type and atairp1. in conclusion, our results suggest that AtAirp1, ring-h2 type e3 ub ligase,
plays a role as a positive regulator in the drought response by modulating AbA sensitivity.

03083
identificAtion And pArtiAl chArActeriZAtion of tWo homologous AtrdUF1 And AtrdUF2, Which encode the ring-h2
type e3 ubiQuitin ligAses in ArAbidopsis
*soo Jin Kim (yonsei university, south Korea), seok Keun cho (yonsei university, south Korea), Woo taek Kim (yonsei university,
south Korea)
jiyo@yonsei.ac.kr
Ubiquitination is mediated by the cascade of ubiquitin (Ub) activating enzyme (E1), Ub conjugating enzyme (E2), and Ub ligase (E3).
E3 Ub ligases are categorized based on the presence of specific domains, such as RING, HECT, F-box, and U-box. RING E3 Ub ligases
exist over approximately ~500 genes in Arabidopsis. based on the in silico data (https://www.genevestigator.com), we selected two
homologous genes (At3g46620 and At5g59550), whose transcriptional levels were up-regulated by a broad spectrum of abiotic stresses
(salt, cold, hydrogen peroxide, and drought) in Arabidopsis. At3g46620 and At5g59550 encoded proteins that contained a single ring
domain and also c-terminal duf1117 (domain of unknown function 1117), and thus they were named AtrdUF1 and AtrdUF2. northern
blot analysis showed that AtrdUF1 and AtrdUF2 mrnA were up-regulated by drought, cold temperature (4oc), high salinity (300 mm),
hydrogen peroxide (20 mM), and ABA (100 μ M) treatment in Arabidopsis seedlings. bacterially expressed mbp-Atrduf1 and mbpAtrduf2 recombinant proteins exhibited e3 ub ligase activity in vitro. to examine the cellular roles of Atrduf1 and Atrduf2, lossof-function t-dnA knock-out atrduf1 and atrduf2 mutant plants were obtained. in germination assay, atrduf1atrduf2 double knock-out
mutants showed insensitive phenotype to the herbicide paraquat (0.1-0.3 μM methyl viologen), which generates reactive oxygen species,
in comparison with wild type plants. more detailed cellular roles of AtrdUF1 and AtrdUF2 will be presented.

03084
dissection of potAssium signAling in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*celine diaz (riken plant science center, Japan), ryoung shin (riken plant science center, Japan)
diazcelnat@psc.riken.jp
potassium (K+), along with nitrogen and phosphorus, is one of essential macronutrients used by plants for growth. due to its positive
impact in plant development, high quantities of K+ is present in fertilizers and applied to soil to be absorbed though the roots system of
crop. the importance of K+ availability has been demonstrated to enhance maturity in corn, to prevent premature senescence in cotton
and to improve soybean production. To ensure an adequate supply of K+, plants have developed multiple mechanisms for K+ uptake
and translocation. in Arabidopsis thaliana, a family of 13 genes named AtKt/Kup (Arabidopsis thaliana K+ uptake transporter) has been
identified as a potential potassium transporter. Among them, only HAK5 shows variation in expression under K+ starvation and high affinity
K+ uptake activity. considering its importance in K+ deprivation signaling, hAK5 promoter was used as a tool to perform a genetic screen
for identifying new partners in the low K+ signal pathway. A collection of fox library containing full-length Arabidopsis cdnAs expressed
independently under the CaMV 35S promoter was transformed with HAK5 promoter fused with a firefly luciferase reporter gene (HAK5
promoter::luc). After harvesting t1 progeny, transgenic seedlings were screened on selective medium and luciferase activities were
measured under full nutrient condition. since the expression of hAK5 promoter::luc was only detected under low K+ condition, the
transformants that have higher luc activities under full nutrient condition were selected for further studies. pattern of luc activity was
confirmed in T2 generation of selected lines and induction of endogenous HAK5 gene expression was analyzed by real time PCR. So far,
20 lines displaying strong luciferase activities in roots and/or leaves have been selected from the screening and sequence analyses have
been performed. further characterization of the candidate genes are in progress.

03085
stomAtAl response to green light in intAct leAves
*yin Wang (the university of tokyo, graduate school of science, department of biological sciences, Japan), Ko noguchi (the university
of tokyo, graduate school of science, department of biological sciences, Japan), ichiro terashima (the university of tokyo, graduate
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school of science, department of biological sciences, Japan)
wangy@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
green light is a major constituent of sunlight and is enriched in the leaf canopy. green light could have some effects on photosynthesis
and transpiration of herbaceous plants that adapt to the canopy light environment. compared with the stomatal responses to red light
or blue light, virtually nothing is known for the stomatal responses to green light. Using intact sunflower leaves, we demonstrated that
green light induces stomatal opening (Wang et al., 2008, pce 31: 1307). We also obtained the data suggesting the existence of a green
light receptor. in this study, we used intact leaves of Arabidopsis thaliana to examine whether cryptochromes and phototropins are the
green light receptors.
single leaves of ca. 2 cm2 from ten-week-old plants of A. thaliana (wild-type and mutants) were used for gas exchange measurements
with a laboratory-constructed system. stomatal conductance (gs) of the whole leaf of wild-type (columbia) was markedly higher in green
light than that in the dark, indicating the stomata of A. thaliana respond to green light. gs of a cryptochrome double mutant (cry1cry2)
was lower than that of the wild-type, whereas gs of a phototropin double mutant (phot1phot2) was comparable to its background,
indicating that cryptochromes rather than phototropins are involved in stomatal green light response.

03086
identificAtion And clAssificAtion of Abiotic stress-relAted 100 ring e3 ubiQuitin ligAses bAsed on the in silico
dAtA in ArAbidopsis
*Ji yeon suh (department of biology, yonsei university, seoul 120-749, republic of Korea), seok Keun cho (department of biology,
yonsei university, seoul 120-749, republic of Korea), Woo taek Kim (department of biology, yonsei university, seoul 120-749, republic
of Korea)
jysuh99@yonsei.ac.kr
Understanding the cellular roles of environmental stress-induced actions of E3 ubiquitin (Ub) ligases in relation with plant growth and
development is an important issue. About 1300 E3 Ub ligases exist in Arabidopsis thaliana and each has their specific target substrates.
We decided to investigate RING E3 Ub ligases because, among ~ 500 genes, few RING E3 genes have yet been identified to be related
with abiotic stresses. based on the in silico data (http://www.genevestigator.com), we selected 100 ring e3 genes, of which expression
was changed in response to abiotic stresses, including drought, high salinity, and cold as well as phytohormone AbA. forty-four genes are
strongly regulated by drought stress. Among the 44 genes, 13 are regulated by drought and salt stresses, while 12 genes are regulated by
drought and ABA. To examine the gene expression profiles of those RING E3 genes in Arabidopsis, mRNA levels of At1g20823, At1g76410,
At5g01880, At3g10910, and At2g17450, which belong to the same group of a clade and contain a single membrane anchoring domain,
were monitored in response to abiotic stresses in Arabidopsis. the expression of At1g20823 was elevated by drought, salt, and cold
stress, while At3g10910 was induced by drought and AbA. the At2g17450 gene showed an induction to AbA and At5g01880 showed a
little induction to salt stress. At1g76410 was constitutively expressed. these results suggest that ring e3 ub ligases, which belong to the
same group of a clade, are differentially regulated by different abiotic stresses.

03087
chloroplAstic dehydroAscorbAte reductAse 5 is essentiAl for response to photooxidAtive stress
*hiroki yamada (Kinki university, Japan), takanori maruta (Kinki university, Japan), yukinori yabuta (tottori university, Japan), takahiro
ishikawa (shimane university, Japan), shigeru shigeoka (Kinki university, Japan)
0933690017d@nara.kindai.ac.jp
Ascorbate (AsA) is one of the most abundant antioxidants and acts as a redox buffer in higher plants. the AsA recycling systems
consisting of monodehydroascorbate reductase (mdAr) and dehydroascorbate reductase (dhAr) are thought to be essential for AsA
functions. the genes encoding mdAr (mdAr1-5) and dhAr (dhAr1-5) existed in the Arabidopsis genome. to clarify the physiological
role of the AsA recycling system in response to photooxidative stress, we characterized single knockout and knockdown Arabidopsis
mutants lacking mdArs (mdAr2, 3, 4) or dhArs (dhAr3, 5). Among them, the knockout and knockdown mutants lacking dhAr5
(dhar5-1 and dhar5-2, respectively) showed the highest sensitivity to high light (1000 μmol/m2/s) or treatment with methylviologen
(50 μM). The redox state of AsA (reduced AsA/total AsA) was significantly lower in the mutant plants than the wild-type plants under
photooxidative stress. interestingly, the redox state of glutathione (gsh) (reduced gsh/total gsh) decreased in the wild-type plants
but not in the mutant plants under photooxidative stress, suggesting that dhAr5 is involved in the oxidation of gsh. under the same
conditions, the accumulation of oxidized proteins and the decrease in the activity of photosynthetic electron transport were larger in the
mutant plants than the wild-type plants. moreover, the absence of dhAr5 accelerated drastically the expression of h2o2-responsive genes
under photooxidative stress. A gfp-fusion of dhAr5 was localized in the chloroplasts of nicotiana benthamiana. The present findings
suggest that dhAr5 is essential for response to photooxidative stress via the redox regulation in chloroplasts.

03088
functionAl AnAlysis of An Ap2 domAin trAnscription fActor, Atds1 of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
hsing-yu chen (national taiwan university, taiwan), en-Jung hsieh (national taiwan university, taiwan), hui-chuan lai (national taiwan
university, taiwan), tsan-piao lin (national taiwan university, taiwan)
cajobekimo@yahoo.com.tw
Atds1 containing one Ap2 domain, encodes a member of the dreb subfamily A-5 of erf/Ap2 transcription factor family of Arabidopsis
thaliana. Atds1 overexpression (OE) transgenic plant showed small plant size, late flowering, short internode as well as sensitive to
drought than wild type plants. seeds germination and stomatal closure test showed Atds1oE plant was AbA insensitive. Atds1 mrnA
was mainly induced by dehydration but not induced by AbA. We also found that AbA and proline level of Atds1oE plants were lower than
wild type after dehydration treatment. microarray dataset of Atds1oE plants revealed the possible mechanism of late flowering time,
AbA insensitive, and dehydration sensitive phenotype. FlC, CYp707a1 (the AbA 8'-hydroxylase), AtAF1 and Abr1 were up-regulated in
35s::Atds1 plants, while sAd2 and pldalpha1 (an AbA signal component) was down-regulated making Atds1oE plants exhibited AbA
insensitive and not tolerate to dehydration. Abi2 and Atpp2CA were up-regulated causing AbA insensitive in stomatal closure test. Gln1.1
and Gln1.3, two glutamine synthase genes were down-regulated in Atds1oE relating to lower poline level than Wt. Atds1 protein was
located in the nucleus and the transcriptional activation domain was located at c-terminal. these results suggest that Atds1 are involved
in dehydration stress response and AbA signal transduction pathway. further investigation will lead to a better understanding of the
negative role played by Atds1 in the drought response pathway.

03089
rcAr3/pyl8 is positive regulAtor of Abscisic Acid signAling during germinAtion And root groWth
*han yong lee (department of Agricultural biotechnology, seoul national university, Korea), Jae sung shim (department of Agricultural
biotechnology, seoul national university, Korea), Ju-seok seo (department of Agricultural biotechnology, seoul national university,
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Korea), sang Joon lee (department of Agricultural biotechnology, seoul national university, Korea), yang do choi (department of
Agricultural biotechnology, seoul national university, Korea)
gene0512@snu.ac.kr
the phytohormone abscisic acid (AbA) regulates physiologically important developmental processes and stress responses. the functional
protein phosphatase type 2C (PP2C) were a negative regulator of ABA signaling in seeds. Recent identification of soluble ABA receptors,
regulatory compound of AbA receptors (rcArs)/pyrabactin resistances (pyrs), have provided a major breakthrough in understanding
the signaling mechanisms of AbA and revealed the importance of pp2cs. by transient expression of rcAr3/pyl8 fused with gfp in onion
(Allium cepa) epidomal cells, we obtained evidence supporting the subcellular localization of this protein mainly in both the cytosol and
the nucleus, respectively. constitutive overexpression of rAcr3/pyl8 confers AbA hypersensitivity in Arabidopsis seeds. Arabidopsis 35s:
pcAr3/pyl8 transgenic plants showed a strong inhibition of early root growth as compared with the wild type. on the contrary, constitutive
rnAi of rcAr3/pyl8 showed a resistance of germination and root growth in several AbA concentration media. both overexpression and
RNAi transgenic plants confirm that RCAR3/PYL8 positively regulates ABA signaling during germination and root growth.

03090
toxicity of thAllium(i) AcetAte in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA, l.
*petra cvjetko (department of molecular biology, faculty of science, university of Zagreb, croatia), nenad malenica (department
of molecular biology, faculty of science, university of Zagreb, croatia), nikolina vidan (department of molecular biology, faculty of
science, university of Zagreb, croatia)
pcvjetko@zg.biol.pmf.hr
thallium is naturally occurring trace element widely distributed in earth’s crust but at very low concentration. due to its high toxicity to
all living organisms, thallium pollution and its impact on food chain quality have become increasing environmental concerns. Increasing
use in emerging new technologies and demanding high-tech industry constantly raise the concern about exposure risk to all living
organisms. however, it has not been studied extensively and published toxicity studies are scarce.
in order to study the toxicity effect of thallium(i) acetate, seeds of Arabidopsis thaliana were allowed to germinate on agar plates
containing different thallium(i) acetate concentration. following a three week dose-response assay, the inhibition of seedlings growth was
proportional to the increase of thallium concentration. A random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) assay was employed to detect DNA
damage in response to thallium toxicity. for the dnA polymorphism analysis, sixty 10-base pair random primers with 60-70% gc content
were screened. Among them, ten rApd primers, that gave uniformly reproducible bands were chosen for further evaluation of thallium
genotoxicity. Since the major drawback of the RAPD technique as a PCR-based method, is the reproducibility of the fingerprints banding,
different concentration of dnA template were tested. in conclusion, after suitable optimization of pcr procedure as well as primer choice,
the rApd assay could detect dnA alteration in response to thallium exposure. these results show changes in intensity, gain and loss of
bands due to thallium exposure.

03091
ArAbidopsis ZAt6 Affects potAssium/sodium homeostAsis to enhAnce tolerAnce to sAlt-stress
*feng-ming An (Academia sinica, biotechnology center in southern taiwan, institute of biotechnology, national cheng Kung
university, taiwan), Jent-turn lee (graduate institute of life sciences, national defense medical center, Agricultural biotechnology
research center, Academia sinica, taiwan), ming-tsair chan (Academia sinica, biotechnology center in southern taiwan, Agricultural
biotechnology research center, Academia sinica, taiwan)
brayan@gate.sinica.edu.tw
salinity is one of the plant abiotic stresses that would obviously affect not only the growth, morphology but the yield. Among the salt
stress, various genes would regulate for this physiological changes. In our laboratory, we found one of the C2H2 type zinc finger protein,
Zat6, might be early-response to various abiotic stresses and was chosen for further study.
Among ZAt6, ZAt7 and ZAt10 proteins, there are one conserved l/fdlnl/f(x)p motif (also known as eAr-motif) as repressor domain
in their C-terminal. These motif were first identified in class II AP2/ERFs (Apetala2/Ethylene Response Factor) and C2H2-type zinc-finger
proteins (ohta et al., 2001). the mechanism of repressor domain is not yet well known. deletion or mutation in the eAr-motif of Zat7
abolishes salinity tolerance without affecting growth suppression which demonstrated that the eAr-motif of Zat7 is directly involved in
enhancing the tolerance of transgenic plants to salinity stress (ciftci-yilmaz et al., 2007). overexpression of ZAt6 in Arabidopsis was
reported to regulate root development and phosphate homeostasis, while rnAi knockdown of ZAt6 was lethal (ballachanda et al., 2007).
the root abundant phenotype was observed in serial deleted promoter-derived gus transgenic lines. because ZAt6ox confer salt stress
but not oxidative stress, we proposed that ZAt6 functions primarily in root by affecting ion homeostasis. the results positively show that
ZAt6 reduces the accumulation of sodium ion after treatment. further, we performed microarray and proteomic analysis to compare wildtype with ZAT6ox transgenic line. We group the identified genes by GO term and several genes were up- or down-regulated in response
to stress between Wt and ZAt6ox line under normal growth condition. extra efforts are needed to verify how ZAt6 affects these genes
to accomplish tolerance to salt-stress.

03092
AtpUb18 And AtpUb19 Are involved in AbA signAling pAthWAy As A negAtive regulAtor in ArAbidopsis.
*dong hye seo (department of biology, KoreA), June m. KWAK (department of cellular biology and molecular genetics, usA), Woo
taek Kim (department of biology, KoreA)
es1106@yonsei.ac.kr
As sessile organisms, plants have developed elaborate regulation mechanisms to adapt to various abiotic stresses. for fast and
effective regulation, higher plants make use of the phytohormone AbA, a well-known mediator in responses to stresses. plants have a
large number of U-box E3 ubiquitin (Ub) ligases compared to humans and yeasts. This implies that U-box E3 Ub ligases may have plantspecific functions. We identified two ABA-induced genes, AtpUb18 and AtpUb19, which encode u-box e3 ub ligases in Arabidopsis. both
genes were upregulated not only by AbA treatment but also by broad spectrum of abiotic stresses. to explore gene expression patterns,
each promoter of AtpUb18 and AtpUb19 was fused to a β-glucuronidase gene and introduced into Arabidopsis. the results show that
these two genes were expressed in leaves, hydathods, and roots under drought stress and AbA treatment. notably, expression of these
two genes was detected in stomatal guard cells. for loss-of-function assay, we obtained atpub18 and atpub19 single knock-out mutant
lines and subsequently generated atpub18atpub19 double knock-out mutant plant. these mutant plants displayed AbA hypersensitive
phenotypes, such as increased stomatal closure and decreased germination ratio, relative to wild type plant. in addition, mutant plants
were significantly tolerant to severe drought stress. For gain-of-function assay, we generated AtpUb18 and AtpUb19 over-expressing
transgenic plants. these transgenic plants had reduced AbA sensitivity. stomatal closure was decreased and germination ratio was higher
compared to wild type plant under AbA treatment. dehydration tolerance was also reduced in AtpUb18- and AtpUb19-overexpressing
plants. these results indicate that Atpub18 and Atpub19 are involved as a negative regulator in AbA signaling pathway in Arabidopsis.
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03093
identificAtion of genes involved in osmotic stress resistAnce using ActivAtion tAgging system in ArAbidopsis
*dong-hyuk Woo (pusan national university, south Korea), dinh huan le (pusan national university, south Korea), hee-yeon park
(pusan national university, south Korea), in soon Kang (pusan national university, south Korea), yong-hwan moon (pusan national
university, south Korea)
humblewoo@hanmail.net
in spite of many studies, there still remain unknown genes related to plant stress response. in this study, Arabidopsis genes involved
in osmotic stress resistance were identified using activation tagging system. To do this, an activation tagging vector, pFGL942, containing
four copies of camv35s enhancer and basta-resistant gene as a selectable marker was constructed and transformed into wild-type
Arabidopsis. Approximately 6,000 t1 activation tagging lines have been generated and among them 2,705 lines were screened to select
salt-resistant lines. so far, 19 lines showed salt resistance at seed germination and/or at seedling stages in both t2 and t3 generations.
Interestingly, 9 lines among the 19 lines showed significant salt resistance only at germination, not at seedling stage whereas other
10 lines were salt-resistant at both developmental stages, suggesting that a different set of genes might be involved in osmotic stress
resistance at each of germination and seedling stages. The flanking sequences of T-DNA inserts of 11 lines among the 19 lines were
recovered by tAil-pcr and the genes activated by the camv35s enhancers were determined using rt-pcr. until now, 5 activated genes
encoding a DEAD box RNA helicase, a RNA-binding protein and so on were identified and their expression characteristics were analyzed.

03094
the role of cyclic Adenosine monophosphAte (cAmp) in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*malinna Jusoh (department of plant sciences, university of oxford, oxford ox1 3rb, uK, Jabatan sains biologi, universiti malaysia
terengganu, 21030 Kuala terengganu, united Kingdom), haruko okamoto (department of plant sciences, university of oxford,
oxford ox1 3rb, uK, united Kingdom), mark fricker (department of plant sciences, university of oxford, oxford ox1 3rb, uK, united
Kingdom), harriet mcWatters (department of plant sciences, university of oxford, oxford ox1 3rb, uK, united Kingdom)
malinna.jusoh@plants.ox.ac.uk
Adenosine 3’,5’-cyclic monophosphate (cAMP) is a ubiquitous signalling intermediate that regulates many intracellular processes in
plant, particularly in response to environmental stress. this second messenger is synthesized from adenosine 5’-triphosphate (Atp) by
adenylyl cyclase (Ac). the Arabidopsis genome encoded two genes, At3g14460 (AtAC1) and At3g14470 (AtAC2) with high homology
to maize Ac and contain n-terminal nucleotide binding domain characteristic of adenylyl cyclases. expression of AtAc1 and AtAc2
complemented E.coli cAmp mutant, cya, suggesting that both proteins produce functional cAmp in vivo. gene expression studies using
gus staining and rt-pcr showed that AtAC1 is expressed in root tips, inflorescence and anther while AtAC2 is expressed in cauline,
senescent, roots and inflorescence. T-DNA insertion mutants of AtAC1 and AtAC2 showed their phenotypes during germination under salt
stress suggesting the role of cAmp as a signalling intermediate in salinity tolerance.

03095
tgA1 And tgA4 trAnscription fActors control nitrAte responses in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA root orgAns
*Jose Alvarez (Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Chile), Eleodoro Riveras (Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Chile), Felipe
Aceituno (Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Chile), Karem Tamayo (Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Chile), Rodrigo
Gutierrez (Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Chile)
jmalvarh@gmail.com
nitrate is one of the most important sources of nitrogen (n) in agricultural soils. nitrate regulates plant root morphology and acts
as a potent signal to control global gene expression in Arabidopsis. however, the mechanisms involved in regulating gene expression
in response to nitrate in plants are still mostly unknown. We used a bioinformatics approach to identify regulatory factors that mediate
nitrate responses in Arabidopsis. our bioinformatics strategy produced a ranking of genes based on their “nitrate regulatory potential”.
the top candidate of our ranking was tgA1, a bZip transcription factor. tgA4, is a closely related member of the bZip family that was also
found in the ranking. Both TGA1 and TGA4 mRNAs accumulated strongly and quickly after nitrate treatments. To evaluate the function of
these transcription factors, we analyzed tga1/tga4 double mutant phenotypes under different n-nutrient conditions. the tga1/tga4 double
mutant showed a shorter primary root than wild-type plants grown in a medium containing a sufficient amount of nitrate. To understand
the molecular basis of this phenotype, we performed transcriptomic analysis to evaluate the effect of nitrate in the wild type and tga1/
tga4 double mutant plants using the Affymetrix Ath1 chip. interestingly, 97% of the genes that depend on tgA1/tgA4 for normal
expression are regulated by nitrate treatments. Among the nitrate-responsive genes that depend on tgA1/tgA4, we found the nitrate
transporters nrt2.1, nrt2.2 and the nitrite reductase genes. these genes are key for nitrate uptake and reduction. using chromatin
immunoprecipitation assays we discovered that tgA1 is bound to nrt2.1 promoter in a nitrate-dependent manner. these results indicate
that tgA1 and tgA4 are important regulatory factors mediating the nitrate response of Arabidopsis root organs.
Acknowledgment: funded by nucleo milenio en genomica funcional de plantas (p06-009-f), fondecyt(1060457) and conicyt
doctoral fellowship grants.

03096
functionAl AnAlysis of osmotic stress-ActivAted subclAss ii snrK2 protein KinAses in ArAbidopsis
*masahide mizoguchi (riKen plant science center, graduate school of Agricultural and life sciences, the university of tokyo, Japan),
taishi umezawa (riKen plant science center, Japan), Kazuo nakashima (Japan international research center for Agricultural sciences,
Japan), hironori takasaki (graduate school of Agricultural and life sciences, the university of tokyo, Japan international research
center for Agricultural sciences, Japan), yasunari fujita (Japan international research center for Agricultural sciences, Japan), Kazuko
yamaguchi-shinozaki (graduate school of Agricultural and life sciences, the university of tokyo, Japan international research center
for Agricultural sciences, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen plant science center, Japan)
mizoguti@rtc.riken.jp
snf1-related protein kinases 2 (snrK2s) are activated by AbA- and/or osmotic stress and are involved in stress signaling pathways
in plants. Ten members of Arabidopsis SnRK2 are classified into three subclasses. Recently, three subclass III SnRK2s including SRK2E/
ost1/snrK2.6 were shown to play crucial roles in AbA signal transduction pathways. however, the functions of other two subclasses of
snrK2s are still unclear. in this study, we studied in planta functions of the subclass ii snrK2s (srK2c/snrK2.8 and srK2f/snrK2.9) in
Arabidopsis. to analyze their functions, we established the srk2cf double mutant. microarray analysis showed that the many AbA-inducible
genes were downregulated in srk2cf under drought stress conditions. however, those genes showed normal response to AbA even in
srk2cf, suggesting that the subclass II SnRK2s mediate drought stress signaling significantly, but that their roles are only supportive in
ABA-dependent pathway. We could not observe significant phenotypes of srk2cf. We will discuss the role of the subclass ii snrK2s in
Arabidopsis.
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03097
osgAp1 fAcilitAtes vAcuolAr trAfficKing of v-AtpAse subunit vhA-A under sAlt stress condition
*young sim son (division of Applied life sciences, gyeongsang national university, south korea), chak han im (division of Applied
life sciences, gyeongsang national university, south korea), sung min hwang (division of Applied life sciences, gyeongsang national
university, south korea), Jeong dong bahk (division of Applied life sciences, gyeongsang national university, south korea)
sary33@hanmail.net
Vacuolar H+-ATPases are significantly involved in vacuolar pH regulation, and endocytic trafficking. The molecular mechanism of the
regulation is almost unknown in plant until now. to understand this mechanism, we attempted to screen some regulatory proteins as
an interaction partner of osvhA. here, we show that the n-terminus of rice vhA-a subunit interacts with osgAp1, a gtpase-activating
protein for the ypt/rab family of small g-proteins, and they colocalizes into the tgn and/or prevacuolar compartment. moreover, it was
also demonstrated that the GAP domain as well as a C-terminal region of OsGAP1 contributed to efficient binding with OsVHA. In case of
the OsGAP1 deletion mutant defective of two binding domains, green fluorescent protein tagged OsVHAs(OsVHA-GFP) were not delivered
to the central vacuole, but diffused into the cytoplasm. From this, it was confirmed that GAP1 is essential in the trafficking of OsVHA from
the prevacuolar compartment to the central vacuole. from the previous report on the major role of vacuolar h+-Atpases in ion and/or
nutrient transport and in salt tolerance mechanism, our result supported that osvhA could play some important roles in maintaining
cytosolic na+ homeostasis in rice. rt-pcr analysis showed that amounts of osgAp1 and osvhA transcripts were increased immediately
in roots under salt stress. furthermore, in the immuonprecipitation assay, it was assumed that the enhanced interaction between osgAp1
and OsVHA under the same condition may facilitate vacuolar trafficking of OsVHA. In conclusion, it was indicated that VHA could adjust
ion imbalance by interacting with OsGAP1 during salt stress through sequestration of it to vacuole.
[supported by a grant from the bK21 program at gyeongsang national university]

03098
identificAtion of trAnscription fActors involved in oZone tolerAnce in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA.
*yukari nagatoshi (national institute of advanced industrial science and technology (Aist), Japan), nobutaka mitsuda (national institute
of advanced industrial science and technology (Aist), Japan), Akihiro Kubo (national institute for environmental studies (nies), Japan),
hikaru saji (national institute for environmental studies (nies), Japan), masaru ohme-takagi (national institute of advanced industrial
science and technology (Aist), Japan)
yukari-nagatoshi@aist.go.jp
the tropospheric ozone, which is the major component of photochemical oxidants, is considered as the most phytotoxic air pollutant. A
lot of studies have provided important information on understanding ozone stress response and mechanism. high concentration of ozone
causes significant damage in plant growth and induces oxidative stress that activates programmed cell death. It has been proven that
ozone triggers the hormone-signaling network, such as ethylene, salicylic acid and jasmonic acid, and gene expression associated with
pathogen infection. therefore, analysis of the responsive pathway of ozone would be related to biotic and abiotic stress response in plants.
However, detailed molecular mechanisms of this subject remained to be clarified, and there were no reports regarding ozone-tolerant
mutants. in this study, we applied our cres-t system, in which a transcription factor is converted into a strong repressor, to identify
transcription factors involved in ozone stress response. CRES-T is gene silencing technology, which could efficiently suppress functions
of both target and functionally-redundant transcription factors. We identified three candidate genes, of which CRES-T transgenic plants
exhibit tolerance to ozone stress. Among them, HR0294 plants that exhibited a higher tolerance to ozone also had tolerances to paraquat
(methyl viologen) and so2, which also cause oxidative stresses. in hr0294 plants, o2- accumulation was reduced and steady-state mrnA
levels of superoxide dismutases (sods) in the chloroplasts were higher than in wild-type (col-0). our results indicate that the tolerance
of hr0294 to oxidative stress is in part due to enhanced activities of the chloroplastic sods.

03099
identificAtion of WrKy trAnscription fActors involved in sulfur deficiency inducible sulfAte uptAKe Activity
*Akiko maruyama-nakashita (Kyushyu university, JApAn), makiko takamune (riKen plant science center, JApAn), Kazuki saito (riKen
plant science center, JApAn), hideki takahashi (riKen plant science center, JApAn)
amaru@agr.kyushu-u.ac.jp
sUltr1;2 high-affinity sulfate transporter facilitates sulfate uptake from the environment. In Arabidopsis, expression of sUltr1;2 was
induced upon sulfur deficiency (-S), which enables the plants to survive under -S condition. The -S response of sUltr1;2 is controlled
by SLIM1 transcription factor. Previously, we have identified cis-acting element involved in the -s-inducible expression of sUltr1;2,
which contains WRKY binding sequence. In this study, we have tried to identify the WRKY transcription factors that control -S-inducible
expression of sUltr1;2. Among the 72 members of WrKy transcription factor in Arabidopsis, 3 members exhibited the up-regulated
transcript levels by -s in the wild type plants but not in slim1 mutant. then we isolated t-dnA insertion mutants of 3 WrKy members, and
analyzed sUltr1;2 expression and sulfate uptake activity. Both were significantly down-regulated under -S condition in these mutants
comparing with wild-type plants, suggesting the involvement of these WrKy transcription factors in -s-inducible expression of sUltr1;2
and sulfate uptake.

03100
funtionAl AnAlysis of A nitrogen supply-inducible trAnscription fActor, osmyb-nr1, in rice
*naoya sawaki (graduate school of Agricultural and life science, the university of tokyo, Japan), ryoma tsujimoto (graduate school
of Agricultural and life science, the university of tokyo, Japan), mikao shigyo (graduate school of Agricultural and life science, the
university of tokyo, Japan), toshihiko Aki (graduate school of Agricultural and life science, the university of tokyo, Jst, crest,
Japan), shuichi yanagisawa (graduate school of Agricultural and life science, the university of tokyo, Jst, crest, Japan)
chopin.ballade.no.2@gmail.com
supply of nitrogen, one of macronutrients, affects expression levels of numerous genes in plants. previously, we performed transcriptome
analysis using rice seedlings treated with ammonium nitrate to identify nitrogen supply-inducible genes in rice, and then identified two
genes encoding putative nitrogen-inducible transcription factors (tfs), osmyb-nr1 and osmyb-nr2. here we show characterization of
osmyb-nr1. rt-pcr analysis revealed that the expression of osMYb-nr1 was specifically induced by nitrate but not ammonia and that
rapidly induced expression of osMYb-nr1 gradually reduced even in the presence of nitrate. We also detected the expression of osMYbnr1 in various tissues, including seed, leaf sheath and blade, root, and panicle, suggesting that OsMYB-NR1 may be a ubiquitous TF. To
investigate whether OsMYB-NR1 really functions as a TF, we investigated its subcellular localization using green fluorescence protein.
dnA-binding activity was also investigated by the dnA-binding site selection experiment and electrophoresis mobility shift assays.
Because the results of these analyses suggested that OsMYB-NR1 bind DNA in a sequence-specific manner in nuclei, we investigated its
activity as a TF using a reporter plasmid that contains the identified sequence fused to the 35S minimal promoter. By protoplast transient
assay using the reporter plasmid and two expression vectors for native osmyb-nr1 and osmyb-nr1 fused to the vp16 transcriptional
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activation domain, it was shown that the expression of osmyb-nr1 reduced expression of the reporter gene whereas osmyb-nr1-vp16
fusion protein activated transcription from the synthetic promoter, suggesting that osmyb-nr1 functions as a repressor. furthermore, we
found putative osmyb-nr1 binding sites in the osMYb-nr1 promoter, and indicated that osmyb-nr1 represses its own promoter activity.
based on these results, we will discuss a possible feedback regulation mediated by osmyb-nr1.

03101
compArAtive trAnscriptomic AnAlysis of metAbolic AlterAtions by p stArvAtion in plAnt roots.
*Jun Wasaki (graduate school of biosphere science, hiroshima university, Japan), takuro shinano (national Agricultural research
center for hokkaido region, Japan)
junw@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
plants have developed many strategies to grow under low p conditions. to clarify the differences among plant species in strategies to
grow under low p conditions, comparative transcriptomic analysis for roots of Arabidopsis thaliana, rice (oryza sativa), lotus japonicus
and soybean (Glycine max) was performed. plants were hydroponically cultured with or without p as +p and -p treatments, respectively.
the roots were harvested to use for transcriptomic analysis. oligonucleotide arrays provided by Agilent or filgen were used for the
transcriptomic analysis.
many genes involved in known strategies to uptake p such as acid phosphatases and pi transporters were commonly up-regulated by
-P in all plants. It is considered that these genes contribute to efficient P uptake. It was also found that the lipid metabolism, such as
sulfolipids and glycolipids synthesis, was commonly altered. the increase of non-phosholipids in -p conditions could contribute to internal
p recycling.
the difference of metabolic alteration in carbon metabolisms was found between legumes and non-legume plants. Whereas the
stimulation of glycolysis in -p roots of Arabidopsis and rice to maintain the supplement of carbon skeletons were suggested, the alteration
of the genes involved in glycolysis and tcA cycles were not indicated in -p roots of legume plants. this fact suggests that the strategy of
legume plants in carbon metabolism is different from non-legume plants.
The alteration of secondary metabolisms was specific in each plant species. The alteration of genes involved in flavonoid synthesis was
specific in legume plants. Whereas the synthesis of isoflavones was repressed in -P Lotus roots, it was stimulated in -P soybean roots.
These results may imply the importance of the secondary metabolites in the rhizosphere control by the legume-specific root exudates.

03102
physiologicAl And moleculAr-genetic study of plAgiogrAvitropism in lAterAl roots of ArAbidopsis
*Jun matsuzaki (faculty of science, hokkaido university, Japan), yusuke Jikumaru (riKen plant science center, Japan), masaaki K.
Watahiki (faculty of science, hokkaido university, Japan), yuji Kamiya (riKen plant science center, Japan), Kotaro t. yamamoto
(faculty of science, hokkaido university, Japan)
jm@sci.hokudai.ac.jp
growth directions of lateral organs are major determinant of architecture of a plant body. lateral roots of Arabidopsis temporary grow
obliquely relative to the gravity vector after the initiation and then grow downward, whereas the transition from oblique to downward
growth direction of mutant hy5 is retarded. We study molecular mechanism controlling the growth directions of lateral roots by analyzing
hy5. In order to quantitatively describe plagiogravitropic reorientation, we built a mathematical model by expressing bending rate
as a linear combination of sine and cosine of deviation of growth direction from gravity vector. The model fitted well, implying that a
mechanism sensing the radial outer- and apical component of gravity independently controls the bending rate. We further estimated
gravitropic set-point angle (gsA) based on the model and found gsA declined with root elongation, and the decline was retarded in hy5.
because many auxin-responsive genes is up-regulated in hy5, we asked whether auxin is involved in growth direction of lateral roots. An
application of anti-auxin bh-iAA caused lateral roots of hy5 to grow more downward direction, suggesting auxin sustains oblique growth
direction. However, IAA concentration at root tips was not significantly different between hy5 and wild-type or among roots with various
growth directions. because part of AbA signaling is decreased in hy5, we also asked whether AbA is involved growth direction of lateral
roots. AbA application caused lateral roots of hy5 to grow more downward direction, and expression level of AbA-responsive gene rd29A
at root tips was lower in hy5 than wild-type. AbA signal at root tips of lateral roots may promote transition to downward growth direction.
We also screened for revertants of hy5 with earlier transition from oblique to downward growth in lateral roots and found a candidate line
for the revertants.

03103
distinct functions of bor1 fAmily in boron trAnsport in A. thAliAnA
*Kyoko miwa (hokkaido university, Japan), toru fujiwara (university of tokyo, Japan)
miwakyoko@cris.hokudai.ac.jp
boron (b) is an essential trace element for plants. borate crosslinking of rhamnogalacturonan-ii (rg-ii) in cell walls is a primary
physiological role of B in plants. Both B deficiency and toxicity have negative effects on plant growth and development. Arabidopsis
thaliana BOR1 is an efflux transporter of B that is required for the xylem loading under B limitation. Six bor1 homologous genes (bor27) are present in the A. thaliana genome. here we present their distinct functions for b nutrition.
t-dnA insertion in bor2, the most similar gene to bor1, impaired root cell elongation rather than shoot growth under the limited
supply of b. severer growth retardation both in roots and shoots was observed in the double t-dnA mutant of bor1 and bor2. All of
these lines grew normally under B sufficiency. These results suggest that BOR2 has at least in part distinct function from BOR1. Total
b concentrations in roots in bor2 mutant were not different from that of the wild type plants, however, dimerization of rg-ii-b was
reduced in these mutant plants under low b supply. it is likely that borate transport by bor2 from symplasts to apoplasts or into vesicles
is required for effective dimerization of RG-II-B and promotes root cell elongation under B limitation.
bor3 mutant plants did not show an apparent phenotype, but a triple t-dnA insertion mutant line of bor1, bor2 and bor3, exhibited
more severe root growth defects under low b compared to the double mutant of bor1 and bor2, suggesting its supportive role.
it is previously reported that bor4 is free from b-dependent protein degradation which down-regulates bor1 under high b and
enhanced expression of bor4 improved high b tolerance. slight growth reduction was observed under toxic level of b supply in t-dnA
insertion mutants of bor4, further supporting the role of bor4 for high b tolerance.

03104
functionAl chArActeriZAtion of ArAbidopsis dJ-1A
*min hee Jung (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Joon-yung cha (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Keum-Joo son
(gyeongsang national university, Korea), dae-sung moon (gyeongsang national university, Korea), Jin-su rho (gyeongsang national
university, Korea), daeyoung son (gyeongsang national university, Korea)
qeenmini@hanmail.net
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DJ-1 superfamily includes a broad spectrum of proteins characterized by having a highly conserved DJ-1 domain. DJ-1 was first
identified as an oncogene in mouse and has recently been identified as the causative gene of familial Parkinson’s disease. DJ-1 has
multiple functions in transcriptional regulation, apoptosis and molecular chaperone. Although several plant genes containing dJ-1 like
sequence have been identified, no other information on these proteins is available to date. In this study, we report the functional
characterization of a cdnA encoding Arabidopsis dJ-1A (AtdJ-1A). AtdJ-1A is a 1167 bp cdnA with an open reading frame to encode a 389
amino acid protein with molecular weight of 41 kDa. AtDJ-1A contains two tandem arrays of DJ-1 like sequences, which is different from
the other known dJ-1 superfamily members. transcripts of AtdJ-1A increased during heat stress. AtdJ-1A protein exhibits a chaperone
activity preventing thermal aggregation of malic dehydrogenase and a refolding activity renaturing the unfolded glucose-6-phosphate
dehydrogenase. furthermore, h2o2 treated AtdJ-1A protein showed higher chaperone activity than the native protein.

03105
nitrAte groWth response of hydroponicAlly groWn ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Akiko enju (Australian centre for plant functional genomics, the university of Adelaide, Australia), trevor p. garnett (Australian
centre for plant functional genomics, the university of Adelaide, Australia), vanessa conn (Australian centre for plant functional
genomics, the university of Adelaide, Australia), scott A. carter (Australian centre for plant functional genomics, the university
of Adelaide, Australia), brent n. Kaiser (the university of Adelaide, Australia), mark A. tester (Australian centre for plant functional
genomics, the university of Adelaide, Australia)
akiko.enju@acpfg.com.au
Improving nitrogen (N) use efficiency in crop plants is a way of reducing both the costs and detrimental environmental effects associated
with nitrogen fertilisation. Generally, cereal crops are not efficient at acquiring N from the soil or utilising N once in the plant. To improve
these processes we need to better understand how nitrogen is taken up and utilised by plants.
We know relatively little of how the nitrogen uptake processes in plants are regulated or how they respond to n limitation. the most
well known system is that in Arabidopsis thaliana. however, much of the work with nitrogen in Arabidopsis has been carried out growing
plants on solutions derived from tissue culture work and some with very high nitrate concentrations (up to 20 mm). to be able develop
an assay to study the response of the Arabidopsis nitrogen transport system to n limitation we characterised the response of a number
of Arabidopsis ecotypes to a range of nitrate concentrations.
Arabidopsis plants (Col_0, C24 and WS) were grown hydroponically in an ‘ebb and flow’ nutrient delivery system where plants can
be grown to maturity at regulated concentrations of nitrate as low as 0.1 mm. nitrate concentrations in the hydroponic solutions were
maintained at 0.1, 0.2, 0.4 and 2.0 mm and plants grown for 5 weeks before harvesting and biomass measurement.
our results were surprising in that shoot growth had reached its maximum at the relatively low nitrate concentration of 1 mm. the
response to nitrate was also seen in the root:shoot ratio where below 0.4 mm nitrate the root as a proportion of shoot biomass was
consistently higher.
these results suggest that studies investigating nitrogen uptake characteristics in Arabidopsis should use much lower nitrogen
concentrations than are currently used.

03106
AthAK5 And AKt1 Are reQuired for seedling estAblishment And post-germinAtion groWth under loW K+ conditions
*young Jae pyo (yonsei university, Korea), markus gierth (university of cologne, germany), Julian schroeder (university of california
san diego, usA), myeon haeng cho (yonsei university, Korea)
yjpyo@yonsei.ac.kr
potassium (K+) is a major plant nutrient required for plant growth and development. Plant roots absorb K+ through uptake systems
operating at low concentrations (high-affinity transport) and high external concentrations (low-affinity transport). To understand the
molecular basis of high-affinity K+ uptake in Arabidopsis, we analyzed loss of function mutants in AthAK5 and AKt1, two transmembrane
proteins active in roots. compared to wild-type under nh4+-free growth condition, athak5 mutant plants exhibited growth defects at 10
μM K+ but at K+ concentrations of 20 μM and above athak5 mutants were visibly indistinguishable from the wild-type. While germination
was only slightly decreased in athak5 akt1 double mutants on low K+ media, double mutants failed to grow on media containing up to 100
μM K+ and growth was impaired at concentrations up to 450 μM K+. interestingly, athak5 akt1 double mutants are more sensitive to nh4+
and na+ than wild-type at intermediate K+ concentrations. determination of rb+(K+) uptake kinetics in wild-type and mutant roots using
86
rb+ as a tracer for potassium revealed that high-affinity Rb+(K+) uptake into roots is almost completely abolished in double mutants and
impaired in single mutants. these results strongly indicate that AthAK5 and AKt1 are the two major, physiologically relevant molecular
entities mediating high-affinity potassium uptake into roots during seedling establishment and post-germination growth. [This work was
supported by the crop functional genomics center funded by the ministry of science and technology of the Korean government (grant
no. cg2152) and the second phase of the bK21 program (ybri) of Korea]

03107
dissecting the genetic control of nAturAl vAriAtion in sAlt tolerAnce of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA Accessions
*taku Katori (tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan), Akiro ikeda (tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan), satoshi iuchi (riKen
bioresource center, Japan), masatomo Kobayashi (riKen bioresource center, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen yokohama institute,
Japan), Kenji maehashi (tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan), yoichi sakata (tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan), shigeo tanaka
(tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan), teruaki taji (tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan)
56080001@nodai.ac.jp
many accessions (ecotypes) of Arabidopsis have been collected. Although few differences exist among their nucleotide sequences, these
subtle differences induce large genetic variation in phenotypic traits such as stress tolerance and flowering time. To understand the natural
variability in salt tolerance, we performed large-scale soil pot experiments to evaluate salt tolerance among 350 Arabidopsis thaliana
accessions. the evaluation revealed a wide variation in the salt tolerance among accessions. several accessions, including bu-5, bur-0,
ll-1, Wl-0, and Zu-0, exhibited marked stress tolerance compared with a salt-sensitive experimental accession, col-0. the salt-tolerant
accessions were also evaluated by agar-plate assays. the data obtained by the large-scale assay correlated well with the results of a saltacclimation (sA) assay, in which plants were transferred to high-salinity medium following placement on moderate-salinity medium for 7
days. Genetic analyses indicated that the salt tolerance without SA is a quantitative trait under polygenic control, whereas salt tolerance
with sA is regulated by a single gene located on chromosome 5 that is common among the markedly salt-tolerant accessions. these
results provide important information for understanding the mechanisms underlying natural variation of salt tolerance in Arabidopsis.

03108
ArAbidopsis ltp3 is involved in Wound-induced JAsmonAte signAl trAnsmission Along stem
*Jing chen (graduate school of bioscience and biotechnology, tokyo institute of technology, Japan), shinji masuda (center for
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biological resources and informatics, tokyo institute of technology, Japan), hiroyuki ohta (center for biological resources and
informatics, tokyo institute of technology, Japan)
jingchen.titech@gmail.com
Plant non-specific Lipid transfer proteins are a group of small and basic proteins having four disulfide bonds with eight conserved cysteine
residues and a hydrophobic cave inside with a lipid binding ability. They are regarded to exert lipid binding function on flower development,
cell wall extension, pathogen resistance, and systemic signal delivering. LTP3 is one of the non-specific lipid transfer proteins and it was
considered to be a defense related protein with AbA-responsive gene expression. ltp3 promoter gus fusion protein was detected in guard
cell, inflorescence, cauline leaf, mid vein, stem and developing lateral root. Subcellular analysis using green florescent protein fused with
ltp3 showed that it co-localized with endosome marker fm4-64. We found that wound-responsive jasmonate-related gene expression
in systemic cauline leaves was impaired in ltp3 knockout mutant, although no obvious phenotype was observed in rosette leaves. these
evidences suggest that ltp3 is involved in wound-responsive systemic signal transmission particularly in stem region.

03109
glutAthione s-trAnsfereAse, At1g10370, A neW component of AbA signAling plAys positive And negAtive role in
Abiotic stress
*Jui-hung chen (institute of plant biology, national taiwan university, taiwan(r.o.c)), en-Juun hsieh (institute of plant biology,
national taiwan university, taiwan(r.o.c)), han-Wei Jiang (institute of plant biology, national taiwan university, taiwan(r.o.c)), hsinyu chen (institute of plant biology, national taiwan university, taiwan(r.o.c)), ching-te chien (division of silviculture, taiwan forestry
research institute, taiwan(r.o.c)), hsu-liang hsieh (institute of plant biology, national taiwan university, taiwan(r.o.c)), tsan-piao
lin (institute of plant biology, national taiwan university, taiwan(r.o.c))
d92b42005@ntu.edu.tw
glutathione s-transferase family has 63 members and plays major role in oxidative stress metabolism whereas no observation so far
was provided to support a role on the regulation in droughted plants. A glutathione s-transferase gene (At1g10370) was found in this
study when mutated making the plant tolerant to drought and salt stresses but impaired in oxidative stress tolerance. the knock-out
plant, At1g10370 exhibited higher AbA accumulation, smaller stomata aperture, lower transpiration rate, higher glutathione content,
better development of primary and lateral root system as well as longer vegetative growth in normal growth condition. At1g10370 is
mainly expressed in the guard cell, primary and lateral root primordia in addition to the vascular tissue, especially enhanced in the
stressed condition contributing to open stomata and limited root growth in over-expressed plants. under AbA treatment, the knockout
plants are hyposensitive in seed germination, and have much profound root system than wild type. these stress adaptations contribute
to an advantage to Arabidopsis in the later stage of water-limited environments. At1g10370 may involve in different signaling pathways,
including one in the AbA signaling upstream to the Areb1 pathway. We propose a negative regulatory role of At1g10370 in the adaptive
responses to drought and salt stresses, functioning as a modulator of the AbA-mediated signal transduction pathways.

03110
functionAl chArActeriZAtion of cAlreticulin gene in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Jun_hyeok Kim (college of life sciences and biotechnology,Korea university,5-ka Anam-dong, sungbuk-ku, seoul, republic of Korea),
hana noh (college of Agriculture and life science,division of Applied plant science,chonnam national universit, republic of Korea),
suk-Whan hong hong (college of Agriculture and life science,division of Applied plant science,chonnam national universit, republic
of Korea), hojoung lee (college of life sciences and biotechnology,Korea university,5-ka Anam-dong, sungbuk-ku, seoul, republic of
Korea)
seasidekp@korea.ac.kr
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) serves a platform for the folding and modification of membrane-associated and secreted proteins in
eukaryotic cells. since misfolded proteins may threaten the cell viability, those proteins are degraded in 26s proteasome of the cytoplasm
that is called er-associated degradation (erAd). the unfolded protein response (upr) is elicited by dysfunction of the er which is a cellular
organelle equipped with well-orchestrated protein folding machinery composed of a variety of proteins. Sensor proteins detecting the
occurrence of misfolded proteins and protein chaperones helping the re-folding of those proteins participate in the surveillance mechanism
called “Quality control” to prevent the accumulation of misfolded proteins that are not functioning properly. in order to understand the
function of calreticulin (crt) in plant growth and development, we isolated a triple knockout mutant, designated t123, lacking crt1, crt2
and crt3 genes and present its characterization with respect to abiotic stress tolerance.

03111
multiple function of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA tpr-contAining thioredoxin, Attdx in A structure-dependent.
*seul Ki paeng (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south Korea), sun yong lee
(division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south Korea), Ji hyun Jung (division of Applied
life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south Korea), nu ri sung (division of Applied life science (ebncrc
and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south Korea), chang ho Kang (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21),
gyeongsang national university, south Korea), Woe yeon Kim (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang
national university, south Korea), Kyun oh lee (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university,
south Korea), sang yeol lee (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south Korea)
kkokkoma007@hanmail.net
We found that Arabidopsis AtTDX, a heat-stable and plant-specific thioredoxin (Trx)-like protein, exhibits multiple functions, acting as
a disulfide reductase, foldase chaperone, and holdase chaperone. The activity of AtTDX, which contains 3 tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR)
domains and a Trx motif, depends on its oligomeric status. The disulfide reductase and foldase chaperone functions predominate when
Attdx occurs in the low molecular weight (lmW) form, whereas the holdase chaperone function predominates in the high molecular
weight (HMW) complexes. Because deletion of the TPR domains results in a significant enhancement of AtTDX disulfide reductase activity
and complete loss of the holdase chaperone function, our data suggest that the tpr domains of Attdx block the active site of trx and
play a critical role in promoting the holdase chaperone function. the oligomerization status of Attdx is reversibly regulated by heat shock,
which causes a transition from LMW to HMW complexes with concomitant functional switching from a disulfide reductase and foldase
chaperone to a holdase chaperone. overexpression of Attdx in Arabidopsis conferred enhanced heat shock resistance to plants, primarily
via its holdase chaperone activity.

03112
compArAtive AnAlysis of tWo cytosolic heAt shocK protein 90s in ArAbidopsis
gyeong ik Ahn (department of biochemistry, gyeongsang national university, south Korea), *Joon-yung cha (division of Applied life
science (bK21), ebncrc and Wcu program, gyeongsang national university, south Korea), ning li (division of Applied life science
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(bK21), ebncrc and Wcu program, gyeongsang national university, south Korea), sun bin Kang (division of Applied life science
(bK21), ebncrc and Wcu program, gyeongsang national university, south Korea), mi ri Kim (division of Applied life science (bK21),
ebncrc and Wcu program, gyeongsang national university, south Korea), dae-Jin yun (department of biochemistry, gyeongsang
national university, division of Applied life science (bK21), ebncrc and Wcu program, gyeongsang national university, south Korea),
sang yeol lee (department of biochemistry, gyeongsang national university, division of Applied life science (bK21), ebncrc and Wcu
program, gyeongsang national university, south Korea), Woe yeon Kim (division of Applied life science (bK21), ebncrc and Wcu
program, gyeongsang national university)
joonyung@hotmail.com
*G.I. Ahn and J.-Y. Cha contributed equally to this work.
the 90-kda heat shock protein (hsp90) is an abundant and highly conserved molecular chaperone that is essential for cell survival.
A search for Hsp90 sequences in the Arabidopsis thaliana genome revealed that this family includes 7 members localized differentially.
Among them, Athsp90.1 to Athsp90.4 is localized in cytoplasm. despite the abundant information on animal hsp90, there is minimal
data on functional activity of Arabidopsis cytosolic hsp90 proteins. here, we carried the comparative analysis of two Arabidopsis cytosolic
hsp90, Athsp90.1 and Athsp90.3. Athsp90.3 showed higher holdase and foldase chaperone activity than Athsp90.1, although both of
Athsp90 proteins exhibited an effective chaperone activity. using size-exclusion chromatography, we found that two proteins showed
different oligomeric states, even though they had a high sequence similarity (86%). While AtHsp90.1 existed as various oligomeric forms
such as monomer, dimer and high oligomer, Athsp90.3 exists mainly as high oligomeric form. to determine the functional differences
between each oligomeric forms of Athsp90.1, chaperone activity was examined. high oligomeric forms of Athsp90.1 showed higher
activity than monomer or dimer forms. in addition, Atpase activity of Athsp90.3 was also higher than that of Athsp90.1. thus, we
concluded that high oligomeric hsp90 may increase the capacity of substrate binding, and furthermore, increase the chaperone activity.

03113
ArAbidopsis myb60 plAys An importAnt role in Abiotic stress tolerAnce viA its involvement in stomAtAl regulAtion
And root groWth
Jee eun oh (Korea university, Korea), md. Aktar hossain (Korea university, Korea), yerim Kwon (Korea university, Korea), hana noh
(chonnam national university, Korea), suk-Whan hong (chonnam national university, Korea), hojoung lee (Korea university, Korea),
*young-hye Kim (college of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, 1, 5-ka Anam-dong, sungbuk-ku, seoul 1, Korea)
mylove072@korea.ac.kr
in response to environmental challenges, several signaling pathways that trigger expression of transcription factors are activated in
plant cells. Arabidopsis myb60 was reported to be involved in stomatal regulation under drought conditions. here, we show that two splice
variants are generated from the MYB60 gene and that both play a crucial role in stomatal closure and subsequent drought tolerance.
This role was demonstrated by over-expressing each variant, which conferred enhanced sensitivity to water deficit stress. The second
splice variant of MYB60, which lacks the first exon and whose gene product localizes to the nucleus, also promoted guard cell deflation in
response to water deficit. Moreover, MYB60 is expressed in root tissues when plants are exposed to auxin but not other plant hormones,
which appears to contribute to altered root growth. Analysis of microarray data sets revealed that a diverse array of genes exhibits altered
expression under drought stress in myb60.2-ox plants that overexpress the second splice variant. myb60.1-ox and myb60.2-ox plants
exhibited enhanced root growth in response to mannitol as compared to the wild type plants. taken together, these data indicate that
myb60 plays a dual role in abiotic stress tolerance in Arabidopsis, through its involvement in stomatal regulation and root growth.

03114
heAt shocK-dependent structurAl And functionAl sWitching of thioredoxin h-type 3 in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA.
*seong cheol hwang (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), young Jun
Jung (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), young mee lee (division of
Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), deok ho lee (division of Applied life science
(ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea), hye bin lee (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21),
gyeongsang national university, south korea), Woe yeon Kim (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang
national university, south korea), Kyun oh lee (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university,
south korea), sang yeol lee (division of Applied life science (ebncrc and bK21), gyeongsang national university, south korea)
keiney@nate.com
A large number of thioredoxins (Trxs), small redox proteins, have been identified from all living organisms. However, many of the
physiological roles played by these proteins remain to be elucidated. We isolated a high molecular weight (hmW) form of h-type trx from
the heat-treated cytosolic extracts of Arabidopsis suspension cells and designated it as Attrx-h3. using bacterially expressed recombinant
AtTrx-h3, we find that it forms various protein structures ranging from low and oligomeric protein species to HMW complexes. And the
AtTrx-h3 performs dual functions, acting as a disulfide reductase and as a molecular chaperone, which are closely associated with its
molecular structures. The disulfide reductase function is observed predominantly in the LMW forms, whereas the chaperone function
predominates in the hmW complexes. the multimeric structures of Attrx-h3 are regulated not only by heat-shock but also by redox status.
Two active Cys residues in AtTrx-h3 are required for disulfide reductase activity, but not for chaperone function. AtTrx-h3 confers enhanced
heat-shock tolerance in Arabidopsis, primarily through its chaperone function.

03115
A novel type of ArAbidopsis myb trAnscription fActor myb-h positively regulAtes hypocotyl elongAtion in the
light.
*yerim Kwon (college of life sciences and biotechnology west building, Korea university, republic of Korea), suk-Whan hong
(college of Agriculture and life science, chonnam national university, republic of Korea), hojoung lee (college of life sciences and
biotechnology west building, Korea university, republic of Korea)
kyerim@korea.ac.kr
complicated endogenous and exogenous signals exhibit coordinated regulation of plant growth and development. We were interested
in myb genes that are involved in the regulation of abiotic stress tolerance. searching publically available microarray analysis allowed
us to identify several myb genes showing altered expression in response to abiotic stresses. to examine their function, these myb
genes were constitutively expressed in Arabidopsis. Among them, one myb gene designated MYB-H (hypocotyls) exhibited significantly
enhanced hypocotyls under light condition. the myb-h seems to act as a repressor because of the presence of the r/Klfgv conserved
motif which is found in the transcription repression. fused myb-h and gfp protein revealed that myb-h was localized exclusively in
the nuclear compartment. Quantitative rt-pcr analysis indicated that myb-h expression responded to dark at the transcript level.
interestingly, enhanced elongation of the myb-h overexpressor hypocotyls were completely blocked by the presence of gA biosynthesis
inhibitor, paclobutrazol. taken together, our results suggested that myb-h is capable of positively regulating the elongation of Arabidopsis
hypocotyls in gA-dependent manner.
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03116
cytosolic AscorbAte peroxidAse 1 regulAtes physiologicAl Actions of reActive oxygen species
takanori maruta (dept. Adv. biosci., fac. Agr., Kinki univ., Japan), takahiro inoue (dept. Adv. biosci., grad. sch. Agr., Kinki univ.,
Japan), yukinori yabuta (fac. Agr., tottori univ., Japan), Kazuya yoshimura (dept. food nutr. sci., coll. biosci. biotechnol., chubu univ.,
Japan), takahiro ishikawa (dept. Appl. biosci. and biotech., fac. life and environ. sci., shimane univ., Japan), *shigeru shigeoka
(dept. Adv. biosci., fac. Agr., Kinki univ., dept. Adv. biosci., grad. sch. Agr., Kinki univ., Japan)
shigeoka@nara.kindai.ac.jp
in higher plants, reactive oxygen species (ros) act not only as toxic molecules but also signaling molecules, controlling a diverse range
of physiological functions. the action of ros is strictly regulated by the cellular redox state consisting of a delicate balance between rosproduction and ros-scavenging. cytosolic ascorbate peroxidase 1 (Apx1) is a key enzyme for cellular redox regulation in Arabidopsis
plants. to clarify the involvement of Apx1 in the regulation of ros action, we investigated the response of knockout mutants lacking
Apx1 (Ko-Apx1) to wounding or treatment with methyl jasmonate (meJA). it is well known that at early times after wounding, plants
transiently produce ros by nAdph oxidase, which is activated by jasmonic (JA) acid and its methyl ester, methyl JA (meJA), to induce
defense genes.
When the wild-type and Ko-Apx1 plants were wounded on two leaves, the growth of the Ko-Apx1 plants, but not the wild-type plants,
was inhibited. in leaves of the wild-type, h2o2 accumulated in the vicinity of the site of wounding, while in leaves of the Ko-Apx1 plants
h2o2 accumulated extensively from the site of wounding to unwounded region. After wounding, oxidized proteins largely accumulated in
the Ko-Apx1 plants than the wild-type plants. similar results were obtained in the Ko-Apx1 plants under the treatment with meJA. these
findings suggest enhancement of ROS toxicity due to the lack of APX1.
next, we investigated the expression of meJA-responsive and ros-responsive genes under the treatment with meJA in the wild-type
and Ko-Apx1 plants. the transcript levels of meJA-responsive genes were increased in response to meJA treatment in both plants.
interestingly, the transcript levels of ros-responsive genes were induced by meJA treatment in the Ko-Apx1 plants, but not in the wildtype plants, suggesting that APX1 is essential for maintaining the specificity of oxidative signaling in plant cells.

03117
vAriAtion in oxidAtive stress tolerAnce in ArAbidopsis Accessions
*miki fujita (riKen psc, JApAn), iuchi satoshi (riKen brc, JApAn), yasunari fujita (biol. resources div., JircAs, JApAn), masatomo
Kobayashi (riKen brc, JApAn), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (biol. resources div., JircAs, grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo,
JApAn), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen psc, JApAn)
mfujita@rtc.riken.jp
plants undergo continuous exposure to various biotic and abiotic stresses in their natural environment. because so far the molecular
mechanism involved in each stress has been revealed comparatively independently, our understanding of convergence points between
biotic and abiotic stress signaling pathways remain rudimentary. however, recent studies including microarray analysis and target gene
analysis of stress-responsive transcription factors support the existence of several molecules, including reactive oxygen species (ros)
as promising candidates for common players involved in crosstalk between stress signaling pathways. some ros are toxic byproducts of
aerobic metabolism, whereas ros also function as signaling molecules.
To understand the crosstalk in stress signaling, we focused on analysis of oxidative stress response and identified an ecotype that
shows tolerance to oxidative stress-related chemicals. Analysis of hormone- or stress response of the identified ecotype and screening
of another oxidative stress tolerant ecotypes are in progress. in this meeting, we will report the phenotypic and genetic analysis of the
isolated stress tolerant ecotype.

03118
AlterAtion of morphology And gene expression under cool temperAture conditions on Anther development of
orYzA sAtiVA l.
*susumu oda (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), Keita suwabe (graduate school of bioresources, mie
university, Japan), fumi Kaneko (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), Kentaro yano (faculty of Agriculture,
meiji university, Japan), tomoaki fujioka (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), Jong-in park (department of
horticulture, sunchon national university, south Korea), shunsuke Kikuchi (faculty of Agriculture, meiji university, Japan), Kazuki
hamada (faculty of Agriculture, meiji university, Japan), makoto endo (laboratory of biotechnology, national institute of crop science,
Japan), Kuniaki nagano (miyagi prefectural furukawa Agricultural experiment station, Japan), yoshiaki nagamura (genome resources
center, national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), makiko Kawagishi-Kobayashi (laboratory of biotechnology, national
institute of crop science, Japan), go suzuki (division of natural science, osaka Kyoiku university, Japan), masao Watanabe (graduate
school of life sciences, tohoku university, faculty of science, tohoku university, Japan)
oda@ige.tohoku.ac.jp
cool temperature conditions, about under 20oc, are known to lead to pollen sterility and reduce grain yield in rice. thus, understanding
the genetic mechanism of cool temperature tolerance in rice at the microspore/pollen developmental stage is important. in this study,
we compared the morphological features and gene expression profiles of anther tissues in cultivars, Sasanishiki and Hitomebore, at the
microspore/pollen development stages, under cool temperature conditions.
under cool temperature conditions, the fertility of sasanishiki was only 57% while hitomebore as more than 80% fertility. under
normal temperature conditions, tapetum become thinner at the uninucleate microspore stage, and then degenerated at the binucleate
pollen stage. in the case of the cultivar, hitomebore, such morphological features were observed even under cool temperature conditions.
however, in the case of the cultivar, sasanishiki under cool temperature conditions, the tapetum did not degrade at the uninucleate
microspore stage but instead expanded, and pollen grains at the binucleate stage were collapsed. These findings suggest that tapetum
degeneration affects a degree of cool temperature tolerance between two cultivars. gene expression analysis using the Agilent 44K
system showed that 74 genes were up-regulated in hitomebore, and 36 genes were down regulated in sasanishiki under cool temperature
conditions. these results suggest that the up-regulated genes for the cool temperature tolerance in hitomebore and the down regulated
genes were affected by cool temperature conditions in sasanishiki.
Taken these findings together, it is suggested that these genes have important roles in microspore/pollen development and tapetum
degeneration, and integration/disintegration of such genes' expression affects a degree of cool temperature tolerance in rice cultivars.

03119
identificAtion of stress tolerAnce genes viA fox hunting of thEllUnGiEllA hAlophilA full-length cdnA
*teruaki taji (tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan), hirokazu ono (tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan), miho nagumo (tokyo
university of Agriculture, Japan), tomoko ishikawa (tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen brc, Japan),
yoichi sakata (tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan), shigeo tanaka (tokyo university of Agriculture, Japan)
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t3teruak@nodai.ac.jp
thellungiella halophila has been identified as a model system for understanding abioticstress tolerance, and it shows extreme salt
tolerance. thellungiella is closely related to Arabidopsis, and its genes show 90% identity to those of Arabidopsis. recently, full-length
cDNA library with a total of 9,569 unique genes were constructed from thellungiella plants treated with salinity, cold, freezing stresses
or AbA treatment (taji et al.,2008). using ectopic expression of full-length cdnAs, a novel gain-of-function system, termed the fox
hunting system (full-length cdnA over-expressing gene hunting system ) was developed. to identify the genes conferring salt tolerance
to Arabidopsis plants, we developed two strategies of fox hunting, a whole genome fox hunting and several mini-scale fox hunting. in
the mini-scale fox hunting, we extracted genes by their functions such as transporters, transcription factors and abiotic stress inducible
genes from the cDNA library. We have generated 3,500 T1 and 2,000 T2 lines. As a result of FOX huntings, we identified 9 salt-, 2 osmoand 4 heat-tolerance related genes.

03120
the metAbolic breAKdoWn of sphingoid long-chAin bAse 1-phosphAtes: involved in the dehydrAtion stress
response
*hiroyuki imai (Konan university, Japan)
imai@konan-u.ac.jp
sphingolipid metabolites, sphingoid long-chain base (lcb) 1-phosphates (lcb-1ps), are involved in AbA signaling pathways. the lcb1ps synthesized by lcb kinase are dephosphorylated by lcb-1p phosphatase or degraded by lcb-1p lyase. two independent Arabidopsis
mutants (dpl1-1 and dpl1-2) with t-dnA insertions in the lcb-1p lyase gene (Atdpl1, At1g27980) were characterized. the rates of fresh
weight decreases of dpl1-1 and dpl1-2 mutants were significantly slower than those of the wild-type plants. This ability to limit their
transpiration reflected the leaf temperature of the mutant plants higher than that of wild-type plants, suggesting that AtDPL1 plays a role
in dehydration stress. in the present study, we also show that the At3g58490 gene encodes Atspp1, a functional lcb-1p phosphatase
involved in AbA-mediated stomatal responses. We isolated and characterized Arabidopsis spp1 mutants, in which the Atspp1 gene is
knocked out by T-DNA insertion. After drought stress, the rate of decrease in fresh weight was significantly slower in spp1 mutants than in
the wild-type plants. A stomatal aperture bioassay showed that stomatal closure occurs in responses to AbA in spp1 mutants, suggesting
that Atspp1 is involved in guard-cell signaling.

03121
involvement of phytochrome A in regulAtion of WAter dynAmics And AQuAporin expression in ArAbidopsis roots
haruki ishikawa (ishinomaki-senshu university, Japan), yumi uenishi (nara Women's university, Japan), tomoyuki takase (gakushuin
university, Japan), Atsushi nagasaka (vegetable and floricultural research team, nArct, Japan), Ayako tsuchihira (graduate school
of bioagricultural sciences, nagoya university, Japan), masayoshi maeshima (graduate school of bioagricultural sciences, nagoya
university, Japan), Jun Kikuchi (riKen plant science center, Japan), hitoshi suzuki (ishinomaki-senshu university, Japan), *Kumi satonara (nara Women's university, Japan)
kumisn@cc.nara-wu.ac.jp
Aquaporins are water channel proteins which are located in biological membranes and involved in water transport across them.
Previously, we reported that the transcripts of several aquaporin genes in the root of Arabidopsis increase during dark adaptation, while
decrease under far-red light (FR) illumination (Sato-Nara et al. 2004). One of the aquaporin genes, tip2;2 is tightly regulated by light and
phytochrome A (phyA) seems to be involved in this fr repression. to demonstrate phyA regulation of water transport in the root and an
involvement of aquaporin gene expression, we visualized the distribution of water in the root of the wild type and the phyA mutant and
analyzed the amounts of aquaporin proteins (PIP1s, PIP2s, TIP1s). 1h-nmr imaging revealed that water content in the Arabidopsis root
gradually increases and keeps a high level during dark adaptation. the water content in the wild type root was reduced by following fr
illumination. however, the increase of water content during dark adaptation and the decrease under fr illumination were not observed
in the phyA mutant. immunoblotting indicated that the amounts of pip1s, pip2s, and tip1s in the root of the dark-grown seedling were
larger than in the light-grown seedling. the amounts of pip1s and pip2s in the wild-type plant were reduced by 1 h exposure of fr but this
reduction was not observed in the phyA mutant. in Arabidopsis transgenic plants expressing a tip2;2-gfp fusion protein driven by its own
promoter, tip2;2-gfp was localized in the developed region of the root. the tip2;2-gfp signals in the dark-grown plants were extremely
brighter than in the light-grown plants, suggesting that the amount of a tip2;2 protein increases during dark adaptation. the similarities
among the amounts of aquaporins and water content in the root imply the existence of phyA-regulation of water transport in the root.

03122
nitrogen regulAtory netWorKs in the control of floWering time.
*Diana Ester Gras (Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile, Chile), Rodrigo Antonio Gutierrez (Pontificia Universidad Catolica de Chile,
chile)
diagras@hotmail.com
nitrogen (n) availability is one of the most limiting factors for plant growth and agricultural productivity. plant growth and developmental
aspects such as root architecture, leaf development, seed dormancy and flowering time can be dramatically affected by N supplied to
plants. To investigate how plants sense and respond to N at the molecular level to coordinate flowering time, we integrated known floral
gene networks with N-networks obtained from publicly databases. Our bioinformatics approach identified important floral genes regulated
by N. Among them, several repressors of flowering time belonging to the AP2-type transcription factors are regulated by nitrate including,
two tArGEt oF EAt 1and 2 (toE1 and toE2 respectively), sChlAFMUtzE (sMz) and sChnArChzApFEn (snz). these genes are targets
of microRNA172 (miR172), a regulatory factor that controls flowering time by the photoperiod pathway. To analyze the possible role of
these transcription factors in the N-response, we first evaluated the effect of nitrate treatments on the expression of these genes. toE1,
toE2, sMz and snz mRNA accumulated quickly after KNO3 treatments but not after KCl treatments (as control) indicating they are
nitrate responsive genes. We also found that mir172 was down regulated by nitrate treatment. interestingly, analysis of toe1 toe2 smz
snz quadruple mutant does not exhibit late flowering in N-response as observed in wild-type plants. These results prompt a model for
nitrate control of flowering time that involves miR172 and their targets, the repressors of flowering time.
this work was funded by: fondecyt post doctoral fellowship (3100069), millennium nucleus in plant functional genomics (p06-009-f)
and fondecyt (1060457).

03123
the ArAbidopsis cold shocK domAin protein 3 (Atcsp3) interActs With nucleAr poly (A) binding proteins (pAbns) in
the nucleus.
*myung-hee Kim (national Agricultural research center for hokkaido region,, national Agriculture and food research organization
(nAro), toyohira-ku, sapporo 062-8555, Japan), yutaka sonoda (national Agricultural research center for hokkaido region,, national
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Agriculture and food research organization (nAro), toyohira-ku, sapporo 062-8555, Japan), Kentro sasaki (national Agricultural
research center for hokkaido region,, national Agriculture and food research organization (nAro), toyohira-ku, sapporo 062-8555,
Japan), hironori Kaminaka (1laboratory of plant biotechnology, the united graduate school of Agricultural sciences,, tottori university,
tottori 680-8553, Japan), ryozo imai (national Agricultural research center for hokkaido region, national Agriculture and food
research organization (nAro), toyohira-ku, sapporo 062-8555, Japan)
running4859@affrc.go.jp
Arabidopsis cold shocK domAin protein 3 (Atcsp3) shares a domain with bacterial cold shock proteins (csps) and is involved
in acquisition of freezing tolerance. AtCSP3 functions as an RNA chaperon and is able to complement the cold-sensitive phenotype of
an E.coli CSP quadruple mutant. AtCSP3 is involved in regulation of a CBF-independent pathway during cold acclimation. However, it is
not well-understood how Atcsp3 controls freezing tolerance in Arabidopsis. to extend our understanding of the molecular functions of
AtCSP3, we conducted a screening of AtCSP3-interacting proteins using the yeast two-hybrid system. Our screening identified several
candidate interactors including the three isoforms of the nuclear poly (A) binding protein (pAbn1-pAbn3). the interaction between Atcsp3
and pAbns was further analyzed with bi-molecular fluorescence complementation (bifc). the whole Atcsp3 protein was fused with
n-terminal portion of yfp (Atcsp3-nyfp) and similarly whole pAbn1 was fused with the c-terminal portion of yfp (pAbn1-cyfp). the
fused constructs were transiently expressed in onion cells and fluorescent images were observed under microscope. The YFP signal was
observed in the nucleus of the transformed onion cells. the data indicated that Atcsp3 and pAbn1 interact in vivo and the complex is
localized to the nucleus. similar approach demonstrated in vivo interaction between Atcsp3 and pAbn2 or pAbn3, respectively. however,
the protein complexes were localized to the nuclear speckles. in contrast to the cytosolic polyA-binding proteins (pAbcs), functions of
pAbns are not well documented. it has been suggested that pAbns are involved in the synthesis of poly (A) tails by interacting with poly
(A) polymerase. together, our data suggested a possibility that Atcsp3 is involved in mrnA processing that occurs within the nucleus.

03124
A possible function of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA 26s proteAsome subunits rpt2A And rpt5A responding to Zn deficient
stress
*takuya sakamoto (biotechnology research center, the university of tokyo, Japan), toru fujiwara (biotechnology research center, the
university of tokyo, crest, Jst, Japan)
sktk317@yahoo.co.jp
26S proteaosome is a large multi-protein complex, which catalyzes active proteolysis, and is required for many process of plant
development. Among >40 subunits of plant 26s proteasome, most of them are encoded by duplicated genes. it is suggested that plants
can form different combinations of 26s proteasome corresponding to developmental stages and environmental conditions. here we report
the possible function of A. thaliana 26S proteasome responding to Zn deficiency. We found that the mutants of 26S proteasome subunits
RPT2a and RPT5a were hyper sensitive to Zn deficiency. The shoot growth of rpt2a-1, 2 and rpt5a-5, 6 were about a half of that of col-0
on medium without Zn supplementation. in addition, rpt2a-1, 2 and rpt5a-5, 6 showed increased lipid peroxidation in leaves under Zn
deficiency, whereas Col-0 did not show any changes of lipid peroxidation. This result suggested that rpt2a-1, 2 and rpt5a-5, 6 suffers
from oxidative stress in Zn deficiency. On the other hand, Zn concentration of shoot was similar between rpt5a-5, 6 and col-0 in both
normal and Zn deficient conditions. Expression patterns of Cu/Zn superoxide dismutase (Cu/ZnSOD) in rpt5a-5, 6 were similar to those
in col-0. taken together, our results suggested that rpt2a and rpt5a have a crucial role in preventing the oxidative stress induced by Zn
deficiency, and they are not seemed to be involved in regulation of Zn uptake and distribution in shoot.

03125
regulAtory role of n-terminAl region of meKK1 on its protein KinAse Activity
*tomoyuki furuya (graduate school of Agricultural science, Kobe university, Japan), daisuke matsuoka (research center for
environmental genomics, Kobe university, Japan), daisuke sasayama (research center for environmental genomics, Kobe university,
Japan), Wen yong lin (graduate school of Agricultural science, Kobe university, Japan), takashi nanmori (research center for
environmental genomics, Kobe university, Japan)
098a525a@stu.kobe-u.ac.jp
mitogen activated protein kinase (mApK) cascades act as important signaling modules composed of three classes of enzymes, mApK,
mApK kinase (mApKK), and mApKK kinase (mApKKK). meKK1 is one of the best characterized Arabidopsis mApKKK. it has been reported
that meKK1 has multiple downstream targets and activates particular mApKKs depending on extracellular biotic and abiotic stimuli such
as wound, cold, salinity stress and pathogen infection. How MEKK1 is activated has not yet been clarified. In this study, we investigated
a regulation of meKK1 activity in relation to the domain structure of meKK1.
meKK1 has kinase catalytic domain at c-terminal region. We prepared recombinant meKK1 protein consisting of kinase domain (meKK1
Kd) and examined its activity toward 10 Arabidopsis mApKKs by in vitro kinase assay. the results showed that meKK1 Kd phosphorylated
mKK1, mKK2 and mKK6. We also prepared a series of recombinant meKK1 whose n-terminal noncatalytic region was partially deleted
and they were allowed to react toward mKK1, mKK2 and mKK6. the kinase activity of each truncated meKK1 was suppressed depending
on the length of remaining n-terminal region. these results suggest that the n-terminal region of meKK1 is involved in a regulation of
its kinase activity.
to check the effect of the n-terminal region more, we measured the kinase activity of meKK1 Kd under the presence of the various
lengths of n-terminal fragments. the result showed that the kinase activity of meKK1 Kd was not affected by addition of any n-terminal
fragments. furthermore these n-terminal fragments did not interact to the kinase domain on yeast two-hybrid assay. these results
suggest that kinase activity of MEKK1 could not be inhibited by a specific sequence in N-terminal region but could be regulated by
conformational state of its n-terminal region.

03126
involvement of lov2 Arg427 in light reception of ArAbidopsis phototropin 2
*Koji okajima (osaka prefecture university, Japan), midori fukuoka (osaka prefecture university, Japan), hitomi Katsura (osaka
prefecture university, Japan), satoru tokutomi (osaka prefecture university, Japan)
okajima@b.s.osakafu-u.ac.jp
phototropin (phot), a blue light (bl) receptor in plant, has two lov (lov1, lov2) and ser/thr kinase (Kd) domains in the n- and the
c- terminal half, respectively. in the dark, the kinase activity is inhibited by mainly lov2 which binds an fmn non-covalently (d450 state).
upon bl activation, a transient covalent bond is formed between fmn and a conserved cys residue (s390 state), and then the inhibition
is canceled through structural changes of lov2. s390 is returned to d450 thermodynamically with a half decay time from seconds to
minutes. Activated kinase induces autophosphorylation that is necessary for full expression of the photoresponses. Arabidopsis has two
isoforms of phot (phot1, phot2). phot1 senses bl in a wide range of light intensity, whereas phot2 acts as a high bl sensor. both phot1
and 2 regulate phototropism, chloroplast movement, stomatal opening, etc.
in this study, we focused on Arg427 in phot2 which interacts with the phosphate tail of fmn and prepared mutated lov2-Kd peptide
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(r/K) whose Arg427 was replaced to lys. by uv-vis spectroscopy, r/K peptide showed a photocycle like wild type, however its recovery
time was about 15 times as fast as that of wild type. r/K peptide showed light-dependent kinase activity under high bl irradiation.
We also produced Arabidopsis phot1/phot2 double mutant rescued with a r/K mutated phot2 and measured chloroplast movement.
Accumulation and avoidance responses in R/K mutant were observed by 200 and 900 μmol m-2 s-1 irradiation, respectively. the results
can be interpreted by the large reduction of the photosensitivity in the R/K mutant shifting the fluence-response curve to the higher light
intensity. these in vitro and in vivo data suggested that the decay time of s390 in phot2 lov2 is one of important factors that regulate
sensitivity for light intensity in plant.

03127
novel trAnscription fActors regulAting the expression of osdrEb1b
*duarte figueiredo (instituto de tecnologia Quimica e biologica, universidade nova de lisboa, portugal), James tepperman (university
of california, berkeley, dept plant & microbial biology, university of california, berkeley, usdA, plant gene expression center, united
states of America), peter Quail (university of california, berkeley, dept plant & microbial biol, berkeley, university of california,
berkeley, usdA, plant gene expression center, united states of America), m. margarida oliveira (instituto de tecnologia Quimica e
biologica, universidade nova de lisboa, portugal), nelson saibo (instituto de tecnologia Quimica e biologica, universidade nova de
lisboa, portugal)
duartef@itqb.unl.pt
plants have evolved several mechanisms in order to withstand adverse environmental conditions, which are major constraints for their
development and productivity. understanding these mechanisms is of paramount importance in order to uncover strategies to cope with
abiotic stress.
plant responses to abiotic stress involve changes in gene expression, which are regulated by transcription factors (tfs). A single tf
can regulate the expression of many genes, making them appealing targets for plant improvement. Among previously identified stressresponsive tfs, the Arabidopsis cbf/dreb1 family is known to play a prominent role in cold stress tolerance. nevertheless, it is not well
understood how these tfs are regulated, since not much is known about the control of their gene expression. our work is focused on the
rice gene osdrEb1b, homolog of the Arabidopsis gene CbF1/drEb1b, chosen due to its high and specific induction by cold, and we aimed
to identify and characterize novel tfs that regulate its expression.
Using the Yeast One-Hybrid system to screen a rice cold-induced cDNA expression library, we have identified eight novel TFs that bind
to the promoter of osdrEb1b. their gene expression pattern was analyzed under different treatments (cold, salt, drought, and AbA) and
the most interesting genes, based on stress responsiveness and putative function, were selected for further work. We are now focusing
on the biochemical and molecular analysis of these genes and on their functional characterization in Arabidopsis. moreover, a collection
of Arabidopsis T-DNA insertion mutants (mutations in genes homologous to the rice genes identified) is also under study in order to
understand the similarities and differences between signaling pathways in both species.
With this work we aim to provide new insights into the genetic control of stress responses in plants by identifying and characterizing
new players in the signaling pathways.

03128
A model system to study plAnt-pAthogen interAction under snoW
*ryozo imai (national Agricultural research center for hokkaido region, nAro, graduate school of Agriculture, hokkaido university,
Japan), chikako Kuwabara (national Agricultural research center for hokkaido region, nAro, Japan), Kentaro sasaki (national
Agricultural research center for hokkaido region, nAro, Japan), tamotsu hoshino (Advanced industrial science and technology
(Aist)), petya christova (national Agricultural research center for hokkaido region, nAro, Agrobioinstitute, bulgaria, Japan), nikolai
christov (national Agricultural research center for hokkaido region, nAro, Agrobioinstitute, bulgaria, Japan), Ai uehara (national
Agricultural research center for hokkaido region, nAro, Japan)
rzi@affrc.go.jp
Snow mold diseases are quite severe problem for winter wheat production in boreal regions with heavy and persistent snow. Snow
molds include several different types of fungi that prefer low temperature and humid environments. snow molds develop symptoms
slowly during deep snow coverage. therefore, the study of plant-snow mold interaction is limited to pathological and ecological aspects.
during cold acclimation, overwintering plants develop resistance against snow molds. however, the mechanism of the resistance against
pathogens is less understood than that of cold-induced freezing tolerance. here we report potential use of Arabidopsis thaliana as a model
system to study snow mold and host plant interactions at molecular levels. overwintering capability was tested for a set of ecotypes
of A. thaliana in sapporo. While most of the ecotypes including columbia appeared healthy after snow melting in the spring, the eniwa
ecotype, which is collected in a city near sapporo, developed lesions on rosette leaves. We have successfully isolated three species of snow
molds, typhula ishikariensis, typhula incarnata, and sclerotinia trifoliorum from lesions formed in eniwa leaves. inoculation experiments
revealed that t. ishikariensis and t. incarnata infected on leaves of eniwa and columbia ecotypes and formed sclerotia on them. several
different methods were tested for evaluation of Arabidopsis resistance against typhula. finally a simple method was devised, which
utilizes mycelium with agar pieces placed on rosette leaves to evaluate lesion size area formed during a week exposure to cold and humid
environments. the developed typhula-Arabidopsis system was utilized to determine resistance of Arabidopsis plants overexpressing
tamdc1, a cold-induced cystatin of wheat, against snow molds. the assay system clearly demonstrated that 35s:tamdc1 plants are
more resistant against t. ishikariensis under a condition mimicking snow cover.

03129
involvement of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA phospholipAse dZetA2 in root hydrotropism through the suppression of root
grAvitropism
yumiki y.taniguchi (institute for chemical research, Kyoto university, department cell & systems biology university of toronto, Japan),
masatoshi taniguchi (institute for chemical research, Kyoto university, department cell & systems biology university of toronto,
Japan), tomohiko tsuge (institute for chemical research, Kyoto university, Japan), Atsuhiro oka (institute for chemical research,
Kyoto university, Japan), *takashi Aoyama (institute for chemical research, Kyoto university, Japan)
aoyama@scl.kyoto-u.ac.jp
Root hydrotropism is the phenomenon of directional root growth toward moisture under water-deficient conditions. Although physiological
and genetic studies have revealed the involvement of the root cap in the sensing of moisture gradients, and those of auxin and abscisic
acid (AbA) in the signal transduction for asymmetric root elongation, the overall mechanism of root hydrotropism is still unclear. We
found that the promoter activity of the Arabidopsis phospholipase dzeta2 gene (pldzeta2) was localized to epidermal cells in the distal
root elongation zone and lateral root cap cells adjacent to them, and that exogenous AbA enhanced the activity and extended its area
to the entire root cap. Although pldzeta2 mutant root caps did not exhibit a morphological phenotype in either the absence or presence
of exogenous ABA, the inhibitory effect of ABA on gravitropism, which was significant in wild-type roots, was not observed in pldzeta2
mutant roots. In root hydrotropism experiments, pldzeta2 mutations significantly retarded or disturbed root hydrotropic responses. A
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drought condition similar to that used in a hydrotropism experiment enhanced the pldzeta2 promoter activity in the root cap, as did
exogenous AbA. these results suggest that pldzeta2 responds to drought through AbA signaling in the root cap and accelerates root
hydrotropism through the suppression of root gravitropism.

03130
locAl And systemic regulAtion of iron stArvAtion responses in ArAbidopsis
*margarete mueller (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research (ipK), germany), petra bauer (saarland university),
thomas buckhout (humboldt university berlin), thomas Altmann (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research (ipK))
muellerma@ipk-gatersleben.de
iron (fe) is an important component of biological redox systems. Although abundant in the lithosphere, under aerobic conditions it is
highly insoluble. Therefore, plants have evolved morphological and physiological adaptation responses to acquire iron from the soil and
for internal fe remobilization. these responses are controlled by a local signaling pathway sensing the fe availability in the soil solution
and by a systemic signaling pathway monitoring the fe status of the plant. to investigate the interplay of the local and systemic pathways
and the responses that depend on them, we conducted split-root experiments with plants that had either an Fe-sufficient or -deficient
shoot. This approach allowed all possible combinations of local and systemic sufficiency and deficiency signals. We found four regulatory
modules that control the morphological and molecular physiological responses to fe starvation. three of these modules were controlled
by systemic signals including all molecular responses as the expression of irt1, Fro2, bhlh genes, Fro3, opt3, and nrAMp4 as well as
root hair branching. only the root growth response was solely regulated by local fe signals. hence, systemic signals play a predominant
role in the regulation of adaptation responses to Fe deficiency presumably to avoid Fe toxicity. The local regulation is rather subordinate;
in some cases it has an effect only in concurrence with the systemic deficiency signal. The only exception was the root growth control,
where the local pathway controls the deficiency response regardless of the shoot Fe status.

04001
diversity of epigenetic control in the FWA gene Within the genus ArAbidopsis
*ryo fujimoto (csiro plant industry, Australia), hiroshi Kudoh (center for ecological research, Kyoto university, Japan), elizabeth
dennis (csiro plant industry, Australia), tetsuji Kakutani (national institute of genetics, Japan)
ryo.fujimoto@csiro.au
There is natural variation in epigenetic state both in mammals and plants, but the significance of this variation remains unclear. The
FWA gene was identified as a late flowering epi-mutant in Arabidopsis thaliana. FWA is silenced by dnA methylation in vegetative tissue,
but it is specifically demethylated in the central cell of the female ovule and continues to be expressed in the endosperm from the maternal
copy. A sequence similar to the SINE retroelement found near the transcription start site is conserved in the genus Arabidopsis and is the
target of dnA methylation in A. thaliana (lippman et al. 2004, fujimoto et al. 2008). in A. thaliana, FWA is stably silenced in vegetative
tissue, but in the related species, FWAexpression and dnA methylation levels vary in vegetative tissue. in this study, we examined
vegetative FWA expression in these species. variation of vegetative FWA expression correlated with differences of methylation at non-cg
sites in the region upstream of the transcription start site in the sine-like region, and we suggest that this region is the critical methylated
region for FWA silencing. in A. thaliana, the FWA expression is affected by methylation in regions both upstream and downstream from
the transcription start site. The critical methylated region may have spread during evolution by the acquisition of thaliana-specific large
tandem repeats. ectopic thaliana FWA expression causes a late flowering phenotype, but over-expression of lyrata FWA does not. stable
FWA silencing might result from the selection of the large tandem repeats during evolution to inhibit late flowering in A. thaliana.

04002
genome-Wide epigenetic silencing by hdA6 in ArAbidopsis
*Jong-myong Kim (riKen psc, plant genomic network res., JApAn), taiko Kim-to (riKen psc, plant genomic network res., JApAn),
takaho endo (riKen bAse, JApAn), maho tanaka (riKen psc, plant genomic network res., JApAn), Akihiro matsui (riKen psc, plant
genomic network res., JApAn), Junko ishida (riKen psc, plant genomic network res., JApAn), taeko morosawa (riKen psc, plant
genomic network res., JApAn), hiroshi Kimura (osaka univ., grad. sch. of front. biosci., JApAn), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen psc, gene
disc. res., JApAn), testuro toyoda (riKen bAse, JApAn), motoaki seki (riKen psc, plant genomic network res., JApAn)
jmk@psc.riken.jp
histone deacetylase affects gene silencing and heterochromatin formation in eukaryotes. in Arabidopsis, histone deacetylase 6 (hdA6)
is involved in epigenetic gene silencing. to understand the gene silencing mechanism by hdA6 on genome-wide, we studied the correlation
between histone modifications and gene expression on the target genes of HDA6 in Arabidopsis.
Approximately 2000 AGI-assigned regions were identified as the direct targets of HDA6 by ChIP-on-chip analysis using anti-HDA6 specific
antibody. Enrichment of histone H4 hyperacetylation was significantly elevated on about twenty percent of these HDA6 target genes and
transposable elements in hda6 mutant. Moreover, we determined the target sites of histone modification by HDA6 deacetylation activity
using ChIP-qPCR on the several HDA6 targets in vivo. The correlation between HDA6 binding and elevation of histone H4 hyperacetylation
was stronger on the regions of transposable element than protein coding regions. A large portion of transposable elements affected by
hdA6 was located near centromeres and heterochromatin regions on all chromosomes in Arabidopsis. It suggests that HDA6 is required
for maintenance of chromosome via repression of transposable elements on heterochromatic regions. surprisingly, there are no changes
in histone h4 hyperacetylation and also gene expression on about eighty percent of hdA6 target regions. to elucidate the hdA6 function
on genome-wide in more detail, profiles of gene expression and some repressive marks of histone modifications by expression and ChIPon-chip analyses using tiling array are in progress.
We would like to discuss the histone modification status and genome-wide epigenetic silencing mechanism by HDA6 in Arabidopsis.

04003
hpr1, A novel component of rnA silencing in plAnts
*vincent JAuvion (inrA - institut Jean-pierre bourgin, france), maud rivArd (inrA - institut Jean-pierre bourgin, france), herve
vAucheret (inrA - institut Jean-pierre bourgin, france)
vincent.jauvion@versailles.inra.fr
transgene-mediated post-transcriptional gene silencing (ptgs) involves the propagation of a systemic silencing signal and serves as
a model for the study of sirnA-based antiviral defense. sense transgene-mediated ptgs (s-ptgs), inverted repeat transgene-mediated
ptgs (ir-ptgs) and virus-mediated ptgs (v-ptgs) pathways converge at the level of dcl4, which processes double-stranded rnA
(dsrnA) into short interfering rnA (sirnA). dcl4-derived sirnA are methylated by hen1 and incorporated into Ago1 to guide mrnA
cleavage. Phloem-specific expression of the dsRNA trigger and grafting experiments implicated RNA-DEPENDANT RNA POLYMERASE 2
(rdr2), a component of the endogenous 24-nt sirnA pathway, in both short and long distance signaling of ir-ptgs. here, we show that
rdr2 does not impair or delay the establishment of S-PTGS, which instead requires the action of RNA-DEPENDANT RNA POLYMERASE 6,
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a component of the endogenous 21-nt tasirnA pathway, suggesting independent modes of signaling for s-ptgs and ir-ptgs. however,
through a forward genetic screen, we identified a mutation in HPR1 (At5g09860), a component of the THO/TREX RNA export complex,
which delays the establishment of both s-ptgs and ir-ptgs. like other mutations in the s-ptgs pathway, hpr1 also impacts sirnA-based
plant antiviral defense and tasirnA accumulation. because hpr1 compromises the spreading of s-ptgs and phloem-triggered ir-ptgs,
our results establish a first link between S-PTGS and IR-PTGS signaling pathways.

04004
chArActeriZAtion of the non-cell Autonomous effect of mirnAs And tAsirnAs in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*felipe felippes (max planck institute for developmental biology, germany), felix ott (max planck institute for developmental biology,
germany), detlef Weigel (max planck institute for developmental biology, germany)
felipe.felippes@tuebingen.mpg.de
small rnAs (srnAs) comprise an important class of molecules involved in the regulation of gene expression and also part of a
response mechanism against biotic and abiotic stresses. sRNAs provide specificity to RISC complexes that act at both transcriptional
and post-transcriptional levels to downregulate target genes. in plants, an important feature of gene silencing triggered by srnAs is
that some classes of srnAs, including small interfering rnAs (sirnAs), can trigger silencing beyond distant from their production site.
sirnA-triggered silencing has been shown to move from one cell to the next and also systemically via the phloem, which has important
consequences for plant physiology. While the mobility of siRNA-triggered silencing is well accepted, the extent of non-autonomous
silencing triggered by different classes of sRNAs is still controversial. Trans-acting small interfering RNAs (tasiRNAs) form a plant specific
class of srnAs. tasirnA movement has been suggested as being important part in plant development, but the details of this movement
are only partially characterized. the picture seems to be more complex regarding a third class of srnA called micrornAs (mirnAs). both
scenarios, cell-autonomy and non-cell autonomy, have been suggested for mirnAs, without a clear conclusion about it. to answer these
questions and to characterize the putative movement of tasi- and miRNA-triggered silencing we have used artificial miRNAs and tasiRNAs
(amirnAs and atasirnAs, respectively) to track the spreading of silencing from phloem companion cells. our data suggest that both
mirnAs and tasirnAs can generate a signal that spreads beyond the production site, with the later having a longer range. in addition we
have investigated some of the features that could influence movement of the sRNA-triggered silencing signal.

04005
chromAtin And dnA dynAmics on the trAnscriptionAl repression through the eAr-motif repression domAin in
plAnts
*Kyoko matsui (Aist gene regulation research group, Japan), Kentaro tamura (department of botany, graduate school of science,
Kyoto univ, Japan), ikuko hara-nishimura (department of botany, graduate school of science, Kyoto univ, Japan), masaru ohmetakagi (Aist gene regulation research group, Japan)
k-matsui@aist.go.jp
The ERF-associated amphiphilic repression (EAR) motif is a plant specific repression domain (RD). The minimum core sequence is
6 amino acids and it acts as a repressor when fused with heterologous dnA binding domain. however, the mechanism of repression
via EAR-motif (RD) is not known and it should be clarified whether a plant specific mechanism of transcriptional repression may exist.
We attempted iTRAQ proteome analyses to identify factor(s) that interact with RD, and found that plant specific histone deacetylases,
a histone demethylase and several nuclear proteins of unknown function were isolated. We are analyzing protein-protein interactions
between these factors and rd, respectively, both in yeast and in vitro system. A sub-nuclear localization of representative proteins is
examined by confocal microscopy. We present genetic evidences, that the nuclear protein involves in the rd related repression, using
transgenic Arabidopsis and mutant lines. We will discuss a possible mechanism of transcriptional repression caused by the rd, including
changes of histone codes, such as acethylation and methylation.

04006
tiling ArrAy AnAlysis under drought, cold, high-sAlinity And AbA treAtments reveAled the sense-Antisense
trAnscripts of possible regulAtory roles in ArAbidopsis
*Akihiro matsui (riKen psc, plant genomic network research team, Japan), takaho endo (riKen bioinformatics and systems
engineering division, Japan), Junko ishida (riKen psc, plant genomic network research team, Japan), taeko morosawa (riKen psc,
plant genomic network research team, Japan), chika ushifusa (yokohama city university, Japan), Jong-myong Kim (riKen psc,
plant genomic network research team, Japan), yoshiki mochizuki (riKen bioinformatics and systems engineering division, Japan),
norio Kobayashi (riKen bioinformatics and systems engineering division, Japan), tetsuro toyoda (riKen bioinformatics and systems
engineering division, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen psc, gene discovery research group, Japan), motoaki seki (riKen psc, plant
genomic network research team, Japan)
akihirom@psc.riken.jp
plants respond and adapt to drought, cold and high-salinity stresses in order to survive. We thought that non-coding rnAs have functions
in plant abiotic stress responses and have applied Arabidopsis Affymetrix tiling arrays to study the whole genome transcriptome under
drought, cold, high-salinity stress and AbA treatment conditions. the tiling array experiments showed that 7,719 novel transcription units
(tus) exist in the Arabidopsis genome. most of the novel tus are hypothetical non-coding rnAs and about 90% of them are mapped on
the antisense strand of the AGI code genes in the sense-antisense transcripts (SATs). Significant linear correlation between the expression
ratios (treated/untreated) of the sense tus and the ratios of the antisense tus was observed in the sAts of Agi code/non-Agi tu. We
confirmed the presence of several stress- or ABA-inducible TUs on the antisense strand by real-time RT-PCR and Northern analyses.
Analysis of the biogenesis mechanism and the function of the novel stress-responsive non-coding antisense rnAs are in progress.

04007
rnA-directed rnA polymerAses rdr5 is essentiAl for trAnscript level-mediAted post-trAnscriptionAl gene
silencing
Astrid bruchmueller (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research, germany), markus Kuhlmann (leibniz institute of
plant genetics and crop plant research, germany), Jochen Kumlehn (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research,
germany), renate schmidt (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research, germany), *michael florian mette (leibniz
institute of plant genetics and crop plant research, germany)
mette@ipk-gatersleben.de
the presence of multiple copies of an expression cassette driven by a strong promoter can result in transcript level-dependent posttranscriptional gene silencing (ptgs). We are testing the potential roles of rnA-directed rnA polymerases (rdrs) in this pathway in a
reverse-genetic approach. of six gene family members present in the Arabidopsis thaliana genome, rdr1, rdr2, rdr5 and rdr6 are
considered to be functional, while rdr3 and rdr4 are most likely pseudogenes. rdr1 has a role in the defence against viruses. rdr2
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is essential for cell-to-cell and systemic signalling in PTGS and for RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) of particular sequences. rdr6
is a key factor in ptgs induced by amplicon- or inverted repeat-constructs and in the formation of endogenous tasirnAs. no function
has been assigned to rdr5 so far. in contrast to the constitutively expressed rdr1, rdr2 and rdr6, expression of rdr5 shows organspecific differences with highest levels found in seeds. Introgression of mutant rdr6 and rdr5 alleles into a line containing four copies of
a pro35s-GUs reporter construct released the silencing of GUs expression. GUs 21nt sirnAs and rddm of the GUs coding region were
also reduced. A mutant rdr2 allele reduced GUs silencing to a much lesser extent and had only a minor effect on GUs sirnA formation or
dnA methylation. thus, rdr5 and rdr6 are pivotal to transcript-level dependent ptgs and correlated rddm and should have a central
roles in the initiation or maintenance of ptgs. in contrast, rdr2 is more marginally involved, most likely via a role in generating a mobile
silencing signal.

04008
the ArAbidopsis nmd pAthWAy - the fAte of uorf contAining trAnscripts And feedbAcK regulAtion by the nmd fActor
upf3
ronit farhi (the faculty of life sciences, bar-ilan university, israel), dror gottlieb (the faculty of life sciences, bar-ilan university,
israel), dror eliaz (the faculty of life sciences, bar-ilan university, israel), neta frankel (the faculty of life sciences, bar-ilan
university, israel), helen saul (the faculty of life sciences, bar-ilan university, israel), rachel gaash (the faculty of life sciences, barIlan University, Israel), Einat Elharrar (The Faculty of Life Sciences, Bar-Ilan University, Israel), Tsofit Akua (The Faculty of Life Sciences,
bar-ilan university, israel), meirav elazar (the faculty of life sciences, bar-ilan university, israel), meital Avramov (the faculty of life
sciences, bar-ilan university, israel), irina berezin (the faculty of life sciences, bar-ilan university, israel), ora david-Assael (the
faculty of life sciences, bar-ilan university, israel), *orit shaul (the faculty of life sciences, bar-ilan university, israel)
orsha@mail.biu.ac.il
Approximately 20% of plant genes possess upstream open-reading frames (uorfs). the effect of uorfs on gene expression was mainly
studied at the translational level. very little is known about the impact of plant uorfs on transcript content. the nonsense-mediated
mrnA decay (nmd) pathway degrades transcripts bearing premature termination-codons (ptcs). the termination codon of an uorf may
be recognized as premature and lead to nmd. however, it is not known to which extent uorf-containing plant genes are exposed to nmd.
We investigated the impact of natural uorfs on transcript exposure to nmd in Arabidopsis. several uorfs whose upstream Aug (uAug)
codons had a strong Kozak context (the strength of this context determines Aug recognition and hence the likelihood of ptc formation)
were found not to cause nmd, possibly due to their short length. in contrast, the transcript content of the Atmhx gene was reduced
by a short uORF with a weak-context uAUG. We showed that this weak-context uAUG was efficiently recognized due to the secondary
structure of its 5'utr. it is possible that this secondary structure was responsible for the strong reduction of Atmhx transcript content by
the short (13 codon) uorf. several lines of evidence suggested that this reduction in transcript content, which was not dependent on the
uorf-peptide, was due to nmd. yet, Atmhx transcript levels were almost unaltered in mutants of the nmd factors upf3 and upf1. We
discuss several possible reasons, including the existence of nmd-compensatory mechanisms. We also describe a new nmd compensatory
mechanism that links weak function of the nmd machinery to increased expression of the nmd factor upf3. Attempts to determine the
mechanistic cause of this feedback regulation are illustrated. Our findings highlight that uORFs can not only inhibit translation but also
strongly affect transcript accumulation. Since uORFs are abundant in plants, our findings may be relevant to a large number of plant
genes.

04009
germline trAnsposition of the chromovirus lorE1 in the endogenous host lotUs JAponiCUs
*eigo fukai (Kazusa dnA research institute, Japan), yosuke umehara (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), shusei
sato (Kazusa dnA research institute, Japan), makoto endo (national institute of crop science, Japan), hiroshi Kouchi (national
institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), makoto hayashi (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), Jens stougaard
(university of Aarhus, denmark), hirohiko hirochika (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan)
efukai@kazusa.or.jp
long terminal repeat (ltr) retrotransposons are very abundant and constitute the predominant family of transposable elements
in plant genomes. They have been classified into two superfamilies, Gypsy and Copia, according to their structural features. recent
studies have identified chromoviruses to be a widely-distributed lineage of Gypsy elements. chromoviruses contain chromodomains in
their integrases, which suggests a preference for insertion into heterochromatin. in turn, this preference might have contributed to the
patterning of heterochromatin observed in host plant genomes. here, we report a detailed analysis of the spatio-temporal activity of a
plant chromovirus in the endogenous host. We examined lorE1a, a member of the endogenous chromovirus lorE1 family from the model
legume lotus japonicus. We found that lorE1a is stochastically de-repressed in plant populations regenerated from de-differentiated
cells and that lorE1a transposes mainly in male germline. Bisulfite sequencing of the 5’ LTR and its surrounding region suggests that
tissue culture induces a loss of epigenetic silencing of lorE1a. since histochemical gus assay of transgenic plants containing an ltr::
gus fusion revealed that the lorE1 LTR promoter is pollen specific, we conclude that male germline-specific lorE1a transposition is
controlled transcriptionally by its own cis-elements. these distinctive features of lorE1 indicate that this chromovirus has considerable
potential for generating genetic and epigenetic diversity in the host plant population. Our results also define conditions for the use of
lorE1a as a genetic tool.

04010
trAnscription-dependent h3K27me3 levels At the FlC locus
*masumi robertson (csiro plant industry, Australia), diana buzas (csiro plant industry, Australia), Jean finnegan (csiro plant
industry, Australia), liz dennis (csiro plant industry, Australia), chris helliwell (csiro plant industry, Australia)
masumi.robertson@csiro.au
during plant development, epigenetic regulation is involved in controlling expression of many genes. the polycomb group (pcg)
system is one of the epigenetic mechanisms for gene repression. Analogous to animal systems, pcg gene silencing is associated with
the trimethylation of lys27 on histone 3 (h3K27me3) which is carried out by the prc2 complex. Although the h3K27me3 is associated
with genes with repressed transcriptional activity, little is known about the mechanisms for adding the h3K27me3 mark. because of the
absence of other polycomb components including prc1 and the distinct features of Arabidopsis h3K27me3 distribution patterns, it has
been suggested that plants may use different mechanisms to establish and spread the trimethylation mark.
We are investigating how the h3K27me3 mark is placed and removed from target sites using the Arabidopsis FlC gene, a gene that
represses the transition to flowering. There is an inverse correlation between H3K27me3 levels and FlC transcription. in winter annual
ecotypes, FlC transcription is decreased upon vernalisation with an increase in h3K27me3 levels. Arabidopsis genotypes and mutants
with low FlC transcription also show high trimethylation levels. We used transgenes containing sequences from the FlC locus to directly
test the relationship between transcription and h3K27me3 levels. in the absence of the transcription we observed high h3K27me3
levels at an FlC fragment, that were decreased by transcription from a 35s promoter. by manipulating transcription using an inducible
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promoter, h3K27me3 levels rapidly decreased upon activation of transcription. these results support our model of co-transcriptional
removal of h3K27me3 mark at the FlC locus.

04011
the ArAbidopsis suvr1, suvr2 And suvr4 set domAin proteins Are histone methyltrAnsferAses AssociAted With the
nucleolus
*silje v. veiseth (university of oslo, department of molecular biosciences, norway), mohammud A. rahman (university of oslo,
department of molecular biosciences, norway), Kyoko yap (new york, mount sinai school of medicine, usA), reidunn b. Aalen
(university of oslo, department of molecular biosciences, norway), tage thorstensen (university of oslo, department of molecular
biosciences, norway)
s.v.sandvik@imbv.uio.no
Histones are subject to a variety of post-translational modifications, among them methylation. These post-translational modifications
contribute to the chromatin organization in the nucleus, where the dynamic dnA-protein structure can exist as either transcriptionally
repressive heterochromatin or permissive euchromatin. the lysines of the histones can be mono-, di-, or trimethylated. the different
levels of methylation status determine downstream chromatin organization and have great implications for regulation of eukaryotic gene
expression. the enzymes responsible for catalyzing transfer of methyl groups to histone lysines contain the evolutionary conserved set
domain. proteins most similar to the drosophila su(vAr)3-9 are generally associated with gene repression and heterochromatinization.
In Arabidopsis, there are 10 SUVH and 5 SUVR genes that can be classified as SU(VAR)3-9 proteins. The SUVR1, SUVR2 and SUVR4
proteins are closely related and define a SU(VR)3-9 subgroup. The SUVR transcripts are alternatively spliced, and the different splice
variants encode proteins that localize to euchromatin, the nucleolus or subnuclear domains. this localization gives us a hint to involvement
in regulation of rDNA chromatin and transposon sequences.
the suvr proteins all contain a novel n-terminal domain named the Wiyld domain, which we show is a protein-protein interaction
domain. We demonstrate that the Wiyld domain is important for the in vitro histone dimethylase activity of suvr4, and nmr analysis
has identified amino acids important for the protein-protein interaction activity of the domain. To better understand the in vivo function of
suvr1, suvr2 and suvr4, we are currently analyzing single and double knock-out mutants in addition to different overexpression lines
for molecular and morphological phenotypes.

04012
plAnt elongAtor regulAtes Auxin-relAted genes during rnA polymerAse ii trAnscription elongAtion
hilde nelissen (vib/ghent university, belgium), steven de groeve (vib/ ghent university, belgium), delphine fleury (vib/ ghent
university, begium), pia neyt (vib/ ghent university, belgium), leonardo bruno (university calabria, italy), beatrice bitonti (university
Calabria, Italy), Fillip Vandenbussche (Ghent University, Belgium), Dominique Van Der Straeten (Ghent University, Belgium), Takahiro
yamaguchi (nibb, Japan), hirokazu tsukaya (nibb, Japan), geert de Jaeger (vib/ ghent university, belgium), erwin Witters (university
Antwerp, belgium), Andreas houben (ipK, germany), *mieke van lijsebettens (vib/ ghent university, belgium)
milij@psb.ugent.be
In eukaryotes, transcription of protein-encoding genes is strongly regulated by posttranslational modifications of histones that affect
the accessibility of the DNA by RNA polymerase II (RNAPII). The Elongator complex was originally identified in yeast as a histone
acetyltransferase (hAt) complex that activates rnApii-mediated transcription. in Arabidopsis thaliana, the elongator mutants elo1, elo2,
and elo3 with decreased lateral leaf and primary root growth due to reduced cell proliferation, identified homologs of components of the
yeast Elongator complex, Elp4, Elp1, and Elp3, respectively. Here we show that the Elongator complex purified from plant cell cultures
as a six-component complex. the role of plant elongator in transcription elongation was supported by colocalization of the hAt enzyme,
elo3, with euchromatin and the phosphorylated form of rnApii, and reduced histone h3 lysine 14 acetylation at the coding region of the
SHORT HYPOCOTYL 2 auxin repressor and the LAX2 auxin influx carrier gene with reduced expression levels in the elo3 mutant. Additional
auxin-related genes were downregulated in the transcriptome of elo mutants but not targeted by the elongator hAt activity showing
specificity in target gene selection. Biological relevance was apparent by auxin-related phenotypes and marker gene analysis. Ethylene
and jasmonic acid signaling and abiotic stress responses were upregulated in the elo transcriptome and might contribute to the pleiotropic
elo phenotype. thus, although the structure of elongator and its substrate are conserved, divergence in target gene selection has occurred
and is specific in plants and shows that auxin signaling and influx are under chromatin control.

04013
fixing the sWitch: role of polycomb-group genes in commitment to floWering
*ralf mueller (the university of edinburgh, uK), daniel schubert (heinrich-heine university duesseldorf, germany), Justin goodrich
(the university of edinburgh, uK)
ralf.mueller@ed.ac.uk
Although the control of cell fate in plants is thought to be relatively variable, the switch to flowering in response to photoperiodic
induction is extremely stable. Thus, plants typically show persistent flowering even if the induction is only transient. The Polycomb-Group
(pc-g) genes are obvious candidates, as they can stably repress gene expression in response to transient environmental signals, as occurs
in the vernalization response where the floral repressor FlC is stably repressed in response to transient periods of cold. to test whether
the Pc-G also play a more general role in floral commitment, we are characterising floral development in the emf2-10 vrn2-1 mutant,
which has severely depleted pc-g activity.
EMF2 and Vrn2 encode components of the conserved polycomb repressive compex2 (prc2) which controls gene expression
negatively by its histone methyltransferase activity. We showed recently that the targets of pc-g proteins are characterised by trimehtylation
of lysine 27 on the histone h3 tail (h3K27me3) in Arabidopsis. emf2-10 vrn2-1 plants fail to maintain the inflorescence meristem (IM)
identity and produce leaves afresh if the plants are shifted to short-day after transient floral photoperiodic induction by long-day. This
reversion of the im to vegetative state is partially suppressed in emf2-10 vrn2-1 flc-5 triple mutants demonstrating once more the
importance of the epigenetic control of FlC.
Furthermore, the flower phenotype of emf2-10 vrn2-1 mutants show that pc-g function is also essential in the establishment of
boundaries, e.g. of the ABC-functions and in the limitation of floral stem cell proliferation. The latter phenotype is dependent of the stem
cell factor WUsChEl which is a target of h3K27me3 likely direct by prc2.
Finally, we are taking whole genome profiling approaches to determine which genes are a target of PCR2 during the floral transition.

04014
significAnce of pre-mrnA splicing cApAcity control in dedifferentiAtion And orgAnogenesis of ArAbidopsis
*misato ohtani (psc, riKen, Japan), Kousuke hanada (psc, riKen, Japan), taeko morosawa (psc, riKen, Japan), Junko ishida (psc,
riKen, Japan), maho tanaka (psc, riKen, Japan), Akihiro matsui (psc, riKen, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (psc, riKen, Japan), tetsuro
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toyoda (bAse, riKen, Japan), motoaki seki (psc, riKen, Japan), taku demura (psc, riKen, Japan), munetaka sugiyama (bot.
garden., grad. sch. sci., uni. tokyo, Japan)
misato@psc.riken.jp
We have been investigating molecular mechanisms of organogenesis in vitro with temperature-sensitive mutants of Arabidopsis
thaliana. of these mutants, srd2 and rid1 were characterized by the temperature sensitivity of hypocotyl dedifferentiation and meristem
neo-formation. studies with the srd2 mutant at the molecular level have revealed that srd2 regulates snrnA level by activating snrnA
transcription. under high temperature conditions, the srd2 mutation has been shown to cause snRNA deficiency, leading to particular
defects in several aspects of development. for example, lateral root primordia of the srd2 mutant failed in generating auxin gradient
patterns due to the loss of expression of pins at the restrictive temperature, and possibly as a result of this, developed into unorganized
hemispherical structures.
Almost all phenotypic characters of the srd2 mutant were observed also in the rid1 mutant. hence the srd2 and rid1 genes were
expected to be involved in closely related molecular events. the rid1 gene was identified as encoding a putative DEAH-box RNA helicase.
Sequence analysis showed a high similarity of RID1 to budding yeast Prp22, which is known to participate in pre-mRNA splicing. This
implies that the major physiological significance of SRD2-mediated activation of snRNA transcription in organogenesis lies in the increase
of pre-mrnA splicing capacity. in favor of this hypothesis, by rt-pcr analysis, we found that the srd2 mutation affects splicing patterns
of several genes during hypocotyl dedifferentiation. more comprehensive analysis of splicing patterns in srd2 and rid1 is in progress with
the whole genome tiling array.

04015
ArAbidopsis Arginine methyltrAnsferAses Atprmt5 And Atprmt10 regulAte floWering time in different mAnner
xian deng (institute of genetics and developmental biology, cAs, china), lifang niu (institute of genetics and developmental
biology, cAs, china), lianfeng gu (institute of genetics and developmental biology, cAs, china), falong lu (institute of genetics
and developmental biology, cAs, china), chunyan liu (institute of genetics and developmental biology, cAs, china), *xiaofeng cao
(institute of genetics and developmental biology, cAs, china)
xfcao@genetics.ac.cn
protein arginine methylation plays an essential role in regulating transcription, rnA processing, nuclear transport, dnA-damage
repair and signal transduction. Arginine methylation is catalyzed by a small group of protein arginine methyltransferases (prmts).
type i (asymmetric di-methylation) and type ii (symmetric di-methylation) arginine methyltransferases represent two most important
types in animals and plants. our previous studies showed that both Arabidopsis type ii arginine methyltransferase Atprmt5 and type i
methyltransferase AtPRMT10 are involved in regulating floral transition, but atprmt5 atprmt10 double mutants display an additive effect on
flowering time and FLC expression, indicating that the mechanisms of regulating flowering by these two PRMTs are different. In this study,
we found that in addition flowering time, AtPRMT5 also affects pre-mRNA splicing. RNA-sequence analyses revealed that several hundreds
of pre-mRNA splice alterations in atprmt5, including several RNA processing factors which have flowering time phenotype, which may
contribute partially to the late-flowering phenotype of atprmt5. Furthermore, through characterizing biochemical feature of AtPRMT10, we
found that several sites play key roles in its methyltransferase activity. transgenic analyses reveal that the methyltransferase activity of
AtPRMT10 is essential for its role in flowering time regulation.

04016
roles of sirnAs And mirnAs in genome stAbility And nonAdditive gene expression in ArAbidopsis interspecific
hybrids And Allopolyploids
*Z. Jeffrey chen (the university of texas at Austin, usA), misook ha (the university of texas at Austin, usA), Jie lu (the university of
texas at Austin, usA), vanitharani ramachandran (university of california - riverside, usA), Kristin Kasschau (oregon state university,
usA), elisabeth chapman (oregon state university, usA), James carrington (oregon state university, usA), xuemei chen (university
of california, riverside, usA), xiu-Jie Wang (chinese Academy of sciences, china), lu tian (the university of texas at Austin, usA)
zjchen@mail.utexas.edu
small rnAs, including micrornAs (mirnAs), small interfering rnAs (sirnAs), and trans-acting sirnAs (tasirnAs), control gene
expression and epigenetic regulation. Although the roles of mirnAs and sirnAs have been extensively studied, their expression diversity
and evolution in closely related species and interspecific hybrids are poorly understood. Here, we show comprehensive analyses of miRNA
expression and sirnA distributions in two closely related species Arabidopsis thaliana and Arabidopsis arenosa, a natural allotetraploid
Arabidopsis suecica, and two resynthesized allotetraploid lines (f1 and f7) derived from A. thaliana and A. arenosa. We found that repeatand transposon-associated sirnAs were highly divergent between A. thaliana and A. arenosa. A. thaliana sirnA populations underwent
rapid changes in f1 but were stably maintained in f7 and A. suecica. the correlation between sirnAs and nonadditive gene expression in
allopolyploids is insignificant. In contrast, miRNA and tasiRNA sequences were conserved between species, but their expression patterns
were highly variable between the allotetraploids and their progenitors. many mirnAs tested were nonadditively expressed (deviating from
the midparent value, MPV) in the allotetraploids and triggered unequal degradation of A. thaliana or A. arenosa targets. The data suggest
that small RNAs produced during interspecific hybridization or polyploidization serve as a buffer against the genomic shock in interspecific
hybrids and allopolyploids: stable inheritance of repeat-associated sirnAs maintains chromatin and genome stability, whereas expression
variation of mirnAs leads to changes in gene expression, growth vigor, and adaptation.

04017
cAlmodulin signAling And mrnA AlternAtive polyAdenylAtion: the developmentAl connection
*Q. Quinn Li (Miami University, Ohio, USA), Man Liu (Miami University, Ohio, USA), Ruqiang Xu (Miami University, Ohio, USA), Arthur
hunt (university of Kentucky, usA)
liq@muohio.edu
increasing evidence suggests that mrnA polyadenylation plays an important role in gene expression regulation. it has been
demonstrated that mutation of polyadenylation factors can alter developmental processes and the responses of plants to environmental
stimuli. Previously, we have shown that RNA binding activity of Arabidopsis Cleavage and Polyadenylation Specificity Factor 30 (AtCPSF30)
is regulated by calcium through its calmodulin-binding domain (delaney et al. 2006. plant physiol 140:1507). A t-dnA insertion in the
cpsf30 gene, called oxt6, was found to cause the use of alternative polyadenylation sites (Zhang et al 2008, plos one, 3:e2410). We now
have data to support the biological significant of this calcium connection between polyadenylation and plant development / environmental
responses. the oxt6 mutant possesses a number of developmental defects, including reduced lateral root formation at the initiation
stage, shorter stamen filaments resulting in reduced fertility. The mutant also responses to a number of environmental stimuli differently,
including resistance to oxidative stresses, and increased sensitivity to exogenously added 6-bA, iAA, and gA3. All of these defects can be
complemented by the wild-type cpsf30 transgene. however, a transgene encoding a mutant cpsf30 protein with a mutated calmodulin
binding domain can restore some wild-type phenotypes (short filament and oxidative resistance), but not others (lateral root defect
and hormonal responses). these results are indicative of differential responses of cpsf30 to calmodulin, and by extension, to calcium
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signaling. our data support the novel notion that at least some of the regulatory roles of mrnA alternative polyadenylation in gene
expression can be modulated through calcium signaling pathways. A working model for such regulatory pathways will be presented.

04018
role of the ArAbidopsis exosome complex in regulAtion of trAnscription from heterochromAtic loci
Junhye shin (university of missouri at Kansas city, united states), Jinwon lee (university of missouri at Kansas city, united states),
hsiao-lin Wang (university of missouri at Kansas city, united states), brendan dinwiddie (university of missouri at Kansas city, united
states), Jessica Kawakami (university of missouri at Kansas city, united states), dmitry belostotsky (university of missouri at Kansas
city, united states), *Julia chekanova (university of missouri at Kansas city, united states)
chekanovaj@umkc.edu
exosome is a large, evolutionarily conserved and complex 3’-5’ exoribonucleolytic macromolecular machine that is present in both
nuclear and cytoplasmic compartments. it is highly versatile, and can carry out very distinct types of rnA transactions: (i) processing
(3’-end trimming) of precursor RNA species into their respective mature products, (ii) total degradation of certain RNAs, and (iii) quality
control/surveillance of yet another rnAs, which results in selective elimination of those species that are not properly processed or
packaged into rnp particles.
in addition to a number of known substrates our genome-wide survey of exosome targets in Arabidopsis revealed many novel substrates
including stable structural rnAs, select subset of mrnAs, byproducts of mirnA biogenesis as well as hundreds of non-coding rnAs, the
vast majority of which have not been previously described. furthermore, we have found that the plant exosome complex has a general
role in regulating the transcripts emanating from heterochromatic loci, repetitive elements, transposons and processed pseudogenes
which are targeted by RNAi, chromatin modification and DNA methylation pathways. This large collection of RNAs belongs to a “hidden”
layer of the transcriptome that is tightly repressed and can only be visualized through transient inhibition of exosome activity.
our most recent data in this area indicate that the exosome complex downregulates unwanted transcription from heterochromatic loci
in a manner that is synergistic with the rnA-dependent dnA methylation (rddm) pathway that is dependent on the rnA polymerase
iv and/or v. results of further examination of the division of labor between exosome and other gene silencing pathways (using genetic
analysis and Illumina-based deep sequencing) will be presented.

04019
deep seQuencing of brAChYpodiUM smAll rnAs At the globAl genome level identifies micrornAs involved in cold
stress response
*Jingyu Zhang (institute of botany, the chinese Academy of sciences, p.r.china)
jingyuzhang@ibcas.ac.cn
micrornAs (mirnAs) are endogenous small rnAs having large-scale regulatory effects on plant development and stress responses.
extensive studies of mirnAs have only been performed in a few model plants. Although mirnAs are proved to be involved in plant cold
stress responses, little is known for winter-habit monocots. brachypodium distachyon, with close evolutionary relationship to cool-season
cereals, has recently emerged as a novel model plant. there are few reports of brachypodium mirnAs.
High-throughput sequencing and whole-genome-wide data mining led to the identification of 27 conserved miRNAs, as well as 129
predicted mirnAs in brachypodium. for multiple-member conserved mirnA families, their sizes in brachypodium were much smaller
than those in rice and Populus. The genome organization of miR395 family in Brachypodium was quite different from that in rice. The
expression of 3 conserved miRNAs and 25 predicted miRNAs showed significant changes in response to cold stress. Among these miRNAs,
some were cold-induced and some were cold-suppressed, but all the conserved mirnAs were up-regulated under cold stress condition.
our results suggest that brachypodium mirnAs are composed of a set of conserved mirnAs and a large proportion of non-conserved
mirnAs with low expression levels. both kinds of mirnAs were involved in cold stress response, but all the conserved mirnAs were
upregulated, implying an important role for cold-induced mirnAs. the different size and genome organization of mirnA families in
brachypodium and rice suggest that the frequency of duplication events or the selection pressure on duplicated miRNAs are different
between these two closely related plant species.

04020
identificAtion of mirnA biogenesis modulAtors by forWArd And chemicAl genetics
*pablo manavella (max planck institute for developmental biology, tuebingen, germany), reka toth (max planck institute for plant
breeding, cologne, germany), george coupland (max planck institute for plant breeding, cologne, germany), detlef Weigel (max
planck institute for developmental biology, tuebingen, germany)
pablo.manavella@tuebingen.mpg.de
The production of mature miRNAs requires multiple and coordinated steps that lead to a target mRNA cleavage or the inhibition of
its translation. Although a variety of plant proteins involved in miRNA processing and function has been identified by mutant screens,
their mutant phenotypes are not always the same. How much of this reflects redundancy between closely related proteins, differential
requirements in several RNA silencing pathways, or differential activity during development is still unknown. An alternative to traditional
forward genetic screens is chemical genetics, a powerful approach for studying signaling mechanisms in a variety of organisms. this
approach utilizes small molecules to perturb a signaling pathway, permitting the identification of relevant factors at any stage of
development without a continuous perturbation in a gene product, which may be essential for organismal or cellular survial. Additionally
the identification of specific inhibitors of a pathway, such as miRNA biogenesis, could provide new powerful tools in further studies. Herein
we report the development of a high-throughput assay for mirnA-mediated gene regulation in whole Arabidopsis seedlings and the
identification of several miRNA inhibitors. Our strategy used transgenic lines carrying the luciferase gene as a reporter of the activity of an
artificial miRNA (amiRNA) that targets it. We screened a commercial library of 10,000 structurally diverse small molecules, and identified
a group of compounds with different levels and apparent modes of inhibition. measurement of endogenous mirnAs together with the
expression level of its precursors and targets genes confirmed the inhibitory effect of these compounds. Additionally, the compounds have
been tested for their ability to affect other related pathways such as sirnA and tasirnA. most affect the tasirnA production, only a few
affect all the tree pathways.

04021
rnA degrAdAtion in the plAnt nucleus.
*monika Zakrzewska-placzek (institute of genetics and biotechnology,university of Warsaw, poland), michal Krzyszton (institute of
genetics and biotechnology,university of Warsaw, poland), Joanna Kufel (institute of genetics and biotechnology,university of Warsaw,
poland)
monika.z@ibb.waw.pl
rnA surveillance of stable rnAs in the nucleus involves polyadenylation-dependent degradation of aberrant, incorrectly processed or
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superfluous transcripts by nuclear ribonucleases, the 3’-5’ complex Rrp6/exosome or 5’-3’ Rat1. In a model plant, Arabidopsis thaliana,
this process is poorly described but plant homologues of nuclear exosome components have been shown to participate in RNA quality
control. here we show that also Arabidopsis homologues of rat1, Atxrn2 and Atxrn3, contribute to polyadenylation-mediated nuclear
rnA surveillance. in the absence of these nucleases there is a marked accumulation of polyadenylated rrnA precursors and excised
spacer fragments. interestingly, they differ from those observed in the plant rrp6l2 mutant, indicating that two decay pathways may
eliminate at least partly distinct set of substrates. in addition, although both Atxrn nucleases are highly homologous (65% identity and
90% similarity within conserved XRN family domains), only xrn3 mutants showed a significant upregulation of several mRNAs when
analysed by Affymetrix gene arrays. some of these transcripts were also elevated in plants lacking the major component of the nmd
pathway, upf1, but not upf3. this observation suggests an intriguing possibility that plant upf1 may possess an additional function,
separate from its role in nmd, which is related either to mrnA decay in the nucleus or, considering that xrn3 was found to act as an
endogenous silencing suppressor, in one of the rnAi pathways. our preliminary data also indicates that non-coding rnAs constitute an
important class of Atxrn3 substrates.

04022
globAl mApping of ArAbidopsis heterochromAtin
*huan shu (department of biology, eth Zurich, switzerland), Wilhelm gruissem (department of biology, eth Zurich, switzerland), lars
hennig (department of biology, eth Zurich, switzerland)
hshu@ethz.ch
Heterochromatin, as opposed to euchromatin, was first identified as tightly condensed regions at cytological level, and it often proved
to be resistant to nuclease treatment. heterochromatin of the Arabidopsis is thought to be of low complexity and to contain mainly
centromeric and pericentromeric repeat regions and nucleolar organizer. However, these conclusions were often based on fluorescence in
situ hybridization (fish) experiments, which show only a local snapshot but cannot easily reveal genome-wide information.
Here, we present a genome-wide map of candidate heterochromatin sequences in Arabidopsis using relative resistance to DNaseI as an
operational criterion for the heterochromatic state. This is achieved at genomic level and high resolution using DNase-array, a technique
to quantify chromatin sensitivity to DNaseI as a function of genome position, using AGRONOMICS1 Arabidopsis Affymetrix tiling arrays.
After limited digestion of permeabilized Arabidopsis leaf nuclei by dnasei, dnA fragments larger than 17 kb were hybridized to
Agronomic1 arrays. dnasei-resistant heterochromatin was strongly enriched at centromeric and pericentromeric regions and was
also found in dispersed hyposensitive islands along chromosome arms. While the centromeric and pericentromeric dnasei-resistant
regions were strongly enriched in H3K9me2, which is considered as a consensus heterochromatic histone modification in Arabidopsis, the
dispersed DNaseI-resistant regions where only partially enriched in H3K9me2. Such differential histone modifications in DNaseI-resistant
chromatin suggest different molecular mechanisms mediating chromatin compaction.
We will present a detailed characterization of dnasei-resistant heterochromatic regions of the Arabidopsis genome in relation to
chromosomal localization, transcriptional activity and chromatin modifications; and we will discuss how these results help to illuminate
heterochromatin - a poorly understood dark matter of the genome.

04023
s6, A doWnstreAm tArget of tor signAling is involved in An epigenetic regulAtion of rrnA synthesis
*yun-Kyung Kim (sookmyung Women's university, south Korea), yun-Jeong shin (sookmyung Women's university, south Korea),
sunghan Kim (sookmyung Women's university, south Korea), choong-ill cheon (sookmyung Women's university, south Korea)
congal82@hanmail.net
the tor (target of rapamycin) pathway regulates various biological processes including the synthesis of ribosomal proteins, and
transcription and processing of rrnA. A ribosomal protein s6 (rps6) is one of the well-known downstream components of tor pathway.
recently, ribosomal proteins have been known to have diverse functions in regulating cellular status as well as protein synthesis. however,
so far, little is known about the roles of rps6 in plants except in serving as a component of the 40s ribosomal subunit. here, we report that
RPS6 has a novel function via the interaction with HD2B (histone deacetylase 2B) which belongs to the plant-specific histone deacetylase
hd2 family. rps6 was localized to the nucleolus and the nucleoplasm where hd2b are present. interestingly the co-expression of rps6
and hd2b caused a change in the location of both rps6 and hd2b to one or several nucleolar spots. tor and hd2A (histone deacetylase
2A), another member of the hd2 family, have been reported to regulate transcription of rdnA genes. We propose that the interaction
between rps6 and hd2b may play an important role in linking tor signaling to rdnA transcription in plants. in addition, we will
investigate the effect of s6K, a key downstream effector of the tor signal, on the cell cycle regulation.

04024
de-repression of rnA-directed dnA methylAtion upon de-condensAtion of constitutive heterochromAtin
*hisashi tamaru (gregor mendel institute of molecular plant biology, Austria)
hisashi.tamaru@gmi.oeaw.ac.at
centromeric constitutive heterochromatin is marked by dnA cytosine methylation (5mc) and histone h3 lys9 methylation (h3K9me)
in animals and plants. in Arabidopsis, 5-methylcytosine is detected in cg, chg and chh contexts. met1, a homologue of the mammalian
dnmt1, is responsible for the maintenance of cg methylation. the majority of chg and a small fraction of chh methylation are achieved
by CMT3. DRM2, a Dnmt3 homologue, and two functionally diversified plant-specific RNA polymerases, Pol IV and Pol V, play specific roles
in RNA-directed DNA methylation (RdDM) in all sequence contexts. RdDM uses 24-nt siRNAs to guide de novo methylation of homologous
DNA sequences. Unlike mutations in MEt1, CMt3 and the chromatin remodeling factor gene ddM1, mutations that affect pol iv and
Pol V do not appreciably influence methylation of centromeric repeats, despite the presence of its corresponding 24-nt siRNAs. This
suggests that RdDM does not work efficiently at constitutive heterochromatin. Here we report that the vegetative cell nuclei (VN) of the
male gametophyte (pollen) invariably undergo extensive de-condensation of centromeric heterochromatin and lose centromere identity.
vn show greatly reduced h3K9me2, phenocopying nuclei carrying a mutation in ddM1. however, unlike the situation in ddm1 nuclei,
the de-condensed heterochromatin in vn retains dense cg methylation and transcriptional silencing and, unexpectedly, is subjected to
hypermethylation in non-cg contexts. drm2, poliV and polV, but not cmt3, mutants displayed a substantial decrease in the centromeric
non-CG hypermethylation in VN, indicating the involvement of RdDM in this process. The findings implicate the condensed form of
constitutive heterochromatin in blocking the rddm machinery.

04025
AnAlysis of rid2, A temperAture-sensitive mutAnt thAt is defective in pre-rrnA processing And in severAl Aspects
of cell proliferAtion, And its suppressor mutAnt, sriW1.
*iwai ohbayashi (the university of tokyo, Japan), mineko Konishi (the university of tokyo, Japan), Kazuo ebine (the university of
tokyo, Japan), munetaka sugiyama (the university of tokyo, Japan)
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iwai@ns.bg.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
rid2 (root initiation defective 2) is a temperature-sensitive mutant of Arabidopsis that is defective in the initial process of adventitious
rooting and callus formation, and therefore is expected to serve as a useful tool for studying dedifferentiation and reactivation of cell
division. rid2 is also characterized by enlargement of the nucleolus at the restrictive temperature. our analyses revealed that rid2
encodes a methyltransferase-like protein, which was shown to localize mainly in the nucleolus, and that its function is required for prerrnA processing.
for a genetic approach to the action mechanism of rid2, we isolated a suppressor mutant of rid2 and designated it as sriw1 (suppressor
of rid two 1). the sriw1 rid2 double mutant could form adventitious roots and callus at the restrictive temperature, although the
impairment of pre-rRNA processing was not recovered. Chromosomal mapping and genome sequencing detected a base substitution in
At5g09330 encoding a nAc transcription factor (AnAc082), which was responsible for the suppression of the rid2 defects in sriw1. several
lines of data suggest that this nAc transcription factor functions as a transcriptional activator and is expressed in positive correlation with
cell proliferation.
We then examined the effect of sriw1 on two other temperature-sensitive mutants, rid1 and srd2 (shoot regeneration defective 2),
which share phenotypes with rid2 in some aspects. rid1 and srd2 encode a putative rnA helicase and an snrnA transcription activator,
respectively, and both are likely involved in pre-mrnA splicing. interestingly, sriw1 also suppressed in part various defects of rid1 and
srd2. it is supposed that sriW1 plays an important and extensive role in the rnA-processing-dependent regulation of cell proliferation.

04026
role of A JumonJi domAin protein ibm1 in differentiAl dnA methylAtion And histone modificAtion betWeen genes
And trAnsposons in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*soichi inagaki (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Asuka miura (national institute of genetics, Japan), miyuki
nakamura (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Akie Koabayashi (national institute of genetics, Japan), hidetoshi saze
(national institute of genetics, Japan), tetsuji Kakutani (national institute of genetics, Japan)
soinagak@lab.nig.ac.jp
differential cytosine methylation of genes and transposons is important for maintaining integrity of plant genomes. in Arabidopsis
genome, transposons are heavily methylated at both cg and non-cg sites, while the non-cg methylation is rarely found in active genes.
We previously reported that a jmjc-domain-containing putative histone demethylase ibm1 (increase in bonsAi methylation 1) prevents
ectopic deposition of non-cg methylation, and this process is necessary for normal Arabidopsis development. to directly determine the
genomic targets of ibm1, we conducted high-resolution genome-wide analysis of dnA methylation using genomic tiling array. the ibm1
mutation induced extensive hyper-methylation in thousands of genes. on the other hand, methylation in transposons was unaffected.
Bisulfite sequencing of some affected genes showed that hyper-methylation in ibm1 mutant was almost exclusively in chg sites, whereas
methylation of genes was limited to cg sites in wild type. notably, long and transcribed genes were most severely affected. the ibm1induced hyper-methylation did not depend on previously characterized components of the rnAi-based dnA methylation machinery. our
results suggest novel transcription-coupled mechanisms to direct genic methylation not only at cg but also at chg sites and highlight the
importance of negative regulation of non-cg methylation to maintain distinct pattern of dnA methylation in genome. ibm1 prevents the
chg methylation in genes, but not in transposons. furthermore, using chip-chip, we found that ibm1 also induced ectopic h3K9me2 in
thousands of genes, which parallels the ibm1-induced dnA methylation. We will discuss the mechanisms that are involved in differential
epigenetic modifications in genes and transposons.

04027
control of seed germinAtion by posttrAnslAtionAl histone modificAtion
Jung-nam cho (school of biological sciences, seoul national university, global research laboratory for floral regulatory signaling,
Korea), Jee-youn ryu (school of biological sciences, seoul national university, global research laboratory for floral regulatory
signaling, Korea), young-min Jeong (school of biological sciences, seoul national university, global research laboratory for floral
regulatory signaling, Korea), richard m. Amasino (department of biochemistry, university of Wisconsin, global research laboratory for
floral regulatory signaling, usA), bosl noh (environmental biotechnology national core research center, global research laboratory
for floral regulatory signaling, Korea), *yoo-sun noh (school of biological sciences, seoul national university, global research
laboratory for floral regulatory signaling, Korea)
ysnoh@snu.ac.kr
seed germination, which distinguishes post-embryonic development from embryonic development, is one of the important developmental
phase transitions in seed plants. for optimal survival, various environmental and endogenous factors should be monitored properly to
determine appropriate timing for seed germination. Among environmental factors, light is perceived by phytochromes and promotes seed
germination. light-dependent activation of phytochromes modulates AbA and gA levels by regulating both their metabolic and signaling
pathways. several negative regulators of seed germination that act when phytochromes are inactive have been reported. however,
neither positive regulators of seed germination nor direct mechanisms for the regulation of the hormonal levels have been reported. here
we report that two functionally redundant histone modifiers act as positive regulators of seed germination. We show that loss of these
factors leads to reduced germination efficiency when red light pulse is treated. Our study also shows the control of some key germination
genes and modification of their chromatins by these novel factors as well as a regulatory pathway involving them.

04028
busrts of retrotrAnsposition reproduced in ArAbidopsis
*sayuri tsukahara (the graduate university for Advanced studies, Japan), Akie Kobayashi (national institute of genetics, Japan), Akira
Kawabe (national institute of genetics, Japan), olivier mathieu (university of geneva, switzerland), Asuka miura (national institute of
genetics, Japan), tetsuji Kakutani (national institute of genetics, Japan)
stsukaha@lab.nig.ac.jp
retrotransposons, which proliferate by reverse transcription of rnA intermediates, comprise a major portion of plant genomes. plants
often change the genome size and organization during evolution by rapid proliferation and deletion of ltr-retrotransposons. precise
transposon sequences throughout the Arabidopsis genome and the trans-acting mutations affecting epigenetic states make it an ideal model
organism to study transposon dynamics. here, we report mobilization of diverse families of endogenous Arabidopsis ltr-retrotransposons
identified through genetic and genomic approaches using high-resolution genomic tiling-arrays and mutants in the chromatin-remodelling
gene ddM1 ( decrease in dnA methylation 1 ). using multiple lines of self-pollinated ddm1 mutant, an increase in the copy number was
detected and verified for diverse retrotransposons in a gypsy family (AtGp3) and copia families (AtCopiA13, AtCopiA21, AtCopiA93), as
well as dnA transposons of a mutator family, VAndAl21. notably, a burst of retrotransposition occurred stochastically and independently
for each element, suggesting an additional autocatalytic process. Furthermore, comparison of the identified LTR-retrotrnaposons in related
Arabidopsis species revealed that lineage-specific burst of retrotransposition of these elements indeed occurred in natural Arabidopsis
populations. the recent burst of retrotransposition in natural population is targeted to centromere repeats, which presumably is less
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harmful than insertion to genes. the ddm1-induced retrotransposon proliferations and genome rearrangements mimic the transposonmediated genome dynamics during evolution and provide experimental systems to investigate the controlling molecular factors directly.

04029
h3K4 demethylAtion by JmJ14 is reQuired for proper regulAtion of florAl integrAtors And floWering time
*falong lu (institute of genetics and developmental biology, chinese Academy of sciences, china), xia cui (institute of genetics
and developmental biology, chinese Academy of sciences, china), shuaibin Zhang (institute of genetics and developmental biology,
chinese Academy of sciences, china), chunyan liu (institute of genetics and developmental biology, chinese Academy of sciences,
china), xiaofeng cao (institute of genetics and developmental biology, chinese Academy of sciences, china)
fllu@genetics.ac.cn
histone lysine methylation plays an essential role in regulating chromatin functions such as transcription and heterochromatin formation.
Histone H3 lysine 4 (H3K4) methylation is linked to active transcription. Recent findings in mammals have demonstrated that histone
methylation is reversible by a family of Jumonji c (Jmjc) domain-containing proteins. Kdm5/JArid1 family proteins have been shown
to be able to demethylate H3K4me1,2,3 in mammals. Previously, we identified six proteins showing high sequence similarity to KDM5/
JArid1 family proteins in Arabidopsis, including JmJ14, mee27/JmJ15, JmJ16, JmJ17, JmJ18 and JmJ19. here we demonstrate that JmJ14
is a histone H3K4 demethylase that can reverse mono-, di- and tri-methylated H3K4. Disruption of JMJ14 leads to early flowering under
both long day and short day conditions. Analysis of the molecular basis of early flowering in jmj14 mutants shows that the expression
level of the central flowering repressor FloWErinG loCUs C (FlC) is not altered, whereas the floral integrators, FloWErinG loCUs
t (Ft), sUpprEssor oF oVErEXprEssion 1 oF ConstAns (soC1), ApEtAlA1 (Ap1) and lEAFY (lFY) are de-repressed. however,
chromatin immunoprecipitation coupled with qPCR or high-throughput sequencing revealed that H3K4me3 was not changed at these
genes, suggesting additional layer of regulation. in summary, we demonstrate that JmJ14 is an active histone demethylase and is involved
in flowering time regulation.

04030
the evolution of epigenetic controls
*Kristofer mussar (university of georgia, usA), xiaoyu Zhang (university of georgia, usA), richard meagher (university of georgia,
usA)
mussar@uga.edu
Epigenetics plays an important role in cellular differentiation allowing distinct cell types to have specific characteristics despite sharing
the same genome sequence. However, there are confusing cause and effect relationships between epigenetics and gene expression. We
propose that epigenetic controls have evolved in parallel with genetic controls. We predict that there will be correlations between a gene’s
epigenetic profile (or Epitype) and its evolutionary divergence from a common ancestral gene. To test this hypothesis, we examined
multiple gene families in Arabidopsis thaliana, looking at different types of epigenetic structures (histone modifications, nucleosome
position, and 5-methyl cytosine dnA methylation). data were generated using chip-chip Affymetrix tiling Arrays. by overlaying this data
onto the gene family phylogenies, we will attempt to show that epigenetic controls and associated phenotypes evolve by gene duplication,
divergence, and subfunctionalization. in future work we will determine if there is a hierarchy of evolutionary conservation among these
different epigenetic structures. We will use the Teiresias algorithm to search for statistically significant sequence patterns among gene
family members that might facilitate an epitype. through comparing different gene family members, their evolutionary divergence,
and the presence or absence of these controls/patterns, we hope to determine if certain types of epigenetic controls are more stable or
heritable on an evolutionary time-scale.

04031
A genetic dissection of dnA de-methylAtion using ArAbidopsis thAliAnA endosperm
*diana buzas (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), yoko ikeda (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), yuki
Kinoshita (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), tetsu Kinoshita (nara institute of science and technology)
diana@bs.naist.jp
Both DNA methylation and de-methylation has been associated with parent of origin specific gene expression of the Arabidopsis FWA
gene in endosperm. fWA contains dnA methylation during male and female gametogenesis. Just prior to fertilization the maternal fWA
copy losses dnA methylation, in an active process mediated by the dnA glycosylase demeter, and becomes transcriptionaly active
thought endosperm development. no other component involved in the dnA de-methylation process has been described so far.
We are using a transgenic fWA fused with gfp that mimics endogenous fWA imprinting in a mutagen screen for dnA de-methylation
machinery components. here we present the initial characterization of several selected mutants.

04032
groWth hAbit determinAtion by the bAlAnce of histone methylAtion Activities in ArAbidopsis
Jong-hyun Ko (school of biological sciences, seoul national university, republic of Korea), irina mitina (school of biological sciences,
seoul national university, republic of Korea), yosuke tamada (department of biochemistry, university of Wisconsin, madison, usA),
youbong hyun (school of biological sciences, seoul national university, republic of Korea), yeonhee choi (school of biological sciences,
seoul national university, republic of Korea), richard m Amasino (department of biochemistry, university of Wisconsin, madison, usA),
bosl noh (global research laboratory for floral regulatory signaling, seoul national univ., republic of Korea), *yoo-sun noh (school of
biological sciences, seoul national university, republic of Korea)
ysnoh@snu.ac.kr
in Arabidopsis, the rapid-flowering summer-annual versus the vernalization-requiring winter-annual growth habit is determined by
natural variation in FriGidA(Fri) and FloWErinG loCUs C(FlC). however, the biochemical basis of how fri confers a winter-annual
habit remains elusive. here we show that fri elevates FlC expression by enhancement of histone methyltransferase (hmt) activity.
eArly floWering in short dAys (efs), which is essential forFri function, is demonstrated to be a novel dual substrate (histone h3
lysine 4 (H3K4) and H3K36)-specific HMT. FRI is recruited into FlC chromatin by efs and in turn enhances efs activity and engages
additional hmts. At FlC, the HMT activity of EFS is balanced by the H3K4/H3K36- and H3K4-specific histone demethylase (HDM) activities
of autonomous-pathway components, relAtive of eArly floWering 6 and floWering locus d, respectively. loss of hdm activity in
summer annuals results in dominant hmt activity, leading to conversion to a winter-annual habit in the absence of fri. thus, our study
provides a model of how growth habit is determined through the balance of the H3K4/H3K36-specific HMT and HDM activities and the
biochemical role of fri in this balance.
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04033
ArAbidopsis dicer-liKe 4 reQuires the dsrnA-binding protein drb4 to cleAve long-dsrnAs into 21 nt smAll rnA in
Vitro.
*Akihito fukudome (graduate school of Agriculture, tokyo univ. of Agri. & tech., Japan), Akihiro Kanaya (graduate school of
Agriculture, tokyo univ. of Agri. & tech., Japan), mai egami (graduate school of Agriculture, tokyo univ. of Agri. & tech., Japan),
yukihiro nakazawa (graduate school of Agriculture, tokyo univ. of Agri. & tech., Japan), Akihiro hiraguri (graduate school of
Agriculture, tokyo univ. of Agri. & tech., Japan), hiromitsu moriyama (dept. of Applied biological sciences, tokyo univ. of Agri. & tech.,
Japan), toshiyuki fukuhara (dept. of Applied biological sciences, tokyo univ. of Agri. & tech., Japan)
50009534019@st.tuat.ac.jp
In RNA silencing pathway which is widely conserved among eukaryotes, specific interactions between a Dicer-family protein and a
dsrnA binding protein plays an important role. Arabidopsis thaliana has four Dicer-like (DCL1-4) proteins and five dsRNA-binding (DRB1/
hyl1 and drb2-5) proteins. We have previously reported that dcl1 and dcl4 interact with drb1/hyl1 and drb4, respectively.
in this study, we characterized the dsrnA cleavage activity of dcl4 and the function of drb4 in vitro. We prepared crude extracts
from Arabidopsis seedlings, and incubated them with 500 bp dsrnA derived from actin gene. As a result, the extracts from wild-type
plants produced 21 nt small rnA while the extracts from dcl4-2 and drb4-1 mutants did not. Then, we purified the DRB4 complexes from
crude extracts by immunoprecipitation using anti-drb4 antibody. the drb4 complexes produced 21 nt small rnA from 500 bp dsrnA
in vitro. The DCL4 complexes purified by anti-DCL4 antibody showed dsRNA cleavage activity similar to the DRB4 complexes. The DCL4
complexes from the drb4-1 extracts (drb4-dcl4 complexes) could not produce any small rnAs, but addition of recombinant drb4 to
these complexes recovered the activity of 21 nt small rnA production. these results suggest that drb4 plays an essential role in the
dcl4-dependent dsrnA cleavage and production of 21 nt small rnA. Additionally, amino acid substitutions on dsrnA-binding domains
of dbr4 impaired both its dsrnA-binding activity and the recovery of dsrnA cleavage by the drb4-dcl4 complexes. this result indicates
that dsrnA-binding activity of drb4 is critical for the dsrnA cleavage by dcl4. in our previous report, dcl4 was shown to have little
dsrnA-binding activity in vitro, suggesting that DCL4 requires the dsRNA-binding protein DRB4 to access dsRNAs because DCL4 itself is
incapable to bind them.

04034
folding of nAscent peptide is importAnt for trAnslAtion Arret in ArAbidopsis CGs1 mrnA
*yui yamashita (grad. schl. life sci., hokkaido univ., Japan), noriyuki onoue (grad. schl. life sci., hokkaido univ., Japan), hitoshi
onouchi (grad. schl. Agric., hokkaido univ., Japan), satoshi naito (grad. schl. life sci., hokkaido univ., grad. schl. Agric., hokkaido
univ., Japan)
yamashi-ta@mail.sci.hokudai.ac.jp
Cystathionine γ-synthase (CGS) catalyzes the key step of methionine biosynthesis in plants. CGS is encoded by CGs1 gene in Arabidopsis
thaliana. expression of CGs1 is feedback-regulated at the step of mrnA degradation in response to s-adenosyl-l-methionine(sAm) (1). A
short amino acid sequence termed the MTO1 peptide that is encoded in the exon 1 of CGs1 itself is important for this regulation as a cisacting element (2). in vitro translation system of wheat germ extract reproduces this regulation (3). in vitro analyses revealed that CGs1
mrnA degradation is induced by the translation arrest at the ser-94 codon which is locatd immediately downstream of the mto1 region
(4). translation arrest is induced at the translocation step when the A-site of the ribosome is occupied by the peptidyl-trnA (ser) (4).
Since the MTO1 peptide most likely exists inside the exit tunnel of the arrested ribosome, and its amino acid sequence is important, we
hypothesized that the mto1 peptide functions within the exit tunnel. We compared the folding status of mto1 peptide inside the arrested
ribosome or non-arrested one by pegylation assay using in vitro translation system. the result indicated that mto1 nascent peptide takes
a compact structure in the sAm-induced arrested ribosome. therefore, folding of the mto1 peptide is suggested to be important for this
regulation. folding status of the mto1 peptide and the translation arrest will be discussed.
(1) chiba et al., science, 286: 1371-4, 1999
(2) ominato et al., J. biol. chem., 277: 36380-6, 2002
(3) chiba et al., pnAs, 100: 10225-30, 2003
(4) onouchi et al., genes dev., 19: 1799-810, 2005

04035
Atsf1, A splicing fActor-relAted protein thAt fuctions to control development in ArAbidopsis.
*yun hee Jang (Korea university, Korea), soon-Kap Kim (Korea university), hyo-young park (Korea university), may phyo thu (Korea
university), Keh chien lee (Korea university), Jeong-Kook Kim (Korea university)
rhapddl@hanmail.net
pre-mrnA splicing is an essential step in the regulation of gene expression and it is associated with many component proteins of
spliceosome complexes. Atsf1 gene encode a splicing factor similar to the human (mbbp/sf1) and yeast sf1 (bbp/scsf1) proteins and
interact with u2Af, which are functional at an early stage of spliceosome assembly.
A T-DNA insertion line (atsf1-2) of AtSF1 showed a range of developmental defects such as dwarfism and ABA-hypersensitivity during
seed germination. microarray data revealed that various genes were found to be up- or down-regulated, including heat-shock transcription
factors, heat-shock proteins, and CYP707A3 gene, in atsf1-2 mutant. Microarray data of some genes were confirmed using RT-PCR assay.
The expression levels of the CYP707A family and heat-shock protein genes were confirmed again through real-time PCR. Some genes
showed changes in their alternative splicing patterns. Promoter GUS reporter assay also showed that the coding sequence of the AtSF1
gene was necessary for tissue-specific reporter gene expression in transgenic plants.
In addition, the protein interaction between AtSF1 and AtU2AF65 was confirmed through GST-pull down assay. These results suggest
that AtSF1 is the Arabidopsis ortholog of the yeast and metazoan SF1 protein, a pre-mRNA splicing factor required for the early stage of
spliceosome assembly.

04036
bAttles betWeen plAnt genome And its pArAsite through the Action of A smAll rnA
*misuzu nosaka (nagoya university, Jsps research fellow, Japan), yutaka sato (nagoya university, Japan science and technology
Agency presto, Japan)
nosaka.misuzu@g.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp
rnA silencing is a defense system against genomic parasites such as transposons which are potentially harmful to host genome. the
majority of transposons are epigenetically silenced by rnA silencing to stabilize the host genome. despite the presence of this defense
system, transposons constitute a major component of eukaryotic genome. this implies the existence of a pathway, which enables
tranposons to escape host defense. there is increasing knowledge about the mechanism of silencing, however, the strategies to avoid
epigenetic silencing for transposons are poorly understood. here we show that a class of transposons in rice utilizes a micrornA (mirnA)
as a strategy to suppress silencing. We found that mir820 is a mirnA, which is expressed from cActA dnA transposon in rice and whose
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target is a dnA methyltransferase gene, osdrM1a, one of the components of epigenetic silencing. We confirmed that mir820 regulates
the expression of osdrM1a by using small RNA deficient mutants. Although, this regulation is conserved at least among oryza species,
the nucleotide sequence of mir820 and its recognition site of the target gene in some species co-evolved to keep their base pairing,
suggesting the contribution of this regulation to adaptive evolution. our results demonstrate that rnA silencing, intrinsically a host
defense machinery, is utilized as a countermeasure of transposons in rice. furthermore, our analysis of the regulation of osdrM1a by
mir820 shed light on the action of small rnAs both in the battle and cooperation between plant genome and its parasite.

04037
QuAntitAtive epigenetics of root development in ArAbidopsis
*sandra cortijo (Arabidopsis epigenetics and epigenomics, ibens, france), francois roudier (Arabidopsis epigenetics and epigenomics,
ibens, france), Agnes bulski (Arabidopsis epigenetics and epigenomics, ibens, france), mathilde etcheverry (Arabidopsis epigenetics
and epigenomics, ibens, france), frank Johannes (groningen bioinformatics centre, university of groningen, haren, the netherlands),
vincent colot (Arabidopsis epigenetics and epigenomics, ibens, france)
cortijo@biologie.ens.fr
loss or gain of dnA methylation can affect gene expression and is sometimes transmitted across generations. such epigenetic alterations
could thus be a source of heritable phenotypic variation in the absence of DNA sequence change. To test this possibility, we are carrying
out a series of quantitative genetic analyses on a population of near isogenic, epigenetic Recombinant Inbred Lines (epiRILs).
We have previously shown that the epirils exhibit stable inheritance of multiple parental dnA methylation variants (epialleles) over
at least eight generations as well as a low amount of DNA sequence variation caused by transposable element mobilization. In addition,
we could show that these lines exhibit continuous variation and high heritability (~30%) for flowering time and plant height (Johannes
et al, plos genet 2009). Analysis of a third complex trait in the epirils population, length of the primary root, indicates similarly high
heritability (35 to 50%). This trait is not genetically correlated with flowering time or plant height, suggesting a largely distinct heritable
basis in each case.
We will report our progress in epigenotyping selected lines using immunoprecipitation of methylated dnA coupled to hybridization
on whole genome tiling arrays. This selective epigenotyping will serve to identify causative epigenetic quantitative trait loci by classical
linkage mapping methods.

04038
criticAl role of AlAC1 chromAtin relAted gene in estAblishment of genomic imprinting And dnA demethylAtion
*yoko ikeda (graduate school of biological science, nara institute of science and technology, Japan), yuki Kinoshita (graduate
school of biological science, nara institute of science and technology, Japan), yuriko ikeda (graduate school of biological science,
nara institute of science and technology, Japan), tetsuji Kakutani (department of integrated genetics, national institute of genetics,
Japan), tetsu Kinoshita (graduate school of biological science, nara institute of science and technology, Japan)
yikeda@bs.naist.jp
genomic imprinting is the epigenetic phenomenon that results in mono-allelic gene expression according to their parent-of-origin.
flowering plants control seed development in part by genomic imprinting in the endosperm. the establishment of imprinting is known to
require DNA demethylation by DNA glycosylase, but little is known how DNA demethylation is regulated.
to better understand the regulatory mechanism, we screened alarm clock for FWA imprinting (alac) mutants that are defective in
genomic imprinting using GFp reporter constructs of a maternally expressed gene, FWA. We isolated alac1 mutant that affected activation
and dnA demethylation of maternally expressed imprinted genes. alac1 also exhibits endosperm over-proliferation and autonomous
endosperm development without fertilization, which mimics the mutants of imprinted genes. these results indicate AlAC1 controls the
establishment of genomic imprinting through dnA demethylation. alac1 encodes chromatin related protein. the relationship of chromatin
remodeling and dnA demethylation will be discussed.

04039
histone deAcetylAse 19 is reQuired for the repression of sAlicylic Acid biosynthesis And sAlicylic Acid-mediAted
defense responses in ArAbidopsis
*sun-mee choi (school of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul 151-747, Korea., global research laboratory for floral
regulatory signaling, seoul national university, seoul 151-747, Korea), hae-ryong song (school of biological sciences, seoul national
university, seoul151-747, Korea., global research laboratory for floral regulatory signaling, seoul national university, seoul 151-747,
Korea), soon-Ki han (environmental biotechnology national core research center, gyeongsang national univerity, Jinju, Korea), haksung ryu (graduate school of biotechnology, Kyung hee university, yongin 446-701, Korea., Korea), muho han (graduate school of
biotechnology, Kyung hee university, yongin 446-701, Korea., Korea), Ju-young park (department of Agricultural biotechnology, seoul
national university, seoul 151-921, Korea, Korea), yong-hwan lee (department of Agricultural biotechnology, seoul national university,
seoul 151-921, Korea, Korea), Jong-seong Jeon (graduate school of biotechnology, Kyung hee university, yongin, 446-701, Korea.,
Korea), yoo-sun noh (school of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul 151-747, Korea., global research laboratory for
floral regulatory signaling, seoul national university, seoul 151-747, Korea), bosl noh (environmental biotechnology national core
research center, gyeongsang national university, Jinju, global research laboratory for floral regulatory signaling, seoul national
university, seoul 151-747, Korea)
lovedays@snu.ac.kr
histone deacetylases remove acetyl groups from the n-terminal tails of histones, which leads to repressive chromatin structures or
to the modification of transcription factor-binding surfaces. Therefore, the role of histone deacetylases is often closely associated with
the repression of transcriptional activity. histone deacetylase 19 (hdA19), an Arabidopsis rpd3/hdA1-class histone deacetylase has
been implicated in multiple developmental processes and defense responses. here, we show that hdA19 is involved in the repression of
salicylic acid (sA)-mediated defense responses in Arabidopsis. loss of hdA19 activity increased sA content and the expression of a group
of genes required for SA accumulation and pathogenesis-related (PR) genes, resulting in enhanced resistance to pseudomonas syringae.
the acetylation levels of histone h3 within Eds5, GdG1, pr1, and pr2 promoters are increased in the hda19 mutants compared to in wild
type. the increased histone acetylation in pr1 promoter in hda19 was not sufficient for the transcriptional activation of pr1. furthermore,
we found that hdA19 directly associates with pr1 and pr2 promoters. taken together, these results indicate that hdA19 plays a key
role in repressing defense responses prior to pathogen attack and modulating the activity of defense responses by preventing harmful
overstimulation of defense responses through histone deacetylation-mediated repression of pr-gene transcription.

04040
trAnscriptionAl control of Juvenile-to-Adult phAse trAnsition in ArAbidopsis
Ji yun Kim (school of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul 151-747, Korea., global research laboratory for floral
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regulatory signaling. seoul national university, seoul 151-747, Korea), irina mitinA (school of biological sciences, seoul national
university, seoul 151-747, Korea., global research laboratory for floral regulatory signaling. seoul national university, seoul 151747), yoo-sun noh (school of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul 151-747, Korea., global research laboratory
for floral regulatory signaling. seoul national university, seoul 151-747), *bosl noh (environmental biotechnology national core
research center, gyeongsang national university, Jinju, global research laboratory for floral regulatory signaling. seoul national
university, seoul 151-74)
bnoh2003@yahoo.co.kr
plants undergo a series of phase transitions from juvenile to adult of the vegetative phase and to the reproductive phase during their
growth and development. Recent studies have revealed that the vegetative phase transition and flowering in Arabidopsis are regulated by
sQuAmosA promoter binding protein-liKe (spl) factors. spl mrnAs are post-transcriptionally regulated by micrornA156 (mir156)
in an age-dependent manner and this comprises the endogenous pathway of phase transition. however, transcriptional regulation of spls
has not been known. In this study, we provide evidences that a histone modifier is required for the transcriptional activation of spls and
thus regulates phase transitions in Arabidopsis. Mutations of the histone modifier resulted in delay in the production of abaxial trichomes(a
characteristic of adult leaves) and flowering. Moreover, the levels of spl mRNAs and a histone H3 modification within spl chromatins were
reduced by the mutations. Thus, the histone modifier acts as a transcriptional co-activator of spls.

04041
theoreticAl AnAlysis of epigenetic regulAtion of FloWErinG loCUs C
*Akiko satake (hokkaido university, presto, Japan), yoh iwasa (Kyushu university, Japan)
satakeak@cris.hokudai.ac.jp
A central gene in the vernalization pathway is FloWErinG loCUs C (FlC), a mAds-domain-containing transcription factor that acts as
a floral repressor. FlC prevents plants from flowering until winter has passed. The repression of FlC by prolonged cold involves chromatin
remodeling by addition of repressive histon modification at FlC chromatin, such as histone h3 lysine 27 trimethylation (h3K27me3),
as well as the loss of histone modifications associated with active transcription, such as histone H3 acetylation and histone H3 lysine
4 trimethylation. in A. thaliana, the repressive histone modifications persist in FlC even after a return to warm conditions, and FlC
expression is stably repressed. in contrast to A. thaliana, in the perennial herb A. alpina, the level of h3K27me3 decreases in the ortholog
of A. thaliana FlC and pEp1 is reactivated after the plant returns to warm conditions. The difference between histone modifications at FlC
and at pEp1 may be one of the mechanisms that separates annuals and perennials, but a detailed mechanism is greatly unknown. We
developed a mathematical model for epigenetic regulation of FlC and showed that bistability caused by a positive feedback is necessary
to explain the robust repression of FlC. Addition and removal of active/repressive modifications per histon was modeled as a stochastic
process. The fraction of histons with repressive modifications per cell changed according to temperature and converged to the equilibrium
state. FlC expression level per cell population changed according to the state change of each cell. We found that FlC expression was
completely and robustly repressed even under noisy temperature environment when each cell revealed bistability. We also showed that
the speed of addition of repressive modifications was a critical factor that separates annuals and perennial.

04042
identificAtion And chArActeriZAtion of the components responsible for the endosperm-specific expression of FWA
*miyuki nakamura (graduate school of biological science, nara institute of science and technology, Japan), yuki Kinoshita (graduate
school of biological science, nara institute of science and technology, Japan), yoko ikeda (graduate school of biological science,
nara institute of science and technology, Japan), tetsu Kinoshita (graduate school of biological science, nara institute of science and
technology, Japan)
nakamura@bs.naist.jp
in Arabidopsis seed formation, one sperm fertilizes the egg cell, and the other fuses with the central cell derived from female
gametophyte, producing the diploid embryo and the triploid endosperm, respectively. endosperm tissue is essential for healthy embryo
growth. It has been known that endosperm has a unique transcriptional feature that is parental-origin expression of imprinted genes. One
of those imprinted genes is FWA gene that has the heavily methylated transcriptional start site and is transcriptionally silent in vegetative
tissue. on the contrary, in endosperm tissue, the expression of FWA occurs with decreasing of the methylation level at the transcriptional
start site. however, the mechanism underlying this transcription regulation remains unknown. to identify new components involved in this
molecular mechanism, we screened a mutagenized population of FWA promoter-gfp transgenic plants for mutants defective in the FWA
expression in endosperm. We isolated several mutants, called alarm clock for FWA imprinting (alac) . one third of the total developing seed
from alac2 heterozygous mutant exhibited the weakened gfp expression pattern. moreover, these endosperms also showed abnormal
nuclear division or delayed nuclear division during early endosperm development, while this mutation has little effect on the expressions
of maternally imprinted genes. in alac3 mutant, the expression of other maternally imprinted genes, such as MEdEA and Fis2, decreased
in the presumptive mutant ovules. positional cloning of genes responsible for alac mutants are in progress.

04043
the epigenetic mechAnism for resetting of FloWErinG loCUs C during reproductive stAge
*hye in yun (department of biological science, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, KoreA), youbong hyun (department of
biological science, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, KoreA), min-Jeong Kang (department of biological science, seoul national
university, seoul, Korea, global research laboratory for floral regulatory signaling at snu & uW, seoul national university, KoreA),
bosl noh (department of biological science, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, global research laboratory for floral regulatory
signaling at snu & uW, seoul national university, KoreA), yoo-sun noh (department of biological science, seoul national university,
seoul, Korea, global research laboratory for floral regulatory signaling at snu & uW, seoul national university, KoreA), yeonhee choi
(department of biological science, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, KoreA)
hiyun05@snu.ac.kr
epigenetic regulation of FloWErinG loCUs C (FlC), a major floral repressor, is one of the critical factors that determine flowering
time in Arabidopsis thaliana. epigenetic state of FlC, however, is reset during reproductive stage. in previous study, we showed that
FlC expression disappeared in gametophytes and was reactivated after fertilization in the embryos, not in the endosperm regardless of
the epigenetic state in adult plant. Although many FlC regulators and their effects on FlC chromatin have been extensively studied, the
epigenetic resetting mechanism of FlC has not been thoroughly characterized yet.
in this study, we have been searching for key factors of the FlC resetting using FlC::GUs analysis and rnA expression analysis in many
mutants of epigenetic regulators.
dnA methyltransferases as well as the small rnA interference pathway did not affect FlC resetting. factors isolated as FlC activators
in floral regulation had different effects on FlC resetting depending on their biochemical properties: some acted as positive components
other showed no obvious roles. fri and its associated components had roles in the maintenance of the reactivated FlC expression during
late embryogenesis but not in initial reactivation. thus, our results indicate that general epigenetic mechanisms do not regulate FlC
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resetting, rather specific classes of FlC regulators have potential to influence FlC resetting.

04044
moleculAr study on the regulAtion system of the WheAt domesticAtion gene Q in polyploid WheAt And its
AncestrAl species
*Kanako Kawaura (Kihara institute for biological research, yokohama city university, Japan), mariko yasumoro (Kihara institute for
biological research, yokohama city university, Japan), mami takaku (Kihara institute for biological research, yokohama city university,
Japan), yasunari ogihara (Kihara institute for biological research, yokohama city university, Japan)
kawaura@yokohama-cu.ac.jp
Common wheat is a hexaploid species that has evolved from 3 diploid ancestral species after allopolyploidizations. Consequently,
common wheat contains 3 genomes, namely A, b, and d. the wheat Q gene, which has pleiotropic effects on spike morphology, is
ApEtAlA2-like and was designated as WAp2. Although the Q is located on the chromosome 5A, 5b and 5d contain its homoeoloci. bread
and durum wheat harbor the Q (WAp2AQ), whereas their ancestors and older species of cultivated wheat harbor the q (WAp2Aq). this
implies that Q has evolved from q. the aim of this study is to determine the difference between the functions of WAp2AQ and those of
homoeogenes and WAp2Aq by analyzing their structure and the system for regulation of gene expression. We used bread wheat (AAbbdd),
its near-isogenic line that harbors q (AAbbdd), durum (AAbb), and the ancestral diploid species (AA, bb, and dd). polymorphisms (snps
and indels) were found not only in the coding sequences but also in the promoter regions. WAp2b has a large deletion in its exons, leading
to the translation of an unusual protein only in hexaploid wheat. the expression level of the WAp2A was highest in homoeogenes in both
hexaploid and tetraploid wheats. since the expression levels of the WAp2 in diploid species were similar to those of WAp2A in hexaploid
wheat, both WAp2b and WAp2d must have been suppressed after polyploidization. the expression level of the WAp2AQ was almost twice
that ofWAp2Aq. Bisulfite sequencing revealed that WAp2d promoter was preferentially methylated in hexaploid wheat but to a lesser
extent in diploid species. these results suggest that WAp2 homoeogene expression is differentially regulated by genetic and epigenetic
mechanisms, depending on the allopolyploidizations.

04045
clAss 1 rnAse iii in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA (Atrtl2) cleAves double-strAnded rnAs specificAlly
*eri Kiyota (united graduate school of Agricultural science, tokyo university of Agriculture and technology, Japan), ryo okada (united
graduate school of Agricultural science, tokyo university of Agriculture and technology, Japan), Akihiro hiraguri (united graduate
school of Agricultural science, tokyo university of Agriculture and technology, national Agricultural research center, Japan), hiromitsu
moriyama (united graduate school of Agricultural science, tokyo university of Agriculture and technology, Japan), toshiyuki fukuhara
(united graduate school of Agricultural science, tokyo university of Agriculture and technology, Japan)
t.stricta_solander@hotmail.co.jp
double-stranded rnA replicons (dsrnA replicons) have been founded in healthy plants. the concentrations of these plant dsrnA
replicons (endornaviruses) are maintained in host cells. We hypothesized that double-stranded ribonucleases in host plants could be
involved in the regulation of their concentrations. one of the candidates of host factor regulating endornaviruses is class 1 rnase iii.
class 1 rnase iiis founded in bacteria and yeasts cleave dsrnAs. however the activities of plant class 1 rnase iiis are unknown. We
investigated the in vitro activities of class 1 rnase iii in Arabidopsis thaliana (Atrtl2) with its recombinant protein. the recombinant
AtRTL2 cleaved dsRNAs specifically and produced about 25 nt products which were longer than the cleavage products by bacteria and
yeasts class 1 rnase iiis. the recombinant Atrtl2 in vitro cleaved purified dsRNAs of endornaviruses. These results suggest that plant
class 1 rnase iii could be involved in the regulation of endornaviruses.

04046
genome-Wide AnAlyses of Allele-specific expression And dnA methylAtion in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*hiroshi shiba (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), taketo Kayabe (nara institute of science and technology, Japan),
Kentaro yano (meiji university, Japan), Junshi yazaki (the salk institute for biological studies, usA), huaming chen (the salk institute
for biological studies, usA), yutaka suzuki (the university of tokyo, Japan), masahiro fujita (national institute of genetics, Japan),
nori Kurata (national institute of genetics, Japan), Akira isogai (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Joseph ecker (the
salk institute for biological studies, usA), seiji takayama (nara institute of science and technology, Japan)
h-siba@bs.naist.jp
A diploid organism has two copies of each gene in the genome, one inherited from each parent. the allelic variation of gene expression
is determined by various genetic and nongenetic factors. to understand how dnA methylation is linked to allelic gene regulation, we
have used whole genome tiling microarrays and next-generation DNA sequencing to generate DNA methylation profiles (methylome) and
transcription profiles (transcriptome) of the whole seedling of Arabidopsis thaliana accessions columbia (col-0) and c24.
combinational analyses of the methylome and the transcriptome have indicated that a large number of the genes differentially expressed
between the two accessions were associated with differential dnA methylation.
Quantitative real-time PCR and bisulfite-mediated genomic DNA sequencing of selected genes derived from the two accessions and
from methylation-defective mutant (met1 mutant; Col-0 background) confirmed the validity of our data. Some of these genes are likely
to be involved in naturally occurring genetic variation in Arabidopsis thaliana accessions.

04047
functionAl study of ArAbidopsis exosome putAtive cAtAlytic subunits, Atrrp44A And Atrrp44b
*Jinwon lee (university of missouri-Kansas city, usA), Jessica Kawakami (university of missouri-Kansas city, usA), hsiao-lin Wang
(university of missouri-Kansas city, usA), dmitry belostotsky (university of missouri-Kansas city, usA), Julia chekanova (university of
missouri-Kansas city, usA)
leejinwon@umkc.edu
exosome complex is widely conserved, functionally versatile macromolecular machine that plays an important role in regulation of gene
expression in eukaryotes. Exosome functions include RNA degradation, processing, and RNA quality control. Also, we have found that the
plant exosome complex has a general role in downregulation of transcripts emanating from heterochromatic loci, repetitive elements,
transposons and processed pseudogenes.the conserved core of the eukaryotic exosome contains nine subunits. six of the subunits
are organized into a hexameric ring, which is capped by a trimer of subunits. With the exception of plant exosome, which possesses a
catalytically active Rrp41 subunit, active sites are contributed by Rrp44 (Dis3) as well as by nuclear-specific subunit Rrp6. Exonucleolytic
activity of rrp44, is considered to be the tenth subunit of the exosome core. it had been shown recently that yeast rrp44 also possesses
endonucleolytic activity. Using proteomics approach we previously identified nine proteins corresponding to Arabidopsis exosomal core,
but rrp44 and rrp6 proteins were absent from our preparations despite the existence of highly homologous genes in Arabidopsis. both
Atrrp44a and Atrrp44b genes contain rnb domain known to be responsible for 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity. to investigate the function of
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both Atrrp44a and Atrrp44b genes, we characterized t-dnA mutants of both genes and found that Atrrp44b has no phenotype, atrrp44a
alleles show embryo lethal phenotype. to address the functions of Atrrp44a and Atrrp44b during vegetative growth we constructed
inducible rnAi (irnAi) alleles and found that depletion of Atrrp44a leads to molecular phenotype indicative of exosome malfunction and
subsequently results in seedlings death. We also have found that AtRRP44a protein possesses 3’ to 5’ exonuclease activity. Results of
further examination of the division of labor between two Arabidopsis Atrrp44a and Atrrp44b proteins will be presented.

04048
convergent role of the dnA methyltrAnsferAse met1 And the putAtive histone demethylAse ibm1 in the negAtive
control of genic h3K9 dimethylAtion
*Angelique Deleris (Department of Molecular, Cell and Developmental Biology, University of California (UCLA) Los Angeles, USA),
hume stroud (department of molecular, cell and developmental biology, university of california (uclA) los Angeles, usA), yana
bernatavichute (department of biological chemistry, university of california (uclA) los Angeles), rona law (department of molecular,
cell and developmental biology, university of california (uclA) los Angeles)
adeleris@mcdb.ucla.edu
methylation of histone h3 lysine 9 (h3K9) is a hallmark of transcriptional silencing in many organisms. in Arabidopsis thaliana,
dimethylation of H3K9 is involved in the control of DNA methylation and silencing at transposons, repetitive sequences and occasionally
genes when they present a repetitive sequence in their promoter. However, bodies of transcriptionally active genes are depleted of that
mark. We constructed a high-resolution genome-wide map of h3K9me2 methylation in the met1 mutant background by using chromatin
immunoprecipitation coupled with whole-genome roche nimblegen microarrays (chip-chip). We could observe h3K9me2 hypermethylation
in hundreds of genes in the met1 background; at first, this seems paradoxical with the role of MET1 as a CG DNA methyltransferase, for CG
dnA methylation is an epigenetic mark implicated in the maintenance of h3K9me2 patterns at some heterochromatic loci. ibm1 is a JmJ
protein with putative h3K9me2 histone demethylase activity; ibm1 mutants also display hyper-accumulation of h3K9me2 in the bodies of
genes. to better understand the genetic interactions between ibm1 and met1, we analysed the extent of h3K9me2 hypermethylation in
the single and double-mutants. our observations collectively suggest that there are at least two mechanisms for dimethylation of h3K9,
and that both ibm1 and met1 contribute to its negative regulation at genes, although to different degrees. We will discuss our evidence
for those mechanisms and their relevance within the context of establishment, maintenance, and control of heterochromatin.

05001
regulAtion And membrAne dynAmics of the distAl root stem cell niche
*yvonne stahl (institute for genetics, hhu, duesseldorf, germany), stephanie grabowski (institute for molecular physical chemistry,
hhu, duesseldorf, germany), Andrea bleckmann (institute for genetics, hhu, duesseldorf, germany), claus, Am seidel (institute for
molecular physical chemistry, hhu, duesseldorf, germany), ruediger simon (institute for genetics, hhu, duesseldorf)
yvonne.stahl@uni-duesseldorf.de
plants possess at the tip of the shoot and the root meristems that harbor pluripotent stem cells from which all cells of the plant body
derive. intercellular signaling processes mediated by small peptide ligands and their respective receptors play important roles in the
necessary dynamic but also tight regulation of the transition from stem cell fate to differentiation. stem cells in the Arabidopsis shoot
apical meristem express and secrete the clAvAtA3 (clv3) peptide and this signal is transmitted by the membrane localized leucine rich
repeat receptor kinase clAvAtA1 (clv1) and clv2/crn (coryne) to the subjacent organizing cells, which express the homeodomain
transcription factor Wuschel (Wus). this signaling eventually leads to a negative feedback loop adjusting stem cell homeostasis in
the shoot. A direct binding of clv3 to the ectodomain of clv1 was shown using radio labeled ligand and clv1 extracellular domain [1].
recently we discovered, based on genetic evidence that a similar regulation, consisting of the clv3-related peptide cle40, the membrane
localized receptor kinase ArAbidopsis crinKly 4 (Acr4) and the Wus-homolog Wox5, also exists in the distal root meristem. the
major difference to the shoot meristem regulation is that the peptide signal (cle40) originates from differentiated cells, not from stem
cells [2]. We are currently studying ligand-receptor interactions and putative complex formations involved in plant stem cell regulation.
We want to analyze the dynamics of these processes, especially upon binding of the peptidacious ligands to their respective receptors.
We are currently establishing experimental setups using fluorescently labeled receptors and ligands for these analyses using fluorescence
correlation spectroscopy (FCS), fluorescence recovery after photobleaching (FRAP), fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) and
fluorescent lifetime imaging (FLIM) techniques.
[1] ogawa et al, science (2008).
[2] stahl et al, curr biol (2009).

05002
nod fActor/ nitrAte-induced ClE genes drive systemic And hAr1-dependent regulAtion of nodulAtion
*satoru okamoto (natural institute for basic biology, Japan), erika ohnishi (grad. sch. sci., univ. of tokyo, Japan), shusei sato (Kazusa
dnA res. inst., Japan), hirokazu takahashi (grad. sch. Agri. life sci., univ. of tokyo, Japan), mikio nakazono (grad. sch. Agri. life sci.,
univ. of tokyo, Japan), satoshi tabata (Kazusa dnA res. inst., Japan), masayoshi Kawaguchi (natural institute for basic biology, Japan)
sokamoto@nibb.ac.jp
host legumes control root nodule numbers by sensing external and internal cues. A major external cue is soil nitrate, whereas
a feedback regulatory system in which earlier formed nodules suppress further nodulation through shoot-root communication is an
important internal cue. the latter is known as autoregulation of nodulation (Aut), and is believed to consist of two long-distance signals:
a root-derived signal that is generated in infected roots and transmitted to the shoot; and a shoot-derived signal that systemically inhibits
nodulation. in lotus japonicus, the leucine-rich repeat receptor-like kinase, hypernodulAtion AberrAnt root formAtion 1 (hAr1),
mediates Aut and nitrate inhibition of nodulation, and is hypothesized to recognize the root-derived signal. here we identify l. japonicus
ClE-root signal 1 (ljClE-rs1) and ljClE-rs2 as strong candidates for the root-derived signal. A hairy root transformation study shows
that overexpressing ljClE-rs1 and -rs2 inhibits nodulation systemically and furthermore, that the systemic suppression depends on
hAr1. moreover, ljClE- rs2 expression is strongly up-regulated in roots by nitrate addition. Based on these findings, we propose a
simple model for Aut and nitrate inhibition of nodulation mediated by ljcle-rs1, -rs2 peptides and the hAr1 receptor-like kinase.

05003
roles of ClE1-ClE7 in root development in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*takao Araya (riKen plant science center, yokohama, Japan), mayu miyamoto (riKen plant science center, yokohama, Japan),
Juliarni Wibowo (riKen plant science center, yokohama, Japan), Akinori suzuki (riKen plant science center, yokohama, Japan), hideki
takahashi (riKen plant science center, yokohama, Japan)
arayatakao@psc.riken.jp
the ClE (ClAVAtA3 EndospErM sUrroUndinG rEGion) peptides are signaling molecules thought to regulate the size of meristems
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and their differentiation. despite the essential function of ClAVAtA3 (ClV3) in maintenance of shoot apical meristem, previous findings
suggested its closest homologues, ClE1-ClE7, are abundantly expressed in Arabidopsis roots, and their roles in root development have
not been elucidated.
the transcript levels of ClE1, 3, 4, and 7 were increased by low no3-, but repressed by high no3-. ClE1, 2, 3, 4, and 7 were expressed
in pericycle cells. ClE1 and ClE5 were expressed in root tip, and ClE2 and ClE4 were expressed in basal position of lateral roots. We could
barely find any expression of ClE6 in roots. overexpression of ClE1-ClE7 inhibited the growths of lateral roots, although the lateral root
densities were unaffected. Accordingly, ClE1-ClE7 were suggested to function as repressors of lateral root elongation.
the clv1 mutants having mutations in ClV1, the receptor of ClV3, had longer lateral roots than the wild-type plants. the longer
lateral root phenotype of clv1 mutants was due to enhanced elongation rates of lateral roots. microscopic analysis of clv1-gfp revealed
that ClV1 was expressed in the phloem companion cells in roots. Analysis of the root lengths of ClE3 overexpressors in wild-type and
clv1 mutant backgrounds indicated the clv1 mutant was less sensitive to the overexpression of ClE3 gene having inhibitory effects on
lateral root elongation. these results suggested that ClV1 acts as a receptor of cle1-cle7 peptides and that cle-clv1 signaling cascade
regulates elongation of lateral roots in Arabidopsis.

05004
A signAling module controlling the stem cell niche in ArAbidopsis root meristems
yvonne stahl (institute for genetics, heinrich-heine university, duesseldorf, germany, germany), *rene h. Wink (institute for
genetics, heinrich-heine university, duesseldorf, germany, germany), gwyneth ingram (institute of cell and molecular biology,
university of edinburgh, uK, united Kingdom), ruediger simon (institute for genetics, heinrich-heine university, duesseldorf, germany,
germany)
rene.wink@uni-duesseldorf.de
rene h. Wink*, yvonne stahl*, gwyneth c. ingram**, ruediger simon*
*institute for genetics, heinrich-heine university, duesseldorf, germany
** institute of cell and molecular biology, university of edinburgh, uK
rene.wink@uni-duesseldorf.de
many processes in plant development are controlled by small signaling peptides, one of these signaling molecules is cle40. Within the
cle-family cle40 is most closely related to clv3, which is essential for the stem cell regulating clAvAtA-pathway (clv) in the shoot
apical meristem. because of the close relation to clv3 and the fact that cle40 mutants show defects in regulating the root meristem, a
similar mechanism to the clv-pathway of the sAm is supposed to function in the root. ClE40 can rescue a clv3 mutant if expressed from
the stem cell domain. in the root, cle40 is expressed in the differentiating descendants of distal root stem cells and the differentiation
zone of the stele. reducing cle40 levels delays differentiation and allows stem cell proliferation. conversely, increased cle40 levels
drastically alter the expression domain of Wox5 and promote stem cell differentiation. in addition to that our data strongly suggests that
the receptor kinase Acr4, previously shown to control cell proliferation, is an essential component, and also a target, of cle40 signaling.
our results reveal that in contrast to the shoot system, signals, originating from differentiated cells, but not the stem cells, determine
the size and position of the root niche (1).
(1) stahl et al, curr biol (2009)

05005
screening of the ClV2 enhAncer mutAnts
*masashi yamada (the university of tokyo, Japan), hiroo fukuda (the university of tokyo, Japan), shinichiro sawa (the university of
tokyo, Japan)
masyamad@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
the shoot meritem and root meristem are continuously forming many tissues during plant development. to understand the mechanism
of plant develoment, it is important to examine the mechanism of shoot and root meristem. it has been known that the secreted
peptide ClAVAtA(ClV3) restricts the size of the shoot meristem by negatively regulating the WUsChEl(WUs) gene. this peptide has
been received by receptors such as ClV1 and ClV2/CorYnE(Crn). however, compared with shoot meristem, it has not been known
how cle pathways regulate root meristem development. Arabidopsis genomes contain at least 31 members of the ClV3/EndospErM
sUrroUndinG rEGion (ClE) family genes including ClV3. over-expression of the ClE genes and treatments with cles resulted in
consumption of root meristem. furthermore, the mutants of the clv2 and crn showed resistance against over-expression ClV3 and
treatments with cle peptide. therefore, it has been suggested that development of root meristem is regulated by similar ClV3-ClV2/Crn
pathway. however, the clv2 and crn mutants did not show obvious phenotype in root meristem. furthermore, it has not been known
that the mutants of ClE show phenotypes of root meristem. therefore, it has been suggested that more redundant cle pathways are
regulating root meristem development. to discover novel factors related to cle pathways in root meristem, we have screened for mutants
are more resistant against cle treatments in the clv2 mutant background. All enhancer mutants enhanced peptide resistance of the clv2
mutant. some of them enhanced shoot phenotypes of the clv2 mutant as well. We are identifying candidate genes of these clv2 enhancer
mutants. further analysis of these mutants will be presented.

05006
identificAtion of the novel peptide ligAnds involved in plAnt orgAn development
*Kimihiko yabe (national institute for basic biology (nibb), Japan), hisako igarashi (national institute for basic biology (nibb), Japan),
yuhei tsuchida (national institute for basic biology (nibb), Japan), chihiro nakamori (national institute for basic biology (nibb),
Japan), Kiyotaka okada (national institute for basic biology (nibb), Japan)
kyabe@nibb.ac.jp
it is well known that intercellular signaling systems in shoot apical meristem (sAm) have important roles of lateral organ development
and positioning. recent analyses showed that one of the signaling molecules are peptides working as ligands, such as clv3. it is
suggested many peptide molecules have different roles at sAm, but only a few number of peptides was obtained. We started to identify
novel peptide ligands working at SAM secreted into apoplastic space, by using the cauliflower mutant of Arabidopsis (double mutant of
ap1 cal) and cauliflower heads of brassica oleracea var. botrylis. We peeled several cell layers of cauliflower heads, extracted proteins
by dipping in CaCl2 solution in vacuo, and identified 41 proteins between 3,000 Da and 18,000 Da by 2D gel electrophoresis and protein
sequencing. We also identified 339 proteins of 500-4000 Da from Arabidopsis ap1 cal mutant by using column chromatography technique
and amino acid sequence analysis with LC-MS/MS. We then chose 30 proteins and started their bioassay by adding the synthetic peptides
to Arabidopsis seedlings. some of the synthetic peptides showed biological activity changing morphology in roots and/or shoots, such as
abnormal cell division planes, disruption of Qc, and aberrant direction of root cell elongation. We are currently examining the biological
roles of the candidate proteins.
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06001
involvement of bor6 And bor7, boron efflux trAnsporters expressed in pollen tubes, in reproduction
Akiko yoshinaga (university of tokyo, Japan), Kyoko miwa (hokkaido university, Japan), hiroyuki ohmori (university of tokyo, Japan),
*toru fujiwara (university of tokyo, Japan)
atorufu@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Boron is an essential micronutrient for the plants. The male sterility is one of the B deficiency symptoms. The first boron transporter,
BOR1, is identified through molecular genetics of Arabidopsis thaliana and seven bor1 or bor1-like genes are present in the genomes
of Arabidopsis thaliana. BOR6 and BOR7 are boron transporters specifically expressed in pollen and pollen tubes and it was possible that
bor6 and/or bor7 is involved in reproduction. We investigated possible roles of bor6 and bor7 in reproduction. We obtained t-dnA
tag lines for these genes from ABRC. When plants are grown under B deficient condition and pollen tubes in pistils were observed, pollen
tubes of double mutant for the bor6 and bor7 genes were shorter than the wild type. Wt pollen tubes reached to the lower part of
the pistil, while those of the double mutant did not. pollen tubes of the double mutant tend to extend toward ovules in the upper part
of the pistil rather than reaching to the lower part of pistils. t-dnA insertions in bor6, bor7 did not segregate from the corresponding
heterozygous plants in the 1:2:1 ratio and wild type plants appeared in a higher frequency among the selfed progenies. Our results
suggest that bor6 and bor7 play an important role in the pollen tube elongation and reproduction.

06002
the ArAbidopsis Acyl-coA-binding proteins Acbp1 And Acbp2 Are essentiAl for eArly embryo development
*shi xiao (the university of hong Kong, hong Kong sAr, china), Qin-fang chen (the university of hong Kong, hong Kong sAr, china),
Wenqing Qi (The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR, China), Girish Mishra (The University of Hong Kong, Hong Kong SAR,
china), Jinyu ma (the university of hong Kong, hong Kong sAr, china), mingfu Wang (the university of hong Kong, hong Kong sAr,
china), mee-len chye (the university of hong Kong, hong Kong sAr, china)
xiaoshi@graduate.hku.hk
in Arabidopsis thaliana, a family of six genes (ACbp1 to ACbp6) encodes acyl-coA-binding proteins (Acbps) which show conservation
at the acyl-coA-binding domain. n-terminal transmembrane domains and C-terminal ankyrin repeats are also present in Acbp1 and
Acbp2. Acbp1 has been observed to accumulate in embryos of developing seeds and has been proposed to function in lipid transfer.
Using ACBP2-specific antibodies in immunolocalization, we showed that ACBP2 is similarly expressed in Arabidopsis embryos during
seed development. since Acbp1 and Acbp2 are highly conserved (82% identity) and are both expressed in embryos, we investigated if
they function redundantly in lipid metabolism during seed development. Our findings revealed that the acbp1 and acbp2 single mutants
are similar to wild type in growth and development, but the acbp1acbp2 double mutant is embryo lethal and embryos aborted at early
embryogenesis. lethality in the double mutant was overcome by introduction of an ACbp1 cdnA. lipid and acyl-coA analyses indicated
that siliques (but not leaves) of the acbp1 mutant accumulate galactolipid monogalactosyldiacylglycerol and 18:0-coA. in contrast, the
levels of most polyunsaturated species of phospholipids such as phosphatidylcholine, phosphatidylethanolamine, phosphatidylinositol
and phosphatidylserine had declined. further observations demonstrated that recombinant Acbp1 and Acbp2 bind unsaturated
phosphatidylcholine and acyl-coA esters in vitro. taken together, our results suggest that Acbp1 and Acbp2 are essential in lipid transfer
during early embryogenesis in Arabidopsis.
supported by hKu-10207211 and ugc-project no. Aoe/b-07/99

06003
plAstic chloroplAst differentiAtion in ArAbidopsis roots by light And phytohormones
Koichi Kobayashi (the university of tokyo, Japan), *tatsuru masuda (the university of tokyo, Japan)
ctmasuda@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Elucidation of mechanism of plastic chloroplast differentiation is beneficial for understanding of the assembly of photosynthetic apparatus,
as well as agricultural purposes. here, we studied the chloroplast differentiation in Arabidopsis roots. in the presence of light, chloroplast
differentiation in roots is positively and negatively regulated by cytokinin and auxin, respectively. light and phytohormones control the
coordinated expression of genes involved in Chl biosynthesis and photosynthesis. For light signaling, a transfactor HY5 was prerequisite.
consistent with in silico prediction, promoter-GUs analysis shows that binding of hy5 to a g-box is essential for the transcriptional
activation in roots. Comparison of Chl and HY5-YFP fluorescence shows that the former is limited in cortex, while the later is observed in
almost all cells. Furthermore, phytohormones do not affect the HY5 stability, suggesting HY5 is essential but not sufficient for chloroplast
differentiation in roots, and phytohormones may affect distinct pathway for transcriptional regulation. expression analysis reveal the
phytohormone-dependent expression of GlK2 in roots, an isoform of recently identified transfactor that controls the coordinate expression
of photosynthesis genes. in fact, chl accumulation in glk1 glk2 is significantly lower, while those in overexpressors GLK1oe and glK2oe are
approximately 6- and 3-fold higher than Wt, respectively, suggesting the phytohormonal control is primarily mediated via glK2 in roots.
surprisingly, excised roots of glK overexpressors are photosynthetically competent, as they show light-dependent o2 evolution and co2
fixation. Our results show that the chloroplast differentiation in roots is regulated by combination of phytohormones- and light-dependent
transfactors that coordinate the expression of photosynthesis genes causing the assembly of functional photosynthetic apparatus.

06004
tAcKling the regulAtion of glucosinolAte biosynthesis in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*doris Albinsky (riKen plant science center; Jst, crest, Japan), Ayuko Kuwahara (riKen plant science center; Jst, crest, Japan),
yuji sawada (riKen plant science center; Jst, crest, Japan), mutsumi nagano (riKen plant science center; Jst, crest, Japan),
Akiko hirai (riKen plant science center, Japan), yukiko Kamide (riKen plant science center, Japan), Kazuki saito (riKen psc; grad.
school of pharm. sci., chiba univ., Japan), masami yokota hirai (riKen psc;Jst,crest;grad.school of bioagr. sci., nagoya univ, Japan)
doris@riken.jp
About 120 glucosinolates (gsls) are predominantly synthesized in the plant family of the brassicaceae. gsls are sulphur- and
nitrogen-containing secondary metabolites and their breakdown products confer e.g. resistance to herbivores and pathogens or exhibit
anticarcinogenic properties in humans.
synthesis of gsls is tightly connected with the synthesis of amino acids in the primary metabolism, mainly methionine, phenylalanine
and tryptophane.
These amino acids form the skeleton of the GSLs. Side-chain elongation, core GSL biosynthesis and side-chain modification lead to the
final products of aliphatic, aromatic and indolic GSLs.
The combination of coexpression analysis and metabolite profiling led to the identification of biosynthetic genes and key regulators in
glucosinolate biosynthesis. Additionally, the integration of transcriptomic and metabolomic data of sulphur-deprived Arabidopsis plants
revealed coordinate changes of genes involved in glucosinolate and amino acid metabolism.
However, several genes identified through the latter approach are most likely environmentally regulated. At moment, we are trying to
elucidate the distinct regulation of these genes by various abiotic challenges.
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furthermore, we are aiming to unveil the impact of the primary amino acid metabolism in glucosinolate biosynthesis by investigating
the metabolomes of mutant plants impaired in amino acid synthesis and transport.

06005
identificAtion of regions reQuired And sufficient for nitrAte-responsive expression of nir1 And niA1
*mineko Konishi (the university of tokyo, Japan), shuichi yanagisawa (the university of tokyo, Japan)
amkonish@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
nitrate acts as a signaling molecule that induces changes in growth and gene expression in plants. genes encoding nitrate reductase
(nr) and nitrite reductase (nir) are typical nitrate-inducible genes. to identify cis-element(s) involved in nitrate-responsive gene
expression, we analyzed 5' and 3' flanking sequences of an NR gene, niA1, and an nir gene, nir1, of Arabidopsis. the 1.9-kb promoter of
niA1 was not activated by nitrate. However, when both the 5’ and 3’ flanking sequences of niA1 were fused to gus gene, the expression
of this fusion gene was strongly induced by nitrate. When the 3’ flanking sequence was fused to the downstream of GUS gene under
the control of the 35S minimal promoter, this chimeric gene also showed nitrate response. These results indicated that the 3’ flanking
sequence of niA1 is sufficient to confer nitrate response. On the other hand, GUS reporter gene under the control of the 3.1-kb promoter
sequence of nir1 was expressed in response to nitrate treatment. Subsequent analyses revealed that the region from positions -188
to -1 (relative to the translation start site) was found to contain at least one cis-element necessary for the nitrate-dependent activation
of the promoter. To define the nitrate-responsive cis-element (NRE) in this region, we compared the sequences of several NIR gene
promoters from various higher plants and identified a conserved pseudo-palindromic sequence motif as the putative NRE. A synthetic
promoter in which the four copies of a 43-bp sequence containing the motif were fused to the 35S minimal promoter was found to direct
nitrate-responsive transcription. furthermore, mutations in this pseudo-palindromic motif diminished the nitrate-responsive activity of the
promoter, indicating that the 43-bp sequence is an NRE that is both necessary and sufficient for nitrate-responsive transcription.

06006
in ViVo meAsurements of Amino Acids using fret-bAsed metAbolite sensors
John-todd holland (virginia tech, usA), Altaf Ahmad (virginia tech, usA), verlyn stronberg (virginia tech, usA), *sakiko okumoto
(virginia tech, usA)
sokumoto@vt.edu
Methods to analyze multiple layers of regulations (genomic modification, control of transcript and protein levels, post-transcriptional
modification, metabolite and ion levels) in situ are especially relevant in systems biology. compared to the transcriptional and translational
regulations, changes of metabolite levels in living cells are often very fast and reversible; therefore it is very difficult to capture a status
in its native context. moreover, responses to stimuli differ between different cell types in the same tissue, which makes it challenging to
isolate the change in metabolic status of a single cell type by conventional biochemical approaches.
in order to understand cellular metabolism at higher temporal and spatial resolution, we developed protein-based biosensors using
fluorescent resonance energy transfer (fret). by taking advantage of the bacterial periplasmic binding protein family, sensors for
many biologically important molecules, including sugars and amino acids (reviewded in okumoto 2010), have been created. these fret
sensors can be expressed in wide range of model systems including cell cultures, and importantly, whole organisms. Also, when externally
added, it provides an extremely fast method for the detection of metabolites (dulla et al, 2008). our preliminary data suggest that the
metabolite sensors can be used for the analyses of cellular export activity in higher temporal resolution, providing a new powerful tool for
the discovery of molecular mechanisms for such processes.
okumoto, s. (2009) imaging approach for monitoring cellular metabolites and ions using genetically encoded biosensors. curr. opin.
biotech. in press
dulla, c., tani, h., okumoto, s., frommer, W.b., reimer, r.J., and huguenard, J.r. (2008). imaging of glutamate in brain slices using
fret sensors. J neurosci methods 168, 306-319.

06007
the tomAto mutAnt zEtA encodes A novel enZyme essentiAl for cArotenoids biosynthesis in plAnts
*varda mann (the hebrew university of Jerusalem, israel), chen gafni (the hebrew university of Jerusalem, israel), shira glasner (the
hebrew university of Jerusalem, israel), eleanore Wurtzel (lehman college, the city university of new york, usA), dani Zamir (the
hebrew university of Jerusalem, israel), Joseph hirschberg (the hebrew university of Jerusalem, israel)
vardam@cc.huji.ac.il
carotenoids play essential roles in plants. they are synthesized in plastids from the isoprenoid pathway. three enzymes have been
reported to convert phytoene to trans-lycopene: phytoene desaturase (pds), Zeta-carotene desaturase (Zds) and carotene isomerase
(crtiso). here we describe the characterization of a forth enzyme that is essential to metabolize zeta-carotene.
We have isolated a novel mutation in tomato (s. lycopersicum cv m82), termed zEtA, which blocks carotenoid biosynthesis in flowers
and fruit at 9,15,9'-tri-cis-zeta-carotene. etiolated cotyledons of zEtA accumulate zeta-carotene, similarly to flowers and fruit. However,
exposure to light reverses the phenotype to normal. young leaves of zEtA are virescent but turn green as they develop. photosynthetic
activity is implicated in the correction of the lesions inflicted by zEtA.
the gene encoding zEtA, called ziso, was cloned based on homology to the Arabidopsis gene At1G10830. Genomic and cDNA sequences
of ziso in wild type tomato and two zEtA alleles revealed that each allele carries a unique nonsense mutation, thus confirming the
molecular basis of zEtA. ziso in tomato encodes a polypeptide of 369 amino acids which, upon cleavage of a predicted transit peptide,
generates a mature polypeptide of 32.4 kDa with potentially five trans-membrane helices. Bioinformatic analysis revealed that ziso
occurs in all cyanobacteria, algae and plants. deletion of the gene synpcc7942_1979, which is the ortholog of ziso in s. elongatus
PCC7942, resulted in accumulation of cis-zeta-carotene. Taken together, these results demonstrate that ZISO is required for cis-to-trans
isomerization of the c15-c15' double bond in zeta-carotene in both cyanobacteria and plants. the mechanism of action of Ziso is yet
unknown. We speculate that Ziso contributes a redox-related function necessary for the isomerization reaction.

06008
A prActicAl method With cApillAry electrophoresis-mAss spectrometry to profile Anionic metAbolites With A
fused silicA cApillAry
*shigeru sato (the university of tokyo, Japan), shuichi yanagisawa (the university of tokyo, Japan)
agrisato@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Metabolite profiling is a powerful approach to reveal the metabolic response networks associated with genetic modification or
environmental alteration. for comprehensive analysis of anionic metabolites, a variety of attempts have been made in the past. here
we propose the CE-MS analysis using a fused-silica capillary as a convenient method to profile primary anionic metabolites in plants.
This method is composed of analysis of anionic metabolites in two different analytical modes, where the electro-osmotic flows (EOF) are
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appropriately controlled. high-speed mode aimed at comprehensive analysis of a number of anionic metabolites in short time to generate
fast eof by selection of running electrolyte prepared in appropriate ph condition and initialization and preconditioning procedures of
fused silica capillaries. under the condition where ammonium formate (ph 8.0) is used as electrolyte, a standard mixture including 38
compounds could be analyzed in less than 16 min. however, the peaks of several isomers overlapped in this mode. therefore, we also
developed the other analytical mode, high-resolution mode, for separation of these isomers. A mixture of ammonium acetate (ph 10.0)
and methanol is used as electrolyte, because high alkaline condition and several organic solvents are useful to increase resolution by
suppressing fast EOF. Under this condition, the isomers could be separately determined, demonstrating an advantage in analysis of five
hexose isomers, fructose 6-phosphate, glucose 1-phsophate, glucose 6-phosphate. galactose 1-phosphate and mannose 6-phosphate,
which would be difficult to separate with the existing CE-MS methods. We also show the results of analysis of extracts from Arabidopsis
leaf and the moss by this method. based on these results, we will discuss how the proposed method is useful in comprehensive and
precise profiling of anionic metabolites.

06009
lArge-scAle screening of ArAbidopsis mutAnts in the expression of A gene for seed oil synthesis by high
throughput reAl-time bioluminescence monitoring system.
*tsutae Kawai (grad. sch. bioagr. sci., nagoya univ., Japan), Kiyoshi onai (cent. gene res., nagoya univ.; sentAn, Jst, Japan),
takayuki matsumoto (grad. sch. bioagr. sci., nagoya univ., Japan), mika hashimoto (grad. sch. bioagr. sci., nagoya univ., Japan),
Kenichiro maeo (grad. sch. bioagr. sci., nagoya univ., Japan), masahiro ishiura (cent. gene res., nagoya univ.; sentAn, Jst, Japan),
Kenzo nakamura (grad. sch. bioagr. sci., nagoya univ., Japan)
tsuta@agr.nagoya-u.ac.jp
during the maturation of Arabidopsis seeds, a large portion of sugar carbons imported from the source are converted into oil for
storage. An Ap2-type transcription factor Asml1/Wri1 directly activates genes for fatty acid synthesis in the plastid, while expression of
genes for the synthesis of triacylglycerol (TAG) in the endoplasmic reticulum requires additional factor(s). To search for factors involved
in the regulation of TAG assembly in the ER, we introduced a firefly luciferase (LUC) reporter gene with the promoter of a gene for
diacylglycerol acyltransferase (dGAt1; At2g19450) into Arabidopsis. the dGAt1::lUC plants showed strong luc expression in fruits that
contain maturing seeds, and weaker expression in young leaves, which showed a circadian rhythm with a peak in the evening. these
luc expression patterns were similar to the expression pattern of dGAt1 mrnA. to screen for mutants with altered expression of luc,
we used high throughput real-time bioluminescence monitoring system, which can automatically monitor bioluminescence of 1,920 or
19,200 individual plants for a week. seeds of a dGAt1::lUC plant were treated with ems, and young m2 seedlings which showed low
bioluminescence were further grown to obtain seeds. We then monitored bioluminescence of 32 to 48 individual m3 offsprings from each
candidate m2 line. After screening ca 20,000 m2 seedlings, we obtained dozens of lines that consistently exhibit low luc expression in m3
generation. At least two of them showed reduced bioluminescence in developing seeds and reduced seed oil content. We also screened
ca 10,000 t1 dGAt1::lUC plants further transformed with enhancer t-dnA, and obtained dozens of lines exhibiting high luc expression.
In one of them, enhancer was inserted near a seed-specific gene with unknown function, and over-expression of this gene under the 35
s promoter enhanced bioluminescence in developing seeds and caused increased oil content per seed.

06010
trAnscriptome coexpression AnAlysis led to identificAtion of A novel AnthocyAnin glycosyltrAnsferAse gene in
ArAbidopsis
*Keiko yonekura-sakakibara (riKen plant science center, Japan), eri inoue (riKen plant science center, Japan), fumio matsuda
(riKen plant science center, Japan), ryo nakabayashi (graduate school of pharmaceutical sciences, chiba university, Japan),
satoko sugawara (riKen plant science center, Japan), takashi Kuromori (riKen plant science center, Japan), takuya ito (Antibiotics
laboratory, riKen, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen plant science center, Japan), bunyapa Wangwattana (graduate school of
pharmaceutical sciences, chiba university, Japan), mami yamazaki (graduate school of pharmaceutical sciences, chiba university,
Japan), Kazuki saito (riKen plant science center/ chiba university, Japan)
keikoys@psc.riken.jp
in Arabidopsis, the presence of 32 flavonols and 11 anthocyanins has been reported. These flavonoid structures suggest that at least
12 UDP-sugar dependent glycosyltransferases (UGTs) are involved in the flavonoid glycosylation. Among them, 6 UGTs have already been
identified (1-4) but others still remain unknown.
To identify flavonoid UGTs comprehensively, we utilized transcriptome coexpression analysis using known flavonoid-related genes as
queries. Twenty-four genes had more than two correlations with flavonoid-related genes. Among them, UGt3 was found to be highly
correlated with anthocyanin biosynthetic genes. UGt3 belongs to the flavonoid-UGT subfamily which glycosylate a hydroxyl group of sugar
moiety linked to the flavonoid aglycone. The anthocyanin profiles of ugt3 ds-transposon inserted mutants are different from that of wild
type when grown in high sucrose condition. ugt3 recombinant protein could catalyze the xylosylation of cyanidin 3-o-glucoside. ugt3
recognized udp-xylose but not other udp-sugars. these data show that UGt3 encodes a novel anthocyanin o-xylosyltransferase.
(1) Jones et al., J. biol. Chem., 278, 43910-43918 (2003)
(2) tohge et al., plant J., 42, 218-235 (2005)
(3) yonekura-sakakibara et al., J. biol. Chem., 282, 14932-14941 (2007)
(4) yonekura-sakakibara et al., plant Cell, 20, 2160-2176 (2008)

06011
coordinAted regulAtion of thylAKoid biogenesis And photosynthetic gene expression evidenced by A gAlActolipiddeficient mutAnt
*Koichi Kobayashi (graduate school of Arts and sciences, univ. tokyo, Japan), Kintake sonoike (department of science, school of
education, Waseda univ., Japan), haruki hashimoto (graduate school of Arts and sciences, univ. tokyo, Japan), naoki sato (graduate
school of Arts and sciences, univ. tokyo, Japan), maki Kondo (department of cell biology, nibb, Japan), mikio nishimura (department
of cell biology, nibb, Japan), tatsuru masuda (graduate school of Arts and sciences, univ. tokyo, Japan), hiroyuki ohta (center for
biological resources and informatics, tokyo tech.)
ckk@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
in plants, the galactolipids monogalactosyldiacylglycerol (mgdg) and digalactosyldiacylglycerol (dgdg) are the predominant lipids in
thylakoid membranes and are indispensable for photosynthesis. Among the three isoforms that catalyze mgdg synthesis in Arabidopsis,
MGD1 is responsible for most galactolipid synthesis in chloroplasts, whereas MGD2 and MGD3 are required for DGDG accumulation
during phosphate (Pi) deficiency. A null mutant of Arabidopsis MGD1 (mgd1-2), which lacks both galactolipids and shows a severe defect
in chloroplast biogenesis under nutrient-sufficient conditions, accumulated large amounts of DGDG with a strong induction of MGd2/3
expression during pi starvation. the mutant showed internal membrane biogenesis and chlorophyll accumulation in the plastid without
functional photosynthesis. In the mutant, light-harvesting/photosystem core complexes were improperly formed, suggesting a requirement
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for mgdg for the proper assembly of these complexes. during pi starvation, distribution of plastid nucleoids changed concomitantly with
internal membrane biogenesis in mgd1-2. moreover, reduced expression of nuclear- and plastid-encoded photosynthetic genes observed
in Pi-sufficient mgd1-2 was restored after pi starvation. thus, galactolipid biosynthesis triggers plastid gene expression and plastid-tonucleus signaling independently of photosynthesis. These results suggest that glycolipid synthesis and subsequent membrane biogenesis
inside the plastid are involved in regulating photosynthetic genes encoded in the nucleus and plastids. this concerted regulation between
galactolipid biosynthesis and photosynthetic gene expression may be important for synchronizing the formation of photosynthetic
complexes with the development of thylakoid membranes during chloroplast biogenesis.

06012
plAnt metAbolomics: Widely tArgeted And un-tArgeted AnAlysis
*yuji sawada (riKen psc; Jst crest, Japan), fumio matsuda (riKen psc; Advanced sci. and tech., Kobe univ., Japan), yutaka
yamada (riKen psc; Jst crest), mutsumi nagano (riKen psc; Jst crest, Japan), makoto suzuki (riKen psc, Japan), Kazuki saito
(riken psc; grad. sch. pharmac. sci., chiba univ., Japan), masami yokota hirai (riKen psc; Jst crest, Japan)
ysawada@psc.riken.jp
metabolome data obtained from large-scale plant bioresources are expected to accelerate unraveling diverse plant metabolism. for
the genome wide metabolomics, we established widely targeted metabolomics and un-targeted metabolomics based on two different
types of LC-MS/MS [1-4]. Using UPLC-tandem quadrupole MS (TQMS), the targeted 734 standard compounds, available primary and
secondary metabolites, were detectable using selected reaction monitoring (srm), which is high sensitivity/selectivity analysis based
on the selected ms1 (precursor ion) and ms2 (product ion). this methodology was reasonable for analysis of thousands of samples
because high throughput data processing represent a significant advance as compared to un-targeted analysis. On the other hand, the
un-targeted MS/MS spectral tag (MS2T), which was obtained by the UPLC-quadrupole time of flight MS, was essential for the estimation
of the unknown metabolites. in the samples of Arabidopsis thaliana (col-0) at various development stages, thousands of ms2t data have
been measured and the approx. 300 ms2ts were successfully annotated using reference data of the standard compounds and reported
fragmentation patterns of metabolites [3]. thus, the predicted srm of the detectable metabolites could be accomplished by using the
annotated ms2t. in this study, the 4,986 of predicted srm traditions (277 ms2ts x 3 product ions x 6 steps of collision energy ranging
from 10 to 60 ev) were measured by uplc-tQms. in the seeds of col-0, approx. 70% of predicted srm could be detected. these results
suggested that the targeted and predicted srm driven ultra widely targeted metabolomics has the potential of improving the number of
detectable metabolites.
[1-3] sawada et al., plant and cell physiology (2009) 50:37-47; 50:1181-1190; 50:1579-1586.
[4] matsuda et al., the plant Journal (2009) 57:555-577
[5] matsuda et al., plant physiology (2009) 152:566-578

06013
improvement of A method for plAnt hormone AnAlysis by lc-ms/ms
*yusuke Jikumaru (riKen plant science center, Japan), Kiyoshi mashiguchi (riKen plant science center, Japan), Keita tanaka (riKen
plant science center, Japan), Atsushi hanada (riKen plant science center, Japan), maki sugiyama (riKen plant science center, Japan),
hiroyuki Kasahara (riKen plant science center, Japan), mitsunori seo (riKen plant science center, Japan), shinjiro yamaguchi (riKen
plant science center, Japan), yuji Kamiya (riKen plant science center, Japan)
jikumaru@psc.riken.jp
current studies revealed that the hormonal regulations were not always independent or parallel but rather often synergistic or
antagonistic. in order to better understand their interactive networks, we have developed a method for plant hormone analysis by using
a liquid chromatography-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-MS/MS). Our objective is to establish a method for quantitative analysis of as
many hormones and related metabolites as possible. A difficulty in this method is mainly depending on their low concentrations in plants.
Because co-migrating impurities suppress ionization of target compounds, it is necessary to establish a simple but effective purification
method before analysis by lc-ms/ms. We will report our current status of hormone analysis. Auxin-related compounds we analyze are
indole-3-acetic acid (iAA), indole-3-aldoxime, indole-3-acetaldehyde, indole-3-acetamide and iAA-amino acid conjugates. cytokinins
are trans-zeatin, n6-(Δ2-isopentenyl)adenine, dihydrozeatin and their 3 ribosides. Abscisic acid (AbA) and its metabolites are phaseic
acid (pA), dihidro-pA, 7’-oh-AbA, neo-pA and AbA-glycosyl ester (internal standards were kindly provided by dr. suzanne Abrams).
gibberellins are gA1, gA4 and other 12 gAs involved in gA1 and gA4 biosynthesis and metabolism. Jasmonic acid (JA) and precursors are
opdA, opc:8 and metabolites including JA-ile and 12-oh-JA. salicylic acid has been analyzed relatively easily. brassinosteroids are still
difficult to analyze for now, and we can only detect castasterone. We will report our current results of Arabidopsis dry seeds, seedlings,
leaves, roots and flowers. Minimum amount of plant materials we need were depending on concentrations of hormones. Usually we need
approximately 250 mg fresh weight of plant materials for general hormone analysis. We can also extend the method we established for
Arabidopsis to other plants.

06014
A neW enZyme encoded by the rod1 gene in ArAbidopsis regulAtes seed triAcylglycerol composition And plAnt
development
*chaofu lu (montana state university, usA)
clu@montana.edu
triacylglycerols (tAg) from vegetable oils are a major source of human diet, as well as an important feedstock for non-food industrial
products and biofuels. fatty acid composition is a major factor that affects the uses of the oils. in oil-accumulating cells of plant seeds,
monounsaturated oleic acid 18:1, synthesized from acetyl-coA in the plastids, is desaturated to polyunsaturated fatty acids 18:2 and
18:3 by two desaturase enzymes of the endoplasmic reticulum, fAd2 and fAd3. before desaturation, 18:1 must be incorporated into
phosphatidylcholine (pc), which is the only substrate recognized by the fAd2 and fAd3 desaturases. current models of tAg synthesis
in oilseeds propose that 18:1 can enter the pc pool either by action of lpcAt or by the action of cpt on 18:1-diacylglycerol. here, we
show that a previously unrecognized enzyme, phosphatidylcholine: diacylglycerol cholinephosphotransferase (pdct), encoded by the
Arabidopsis rod1 gene, is a major reaction for transfer of 18:1 into pc for desaturation, and for reverse transfer of 18:2 and 18:3 pufAs
into the tAg-synthesis pathway. the pdct enzyme catalyzes transfer of the phosphocholine headgroup from pc to diacylglycerol (dAg),
and mutation of rod1 reduces 18:2 and 18:3 accumulation in seed tAg by 40%. our discovery of pdct is important for understanding
glycerolipid metabolism in plants and other organisms, and provides new tools to modify the fatty acid compositions of plant oils for
improved nutrition, biofuels and other purposes. in addition, mutant characterization of rod1 indicated that pdct may also affect plant
development in Arabidopsis, such as seedling development and flowering.

06015
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the ArAbidopsis nrt2.4 is A high-Affinity nitrAte trAnsporter implicAted in AdAptAtion to loW-n conditions
*takatoshi Kiba (riKen plant science center, Japan), hitoshi sakakibara (riKen plant science center, Japan)
tkiba@psc.riken.jp
nitrogen (n) is one of the most important nutrients for plants; its availability is often a limiting factor of plant growth and productivity
both in natural and agricultural systems. therefore, plants have evolved a set of responses to adapt to low n availability. these include
biochemical and morphological changes to enhance N acquisition and allocation. However, little is known about the molecular basis of
these responses. here we characterized Atnrt2.4 , which encodes a putative high-affinity nitrate transporter, as a component involved in
plant adaptation to low n availability in Arabidopsis.
Atnrt2.4 expression was induced as nitrogen availability getting scarce and repressed by supplement with nitrogen, irrespective of
nitrogen species. transgenic plants harboring promoter-gfp fusion gene revealed that Atnrt2.4 is preferentially expressed in epidermis
of lateral roots, indicating that nrt2.4 plays a role in acquisition of nitrate under N-limiting conditions. To further investigate the role
of Atnrt2.4 , we characterized a T-DNA insertional mutant of the gene. The mutant exhibited a significant reduction in the high-affinity
nitrate uptake compared with Wt and this was evident only in plants grown under low-n conditions. furthermore, the mutant showed
greater reduction in nitrate uptake in lower nitrate concentrations. together, these results suggest that Atnrt2.4 is a high affinity nitrate
transporter involved in adaptation to low-n conditions.

06016
effect of AlterAtion of photosynthetic cApAcity on vArious metAbolisms
*masahiro tamoi (Kinki university, crest,Jst, Japan), Kumi otori (crest,Jst, Japan), risa urushiji (Kinki university, Japan), takanori
maruta (crest,Jst, Japan), shigeru shigeoka (Kinki university, crest,Jst, Japan)
tamoi@nara.kindai.ac.jp
We have demonstrated that transgenic tobacco plants expressing cyanobacterial fructose-1,6-/sedoheptulose-1,7-bisphosphatase
(fbp/sbpase) in chloroplasts exhibit increased photosynthetic capacity and dry matter compared with those of the wild-type plants
(nature biotechnol. 19, 965, 2001; plant cell physiol. 47, 380, 2006; plant cell physiol. 49, 375, 2008). in higher plants, the balance
between carbon and nitrogen must be tightly coordinated, suggesting that various metabolic pathways including nitrate metabolism are
affected in the photosynthesis-elevated plants. to clarify the effect of alteration of photosynthetic capacity on various metabolisms, we
generated and evaluated the transgenic Arabidopsis (Apfs) expressing fbp/sbpase in chloroplasts. the photosynthetic co2 fixation rate
in Apfs was approx. 1.3-fold higher than that in the wild type under saturating irradiance conditions. After 8 weeks, the total fresh weight
of Apfs was approx. 1.2-fold higher than that of the wild type. here we analyzed the transcript levels of various genes involved in carbon
and nitrogen metabolisms in Apfs and wild-type plants. in 5-weeks-old plants, expressions of many genes involved in the calvin cycle
were reduced, while expressions of genes encoding starch synthase and sucrose synthase were increased in Apfs. interestingly various
genes involved in nitrogen metabolisms were induced in Apfs. the contents of rubp, ru5p, fbp, and sucrose in Apfs were higher than
those in wild type, whereas the contents of various amino acids were lower than those in the wild type. these results suggest that the
enhancement of photosynthetic capacity in Apfs induces increase in the contents of photosynthetic intermediates, leading to the feedback
inhibition of expression of the genes involved in the calvin cycle, the temporary imbalance of carbon and nitrogen ratio, and thus the
induction of various genes involved in nitrogen metabolisms due to maintenance of c/n balance in Apfs.

06017
regulAtion of hormonAl response through the flAvin metAbolism by chloroplAstic fAd pyrophosphohydrolAse
(Atnudx23) in ArAbidopsis plAnts
*tadashi yoshimoto (Kinki university, Japan), takanori maruta (Kinki university, Japan), Kazuya ishikawa (Kinki university, Japan),
Kazuya yoshimura (chubu university, Japan), shigeru shigeoka (Kinki university, Japan)
0933690003g@nara.kindai.ac.jp
Although flavins, such as riboflavin (RF), FMN, and FAD, are essential for not only a variety of primary and secondary metabolisms but
also responses to environmental stimuli and hormones in plants, their metabolic pathway(s) are still largely unknown. recently, we found
that an Arabidopsis nudix hydrolase, Atnudx23, has the activity of pyrophosphohydrolase toward fAd and is localized in chloroplasts
(plant physiol., 2008, 148: 1412-1424). here we studied the physiological role of Atnudx23 in falvin metabolism using Atnudx23overexpressed (ox-nudx23) or -suppressed (Kd-nudx23) Arabidopsis plants. the activity of pyrophosphohydrolase toward fAd was
enhanced and reduced in the ox-nudx23 and Kd-nudx23 plants, respectively. interestingly, the levels of rf, fmn, and fAd in both oxnudx23 and Kd-nudx23 plants were lower than those in the control plants. the transcript levels of genes (Cos1 and AtribF2) involved
in the RF biosynthesis were significantly decreased in both Ox-NUDX23 and KD-nudx23 plants. Similarly, the transcription of those genes
was decreased by the exogenous applications of RF, FMN, or FAD. These findings suggest a negative feedback regulation of the flavin
biosynthesis and the maintenance of levels of flavins via AtNUDX23.
next, we investigated the involvement of Atnudx23 in the plant hormonal responses. the transcript levels of methyl jasmonate
(meJA)-responsive genes in the ox-nudx23 and Kd-nudx23 plants were markedly higher than those in the control plants under the
treatment with or without meJA. in contrast, the transcript levels of salicylic acid (sA)-responsive genes were lower in the ox-nudx23
and KD-nudx23 plants than the control plants under the treatment with or without SA. These findings suggest that the intracellular levels
of flavins have the opposite effect on the MeJA- and SA-responses, and thus the flavin metabolism by AtNUDX23 is prerequisite for the
accurate regulation of plant hormonal responses.

06018
plAstidiAl glycerAldehyde-3-phosphAte dehydrogenAse controls root And pollen development by regulAting the
cArbohydrAte And Amino Acid bAlAnce in ArAbidopsis
Jesus munoz-bertomeu (universitat de valencia, spain), borja cascales-minana (universitat de valencia, spain), Armand d. Anoman
(Universitat de Valencia, Spain), Adriano Nunes-Nesi (Max Planck Institut für Molekulare Pflanzenphysiologie, Germany), Alisdair R.
Fernie (Max Planck Institut für Molekulare Pflanzenphysiologie, Germany), Juan Segura (Universitat de Valencia, Spain), *Roc Ros
(universitat de valencia, spain)
roc.ros@uv.es
plant metabolism is highly coordinated with development. however, an understanding of the whole picture of metabolism and its
interactions with plant development is scarce. the glycolytic glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate (gAp) dehydrogenase (gApdh) converts gAp
to 1,3-bisphosphoglycerate with reduction of nAd+ to nAdh. both cytosolic and plastidial gApdh activities have been described but
the in vivo functions of the plastidial isoforms remain unresolved. We have identified two Arabidopsis plastid localized GAPDH isoforms
(gApcp1 and gApcp2). gapcp double mutants (gapcp1gapcp2) display a drastic phenotype of arrested root development and sterility.
down-regulation of gApcp leads to drastic changes in the sugar and amino acid balance. We demonstrate that gApcps are important for
the synthesis of serine in roots. serine supplementation to the growth medium rescues root developmental arrest, and restores normal
levels of carbohydrates and sugar biosynthetic activities in gapcp1gapcp2.
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GAPCp deficiency also leads to male sterility. Pollen from gapcp1gapcp2 have shrunk and collapsed shapes and are unable to germinate
when cultured in vitro. the pollen alterations observed in gapcp1gapcp2 were attributed to a disorganized tapetum layer. We demonstrated
that both the expression and catalytic activity of gApcp in anthers are necessary for mature pollen development. A metabolomic study
in flower buds indicated that the most important difference between the sterile gapcp1gapcp2 and the fertile wild type plants was the
increase in the signaling molecule trehalose. our results provide insights into the in vivo functions of the gApcps and emphasize the
importance of the plastidial glycolytic pathway, and specifically of GAPCps, in the connections between plant primary metabolism and
development.
funding: spanish government (bfu2009-07020; fpu fellowship to b.cm and Aeci to Ad.A.), valencian government (prometeo/
2009/075)

06019
reconfigurAtion of mitochondriAl enZyme complexes under short term oxidAtive stress
*toshihiro obata (max-planck-institute of molecular plant physiology, germany), Annemarie matthes (max-planck-institute of molecular
plant physiology, germany), martin lehmann (max-planck-institute of molecular plant physiology, germany), Alisdair fernie (maxplanck-institute of molecular plant physiology, germany)
obata@mpimp-golm.mpg.de
The reconfiguration of metabolic enzyme complexes is probably a mechanism to alter the metabolic network under stress conditions
especially for short term adaptation. in previous studies, we found rapid changes of mitochondrial metabolism such as tricarboxylic
acid cycle and amino acid metabolism in Arabidopsis cell culture and roots. To elucidate the involvement of reconfiguration of enzyme
complexes in these responses we conducted proteomic analysis in order to identify mitochondrial protein complexes that change their
composition under oxidative stress.
Liquid culture seedlings of Arabidopsis were treated with 120 μM of menadione for 2 h to induce oxidative stress. The strong inhibition
of pyruvate dehydrogenase and aconitase acted as markers for the onset of oxidative stress. Metabolite profiling revealed that the
changes in metabolite abundance were similar in liquid culture seedling to those seen earlier in roots. Mitochondria were isolated from
control and menadione treated seedlings and protein complexes were analysed by 2d-blue native /sds-pAge. the intensities of 18
spots increased and 13 spots decreased in menadione treated sample suggesting these proteins associate to or dissociate from protein
complexes, respectively. Twenty four of these spots were identified successfully by LTQ Orbitrap MS. Some proteins are known to be
involved in response to oxidative stress such as annexin1, peroxiredoxin IIF and glutathione S-transferases. We also identified metabolic
enzymes related to central carbon metabolism including malic enzyme, fumarase and glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase. total
enzyme activity and mrnA level of the enzyme was not directly correlated to the spot intensity in case of many proteins suggesting the
metabolic regulation in post-translational level. the physiological relevance of some of these metabolic regulations will be discussed.

06020
trAnscriptionAl regulAtion of genes for subunits of Acetyl-coA cArboxylAse in ArAbidopsis
*Akiko Kozaki (shizuoka university, Japan), yuki ikawa (shizuoka university, japan), Ayumi Kazama (shizuoka university, japan)
sakozak@ipc.shizuoka.ac.jp
Acetyl-CoA carboxylase (ACCase) catalyzes the formation of malonyl-CoA from acetyl-CoA, the first committed step of fatty acid
synthesis. plants, with an exception of gramineae, have two forms of Accase: the eukaryotic form, composed of a large multifunctional
polypeptide in cytosol, and the prokaryotic form, composed of four different polypeptides in plastids. plant plastidic Accase is a multienzyme
complex composed of biotin carboxyl carrier protein (bccp), biotin carboxylase (bc), and carboxyltransferase (ct) complex made up of
two pairs of α and β polypeptides. Of these four polypeptides, β polypeptide is encoded by the chloroplast genome, and the other three
polypeptides are encoded by the nuclear genome.
in Arabidopsis, BC and CTα are encoded by single gene, and there are two genes for BCCP. The expression of all of these four genes
is increased during the seed development, as well as other genes for enzymes involved in fatty acid synthesis. to understand the
mechanisms that control the expression of these genes, the upstream sequences from these genes were fused to the β-glucuronidase
(gus) gene, and introduced into Arabidopsis. By analyzing the GUS activity in transgenic plants, we found that 5’-UTR sequences of these
genes were necessary and sufficient for expression in developing seeds, and there were (WRINKLEDI) WRI1 binding sequences in these
sequences. Out data also suggested that WRI1 binding sequences upstream of transcriptional start site cannot induce the expression in
seeds, indicating the importance of the position of WRI1 binding sequences.

06021
gene expression AnAlysis to understAnd functions of loxs in ArAbidopsis.
*madoka Ayano (psc.riKen, JApAn), naoharu Watanabe (shizuoka univ., JApAn), Ariaki murata (shizuoka univ., JApAn), Kazuteru
takagi (h&bc.shiseido, JApAn), yukihisa shimada (psc.riKen, JApAn), shigeo yoshida (psc.riKen, JApAn)
ayano@psc.riken.jp
Recently many oxylipins which are metabolites of α -linolenic acid have been found as signal factors of plant growth regulation. It
has been reported that oxylipins activate various signal compounds and enhance stress tolerances like jasmonic acid (JA) as well. the
biosynthesis of oxylipins starts from releasing of α - linolenic acid from membrane lipids by DADs-like enzymatic activities, and followed
by other enzymes such as lox and Aos to convert precursors into a wide array of bioactive oxylipins. six loxs exist in Arabidopsis
thaliana and they are classified into two types due to positional specificity of enzyme activity (9 or 13 oxidation).
it’s common that 9- and 13-oxidation types of loxs and/or Aos coexist in one plant species, however Arabidopsis involves only one
Aos in spite of six loxs. in JA biosynthesis and response, it is already known that three 13-loxs (lox2, lox3, lox4) are activated, but
the function of lox6, another 13-lox is still unknown. moreover there is almost no information on the 9-loxs (lox1, lox5) activities at
in vivo experiments. nevertheless in vitro enzymatic assay demonstrated that a combination of 9-lox with the Arabidopsis Aos produced
a 9-oxidized oxylipin. And it was also suggested that the putative 9-lox product may bind to Aos according to the analysis based on the
crystal structure. therefore it is reasonable that the 9-loxs and 9-Aos pathway is actually activated in Arabidopsis .
here we focused on the 9-loxs and lox6 enzymatic activities in Arabidopsis using a molecular genetic approach. in the case of aos,
every loxs induced regardless of the stress, namely before and after wounding treatment. on the other hand the wild type of Arabidopsis
only induced LOX5 and LOX6 after 1.5h after the treatment while LOX1 were not influenced. Therefore these results suggest that LOX5
and lox6 should supply substrates of Aos a sort of the wounding response.

06022
MUTAGENESIS IN RICE β-CYANOALANINE SYNTHASE (OSCAS) COULD SHIFT THE ACTIVITY RATIO FROM CYANIDE DETOXIFICATION
to cysteine synthesis
*Kwok Wai lai (school of biological sciences, the university of hong Kong, hong Kong, china), Wing Kin yip (school of biological
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sciences, the university of hong Kong, hong Kong, china)
h9812498@hkucc.hku.hk
Cyanide detoxification and cysteine biosynthesis are crucial metabolic steps in plant hormone ethylene biosynthesis. To remove the
co-product cyanide during the oxidation of 1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid to ethylene (Acc), cysteine acts as the co-substrate
for the β-cyanoalanine synthase (CAS) to form cyanoalanine and the sulfide released in this reaction must be used to replenish the
cysteine pool by the action of o-acetylserine sulfhydrylase (oAss) to sustain further cyanide removal. interestingly cAs and oAss
are encoded by a gene family with overlapping structure and catalytic activity. To delineate activity favors of these proteins in the βsubstituted alanine synthase family, rice cAs (oscAs) mutants have been generated according to amino acid differences between cAs
and oAss and expressed in budding yeast. single amino acid change from valine to alanine at position 284 on oscAs decreased the
cyanoalanine synthase activity half but increased the cysteine synthesis almost five times compared to the wild type. The feasibility in
serine acetyltransferase (sAt) interaction is one of factors distinguishing cAs/oAss members. A failure in complex formation between
watermelon sAt and oscAs mutant in which the sAt binding interface was re-constructed, indicating that more amino acid residues are
involved in forming the sAt interacting domain. it is speculated that ethylene biosynthesis, and thereby the co-product cyanide, is the
major driving force for the speciation of a mitochondrial oAss member into cAs during evolution in higher plants. over-expression of
oscAs in Arabidopsis mitochondria allowed a better growth of seedlings, with 1.5 folds increase in fresh weight in 7 day old seedlings,
when germinated under 0.01 - 1mM ACC. This result provides evidence on CAS functions as cyanide detoxification in relation to ethylene
biosynthesis in planta.

06023
identificAtion of in ViVo tArget genes of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA flAvonoid pAthWAy regulAtors
*oliver Jahns (bielefeld university, dept. of biology, genome research, germany), verena duettmann (bielefeld university, dept.
of biology, genome research, germany), franziska turck (mpi for plant breeding research, cologne, germany), bernd Weisshaar
(bielefeld university, dept. of biology, genome research, germany), ralf stracke (bielefeld university, dept. of biology, genome
research, germany)
ojahns@cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de
flavonoids are a class of plant secondary metabolites playing important roles in various plant functions such as pigmentation, protection
against UV light damage and phytopathogens, fertility and dormancy. The most visible function of flavonoids is the formation of red and
purple anthocyanin pigments. Anthocyanins are synthesized by the coordinated, consecutive action of several biosynthetic enzymes.
The fine-regulation of flavonoid biosynthesis is achieved by combinatorial action(s) of transcription factors, expressed in a spatially and
temporally controlled manner. expression of biosynthetic genes for anthocyanin formation is regulated by a protein complex composed of
a more or less ubiquitously expressed WD40-repeat (WDR) protein, a PRODUCTION OF ANTHOCYANIN PIGMENT (PAP)-group R2R3-MYB
transcription factor and a r-like basic helix-loop-helix (bhlh) protein, designated as mbW complex.
Although it is well accepted that the combinatorial interacting factors pAp1, enhAncer of glAbrA3 (egl3) and trAnspArent testA8
(tt8) act to regulate target gene expression, binding of these factors to their target gene promoters in the nucleus of living cells has yet to
be demonstrated. here, we used a chromatin immunoprecipitation (chip) procedure to identify in vivo binding sites of mbW components
with the help of transgenic gfp-fusion complemented loss-of-function lines.

06024
inActivAtion of stromA enZymes by oxylipin Aldehydes generAted under environmentAl stress
*tomo hirota (graduate school of Agriculture, yamaguchi university, Japan), Jun'ichi mano (science reserch center yamaguchi
university, Japan)
j033ge@yamaguchi-u.ac.jp
environmental stresses cause light excess in leaves and increase the production of reactive oxygen species in chloroplasts. lipid
peroxides produced via the oxidation of polyunsaturated fatty acids are degraded enzymatically or nonenzymatically to various aldehydes
(oxylipin aldehydes). Among them, alpha,beta-unsaturated aldehydes (2-alkenals) have high electrophilicity and can form covalent
adducts with proteins and nucleic acids, to induce cell damage. under strong light, 2-alkenals were accumulated in leaves of wildtype tobacco. the transgenic tobaccos that overexpress 2-alkenal reductase from Arabidopsis thaliana accumulated lower levels of
2-alkenals and showed tolerance to strong light. this suggested that 2-alkenals are associated with photooxidative damage. in this
study, we comprehensively analyzed the sensitivity of chloroplast components to oxylipin aldehydes in order to reveal their targets in
the chloroplast. Addition of c1-c9 aldehydes to chloroplasts inactivated co2 photoreduction. Acrolein was the most toxic. because the
thylakoid electron transport chain was not inactivated, the calvin cycle was the primary target. We added various oxylipin aldehydes to
protein fraction extracted from chloroplasts and determined the inactivation of stroma enzymes. phosphoribulokinase, glyceraldehyde3-phosphate dehydrogenase and dehydroascorbate reductase showed high sensitivity to 2-alkenals. Acrolein had the strongest toxicity.
ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate carboxylase/oxygenase, ascorbate peroxidase and superoxide dismutase were unaffected by aldehydes. thus
each enzyme has different sensitivity to aldehydes. in plant cells, glutathione scavenges aldehydes, but under severe oxidative stress, it is
expected that enzymes may be inactivated by oxylipin aldehydes according to the sensitivity order we revealed in this study. inactivation
of these sensitive enzymes as initial event will lead to further accumulation of reactive oxygen species and oxylipin aldehydes.

06025
identificAtion of A cdnA coding for A putAtive AromAtic substrAte prenyltrAnsferAse in hop (hUMUlUs lUpUlUs).
*yusuke tsurumaru (rish, Kyoto university, Japan), Kanako sasaki (rish, Kyoto university, Japan), tatsuya miyawaki (rish, Kyoto
university, Japan), takayuki momma (central laboratories for frontier technology, Kirin holdings co., ltd., Japan), naoyuki umemoto
(central laboratories for frontier technology, Kirin holdings co., ltd., Japan), Kazufumi yazaki (rish, Kyoto university, Japan)
y-tsurumaru@rish.kyoto-u.ac.jp
hop (humulus lupulus) is a perennial and dioecious bine plant that belongs to the cannabinaceae.
the female hops are widely
cultivated and the flowers (hop cones) are used as a raw material for beer brewing. The basal part of hop cone bracts is covered with
many yellow glandular trichome called lupulin glands, where a variety of essential oils and aromatic compounds are accumulated. lupulin
glands are a rich source of prenylated aromatic compounds, in particular the major components are xanthohumol (prenylated chalcone),
and humulone and lupulone (prenylated phloroglucinol) that give bitter taste to beer. those prenylated phenols have received a large
amount of attention since they have multiple biological activities beneficial for human health, where the prenyl residues attached to
aromatic rings is suggested to play an important role in their activities. recent progresses in plant molecular biology have enabled us to
isolate prenyltransferases for aromatic compounds. For instance flavonoid prenyltransferases are reportedly membrane-bound enzymes
and share moderate homology with homogentisate prenyltransferases involved in the biosynthesis of vitamin E and plastoquinone. In
this study, we have cloned an aromatic substrate prenyltransferase-like cdnA hlpt-1 from ca.10,000 ests of the lupulin-enriched cdnA
library. hlpt-1 was preferentially expressed in lupulin glands, while low expression was also detected in leaves by semi-quantitative
rt-pcr analysis of different tissues of hop. the subcellular localization of hlpt-1 was suggested to be plastids by gfp fusion protein
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analysis. in the phylogenetic analysis, the hop hlpt-1 appears to be from a common origin with the homogentisate solanesyltransferase
of plastoquinone biosynthesis but is clustered in a new single branch, and not in the other flavonoid prenyltransferase group.

06026
sige is A globAl regulAtor controlling sugAr cAtAbolism of A unicellulAr cyAnobActerium sYnEChoCYstis sp. pcc
6803.
*takashi osanai (riKen psc, Japan), Akira oikawa (riKen psc, Japan), miyuki Azuma (univ. tokyo imcb, Japan), Kan tanaka (chiba
univ. dept. hort., Japan), Kazuki saito (riKen psc, Japan), masahiko ikeuchi (univ. tokyo Arts & sci., Japan), masami hirai-yokota
(riKen psc, Japan)
cosanai@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
metabolic engineering of photosynthetic organisms have received much attention because of its value for utilization of light energy
and external carbon dioxide. Engineering of primary metabolism, however, is often difficult due to their robustness. We previously
demonstrated that disruption of a group 2 sigma factor sige of synechocystis sp. pcc 6803 represses transcription of sugar catabolic
genes such as glycolysis, the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway, and glycogen catabolism. in this study, the strain overexpressing sige
is generated using psbAii promoter. microarray analysis showed that genes for the oxidative pentose phosphate pathway and glycogen
catabolism increased in the SigE overexpression strain, and subsequent Northern analysis confirmed them. Immunoblotting revealed that
protein levels of sugar catabolic enzymes such as glucose-6-phosphate dehydrogenase, 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, glycogen
phosphorylase, and isoamylase increased by sigE overexpression. the level of glycogen, which is carbon storage of cyanobacteria,
reduced in the sige overexpression strain under normal growth conditions. metabolomic analysis with ce/ms showed that metabolites
of the tcA cycle and acetyl-coA are altered by sige overexpression. We also found that sige overexpression results in defective growth
under mixotrophic or dark conditions. combined with all data, we conclude that sige overexpression globally enhances sugar catabolism,
opening a sigma factor-based engineering for the modification of carbon metabolism in photosynthetic organisms.

06027
metAbolomic AnAlysis of plAnt intAct vAcuoles isolAted from geneticAlly engineered cells
*miwa ohnishi (graduate school of science, Kobe univ., crest, Jst, Japan), Aya Anegawa (graduate school of science, Kobe univ.,
crest, Jst, Japan), Kazuo harada (graduate school of pharmaceutical science, osaka univ., Japan), Akira oikawa (riKen plant science
center, Japan), yasumune nakayama (graduate school of engineering, osaka univ., Japan), ryosuke sasaki (Kazusa dnA research
institute, crest, Jst, Japan), chizuko shichijo (graduate school of science, Kobe univ., crest, Jst, Japan), hidehiro fukaki (graduate
school of science, Kobe univ., crest, Jst, Japan), yuko sugiyama (school of human science and environment. univ. of hyogo, Japan),
Koh Aoki (Kazusa dnA research institute, crest, Jst, Japan), patrick g.hatcher (department of chemistry and biochemistry, old
dominion univ., usA), eiichiro fukusaki (graduate school of engineering, osaka univ., Japan), tetsuro mimura (graduate school of
science, Kobe univ., crest, Jst, Japan)
omiwa@port.kobe-u.ac.jp
vacuole plays an important role in maintaining homeostasis of plant cell via the development of turgor pressure, the accumulation
of various inorganic ions and metabolites and the degradation of discarded proteins or organelles. these functions of the vacuole are
dependent on the vacuolar containing substances. until now, however, there are few studies about vacuolar substances analyzed directly
and comprehensively. in the former study, we established the isolation method of intact vacuoles from suspension-cultured cells or whole
plants and reported the proteomic analysis of the vacuolar membrane proteins. in this study, we have analyzed the contents of intact
vacuoles directly and comprehensively by using CE-MS and FT-ICR-MS. In consequence, we have detected not only well-known vacuolar
substances but also some unexpected substances in the vacuole. the proteomic analysis of vacuolar membrane and vacuolar sap was
also conducted. We have also prepared the transgenic Arabidopsis suspension-cultured cells over-expressing unknown tonoplast proteins
and conducted the comparative analysis of the vacuolar metabolites of the wild-type and transgenic cells in order to elucidate the possible
functions of the unknown membrane proteins.

06028
regulAtion of coA homeostAsis by ArAbidopsis nudix hydrolAses, Atnudx11 And 15
*daisuke ito (kinki university, japan), Kazuya ishikawa (kinki university, japan), Kazuya yoshimura (chubu university, japan), shigeru
shigeoka (kinki university, japan)
0944690002u@nara.kindai.ac.jp
coA is an obligate cofactor in all living organisms, where it is involved in over 100 different reactions in intermediary metabolism. the
biosynthesis of coA from pantothenic acid is essential and universal in prokaryotes and eukaryotes, which has well been characterized. coA
is known to be hydrolyzed at the pyrophosphate unit; however little attention has been given to the reaction so far. We have demonstrated
that, among 27 types of Arabidopsis nudix hydrolases (Atnudx1-27), cytosolic Atnudx11 and mitochondrial Atnudx15 hydrolyze coA
(plant physiol. 2008, 148: 1412-24). to gain insight into the importance of such reaction in plant cells, we studied here the physiological
roles of Atnudx11 and 15 in the coA metabolism. the rt-pcr analysis showed that AtnUdX11 and 15 had highest expression in roots
and inflorescences, respectively, Similarly, the activities of CoA pyrophosphohydrolase were higher in roots and inflorescences than
leaves, stems, and siliques. The activities of CoA pyrophosphohydrolase in the knockout AtnUdX11 and 15 mutants (Ko-nudx11 and Konudx15) were reduced to 80.4 and 46.2%, respectively. however, there was no difference in the levels of free coA and acetyl-coA (AccoA)
between the wild-type plants and both mutants grown in the ms medium supplemented with sucrose. importantly, the expression levels
of coA biosynthetic enzymes (pAnK, ppCs, ppCd, ppAt, and dpCK) were suppressed in the Ko-nudx11 and Ko-nudx15, suggesting a
feedback inhibition of coA biosynthesis by intracellular coA levels. on the other hand, the levels of free coA and AccoA in both mutants
grown in the ms medium in the absence of sucrose, by which fatty acid metabolisms are activated, were increased approx. 1.5- and 1.7fold, respectively, compared with those in the wild-type plants. these results suggest that Atnudx11 and 15 act as regulators in coA
homeostasis through its hydrolysis.

06029
overexpression of nicotinAmide Adenine dinucleotide synthetAse cAuses eArly Ageing in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*shin-nosuke hashida (criepi, environmental science research laboratory, JApAn), Kentaro takahara (institute of molecular and
cellular biosciences(imcb), university of tokyo, JApAn), takayuki hirabayashi (institute of molecular and cellular biosciences(imcb),
university of tokyo, JApAn), maki Kawai-yamada (department of environmental science and technology, saitama university, JApAn),
Kazuhiro shoji (criepi, environmental science research laboratory, JApAn), fumiyuki goto (criepi, environmental science research
laboratory, JApAn), toshihiro yoshihara (criepi, environmental science research laboratory, JApAn), hirofumi uchimiya (institute for
environmental science and technology(iest), saitama university, JApAn)
shashida@criepi.denken.or.jp
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nicotinamide adenine dinucleotides (nAd(p)(h)) are well-known coenzymes that mediates hundreds of redox reactions and are basis
of a large number of cellular metabolic processes regulating responses to various stressful environments and developmental events. nAd
synthetase (NADS) is encoded by At1g55090 and acts as a key enzyme that mediates the final step of NAD biosynthesis, amidation of
nicotinate adenine dinucleotide (naAd) to nAd. in this study, we generated transgenic Arabidopsis plants overexpressing nAds gene
(sox lines). during vegetative growth, overexpression of nAds did not show any remarkable morphological changes. moreover, the levels
of nAd and naAd were unchanged in sox lines. however, we found that nAds-overexpression caused precocious ageing after bolting.
The ageing was accelerated not only at leaves but also at developing inflorescences and stems. After bolting, NAD was decreased and
nicotinamide, a product of nAd turnover, was increased in wild type and sox lines. noticeably, in sox lines, the increase of nicotinamide
was significantly enhanced and the level of NaAD was drastically increased. Thus, both turnover and biosynthesis of NAD seemed to be
facilitated by bolting-inducing or -induced signal(s) in sox lines. interestingly, nAds overexpression resulted in increase of gsh level,
suggesting that sox lines were exposed to oxidative stress condition. these results indicate that the acceleration of nAd turnover results
in oxidative stress and leads to runaway cell death and early ageing.

06030
functionAl chArActeriZAtion of A.thAliAnA ethe1
*sriram devanathan (dept. chemistry and biochemistry, miami university oxford, ohio, usA), meghan m. holdorf (dept. chemistry and
biochemistry, miami university oxford, ohio, usA), rodolfo perez-torres Jr (dept. chemistry and biochemistry, miami university oxford,
ohio, usA), david e. long (dept. chemistry and biochemistry, miami university oxford, ohio, usA), dr.christopher A. makaroff (dept.
chemistry and biochemistry, miami university oxford, ohio, usA)
sriramdevanathan@gmail.com
The glyoxalase system has been studied in a number of organisms. It has been proposed that detoxification of 2-oxoaldehydes is its
primary function, although the exact role(s) of this system, which consists of two enzymes: glyoxalase i (lactoylglutathione lyase) and
glyoxalase ii (hydroxyacylglutathione hydrolase) is unknown. While glyoxalase i is well studied, much less is known about glyoxalase ii
enzymes, which exist as multiple isozymes in plants. in Arabidopsis thaliana, the protein product of the gene At1g53580 was originally
called Glx 2-3 and considered one of the five Glx II isozymes. Recently it has been found that this gene possesses 54 % sequence identity
to human ethe1 (compared to 14% to other glyoxalase ii isozymes of A.thaliana), which has been implicated in the rare disorder
ethylmalonic encephalopathy. since then this gene was renamed A.thaliana ethe1. studies from our lab have shown that the enzyme is
required for plant survival (endosperm development). Furthermore over expression of the gene has a positive effect on plant growth that
is affected by the cellular localization of the enzyme. in particular we found that targeting of ethe1 to the cytoplasm conferred resistance
to l-valine stress. in an effort to better understand the functional role of this enzyme, we are performing non targeted metabolic
profiling using GC-MS to compare the polar and non polar metabolite profiles in plants with altered ETHE1 levels. Extracts prepared from
plants grown under various conditions are being compared to identify metabolic changes associated with altered ethe1 expression and
distribution. results from these experiments will be discussed.

06031
metAbolic chAnges by the overexpression of A putAtive vAcuolAr membrAne trAnsporter gene in ArAbidopsis
leAves And suspension cultured cell
*Koh Aoki (Kazusa dnA research institute, crest, Jst, Japan), ryosuke sasaki (Kazusa dnA research institute, crest, Jst, Japan),
miwa ohnishi (Kobe university, crest, Jst, Japan), Aya Anegawa (Kobe university, crest, Jst, Japan), yuko sugiyama (university of
hyogo, crest, Jst, Japan), Kunihiro suda (Kazusa dnA research institute, Japan), nozomu sakurai (Kazusa dnA research institute,
crest, Jst, Japan), tetsuro mimura (Kobe university, crest, Jst, Japan)
kaoki@kazusa.or.jp
vacuole of plant cells is a multi-functional organelle that contributes to the storage of various types of metabolites. proteomic analysis
revealed that there are more than 30 unknown trans-membrane proteins that putatively act as transporters of metabolites across
the tonoplast membrane. However, actual functions of these trans-membrane proteins have not been clarified yet. We are currently
investigating functions of several unknown tonoplast trans-membrane proteins, and mechanisms with which they control cellular and
vacuolar metabolisms. In this study, we report changes observed in metabolite profiles of transgenic lines of Arabidopsis suspension
cultured cells T87 and Arabidopsis plants that overexpress a gene, At3g21690, encoding a putative MATE efflux family protein. Analysis
of cell extract from transgenic t87 cells demonstrated that the accumulation levels of amino acids and sugars did not change. however,
significant increase was observed in the accumulation of flavonols. This increase coincided with the upregulation of several transcriptional
regulators including ttG1. these results suggest that, in suspension-cultured cells, overexpression of At3g21690 affects the vacuolar
accumulation of flavonols or affects the biosynthesis of flavonols by unknown mechanisms. On the other hand, in rosette leaves of the
transgenic plants, overexpression of At3g21690 did not alter the levels of flavonols. Instead, significant increase was observed in the
accumulation of putative glucosinolates and sinapate derivatives. this result implies that a transporter encoded by At3g21690 may
transport multiple substrates according to the cell-type dependent metabolic activities. Metabolite profiling of isolated vacuoles and
production of At3g21690 gene-silencing lines are currently ongoing. this work was partly supported by crest, Jst.

06032
promoter AnAlysis of sAponin biosynthetic genes in licorice
*yasuko hiraoka (Kihara institute for biological research, yokohama city university, Japan), hikaru seki (Kihara institute for biological
research, yokohama city university, riKen psc, Japan), mareshige Kojoma (faculty of pharmaceutical sciences, health sciences
university of hokkaido, Japan), toshiya muranaka (Kihara institute for biological research, yokohama city university, riKen psc,
Japan)
n095284a@yokohama-cu.ac.jp
roots and stolons of Glycyrrhiza plants (licorice) are among the most important crude drugs in oriental traditional medicine, and are
also used as natural sweetener. licorice contains two major triterpenoid saponins, glycyrrhizin and soyasaponins, both of these are
derived from β-amyrin, one of the most commonly found triterpenes in plants. We have recently identified, from G. uralensis, the genes
encoding bAS (β-amyrin synthase) and two cytochrome P450 monooxygenases, CYP88D6 (β-amyrin 11-oxidase) and CYP93E3 (β-amyrin
24-hydroxylase), participate in the pathway for glycyrrhizin and soyasaponins, respectively. to understand the molecular mechanisms
for the regulation of triterpenoid saponin biosynthesis in licorice, 5’-upstream region of the each of bAs, CYp88d6 and CYp93E3 was
isolated using pcr-based genome walking method. obtained 1.8 - 2.0 kb region upstream of translation start site was fused to gus
reporter gene, subsequently introduced into the several different tissues of G. uralensis by particle bombardment. the gus expression,
under the control of bAs- or CYp88d6 promoter, was detected in the cultured stolons; however, not detected in the leaves and stems.
transgenic Arabidospsis plants containing the bAs- or CYp88d6 promoter-gus fusion also showed gus expression predominantly in roots.
these observations were consistent with the expression patterns of corresponding genes as revealed by rt-pcr analysis, as well as the
accumulation pattern of glycyrrhizin in G. uralensis. several cis-motifs, including W-boxes and sure (sucrose responsive element), are
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commonly found in bAs and CYp88d6 gene promoters, suggesting that both genes may be regulated by the same or similar transcription
factor(s). to narrow down the cis-regulatory regions, 5’-deletion analysis of bAs and CYp88d6 promoters is in progress.

06033
identificAtion of cytochrome p450s involved in triterpenoid sAponin biosynthesis in licorice
*hikaru seki (Kihara institute for biological research, yokohama city university, riKen psc, Japan), Kiyoshi ohyama (department
of chemistry and materials science, tokyo institute of technology, riKen psc, Japan), satoru sawai (tokiwa phytochemical co.,
ltd., graduate school of pharmaceutical science, chiba university), masaharu mizutani (graduate school of Agricultural science,
Kobe university, Japan), toshiyuki ohnishi (division of global research leaders, shizuoka university, Japan), hiroshi sudo (tokiwa
phytochemical co., ltd., graduate school of pharmaceutical science, chiba university, Japan), tomoyoshi Akashi (department of
Applied biological sciences, nihon university, Japan), toshio Aoki (department of Applied biological sciences, nihon university, Japan),
Kazuki saito (riKen psc, graduate school of pharmaceutical science, chiba university, Japan), toshiya muranaka (Kihara institute for
biological research, yokohama city university, riKen psc, Japan)
hseki@yokohama-cu.ac.jp
glycyrrhizin, a major bioactive compound derived from the underground parts of Glycyrrhiza (licorice) plants, is a triterpenoid saponin
that possesses various pharmacological activities and is used as a natural sweetener. due to its economic value, the biosynthesis of
glycyrrhizin has received considerable attention. The biosynthesis of glycyrrhizin involves the initial cyclization of 2,3-oxidosqualene, a
common precursor of both triterpenes and sterols, to a triterpene β-amyrin, one of the most commonly occurring triterpenes in plants.
The subsequent steps involve a series of oxidative reactions at the C-11 and C-30 positions, followed by glycosyl transfers to the C-3
hydroxyl group; however, no genes encoding relevant oxidases or glycosyltransferases have been identified. As a resource for gene
discovery in glycyrrhizin biosynthesis, we have generated an est library from the stolons of G. uralensis plants, comprising approximately
56,000 cDNAs. Mining of EST data set for putative P450s and subsequent transcript profiling-based selection led to the identification of
cyp88d6. cyp88d6 was characterized by in vitro enzyme assays and shown to catalyze the sequential two-step oxidation of β-amyrin at
C-11 to produce 11-oxo-β-amyrin, a possible biosynthetic intermediate between β-amyrin and glycyrrhizin. The expression of CYP88D6
was predominantly detected in the roots and stolons, which is consistent with the accumulation pattern of glycyrrhizin in planta. these
results suggest a role of CYP88D6 as a β-amyrin 11-oxidase in the glycyrrhizin pathway. We also isolated, by PCR-based method, CYP93E3
that participates in soyasaponin biosynthesis as a β-amyrin 24-hydroxylase. These observations clearly indicate that in G. uralensis and
most probably in other legumes as well, the p450 enzymes involved in triterpenoid saponin biosynthesis are recruited in at least two very
distant cyp families, cyp93 and cyp88.

06034
discovery of p450 genes in triterpenoid sAponin biosynthesis
*ery fukushima (Kihara insitute for biological research - yokohama city university, riken plant science center, Japan (bolivia)), hikaru
seki (Kihara insitute for biological research - yokohama city university, riken plant science center, Japan), Kiyoshi ohyama (graduate
school of science and engineering - tokyo institute of technology, riken plant science center, Japan), Kazuki saito (riken plant science
center, graduate school of pharmaceutical sciences - chiba university), toshiya muranaka (Kihara insitute for biological research yokohama city university, riken plant science center)
efukushima@gmail.com
triterpenoid saponins are a diverse group of secondary metabolites produced by many plant species. these compounds have been
associated with a variety of biological activities. legumes show a pool of different triterpenoid saponins, however, most of its biosynthesis
pathways are yet unknown. barrel medic (Medicago truncatula), a model legume with extensive est data set, exhibits a pool of different
triterpenoid saponins. Its aglycones are most likely derived from β-amyrin, the initial product of cyclization of 2,3 oxidosqualene. This first
step catalyzed by β-amyrin synthase (bAS) was already reported, but subsequent steps in the modification of triterpenoid backbone are
yet unknown. in a previous work, licorice (Glycyrriza spp.) CYP88D6, was reported as a β-amyrin 11-oxidase, catalyzing 2 sequential steps
in the glycyrrhizin pathway. Similarly, licorice CYP93E3 was characterized as a β-amyrin 24-hydroxylase implicated in the soyasaponin
pathway. in this work, using M. truncatula EST database, 2 homologs of CYP88D6 and a homolog of CYP93E3 were identified and analyzed
for their potential β-amyrin oxidizing activity using a yeast expression system. The results showed that CYP93E2 was able to modify
β-amyrin to β-amyrin-24-oic acid via 24-OH-β-amyrin. Furthermore, CYP93E2 expression was highly correlated with bAS expression,
suggesting that it plays a key role in the modification of β-amyrin in planta. Although cyp88d2 and cyp88d3 were not able to oxidize
β-amyrin; when their activity was tested in combination with CYP93E3, presumable β-amyrin derivatives were detected in the transgenic
yeast co-expressing bAs, cyp88d3 and cyp93e3. these results suggest that cyp88d3 was able to oxidize c-24 oxidized derivatives of
β-amyrin. Finally, the identified P450 enzymes collectively constitute a molecular toolbox that can be utilized toward the combinatorial
biosynthesis of triterpenoids.

06035
multiple biosynthetic pAthWAys for brAssinosteroids Are funneled into cAtstAsterone in A. thAliAnA
*se-hWAn Joo (chung-Ang univerisity, republic of KoreA), Jung-yun hWAng (chung-Ang univerisity, republic of KoreA), sAng
cheul lee (chung-Ang univerisity, republic of KoreA), min Kyun Kim (chung-Ang univerisity, republic of KoreA), seong-Ki Kim
(chung-Ang univerisity, republic of KoreA)
jusepal@hotmail.com
A large-scale analysis for brassinosteroids (brs) in A. thaliana revealed that dolichosterone (ds) and homodolichosterone (hds)
are contained in the plant. together with the presence for 28-norcastasterone (28-norcs) and castasterone (cs), this suggests that
multiple biosynthetic pathways to produce brs are operating in A. thaliana. to investigate biosynthetic connections of the multiple
brs biosyntheses, crude enzyme solution was prepared from A. thaliana, and in vitro conversions of the end products of the multiple
biosynthetic pathways were examined. When hds was used as a substrate, ds and ds were detected as the enzyme products. When ds
was used, CS was identified as a product. Coupled with our previous result that 28-norCS is converted into CS, the results indicate that the
multiple biosynthetic pathways are biosynthetically connected to produce, an active br, cs in A. thaliana. to identify the gene catalyzing
the conversion of DS to CS, DWF1 deficient mutant was selected, and metabolic study was carried out. Unfortunately, conversion of
ds to cs was detected, indicating that dWf1 dose not catalyze the reduction of ds to cs in A. thaliana. in the presentation, smts and
cytochrome p450s involved in the biosynthetic connection will be also discussed.

06036
simultAneous meAsurements of metAbolites And plAnt hormones in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA using cApillAry
electrophoresis electrosprAy QuAdrupole time-of-flight (ce-esi-Qtof)
*Aya AnegAWA (Kobe univ, Japan science and technology Agency, crest, Japan), miwa ohnishi (Kobe univ, Japan science and
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technology Agency, crest, Japan), chizuko shichiJo (Kobe univ, Japan science and technology Agency, crest, Japan), hidehiro
fuKAKi (Kobe univ, Japan science and technology Agency, crest, Japan), tetsuro mimurA (Kobe univ, Japan science and technology
Agency, crest, Japan)
ayaminx@panda.kobe-u.ac.jp
metabolome analyses using mass spectrometry such as gc-ms or lc-ms have been developed to identify various substances in plants
with an improved efficiency. Recently, CE-MS is reported to be a useful tool to identify plant metabolites, especially the charged species.
In this study, we performed a simultaneous quantitative analysis of metabolites such as various primary metabolites including amino
acids, organic acids, and phosphate compounds in A. thaliana shoots and roots at different growth stages by using ce-esi-Qtof. As plant
hormones, indole-3-acetic acid (iAA), cytokinin, abscisic acid (AbA), and jasmonic acid (JA) were also detected with ce-esi-Qtof.
We also investigated the changes in primary metabolites response to the externally applied auxin (iAA) during the growth.
We performed a simultaneous quantitative analysis of metabolites and plant hormones successfully under the same condition. In the
case of non-target analysis in the positive mode, 548 and 603 peaks were found in shoots and roots, respectively. of these, 25 and 23
compounds in shoots and roots respectively could be identified e.g. as amino acids. In the negative mode, 199 and 214 peaks in shoots
and roots respectively were identified. Of these, some compounds in shoots and roots were identified; these included organic acids,
phosphate compounds and others.

06037
A plAstidic invertAse regulAtes photosynthesis And nitrAte AssimilAtion during greening
*takanori maruta (crest,Jst, Japan), Kumi otori (crest,Jst, Japan), tomoki tabuchi (crest,Jst, Japan), masahiro tamoi (crest,Jst,
Kinki university), shigeru shigeoka (crest,Jst, Kinki university)
nb_maruta@nara.kindai.ac.jp
since the photosynthetic apparatus contains a massive amount of nitrogen in plants, the regulation of its development by sugar
signals is important to the maintenance of the carbon-nitrogen balance. here, we isolated an Arabidopsis mutant (sicy-192) whose
cotyledon greening was inhibited by treatments with sugars, such as sucrose, glucose, and fructose. in the mutant, the gene encoding
plastidic alkaline/neutral (A/n) invertase (inv-e) was point-mutated at codon 294, with tyr substituted for cys (c294y). interestingly,
the greening of cotyledons in the knockout-inv-e lines was not inhibited by treatment with the sugars. in addition, the knockout-inv-e
lines expressing an inv-e:c294y or inv-e:c294A gene had the same phenotype as sicy-192 mutants, while the lines expressing a wildtype inv-e gene had the same phenotype as wild-type plants. A recombinant inv-e:c294y protein had the same enzymatic activity and
substrate specificity as a recombinant INV-E protein. Though the transcriptional level of INV-E was not altered, the protein and activity
levels of INV-E were higher in the mutants than in the wild-type plants. These findings indicated that the mutant INV-E is more stable
than the wild-type inv-e and cys294 is necessary to regulate the stability of inv-e in vivo during greening. on treatment with sucrose,
the expression of photosynthesis-related genes was weaker in seedlings of mutant plants than wild-type seedlings, while the activity of
nitrate reductase was stronger in the mutant plants than wild-type plants. These findings suggest that Cys294 of INV-E is associated with
the development of the photosynthetic apparatus and the assimilation of nitrogen in Arabidopsis seedlings to control the ratio of sucrose
content to hexose content (J. biol. Chem. in press).

06038
biochemicAl AnAlysis of Auxin biosynthetic pAthWAys in ArAbidopsis
*hiroyuki Kasahara (riKen,psc, Japan), Kiyoshi mashiguchi (riKen, psc, Japan), satoko sugawara (riKen, psc, Japan), yusuke
Jikumaru (riKen, psc, Japan), Ken-ichiro hayashi (okayama university of science, Japan), yuji Kamiya (riKen, psc)
kasahara@riken.jp
indole-3-acetic acid (iAA) is a naturally occurring auxin that regulates most aspects of plant growth and development. plants have
several proposed pathways for IAA biosynthesis, but none of them are fully characterized at enzyme/intermediate levels. Identification
of iAA intermediates in each pathway will accelerate genetic and enzymatic studies on iAA biosynthesis. in this study, we analyzed
proposed IAA intermediates in Arabidopsis mutants in which IAA biosynthesis genes are genetically modified. LC-MS/MS analysis of
indole-3-acetaldoxime (IAOx) in CYP79B-deficient Arabidopsis mutants and non-crucifer plants demonstrated that the CYP79B pathway
mainly contributes to iAA biosynthesis via iAox in Arabidopsis, and may not operate in non-crucifers. lc-ms/ms analysis of indole-3acetaldehyde (iAAld) in Arabidopsis will also be discussed.

06039
metAbolic profiling And cytologicAl AnAlysis of proAnthocyAnidins in immAture seeds of flAvonoid AccumulAtion
mutAnts of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*satoshi Kitamura (Japan Atomic energy Agency (JAeA), Japan), fumio matsuda (riKen plant science center, Japan), takayuki tohge
(riKen plant science center, chiba university, Japan), Keiko yonekura-sakakibara (riKen plant science center, Japan), mami yamazaki
(chiba university, Japan), Kazuki saito (chiba university, riKen plant science center, Japan), issay narumi (Japan Atomic energy
Agency (JAeA), Japan)
kitamura.satoshi@jaea.go.jp
Arabidopsis trAnspArEnt tEstA19 (tt19) encodes a glutathione s-transferase (gst)-like protein that is involved in the accumulation
of proanthocyanidins (pAs) in the seed coat. pA accumulation sites in tt19 immature seeds were observed as small vacuolar-like structures,
whereas those in tt12, a mutant of the tonoplast-bound transporter of pAs, and tt12 tt19 were observed at peripheral regions of small
vacuoles. We found that tt19 immature seeds had small spherical structures showing unique thick morphology by differential interference
contrast microscopy. the distribution pattern of the thick structures overlapped the location of pA accumulation sites, and the thick
structures were outlined with gfp-tt12 proteins in tt19. pA analysis showed higher levels of solvent-insoluble pAs in tt19 immature
seeds compared with wild-type. Metabolic profiling of the solvent-soluble fraction by LC-MS demonstrated that PA derivatives such as
epicatechins and epicatechin oligomers were absent in tt19. We also revealed that tt12 specifically accumulated glycosylated epicatechins,
the putative transport substrates for tt12. given the cytosolic localization of functional gfp-tt19 proteins, our results suggest that tt19,
which acts prior to tt12, functions in cytosol for regular accumulation of pA precursors such as epicatechin and glycosylated epicatechin
in the vacuole. the pA pathway in Arabidopsis seed coat is discussed in relation to the subcellular localization of pA metabolites.

06040
structurAl And functionAl AnAlyses of volAtile compounds- And heAvy metAls- induced ArAbidopsides in
ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*haruyuki nakajyo (graduate school of life and environmental sciences, university of tsukuba, Japan), Kosumi yamada (graduate
school of life and environmental sciences, university of tsukuba, Japan), Koji hasegawa (graduate school of life and environmental
sciences, university of tsukuba, Knc laboratories co., ltd, Japan), nobuharu goto (department of biology, miyagi university of
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education, Japan), Kenji miura (graduate school of life and environmental sciences, university of tsukuba, Japan), moe hninsi
(graduate school of life and environmental sciences, university of tsukuba, Japan), hideyuki shigemori (graduate school of life and
environmental sciences, university of tsukuba, Japan)
nQb39112@nifty.ne.jp
in recent research for bioactive substances of Arabidopsis thaliana , seven new oxylipins named arabidopsides A- g were isolated from
the aerial parts of this plant. Arabidopsides A- g were monogalactosyl diacylglycerides or digalactosyl diacylglycerides containing 12oxophytodienoic acid (opdA) and/or dinor-oxophytodienoic acid (dn- opdA) which were known as precursors of jasmonic acid (JA) and
have received much attention because they play important roles in regulation of developmental and defense gene expression of plants as
JA and methyl jasmonate. on the other hand, it is known that alpha-, beta- unsaturated carbonyl compounds and some heavy metals
induce opdA and JA in various plants like Araidopsis thaliana and oryza sativa. in this research, we investigated the effect of volatile
compounds and heavy metals as potent inducers for triggering accumulations of arabidopsides in mature leaves of A. thaliana . in
addition, volatiles- and heavy metals- induced arabidopsides weren’ t able to detected in the coi 1-1 mutant. these results indicate that
abiotic stress- induced arabidopsides are connected with the mechanism of stress response through coi 1 signaling in A. thaliana.

06041
physiologicAl contribution of purine metAbolism in drought AcclimAtiZAtion of ArAbidopsis
*shunsuke Watanabe (hiroshima university, Japan), Ayami nakagawa (chubu university, Japan), hiroshi shimada (hiroshima
university, Japan), Atsushi sakamoto (hiroshima university, Japan)
nabesanjaken@gmail.com
in plants, catabolism of purine compounds constitutes one of the fundamentals of nitrogen metabolism, but its physiological role remains
elusive in most species except legumes. Among several plant enzymes participating in purine catabolism, xanthine dehydrogenase (xdh)
serves as the key enzyme responsible for the first and rate-limiting reaction in the oxidative degradation pathway. We have recently
demonstrated that rnAi-mediated knockdown of Arabidopsis Xdh genes (AtXdh1 and AtXdh2) causes defects in normal growth and
development as the plants grow to maturity [1]. Although widely regarded as a housekeeping enzyme, xdh is also implicated in plant
responses and acclimatization to various biotic and abiotic stress including pathogen attack, high salinity and drought. in this study, we
examined the physiological impact of Xdh knockdown, hence impaired purine metabolism, on drought tolerance of Arabidopsis plants
[2]. compared with the wild-type strain, severely Xdh-silenced RNAi plants showed significantly reduced biomass and chlorophyll content
following drought-shock treatment. conversely, the drought-hypersensitive growth of rnAi plants was restored to normal by pre-stress
treatment of exogenously supplied uric acid, the product of xdh catalysis. these rnAi plants constitutively accumulated high levels of
h2o2 and significantly enhanced cell death upon drought shock. Our results indicate that purine metabolism has a critical role in plant
acclimatization to environmental stress such as drought. We suggest that the purine degradation pathway might contribute, by producing
antioxidant metabolites, to defense mechanisms against reactive oxygen species (ros) under stress conditions, since uric acid and other
certain metabolites of purine degradation possess efficient ROS-scavenging activities.
[1] nakagawa et al. (2007) plant cell physiol. 48: 1484-1495.
[2] Watanabe et al. (2010) febs lett. 584: 1181-1186.

06042
moleculAr AnAlysis of sterol biosynthesis-relAted genes in bArley chromosome Addition lines of common WheAt
*Jianwei tang (Kihara inst.biol.res.,yokohama city univ., Japan), Kanako Kawaura (Kihara inst.biol.res.,yokohama city univ., Japan),
Kiyoshi ohyama (riKen psc, Japan), hiromi hashinokuchi (riKen psc), yoko Kamiya (Kihara inst.biol.res.,yokohama city univ.,
Japan), masashi suzuki (riKen psc, Japan), toshiya muranaka (Kihara inst.biol.res.,yokohama city univ., riKen psc, Japan), yasunari
ogihara (Kihara inst.biol.res.,yokohama city univ., Japan)
jtang@yokohama-cu.ac.jp
barley chromosome addition lines of common wheat have been developed through wide hybridization between the hexaploid (2n = 6x
= 42) wheat cultivar chinese spring (cs) and the diploid (2n = 2x = 14) barley cultivar betzes (islAm et al., 1975). it is expected that
the barley chromosome with the genetic background of wheat will produce new or more bioactive substances. in this study, we focused
on plant sterols that could reduce the plasma cholesterol levels of animals when administered orally. stigmasterol, campesterol, and
sitosterol are the main molecular species of plant sterols; of these, stigmasterol is reported to be the most effective in reducing plasma
cholesterol levels. the level of stigmasterol in wheat is lower than that in barley.
We used a series of barley chromosome addition lines in the full complement of wheat chromosome sets. on determining the plant
sterol levels in 2-week-old seedlings, we observed that the level of stigmasterol in the barley chromosome 3 addition (3h) line was 1.5-fold
higher than that in cs and in other barley chromosome addition lines. to elucidate the reason for the higher level, we isolated full-length
cdnAs of wheat and barley CYp710A genes; CYp710A is a cytochrome p450 subfamily that encodes sterol c-22 desaturase in plants. We
mapped these CYp710A genes on chromosome 3 in barley and wheat (3A, 3b, and 3d). the expression levels of CYp710A genes in the
3h line were higher than those in the other barley chromosome addition lines. overexpression of the CYp710A genes in Arabidopsis
increased the stigmasterol level but did not alter the total plant sterol level. finally, we determined the overall expression patterns of
genes related to plant sterol biosynthesis in cs and in each addition line, using a 44k oligo-dnA microarray (Agilent) customized for
wheat. Our results provide an approach for altering plant sterol profiles and for increasing the effective plant sterol levels in wheat.

06043
identificAtion of metAbolic Qtl cAndidAte genes in ArAbidopsis
*david riewe (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research, germany), mehrana Koohi (leibniz institute of plant genetics
and crop plant research, germany), Jan lisec (max planck institute of molecular plant physiology, germany), rhonda meyer (leibniz
institute of plant genetics and crop plant research, germany), lothar Willmitzer (max planck institute of molecular plant physiology,
germany), thomas Altmann (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research, germany)
riewe@ipk-gatersleben.de
Recently we identified quantitative trait loci (QTL) of metabolites from primary metabolism in Arabidopsis thaliana using gc-ms and
suggested candidate genes on the basis of functional annotations in tAir (lisec et al., 2008). We now test if these candidates are the
cause of natural diversity in the populations used to detect the Qtl. for this, we measured the metabolite content in A. thaliana col-0
leaves with knocked out (KO) candidate genes to determine if the candidate has any effect on the respective metabolite. A first analysis
of a subset of Ko lines showed that several of them in fact had increased or decreased levels of the respective metabolite (e. g. fumarate,
tyrosine, urea, nicotinate and phosphate). With one exception, this affected mainly the metabolite of interest (136 metabolites measured
in total) and did not cause major alterations in growth.
currently, we assess if the alleles of the two parental accessions used for mapping in the initial study have a different effect on the
respective metabolite level. For this, we transform genomic sequences from Col-0 and C24 comprising the candidate gene into the KO
background. Allelic effects will be displayed as differences in the accordant metabolite levels between the transformants.
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in the rare cases where no Ko lines were available, rnAi and tilling lines are under investigation to explore the potential genemetabolite interaction and the metabolic effects of synthetic alleles.

06044
mitochondriAl respirAtory system potentiAlly regulAtes isoprenoid biosynthesis in cytoplAsm And plAstid
Keiko Kobayashi (riKen plant science center, graduate school of Agriculture, Kyushu university, Japan), Jianwei tang (KihArA
institute for biological research, yokohama city university, Japan), shogo matsumoto (moleculart entomology laboratory, riKen,
Japan), toshiya muranaka (riKen plant science center, KihArA institute for biological research, yokohama city university, Japan),
*masashi suzuki (riKen plant science center, Japan)
ma-suzu@riken.jp
isoprenoids are a wide variety compounds that are important for all organisms and useful for human life. unlike animals, plants synthesize
isoprenoids via two pathways, the cytosolic mevalonate (mvA) pathway and the plastidial 2-C-methyl-d-erythritol-4-phosphate (mep)
pathway. little is known about the mechanisms that regulate these biosynthetic networks over multiple organelles. to understand such
mechanisms, we have isolated and characterized the Arabidopsis mutant, lovastatin insensitive 1 (loi1), which is resistant to lovastatin, a
specific inhibitor of HMG-CoA reductase (HMGR), the key enzyme of the MVA pathway. loi1 also showed resistant phenotype to a specific
inhibitor of the mep pathway. hmgr activity in loi1 grown under lovastatin was higher than that in wild type (Wt) grown in the same
condition. We consider that higher hmgr activity gives rise to lovastatin resistant phenotype in loi1. loi1 encodes a pentatricopeptide
repeat (ppr) protein localized in mitochondria that is thought to have rnA binding ability and function in post-transcriptional regulation.
loi1 belongs to the dyW subclass of ppr proteins, which is hypothesized to be correlated with rnA editing. As a result of analysis of
rnA editing of mitochondrial genes, a defect in rnA editing of three genes, nad4, ccb203, and cox3, was found in loi1. these genes are
related to the respiratory chain. Wt treated with some respiration inhibitors mimicked the loi1 phenotype. hmgr activity of Wt treated
with lovastatin combined with antimycin A, an inhibitor of complex iii in the respiratory chain, was higher than that of Wt treated
with only lovastatin, despite the lack of alteration of transcript or protein levels of hmgr, suggesting that hmgr enzyme activity is
regulated through the respiration. our studies show the novel possibility that mitochondrial respiration plays potentially regulatory roles
in isoprenoid biosynthesis.

06045
cpl1 is involved in sulfur-deficiency response And tolerAnce in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*yoko ide (biotechnology research center, the university of tokyo, Japan), ichiro Kasajima (biotechnology research center, the
university of tokyo, present adress: department of science and engineering, saitama university, Japan, Japan), masami yokota hirai
(metabolic systems research team, metabolomics research division, riKen plant science center, crest, Japan science and technology
Agency, Japan), toru fujiwara (graduate school of Agricultural and life sciences, the university of tokyo, crest, Japan science and
technology Agency, Japan)
ideyoko331@yahoo.co.jp
plants regulate gene expressions involved in sulfur uptake and assimilation under conditions of limited sulfur supply (refereed to as S). Although some regulatory factors are already identified, the whole story of plant response to sulfur deficiency is not well understood.
to identify novel regulatory factors for plant -s responses, we took a forward genetics approach using a transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana
line expressing green fluorescent protein (GFP) under the control of a -S-inducible chimeric promoter. We screened for mutants with
altered patterns of -s-responsive gene expressions. one of these mutants was further analyzed in this study. this mutant showed
reduced -s-inducible reporter gene expression both under normal and -s conditions. in addition, transcript accumulations of other sulfurresponsive genes were affected in this mutant such as serine acetyltransferase (sAt1) and a branched-chain aminotransferase (bCAt4).
the mutation was mapped to a 39.2 kb region in chromosome iv, where only one mutation was found at an exon-intron junction of Cpl1
gene. cpl1 is an rnA polymerase ii c-terminal domain phosphatase with two double stranded rnA binding domains. We obtained four
cpl1 alleles and all of them showed reduced relative growth under -S, indicating that CPL1 is required for the maintenance of growth under
-s condition. increased accumulations of serine, o-acetyl-l-serine and agmatine in the shoots of cpl1 mutants were consistent with the
hypersensitiveness of cpl1 mutants to -s. taken together, our study demonstrated the involvement of cpl1 in the regulation of sulfur
metabolism, gene expression and tolerance to -s stress.

06046
interAction betWeen A sulfAte trAnsporter And cysteine synthAse
*nakako shibagaki (department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, graduate school of engineering, osaka university,
Japan), Arthur grossman (department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, usA)
nshibagaki@mls.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp
the sulfate ion (so42-) is transported into plant root cells by so42- transporters and then mostly reduced to sulfide. The S2- is then
bonded to o-acetylserine (oAs) through the activity of cysteine synthase (o-acetylserine (thiol)lyase or oAstl) to form cysteine, the
first organic molecule of the SO42- assimilation pathway. here we show that a root plasmamembrane so42- transporter of Arabidopsis,
sultr1;2, physically interacts with oAstl. the interaction was initially demonstrated using a yeast two-hybrid system and corroborated
by both in vivo interaction studies. the domain of sultr1;2 shown to be important for association with oAstl is called the stAs domain.
this domain is at the carboxyl terminus of the transporter and extends from the plasmamembrane into the cytoplasm of the cell. the
functional relevance of oAstl-stAs interaction was investigated using yeast mutant cells devoid of endogenous so42- uptake activity,
but co-expressing sultr1;2 and oAstl. the analysis of so42- transport in these cells suggests that the binding of oAstl to the stAs
domain negatively impacts transporter activity in this heterologous system. In contrast, the activity of purified OASTL measured in vitro
was enhanced by co-incubation with the stAs domain of sultr1;2, but not with the analogous domain of the so42- transporter isoform
sultr1;1, even though the sultr1;1 stAs peptide also interacts with oAstl based on the yeast two hybrid system and in vitro binding
assays. these observations suggest a regulatory model in which interactions between sultr1;2 and oAstl coordinate internalization of
so42- with the energetic/metabolic state of plant root cells.

06047
lipid profiling by lc-ms reveAled A uniQue glycerolipid clAss relAted to phosphAte-limiting groWth of ArAbidopsis
thAliAnA
*yozo okazaki (riKen plant science center, Japan), hitomi otsuki (riKen plant science center, Japan), tomoko narisawa (riKen plant
science center, Japan), makoto Kobayashi (riKen plant science center, Japan), yukiko Kamide (riKen plant science center, Japan),
miyako Kusano (riKen plant science center, Japan), masami yokota hirai (riKen plant science center, Japan science and technology
Agency, core research for evolutional science and technology, Japan), Kazuki saito (riKen plant science center, chiba university)
okazaki@psc.riken.jp
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Phosphorus limitation leads to a drastic change in membrane lipid composition in plants. Lipidome analysis by liquid chromatographyion trap mass spectrometry confirmed compositional changes of membrane lipid in Arabidopsis thaliana by phosphorus limitation, i.e.,
decreases of phospholipids (pc, pe, pg, and pi) and increases of two glycoglycerolipids (dgdg and sQdg). in addition to these well-known
changes of lipid profiles, an unknown lipid group was found to accumulate in the leaves of A. thaliana by phosphorus limitation. based
on the ms/ms analyses, this inducible lipid group was elucidated as diacylglycerol bound to hexuronosyl moiety. during the course of
the investigation, an Arabidopsis mutant, which does not accumulated this hexuronosyldiacyglycerol under phosphate-limiting condition,
was isolated. since a glycosyltransferase gene was disrupted in this mutant, this glycosyltransferase is postulated to be involved in the
final condensation reaction of diacylglycerol and hexuronic acid. Under phosphate-depleted condition, the mutant showed an enhanced
senescence compared with the wild-type plant, suggesting that the hexuronosyldiacyglycerol plays a role to mitigate the depletion stress
of phosphorus in A. thaliana. this inducible lipid group was also found in leaves of rice, and the level of this lipid increased by phosphorus
limitation, suggesting a general physiological significance of this lipid class across plant species.

07001
tArgeted interActomics reveAls A complex core cell cycle mAchinery in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Jelle Van Leene (VIB-University of Ghent, Belgium), Jens Hollunder (VIB-University of Ghent, Belgium), Dominique Eeckhout (VIBuniversity of ghent, belgium), geert persiau (vib-university of ghent, belgium), eveline van de slijke (vib-university of ghent,
belgium), hilde stals (vib-university of ghent, belgium), gert van isterdael (vib-university of ghent, belgium), Aurine verkest (vibuniversity of ghent, belgium), sandy neirynck (vib-university of ghent, belgium), yelle buffel (vib-university of ghent, belgium), dirk
inze (vib-university of ghent, belgium), erwin Witters (cepromA-university of Antwerp, belgium), geert de Jaeger (vib-university of
ghent, belgium)
jelee@psb.vib-ugent.be
Cell proliferation is the main driving force of plant growth. Although genome sequence analysis revealed a high number of cell cycle
genes in plants, little is known about the molecular complexes steering cell division. in a targeted proteomics approach, we mapped the
core complex machinery at the heart of the Arabidopsis cell cycle control. besides a central regulatory network of core complexes, we
distinguished a peripheral network that links the core machinery to up- and downstream pathways. over 100 new candidate cell cycle
proteins are predicted and an in-depth biological interpretation demonstrates the hypothesis-generating power of the interaction data.
furthermore, we could demonstrate that plants have evolved a combinatorial toolkit comprising at least hundred different cdK/cyclin
complex variants, which strongly underscores the functional diversification among the large family of cyclins and reflects the pivotal role
of cell cycle regulation in the developmental plasticity of plants.

07002
studies of genes involved in uptAKe And metAbolism of Arsenics in plAnts, for developing neW vAriety of crops to
protect people from Arsenic contAminAtion
*Abul mandal (university of skovde, sweden), noor nahar (university of skovde, sweden), hoda bentol (university of skovde,
sweden), Kjell-ove holmstrom (university of skovde, sweden), dennis larsson (university of skovde, sweden), Khaled hossain
(university of rajshahi, bangladesh), sibdas ghosh (dominican university of california, usA), dan lundh (university of skovde,
sweden)
abul.mandal@his.se
Arsenic poisoning through consumption of cultivated crops is a severe health problem in many countries of south Asia especially in
bangladesh, burma, india and thailand. for instance, in bangladesh more than 30 millions people are affected from rice-derived arsenic
contamination leading to severe damage of kidney, liver, lungs, bladder etc and many other neurological and vascular disorders. to solve
this severe problem we aim to generate genetically modified variety of crops either by inhibiting/activating native gene(s) responsible for
arsenic uptake or by insertion of foreign genes responsible for arsenic metabolism “in planta”. For identification and characterization of
genes responsible for arsenic uptake or metabolism of arsenics “in planta” we have employed data mining, an in silico analysis based on
searching of the existing databases. Data mining experiments resulted in identification of four candidate genes that are involved either
in uptake, transport or cellular localization of arsenics in plants. for further study of these genes we have also employed in vivo analyses
in which we have included Arabidopsis thaliana as a model plant. Interestingly, all four candidate genes we identified by in silico analyses
are present in A. thaliana genome. We also show that by increasing or decreasing the level expression of the candidate genes in various
combinations we can generate a “super plant” with new characteristics. When exposed to high arsenic concentrations, the amount of
arsenics accumulated in the shoots of this “super plant” is 60% lower than that found in the wild-type control plants. validation of these
in silico results by in vivo experiments (generation of the transgenic “super plant”) are in progress.

07003
module netWorK AnAlysis of A lArge compendium of ArAbidopsis expression dAtA
*eric bonnet (ghent university, belgium), frank hoeberichts (ghent university, belgium), boris parizot (ghent university, belgium),
tom beeckman (ghent university, belgium), frank van breusegem (ghent university, belgium), yves van de peer (ghent university,
belgium)
eric.bonnet@psb.vib-ugent.be
biological functions are performed by sets of various molecules (non-coding rnA, proteins, metabolites, etc.) forming a functional
module, cooperating tightly to achieve a specific goal. One of the main goals of systems biology approaches is the identification of those
modules through the analysis of large sets of various high-throughput data, often referred to as “omics” data. in this study, we have
analyzed a very large compendium of Arabidopsis expression data, collecting data from more than 1,200 microarray experiments mostly
focused on cell cycle, stress and development. using a robust probabilistic module network algorithm, we have built a regulatory module
network composed of 233 modules representing more than 7,500 genes and 1,100 regulators associated to the modules. by crossing the
results with independent microarray experiments, we can show that some modules are highly enriched in genes relevant for more specific
biological responses like hydrogen peroxide stress response or lateral root development. further integration of other data information
like the cell cycle phase, proteomics data, miRNA and transcription factor targets, identifies modules specifically enriched for one or
more of those data types. We are currently setting up a large scale experimental analysis using a novel high-throughput transcriptomics
technology to further explore the properties and function of some modules, specialized in response to stress and lateral root development.
We have also developed a user-friendly web interface to allow biologists to easily mine the module network for modules of interest. users
can identify modules enriched for a given set of genes of interest and have additional information displayed like go enrichment, gene
annotations or gene expression profiles. Our approach and the results we have compiled so far illustrate the power of top-down systems
biology analysis to exploit efficiently the avalanche of high-throughput data.
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ArAbidopsis ferromics: pArAllel interrogAtion of chAnges in the QuAntitAtive (phospho-) proteome And
trAnscriptome of ArAbidopsis roots upon fe deficiency using itrAQ And mrnAseQ
lan ping (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan), tuan-nan Wen (institute of plant and microbial biology,
Academia sinica, taiwan), Jeng-yuan shiau (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan), chin-Wen chen
(institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan), thomas yang (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia
sinica, taiwan), *Wolfang schmidt (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan)
wosh@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Iron (Fe) deficiency is counteracted by a suite of responses to ensure the maintenance of vital processes for which Fe is essential.
Although significant progress has been made in elucidating the function of individual components in the Fe deficiency response at the
transcriptional level, information on both post-transcriptional changes and the composite interactions among these components remain
scarce. In the present study, we generated transcriptional profiles of Fe-deficient plants were generated by mRNA sequencing using the
Solexa platform. By means of the iTRAQ technology combined with 2D-LC-MS/MS analysis on an LTQ-Orbitrap, we quantitatively identified
~2500 proteins and ~200 phosphoproteins in Arabidopsis roots. proteins with functions in the response to heat, cold and oxidative stress
as well as proteins involved in primary metabolism were found to be most abundant in the proteome. Fe deficiency dramatically induced
proteins involved in methionine metabolism, in particular in the synthesis of s-adenosyl met and nicotianamine, an important fe chelator
that plays a crucial role in Fe transport and homeostasis. In addition, enzymes mediating the flavonoid pathway were induced. Strong
induction of a phe ammonia lyase, two coumarate coA ligases, and a caffeoyl-coA 3-o-methyltransferase point to increased production
of phenolics, a key response for the utilization of root apoplastic Fe. Marker of Fe deficiency such as FRO2 and the iron storage protein
ferritin FER1 were among the most up or down-regulated proteins upon Fe deficiency treatment. Correlation analysis of transcript and
protein abundance in Arabidopsis roots revealed a variable protein-to-transcript ratio and identified several proteins that are regulated
exclusively at the post-transcriptional level. In summary, we here provide a quantitative (phospho) protein reference map for Arabidopsis
roots and add a further layer of information with regard to the physiological responses to Fe deficiency.

07005
genome Wide AnAlysis of trAnscriptionAl regulAtion by the circAdiAn trAnscription fActor lhy
*isabelle cArre (department of biological sciences, university of Warwick, uK), sally Adams (department of biological sciences,
University of Warwick, UK), Siren Veflingstad (Systems Biology Centre, University of Warwick, UK), Sascha Ott (Systems Biology
centre, university of Warwick, uK), david rand (systems biology centre, university of Warwick, uK), barbel finkenstadt (department
of statistics, university of Warwick, uK)
isabelle.carre@warwick.ac.uk
the myb transcription factor lhy functions redundantly with ccA1 as one of the core components of the Arabidopsis circadian clock, and
regulates expression of many output genes. Genome-wide binding sites for LHY were identified by chromatin immunoprecipitation followed
by massively parallel sequencing (ChIP-Seq). Over 5000 sequences were identified, approximately 50% of which showed rhythmic
expression. go term analysis showed that lhy regulates many biological processes, including aspects of developmental regulation,
electron transport and energy pathways, and responses to biotic and abiotic stimuli. However, there was no significant enrichment for
genes implicated in transport or in cell organization and biogenesis. most of the known clock-associated genes contained binding sites for
lhy. binding was also detected within the promoters of lhY and CCA1, providing novel evidence for direct, negative autoregulation.
expression of the lhy protein peaks shortly after dawn, but that of its known target genes exhibits a wide range of phases ranging from
early morning to late night. our current work aims to investigate the mechanisms by which the effect of lhy can be modulated to give rise
to such a broad range of phases and waveforms. We hypothesize that (i) the different affinity of LHY for different target promoters may
result in different timing of transcriptional activation, or (ii) the effect of lhy on expression of individual target genes may be altered by
interaction with other regulatory proteins. Analysis of motif enrichment within LHY-binding regions identified several sequences, including
Evening Element-like sequences, G-box sequences and a CT-rich motif. Analysis is under way to determine whether different classes of
binding sites for lhy or for cofactors are associated with expression at different times of the day.

07006
blue-light input to the ArAbidopsis circAdiAn clocK-the role of eArly floWering 3.
*laura dixon (csbe university of edinburgh, u.K.), Andrew millar (csbe university of edinburgh, u.K.), natasha savage (csbe
university of edinburgh, u.K.)
laura.dixon@ed.ac.uk
the circadian clock mechanism provides plants with temporal information that enables the co-ordination of cellular and therefore
physiological events. this temporal co-ordination, based on an approximate 24 hour pattern provides a framework into which environmental
factors can be incorporated. Specifically, the circadian clock is entrained by light and temperature which facilitates seasonal regulation,
including photoperiodic flowering. The resolution of the molecular mechanism by which the clock measures photoperiods has been aided
by the work of yu et al, 2008 where it was demonstrated that the clock proteins eArly floWering 3 (elf3) and gigAnteA (gi) interact
with the E3 Ubiquitin Ligase CONSTITUTIVELY PHOTOMORPHOGENIC 1 (COP1). We have taken this framework and mathematically
modelled the protein interactions, including the regulation of the blue-light photoreceptors, cryptochromes (cry1 and cry2) on
cop1 and the stabilisation of another blue-light photoreceptor, Zeitlupe (Ztl) on gi. this model addresses blue-light conditions and
allows light-dark cycle regulation. As such the model has aided our understanding of the temporal profiles of protein complex formation
as well as indicating the requirement for other specific functions of the proteins involved, furthering the molecular understanding of how
photoperiodic time measurement can occur.

07007
An incoherent feed forWArd loop defines discrete expression pAtterns during eArly ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
trichome development
*Kengo morohashi (plant cell. mol. biol. the ohio state univ., u.s.A.), Alper yilmaz (plant cell. mol. biol. the ohio state univ., u.s.A.),
dan siegal-gaskins (mathematical biosciences institute, the ohio state univ, u.s.A.), erich grotewold (plant cell. mol. biol. the ohio
state univ., u.s.A.)
morohashi.1@osu.edu
the development of trichomes from pluripotent epidermal cells in Arabidopsis thaliana provides a powerful model for the study of
gene regulatory networks involved in plant cell differentiation. We have previously shown that the r2r3-myb protein gl1 and bhlh
transcription factor gl3 together directly regulate approximately 20 genes involved in trichome initiation, including the WrKy transcription
factor gene ttG2 [1, 2]. to better establish the trichome initiation network, we combined literature-based chip analyses with chip-chip
experiments using TTG2-GFP transgenic plants and GFP antibodies. Among 372 genes identified as TTG2 direct targets, many were shared
by gl3 (with or without gl1). in addition to the ttg2 genome-wide location, gene expression experiments indicated that several gl3/
ttg2 common targets showed opposite regulation by gl3 and ttg2. further expression analyses conducted on mutant strains suggest
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that gl3, ttg2, and target genes participate in an incoherent feed forward loop (i-ffl) in which the target gene is up-regulated by gl3
and down-regulated by ttg2. We propose that it is this network architecture that is responsible for the narrow window of gene expression
for several gl3 targets that occurs at early stages of trichome development. We are currently using a combination of experimental and
mathematical modeling experiments to probe the functional relationships of factors in i-ffls, and further delineate the mechanisms
underlying epidermal cell fate determination.
[1] morohashi, et al., (2009). plos genet 5(2): e1000396.
[2] morohashi, et al., (2007). plant phys 145: 736.

07008
systems AnAlysis of secondAry thicKening in the Anther endothecium
yang caiyun (university of nottingham, uK), Jie song (university of nottingham, uK), Alex marshall (university of nottingham, uK),
*Wilson Zoe A (university of nottingham, uK)
zoe.wilson@nottingham.ac.uk
Male fertility requires both the generation of viable pollen, but also the subsequent release of this pollen. Anther dehiscence relies upon
a specialised maternal cell layer in the anther, the endothecium, which undergoes specific secondary thickening during the post-meiosis
stages of microspore maturation and pollen mitosis. Cellulose and lignified thickenings are deposited in bands within the endothecium
and as the anther subsequently dehydrates these generate the forces required for dehiscence. Mutation of the MS35/MYB26 gene results
in an absence of secondary thickening in the endothecium and failure of anther dehiscence with associated male sterility (dawson et al.,
1999). Arabidopsis myb26 is a regulator of endothecium secondary thickening that when ectopically expressed can induce thickening
in other tissues, indicating a conservation of the secondary thickening regulatory network between reproductive and vegetative tissues
(yang et al., 2007).
We have used transcriptomic analysis to construct a preliminary myb26 regulatory network and interactions between selected
components have been tested by chip-pcr, yeast-2-hybrid screens, mutant analysis and ectopic expression. dex-inducible lines have
been used to analyse the dynamics of expression changes by conducting time-series RT-qPCR analysis. These data have subsequently
been analysed to determine the dynamics of the expression changes observed and used for inference studies to establish a defined
regulatory network during anther dehiscence.
Key components in the regulatory network have been tested for their functional roles in anther dehiscence and secondary thickening.
this and the process of network development will be discussed.
references
Dawson, J., Sözen, E., Vizir, I., Van Waeyenberge, S., Wilson, Z.A., and Mulligan, B.J. (1999). New Phytologist 144, 213-222.
yang, c., xu, Z., song, J., conner, K., vizcay barrena, g., and Wilson, Z.A. (2007). plant cell 19, 534-548.

07009
Auxin biosynthesis inhibitors Are identified by genomics-bAsed ApproAch using Atgenexpress gene expression
dAtA
hideki goda (riKen, Japan), Kazuo soeno (national Agriculture and food research organization, Japan), eriko sasaki (riKen, Japan),
shigeo yoshida (riKen, Japan), shozo fujioka (riKen, Japan), tadao Asami (the university of tokyo, Japan), *yukihisa shimada
(riKen, Japan)
shimada@postman.riken.go.jp
We established transcriptome data of hormone series in Atgenexpress project. here, we conducted correlation analysis of dnA
microarray data from Atgenexpress to estimate hormone status in microarray experiments by using hormone-inducible genes as markers.
it was found that a chemical compound, aminoethoxyvinylglycine (Avg) had the strongest anti-auxin activity in Arabidopsis. We also
identified other effective compounds such as L-aminooxyphenylpropionic acid (AOPP) through additional screening. These inhibitors shared
characteristics in that they inhibited pyridoxal enzymes and/or aminotransferases. the compounds inhibited growth, auxin accumulation,
and expression of Aux/iAA genes in Arabidopsis seedlings, independently from ethylene action. the seedlings were recovered from the
inhibition after exogenous application of iAA, but not of Acc. since the inhibitors have characteristics to inhibit pyridoxal-phosphate
(plp)-dependent enzymes, we analyzed all possible plp-dependent steps of auxin biosynthesis in enzyme extracts from Arabidopsis and
wheat. AVG and AOPP inhibited L-Trp aminotransferase, suggesting that this is the first auxin-biosynthesis inhibitor that functions both
in monocot and dicots.
this work was supported by the program for promotion of basic and Applied researches for innovations in bio-oriented industry
(brAin).

07011
tWo novel proteins regulAte response to iron deficiency in ArAbidopsis roots.
*terri long (university of illinois at chicago, usA), hironaka tsukagoshi (duke university, usA), Wolfgang busch (duke university,
usA), brett lahner (purdue university, usA), david salt (purdue university, usA), philip benfey (duke university, usA)
teanlo@uic.edu
Iron deficiency induced anemia is the most prevalent nutritional disorder in the world. Plants are the primary source of iron therefore
understanding how plant roots regulate the uptake, transport, and utilization of iron under low iron conditions is important for providing
long-term solutions for iron deficiency. A systems biology approach was taken to elucidate the regulatory mechanisms involved in plant
responses to iron deficiency. Using a combination of high-resolution transcriptional profiling, ChIP on chip analysis, and Yeast 2 Hybrid
analysis we discovered two novel components of the iron deficiency gene regulatory network that appear to play distinct roles in mediating
plant responses to iron deprivation. one of these components, popeye (pye), is a transcription factor that binds to the promoter of key
iron homeostasis genes and suppresses their expression. The other protein, BRUTUS (BTS), may act as a component of the ubiquitin
conjugation pathway that is involved in the degradation of iron homeostasis regulatory proteins. loss of pye function leads to decreased
tolerance of iron deprivation, while loss of bts function enhances tolerance to low iron. moreover, pye and bts are tightly co-regulated
within the pericycle, and both bind to close pye homologs. our data suggests that pye and bts and their targets function individually or
as part of a complex in response to iron deprivation.

07013
eplAnt: visuAliZing And integrAting lArge-scAle ArAbidopsis dAtA sets from the nAnometer to Kilometer scAles in
3 dimensions for hypothesis generAtion
geoff fucile (dept. of cell and systems biology/cAgef, uni. toronto, cAnAdA), david di biase (dept. of cell and systems biology/
cAgef, uni. toronto, cAnAdA), hardeep nahal (dept. of cell and systems biology/cAgef, uni. toronto, cAnAdA), dinesh christendat
(dept. of cell and systems biology/cAgef, uni. toronto, cAnAdA), lawrence Kelley (structural bioinformatics group, imperial college
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london, united Kingdom), *nicholas provart (dept. of cell and systems biology/cAgef, uni. toronto, cAnAdA)
nicholas.provart@utoronto.ca
visualization tools for biological data are typically two-dimensional and often limited in their ability to integrate data at multiple scales.
to demonstrate the utility of three-dimensional data visualization in overcoming these limitations we have developed "eplant", a suite
of open-source world wide web-based tools for analyses of the model organism Arabidopsis thaliana, rendered as interactive threedimensional models permitting integration and visualization of biological data from the nanometer to the kilometer scale. currently,
eplant at bar.utoronto.ca/eplant consists of the following modules, in increasingly coarser scale: a protein structure model explorer, a
molecular interaction network explorer, subcellular localization of gene products, expression patterns at the tissue level, and a sequence
conservation and polymorphism explorer. We also report a high-throughput protein structure prediction and annotation collection with
>70% coverage of the Arabidopsis proteome. the eplant framework can be applied to any model organism. to facilitate the development
of three-dimensional displays of biological data on the world wide web we have established the "3d data display initiative" (3ddi.org).

07014
Agent bAsed modelling of Auxin trAnsport cAnAlisAtion
*philip garnett (university of york, uK), susan stepney (university of york, uK), ottoline leyser (university of york, uK)
prg500@york.ac.uk
Auxin transport canalisation describes how auxin organises and promotes its own transport through cells. Auxin is able to enter
cells passively or actively, but can only leave cells by being actively pumped out by proteins including pin (a membrane bound auxin
transporter). during vascular tissue formation a narrow transport path, or canal, forms from an area where auxin is accumulating, to a
sink elsewhere in the tissue. A missing link in this process is the regulation of the positioning of the pin proteins on the cell membrane.
During canalisation, PIN proteins are observed to be polarised in the direction of auxin flux. This could be by targeted removal or
targeted insertion of the pin proteins. causing them ultimately to become polarly localised on the cell membrane in the correct location
to pump auxin in the direction of the sink. to investigate canalisation, in the hope that we can direct future wet laboratory work, we
have developed a flexible agent based modelling framework to allow for testing of different hypotheses of how PIN localisation might be
regulated. the models are built by putting agents representing auxin, and proteins including pin, into a tissue consisting of a number of
cells. We then look for the global behaviour of canalisation as an emergent property of the simple interactions between the agents and
their environment.

07015
ArAbidopsis protein microArrAys for protein functionAl studies
*shisong ma (university of california, davis, usA), shawn bachan (university of california, davis, usA), matthew porto (university
of california, davis, usA), carla page (yale university, usA), sorina popescu (cornell university, usA), michael snyder (stanford
university, usA), savithramma dinesh-Kumar (university of california, davis, usA)
sma@ucdavis.edu
since the majority of proteins lack discernable enzymatic or biochemical functions, large-scale characterization of proteins will depend
on the identification of molecules that associate with them. In this respect protein microarray platform is an exciting tool for largescale protein functional studies. In the past five years under NSF-Arabidopsis 2010 funding, we have generated an Arabidopsis thaliana
expression collection (Atec) containing ~15,000 Arabidopsis genes. We have used these expression clones and produced >10,000
Arabidopsis proteins to-date using an optimized medium-throughput plant-based expression system.
We have successfully used purified proteins to produce version1 high-density Arabidopsis protein microarrays containing 1133 proteins
and used them to perform protein-protein interaction studies in an unbiased, high-throughput manner (popescu et al., 2009, pnAs
104:4730-4735). We have version2 protein microarrays containing 2158 Arabidopsis proteins and used it to infer a mApK phosphorylation
network (Popescu et al., 2009, Genes Dev 23:80-92). We identified 570 putative MAPK phosphorylation targets, many of which were
annotated with transcription factor functions, involved in responses to abiotic and biotic stimuli and development.
We have generated version3 protein microarrays containing 5160 Arabidopsis proteins. These arrays are available to the scientific
community through Abrc. our goal this year is to add 10,000 additional proteins to the microarrays.
during this meeting, we will discuss importance of our protein microarray platform and also new set of protocols to analyze proteinprotein and protein-dnA interactions using these microarrays. We strongly believe that protein microarray resources will help in elucidating
function of Arabidopsis proteins. currently, we are using these protein microarrays to study programmed cell death and innate immune
signaling.

07016
compArAtive metAbolite profiling chArActeriZes the impAct of genotype-dependent methionine AccumulAtion in
ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Atsushi fukushima (riKen plant science center, JApAn), miyako Kusano (riKen plant science center, JApAn), henning redestig
(riKen plant science center, JApAn), makoto Kobayashi (riKen plant science center, JApAn), hitomi ohtsuki (riKen plant science
center, JApAn), hitoshi onouchi (graduate school of Agriculture, hokkaido university, JApAn), satoshi naito (graduate school of life
science, hokkaido university, JApAn), masami yokota hirai (riKen plant science center, JApAn), Kazuki saito (riKen plant science
center, JApAn)
a-fukush@psc.riken.jp
methionine (met), an essential amino acid for all organisms, functions as a precursor of plant hormones, polyamines, and defense
metabolites. the regulatory mechanism of met biosynthesis is highly complex and, despite its great importance, remains unclear. to
address the key question of how accumulation of Met influences metabolism as a whole in Arabidopsis, we analyzed three methionine
over-accumulation (mto) mutants using a established gas chromatography (GC)-time-of flight (TOF)/mass spectrometry (MS) protocol for
metabolite profiling. Multivariate statistical analyses showed distinct metabolomic phenotypes of the three mto mutants, mto1, mto2, and
mto3. A more sophisticated approach based on orthogonal projection to latent structures—discriminant analysis highlighted genotyperelated differences. though met accumulation in mto1 had no dramatic effect on other metabolic pathways except for the aspartate family,
metabolite profiles of mto2 and mto3 indicated that several extensive pathways were affected in addition to over-accumulation of met. the
marked changes in metabolic pathways in both mto2 and mto3 were associated with polyamines. our results suggest that comparative
metabolomics can not only reveal the impact of met over-accumulation on metabolism, but also may provide clues to identify crucial
pathways for regulation of metabolism in plants.

07017
integrAted metAbolite And trAnscript profiling reveAls comprehensive metAbolic reprogrAmming involved in tWo
independent pAthWAys of ArAbidopsis to ultrAviolet-b light
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*miyako Kusano (rieKn, psc, Japan), takayuki tohge (mpimp, germany), Atsushi fukushima (rieKn, psc, Japan), makoto Kobayashi
(rieKn, psc, Japan), hitomi otsuki (rieKn, psc, Japan), fumio matsuda (rieKn, psc, Japan), youichi Kondou (rieKn, psc, Japan),
hiroto goto (rieKn, psc, Japan), mika Kawashima (rieKn, psc, Japan), minami matsui (rieKn, psc, Japan), Alisdair fernie (mpimp,
germany), Kazuki saito (rieKn, psc, Japan)
mkusano005@psc.riken.jp
Plants produce secondary metabolites following strong light exposure such as UV-B irradiation. Anthocyanins, flavonoids and phenolic
compounds are regarded as protective pigments in Arabidopsis leaves. to understand the mechanism of production of these protective
pigments in response to uv-b light, we compare the metabolic responses of wild type Arabidopsis to that of Arabidopsis mutants impaired
in flavonoid (TRANSPARENT TESTA4 [tt4] and TRANSPARENT TESTA5 [tt5]), or sinapoyl-malate (sinapoylglucose accumulator 1 [sng1])
biosynthesis, to a short, 24h or a longer 96h exposure to uv-b imposed stress. in control experiments we subjected the same genotypes
to long day conditions as well as to 24, and 96h treatments of continuous light. following these treatments we evaluated the dynamic
response of metabolites including flavonoids, sinapoyl-derivatives and ascorbate which are well established to play a role in cellular
protection from uv-b stress, as well as a broader range of primary metabolites, in attempt to more fully comprehend the metabolic shift
following cellular perception of this stress. our data reveals that short-term responses occur only at the level of primary metabolites
suggesting that these effectively prime the cell in order to facilitate the later production of uv-absorbing secondary metabolites. in
addition, transcript profiling was conducted on samples to capture affected responses in transcript levels by irradiation of UV-B. The
combined results of these studies are discussed in the context of current models concerning the metabolic response of plants to the stress
imposed by excessive uv-b irradiation.

07018
KinemAtic AnAlysis of ploidy effects on root ApicAl groWth in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Akitoshi iwamoto (department of biology, tokyo gakugei university, Japan), eri Kondo (department of biology, tokyo gakugei
university, Japan), munetaka sugiyama (botanical gardens, graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan)
akitoshi@u-gakugei.ac.jp
effects of polyploidization have been described macroscopically for many aspects of plant growth, but how an increase in the ploidy level
influences cell proliferation and cell volume growth remains to be elucidated. We generated tetraploids from four strains of Arabidopsis
thaliana, columbia, landsberg erecta, Wassilewskija, and c24 by treatment with colchicine. by comparison of kinematic data of the primary
root growth between these tetraploids and their parental diploids, we quantitatively analyzed the ploidy effects on plant growth.
The first step of the kinematic analysis was the measurement and calculation of spatial profiles of volume growth rate (dV/dt), cell
volume (dv/dn), cell production rate (dn/dt), and cell number (n) in the cortex as a function of cumulative volumes of the cortical cell
file (V). We also determined relative elementary growth rate (REGR) and local cell production rate (LCPR) by differentiating dV/dt and
dN/dt with respect to V. The spatial profiles of REGR and LCPR indicate the locations of volume growth and cell proliferation, respectively.
The obtained data depicted growth characteristics of the tetraploids common to all strains. The final cell volumes were much larger in the
tetraploids than in the diploids. The volume growth zones were enlarged in the tetraploids compared to the diploids, while no significant
changes were found in the rate and location of cell proliferation.
these results suggest that the ploidy change from diploid to tetraploid generally raises volume growth without affecting cell proliferation,
leading to the increase in the cell volume. We are now further analyzing the kinematic data by our original mathematical model to estimate
efficiencies of three aspects of root growth; cell proliferation, volume growth, and organ maintenance. We will discuss cellular mechanisms
underlying growth modification by the ploidy level based on the mathematical analysis.

07019
density grAdient of florigen signAls mediAtes diversity of inflorescence Architectures:
phloem trAnsport model bAsed on source-sinK bAlAnce
Atsushi ooga (department of mathematics, hokkaido university, Japan), makoto iima (research institute for electronic science,
hokkaido university, Japan), *takashi teramoto (chitose institite of science and technology, Japan), Akiko satake (creative research
institution sousei, hokkaido university, presto, Japan science and technology Agency, Japan), yasumasa nishiura (research institute
for electronic science, hokkaido university, Japan)
teramoto@photon.chitose.ac.jp
Arabidopsis thaliana is an annual herb that flowers only once and completes their life cycle after reproduction in a year. However, it has
been reported that double mutants of suppressor of overexpression of constAnts 1 (soc1) and fruitfull (ful) revealed an
inflorescence meristem reversion and created aerial rossets, establishing phenotypes common to perennial plants. We hypothesize that
this transition in growth habit is caused by a density gradient of florigen signals. Some of florigen signals, like FT products in A. thaliana,
are transported from leaves to shoot apex through phloem to initiate flowering.
Phloem transport of these florigen signals should be driven by pressure difference between source (mature leaves) and sink (meristems).
We developed a phloem transport model of florigen signals based on a pressure flow hypothesis.
the model system of plant consists of an array of the meristem cells connected by sieve tubes. the end of branch is initially immature,
and it grows to be a flower or a leave, depending on the flowering signals transported from leaves. Thus, the whole system is a dynamical
network system with active nodes acts as source or sinks. By using numerical simulations, we have found a variety of inflorescence
reversion patterns. In particular, it is shown that the threshold parameter for flowering and effective diameter of sieve tube are key
parameters.

07020
AnAlysis of the ArAbidopsis cytosolic proteome highlights its diverse roles And novel functions Within the
plAnt cell
*Jason ito (Joint bioenergy institute, lawrence berkeley national laboratory, united states of America), etienne meyer (centre
of excellence in plant energy biology, university of WA, Australia), robert verboom (centre of excellence in plant energy biology,
university of WA, Australia), chris petzold (Joint bioenergy institute, lawrence berkeley national laboratory, united states of America),
harvey millar (centre of excellence in plant energy biology, university of WA, Australia), Joshua heazlewood (Joint bioenergy institute,
lawrence berkeley national laboratory, united states of America)
jito@lbl.gov
The cytosol is the intracellular fluid that contains all eukaryotic cellular components and importantly is the conduit that allows
interactions between partitioned metabolic processes. the cytosol is a crowded environment containing a highly complex mixture of
dissolved molecules; ionic solutes, small molecule metabolites, and macromolecules, including proteins and nucleic acids. in plants,
it is estimated that over 200,000 metabolites are present, reflecting the innumerable cellular reactions that occur within this matrix.
the cytosol is also the location of many of the most important processes that occur with the plant cell, including glycolysis, protein
biosynthesis, protein degradation and metabolite biosynthesis. this intracellular matrix thus represents an intriguing system that likely
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contains many thousands of proteins. While there have been numerous proteomic studies that focused on the organelles and other
subsystems within the plant cell, no such characterizations have been undertaken on the cytosol. the cytosol was isolated from cell
suspensions of Arabidopsis thaliana, using a gentle homogenization method and differential centrifugation to remove cellular debris and
intact organelles. Multidimensional protein identification technology was used to identify over 1300 proteins that comprise the cytosolic
proteome. This included glycolytic enzymes, ribosome and proteasome subunits, ubiquitin, cytosolic heat shock proteins, 14-3-3 proteins,
glutathione-s transferases, cell wall biosynthetic enzymes, protein kinases and phosphatases, proteins involved in vesicular trafficking and
proteins with unknown function. The wide range of proteins identified in the Arabidopsis cytosolic proteome highlights its diverse functions
in the plant cell and the identification of many proteins with unknown function could further build on our understanding of how reactions
in the cytosol can influence plant function.

08001
pyrophosphAte over-AccumulAtion in FUGU5/AVp1 mutAnt inhibits cell division eArly After germinAtion And induces
compensAted cell enlArgement
*Ali ferjani (tokyo gakugei university, Japan), yukari muto (nagoya university, Japan), gorou horiguchi (rikkyo university, Japan),
masayoshi maeshima (nagoya university, Japan), hirokazu tsukaya (the university of tokyo,national institute for basic biology, Japan)
ferjani@u-gakugei.ac.jp
Analyses of leaf development in various mutants of Arabidopsis thaliana revealed that excessive post-mitotic cell expansion is often
triggered by decreased cell proliferation activity, a phenomenon that we named “compensation”. Among five compensation-exhibiting
mutants (fugu1-fugu5) that we have isolated and characterized (Ferjani et al., 2007), here we report about our recent findings on fugu5
mutant. When fugu5 is germinated on inorganic medium, cell division is almost completely lost in mesophyll cells of cotyledons, which
are oblong in shape and exhibit strong compensation. however, we recently found that compensation in fugu5 mutant is cancelled when
sucrose is supplied in the media. however, the mechanism of sucrose action remained unclear. cloning of FUGU5 gene revealed that it is
AVp1, which encodes for the vacuolar pyrophosphatase (ppase) that has two functions; hydrolysis of cytosolic pyrophosphate (ppi) and
vacuolar acidification. So, what is the triggering factor of compensation in fugu5? As an approach to answer this question, we introduced
the cytosolic inorganic pyrophosphatase (ipp1) gene of saccharomyces cerevisiae, under the control of FUGU5 promoter. ipp1 was
used because it only hydrolyzes the cytosolic PPi without contributing to vacuolar acidification, thus providing a good system to analyze
fugu5 functions independently. interestingly, our results clearly showed that fugu5 mutant phenotypes were totally recovered after the
introduction of profugu5::ipp1 transgene. This study provides evidence that PPi hydrolysis, rather than vacuolar acidification, is the major
role of fugu5 in planta. therefore, the removal of cytosolic ppi produced by active cellular metabolism early during germination is a
prerequisite for sustaining cell division, proper developmental programs and to boost seedling growth in Arabidopsis.

08002
the trihelix trAnscription fActor gtl1 regulAtes ploidy-dependent cell groWth in the ArAbidopsis trichome
*christian breuer (riKen psc, Japan), Ayako Kawamura (riKen psc, Japan), takanari ichikawa (university of tsukuba, Japan), rumi
tominga-Wada (nibb okazaki, Japan), takuji Wada (nibb okazaki, Japan), youichi Kondou (riKen psc, Japan), shu muto (nec soft
co., Japan), minami matsui (riKen psc, Japan), Keiko sugimoto (riKen psc, Japan)
chrisb@psc.riken.jp
leaf trichomes in Arabidopsis develop through several distinct cellular processes, such as patterning, differentiation and growth. here
we report a novel trichome mutation in Arabidopsis, which in contrast to previously identified mutants, increases trichome cell size without
altering its overall patterning or branching. We show that the corresponding gene encodes a gt-2-liKe1 (gtl1) protein, a member of
the trihelix transcription factor family. gtl1 is present within the nucleus during the post-branching stages of trichome development and
its loss of function leads to a ploidy increase in trichomes that have completed branching. our data further demonstrate that the gtl1
mutation modifies the expression of several cell cycle genes and partially rescues the ploidy defects in the cyclin-dependent kinase (CDK)
inhibitor mutant siamese. gtl1 functions downstream of genes involved in trichome patterning and early differentiation processes, such
as trAnspArent testA glAbrA1 (ttg1) and glAbrA2 (gl2). further genetic analysis between gtl1, glabra3 (gl3) and triptychon (try)
mutants illustrates that gtl1 acts independent from gl3- and try-related growth mechanisms.
Apart from the strong expression in trichomes, promoter-gus and functional genomic gfp-fusions revealed expression of the gtl1
locus at lower levels in other vegetative tissues, although we could not detect any obvious developmental phenotypes. our recent study
demonstrates that at least two more gtl1 orthologues in Arabidopsis show a very similar spatial and temporal expression pattern,
suggesting gene redundancy among these orthologues. Further double mutant analysis confirms this redundancy, and also illustrates that
this group of transcription factors plays an important role for the transcriptional regulation of plant organ growth.

08003
A novel trAnscription fActor upbeAt1 controls the trAnsition from proliferAtion to differentiAtion in the root
viA ros signAling.
*hironaka tsukagoshi (duke university, usA), Wolfgang busch (duke university, usA), philip benfey (duke university, usA)
hironaka.tsukagoshi@duke.edu
the balance between cellular proliferation and differentiation is a key aspect of development in multicellular organisms. however, due
to the multitude of factors that maintain the balance between cellular proliferation and differentiation, the underlying regulatory network
is poorly understood.
Using high-resolution expression data from the Arabidopsis root we identified a transcription factor, UPBEAT1 (UPB1) that plays a crucial
role in this process. comparisons of the expression patterns of transcriptional and translational reporter constructs suggested that upb1
moves from its site of synthesis in the lateral root cap to the elongation zone where it becomes nuclear localized. this suggested that it
acts both as a signal molecule and as a transcriptional regulator. intriguingly the transition from cellular proliferation to differentiation
is coincident with the last cells of the lateral root cap. mutation of Upb1 resulted in increased proliferation and delayed elongation, while
ectopic expression of Upb1 resulted in the opposite phenotype. Genome-wide expression profiling coupled with ChIP-chip analyses
revealed that upb1 directly regulates the expression of a set of enzymes that modulate the balance of reactive oxygen species (ros)
between the zones of cell proliferation and the zone of cell elongation where differentiation begins. disruption of upb1 activity alters this
ros balance, leading to a delay in the onset of differentiation. modulation of either ros balance or peroxidase activity through chemical
reagents affects the onset of differentiation in a manner consistent with the postulated upb1 function. this pathway may function
independently of auxin and cytokinin plant hormonal signaling.

08004
regulAtion of stomAtAl lineAge cell proliferAtion by the ArAbidopsis myb four lips viA direct tArgeting of core
cell cycle genes
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Zidian xie (ohio state university, usA), eunKyoung lee (university of british columbia, canada), Jessica lucas (ohio state university,
usA), Kengo morohashi (ohio state university, usA), dongmei li (ohio state university, usA), James Ah murray (cardiff university,
Wales, uK), *fred sack (university of british columbia, canada), erich grotewold (ohio state university, usA)
fsack@interchange.ubc.ca
developmental programs coordinate cell proliferation with differentiation but the underlying mechanisms are incompletely understood.
stomata, which are epidermal pores surrounded by two guard cells, develop from a specialized stem cell lineage and function in shoot
gas exchange. the Arabidopsis four lips (flp) and myb88 genes encode closely related and atypical two-myb-repeat proteins, which
when mutated induce excess divisions and abnormal groups of stomata in contact. consistent with a role in transcription, we show
here that flp and myb88 are nuclear proteins with dnA-binding preferences distinct from other known mybs. to identify possible flp/
myb88 transcriptional targets, we used chromatin immunoprecitation (chip) followed by hybridization to Arabidopsis whole genome tiling
arrays. these chip-chip data indicate that flp/myb88 target the upstream regions especially of cell cycle genes including cyclins, cyclin
dependent kinases (cdKs), and components of the pre-replication complex. in particular we show that flp represses the expression of
the mitosis-inducing factor CDKB1;1 which, along with CDKB1;2, we find is specifically required both for the last division in the stomatal
pathway and for cell over-proliferation in flp mutants. FLP recognizes a distinct cis-regulatory element that overlaps with that of the cell
cycle activator e2f-dp in the cdKb1;1 promoter suggesting that these mybs may also modulate e2f-dp pathways. We propose that flp
and myb88 together integrate patterning with the control of cell cycle progression and terminal differentiation through multiple and direct
cell cycle targets.

08005
CYTOCHROME P450 FAMILY MEMBER CYP704B2 CATALYZES THE ω-HYDROXYLATION OF FATTY ACIDS AND IS REQUIRED FOR ANTHER
cutin biosynthesis And pollen exine formAtion in rice
hui li (shanghai Jiao tong university, china), franck pinot (institut de biologie moléculaire des plantes, france), vincent sauveplane
(institut de biologie moléculaire des plantes, france), danièle Werck-reichhart (institut de biologie moléculaire des plantes, france),
patrik diehl (institut de biologie moléculaire des plantes, france), lukas schreiber (institut de biologie moléculaire des plantes, france),
rochus franke (institut de biologie moléculaire des plantes, france), ping Zhang (shanghai Jiao tong university, china), yawei gao
(Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China), Wanqi Liang (Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China), *Dabing Zhang (Shanghai Jiao Tong
university, china)
zhangdb@sjtu.edu.cn
the anther cuticle and microspore exine act as protective barriers for the male gametophyte and pollen grain, but relatively little is
known about the mechanisms underlying the biosynthesis of the monomers of which they are composed. We report here the isolation and
characterization of a rice (oryza sativa) male sterile mutant, cyp704b2, which exhibits a swollen sporophytic tapetal layer, aborted pollen
grains without detectable exine as well as undeveloped anther cuticle. in addition, chemical composition analysis indicated that cutin
monomers were hardly detectable in the cyp704b2 anthers. these defects are caused by a mutation in a cytochrome p450 family gene,
CYp704b2. the CYp704b2 transcript is specifically detected in the tapetum as well as the microspore from stage 8 of anther development
to stage 10. Heterologous expression of CYP704B2 in yeast demonstrated that CYP704B2 catalyzes the production of ω-hydroxylated fatty
acids with 16 and 18 carbon chains. our results provide insights into the biosynthesis of the two biopolymers sporopollenin and cutin.
Specifically, our study indicates that the ω-hydroxylation pathway of fatty acids relying on this ancient CYP704B family, conserved from
moss to angiosperms, is essential for the formation of both cuticle and exine during plant male reproductive and spore development.

08006
the AbortEd MiCrosporEs (AMs) regulAtory netWorK is reQuired for postmeiotic mAle reproductive development
in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
Jie xue (shanghai Jiao tong university, china), caiyun yang (school of biosciences, university of nottingham, united Kingdom), Zheng
yuan (shanghai Jiao tong university, china), *dasheng Zhang (shanghai Jiao tong university, china), martha y gondwe (school of
Biosciences, University of Nottingham, United Kingdom), Zhiwen Ding (Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China), Wanqi Liang (Shanghai
Jiao tong university, china), dabing Zhang (shanghai Jiao tong university, china), Zoe A Wilson (school of biosciences, university of
nottingham, united Kingdom)
zhangdb@sjtu.edu.cn
the Arabidopsis thaliana AbortEd MiCrosporEs (AMs) gene encodes a basic helix-loop-helix (bhlh) transcription factor that is
required for tapetal cell development and post-meiotic microspore formation. However, the regulatory role of AMs in anther and pollen
development has not been fully defined. Here we show by microarray analysis that the expression of 549 anther-expressed genes was
altered in ams buds and that these genes are associated with tapetal function and pollen wall formation. We demonstrate that Ams has
the ability to bind in vitro to dnA containing a 6-bp consensus motif, cAnntg. moreover, 13 genes involved in transportation of lipids,
oligopeptides and ions, fatty acid synthesis and metabolism, flavonol accumulation, substrate oxidation, methyl-modification and pectin
dynamics were identified as direct targets of AMS by chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP). The functional importance of the AMS
regulatory pathway was further demonstrated by analysis of an insertional mutant of one of these downstream Ams targets, an Abc
transporter, White-brown complex homolog, Wbc27, which fails to undergo pollen development and is male sterile. yeast two hybrid
screens and pull-down assays revealed that Ams has the ability to interact with two bhlh proteins (Atbhlh089 and Atbhlh091) and the
AtA20 protein. these results provide insight into the regulatory role of the Ams network during anther development.

08007
CArbon stArVEd AnthEr (CsA) encoding A myb domAin protein regulAtes sugAr pArtitioning reQuired for rice
pollen development
Hui Zhang (Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China), Wanqi Liang (Shanghai Jiao Tong University, China), Xijia Yang (Shanghai Jiao Tong
university, china), xue luo (shanghai Jiao tong university, china), ning Jiang (department of horticulture, michigan state university,
usA), hong ma (fudan university, the pennsylvania state university, china), *dabing Zhang (shanghai Jiao tong university, china)
zhangdb@sjtu.edu.cn
In flowering plants, sink tissues, such as those in developing flowers, rely on carbohydrates from leaf tissues (sources) for nutrition
and energy. photosynthetic carbohydrates (sugars) are synthesized in leaves, and transported to sink tissues. however, it is not clear how
sugar partitioning in plants is regulated at the molecular level and how such regulatory mechanisms affect reproductive development.
here we describe the isolation and characterization of a rice (oryza sativa) mutant, csa (carbon starved anther). compared with wild-type
plants, csa mutants had increased sugar contents in leaves and stems, and reduced levels of sugars and starch in floral organs including
anthers. in particular, the csa mutant had reduced levels of carbohydrates in later anthers and was male sterile. feeding assay using
14c-labeled sucrose indicated that the csa mutant had reduced accumulation of 14c-labeled sugars in the sink tissue of anther. CsA was
isolated by map-based cloning and it encodes a transcription factor of the r2r3 myb family; moreover, CsA is expressed preferentially
in the anther tapetal cells surrounding developing pollen and in the sugar-transporting vascular tissues. in addition, the expression of
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os Mst8, encoding a monosaccharide transporter crucial for the anther sugar unloading pathway, was greatly reduced in csa anthers.
furthermore, csA was found to be associated in vivo and in vitro with the promoter of os Mst8. Our findings suggest that CSA is a key
transcriptional regulator for sugar partitioning in rice during male reproductive development. this study also establishes a molecular
model system for further elucidation of the genetic control of carbon partitioning in plants.

08008
detemnAtion of AdAxiAl/AbAxiAl Anther polArity reQuires hyponAstic leAves 1
heng lian (shanghai institute of plant physiology and ecology, cAs, china), *yuke he
heyk@sippe.ac.cn
lateral organ stamen produces pollen grains for pollination in higher plants. coordinated development of stamen architecture is essential
for normal fertility. A few of adaxial and abaxial identity genes, including members of hd-Zip iii and yAbby families, have been reported
to regulate the stamen development. however, it remains unknown whether mirnA pathways are involved in polarity establishment of
stamens and how hyponAstic leAves 1 (hyl1) that control mirnA biogenesis regulates stamen development. here we report that hyl1
mutants have severe defects in stamen polarity, as two inner microsporangia in the anthers did not develop and the abaxial connectives
was adaxialized. in situ hybridization demonstrates that expression of the adaxial/abaxial identity gene revolutA (rev) extended to
abaxial region of hyl1 anthers while abaxial marker gene filAmentous floWer (fil) was repressed in abaxial side. the rev and jba-1d
(dominant mir166g mutant) alleles partially rescued stamen polarity defects. these results suggest that hyl1 maintain stamen polarity
by localization of rev and fil transcripts in anthers through mir165/166, and thus plays an essential role in establishment of the stamen
architecture and male fertility.

08009
K+ As An energy cArrier - A neW role of An ubiQuitous cAtion in plAnts
*pawel gajdanowicz (heisenberg-group bpmpb, university of potsdam, germany), ingo dreyer (heisenberg-group bpmpb, university
of potsdam, germany)
gajdano@uni-potsdam.de
potassium is a key element in the life of plants. it is used as a major osmotically active solute to maintain turgor and to drive reversible
changes in cell volume and irreversible cell expansion.
in plants a variety of transporter systems are involved in the uptake and redistribution of K+. An important role is played by voltagegated K+ channels allowing either K+-influx or K+-efflux. A unique -so far not understood- role is played by a special class of voltagegated K+ channels that can mediate both, K+-influx and K+-efflux. The exceptional representative in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana
is the K+ channel AKt2 that is mainly expressed in the phloem. previous studies have shown that the features of AKt2 are regulated by
post-translational modifications (Dreyer et al., 2001). Phosphorylation switches AKT2 from an inward-rectifying channel that mediates
K+-uptake only into a non-rectifying channel that mediates also K+ release. by site-directed mutagenesis AKt2 could be locked in the
inward-rectifying mode (i.e. dephosphorylated) or in the non-rectifying mode (i.e. phosphorylated) (michard et al., 2005).
to evaluate the role of AKt2-regulation we generated transgenic plants expressing these (de)phosphorylation-mimicking mutants
instead of the AKt2 wild-type. physiological analyses of the diverse transgenic plants revealed that the post-translational regulation
of AKt2 is an important process for enhancing plant growth under certain abiotic stress conditions. the physiological data could be
complemented by computational models simulating the behavior of AKt2-expressing cells. these simulations reveal that phosphorylation
of AKT2 switches on a ‘K+-battery’ that efficiently assists the plasma-membrane H+-ATPase in energizing transmembrane transport
processes. our results shed clear light on a new role of K+ in phloem transport. the K+ ions circulating in phloem provide an energy
source that can be harvested by means of AKt2-regulation.

08010
brAssinosteriods control mAle fertility by directly regulAting the expression of Key genes involved in Anther
And pollen development ofArAbidopsis
Wenjiao Zhu (State Key Lab of Genet Engin, School of Life Sci, Fudan Uni, China), Qianqian Ye (State Key Lab of Genet Engin, School of
life sci, fudan univ, china), lei li (department of genet, dev & cell biology, iowa state univ, the usA), shanshan Zhang (state Key
lab of genet engin, school of life sci, fudan univ, china), yanhai yin (state Key lab of genet engin, school of life sci, fudan univ,
the usA), hong ma (state Key lab of genet engin, school of life sci, fudan univ, china), *xuelu Wang (state Key lab of genet engin,
school of life sci, fudan univ, china)
xueluw@gmail.com
the development of anther and pollen is important for male reproduction, and this process is coordinately regulated by many external
and internal cues, including many phytohormones. The first brassinosteroid (BR) was purified from pollen, one of the richest sources
for the plant steroid hormone. Although it is well known that the mutants defective in BR-biosynthesis/signaling showed a significantly
reduced male fertility, the underlying mechanism(s) of the reduced fertility is poorly understood. in this study, we systematically examined
the male reproductive phenotypes of a series of brassinosteroid biosynthetic and signaling mutants, and found that, besides the expected
cell expansion defects as indicated by the shortened filement, these mutants also showed reduced pollen number, viability, and release
efficiency. These defects were related with abnormal tapetum and microspore development. Using both real-time quantitative RT-PCR and
microarray experiments, we found that the expression of many key genes required for anther and pollen development was suppressed in
these mutants and induced in the over-expression line of bEs1, encoding an important transcription factor for br signaling. chromatin
immunoprecipitation analysis demonstrated that bes1 could directly bind to the promoter regions of genes encoding transcription factors
essential for anther and pollen development, spl/nzz, tdF1, AMs, Ms1, and Ms2. taken together, we propose that brassinosteroids
control male fertility at least in part via directly regulating key genes for anther and pollen development in Arabidopsis. our work provides
a novel mechanism to explain how a phytohormone regulates an essential genetic program for plant development.

08011
hypomorphic genetics enlightens elf3 function in the circAdiAn clocK
*eva herrero (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), nora bujdoso (max planck institute for plant breeding
research, germany), elsebeth Kolmos (university of california san diego, usA), Andrew J millar (university of edinburgh, united
Kingdom), ferenc nagy (institute of plant biology, hungary), seth J davis (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany)
herrero@mpiz-koeln.mpg.de
eArly floWering 3 (elf3) is an essential clock component for the generation of circadian rhythms. moreover, elf3 has been shown
to gate light-resetting of the oscillator, and this has been proposed to be through the physical interaction with phytochrome b (phyb).
despite these pioneering genetic and physiological studies, the biochemical mechanisms of elf3 action have remained elusive. here, we
report the isolation of elf3-12 as a new elf3 allele found in genetic screen for clock period mutants. unlike elf3 loss of function alleles,
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circadian oscillations persist in elf3-12, and this mutant displays wild-type flowering time and hypocotyl-growth inhibition. The elf3-12
mutation encodes an amino-acid replacement in a conserved domain, and we therefore used this mutant to place elf3 within the clock
mechanism. for this, the expression-level phenotypes of clock genes in elf3-12 revealed probable targets. from there, we could show light
dependence for periodicity phenotypes in elf3-12; no clock phenotype was detected in darkness. this light-dependent elf3-12 phenotype
was shown to be enhanced by the overexpression of photoreceptors phyb and phyA. moreover, elf3-12 plants were found to have a
reduced circadian ability to repress light-regulated gene expression. the elf3-12 was perturbed in resetting the oscillator. taken together,
the circadian characterization of elf3-12 has prompted us to propose a functional domain required to inhibit phytochrome action on ELF3.
Furthermore, we inferred the targets of ELF3 transcriptional repression within the core oscillator. For the first time, we could separate the
circadian function from the light-gating function of elf3. this is consistent with elf3 being a multifunctional protein that integrates light
signals as a core oscillator component.

08012
phospholipid signAling modulAtes inflorescence meristem Activity in ArAbidopsis
*yuki nakamuura (national univ of singapore, singapore), Zhi Wei teo (national univ of singapore, singapore), guanghou shui
(national univ of singapore, singapore), ching Wen law (temasek life sciences laboratory, singapore), Kazue Kanehara (temasek life
sciences laboratory, singapore), ryota Koizumi (tokyo institute of technology, Japan), hiroyuki ohta (tokyo institute of technology,
Japan), toshiro ito (temasek life sciences laboratory, singapore), markus r. Wenk (national univ of singapore, singapore)
bchyn@nus.edu.sg
Flowers are unique in unusually high level of certain lipids, such as phosphatidic acid (PA) and phosphoinositides, which play critical
roles in signal transduction. In Arabidopsis, however, lipid metabolism in flowers is largely unknown mainly because flowers are too
tiny to harvest in bulk according to the developmental stages. To explore the lipid signaling during flower development, we performed
developmental stage-specific glycerolipid profiling using a system to synchronize flower development. The results revealed active changes
in PA during flower development. The phosphatidic acid phosphohydrolase 1 / phosphatidic acid phosphohydrolase 2 (pah1pah2) double
mutant is defective in two isoforms of pA phosphatase involved in pA metabolism, which shows high level of endogenous pA. because the
terminal flowers were produced occasionally in pah1pah2, an enhancer mutant, Enhanced pah1pah2 1 (eph1pah1pah2), was screened,
whose mutation site was mapped into terminal Flower 1 (tFl1). the pah1pah2 mutation enhanced terminal flower phenotype of known
tfl1 mutant alleles, tfl1-1 and tfl1-14. tfl1 protein interacts with phosphatidylcholine (pc), whose level was increased in pah1pah2 due
to the increase in PA. The application of phosphocholine, a soluble substrate of PC biosynthesis, to the inflorescences of the tfl1 mutants
strongly enhanced terminal flower phenotype. Furthermore, inducible suppression of phosphatidylethanolamine biosynthetic pathway
to increase relative pc level at the shoot apex reproduced the same effect. these results suggest that cellular pc level modulates
inflorescence meristem activity in Arabidopsis flowers.

08013
rAp1 regultes Asymmetric divisions in the ArAbidopsis root
*miguel moreno-risueno (duke university, usA), rosangela sozzani (duke university, usA), philip benfey (duke university, usA)
mm141@duke.edu
Asymmetric divisions of stem cells to give rise to more differentiated progeny sustain growth in plants after embryogenesis. new cells
are continuously generated in specialized proliferative tissues or meristems. the root meristem comprises an organizing center surrounded
by stem cells that asymmetrically divide to produce the initial cells of the different root cell-type lineages. Asymmetric cell divisions of the
cortex/endodermis stem cell and its daughter cell require the SHORT-ROOT (SHR) transcription factor (TF), which moves from the stele to
the endodermis, as well as a related transcription factor, SCARECROW (SCR) that carries SHR into the nucleus. In addition, two zinc-finger
proteins, mAgpie (mgp) and JAcKdAW (JKd) can differentially activate or restrain the shr/scr feedback loop.
by reverse genetics we have found a novel regulator of asymmetric cell division in the Arabidopsis root, root Altered pattern 1 (rAp1).
RAP1 is specifically expressed in the endodermis and it is quickly activated prior to the first asymmetric division in a shr inducible system
where shr can be conditionally activated. by chromatin immuno-precipitation followed by real time pcr, we have found that rAp1 is a
direct target of shr and scr. furthermore, ectopic expression of rAp1 can rescue the lack of asymmetric cell divisions of the cortex/
endodermis initial daughter cell of shr and scr, where these cells do not normally divide. rap1 mutant shows defects in the root organizing
center, and combination of this mutant with scr, jkd and mgp mutants greatly reduces formative divisions in the Arabidopsis root.

08014
phytochrome nucleAr bodies And photomorphogenesis in plAnts
*meng chen (duke university, usA), rafaelo galvao (duke university, usA), meina li (duke university, usA), brian burger (the salk
institute, usA), Jane bugea (the salk institute, usA), Jack bolado (the salk institute, usA), Joanne chory (the salk institute, usA)
chen.meng@duke.edu
phytochromes are red and far-red photoreceptors regulating every facet of plant development and growth. two early phytochrome
signaling events have been described: (A) light directly regulates the relocation of phytochrome A (phyA) and phytochrome b (phyb) from
the cytoplasm to the nucleus, where they interact and colocalize with a group of bhlh transcription factors (pifs) on discrete subnuclear
foci called phytochrome nuclear bodies and regulate transcription; (b) light triggers rapid degradation of phyA and some of the pifs.
The function of phytochrome nuclear bodies in relationship to phytochrome signaling events is unknown. We carried out a unique
genetic screen looking for phyB:GFP mislocalization mutants. This screen identified a novel photomorphogenetic mutant, hemera (hmr).
strikingly, besides defects in phyb:gfp nuclear body formation, the hmr mutant is impaired in all phytochrome responses examined,
including chloroplast biogenesis and phyA degradation, suggesting that hmr is an essential regulator linking phytochrome nuclear body
formation and light signaling. the tall and albino phenotypes of hmr make it the founding member of a new class of photomorphogenetic
mutant. In addition, the hmr mutant is the first phytochrome signaling mutant defective in phyA proteolysis, which suggests a biochemical
role of hmr and phytochrome nuclear bodies in protein degradation. further characterization of hmr will likely to provide great insight
into the mechanistic link between phytochrome nuclear bodies and early phytochrome signaling events.

08015
chArActeriZAtion of intercellulAr signAling thAt coordinAtes cell proliferAtion With post-mitotic cell
expAnsion during leAf development
*Kensuke Kawade (the university of tokyo, Japan), gorou horiguchi (rikkyo university, Japan), hirokazu tsukaya (the university of
tokyo:national institute for basic biology, Japan)
kawa-ken@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
during leaf development, a genetic defect in cell proliferation often triggers enhanced post-mitotic cell expansion. this phenomenon is
called ‘compensation’. for example, in the leaves of angstifolia3 mutant (an3), cell number is decreased by 70% and cell size is increased
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by 50% compared with wild-type (Wt). cell proliferation and post-mitotic cell expansion occur in spatially distinct regions of the same leaf
primordium. thus, compensation suggests an interaction of cell proliferation with post-mitotic cell expansion. previously, we established
an experimental system to generate chimeric leaves for An3 expression by cre/lox-mediated recombination. using this system, we
showed that an3-dependent compensation is induced in a non-cell-autonomous manner.
here, to deepen our understanding about the mechanism of compensation, we further analyzed the nature of intercellular signaling
using An3 chimeric leaves. In our experimental system, expression of a translational fusion of AN3 tagged with triple green fluorescence
proteins is induced under the an3-4 background upon heat-shock. We selected leaves that expressed An3 within a half side of the leaf
under the an3-4 genotype. in these leaves, An3 overexpressor (An3 o/x) cells are separated from an3-4 cells by midrib. interestingly, in
these chimeric leaves, An3 o/x cells did not show compensation although an3-4 cells did. namely, size of An3 o/x and an3-4 cells in these
leaves was similar to that of cells in Wt and an3-4, respectively. this result suggested that midrib might be a structure to prevent spread
of the intercellular signaling in an3-dependent compensation. We will discuss on the mechanism of compensation based on the nature of
intercellular signaling including above-mentioned results.

08016
exploring the root clocK As A moleculAr mechAnism for periodic lAterAl root formAtion
*Jaimie m. van norman (duke university, usA), miguel A. moreno-risueno (duke university, usA), philip n. benfey (duke university,
usA)
jv33@duke.edu
formation of lateral roots by a plant's root system facilitates effective exploration of the soil environment. in Arabidopsis, lateral roots
are initiated through specification of new stem cell populations (meristems) within the primary root. Formation of these meristems occurs
in an apical-to-basal sequence and follows a temporal periodic distribution, however the molecular mechanisms underlying this pattern
are unknown. previous reports have shown that lateral root formation correlates with a peak of expression of the auxin response reporter
dr5 in the basal meristem. using real-time imaging to examine dr5 expression within the primary root tip, we found that dr5 reporter
expression has a periodic oscillatory pattern. furthermore, microarray analyses revealed that the expression of many genes oscillates
within the root tip, with two dominant groups of oscillating genes. We hypothesize that these oscillating genes comprise a clock-like
mechanism that we term the lateral root clock, which regulates periodic lateral root formation. following each dr5 oscillation, we observe
that a novel site is marked at which a lateral root primordium will ultimately form. preliminary data suggest that competence to respond
to the periodic clock signal is governed by two opposing signaling gradients and disruption of these gradients interferes with lateral root
formation.

08017
PIZZA: A NEW PLAYER IN THE BRASSINOSTEROID METABOLISM?
*Katja schneider (riKen psc, Japan), christian breuer (riKen psc, Japan), Ayako Kawamura (riKen psc, Japan), takanari ichikawa
(riKen psc, Japan), youichi Kondou (riKen psc, Japan), minami matsui (riKen psc, Japan), Keiko sugimoto (riKen psc, Japan)
schneider@psc.riken.jp
Brassinosteroids (BR) affect a range of developmental characteristics in plants, including organ growth, flowering and seed germination.
Proteins involved in the biosynthesis as well as in signaling pathways of BR have been identified through loss-of-function mutant analysis.
In contrast, screening of overexpression lines led to the identification of several enzymes involved in BR metabolism.
searching the Arabidopsis fox (full-length cdnA over-expressor gene) collection for genes that alter organ size, we isolated an
overexpression line strongly resembling BR deficient plants. We confirmed that this phenotype is caused by overexpression of a single
gene pizzA. it could be rescued by supplying exogenous brassinolide and castasterone but not gibberellic acid. based on the pizzA
overexpression phenotypes, we suggest a role for piZZA in br metabolism rather than biosynthesis. Analysis of promoter-gus reporter
lines shows a spatial and temporal control of pizzA expression during development with strongest signals in roots, meristems and floral
tissues. As pizzA knock-out lines do not show strong developmental phenotypes, redundant enzymes are likely to exist. We are currently
investigating the in vitro and in vivo function of the piZZA protein, especially in comparison to the known p450 hydroxylases bAs1 and
sob7, which act redundantly in br metabolism.

08018
AnAlysis of neW ArAbidopsis mutAnts With Altered orgAn siZe
*Kanae niinuma (riKen plant science center, JApAn), christian breuer (riKen plant science center, JApAn), Ayako Kawamura (riKen
plant science center, JApAn), Keiko sugimoto (riKen plant science center, JApAn)
niinuma@psc.riken.jp
final size of plant organs is determined by an increase in cell size and cell number, but how these processes are controlled by
environmental cues is not well understood. the correlation between ploidy, the nuclear dnA content, and cell size has long been reported
in many plant species, and we are interested in studying how an increase in ploidy impacts cell and organ size in response to environmental
signals. Our previous study identified a novel trichome mutant in Arabidopsis and we have shown that the corresponding gene, encoding
a plant-specific trihelix transcription factor GTL1, functions as a negative regulator of ploidy-dependent cell growth in trichomes. In this
study we are analyzing organ size phenotypes of gtl1 mutants under various light and photoperiodic conditions. We are also performing
transcript analyses and cell biological analyses of gtl1 mutants. based on our progress, we will discuss how organ size is controlled in
response to external cues.

08019
hd3A protein, the mAJor component of florigen, is the mobile brAnching signAl in rice.
*hiroyuki tsuji (nara institute of science and technology (nAist), Japan), chika tachibana (nara institute of science and technology
(nAist), Japan), shojiro tamaki (nara institute of science and technology (nAist), Japan), Ko shimamoto (nara institute of science
and technology (nAist), Japan)
tsujih@bs.naist.jp
Heading date 3a (Hd3a) protein in rice and its Arabidopsis ortholog FT are recently considered as the likely florigen, the crucial
component of a long-distance flowering signal. Hd3a protein is generated at the leaf phloem tissue in flowering-promoting conditions,
moves from leaves to apical meristem and causes flowering. Here we show overexpression of Hd3a in vasculature caused not only
early flowering but also high branching, semi-dwarf, abnormal internode elongation and abnormal inflorescence architecture. Detailed
observation revealed that high branching phenotype is caused by outgrowth of axillary meristems. Because Hd3a is expressed specifically
in casuclature and not expressed in axillary meristem, we suspected that hd3a protein moves from vasculature to axillary meristem to
start meristem outgrowth. We successfully observed Hd3a-GFP fluorescence in the axillary meristem and we conclude that Hd3a protein
moves from leaf to the axillary meristems and induces meristem outgrowth. These data suggest that Hd3a/FT-like proteins may define the
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novel type of the mobile molecule that integrates the development between organs that sense and adapt the environment.

08020
cellulAr mechAnics cAn regulAte the Auxin efflux cArrier pin1 in the shoot ApicAl meristem
*naomi nakayama (university of bern, switzerland), cris Kuhlemeier (university of bern, switzerland)
naomi.nakayama@ips.unibe.ch
In the shoot apical meritem, local maxima of the hormone auxin initiate leaf formation. Auxin accumulates at specific sites by directed,
up-the-gradient transport, which is mediated by the efflux carrier PIN1. Plasma membrane localization of PIN1 is, therefore, critical for
organogenesis. pin1 intracellular localization is sensitive to osmotic changes; hypo-osmotic and hyper-osmotic treatments increase and
decrease the pin1 density on the membrane, respectively. the hyper- and hypo-osmotic effects were fully reversible. Application of
external forces could bring more pin1 to the plasma membrane and rescue the hyper-osmotic loss of pin1 signal. in parallel, increasing
the membrane-cell wall contact could enhance pin1 plasma membrane localization. on the other hand, decreasing the membrane tension
resulted in less pin1 on the plasma membrane. taken together, we propose that the cellular mechanics — particularly, membrane tension
and turgor — can regulate pin1 intracellular localization and thus function. this mechanism may be important for regulation of pin1
abundance in different domains within the meristem, as well as meristem alteration in response to environmental stresses.

08021
retinoblAstomA relAted protein (rbr) controls Asymmetric cell division in the root meristem
*Alfredo cruz-ramirez (molecular genetics department, utrecht university, the netherlands), ikram blilou (molecular genetics
department, utrecht university, the netherlands), sara diaz-trivino (molecular genetics department, utrecht university, the
netherlands), christos Zamioudis (molecular genetics department, utrecht university, the netherlands), beatrix horvath (molecular
genetics department, utrecht university, the netherlands), ben scheres (molecular genetics department, utrecht university, the
netherlands)
l.A.cruzramirez@uu.nl
in Arabidopsis the retinoblastoma related protein (rbr) is the single prb homolog. A canonical function for rbr in controlling cell
cycle and delimiting the stem cell region by modulating cell transitions and differentiation has been previously reported. local reduction
of RBR in the primary root meristem expands the stem-cell pool without altering cell-cycle rates, indicating that RBR status defines stemcell capacity. (Wildwater et al., 2005).
The A-B pocket domain of RBR protein displays a high conservation when compared to that of its homologs in humans, fruit fly and
C. elegans. Residues which are crucial for protein interactions are highly conserved, not only those that define pRBs interactions with E2F
transcription factors but also those indispensable for the binding to diverse proteins which contain the lxcxe motif (dick., 2007). it has
been shown that several of these physical interactions occur through the b-pocket of prb and the lxcxe motif present in the interactor
partner. similarly, in Arabidopsis viral proteins bind rbr through the lxcxe motif.
by using the lxcxe motif as an in silico bait we have located this motif upstream of the grAs domain of the scArecroW protein, an
important regulator of stem cell activity and asymmetric cell division. We demonstrate that rbr physically binds to scr, via the lxcxe
motif, and report on the consequences of this interaction for asymmetric cell division of the ground tissue. Our study describes a novel
role for RBR in cell differentiation by directly binding to and modulating the activity of a plant-specific transcription factor.
Wildwater, m., et. al.(2005). the retinoblAstomA-relAted gene regulates stem cell maintenance in Arabidopsis roots. cell 123,
1337-1349.
Frederick A. Dick.(2007) Structure-function analysis of the retinoblastoma tumor suppressor protein, is the whole a sum of its parts?
cell div. 2-26

08022
development of the Quiescent center And definition of the Auxin mAximum in ArAbidopsis Adventitious roots in
plAntA And in thin cell lAyers
federica della rovere (sapienza university of rome, italy), giuseppina falasca (sapienza university of rome, italy), laura fattorini
(sapienza university of rome, italy), *maria maddalena Altamura (sapienza university of rome, italy)
mariamaddalena.altamura@uniroma1.it
in Arabidopsis adventitious roots (Ars) are induced by darkness [takahashi et al, J plant res (2003)]. stem thin cell layers (tcls)
produce Ars in vitro under darkness and with auxin (ibA or nAA) and, mainly, auxin (ibA) plus cytokinin (Kin) [falasca et al, plant cell rep
(2004)]. We investigated the definition of the quiescent center (QC) and the auxin maximum in the ARs in planta and in tcls. We used Qc
marker lines previously used in lateral roots (lr) (i.e., Qc25 and pAgl42:gfp) and a dr5:gus line (harbouring uidA gene driven by the
auxin-inducible dr5 promoter). the seedlings were grown under darkness either without hormones (hf) or with nAA, Kin, and ibA plus
Kin. The definition of the QC and the auxin maximum were also investigated in the ARs from TCLs cultured with IBA plus Kin. AR formation
in planta was enhanced by nAA and ibA plus Kin in comparison with the hf medium, and was sporadic with Kin alone. At day 11 after
sowing Ars at various stages were similarly present in nAA- and ibA+Kin-grown seedlings, but Ar anomalies increased with nAA. dr5:
gus activity was observed in the dividing hypocotyl cells involved in Ar formation independently on the hormonal treatment. during Ar
development, a gradient of dr5 activity was established, and it was similar to the pattern of dr5 activity during lateral rooting [benkova
et al, Cell (2003)].The QC was defined in the AR primordia in planta at the same stage in which it occurs in lr primordia [malamy and
benfey development (1997)], and the expression of the Qc markers and dr5:gus construct was concomitant. Anomalous expression
of the Qc markers and dr5:gus construct occurred in the anomalous Ars of the nAA treatment. the Ars produced by the tcls showed
dr5:gus activity at the tip, and Qc markers expression as in Ars in planta. In conclusion, QC definition and auxin maximum are related
events in the Ars in planta and in vitro.

08023
fine-tuning of Adventitious root initiAtion in ArAbidopsis hypocotyl involves A subtle bAlAnce of Auxin response
fActors And Auxin inducible genes
laurent gutierrez (Jules verne university of picardie, france), mariusz Kowalczyk (umea plant science center umea university,
sweden), daniel pacurar (umea plant science center umea university, sweden), monica pacurar (umea plant science center umea
university, sweden), emilie cavel (umea plant science center umea university, sweden), salma chaabouni (umea plant science
center umea university, sweden), *catherine bellini (umea plant science center umea university, sweden)
catherine.bellini@plantphys.umu.se
the root system is composed of the primary, lateral and adventitious roots. lateral roots always develop from roots whereas adventitious
roots develop from stem or leaf derived cells. Adventitious rooting is known to be a quantitative genetic trait with a high phenotypic
plasticity due to multiples endogenous and environmental regulatory factors, including phytohormones, light, temperature and nutrients
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but very little is known about the molecular mechanisms regulating adventitious rooting and in the past few years we have identified
several candidate genes, some of which supposed to act at the crosstalk of auxin and light signaling pathways (sorin et al. plant cell
2005, Plant Physiology 2006). We have shown that this highly plastic quantative trait is controlled in Arabidopsis by a subtle balance
between the negative regulator AUXin rEsponsE FACtor17 (ArF17) and the positive regulators ArF6 and ArF8. these genes display
overlapping expression domains, interact genetically, and regulate each other's expression at both transcriptional and post-transcriptional
levels by modulating the availability of their regulatory micrornAs mir160 and mir167 (gutierrez et al. plant cell 2009). We show here
that ArF6 and ArF8 are positive regulators of Gh3-3, Gh3-5 and Gh3-6 whereas ArF17 is a negative regulator. these Gh3 genes, but not
the others, are required for fine-tuning of AR initiation in Arabidopsis hypocotyls and we propose that they act by degrading an inhibitor
of Ar formation upon auxin induction.

08024
Auxin And JAsmonic Acid interAction in the control of lAte stAmen development in ArAbidopsis
valentina cecchetti (dept.genetics and molecular biology university la sapienza, italy), valentina petrocelli (ibpm-cnr university
la sapienza, rome, italy), paolo costantino (dept.genetics and molecular biology university la sapienza, italy), maria maddalena
Altamura (dept.plant biology university la sapienza, rome), maura cardarelli (ibpm-cnr university la sapienza, rome, italy)
maura.cardarelli@uniroma1.it
Late stamen development starts at the end of meiosis and consists of three simultaneous processes: filament elongation, pollen
maturation and anther dehiscence. We have previously demonstrated that auxin coordinates pollen maturation and anther dehiscence,
and triggers filament elongation. Auxin is synthesized in the stamens by YUC biosynthetic proteins before the inception, and peaks at the
initial stage, of late developmental processes; subsequently its concentration progressively declines before anthesis. The peak of auxin is
responsible for promoting filament elongation whereas the subsequent decrease in auxin concentration allows triggering pollen maturation
and anther dehiscence. When late stamen development begins, auxin is perceived by the tir1 Afb receptors and the auxin- perception
mutants tir1 afb show early anther dehiscence, precocious pollen development and reduced filament elongation.
Late stamen development is also controlled by jasmonic acid (JA), which is involved in the final stages of pollen maturation and anther
dehiscence. in particular, the opr3 mutant defective in JA biosynthesis shows indehiscent anthers, reduced pollen viability and reduced
filament length. To assess whether auxin controls the level of JA, the expression of genes involved in JA-biosynthesis and the JA content
are being measured in tir1afb perception mutants at different stages of development. preliminary data demonstrate an increase of JA
biosynthesis in auxin perception mutants. Accordingly, genetic analysis shows that the afb1opr3 double mutant has indehiscent anthers
confirming that auxin acts on the level of JA. Auxin and JA interactions will be discussed in view of recent data.

08025
structure And dnA binding specificity of the leAfy trAnscription fActor
*francois pArcy (plant cell physiology laboratory (cnrs-ceA-inrA-uJf), france), edwige moyroud (plant cell physiology laboratory
(cnrs-ceA-inrA-uJf), france), eugenio gomeZ-minguet (plant cell physiology laboratory (cnrs-ceA-inrA-uJf), france), cecile
hAmes (plant cell physiology laboratory (cnrs-ceA-inrA-uJf), france), emmanuel thevenon (plant cell physiology laboratory
(cnrs-ceA-inrA-uJf), france)
francois.parcy@cea.fr
The LEAFY gene is present in all land plant and plays a central role in flower development of angiosperms (1). It encodes a plant specific
transcription factor with no resemblance to other proteins and unknown origin. In Arabidopsis, LEAFY participates to triggering the floral
transition and subsequently patterns the floral meristem by inducing the expression of several floral organ identity genes. Characterizing
leAfy’s molecular action and evolution is central to understand the evolution of plant reproductive structures. by combining biochemical
and structural analyses, we have shown that lfy is a novel type of helix-turn-helix transcription factor, which binds dnA as a cooperative
dimer (2). Combining SELEX (binding sites selection assay) experiments with quantitative affinity measurements, we have established a
position specific weight matrix that allows accurate prediction of binding site affinity. The implications of these findings in Arabidopsis and
other plants will be discussed.
(1) moyroud et al. (2009) J. plant biology 52:177
(2) hames et al. (2008) emboJ 27:2628.
Acknowledgements. this work was supported by an Atip+ from the cnrs, a phd fellowship from the rhone-Alpes region cluster 9 and
the french Anr (Anr-07-blAn-0211-01 ‘plant tf-code’ and Anr-bsys-002-03 ‘flower model’)

08026
function of A cAlcium sensor / protein KinAse complex in regulAting blue And red light responses in ArAbidopsis
development
*Kenji hashimoto (university muenster, germany), cecilia d'Angelo (university muenster, germany), virtudes mira-rodado (university
tuebingen, germany), Klaus harter (university tuebingen, germany), Joerg Kudla (university muenster, germany)
kenji.hashimoto@uni-muenster.de
calcium serves as a critical messenger in many adaptation and developmental processes. cellular calcium signals are detected and
transmitted by sensor molecules such as calcium-binding proteins. in higher plants, calcineurin b-like (cbl) proteins and cbl-interacting
protein kinases (cipKs) represent important relays in calcium signaling. Although transient elevations in calcium concentration represent
a long known phenomenon in light responses there exact contribution to deciphering light signals has remained poorly understood. We
have identified an Arabidopsis cbl1/cipk1 double mutant that displayed hypersensitive hypocotyl responses specifically to red and blue
light. in addition, the double mutation attenuated the expression of marker genes, CAb and Chs, in response to red and blue light
exposure. Moreover, we identified HYPERSENSITIVE TO RED AND BLUE1 (HRB1), which has been shown to function in cryptochrome and
phytochrome signaling pathways, as a target of the cbl1/cipK1 complex. molecular interaction of cipK1 with hrb1 was observed in
yeast two hybrid and in planta bifc assay, and an in vitro kinase assay revealed that cipK1 phosphorylates hrb1. these results suggest
that cbl1 and cipK1 function in the light signalling pathway, and provide new evidence that light signal transduction involves calcium
signals.

08027
elucidAting the role of the f-box protein hAWAiiAn sKirt in micrornA regulAtion during florAl development.
*Zinnia h. gonzalez-carranza (the university of nottingham sutton bonington campus, united Kingdom), xuebin Zhang (rothamsted
research, united Kingdom), Janny l. peters (radboud university nijmegen, the netherlands), Jeremy A. roberts (the university of
nottingham sutton bonington campus, united Kingdom)
zinnia.gonzalez@nottingham.ac.uk
hAWAiiAn sKirt is an f-box protein that has been characterised and the most conspicuous phenotype from the mutant hws-1 is the
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fusion of its sepals (gonzalez-carranza, et al. 2007). to identify potential substrates for hWs and to dissect the downstream events
from this gene, several strategies have been pursued; including: 1) phenotypic analysis of double mutants, obtained from crossing the
hws-1 mutant to other floral mutants which share similar phenotypes with the over expressing lines of HWS; and 2) The isolation and
characterization of suppressors from an ems mutagenised hws-1 population. Genetic crosses from our first approach revealed that HWS
plays an important role in the micro rnA pathway and the accumulation of pri-micrornAs is affected in the hws-1 mutant and over
expressing lines of hWs. screening of the hws-1 ems mutagenised population has resulted in the isolation of several suppressing lines
that are currently being studied. one of these, prb-1, a dominant mutation, rescues the sepal fusion phenotype and increases the number
of floral organs; it has been mapped and the nature of the mutation identified as a single nucleotide substitution in the miRNA binding site
for mir164 in the CUC1 gene. A novel allele from the CUC2 gene (cuc2-1d) with a point mutation in the same regulatory module has been
identified and characterised previously (Larue, et al. 2009); double and triple mutants with prb1 and hws1/prb1 have been generated;
and analyses of these plants will be presented. Another suppressor line identified from the EMS screening; 23.1, has been identified and
its mapping is ongoing. further analysis of this line will be presented.
gonzalez-carranza, et al (2007) plant physiology. 144:1370-1382.
larue ct, et al (2009) the plant Journal. 58: 450-463.

08028
clonAl deletion AnAlysis of rbr1 in the root meristem
*guy Wachsmann (utrecht university, the netherlands), renze heidstra (utrecht university, the netherlands), ben scheres (utrecht
university, the netherlands)
g.wachsmann@uu.nl
prb mediates a verity of processes which determine cell fate in almost all lineages of life. it is a key component in the g1/s cell cycle
transition as well as in apoptosis. rbr1, the Arabidopsis rb homologue has been shown to regulate stem cell maintenance in the root
meristem (1). We sought to determine rbr1 role in specific cell types of the Arabidopsis root stem cell niche. However, mutations in this
gene lead to gametophytic lethality, abolishing the possibility for clonal deletion analysis of f1 offspring by currently known systems.
using the bob (brother of brainbow) setting we could generate and track genotypically rbr1 cells, marked by a double fluorescence
signal (cypet and tagrfp) in a fully complemented rbr1 wt background. Although rbr1 is expressed throughout the whole meristem,
null homozygous clones (hereinafter nhcs) display different phenotypes followed by rbr1 depletion. columella stem cell and daughter
nhcs undergo vast and aberrant cell proliferation with occasional cell death. Qc nhcs proliferate but rarely exhibit cell death. proximally,
in the vascular tissue, cell death is the main outcome of rbr1 null clones. conversely, division zone and differentiated columella cells do
not respond to rbr1 deletion. furthermore, stem cell death induced by the radiomimetic drug Zeocin is inhibited by rbr1 overexpression
while roots with decreased rbr1 levels (rCh1::rbr1-rnAi) are hypersensitive and display earlier and broader stem cell death. these
findings suggest a cell specific function of rbr1 in controlling proliferation, orientation of division and cell death in Arabidopsis root.
1. Wildwater, m. et al. the retinoblAstomA-relAted gene regulates stem cell maintenance in Arabidopsis roots. Cell 123, 13371349 (2005).

08029
trAnscriptionAl regulAtion of florAl meristem identity genes: A neW pAthWAy to initiAte floWer formAtion
*Ayako yamaguchi (university of pennsylvania, usA), mai tsukikawa (university of pennsylvania, usA), doris Wagner (university of
pennsylvania, usA)
ayakoy@sas.upenn.edu
the transition from vegetative to reproductive development in plants is controlled by environmental and endogenous cues to optimize
reproductive fitness. These multiple cues need to be integrated temporally and spatially for the proper developmental regulation of the
initiation of flower formation during the meristem identity (MI) transition. In Arabidopsis, the transcription factors leAfy (lfy), ApetAlA1
(Ap1) and fruitfull (ful) play a key role in this process. how the relevant environmental and endogenous cues together trigger
lFY, Ap1 and FUl upregulation is still not fully understood. inductive photoperiod activates expression of all three mi regulators, while
gibberellin hormone signaling upregulates lFY expression. Recently, we and others identified a new pathway that activates lFY, Ap1,
and FUl expression during the mi transition (Wang et al., 2009; yamaguchi et al., 2009). overexpression of the micro rnA regulated
sQuAmosA promoter binding protein-liKe 3 (spl3) transcription factor causes precocious developmental phase transitions. genetic
analysis revealed that lFY, Ap1 and FUl are required for the precocious MI transition of SPL3 overexpressors. In addition, ful mutants
suppress the early flowering phenotype of SPL3 overexpressors. SPL3 directly binds to the regulatory regions of lFY, Ap1 and FUl and
up-regulates their expression together with closely related spl transcription factors. We show that the spl pathway activates initiation
of flower formation in parallel to the known photoperiod pathway. Using the FUl promoter as a model, we are further investigating the
individual contributions of the relevant inductive pathways towards upregulation of an MI regulator and initiation of flower formation.
references
Wang et al., cell 2009 138 738-749
yamaguchi et al., dev cell. 2009 17 268-278

08030
the epidermAl specificAtion pAthWAy regulAtes the cell siZe pAttern in the ArAbidopsis sepAl
*Adrienne roeder (california institute of technology, usA), carolyn ohno (embl heidelberg, germany), elliot meyerowitz (california
institute of technology, usA)
aroeder@caltech.edu
cell division regulation contributes to complex developmental patterns, such as the diverse cell sizes present in the abaxial epidermis
of the Arabidopsis sepal. The sepal cell length ranges from 360 um in an average giant cell to 10 um in the smallest cells. To first address
if cells of different sizes represents extremes in a uniform cell type population or distinct cell identities, we analyzed transcriptional
reporters. two enhancer trap markers distinguish giant cells from small cells suggesting cells of different sizes also have different fates.
Next we screened for EMS mutants that disrupt the formation of giant cells. Surprisingly, 4 of the 6 mutants identified from this random
mutagenesis are alleles of genes previously linked to the epidermal specification pathway. Positional cloning showed that mutations
in AtMl1, a class IV homeodomain leucine zipper transcription factor involved in epidermal specification, block the formation of giant
cells. similarly a hypomorphic mutation in dEK1, a transmembrane calpain protease also involved in epidermal specification, blocks
the formation of giant cells. mutations in the crinkly repeat receptor kinase encoding gene ACr4, another member of the epidermal
specification pathway, reduce the number of giant cells as do mutations in hdG11, a class iv homeodomain leucine zipper transcription
factor in the same family as AtMl1. All of these mutants have epidermal cells. We next asked whether these genes control the specification
of giant cells as assayed by the expression of the giant cell enhancer trap marker. dEK1 controls giant cell specification because the
expression of the marker is strongly reduced in dek1 mutants. in contrast, the giant cell marker is still expressed in multiple small cells
in atml1 mutants. We conclude that the epidermal specification pathway also controls the cell size patterning by promoting both the size
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and cell fate of giant cells.

08031
sumo e3 ligAse high ploidy2 regulAtes endocycle onset And meristem mAintenAnce in ArAbidopsis
*takashi ishida (riKen plant science center, Japan), sumire fujiwara (riKen plant science center, Japan), Kenji miura (university of
tsukuba, Japan), nicola stacey (John innes centre, uK), mika yoshimura (riKen plant science center, Japan), Katja schneider (riKen
plant science center, Japan), sumiko Adachi (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Kazunori minamisawa (nara institute
of science and technology, Japan), masaaki umeda (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Keiko sugimoto (riKen plant
science center, Japan)
ishida-ta@psc.riken.jp
endoreduplication involves a doubling of chromosomal dnA without corresponding cell division. in plants, many cell types transit from
the mitotic cycle to the endoreduplication cycle or endocycle, and this transition is often coupled with the initiation of cell expansion and
differentiation. Although a number of cell cycle regulators implicated in endocycle onset have been identified, it is still largely unknown
how this transition is developmentally regulated at the whole organ level. We have recently shown that the tir1/Afb-Aux/iAA-Arf
dependent auxin signal modulates the switch from the mitotic cycle to the endocycle in Arabidopsis; high levels of auxin signalling are
required to repress the endocycle, thus maintaining cells in the mitotic cycle whereas lower levels of auxin signalling trigger exit from
the mitotic cycle and entry into the endocycle. We have also reported that a nuclear-localized sumo e3 ligase, high ploidy2 (hpy2),
functions as a repressor of endocycle onset in Arabidopsis meristems. loss of hpy2 results in a premature transition from the mitotic cycle
to the endocycle, leading to severe dwarfism with defective meristems. HPY2 possesses an SP-RING domain characteristic of MMS21-type
SUMO E3 ligases, and we show that the conserved residues within this domain are required for the in vivo and in vitro function of HPY2.
hpy2 is predominantly expressed in proliferating cells of root meristems and it functions downstream of meristem patterning transcription
factors plethorA1 (plt1) and plt2. these results establish that hpy2-mediated sumoylation modulates the cell cycle progression and
meristem development in the plt-dependent signaling pathway.

08032
toWArd understAnding the mechAnism of storAge root formAtion in rAdish through ArAbidopsis As A model
system
*haitham Zaki (faculty of Agriculture, iwate university, Japan), shuji yokoi (faculty of Agriculture, iwate university, Japan), yoshihito
takahata (faculty of Agriculture, iwate university, Japan)
h_alhame@yahoo.com
Root growth or thickening plays a key role in the final productivity and quality of storage roots in root crops. To clarify the mechanisms
controlling the inheritance of different root shapes, we chose radish because of its large variations in roots.
morphological and anatomical studies were carried out using 3 cultivars that varied in root shape; a long type (lt) cv. taibyousoubutori,
a round type (rt) cv. fuyudorishougoin both show storage roots, and a skinny type (st) cv. Kosena shows non-storage root. We found that
all cultivars began to diverge in root shape at 4 weeks after sowing. to identify the genes related to root shape, suppression subtractive
hybridization was performed at the phase of root thickening. Two cDNA libraries were established; the first library was performed using the
lt and the st when the second library was prepared by doing subtraction between the rt and the st. over 1600 clones were obtained from
both libraries. Of these, 695 ESTs were isolated and sequenced. BLAST search of the Arabidopsis information resource was done to find
their putative functions. A total of 154 and 157 different genes were identified from the first and second library, respectively. Interestingly,
47 genes were overlapping in both libraries. eleven subtracted cdnAs were selected and examined by real time rt-pcr to determine
their tissue specificities and expression levels in roots at different developmental stages. All the genes were developmentally regulated
and highly expressed in roots, however the relative expression level varied among root parts and/or cultivars. this study has led to the
identification of candidate genes that may regulate root shape in radish. Meanwhile, Arabidopsis will be used to study the function of the
candidate genes. We found the orthologs of the candidate genes in Arabidopsis and the t-dnA tagging knockout mutants. twenty-eight
lines having t-dnA are under investigation especially in root growth.

08033
A tWofold sWitcher: multiple nucleAr And plAstid genes Are Affected by the senescence-AssociAted trAnscription
fActor Whirly1 in ArAbidopsis
*rena isemer (institute of botany, christian-Albrechts-university of Kiel, germany), ying miao (institute of botany, christianAlbrechts-university of Kiel, germany), Kirsten Krause (department of biology,university of tromso, 9037 tromso, norway), Karin
Krupinska (institute of botany, christian-Albrechts-university of Kiel, germany)
risemer@bot.uni-kiel.de
Plant senescence is a highly regulated process requiring high activity of numerous transcription factors from a variety of families
including nAc, WrKy and myb (guo et al. 2004). here we suggested that an additional group of senescence-associated transcription
factors is the plant specific Whirly protein family. In Arabidopsis three Whirly proteins, At-Why1, At-Why2 and At-Why3, can be found
(Krause et al. 2005, 2009). Whirly1 is a protein with dual localization in the nucleus and in chloroplasts (grabowski et al. 2008).
Quantitative rt-pcr analysis in rosette leaves and analysis of plants transformed with the uidA (GUs) gene under At-Why1 promoter
control indicated an increased expression of At-Why1 before the onset of leaf senescence. At-Why1 t-dnA-insertion-lines showed an
early senescence phenotype, which could be recovered to wildtype by transformation with a construct of own-promoter fused with AtWhy1 coding sequence. Accordingly, transgenic lines overexpressing At-Why1 showed a staygreen phenotype, indicating a senescencesuppressor function for At-Why1. gene expression analysis in the different lines showed altered expression of senescence-associated
nuclear genes (wrky53, wrky33, why2, sag101, sag12) and of plastid genes (ndhF, atpF, rps12, rpl16, psaA, psab), pointing to a twofold
regulatory function of At-Why1 on nuclear and plastid genes, according to it`s dual localization. to distinguish between the nuclear
and the plastid form, transformants overexpressing isoforms of At-Why1, targeted to either the nucleus or the plastids, were analysed
by quantitative RT-PCR. It was shown that nuclear gene expression is affected not only directly by the nuclear form of At-Why1, but
also indirectly by the plastid locate form. taken together this suggests a superior function for the Whirly1 protein in Arabidopsis leaf
senescence coordinating chloroplasts and the nucleus by retrograde signaling.

08034
dosAge-sensitive function of rEtinoblAstoMA rElAtEd And convergent epigenetic control Are reQuired during
the ArAbidopsis life cycle
*Amal Johnston (eth Zurich and leibniz institute of plant genetics (ipK), germany), Wilhelm gruissem (eth Zurich, switzerland)
johnston@ipk-gatersleben.de
understanding the convergent developmental mechanisms of core cell cycle genes is highly instructive in biology. When these genes
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are essential in development, lethality precludes mutation analysis throughout the life cycle of an organism. We subjected a homozygous
lethal mutation in rEtinoblAstoMA rElAtEd (rbr) of Arabidopsis for tetraploid genetic analysis to study the function of rbr during the
plant life cycle. in diploids, while rbr deficient female gametophytes with features of aberrant cell fate and differentiation were analogous
to what was previously reported for male gametophytes, we provide evidence that rbr controls gametic genome duplication, thus genome
integrity in the gametophyte-derived progeny. Quantitative reduction of rbr in tetraploids led to identification of rbr heterozygous plants
that displayed novel rbr dosage-dependent phenotypes in differentiation and development of the sporophyte albeit the absence of cell
cycle defects. these phenotypes coincided with deregulation of conserved epigenetic factors such as polycomb repressive complex
2 (prc2) genes and MEthYltrAnsFErAsE1 (MEt1) in the sporophyte, as shown for the gametophytes as well. however, unlike the
repression by the prc2 in gametophytes, rbr is activated by the sporophytic prc2 subunits, suggesting that distinct modules of the
conserved rbr-prc2-MEt1 loop control gametophyte and sporophyte generations in plants.

08035
doWnstreAm tArgets of the ArAbidopsis thAliAnA trAnscriptionAl ActivAtor stylish1
*veronika staldal (swedish university of Agricultural sciences, sweden), magnus eklund (swedish university of Agricultural sciences,
sweden), izabela cierlik (swedish university of Agricultural sciences, sweden), chen song (swedish university of Agricultural sciences,
sweden), mattias myrenas (swedish university of Agricultural sciences, sweden), eva sundberg (swedish university of Agricultural
sciences, sweden)
veronika.staldal@vbsg.slu.se
Members of the plant-specific SHI/STY transcription-factor family have overlapping functions and regulate lateral organ development,
partially by controlling auxin biosynthesis, e.g. via activation of YUC4 (sohlberg et al., 2006; eklund et al., 2010). using a 35spro:stY1Gr construct we have identified additional genes that are up-regulated by the SHI/STY-family members. To investigate if the identified
downstream genes are direct targets of the SHI/STY-family members we are planning to do ChIP experiments and are using qRT-PCR to
study if they are up-regulated by sty1 in the presence of the protein translation inhibitor cycloheximide. We are also studying the function
of some of the potential direct downstream targets by characterizing insertion lines. Among the genes that we believe could be direct
downstream targets are additional genes potentially involved in auxin biosynthesis, as well as genes encoding enzymes involved in cell
wall metabolism or transcription factors, e.g. one regulating style development.

08036
dissection of the root groWth response to phosphAte stArvAtion in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
carole Arnaud (ceA, france), clemence bonnot (ceA, france), mathilde clement (ceA, france), etienne delannoy (ceA, france), lies
maes (universite Aix-marseille ii, france), Audrey creff (ceA, france), laurent nussaume (ceA, france), *thierry desnos (ceA, france)
thierry.desnos@cea.fr
phosphate (pi) starvation triggers molecular, physiological and developmental responses aimed for recycling internal pi, recovering
external pi, trapping metals and limiting growth (1). When grown on a low-pi medium, the Arabidopsis root growth is inhibited (2). by
using the Arabidopsis natural variation we have identified lpr1 (At1g23010), and its paralogue lpr2 (At1g71040). they both encode for
a multicopper oxidase, the activity of which reduces root growth when seedlings are on a Pi-deficient medium (3,4). The LPR1 protein is
located in the endoplasmic reticulum and genetically interacts with pdr2, a p5-type Atpase (At5g23630) (5). these results provide strong
evidence for the involvement of the endoplasmic reticulum at the root tip in sensing and/or responding to Pi deficiency.
in order to get more insights into this pathway, we started new genetics and chemical genetics analyses. in a large scale ems
mutagenesis of Arabidopsis, we isolated 85 mutants with a long primary root on low-pi medium, including 18 new lpr1 alleles. Around
40% of these mutations are recessive. A physiological and molecular analysis of some of these mutants will be presented.
In a parallel approach, we screened a chemical library in order to find drugs altering the Pi signalling. Two of these drugs mimic the root
low-pi syndrome, whereas two other molecules have an opposite effect. detailed analysis of the effect of these drugs will be presented.
1- misson et al. (2005). proc. natl. Acad. sci. usA 102:11934-9.
2- desnos (2008) curr opin plant biol. 11:82-87.
3- reymond et al. (2006). plant cell and environ 29:115-125.
4- svistoonoff et al. (2007). nature genetics, 39:792-796.
5- ticconi et al. (2009) proc. natl. Acad. sci. usA 106:14174-9.

08037
the Ap2 domAin trAnscription fActor plt2 regulAtes Auxin on multiple levels.
renze heidstra (utrecht university, molecular genetics group, netherlands), marijn luijten (utrecht university, molecular genetics
group, netherlands), *maartje gorte (utrecht university, molecular genetics group, netherlands), inez terpstra (utrecht university,
molecular genetics group, netherlands), guy Wachsmann (utrecht university, molecular genetics group, netherlands), Anja van
dijken (utrecht university, molecular genetics group, netherlands), vera Jansweijer (utrecht university, molecular genetics group,
netherlands), ben scheres (utrecht university, molecular genetics group, netherlands)
m.a.gorte@uu.nl
in the Arabidopsis thaliana root tip, a dynamic auxin maximum is required for establishment and maintenance of the quiescent centre
(Qc) and stem cells. the positioning of the Qc is radially determined by the grAs transcription factors shortroot and scArecroW, and
overlaps longitudinally with expression of plethorA (plt) double Ap2 domain transcription factors. the plt expression domain follows
the auxin gradient. Additionally, PLTs are known to regulate expression of PIN proteins, auxin efflux carriers that provide the polar auxin
transport underlying the auxin maximum.
micro-array analysis of the transcriptome of seedlings overexpressing plt2 suggests that this transcription factor influences auxin
in more ways than through auxin efflux: its targets include genes involved in auxin signaling, biosynthesis, influx, and conjugation. To
investigate the complex feedback between plt2 and auxin we are doing a series of experiments: a) validate downstream targets for
binding of plt2 to their promoter by chip, b) examine single and multiple target knockouts for phenotypes, c) inducibly overexpressing
selected targets in a plt1/plt2 double mutant background and test to what extent these targets complement the mutant phenotype, d)
inducibly overexpressing plt2 in a mutant target background to test their requirement for the plt2 overexpression response, and e)
locally inducing auxin biosynthesis in the plt1/plt2 double mutant background and test whether an auxin increase is sufficient to rescue
the meristem maintenance defect. data on these ongoing experiments will be presented.

08038
role of the temprAnillo genes in ArAbidopsis floWer development
*michela osnato (crAg, barcelona, spAin), esther marin (crAg, barcelona, spAin), soraya pelaz (crAg, barcelona, spAin)
miogmh@cid.csic.es
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in plants, the transition from the vegetative to the reproductive phase involves a change in the identity of the shoot Apical meristem
(SAM) that gives rise to flowers rather than leaves. The timing of this transition is affected by both endogenous signals and environmental
conditions. In Arabidopsis, genes that control flowering time were assigned to different genetic pathways. Under Long Days (LD) conditions,
floral induction is mainly triggered via the activation of Flowering Locus T (FT) by CONSTANS (CO) in the vascular bundles of leaves.
in our group, two transcription factors of the rAv family, temprAnillo 1 and 2 (tem1, tem2), have been recently described as novel
negative regulators of ft (castillejo and pelaz, 2008). the fact that tem1 was able to bind both in vitro and in vivo the 5’ utr of ft implies
that these proteins act as direct repressors of ft transcription. in addition, tem has been proposed to act in the photoperiod pathway in
a quantitative balance with CO for the fine-tuning of FT expression and therefore floral transition under LD.
As the early flowering phenotype of the null mutant tem1-1 was more evident under Short Days (SD) than in LD, we are studying the
role of tem in the non inductive sd conditions by monitoring its expression in parallel with that of co and ft and by investigating the tem
interaction with the gibberellins pathway, which is crucial for flowering induction in SD conditions.
As tem genes are expressed not only in vascular tissue but also in the sAm we are additionally studying the function of tem in different
domains by down-regulating tem expression either in the sAm, or in the leaf or in both domains.
our latest results unravelling the roles of tem in the different expression domains and its interaction with different genetic pathways
will be presented.

08039
evo-devo of unifAciAl leAves in monocots: mAKing of flAttened leAf blAdes Without AdAxiAl-AbAxiAl polArity.
*takahiro yamaguchi (national institute for basic biology, Japan), hirokazu tsukaya (graduate school of science, university of tokyo,
Japan)
tyama@nibb.ac.jp
Angiosperm leaves generally develop as “bifacial” and flattened structures with adaxial and abaxial identities for efficient light capture
and photosynthetic functions. by contrast, a number of monocot species, such as iris (iridaceae) or leek (Alliaceae), develop “unifacial”
leaves, in which leaf blades have only one face, the abaxial side. despite longstanding interest in the mechanisms underlying unifacial leaf
development and evolution, it remains unknown how unifacial leaves become abaxialized or how and why they have repeatedly evolved
in monocots. Another interesting question is how unifacial leaves become flattened. Bifacial leaves require adaxial-abaxial polarity for
leaf blade flattening, whereas many unifacial-leafed species can become flattened without adaxial-abaxial polarity. Thus, flattened leaves
have independently evolved in bifacial and unifacial leaves. To answer these questions, we focused on the genus Juncus (Juncaceae) as a
model, which has a wide variety of leaf forms and contains species suitable for molecular genetic studies (yamaguchi and tsukaya 2010,
J. plant res. 123).
In this report, we present genetic mechanisms underlying flattened leaf blade formation in unifacial leaves. By molecular genetic
studies using two Juncus species with flattened or radialized unifacial leaves, we identified a transcription factor responsible for laminar
outgrowth in unifacial leaves. The locus from flattened unifacial-leafed species causes the leaves to flatten and expresses more transcripts.
Differential gene-expression activities between two species are caused by tissue-specific cis-regulatory changes of the locus. our studies
also demonstrate that the leaf blade flattening is a key that triggers central-marginal leaf polarity differentiation. Based on these results,
we propose a genetic model of laminar outgrowth in unifacial leaves, and discuss the mechanism of convergent evolution of flattened
leaf blades.

08040
the role of tcp trAnscription fActors in the leAf differentiAtion in ArAbidopsis
*tomotsugu Koyama (graduate school of biostudies, Kyoto university, Japan), motoaki seki (plant science center, riKen, Japan),
Kazuo shinozaki (plant science center, riKen, Japan), masaru ohme-takagi (genome-based biofactory, Aist, Japan)
t-koyama@lif.kyoto-u.ac.jp
higher plants continuously generate new organs from shoot apical meristem (sAm). coordination of the maintenance of undifferentiated
fate in sAm and the promotion of differentiation in an organ is essential for the development of plant shoots. cincinnAtA (cin)-like tcp
transcription factors are involved in this coordination via the negative regulation of cup-shAped cotyledon (cuc) genes, which regulate
the formation of SAM and the specification of organ boundaries. However, the molecular mechanism of action of CIN-like TCPs is poorly
understood. In this study, we identified the direct target genes of TCP3, a CIN-like TCPs of Arabidopsis, by using microarray, chromatin
immunoprecipitation, and analysis of activity of the promoters. the target genes of tcp3 were involved in the repression of expression
of cuc genes, since gain of function of the target genes suppressed the formation of sAm and resulted in the fusion of cotyledons, while
their loss of function induced ectopic expression of CUC genes in leaves. Our results suggest that TCP3 integrates activities of the specific
set of genes for the repression of expression of cuc genes. since cin-like tcp genes were revealed to act dose-dependently in the leaf
differentiation, we propose that cin-like tcps plays an important role in the signaling that results in the generation of different leaf forms
without having any lethal effects on shoots.

08041
floWering on time in the model legume medicAgo truncAtulA
martin balcerowicz (school of biological sciences, new Zealand), lulu Zhang (school of biological sciences, new Zealand), pascal
ratet (isv-cnrs, france), rebecca laurie (university of otago, new Zealand), million tadege (samuel roberts noble foundation,
usA), Kirankumar mysore (samuel roberts noble foundation, usA), Jim Weller (university of tasmania, Australia), richard macknight
(university of otago, new Zealand), *Joanna putterill (university of Auckland, new Zealand)
j.putterill@auckland.ac.nz
The transition from vegetative to floral development is a crucial step in sexual reproduction and as such is under complex regulation by
external and endogenous cues. like Arabidopsis, the model legume medicago truncatula (medicago) is a eudicot long day plant. exposure
of Medicago to extended cold periods (vernalisation) followed by long days accelerates flowering, as seen in winter annual Arabidopsis.
given that Arabidopsis and medicago have similar responses to these environmental cues, but are evolutionarily distant, we are interested
in analyzing the genetic control of flowering in Medicago to extend and expand knowledge of flowering regulation. First, in a candidate
gene approach and using transgenic over expression Medicago lines and Tnt1-insertion mutants, we have identified an FT-like (FTLa) gene
that promotes flowering in Medicago in response to long day induction. FT genes encode mobile flowering signals or florigens in different
plants. interestingly, unlike Arabidopsis ft, the medicago ftla transcript is not regulated diurnally and does not appear to be regulated
by upstream CONSTANS genes. Second, taking a forward genetic approach, we are characterising a dominant early flowering mutant of
Medicago (spring) that no longer requires vernalisation to flower rapidly in long day conditions. Current progress in these projects and
towards a model for flowering control in Medicago will be presented.

08042
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ArAbidopsis tso1 regulAtes cell cycle exit And promotes differentiAtion in florAl orgAn development
paja sijacic (university of maryland, usA), *Zhongchi liu (university of maryland, usA)
zliu@umd.edu
Although much is known about how floral organ identities are specified, little is known about how floral organs grow and differentiate
into their final shape, size, and morphology. Arabidopsis tso1-1 mutant flowers failed to develop differentiated floral organs. Besides
abnormal sepals, the inner three whorls of tso1-1 flowers possess a mass of callus-like undifferentiated tissues. In addition, inflorescence
meristems of tso1 mutants are often enlarged and split from one into several inflorescence meristems. TSO1 encodes a protein containing
two cysteine-rich DNA-binding domains. Based on sequence similarity between TSO1 and its homologs in Drosophila and C. elegans,
tso1 is likely a component of a novel chromatin complex dreAm, which is shown in animal cells to regulate cell cycle exit and terminal
differentiation. to test if tso1 also regulates cell cycle exit, two cell cycle marker lines: pcycb1::gus for g2/m transition, and ptso2::
gus for the s phase, were used to show that the cell cycle control is strongly affected in tso1-1 plants. chromatin immunoprecipitation
and an inducible TSO1 (TSO1-GR) were employed to show that TSO1 is a direct and negative regulator of several S-phase-specific and
e2f regulated genes. based on these results, a model is proposed that explains how Arabidopsis tso1 may repress cell cycle entry and
promote organ differentiation in Arabidopsis.
this work is supported by us national science foundation (mcb0744752) to Z. l.

08043
trAnscriptionAl ActivAtion of WoX8 is reQuired for ApicAl-bAsAl Axis in the eArly embryos.
*minako ueda (nagoya university, Japan), tetsuya higashiyama (nagoya university, Japan), thomas laux (freiburg university,
germany)
m-ueda@bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp
Axis formation is one of the fundamental events in early development. in the plant embryogenesis, the main body axis is already
evident by the zygotic polarity and its asymmetric cell division, which generates a small cytoplasmic apical cell and a large vacuolated
basal cell. the apical cell massively proliferates to generate all aerial plant body, whereas the basal cell produces only the root tip and the
extra-embryonic tissue. thus the zygotic polarity correlates with the apical-basal body axis of mature plants, and these morphological
characteristics are conserved in most seed plants. in spite of the importance, how the zygotic polarity appears and how its daughter cells
obtain the different fates are unknown. the Arabidopsis homeobox gene WoX8 (WUsChEl rElAtEd hoMEoboX8) is expressed in the
zygote, and the expression is inherited only in the basal cell derivatives. our analysis revealed that no known axis regulators, but novel
transcription factors regulate the WoX8 expression asymmetry by binding to WoX8 cis-elements. loss of these factors disturbed the axis
patterning in the early embryos. these defects were partially rescued by the WoX8 over-expression, indicating that these transcription
factors are the novel regulators of axis formation via WoX8 and yet-unidentified factors. Based on these results, the mechanism regulating
plant axis development will be discussed.

08044
MORE CELL OR MORE CYCLE?: ENDOCYCLE CONTROL IN PLANT DEVELOPMENT
*Keiko sugimoto (riKen plant science center, Japan), takashi ishida (riKen plant science center, Japan), christian breuer (riKen
plant science center, Japan), Ayako Kawamura (riKen plant science center, Japan), mika yoshimura (riKen plant science center,
Japan)
sugimoto@psc.riken.jp
What controls “size” is a fundamental question in biology but intrinsic mechanisms that mediate this control still remain largely
unknown. many cell types in plants increase their nuclear dnA content or ploidy through endoreduplication in which cells replicate their
chromosomal dnA without intervening mitoses. previous studies demonstrate strong correlations between ploidy levels and cell/organ
sizes, and we are trying to understand how the endocycle progression is developmentally regulated and how an increase in ploidy
modifies plant growth. We have recently identified several loss-of-function and gain-of-function mutants in Arabidopsis and through the
characterisation of these mutants and their corresponding genes, we have started to uncover the mechanisms underlying the endocycle
transition and/or progression (ishida et al. 2009, breuer et al. 2009, ishida et al. 2010). based on our progress, i will discuss how the
cell cycle progression links with plant growth and development.
ishida et al. (2009) sumo e3 ligase high ploidy 2 regulates endocycle onset and meristem maintenance in Arabidopsis. plant cell
breuer et al. (2009) the trihelix transcription factor Atgtl1 regulates ploidy-dependent cell growth in the Arabidopsis trichome. plant
cell
ishida et al. (2010) Auxin modulates the transition from the mitotic cycle to the endocycle in Arabidopsis. development

08045
fluorescence imAging-bAsed screen identifies eArly endosomAl trAfficKing components in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*hirokazu tanaka (ghent university, belgium), saeko Kitakura (ghent university, belgium), stephanie robert (ghent university,
belgium), Jiri friml (ghent university, belgium)
hitan@psb.vib-ugent.be
The endocytic vesicle trafficking is crucial for regulating activity and localization of plasma membrane components, but the process
is still poorly genetically defined in plants. Membrane proteins of PIN-FORMED (PIN) family exhibit polar localization in plant cells
and facilitate cellular efflux of the plant hormone auxin, thereby regulating multiple developmental processes. PIN proteins undergo
constitutive endocytosis and gnom Arf gef-dependent recycling and their localization is under extensive regulation by developmental and
environmental cues. We designed a fluorescence imaging-based screen to identify Arabidopsis thaliana mutants defective in internalization
of proteins including PINs from the plasma membrane. We identified BFA-visualized endocytic trafficking defective (ben) mutants that
do not efficiently accumulate PIN1-GFP in intracellular compartments following inhibition of exocytosis by fungal toxin brefeldin A (BFA).
bEn1 encodes an Arf gef homologue from the functionally uncharacterized big class. ben1 localizes to early endocytic compartments
distinct from gnom-positive endosomes. Whereas ben1 and ben2 single mutant showed moderate defects in cell polarity, bfA sensitivity
and developmental defects, combination of these two mutations significantly enhanced these defects. Our results highlight important roles
of BEN1 and BEN2 in early endosomal trafficking.

08046
roles of ArAbidopsis phosphAtidylinositol 3-KinAse complex in pollen development
*yuki fujiki (saitama university, Japan), ikuo nishida (saitama university, Japan), yoshinori ohsumi (tokyo institute of technology,
Japan)
fujiki@molbiol.saitama-u.ac.jp
phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (pi3K) is involved in various biological pathways in plants, such as autophagy and root hair growth. We
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have previously shown that each component of Arabidopsis PI3K complex, AtVps30(AtAtg6), AtVps34, and AtVps15, is required for pollen
germination. however, roles of pi3K in pollen tube growth have been obscure, because gfp-Atvps30 and gfp-Atvps34 proteins did not
necessarily exhibit polarized localization to the tip of pollen tubes. microscopic observations revealed that pollen grains of atvps30 and
atvps15 were normal in appearance, while atvps34 pollen grains in part exhibited abnormal morphology, as recently reported by lee et al.
(2008). We propose that reduced pi3K activity in atvps30 and atvps15 disturbs pollen germination signaling, possibly mediated by ros
production. by contrast, complete loss of pi3K activity in atvps34 may affect pollen development as well as pollen germination. We also
suggest possible involvement of phosphatidlylinositol-3-phosphate 5-kinase (Atfabi) in pollen development.

08047
regulAtory netWorKs in pollen development
Alex marshall (university of nottingham, uK), caiyun yang (university of nottingham, uK), xu Jie (shanghai Jiaotong university,
china), dabing Zhang (shanghai Jiaotong university, china), *Zoe Wilson (university of nottingham, uK)
zoe.wilson@nottingham.ac.uk
the formation of functional pollen relies upon the coordinated expression of genes from the maternal anther tissues and the developing
gametophytes.
these expression networks depend on both temporal and spatial regulation to produce functional gametophytes and
then complete formation of pollen wall development and subsequently to release the pollen. A number of key regulators associated with
pollen formation in Arabidopsis have now been characterised, however understanding of these regulators is still in their infancy.
many of these genes show expression within the anther tapetum and mutant analysis has shown that the tapetum is critical for
functional pollen development. A number of these mutants that show abnormal tapetal development have been analysed by microarray
analysis (xu et al.; yang et al., 2007). We have overlaid these microarray data from key regulators in tapetal development onto our
Arabidopsis regulatory network to identify clusters of related regulatory function. these regulatory clusters have been analysed for their
roles in pollen development and to conduct functional analyses on these network components.
references
xu, J., yang, c., yuan, Z., Zhang, d., gondwe, m.y., ding, Z., liang, W., Zhang, d.b., and Wilson, Z.A. (2009) the Aborted microspores
Regulatory Network Is Required for Postmeiotic Male Reproductive Development in Arabidopsis thaliana. Plant Cell.
Yang, C., Vizcay-Barrena, G., Conner, K., and Wilson, Z.A. (2007). MALE STERILITY1 is required for tapetal development and pollen
wall biosynthesis. plant cell 19, 3530-3548.

08049
MUTATION IN ALKALINE α-GALACTOSIDASE FAMILY GENES AFFECTS PLANT GROWTH AND DEVELOPMENT IN ARABIDOSPSIS
*ruey-hua lee (dept. of life sciences, national cheng-Kung university, tAiWAn), chieng-shuang chen (dept. of life sciences,
national cheng-Kung university, tAiWAn), yu-chuan hsiung (dept. of life sciences, national cheng-Kung university, tAiWAn), hao-Jen
huang (dept. of life sciences, national cheng-Kung university, tAiWAn)
shanhua@mail.ncku.edu.tw
Alkaline α-galactosidases belong to a recently identified glycosyl hydrolase family found only in plants. The protein is widely distributed
in different species and shows apparent gene redundancy. Our previous works showed alkaline α-galactosidases capable of hydrolyze
a variety of glycosides possessing non-reducing terminal and side-chain α-galactosyl residues. We hypothesize different alkaline αgalactosidases may play different roles in the turn-over, recycling and remodeling of cellular components in a plant during leaf senescence,
stress response, seed germination and remobilization of photosynthetic assimilates. in this study, we present preliminary data from
studying of three Arabidopsis alkaline α-galactosidase paralogs located on different loci (At1g55740, At3g57520 and At5g20250). We
analyzed the protein sequences, and characterized homozygous T-DNA insertion mutants. We also examined the expression profiles of
these transcripts and total proteins, as well as the total alkaline α-galactosidase enzyme activities during leaf senescence. All these paralogs
expressed differentially in time and quantity, and their transcript levels were increased as senescence progressed. Total proteins and
enzyme activities also showed similar patterns. All T-DNA insertion mutants tested showed enhanced plant growth and early flowering.

08050
biochemicAl AnAlysis of tArget proteins ubiQuitinAted by Atl31 in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*takeo sato (hokkaido university, Japan), shugo maekawa (hokkaido university, Japan), shigetaka yasuda (hokkaido university,
Japan), yukie domeki (hokkaido university, Japan), Kuni sueyoshi (hokkaido university, Japan), masayuki fujiwara (nara institute
of science and technology, Japan), yoichiro fukao (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Junji yamaguchi (hokkaido
university, Japan)
t-satou@sci.hokudai.ac.jp
carbon and nitrogen availability is one of the most important factors to regulate plant development. to utilize limited resource of carbon
and nitrogen efficiently, plants enable to sense and respond to balance of carbon (C) and nitrogen (N) metabolites, called C/N response.
We previously showed a novel ubiquitin ligase ATL31 has essential role to regulate C/N response in Arabidopsis thaliana. in this study,
we tried to isolate target protein ubiquitinated by ATL31. As a result of immunoprecipitation and MS analysis used epitope-tagged ATL31,
we found several candidates of target protein for the ubiquitination. Details of the associated proteins and biochemical function of ATL31
will be discussed.

08051
duAl regulAtion of expression of Ett/ArF3 by AsYMMEtriC lEAVEs2 (As2) And As1 for estAblishment of the mediAllAterAl leAf polArity in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
mayumi iwasaki (plant biology research center, chubu university, Japan), hidekazu iwakawa iwakawa (plant biology research center,
chubu university, Japan), hiro takahashi (college of bioscience and biotechnology, chubu university, Japan), irena pekker (department
of plant sciences, Weizmann institute of science, israel), yuval eshed (department of plant sciences, Weizmann institute of science,
israel), masaya ikezaki (graduate school of science, nagoya university, Japan), yoshihisa ueno (graduate school of science, nagoya
university, Japan), shoko Kojima (college of bioscience and biotechnology, chubu university, Japan), yasunori machida (graduate
school of science, nagoya university, Japan), *chiyoko machida (college of bioscience and biotechnology, chubu university, Japan)
cmachida@isc.chubu.ac.jp
spatial and temporal regulation of gene expression is the most important process for plant development. leaves are developed from a
shoot apical meristem that contains a group of stem cells locating at the summit of a plant body. the structure of leaves basically forms
along three axes, namely the proximal—distal, medial—lateral and adaxial—abaxial axes. the developmental process of leaves is a good
model system for studying three-dimensional differentiation in a plant. it is, however, still unknown how spatial and temporal regulation
of the differentiation is coordinated. the As2 gene of Arabidopsis thaliana, which encodes a member of the As2/lob family, and the
As1gene that encodes a myb transcription factor are key regulators for the proper leaf elongation along three axis(1, 2, 3, 4). We have
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reported that As2 and As1 regulate multiple leaf phenotypes such as the proximal-distal differentiation through the repression of class
1 Knox genes(4). We have also showed that As2 and As1 negatively regulate expression of ett/Arf3, KAn2, yAb5, which are thought
to be abaxial determinants and act as transcriptional regulators of multiple genes(3). ett/Arf3 and Arf4 are closely related members
of the Arf family and known to be targets of trans-acting sirnA, tasir-Arf, which in turn is regulated by mir390. here we report that
As2 and As1 directly regulate ett expression by binding to the ett promoter region. in addition, our genetic and molecular analysis
also suggested that As2 and As1 indirectly repressed the expression of both ettin/Arf3 and Arf4 through the mir390 and tasir-Arf
pathway. We will discuss mechanisms of spatial and temporal regulation of both ettin/Arf3 and Arf4 by As2 and As1, which might be
required for the establishment of adaxial-abaxial and medial-lateral polarities of leaves. (1) Matsumura et al., Plant J. (2009); (2) Ueno
et al., plant cell (2007); (3) iwakawa et al., plant J. (2007); (4) ikezaki et al., plant J. (2009).

08052
the ArAbidopsis rWp-rK motif-contAining putAtive trAnscription fActor rKd4 functions in embryonic pAttern
formAtion
*Keiji nakajima (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), takamitsu Waki (nara institute of science and technology, Japan),
takeshi hiki (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), ryohei Watanabe (nara institute of science and technology, Japan),
takashi hashimoto (nara institute of science and technology, Japan)
k-nakaji@bs.naist.jp
rWp-rK motif-containing putative transcription factors occur widely in higher plants, but their biological functions are described
only for leguminous nin proteins in nodule formation. the Arabidopsis genome encodes fourteen rWp-rK motif-containing proteins,
including nine NLP proteins (NLP1-9) with longer polypeptides and five RKDs (RKD1-5) with shorter polypeptides. By a systematic
screening of t-dnA insertion mutants of rKd1-5, we found that loss-of-function rkd4 mutants germinated at a low rate and that many
of germinated individuals lacked primary roots and bore abnormally shaped cotyledons. once germinated, however, these individuals
produced adventitious roots and normal leaves, and flowering rkd4 plants were indistinguishable from wild-type, indicating that rKd4
functions are required specifically in embryos. Detailed inspection of the rkd4 embryogenesis revealed that abnormality was observed
already in zygotic cell elongation and continued in later cell division patterns. expression patterns of dr5rev-gfp and pin1-gfp markers
indicated that both auxin transport and response were severely compromised in rkd4 embryos. Analysis of the rKd4 promoter-gfper
lines revealed that rKd4 expression occurs throughout early embryos, and then becomes restricted to the basal part of the embryo and
suspensor. overexpression of rKd4 in embryos by the rps5A promoter resulted in abnormal expression of dr5rev-gfp and cell division
patterns. consistent with the postulated role of rWp-rK motif-containing proteins as transcription factors, rKd4:gfp fusion proteins were
localized to the nuclei of onion epidermal cells and the amino-terminal region of rKd4 activated reporter gene expression in yeast. taken
together, these results indicate that rKd4 controls pattern formation in early embryogenesis presumably through transcription of genes
required for normal auxin transport and/or perception.

08053
lbd18/Asl20 regulAtes lAterAl root formAtion in combinAtion With lbd16/Asl18 doWnstreAm of Arf7And Arf19 in
ArAbidopsis
han Woo lee (chonnam national university, Korea), nan young Kim (chonnam national university, Korea), *Jungmook Kim (chonnam
national university, Korea)
jungmkim@jnu.ac.kr
the lAterAl orgAn boundAries domAin/Asymmetric leAves2-liKe (lbd/Asl) genes encode proteins harboring a conserved
amino acid domain, referred to as the lob (for lateral organ boundaries) domain. While recent studies have revealed developmental
functions of some lbd genes in Arabidopsis thaliana and in crop plants, the biological functions of many other lbd genes remain to be
determined. in the present study, we have shown that the lbd18 mutant evidenced a reduced number of lateral roots and that lbd16
lbd18 double mutants exhibited a dramatic reduction in the number of lateral roots compared with lbd16 or lbd18. Whereas the numbers
of primordia of lbd16, lbd18, and lbd16 lbd18 mutants were similar to those observed in the wild type, the numbers of emerged lateral
roots of lbd16 and lbd18 single mutants were reduced significantly. lbd16 lbd18 double mutants exhibited additively reduced numbers
of emerged lateral roots compared with single mutants. This finding indicates that LBD16 and LBD18 may function in the emergence
of lateral root formation via a different pathway. using a steroid regulator-inducible system in which the nuclear translocation of lbd18
can be regulated by dexamethasone, we have shown that lbd18 overexpression rescued lateral root formation in lbd18 and lbd16 lbd18
mutants without inducing any other phenotypes. furthermore, we demonstrated that lbd18 overexpression can stimulate lateral root
formation in arf7 arf19 mutants with blocked lateral root formation. taken together, our results suggest that lbd18 functions in the
emergence of lateral roots, in conjunction with lbd16, downstream of Arf7 and Arf19. biochemical and developmental mechanisms of
lbd18 in lateral root formation are under our investigation.

08054
toWArd An understAnding of leAf siZe regulAtion - relAtionship betWeen sAlicylic-Acid response And
compensAtion in leAf development
*ushio fujikura (university of tokyo, Japan), gorou horiguchi (rikkyo university, Japan), taku demura (riKen psc, nAist, Japan),
hirokazu tsukaya (university of tokyo, national institute for basic biology)
ushio-at@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
compensation is a phenomenon observed in mutants and transgenics in which aberrant leaf-cell expansion occurs in response to
a severe defect in cell proliferation in leaf primordia. this suggests that there are some intrinsic mechanisms which coordinate cell
proliferation and cell expansion during leaf development. to elucidate the mechanism of compensation, we isolated several extra-small
sisters (xs) mutants that have a specific defect in cell expansion. Through the genetical analyses between xs mutants and a compensationexhibiting mutant, angustifolia3 (an3), we found that some of xs mutations clearly suppress aberrant cell enlargement in an3. for further
analysis, we focused on xs2 that is the strongest suppressor among them. then, we produced double mutants between xs2 and the
other compensation-exhibiting strains, erecta (er) and Kip-relAted protein 2 over-expresser (Krp2ox). interestingly, xs2 mutation
suppressed aberrant cell enlargement in er as well as an3, but not in Krp2ox, indicating that compensation occurs via xs2-dependent or
independent manner. We revealed that Xs2 encodes a member of cation calcium exchanger proteins. to gain more insights why defect in
cation calcium exchanger causes smaller cell phenotype, we performed the microarray analysis. interestingly, genes involved in salicylicacid (sA) signaling were expressed at a much higher level in xs2 than Wt. moreover, exogenous sA supply clearly suppressed aberrant
cell enlargement both in an3 and er. these indicated that the excessive sA-mediated response caused by xs2 mutation is somehow
involved in the suppression of compensated cell. We will discuss on possible mechanisms behind compensated cell enlargement, based
on the above analyses.
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08055
regulAtory roles of light on the function of the plAnt shoot ApicAl meristem
*saiko yoshida (institute of plant sciences, university of bern, switzerland), cris Kuhlemeier (institute of plant sciences, university of
bern, switzerland)
saiko.yoshida@ips.unibe.ch
Plants cannot move from their physical location. Therefore, they need to have a flexible growth control mechanism to adapt to
environmental change for survival. one of the major environmental factors controlling plant growth and development is light. it is
well known that light influences post-meristematic processes such as photo-morphogenesis, shade avoidance and phototropism, but
little is known about the effect of light on leaf initiation. in this study, we studied effects of light on the shoot apical meristem and leaf
initiation.
in a tomato shoot apex culture, we found that apices grown in the dark stopped producing leaf primordia even though in the presence of
sucrose. light reversed the inhibitory effects of darkness and restarted leaf initiation. the apices cultured in the presence of photosynthesis
inhibitors produced new leaf primordia in the light. these results suggest that light acts as a morphogenetic signal which is independent
of photosynthesis.
in our previous studies, we showed that auxin is the major regulator of leaf initiation. inhibition of polar auxin transport blocks leaf
formation at the tomato shoot apex, resulting in pin-like naked stems (npA-pins). micro-application of auxin to the npA-pins restores leaf
formation (1). interestingly, in contrast to npA-pins in the light, local auxin treatment did not induce leaf formation to npA-pins in the
dark. It suggests that reconstruction of local auxin gradient is not sufficient for leaf initiation in the dark. We postulate a role for cytokinin
in the signal transduction chain between light and organ initiation. based on these data, regulatory roles of light on organ initiation at the
shoot apical meristem will be discussed.
1. reinhardt, d., mandel, t., Kuhlemeier, c. (2000) Auxin regulates the initiation and radial position of plant lateral organs. plant cell
12: 507-518.

08056
inflorescence deficient in Abscission (idA) is involved in sepArAtion of cortex And epidermAl cells during lAterAl
root emergence
robert Kumpf (university of oslo, norway), chun-lin shi (university of oslo, norway), Antoine larrieu (university of nottingham, uK),
melinka A. butenko (university of oslo, norway), nora m. tandstad (university of oslo, norway), malcolm J. bennett (university of
nottingham, uK), *reidunn b. Aalen (university of oslo, norway)
reidunn.aalen@imbv.uio.no
small peptides can act as signaling molecules that coordinate development, growth and differentiation. inFlorEsCEnCE dEFiCiEnt
in AbsCission (idA) encodes a putative peptide ligand necessary for the regulation of floral organ abscission in Arabidopsis. IDA is
expressed specifically in the abscission zone at the base or the organ to be shed, and it is dependent on the two receptor-like kinases
(rlK) hAesA (hAe) and hAesA-liKe 2 (hsl2) to exert its function (butenko et al., plant cell 2003; stenvik et al., plant cell, 2008; cho
et al., pnAs, 2008). the ida and hae hsl2 mutations block the final cell separation step. Ethylene is known to promote abscission, but
idA-hAe-hsl2 represents an ethylene-independent signaling pathway. recently we found, however, that idA is auxin-inducible in the
root. during lateral root (lr) development idA is expressed in cortex and epidermal cells overlying lateral root primordia. these cells have
to separate to allow lr emergence. mutation in idA not only leads to total deficiency in floral organ abscission, but also to a delay in LR
emergence, suggesting that idA plays a similar role during these two cell separation events. consistent with this, mutation in a putative
idA receptor results in a similar defect in lr emergence.

08057
regulAtion of lAterAl root formAtion by stress relAted mitogen AActivAted protein KinAses
*frank menke (utrecht university, netherlands), sharon mithoe (untrecht university, netherlands), ben scheres (utrecht university,
netherlands)
f.l.h.menke@uu.nl
lateral root formation in Arabidopsis is strickly regulated with lateral roots emerging regularly spaced along the primary root and with
roughly equal amount of lateral roots opposite each xylem pool. Initiation of lateral root formation starts with an asymmetric division
and is dependent on polar auxin transport. In Arabidopsis these first divisions occur only in pericycle cells opposite the xylem poles and
local auxin accumulation has been shown to precede these first divisions. Several regulatory genes for lateral root initiation have been
identified through genetic screens. The best studied of these are the negatively regulating Aux/IAA protein Solitarity Root (SLR; IAA14)
and its two downstream acting Auxin response factors Arf7 and Arf19, which positively regulate lateral root formation. how the lateral
root initiation signaling cascade is modulated under stress conditions has not been reported. here we report on a set of stress related
mitogen activated protein (mAp) kinases that regulate lateral root initiation. double loss-of-function mutant combinations result in
increased numbers of lateral root primordia with distorted spacing. these double mutants do not form any lateral roots up to 12 days post
germination but later excessive numbers of lateral root emerge leading to aberrant root architecture. overexpression of gain-of-function
mutants results in the complete inhibition of lateral root initiation, similar to the slr-1 phenotype. the use of reporter lines combined with
time lapse confocal image analysis shows normal auxin responsiveness in both the double loss-of-function and gain-of-function mApK
mutant lines. together with genetic evidence our data support a role for the mApK cascade acting upstream of the iAA14/Arf7/19 module
in the regulating lateral root initiation.

08058
ArAbidopsis synAptotAgmins: non-redundAnt functions in plAnt development
*sondra lazarowitz (cornell university, usA), harumi shimada-beltran (cornell university, usA), Asako uchiyama (cornell university,
usA)
sgl5@cornell.edu
synaptotagmins are calcium sensors that regulate synaptic vesicle exocytosis and endocytosis. thought to be exclusive to animals, they
have recently been characterized in Arabidopsis, in which they comprise a five gene family (SYT A, B, C, D and E). We have shown that
Arabidopsis SYTA regulates endocytosis and movement protein-mediated trafficking of plant virus genomes through plasmodesmata. Our
studies suggest that distinct virus movement proteins transport their cargos to plasmodesmata for cell-to-cell spread via an endosome
recycling pathway. sytA has also been reported to have a role in responses to osmotic stress and calcium-dependent freezing tolerance.
to better understand these roles of sytA, and the potential roles of the other Arabidopsis syts, in biotic and abiotic stress, we are
examining the spatial and temporal regulation of sYt gene expression using appropriate promoter::GUS reporter genes. We find that
sYtA is ubiquitously expressed in Arabidopsis, and that sYtE appears to have a similar pattern of expression. in contrast, sYtb is highly
expressed in stems, siliques, flowers and anthers, while sYtC is specifically expressed in stomatal guard cells. The detailed patterns of
expression for sYtA, sYtb, sYtC and sYtE will be presented, and the consequences in terms of their roles in the responses of Arabidopsis
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to biotic and abiotic stresses will be discussed.

08059
fibre groWth pAtterns Within the ArAbidopsis inflorescence stem dissected through integrAtion of groWth
Kinetic profiling, lAser scAnning confocAl microscopy And lAser cApture microdissection
*hardy hall (botany department, university of british columbia, canada), brian ellis (michael smith laboratories, university of british
columbia, canada)
hardtofind@shaw.ca
Fibres in many woody species achieve great length through an intrusive mode of cell elongation. This requires extreme anisotropic
cell wall expansion as well as disruption of cell-cell adhesion within the intruded cell stories. Mature Arabidopsis fibres resemble those of
woody species, and it has been suggested that Arabidopsis fibres may also grow intrusively. We have characterized the mode of growth
of Arabidopsis inflorescence stem fibres through several approaches, all of which are anchored in an empirically defined developmental
gradient of fibre elongation. Specific developmental stages were identified within individual plants by time-lapse imagery of growing
inflorescence stems, and subsequent derivation of plant-specific growth kinetic profiles. Confocal laser scanning microscopy-based
morphometric comparison of cell lengths revealed that fibres increase in length relative to diffusely growing cell types throughout the
course of inflorescence stem elongation. We utilized sixty cell wall-related antibodies in an immunostaining screen of transverse wholemount sections from each fibre elongation zone to detect potential fibre-specific epitopes that might be associated with the unique mode
of fibre elongation. Hierarchical clustering of the immunolabeling (Ab) patterns across three stages of development revealed unique
Ab pattern for fibres which were most distinctive when fibre elongation is maximal. While resembling the Ab pattern of the xylem, the
pattern in the interfascicular region also displays extensive similarity to the pattern of a region of small diameter cells within the phloem.
We are also investigating the transcriptional profiles of fibres and adjacent cell types in the inflorescence stem through laser capture
microdissection of discrete cell types over the three stages of fibre development, with the goal of integrating these cell type-specific gene
expression patterns with the immune-epitope and growth morphology cellular phenotypes.

08060
A genomic frAmeWorK of polycomb group function
*daniel bouyer (ibmp cnrs strasbourg, frAnce), francois roudier (ecole normale superieure paris, france), maren heese (ibmp
cnrs strasbourg, france), ellen Andersen (university of oslo, norway), paul grini (university of oslo, norway), vincent colot (ecole
normale superieure paris, france), Arp schnittger (ibmp cnrs strasbourg, france)
daniel.bouyer@ibmp-cnrs.unistra.fr
polycomb repressory complex (prc) function has been found to be responsible to maintain the differentiation status of a cell in an
epigenetic manner and is evolutionary conserved throughout multicellular organisms. different prc2 complexes play an important role
during the plant life cycle by silencing target genes through trimethylation of histone 3 at lysine 27 (h3K27me3). for instance prc2
function is key for the parent-of-origin dependent expression during early seed development.
While there are diverse histone methyltransferase SET domain proteins and Zinc finger proteins as part of the Arabidopsis PRC2, all
various compositions of the complex in Arabidopsis are thought to share the Wd40 protein fertiliZAtion independent endosperm
(FIE). However, the postembryonic function of FIE as well as the cross-talk between other PRC2 components are difficult to study due to
the embryonic lethality of the respective mutants caused by maternal gametophytic effects.
We have recently identified a mutant that allows bypassing of imprinting requirements during seed development, thus also circumventing
the necessity of prc2 function in the seed. here we have used this mutant to circumvent the need for fie during seed development and
thus homozygous fie mutants could be recovered in the following generation. We took advantage of this unique possibility to study PRC2
function postembryonically and a genomic framework of polycomb function will be presented.

08061
roles of An AGl6-liKe mAds box gene, MosAiC FlorAl orGAns1, in florAl development in rice
shinnosuke ohmori (national Agricultural research center, Japan), mayumi Kimizu (national Agricultural research center, Japan),
maiko sugita (university of tokyo, Japan), Akio miyao (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), hirohiko hirochika (national
institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), eiji uchida (national Agricultural research center, Japan), yasuo nagato (university of
tokyo, Japan), *hitoshi yoshida (national Agricultural research center, Japan)
yocida@affrc.go.jp
floral organ identity and meristem determinacy in plants are controlled by combinations of activities mediated by mAds box genes.
AGAMoUs-liKE6 (AGl6)-like genes are MADS box genes expressed in floral tissues, but their biological functions are mostly unknown.
here, we describe an AGl6-like gene in rice (oryza sativa), MosAiC FlorAl orGAns1 (MFo1/osMAds6), that regulates floral organ
identity and floral meristem determinacy. In the flower of mfo1 mutants, the identities of palea (prophyll-like organ) and lodicule
(equivalent to petal) are disturbed, and mosaic organs were observed. Furthermore, the determinacy of the floral meristem was lost,
and extra carpels or spikelets developed in mfo1 florets. The expression patterns of floral MADS box genes were disturbed in the mutant
florets. Suppression of another rice AGl6-like gene, osMAds17, caused no morphological abnormalities in the wild-type background, but
it enhanced the phenotype in the mfo1 background, indicating that osMAds17 has a minor but redundant function with that of MFo1.
Whereas single mutants in either MFo1 or the sEpAllAtA-like gene lhs1 showed moderate phenotypes, the mfo1 lhs1 double mutant
showed a severe phenotype, including the loss of spikelet meristem determinacy. We propose that rice AGl6-like genes help to control
floral organ identity and the establishment and determinacy of the floral meristem redundantly with lhs1.
reference:
ohmori et al. (2009) plant cell 21 (10): 3008-3025.

08062
Weird fingers: functionAl AnAlysis of Wip domAin proteins
*ingo Appelhagen (chair of genome research, bielefeld university, germany), gunnar huep (chair of genome research, bielefeld
university, germany), thomas Altmann (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research, germany), bernd Weisshaar (chair
of genome research, bielefeld university, germany), martin sagasser (chair of genome research, bielefeld university, germany)
appelha@cebitec.uni-bielefeld.de
WIP proteins form a plant specific subfamily of C2H2 zinc finger (ZF) proteins with 6 members in arabidopsis. Up to now, loss of function
phenotypes have been described only for the founding member Wip1/trAnspArEnt tEstA 1 (tt1) and Wip2/no trAnsMittinG trACt
(ntt).
in this study, we used a complementation approach to functionally characterize the Wip domain which consists of four Zf motifs arrayed
in tandem. Two WIP ZFs fit well to the C2H2 consensus pattern (X2cx2cx12hx3h/c). the other two Zfs contain an atypically extended
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spacing of zinc coordinating residues. mutations in each of the motifs lead to loss of function of the protein. sv40 type nuclear localisation
signals (NLSs) were detected as part of the atypical ZF motifs. The importance of these sequences was confirmed by two new tt1 alleles
identified by TILLING, both carrying point mutations in one of the NLSs. These mutations shift the localisation pattern of corresponding
gfp fusion proteins from nucleus to cytoplasm in transfected protoplasts and lead to a decreased seed pigmentation in planta. based on
promoter swap experiments we propose that WIP factors are able to fulfil closely molecular functions and mainly differ in their expression
patterns and therefore in target specificity.
All Wip Zf motifs are conserved in the positions known to contact dnA in c2h2 Zfs. however, neither dnA binding nor other molecular
functions have been shown for WIP proteins so far. In order to identify WIP target genes, we tested several promoters of flavonoid pathway
genes in cotransfection experiments together with tt1. bAnYUls promoter activity induced by the tt2-tt8-ttg1 ternary complex was
found to be increased in the presence of tt1 whereas tt1 alone or in combination with only one of the regulators had no impact. based
on these observations we discuss molecular functions for Wip Zf proteins other than the supposed binding of dnA.

08063
A genetic dissection of homeodomAin protein trAnsport through plAsmodesmAtA.
*david Jackson (cold spring harbor lab., usA), Jing Wang (cold spring harbor lab., usA), morgan xu (cold spring harbor lab., usA)
jacksond@cshl.edu
Cell-to-cell communication is critical for cell fate specification and to coordinate development in multi-cellular organisms. A new
paradigm for such communication in plants is the selective trafficking of transcription factors and other signaling proteins and RNAs
through plasmodesmata (pds). pds are also critical for the transport of nutrients and protection against disease. We have taken an
unbiased genetic strategy to dissect the mechanism of PD trafficking.
Plant KNOX homeodomain proteins were the first found to selectively traffic through PDs, and their trafficking appears to be important
for their function in stem cell maintenance. A gain-of-function trafficking assay in Arabidopsis has been developed to demonstrate that the
c-terminal region of Knox proteins Knotted1, and that of its Arabidopsis homologs shootmeristemless and KnAt1/ brevipedicillus
is necessary and sufficient for trafficking in vivo. This system provides a simple system to understand how proteins traffic cell-to-cell, and
to isolate trafficking mutants.
As a proof of concept, a mutant with reduced trafficking has been identified, and was found to be defective in a chaperonin gene.
This gene appears to be essential for PD trafficking of some but all non-cell-autonomous proteins, and biochemical evidence suggests
a physical association between this chaperonin and homeodomain proteins. this discovery is exciting because proteins are thought to
undergo partial unfolding during PD translocation. The chaperonin mutation enhances a weak stm allele, and affects STM trafficking in the
meristem, suggesting that its function is significant and relevant to the normal function of STM. The mutants also display a leaf polarity
phenotype, suggesting they also disrupt a mobile signal that is necessary for leaf polarity. A functional characterization of the role of
chaperonins will further our understanding of developmental regulation and mechanisms of selective cell-to-cell trafficking in plants.

08064
bim1, A component of brAssinosteroid (br) signAling, is reQuired for spl8 function
*shuping xing (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), vanessa Quodt (max planck institute for plant breeding
research, germany), John W. chandler (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), rita berndtgen (max planck
institute for plant breeding research, germany), susanne hoehmann (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), yan
Zhang (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), peter huijser (max planck institute for plant breeding research,
germany)
xing@mpiz-koeln.mpg.de
As we have shown previously, the non-mir156 targeted sbp-box gene spl8 plays a role in Arabidopsis anther and ovule development
resulting in a growth condition-dependent semi-sterile phenotype of the spl8 mutant (unte et al., 2003; Zhang et al., 2007). With the
aim of a better understanding of spl8 function, we performed a yeast two-hybrid screen to identify putative spl8 interacting proteins.
For one of the identified proteins, BIM1 a bHLH protein involved in brassinosteroid signaling and embryonic patterning (Yin et al., 2005;
Chandler et al., 2009), the interaction could be confirmed in planta using bimolecular fluorescence complementation (BiFC). Although
bim1 single mutants did not display an obvious fertility problem, mutation of biM1 further reduced fertility of the spl8 mutant. to further
investigate whether SPL8 function requires BIM1, we introduced a 35s::spl8 transgene into a bim1 mutant background. At the seedling
stage, 35s::spl8 transgenics display narrower and darker-green cotyledons. strikingly, this cotyledon phenotype disappeared against the
bim1 mutant background, indicating that this ectopic SPL8 function in seedlings requires BIM1 activity. Together, our data suggest that
SPL8 requires interaction with BIM1 for its proper function in planta.

08065
rgA mediAtes ArAbidopsis tApetum development viA regulAting A plAsmA membrAne AssociAted protein, rgAt1
*xingliang hou (national university of singapore, singapore), hao yu (national university of singapore, singapore)
dbshx@nus.edu.sg
The phytohormone gibberellin (GA) plays important roles in regulating many aspects of plant development including floral organ
development, especially male fertility. gA derepresses its signaling pathway by promoting the degradation of dellA proteins, a family of
nuclear growth repressors. through genetic analysis of various combinations of null mutants of dellA proteins in ga1-3, rgA has been
identified as the most important DELLA family member involved in floral organ development. To elucidate the early molecular events
and immediate targets controlled by RGA during flower development, we performed whole-genome microarray analysis to identify genes
in response to the steroid-inducible activation of rgA in ga1-3 rgl2 rga 35s:rGA-Gr. Among the genes that were regulated by rgA,
rGAt1 encoding an unknown protein was up-regulated by induced rgA activity within 4 hours. further expression analyses demonstrated
that rGAt1 was expressed in the tapetum and may act as one of the immediate targets of rgA during the stamen development. overexpression of rGAt1 caused the delay of anther tapetum degradation, resulting in inviable pollen and subsequent low fertility with short
siliques. RGAT1-GFP fusion protein localized to the plasma membrane. These results suggest that RGAT1 may be activated by RGA and
play a negative role in modulating GA signaling pathway during flower development.

08066
the ArAbidopsis in ViVo pollEn tUbE dEFFECt 1 gene encodes A putAtive AlKAline phytocerAmidAse thAt is importAnt
for pollen tube And femAle gAmetophyte interAction
*li-yu chen (institute of genetics And developmental biology, china), Wen-Juan Zhang (institute of genetics And developmental
biology, china), dong-Qiao shi (institute of genetics And developmental biology, china), Jie liu (institute of genetics And
developmental biology, china), Wei-cai yang (institute of genetics And developmental biology, china)
lychen@genetics.ac.cn
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In flowering plants, the interaction between pollen tube and female gametophyte plays a critical role for the successful fertilization.
Here, we identified an Arabidopsis mutant, in vivo pollen tube defect 1 (ipod1), from ds transposon insertion lines. the mutant displays
an obvious phenotype of shorter siliques and a high frequency of aborted fertilization. Genetic analysis and molecular characterization
demonstrated that the phenotype is caused by a single ds insertion. heterozygous ipod1 mutants exhibit a modest reduction in seed
set compared with wild-type plants. reciprocal crosses proved that the mutation results in defects of male gametophytic function.
further phenotypic analysis demonstrated that pollen tube growth in pistil is abnormal while in vitro growth is not affected. both genetic
complementation experiments and additional t-dnA insertion allele analysis showed that the mutant phenotype is caused by the disruption
of a putative alkaline phytoceramidase, which is partially colocalized with the golgi apparatus and endoplasmic reticulum. ceramidase
carries a central role in sphingolipid metabolism in eukaryotic cells, which regulates cell proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis and
different kinds of stress responses. ipod1 gene is mainly expressed in reproductive organs. these data suggest that ipod1 functions in
the interaction between pollen tube and female gametophyte.

08067
cell lineAge determines tApetAl fAte in the ArAbidopsis Anther
*Xiaoqi Feng (University of Oxford, UK), Hugh Dickinson (University of Oxford, UK)
xiaoqi.feng@plants.ox.ac.uk
The characteristic plasticity of plant form results from the formation, in meristems, of pleuripotent cells that later acquire fates
through local signals. this cannot be the case for reproductive tissues which contain small but consistent numbers of cells. fate in animal
reproductive tissues is generally established in founder cells that follow a fixed number and pattern of division, but mutations in the plant
EXCEss MiCrosporoCYtEs1 (EMs1) signaling pathway - required for tapetum formation in the Arabidopsis anther — are reported to
result in precursor cells switching into meiocyte development, exhibiting plasticity typical of meristem-derived cells. here we show tapetal
fate to become determined very early in a group of founder cells and the EMs1 pathway to be required only for patterned proliferation
and putatively the final differentiation of this lineage. Different fate-establishment mechanisms must thus exist in plants for either ‘plastic’
somatic development, or for the formation of regularly-patterned reproductive tissues.

08068
grp23 interActs With gip2 And gip3 to determine cell division pAttern during embryogenesis in ArAbidopsis
*Xinran Li (Institute of Genetics and Developmental Biology, CAS, China), Dongqiao Shi (Institute of Genetics and Developmental
biology, cAs, china), Jie liu (institute of genetics and developmental biology, cAs, china), Weicai yang (institute of genetics and
developmental biology, cAs, china)
xrli@genetics.ac.cn
Pattern formation is a fundamental process in development. During embryogenesis in plants, embryonic patterning is reflected by
the stereotyped cell divisions and auxin gradient established early in development by the asymmetric distribution of auxin influx/efflux
carriers. molecular mechanisms controlling cell division pattern and the distribution of auxin polar transporters are being deciphered
recently through genetic approaches. nevertheless, key regulators governing embryonic pattern formation remain to be revealed. in
Arabidopsis, grp23 mutant exhibited defects in early embryo development, and twenty percent of mutant embryos displayed aberrant cell
division patterns. here, we report two grp23 interacting proteins, gip2 and gip3. they partially colocalize with grp23. gip2 is a Wd40 protein, which likely involves in the ubiquitin-mediated proteosome pathway. The orthologue of GIP3 is essential for cell polarity and
cytokinesis in yeast. in addition, the gip2 and gip3 mutants also display embryo or gametophyte lethal phenotypes. further functional
studies of these genes may provide mechanistic insights into the determination of cell division patterns during plant embryogenesis.

08069
ccg, A putAtive trAnscriptionAl regulAtor, plAy An importAnt role in the pollen tube guidAnce in ArAbidopsis.
*shan-shan Zhu (institute of genetics and developmental biology cAs, china), Jie liu (institute of genetics and developmental biology
cAs, china), Wei-cai yang (institute of genetics and developmental biology cAs, china)
zhuss@genetics.ac.cn
Unlike most animals and many lower plant species, the sperm cell of flowering plants cannot migrate unassisted and must be transported
by the pollen tube to the female gametophyte to complete fertilization. previous study showed that pollen tube guidance is controlled
by the seven-celled female gametophyte, the embryo sac. The central cell-expressed CCG gene is required for micropylar pollen tube
guidance in Arabidopsis (Chen et al., Plant Cell, 2007). CCG encodes a nuclear protein with an N-terminal conserved zinc β-ribbon domain
that is functionally interchangeable with that of tfiib in yeast. this suggests that ccg might act as a transcription regulator for pollen
tube guidance. We compared the expression pattern of A. thaliana ler and ccg mutant and found that 1093 genes are up-regulated,
while 618 genes are down-regulated in ccg mutant. the down-regulated genes are involved in diverse biological processes which include
defense response process, hormone response. By yeast two-hybrid screening, we identified a CCG interacting protein, CIP1. Whether
cip1 also functions in pollen tube guidance is being investigated. the functional study of the genes regulated by ccg and the proteins
interacting with ccg will be instrumental to understand the underlying mechanisms in the pollen tube guidance.

08070
tApping into the mechAnicAl linK of expAnsins in leAf morphogenesis
*hoe han goh (dept. Animal and plant sciences, university of sheffield, united Kingdom), nic mullin (dept. physics and
Astronomy, university of sheffield, united Kingdom), Alexis peaucelle (inrA versAilles, frAnce), Jamie hobbs (dept. physics
and Astronomy, university of sheffield, united Kingdom), Andrew fleming (dept. Animal and plant sciences, university of
sheffield, united Kingdom)
h.goh@sheffield.Ac.uK
expansins are key cell wall-loosening agents for cell expansion. Although widely implicated in many aspects of plant development, only
three out of 38 expansin genes in Arabidopsis has been functionally characterised. the fact that expansins are encoded by a large gene
family poses problems for classical reverse genetic approaches. furthermore, their role in the control of organ growth is still unclear with
often contradictory or weak correlations between expression patterns and growth rates.
My research aims are three-fold: firstly, to identify which expansins are involved and where they are expressed during leaf development.
This provides the basis for targeted knock-down of specific expansins to provide evidence for their functional role. Secondly, to understand
the cellular behaviour underlying leaf morphogenesis, i am using expansin in a chemically-inducible system as a tool to answer what
happens to leaf form when cells are restricted from expansion or are subjected to increased expansion during growth, and how the
processes of cell division and cell expansion are coordinated. Lastly, to explore atomic force microscopy (AFM) application for quantitative
analysis of cell wall mechanics, in turns, to test the in vivo outcome of altered expansin gene expression.
data will be presented on progress towards these three aims, with special reference to the development of mechanical-based models
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on the control of leaf form.

08071
Athb12, An ArAbidopsis homeobox gene, negAtively controls the elongAtion of inflorescence stems.
yoon-sun hur (sookmyung Women's university, south Korea), *sunghan Kim (sookmyung Women's university, south Korea), choongill cheon (sookmyung Women's university, south Korea)
kim.69@osu.edu
homeobox genes play crucial roles in numerous developmental processes including embryogenesis and organ development. hd-Zip
family of homeobox genes has been found only in plants, so it is thought that HD-Zips have plant-specific roles in the plant developmental
processes. Athb12 belongs to the hd-Zip class i and its expression was highly induced by abiotic and biotic stresses. in the previous
studies, we found that Athb12 expression was mainly detected in stem, petiole and leaves after AbA treatment. inducibility to AbA was
analyzed using transgenic tobacco plants harboring serial 5’ deletions of the Athb12 promoter fused to the beta—glucuronidase (gus)
gene. GUS activity was checked by fluorometric assay and real-time quantitative PCR. The longest promoter (2.1-kb) produced the
highest emzyme activity, suggesting that the promoter region between 2.1-kb and 1.5-kb contains an essential element(s) required for
AbA-induction of Athb12. A t-dnA insertion mutant of Athb12 was isolated and found to contain an insertion -293 base pairs upstream
of the transcription start site. The mutant had lower expression of ATHB12 in the stems and longer inflorescence stems compared to
the wild type. t-dnA insertion mutant also had a higher germination rate on AbA-containing media. in contrast to the athb12 mutant,
Athb12 overexpressor showed the retardation of stem elongation at early stem development. moreover, AbA treatment induced Athb12
expression in inflorescence stem and inhibited the stem growth, similarly to the phenotype of ATHB12 overexpressor. Our data suggest
that an AbA-inducible gene, Athb12, might act as a negative regulator of stem growth against the stresses.

08072
long-distAnce trAfficKing of ArAbidopsis floWering locus t rnA is sufficient to trigger florAl initiAtion
*Kuan-Ju lu (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan, r.o.c), nien-chen huang (institute of plant and
microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan, r.o.c), yu-shan liu (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan,
r.o.c), chung-An lu (department of life science, national central university, taiwan, r.o.c), tien-shin yu (institute of plant and
microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan, r.o.c)
zoar@gate.sinica.edu.tw
the concept that mrnA may act as a systemic information molecule is one of the most exciting discoveries in recent plant biology.
however, reports that demonstrate the functional significance of non-cell autonomous RNAs remain limited. Here we show that the rnA of
Arabidopsis floWering locus t (ft) acts in a non-cell autonomous manner to regulate flowering. Arabidopsis cleft-grafting experiments
showed that ft rnA undergoes long-distance movement from the stock to the scion apex. in addition, FT RNA was sufficient to cause a
cell-autonomous rnA to move over long distances, suggesting that FT RNA contains the motifs required for RNA trafficking. The FT RNA
itself acts as a part of the systemic floral signaling, because when FT protein was sequestered in companion cells, the movement of FT
RNA alone was sufficient to promote floral initiation. To examine the long-distance movement of FT RNA occurs in natural condition, we
investigated whether ft rnA is present in the phloem sap. rtpcr analysis showed that the rnA of ft homologs were detected in the
broccoli phloem sap, which suggests that ft rnA is a phloem mobile rnA. taken together, our results support the notion that the ft rnA
acts as a systemic signal to regulate floral initiation. thus, both ft rnA and protein act redundantly to provide a dosage-dependent input
that regulates floral initiation.

08073
synthesis of very long chAin fAtty Acids controls cell proliferAtion in A non-cell-Autonomous mAnner
*takashi nobusawa (graduate school of biological sciences, nAist, Japan), masaaki umeda (graduate school of biological sciences,
nAist, Japan)
t-nobusawa@bs.naist.jp
very long chain fatty acids (vlcfAs*) are fatty acids that consist of 20 or more carbons. vlcfAs and their derivatives (i.e., vlcfA-ester
and ketones) are essential for plant growth, especially for synthesis of cuticle, triacylglycerols, ceramides and phospholipids. however, it
remains unknown whether they function in controlling cell division and/or differentiation during continuous development of plants.
pasticcino2 (pas2) mutants exhibit pleiotropic phenotypes in aerial tissues, such as organ fusion, leaf curling and severe defects in
overall growth. previously bach et al. (2008)* reported that pAs2 encodes 3-hydroxy-acyl-coA dehydratase that is an essential and
limiting enzyme in vlcfA synthesis. We found that Arabidopsis seedlings treated with an inhibitor of vlcfA synthesis displayed similar
phenotypes to those of pas2 mutants; i.e., activation of cell division in the shoot apical meristem (sAm) and hypocotyls. these phenotypes
were not observed in plants with defects in cuticle formation or ceramide synthesis. moreover, we revealed that vlcfA syntheses in the
epidermis is prerequisite for controlling plant growth by limiting over-proliferation in the SAM and young leaf primordia. Taken together,
we hypothesize that vlcfA synthesis in the epidermis constitutes a homeostatic system at the shoot apex and guarantees continuous
organ formation in Arabidopsis.
*bach et al. (2008) pnAs, 105, 14727-14731

08074
GorGon, A novel missense mutAtion in the shoot MEristEMlEss gene, impAirs shoot meristem homeostAsis in
ArAbidopsis
sho takano (nara institute of science and technology (nAist), Japan), mitsuru niihama (national institute of genetics, Japan), harley
smith (center for plant cell biology, university of california, usA), masao tasaka (nara institute of science and technology (nAist),
Japan), *mitsuhiro Aida (nara institute of science and technology (nAist), Japan)
m-aida@bs.naist.jp
in higher plants, nearly all above ground organs are derived from the shoot meristem. We isolated the recessive Arabidopsis mutant
gorgon (gor), which displays continuous enlargement of the shoot meristem during postembryonic development. We mapped the gor
mutation and identified a missense mutation in shoot MEristEMlEss (stM), a homeobox gene required for shoot meristem formation
and maintenance. in contrast to gor, known loss-of-function mutants of stM display severe reduction of the meristem, suggesting that
gor represents a novel stM allele whose effect on shoot meristem development is opposite to that of other loss-of-function alleles.
transformation of a wild-type genomic fragment of stM into the gor background completely rescued the gor phenotype whereas the
same fragment but with the gor mutation recapitulated the mutant phenotype when introduced into a loss-of-function allele of stM.
these results demonstrate that the missense mutation in stM is responsible for the gor mutant phenotype. We analyzed the relationship
between the gor and the other regulators of the shoot meristem. Based on the results, the significance of the gor mutation in the
regulation of shoot development will be discussed.
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08075
the AnAphAse-promoting complex (Apc) Affects hormone-regulAted development in ArAbidopsis
*donna lindsay (university of saskatchewan, canada), spike postnikoff (university of saskatchewan, canada), peta bonham-smith
(university of saskatchewan, canada), gordon gray (university of saskatchewan, canada), troy harkness (university of saskatchewan,
canada)
donna.lindsay@usask.ca
Initially identified for its role in regulating mitotic progression, the evolutionarily conserved Anaphase-Promoting Complex (APC) E3
ubiquitin ligase serves to target specific proteins for degradation and is associated with multiple pathways affecting cell biology, including
genomic stability and longevity. composed of eight to 13 highly conserved proteins in eukaryotes little is known of the role of the Apc,
and its individual subunits, in plants. The first APC subunit to be examined crystallographically,ApC10 is believed to play a direct role in
targeting substrates for ubiquitination processes. The present study, featuring a phenotypic screen of over-expressing and knock-down
ApC10 transgenic Arabidopsis plants, supports a role for the Apc in hormone regulation of plant development, including altered embryo,
seedling, mature plant and flower morphology, histology and growth rate. Analysis of transcript levels of auxin and ethylene response
genes indicates a coincident effect on pathways regulated by the scf, another e3 ligase essential to cell processes. A mechanism for the
role of Apc in auxin regulation of plant development is proposed.

08076
FrUit-loop modulAtes fruit development in ArAbidopsis
*nayelli marsch-martinez (langebio, cinvestAv-ipn, irapuato, gto., mexico), victor m. Zuniga-mayo (langebio, cinvestAv-ipn,
irapuato, gto., mexico), pieter b.f. ouwerkerk (leiden university, the netherlands), raffaella greco (parco tecnologico padano, italy),
suzanne J.h. Kuijt (leiden university, the netherlands), Annemarie h. meijer (leiden university, the netherlands), Andy pereira
(virginia bioinformatics institute, usA), stefan de folter (langebio, cinvestAv-ipn, mexico)
nmarsch@ira.cinvestav.mx
the Arabidopsis fruit is composed by stigma, style, ovary and gynophore. the ovary consists of two valves, and their margins separate
them from the replum which is the outer part of the septum, a tissue that separates the ovary in two halves. fruit patterning and
development are regulated by a network of modulators which, with clockwork precision, guide the correct temporal and spatial expression
of each player. findings that reveal new nodes and functions of this complex network provide a deeper understanding about fruit
development. one of these new nodes is represented by the mutant fruit-loop (flp) which promotes increased replum size. it also activates
bp/KnAt1, a homeobox transcription factor that is also expressed in the replum and, together with PNY/RPL, defines it by repressing
other non-replum genes.

08077
moleculAr AnAlysis of the tWistEd mutAnt
irepan reyes olalde (langebio, cinvestAv-ipn, mexico), nayelli marsch martinez (langebio, cinvestAv-ipn, mexico), Antonio
chalfun-Junior (departamento de biologia, universidade federal de lavras, brasil), rocio escobar guzman (langebio, cinvestAv-ipn,
mexico), Andy pereira (virginia bioinformatics institute, usA), gerco Angenent (plant research international, the netherlands), *stefan
de folter (langebio, cinvestAv-ipn, mexico)
sdfolter@ira.cinvestav.mx
the correct temporal and spatial coordination of the division and elongation of cells is important for plant growth. helical growth pattern
is the result of a continuously tilted growth axis as cells grow. different factors regulate helical growth such as auxins, microtubules, and
microtubule associated proteins. twisted (twt1-d) is a gain-of-function mutant obtained by activation-tagging using the En-i transposon
system (Marsch-Martinez et al., 2002). In this mutant all organs are twisted with a more severe phenotype in the siliques. Moreover, this
mutant shows a reduction in leaf vein formation and an open reticulum pattern. furthermore, a change in auxin distribution is suggested
by a change in the dr5:gus auxin response marker. the latest results will be presented.

08078
novel function of nucleus-encoding chloroplAst protein in the nucleus
*suyeong Jeong (postech, Korea), hyunmo choi (postech, Korea), Jong sang ryu (postech, Korea), hong gil nam (postech,
Korea)
yuchi@postech.ac.kr
in plant life cycle, light is one of the most important factors. light not only energy source for photosynthesis but also play pivotal roles
as environment stimuli. Key players in light signal transduction include phytochromes, which act as photoreceptor.
here we used a one-step co-ip method to isolate the interactomes that form during different light conditions with the phytochromeb
in a phyb-overexpressing transgenic Arabidopsis line. one of the interaction partners is nucleus-encoded chloroplast protein. though
chloroplast protein, we can see the nucleus localization image by gfp fusion. We also test photoresponses in loss-of function mutant.
fluence-rate response curves for inhibition of hypocotyls growth revealed that loss-of-function mutant were hyposensitive.
therefore, we suggest that chloroplast protein also have another function in nucleus.

08079
polArity control in stAmen development in rice
*taiyo toriba (graduated school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), takuya suzaki (national institute for basic biology, Japan),
takahiro yamaguchi (national institute for basic biology, Japan), hirokazu tsukaya (graduated school of science, the university of
tokyo, Japan), hiro-yuki hirano (graduated school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan)
taiyo@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Floral organs are considered to be modified leaves. The morphology of the stamen, however, differs apparently from that of the leaf.
The stamen consists of a laterally symmetrical anther and a radially symmetrical filament. Regulatory mechanisms of these symmetrical
patterns in the stamen remain unclear.
We found a novel rice mutant, named rod-like lemma1 (rol1), in which adaxial-abaxial polarity in the floral organs was compromised.
using this mutant, we obtained a new insight into the relationships between the stamen patterning and adaxial-abaxial polarity in
rice. in rol1 mutant, defects in anther patterning were observed from an early developmental stage. morphological analysis revealed
that the polarity defect is closely associated with formation of a theca consisting of two pollen sacs and suggested that the theca was
a developmental unit of the anther. next, we investigated spatial expression patterns of the marker genes for the abaxial or adaxial
identity. the results revealed that a marked change occurred in the expression patterns of both marker genes during anther development,
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although complementary expression pattern of the two marker genes was maintained. After this change, the expression patterns of
the two maker genes seemed to be associated with theca development. based on these observations, we hypothesized that a polarity
along the adaxial-abaxial axis may be rearranged in the anther primordium at the early stage of stamen development, and that after the
rearrangement, subsequent anther development may proceed according to a new polarity formed in a theca. Morphological analyses of
anther development in rol1 mutant support this hypothesis. In contrast to the anther, the filament is likely to develop by abaxialization.

08080
Auxin-inducible lbd/Asl members regulAte lAterAl root formAtion
*tatsuaki goh (graduate school of science, Kobe university, Japan), tetsuro mimura (graduate school of science, Kobe university,
Japan), hidehiro fukaki (graduate school of science, Kobe university, Japan)
goh@port.kobe-u.ac.jp
lateral root (lr) formation is important for the construction of root system in vascular plants. Auxin promotes lr formation, which
is initiated from asymmetric cell divisions of the protoxylem pericycle in most dicot roots. in Arabidopsis, two Auxin response factors
(Arf7 and Arf19) and several Aux/iAAs regulate lr formation through auxin-mediated gene expression. it has been shown that lateral
organ boundaries domain 16/Asymmetric leaves2-like 18 (lbd16/Asl18) and lbd29/Asl16 genes act for lr formation as direct targets
of Arf7/19 (okushima et al., 2007, plant cell). from detailed expression analysis using lbd16-gfp, we observed that lbd16/Asl18 was
mainly expressed at LR initiation sites in three cell files of protoxylem pericycle and that the expression started before the first anticlinal
cell divisions. in addition to lbd16/29, the other three auxin-inducible lbd/Asl members (lbd17/Asl15, lbd18/Asl20 and lbd33/
Asl24) were expressed at lr initiation sites but no obvious phenotypes were observed in the each single knockout mutant of lbd16
and other lbd/Asls, strongly suggesting functional redundancy of these lbd/Asl members in lr formation. We will also present the
phenotypes of the transgenic plants expressing lbd16-srdx.

08081
the subunits of chromAtin Assembly fActor-1 Are involved in the estAblishment of the AdAxiAl-AbAxiAl polArity of
leAves on the As2 And As1 bAcKgrounds in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*nanako ishibashi (nagoya university, Japan), masamiki yajima (nagoya university, Japan), yoshihisa ueno (nagoya university, Japan),
chiyoko machida (chubu university, Japan), yasunori machida (nagoya university, Japan)
ishibashi@bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp
loss-of-function mutations in the Asymmetric leAves1 (As1) and As2 genes affect leaf morphology in Arabidopsis thaliana. these
mutants show similar phenotype, such as the formation of asymmetrically lobed and downwardly curled leaves. on certain mutant
backgrounds, the as1 and as2 mutants show the defects in the adaxial-abaxial polarity. the As1 gene encodes a protein containing
two myb repeats. The AS2 gene encodes a plant-specific protein with a domain containing a cysteine repeat and a leucine-zipper-like
sequence. Though the molecular structures of AS1 and AS2 are well characterized, these molecular functions are poorly understood. The
single mutants that show the abaxialized and filamentous leaves on the as1 and as2 mutant backgrounds tend to exhibit the pointed and
flattened leaves. In this study, we investigated whether the other mutants exhibiting the pointed and flattened leaves show the defects in
the adaxial-abaxial polarity of leaves on the as1 and as2 backgrounds. We found that the mutations in genes for the subunits of chromatin
Assembly factor-1 (cAf-1), fAsciAtA1 (fAs1) and fAs2, affect on the leaf polarity synergistically with as1 and as2 mutations. mutants
of the FAS1 and FAS2 show the pointed and flattened leaves. Double mutants, as1 fas1, as1 fas2 and as2 fas2, exhibited the abaxialized
and filamentous leaves. These results suggest that the function of CAF-1 is required for the establishment of the adaxial-abaxial polarity
of leaves. fAs1 and fAs2 are functional homologues of human cAf-1 p150 and p60 subunits. cAf-1 is a histone chaperone that
facilitates chromatin formation and the maintenance of specific chromatin states and CAF-1 is required for DNA replication, DNA repair
and homologous recombination. We will discuss the relationship between the function of cAf-1, As1 and As2 and the adaxial-abaxial
polarity of leaves.

08082
seed dormAncy in ArAbidopsis reQuires binding of multiple isoforms of the dog1 proteins
*Kazumi nakabayashi (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), melanie bartsch (max planck institute for plant
breeding research, germany), Wim soppe (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany)
nakabaya@mpiz-koeln.mpg.de
dElAY oF GErMinAtion 1 (doG1) was identified as a major determinant of natural variation for seed dormancy between the
accessions ler and cvi of Arabidopsis thaliana. the gene was cloned and encodes a protein of unknown function. doG1 is predominantly
expressed in seeds. mutant alleles of doG1 are completely non-dormant implicating that doG1 is absolutely required for the induction
of seed dormancy.
doG1 is alternatively spliced into five different transcripts, resulting in three protein isoforms. We have taken a transgenic
complementation approach to check the functionality of these isoforms and found that none of the single isoforms driven by the native
promoter was able to complement the non-dormant phenotype of the dog1 mutant. however, transformants that can produce all three
isoforms do complement, suggesting that multiple isoforms would be necessary for the dog1 function.
A yeast-two-hybrid assay revealed that all three forms of the dog1 protein from alternative splicing are able to bind to each other.
Using a combination of truncated DOG1 proteins and alanine-scanning, we identified a single alanine-substitution that significantly
reduced binding-efficiency. We tested if the doG1 genomic fragment with this substitution was able to complement the dog1 mutant,
and found that transformants with the substitution-mutation are less dormant than the ones with the wild-type genomic fragment. All
together, our data suggest that self-binding of multiple isoforms is necessary for the full function of dog1 protein in dormancy induction
in Arabidopsis.

08083
criticAl Amino Acid chAnges convert A florAl promoter into repressor
*William Wing-ho ho (max planck institute for developmental biology, germany), detlef Weigel (max planck institute for
developmental biology, germany)
whhowhho@gmail.com
Phosphatidylethanolamine binding protein (PEBP) is a ubiquitous protein family showing distinctive functionality, among which,
floWering locus t (ft) and terminAl floWer 1 (tfl1) are two representatives of the plantae. though sharing the same origin and
structural topology, FT and TFL1 are opposite in function, in which FT promotes while TFL1 inhibits flowering. By means of exonic swapping,
a BC surface encoded by two interim segments of their exon four sitting close to the previously identified anion binding pocket was found
to be critical to their respective promoting and repressing ability, but the residues involved and their exact way of interaction still remain
a mystery. To better understand the machinery underlying plant PEBPs and to figure out by how, the interplay of this antagonistic pair
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can trigger the plant reproductive switch, as a pilot, we adopted random mutagenesis to introduce point mutation into the FT sequence.
then by overexpressing and assessing the functional retainment of around 36000 mutated versions of fts under the Arabidopsis thaliana
background, here we report a successful identification of 20 sets of critical amino acid changes that exert a profound impact on the floral
promoting ability of FT, among which, 13 sets of these overexpressors can reproducibly show the late flowering phenotype and growth
indeterminacy, those are typical to that of TFL1, but not to FT. Further, as more than 80% of these mutations involved a significant while
consistent change in side chain properties, linkage has implied and this maybe the first clue on showing by how, this orthologous pair of
plant PEBPs be determined and functions as either a floral promoter or repressor, by which modulating such critical time of switch.

08084
cdr1 sinA e3 ligAse regulAtes the speed of mitotic cell cycle progression
*naoki takahashi (riKen plant science center, Japan), barbara berckmans (vib/ghent university, belgium), geert de Jaeger (vib/
ghent university, belgium), dirk inzé (vib/ghent university, belgium), lieven de veylder (vib/ghent university, belgium), minami
matsui (riKen plant science center, Japan)
naoki@psc.riken.jp
All eukaryotic cells replicate their nuclear dnA in a conserved manner, whereby the parent molecule is unwound and each dnA strand
becomes the template for nascent dnA synthesis. here we show that in in silico analysis for genes coexpressed with dnA replication
genes, CoEXprEssEd With dnA rEpliCAtion 1 (Cdr1 ) gene was identified as a novel cell cycle regulator. Cdr1 gene is highly
coexpressed with dnA replication genes such as pcnAs, mcms, dnA primase, and etg1. plants lacking the Cdr1 gene had large leaves
due to increase of cell number. Mitotic cell cycle progression was significantly faster in Cdr1-deficient leaf. Conversely, overexpression of
this gene caused severe cell cycle defect, indicating that cdr1 arrests mitotic cell cycle progression. cdr1 encoded sinA e3 ligase protein
that has been mainly associated with ubiquitin-dependent proteolysis. Cdr1 gene was strongly expressed in dividing tissues such as shoot
apex. this expression was controlled by e2f transcription factors, as shown by upregulation in e2fa/dpa overexpressing plants and the
presence of e2f binding cis-element in the Cdr1 promoter. interestingly, cdr1 protein was primarily localized in the nucleus, while the
protein was regulated posttranscriptionally through 26s proteasomal degradation. based on mutant characterization and gene structure,
we postulate that cdr1 mediates mitotic cell cycle regulation through the degradation of cell cycle regulators.

08085
A role for lorelei, A putAtive glycosylphosphAtidylinositol-Anchored protein, in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA double
fertiliZAtion And eArly seed development
*tatsuya tsukamoto (university of Arizona, u.s.A.), yuan Qin (university of Arizona, u.s.A.), yiding huang (university of Arizona,
u.s.A.), damayanthi dunatunga (university of Arizona, u.s.A.), ravishankar palanivelu (university of Arizona, u.s.A.)
tsukamot@email.arizona.edu
In plants, double fertilization requires successful sperm cell delivery in the female gametophyte followed by migration, recognition
and fusion of the two sperm cells with two female gametes. We isolated a null allele (lre-5) of lorElEi (At4g26466), which encodes a
putative glycosylphosphatidylinositol (gpi)-anchored protein implicated in pollen tube reception by the female gametophyte. Although
most lre-5 female gametophytes do not allow pollen tube reception, in those that do, early seed development is delayed. A fraction of lre5/lre-5 seeds underwent abortion due to female gametophyte defect(s). the aborted seeds contained endosperm but no zygote/embryo,
reminiscent of autonomous endosperm development in the pollen tube reception mutants scylla and sirene. however, unpollinated lre5/lre-5 ovules did not initiate autonomous endosperm development and endosperm development in aborted seeds began after central cell
fertilization. thus, the egg cell likely remained unfertilized in aborted lre-5/lre-5 seeds. the lre-5/lre-5 ovules that remain undeveloped
due to defective pollen tube reception did not induce synergid degeneration and repulsion of supernumerary pollen tubes. in ovules,
lorElEi is expressed during pollen tube reception, double fertilization and early seed development. Arabidopsis genome contains three
lorElEi-like-Gpi-anchored protein (llG) genes (llG1-At5g56170, llG2-At2g20700 and llG3-At4g28280). null mutants of llG1, the
closest relative of lorElEi among three Arabidopsis llG genes are fully fertile and did not enhance reproductive defects in lre-5/lre-5
pistils suggesting that llg1 function is not redundant with that of lorelei in the female gametophyte. our results show that, besides
pollen tube reception, lorelei also functions during double fertilization and early seed development.

08086
A pro-rich extensin-liKe receptor KinAse regulAtes ArAbidopsis root hAir groWth
*changfa lin (department of biological sciences, seoul national university, south Korea), hyung-taeg cho (department of biological
sciences, seoul national university, south Korea)
afterlin@gmail.com
root hairs are tip-growing tubes that emerge from the root trichoblast cell. during the past decade, Arabidopsis root hairs have been a
model system for studying the mechanisms of cellular morphogenesis. in plants there are more than 1000 protein kinases and hundreds
of receptor-like protein kinases (rlKs) which are involved in diverse development processes. however, few rlKs have been implicated
in root hair morphogenesis. ROOT HAIR SPECIFIC10 (RHS10) is a root hair cell-specific RLK with Pro-rich extensin-like regioins. Loss of
rhs10 (rhs10) grew longer hairs than did wild type and its overexpressioin (rhs10ox) greatly inhibited hair growth. the defect in root
hair growth of rhs10ox transformants could not be rescued by exogenous auxin, Acc (the ethylene precursor), or separation of the root
from the medium. to localize the rhs10 gene in the genetic pathway for root hair morphogenesis, genetic crossings between rhs10 (and
rhs10ox line) and other known root hair-morphogenetic mutants were carried out. A gfp fusion of rhs10 localizes mainly to the plasma
membrane in the root hair cell. these results suggest that the rhs10 kinase may function as an rlK to relay certain signaling cue from
the cell wall so as to modulate the root hair growth rate.
this study was supported by grants from Kosef, cfgc, and biogreen 21.

08087
possible regulAtion of orgAn elongAtion And chlorophyll AccumulAtion by circAdiAn clocK proteins lhy And ccA1
in ArAbidopsis
*Kana miyata (gene research center, university of tsukuba, Japan), shunji suzuki (gene research center, university of tsukuba),
Kanae niinuma (psc, riKen, Japan, Japan), riichiro yoshida (niAs, Japan), haruna sugiyama (gene research center, university
of tsukuba, Japan), taro Atsumi (gene research center, university of tsukuba, Japan), tsuyoshi mizoguchi (gene research center,
university of tsukuba, Japan)
miyatanon@yahoo.co.jp
circadian clock in higher plants regulates various phenomena. two related myb proteins, lAte elongAted hypocotyl (lhy) and
circAdiAn clocK AssociAted 1 (ccA1) and several other proteins are key regulators of the clock-controll processes in Arabidopsis.
under constant light (ll), lhy;cca1 which exhibited severe defects in clock function, shows late flowering, semi-dwarf and dark green leaf
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phenotypes. mutations in genes encoding a mAds-box protein short vegetAtive phAse (svp) or a clock protein eArly floWering 3
(ELF3) partially suppressed the late flowering phenotype of lhy;cca1 under ll. however, molecular mechanisms underlying the semi-dwarf
or dark green leaf phenotypes of lhy;cca1 under ll have not been elucidated.
to reveal the regulation of organ elongation by circadian clock, genetic screening of enhancers with shorter hypocotyls and petioles than
those of lhy;cca1 was performed. 8 enhancers were further characterized and named petanko1-8 (pta1-8). genetic mapping showed that
pta1, pta5 and pta8 were novel mutant alleles of brassinosteroid (br) biosynthesis genes rotUndiFoliA 3 (rot3), dWArF 4 (dWF4) and
dWArF 1 (dWF1), respectively. Interestingly all of these mutations enhanced not only the semi-dwarf but also late flowering phenotypes
of lhy;cca1 under ll, suggesting that br signaling may play key roles in the phenotypes of lhy;cca1 under ll.
recently, we have found that both chlorophyll content and a/b ratio in lhy;cca1 varied with photoperiodic conditions, whereas both of
them were constant in wild type. to understand the molecular mechanism underlying the clock-controll regulation of chlorophyll, genetic
analysis were performed and several mutations that suppressed lhy;cca1 phenotypes were identified. A hypothetical models explaining
the regulation of lhy and ccA1 will be discussed.

08088
expression AnAlysis of the droopinG lEAF (dl) gene thAt promotes midrib formAtion in rice And its ApplicAtion to
improvement of plAnt Architecture.
*yoshihiro ohmori (grad. sch. sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), hiroyuki hirano (grad. sch. sci., univ. tokyo, Japan)
syohmori@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
the droopinG lEAF (dl) gene regulates midrib formation in the leaf and carpel specification in the flower in rice (oryza sativa).
midrib is a strong structure formed in the central region of the leaf. loss-of-function mutant of dl fail to form midribs. in addition, severe
mutations in dl cause homeotic transformation of carpels into stamens in the flower. Thus, dl has critical functions in rice development.
consistent with its mutant phenotype, dl is expressed in the central region of the leaf primordia, where midrib should be formed, and in
the carpel primordia in flower development.
the dl mutants that lack the midrib show drooping leaf phenotype, suggesting that the midrib is responsible for the erectness of the
leaf. leaf erectness is one of the agronomically important traits in rice, because this characteristic is associated with an increase in light
capture for photosynthesis and dense planting.
here, we focus on the regulatory mechanism of dl expression and correlation between dl function and midrib formation. first,
we found five conserved non-coding sequences (CNSs) in 5’ upstream region and two introns (intron 1 and 2) of the dl orthologs by
phylogenetic footprinting analysis. Second, we performed GUS reporter analysis in rice by referring to the five CNSs, to identify cisregulatory regions for dl expression. As a result, we found several cis-regulatory regions that required for precise expression of dl in the
leaf. based on the results of expression analysis, we expressed precisely an active version of dl protein (dl-vp16). the transgenic rice
carrying dl-vp16 produced more erect leaves, the midrib of witch was larger than that of wild-type leaves. this result is consistent with
our hypothesis that the size of midrib depends on the function of dl and raises a possibility that manipulation of dl function can improve
rice plant architecture for agronomical use.

08089
emf1-interActing proteins thAt mAintAin ArAbidopsis vegetAtive development
hee-yeon park (pusan national university, south Korea), *hye-yeon seok (pusan national university, south Korea), sun-ho Kim (pusan
national university, south Korea), sun-young lee (university of ulsan, south Korea), Z. renee sung (university of california, berkeley,
usA), yong-hwan moon (pusan national university, south Korea)
moonyh@pusan.ac.kr
EMbrYoniC FloWEr (EMF) 1 gene is necessary for the maintenance of vegetative development via epigenetic repression of flower
homeotic genes. to investigate the molecular mechanism of EMF1-mediated vegetative development, we identified the proteins that
physically interacted with emf1 in yeast cells, in vitro and in plant cells. the function of three emf1-interacting proteins (emf1ips),
EMF1IP1, 6 and 9, predicted to be a WNK kinase, a B-box zinc-finger protein and a DnaJ-domain protein, respectively, were investigated.
the heterodimers between emf1 and emf1ip1, 6 or 9 were localized in the nucleus. interestingly, emf1 interacted with emf2 via emf1ip9
in the nucleus, forming an emf1-emf1ip9-emf2 protein complex. expression patterns of EMF1ip1, 6 and 9 were similar to that of EMF1.
t-dnA insertion mutants of EMF1ip1 and EMF1ip9 flowered early. Like early-flowering plants with impaired EMF1 activity, these mutants
expressed floral organ identity genes, i.e., pistAllAtA and AGAMoUs, before flowering. Taken together, our results suggest EMF1IP1 and
emf1ip9 acting in partnership with emf1 to maintain vegetative development in Arabidopsis.

08090
functionAl AnAlysis of Fon1-liKe genes in rice development
*Wakana tanaka (university of tokyo, Japan), masako ohneda (university of tokyo, Japan), takuya suzaki (national institute for basic
biology, Japan), hiro-yuki hirano (university of tokyo, Japan)
tanaka-wakana@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
The proper differentiation and maintenance of stem cells are critical for the organ formation at shoot and flower meristems in plants. In
Arabidopsis thaliana, clAvAtA (clv) signaling, including clv1, which encodes a leucine-rich repeat receptor like kinase, a small-peptide
clv3 and the homeodomain-containing transcription factor WuschAel (Wus) plays a central roles in these processes. We revealed that
FlorAl orGAn nUMbEr1 (Fon1) and Fon2 closely related to Arabidopsis ClV1 and ClV3 regulate the maintenance of the reproductive
meristems in rice, a model monocot (suzaki et al., 2004, 2006). unlike the clv mutants in Arabidopsis, however, no abnormalities were
observed in the vegetative phase even in the severe fon1 and fon2 mutants (nagasawa et al., 1996; suzaki et al., 2004, 2006). these
results suggest that a regulatory mechanism redundant to fon1-fon2 pathway is present to maintain the vegetative meristem in rice.
In this study, we focused on the genes encoding LRR receptor kinase, closely related to FON1. First, we identified five Fon1-like genes
(Fol1, 2, 3, 4, and 5) by a BLAST search using the FON1 sequence as a query. We then analyzed the phylogenetic relationship of FON1like proteins among several species. As a result, phylogenetic tree indicates FOL1, 2 and 3 are classified into the BAM1 (for BARELY ANY
MERISTEM) and BAM2 clade, while FOL4 and 5 are classified into the BAM3 clade. We also undertook some experiments to characterize
the roles of these genes. From spatial expression analysis, it is suggested that these genes seem to have functionally diversified.

08091
phenotypic AnAlyses of double KnocKout mutAnt for Atl31 And Atl6, Which encode c/n regulAtory ubiQuitin ligAse
in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*shugo maekawa (faculty of science and graduate school of life science, hokkaido university, Japan), takeo sato (faculty of science
and graduate school of life science, hokkaido university, Japan), shigetaka yasuda (faculty of science and graduate school of life
science, hokkaido university, Japan), yukie domeki (faculty of science and graduate school of life science, hokkaido university,
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Japan), Junji yamaguchi (faculty of science and graduate school of life science, hokkaido university, Japan)
mae-shu@mail.sci.hokudai.ac.jp
In higher plants, metabolisms of sugar (C) and nitrogen (N) are mutually regulated. To clarify the C/N regulator, we identified novel
Arabidopsis c/n regulatory gene Atl31. ATL family encodes RING-type ubiquitin ligase and consists of 80 members in Arabidopsis. Among
them, Atl6 is the most similar to the Atl31 at the amino acid level. c/n stress assay demonstrated that plants overexpressing the Atl31
and Atl6 are insensitive to c/n stress conditions, whereas the single knockout mutants are hypersensitive. to investigate the functions
of both genes, we generated double knockout mutant atl31 atl6. the double mutant showed the transient chlorosis of true leaves and
promotion of primary root elongation. here we report to characterize the atl31 atl6 mutant by phenotypic analyses. how both genes
contribute to c/n response in plants will be discussed.

08092
studies on ArAbidopsis ubiQuitin ligAse Atl31 And the interActing proteins
*shigetaka yasuda (faculty of science and graduate school of life science, hokkaido university, Japan), takeo sato (faculty of science
and graduate school of life science, hokkaido university, Japan), shugo maekawa (faculty of science and graduate school of life
science, hokkaido university), yutaka Asada (faculty of science and graduate school of life science, hokkaido university, Japan), Junji
yamaguchi (faculty of science and graduate school of life science, hokkaido university, Japan)
antian.shengui@mail.sci.hokudai.ac.jp
plants sense balance of carbon (c) and nitrogen (n) metabolites to regulate metabolism and development, which is called c/n response.
However, mechanism of the C/N response remains unclear. We identified the novel C/N response regulator ATL31, an ubiquitin ligase,
and demonstrated that the ubiquitin ligase activity is essential for the C/N response. Ubiquitin ligases recognize specific proteins to be
degraded by the ubiquitin-proteasome system. To identify target proteins of the ATL31, we tried to isolate the interacting proteins by
combination of immunoprecipitation and MS analysis. As a result, candidates for the interacting protein were identified. We are now
investigating the detailed interactions between the Atl31 and the interacting proteins by biochemical analyses. here, we will report these
results.

08093
WereWolf And cAprice determine the cell fAte by competing With eAch other in the ArAbidopsis root epidermis
*Jae hyo song (depArtment of biology, yonsei university, KoreA), sang-Kee song (depArtment of biology, yonsei
university, KoreA), Kook hui ryu (depArtment of biology, yonsei university, KoreA), yeon hee Kang (depArtment of
biology, yonsei university, KoreA), John schiefelbein (department of mcdb, university of michigan, usA), myeong min lee
(depArtment of biology, yonsei university, KoreA)
songjaehyo@naver.com
WereWolf (Wer), a myb-type transcription factor is known to play a pivotal role in specifying the fates of root epidermal cells of
Arabidopsis based on the previous molecular genetic studies. However, it is difficult to fully understand how WER functions in this genetic
pathway because the over-expression of WER under the control of cauliflower mosaic virus 35S (CaMV 35S) promoter failed to induce
any discernible phenotype in the wild-type background. In this study, we have identified several enhancer trap promoters inducing
distinctive hairless phenotypes by using the gAl4-pUAs:WEr trans-activation system. We show that the ectopic expression of Wer,
exhibiting a strong hairless phenotype, positively regulates the expression of GlAblA2 (Gl2) and AtMYb23, genes specifying the non-hair
cell fate, as well as the expressing CApriCE (CpC), a gene specifying hair cell fate. Wer directly enhances the expression of Gl2 by the
interaction with specific cis-elements located in the Gl2 promoter. Wer negatively regulates the expression of EnhAnCEr oF GlAblA3
(EGl3) and AtMYC1. We also have found that WER requires GL3 and EGL3, bHLH proteins for its proper function while it does not require
trAnspArEnt tEstA GlAblA1, a Wd40 protein. furthermore, we show that the ectopically expressed cpc by a gAl4-uAs system,
exhibiting strong hairy phenotype, suppresses the phenotype induced by Wer whereas p35s:CpC does not. both Wer and cpc interact
with gl3 and egl3 proteins in vivo. these results suggest that Wer and cpc determine the cell fate in a dosage sensitive manner by
competing with each other in the regulation of gl2 expression in Arabidopsis roots.

08094
rlf, A cytochrome b5-liKe heme/steroid binding domAin protein, controls lAterAl root formAtion independently of
Arf7/19-mediAted Auxin signAling in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*yoshifumi ikeyama (graduate school of biological sciences, nara institute of science and technology, Japan), masao tasaka (graduate
school of biological sciences, nara institute of science and technology, Japan), hidehiro fukaki (department of biology, graduate
school of science, Kobe university, Japan, Japan)
y-ikeyam@bs.naist.jp
lateral root (lr) formation is important for the establishment of root architecture in higher plants. recent studies have revealed that lr
formation is regulated by an auxin signaling pathway that depends on auxin response factors Arf7 and Arf19, and auxin/indole-3-acetic
acid (Aux/iAA) proteins including solitAry-root (slr)/iAA14. to understand the molecular mechanisms of lr formation, we isolated a
recessive mutant rlf (reduced lateral root formation) in Arabidopsis thaliana. the rlf-1 mutant showed reduction of not only emerged lrs
but also lr primordia. Analyses using cell-cycle markers indicated that the rlf-1 mutation inhibits the first pericycle cell divisions involved
in lr initiation. the rlf-1 mutation did not affect auxin-induced root growth inhibition but did affect lr formation over a wide range of
auxin concentrations. however, the rlf-1 mutation had almost no effect on auxin-inducible expression of lAtErAl orGAn boUndAriEsdoMAin16/AsYMMEtriC lEAVEs2-liKE18 (lbd16/Asl18) and lbd29/Asl16 genes, which are downstream targets of Arf7/19 for lr
formation. these results indicate that Arf7/19-mediated auxin signaling is not blocked by the rlf-1 mutation. We found that the rlf gene
encodes At5g09680, a protein with a cytochrome b5-like heme/steroid binding domain. rlF is ubiquitously expressed in almost all organs,
and the protein localizes in the cytosol. these results, together with analysis of the genetic interaction between the rlf-1 and arf7/19
mutations, indicate that rlf is a cytosolic protein that positively controls the early cell divisions involved in lr initiation, independent of
Arf7/19-mediated auxin signaling.

08095
polAr-locAliZed mAb4 subfAmily proteins retAin pin proteins in the plAsmA membrAne
*norihito sakamoto (nara institute of science and technology (nAist), Japan), masahiko furutani (nara institute of science and
technology (nAist), Japan), masao tasaka (nara institute of science and technology (nAist), Japan)
n-sakamoto@bs.naist.jp
the local, asymmetric distribution of the phytohormon auxin controls many developmental processes. this auxin distribution is
established by polar auxin transport that is dependent on polar-localized auxin efflux carriers, PIN-FORMED (PIN) proteins. Recently, a
nonphototrophic hypocotyl 3 (nph3)-like protein, mAcchi-bou 4/enhAncer of pinoid (mAb4/enp), has been reported to regulate
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polar auxin transport through the control of subcelluar localization of pin1 proteins in cotyledon development. MAb4 has four paralogues,
named MAb4/Enp liKE (MEl) 1, MEl2, MEl3 and MEl4. mel1 mel2 mel3 mel4 quadruple mutants exhibit abnormal gravitropism like
pin2 mutants, although each single mutant does not exhibit any phenotypes in root gravitropism. In root tips of quadruple mutants, PIN2
abundance was severely reduced and pin2 polarization was weakened. to investigate the mechanism by which the MAb4 subfamily genes
regulate pin2 localization, we used pharmacological approaches in pin2-gfp expressing mutants. When treated with bfA or wortmannin,
pin2 protein accumulated in induced intracellular compartments of mel1 mel2 mel3 mel4 roots, as well as wild-type roots. furthermore,
when bfA was washed out, the bfA compartments were disappeared and pin2-gfp was normally reverted to the plasma membrane in
the mutants. these results suggest that the MAb4 subfamily genes are not involved in intracellular trafficking of PIN2 proteins. Meanwhile,
the mAb4 subfamily proteins are localized at the cell periphery with polarity in plant cells. the mAb4 polarity is almost identical to pin
polarity. however, peripheral mAb4 localization did not change by treatment with bfA, indicating that the mAb4 subfamily proteins do not
exist in intracellular compartment and that their functional domain is limited to cell periphery. taken together, it is suggested that the
mAb4 subfamily proteins would retain pin proteins with polarity in the plasma membrane.

08096
Amino Acid seQuences thAt Are reQuired for locAliZAtion of Asymmetric leAves2 (As2) to the sub-nucleolAr body
AdJAcent to the nucleolus
*lilan luo (nagoya university, Japan), sayuri Ando (chubu university, Japan), michiko sasabe (nagoya university, Japan), hidekazu
iwakawa (chubu university, Japan), yoshihisa ueno (nagoya university, Japan), chiyoko machida (chubu university, Japan), yasunori
machida (nagoya university, Japan)
luolilan@bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp
AsYMMEtriC lEAVEs2 (As2) gene is one of key regulators of morphogenesis of leaves in Arabidopsis thaliana. it encodes a plantspecific nuclear protein with a AS2/LOB domain that consists of the C motif containing four cysteine residues, the single conserved glycine
residue and the leucine-zipper-like sequence in its amino-terminal half. The AS2/LOB domain includes a short stretch of basic residues
(rrK) in the c-motif. the As2 protein localizes to a sub-nuclear body that is adjacent to nucleoli and we designated this body as the As2
body. In order to identify the signal in AS2 that is required for the localization of AS2 to the AS2 body, we have made DNA constructs that
encoded mutant As2 proteins with various deletions and amino acid substitutions in the As2/lob domain such as the cysteine residues
in the C motif, the basic strech RRK and the deletion of the leucine zipper like sequence. We have investigated sub-nuclear localization
of these mutant proteins. We also have examined whether the localization to the AS2 body might be required for the function of AS2 in
morphogenesis of leaves. We will present latest results of these experiments.

08097
identificAtion of novel genes involved in ft function or trAnsport
*fernando Andres (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), seonghoe Jang (Agricultural biotechnology research
center of Academia sinica, taiwan), bruno huettel (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), ulrike goebel (max
planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), george coupland (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany)
andres@mpiz-koeln.mpg.de
flowering of Arabidopsis is influenced by seasonal changes in day length, so that plants flower early in long days of summer and late
under short days of winter. in Arabidopsis, FloWErinG loCUs t (Ft) is a component of the photoperiodic pathway and its transcription
is activated under long days. ft protein is expressed in the leaf vascular tissue and then moves through the phloem to the shoot apex,
where it causes changes in gene expression that reprogram the shoot apical meristem to form flowers instead of leaves. Recent studies
demonstrated that the Ft homolog tsF also participates in the photoperiodic flowering pathway redundantly with FT. To deepen our
knowledge of the function and transport of ft, we performed different genetic and genomic approaches. first, we have generated a
mutant collection from the ft tsf double mutant, which is insensitive to day length and very late flowering under long days, and from GAs1:
Ft ft tsf plants which are early flowering. We have already identified many early and late flowering mutants in both genetic backgrounds.
The genes affected in the most promising mutants will be identified using Illumina next generation sequencing. Second, we investigated
the global effects of FT on gene expression in leaves by studying which genes are specifically affected by FT and/or TSF by comparing
col-0 with ft tsf and GAs1:Ft tsf ft genotypes. our tiling Array experiment showed that several differentially expressed genes affected by
ft in leaves encode proteins which potentially can modify cellular membranes. further studies are being performed in order to test the
contribution of these candidate genes to ft function or transport.

08098
EArlY in short dAYs 6 (Esd6), A florAl repressor in ArAbidopsis, encodes A ring motif-contAining e3 ubiQuitin
ligAse
Ana lazaro (departamento de biotecnologia, iniA cbgp, spain), manuel A. pineiro (departamento de biotecnologia, iniA cbgp,
spain), *Jose A. Jarillo (departamento de biotecnologa, iniA cbgp, spain)
jarillo@inia.es
flowering time control must be tightly regulated as it is essential for reproductive success in plants. both promotive and repressive
factors are involved in the control of the floral transition. We have isolated a recessive mutation, named early in short days 6 (esd6
), causing an acceleration of flowering. Besides their flowering phenotype, esd6 mutant plants also displayed complex pleiotropic
alterations of both vegetative and reproductive development. mutant plants are smaller than wild type and esd6 leaves showed slightly
reduced size in comparison to wild type leaves. moreover, esd6 primary root showed a significant decrease on elongation with lower
production of adventitious roots. esd6 flowers and siliques also displayed some developmental abnormalities including a reduction in size
in comparison to wild type plants.
genetic analyses performed by combining esd6 and mutants affected in flowering inductive pathways suggest that flowering inhibition
mediated by esd6 occurs through both FlC-dependent and independent pathways. Esd6 has been cloned by a map-based approach and
encodes HIGH EXPRESSION OF OSMOTICALLY RESPONSIVE GENE 1 (HOS1), an E3 ubiquitin ligase previously demonstrated to negatively
regulate the low-temperature responses. progress in understanding the role of Esd6 / hos1 in the repression of floral initiation will be
presented.

08099
mApK cAscAde regulAtes the homeostAsis of stem cell populAtion in ArAbidopsis shoot ApicAl meristem
*horim lee (harvard medical school/mgh, usA), ok-Kyong cha (harvard medical school/mgh, usA), Jen sheen (harvard medical
school/mgh, usA)
hrlee@molbio.mgh.harvard.edu
Arabidopsis shoot stem cells generate all aerial parts of plants throughout the whole lifespan. the constant population size of the shoot
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stem cells is tightly controlled by a negative feedback mechanism between clv1 and clv2-crn/sol2 receptors and the homeodomain
Wus transcription factor expressed in organizing center. since ClV1, ClV2 and WUs have been identified through the genetic dissection,
mApK cascade has been proposed based on the precedents in other systems. here we present that the synthetic clv3 peptide activates
mApK cascade in the shoot apical meristem (sAm), which immediately represses WUs expression. the loss-of-function study of MApK
Kinase (MKK) 7, 9 and 10 displays the enlarged shoot meristem and the increased floral organ number, whereas constitutive overexpression
of MKK7, 9 and 10 causes the abnormal growth in the shoot apex. remarkably, mKK10 is able to interact with mKK7 or mKK9, and its
expression domain is localized in the central zone of the sAm. our data suggest that mApK cascade acts as a signaling network in clv-Wus
pathway, dynamically regulating the balance of the stem cell population.

08100
the tWo homologous bAh-phd-contAining proteins shl And ebs Are involved in chromAtin-mediAted repression of
floWering in ArAbidopsis
leticia lopez-gonzalez (iniA-cbgp, madrid, spain), Jose A. Jarillo (iniA-cbgp, madrid, spain), *manuel pineiro (iniA-cbgp, madrid,
spain)
pineiro@inia.es
chromatin remodelling plays a crucial role in the establishment and maintenance of gene expression patterns that control plant
development. We are studying the role of two Arabidopsis homologs, EArlY boltinG in short dAYs (Ebs) and short liFE (shl),
in the chromatin-mediated repression of flowering. Both loci encode plant specific nuclear proteins with identical modular architecture
characterised by the presence of two domains (BAH and PHD) frequently found in transcriptional regulators involved in chromatin
remodelling processes. We have shown that Ebs is required to repress the floral integrator Ft. As for Ebs, shl shows a ubiquitous pattern
of expression and is necessary to delay flowering, mainly under non-inductive conditions. However, genetic and molecular analyses
indicate that shl has partially redundant but also independent roles from Ebs in the control of flowering, and in contrast to Ebs, shl
appears to be required for soC1 but not for Ft repression. ebs and shl proteins can bind in vitro histone h3 peptides that carry lysine 4
di or trimethylation; also, both proteins bind h3K4me3 in pull down assays with Arabidopsis histone extracts. site-directed mutagenesis of
conserved residues within the PHD domain abolish the binding of both proteins to these modified histones, suggesting that the PHD motifs
in EBS and SHL are responsible for the recognition of this histone modification. Moreover, ebs and shl mutations cause increased levels of
histone acetylation in the chromatin of their target genes, indicating that these two BAH-PHD-containing proteins are required to maintain
an inactive chromatin conformation in the loci regulated by them. Altogether, these observations suggest that ebs and shl participate in
the modulation of the expression of the floral integrators Ft and soC1 through a mechanism involving chromatin remodelling.

08101
Kompeito regulAtes cAllose And cAllose synthAse AccumulAtion And is reQuired for pollen WAll pAtterning in
ArAbidopsis
*masahiro Kanaoka (graduate school of science, nagoya university, Japan), Kentaro shimizu (institute of plant biology, university
of Zurich, switzerland), bo xie (depatment of microbiology, molecular biology and biochemistry, univ of idaho, usA), Zonglie hong
(depatment of microbiology, molecular biology and biochemistry, univ of idaho, usA), Kiyotaka okada (laboratory of plant organ
development, national institute for basic biology, Japan)
mkanaoka@bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp
Fertilization is a key event for sexually reproductive plants. Pollen-stigma adhesion, the first step of male-female interaction during
fertilization, requires proper pollen wall patterning. Callose, a β-1.3-glucan synthesized by Callose Synthase (CalS), is an essential
polysaccharide required for pollen development and pollen wall. It is not clear how CalS activity and callose synthesis are regulated.
here we report the isolation of kompeito-1 (kom-1) mutant defective in pollen wall patterning and pollen-stigma adhesion in Arabidopsis
thaliana. callose was not accumulated in meiocytes and microspores in kom-1, which is very similar to that of the male sterile callose
synthase 5 (cals5) mutant. KoM gene encodes a member of a recently-identified subclass of rhomboid proteins that lack active site
residues. Kom localizes to the golgi apparatus in plants, and both KoM and Cals5 genes were highly expressed in meiocytes. A 220 kda
CalS5 product, detected in wild type floral buds using anti-CalS5 antibodies, was greatly reduced in kom-1 and absent in cals5. these
results suggest that KOM is required for the accumulation of CalS5 and may regulate meiocyte-specific callose synthesis in Arabidopsis.

08102
lsh4 And lsh3, tWo members of the Alog gene fAmily in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA, Are ActivAted in shoot orgAn
boundAry cells by the trAnscription fActor cup-shAped cotyledon1
*seiji takeda (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Keiko hanano (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Ayano
Kariya (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), satoko shimizu (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), masao
tasaka (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), mitsuhiro Aida (nara institute of science and technology, Japan)
seijitakeda@bs.naist.jp
In higher plants, shoot organs are initiated on the flank of the shoot apical meristem. During this process, boundary cells are specified
between organ primordia as well as between primordia and the shoot meristem, separating the cellular fates of them. in Arabidopsis
thaliana, the CUp-shApEd CotYlEdon genes CUC1, CUC2 and CUC3, which encode transcription factors of the nAc family, play central
roles in boundary cell specification. These genes are expressed in boundary cells of various shoot organs, and mutations in these genes
cause defects in boundary functions, resulting in fusions of adjacent shoot organs and/or lack of shoot meristem initiation. here we
identified liGht-dEpEndnEt short hYpoCotYls 4 (lsh4) and lsh3 as putative transcriptional targets of cuc1. these genes are
members of the Alog (Arabidopsis lsh1 and oryza G1) family, which is conserved in land plants but not in animals or fungi. during
embryogenesis, lsh4 and lsh3 are expressed in the boundary cells between cotyledon primordia, showing a similar pattern with that of
CUC genes, and their expression is dependent on CUC1 and CUC2. moreover, induction of cuc1 activity by using a glucocorticoid-receptor
system results in transcriptional activation of the lsh genes even in the presence of a protein synthesis inhibitor. the lsh4 protein
fused with gfp is localized to nuclei of the boundary cells when expressed under of its own promoter. ectopic expression of lsh4 and
lsh3 causes developmental defects including formation of extra flowers, extra floral organs or chimeric floral organs.within a flower. Our
data suggest that spatial regulation of lsh4 and lsh3 expression is required for proper morphogenesis, and CUC1 and CUC2 are partly
responsible for this regulation.

08103
control of endoreduplicAtion of trichome by rpt2A, A subunit of the 19s proteAsome in ArAbidopsis
*yuko maki (graduate school of life science, hokkaido university/snow brand seed co.,ltd., Japan), Kaori sako (graduate school of
life science, hokkaido university, Japan), tomoyuki Kanai (graduate school of life science, hokkaido university, Japan), derek goto
(creative research initiative 'sousei', hokkaido university, Japan), Junji yamaguchi (faculty of science, hokkaido university, Japan)
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penpengusa0627@hotmail.co.jp
The ubiquitin/26S proteasome pathway plays a central role in the degradation of short-lived regulatory proteins to control many cellular
events. the Arabidopsis knockout mutant rpt2a, which contains a defect in the Atrpt2a subunit of the 26s proteasome regulatory particle,
showed enlarged leaves caused by increased cell size that correlated with increased ploidy caused by extended endoreduplication. to
clarify the role of rpt2a in endoreduplication control, trichome development was genetically examined in further detail. rhl1 and gl3
encode proteins that have a role in the positive regulation of endocycle progression in trichomes. the rhl1 mutants are stalled at 8c and
have trichomes with only a single branch. the rpt2a mutation did not alter the rhl1 mutant phenotype, and trichomes of double rpt2a
rhl1 mutants resembled that of single rhl1 mutants. on the other hand, the rpt2a mutation suppressed the gl3 phenotype (stalled at 16c,
two trichome branches), and trichomes of the double rpt2a gl3 mutant resembled those of the wild type (Wt) plants. together, these
data suggest that rpt2a functions to negatively regulate endocycle progression following completion of the third endoreduplication step
mediated by rhl1 (8c-16c).

08104
AtMl1 And pdF2 Are essentiAl in ArAbidopsis embryo development.
*eriko ogawa (okayama university, Japan), noriko sezaki (okayama university, Japan), hiroyasu motose (okayama university, Japan),
mitsutomo Abe (okayama university, Japan), taku takahashi (okayama university, Japan)
sc18408@s.okayama-u.ac.jp
the epidermis of shoot organs in angiosperms develops from the outermost layer of the shoot apical meristem. in Arabidopsis thaliana,
a pair of homeobox genes, MEristEM lAYEr1 (AtMl1) and protodErMAl FACtor2 (pdF2), play a role in regulating the expression
of L1-specific genes. atml1-1 pdf2-1 double mutants show striking defects in the differentiation of shoot epidermal cells. however,
because atml1-1 and pdf2-1 have a T-DNA inserted downstream of the respective homeobox sequences, these alleles may not represent
null mutations. AtMl1 has two start sites of transcription. We confirmed that atml1-1 pdf2-1 mutants contain atml1-1 transcripts from
these two start sites and pdf2-1 transcripts. the atml1-2 allele has a T-DNA inserted within the homeobox sequence and shows normal
growth and morphology. the cross between atml1-2 and pdf2-1 generated no seedlings of the double mutant. ovaries of plants that are
homozygous for one and heterozygous for the other mutant allele contained arrested embryos, which exhibited aberrations in the cell
division plane in the protoderm. the seedlings homozygous for atml1-2 and heterozygous for pdf2-1 also showed abnormal development
of cotyledons frequently, suggestive of a dominant negative effect of the pdf2-1 allele. these results indicate that AtMl1 and pdF2 act
redundantly in the maintenance of shoot epidermal cells and at least one copy of these genes is essential for survival of the embryo.

08105
systemic And locAl root development to locAliZed putrescine supply is dependent on high-Affinity ureA
trAnsporter
*Keigo yoshida (tohoku university, Japan), yuki oiwa (Kyoto university, Japan), Kaya tanaka-matsuoka (tohoku university, Japan),
toshihiko hayakawa (tohoku university, Japan), tomoyuki yamaya (tohoku university, Japan), nicolaus von Wirén (leibniz-institute for
plant genetics & crop plant research, germany), soichi Kojima (tohoku university, Japan)
yoshidakeigo@biochem.tohoku.ac.jp
Although urea is the most used nitrogen (n) fertilizer worldwide, the mechanism of urea uptake from the soil solution into roots is
not well understood. previous analyses showed that the Arabidopsis gene Atdur3 encodes a proton/urea co-transporter that is upregulated in N-deficient roots (Liu et al., 2003). Its functional role in planta, however, has not yet been determined. We have shown that
promoter activity of AtDUR3 increased in epidermal cell layer in response to nitrogen deficiency, and AtDUR3 protein was accumulated at
plasma membrane of root hair. short-term isotope labeled urea uptake was compared between wild-type and t-dnA insertion lines for
AtDUR3, we found that high-affinity urea transport was almost lost in mutants. This result suggests that major contribution of AtDUR3
on high-affinity urea transport (Kojima et al., 2007). AtDUR3 could be found not only plants but also in fungus. ScDUR3, budding yeast
urea transporter, was shown to transport not only urea but also some polyamines. polyamines are known to modulate several biological
processes, for example, cell division, fruit ripening, flowering and development in plant. Uptake studies with isotope-labeled polyamines in
different plant species showed that polyamine transport into the plant root is not simple diffusion but a carrier-mediated process. however,
the molecule responsible for polyamine transport is still elusive. here, we have investigated the possibility of polyamine transport by
Atdur3 and the effect of polyamine application on development of root system. We found that polyamine supply to whole plant inhibited
primary root elongation, and localized putrescine application to lateral roots on segmented agar plates decreased the size of the nontreated root system and increased tertiary root development, suggesting a combined, systemic and local, response to putrescine supply.
A reverse genetic approach revealed that Atdur3 is partially responsible for this response.

08106
cAlmodulin directly binds to Asymmetric leAves1 (As1) And inhibits its function in ArAbidopsis
*hay Ju han (division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, Korea), hye Jin byun
(division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, Korea), sun ho Kim (environmental
biotechnology national core research center, gyeongsang national university, Korea), Kyung eun Kim (division of Applied life
science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, Korea), xuan canh nguyen (division of Applied life science (bK21
program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, Korea), my hanh thi hoang (division of Applied life science (bK21 program),
pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, Korea), xiao min liu (division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang
national university, Korea), Jae pil go (division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university,
Korea), Woo sik chung (division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, environmental
biotechnology national core research center, gyeongsang national university, Korea)
hjhan@gnu.ac.kr
Calmodulin (CaM), ubiquitous calcium-binding protein, regulates diverse cellular functions by modulating the activities of a variety of
enzymes and proteins. in this study, we isolated a cam binding transcription factor, As1 (Asymmetric leaves1), by using hrp-conjugated
cam probe from Arabidopsis cDNA expression library. AS1 is well known as a Myb-related protein that is required for leaf development in
Arabidopsis. two ca2+-dependent CaM binding domains (CaMBDs) in N terminus of AS1 protein was identified by gel overlay assays. In
vivo CaM binding ability was confirmed by yeast split-ubiquitin assay.
cam overlay assays using mutated cambds showed that three amino acids, trp49 in cambdi and trp82and phe 104 in cambdii, play a
pivotal role in CaM binding. We also showed that CaM directly inhibited the binding of AS1-AS2 complex to the two specific cis-regulatory
motifs in the KnAt1 promoter by electrophoretic mobility shift assays (emsAs).
these results suggest that ca2+/cam may be involved in leaf development via the direct interaction with As1.

08107
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identificAtion of fActors thAt regulAte meristemAtic Activity in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Jose Antonio Aguilar martinez (department of plant biology, university of california, davis, cA, usA), neelima sinha (department of
plant biology, university of california, davis, cA, usA)
joaguilar@ucdavis.edu
plant architecture is greatly determined by the activity of the shoot apical meristem (sAm). in a tightly regulated process, part of
the sAm is maintained as undifferentiated cells and can self-renew while other cells differentiate to become lateral organs. the shoot
MEristEMlEss (stM) gene from the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana has a key role in the control of the activity of the sAm. despite
its described function in this process, little is known about the transcriptional regulation of stM. to better characterize the regulation of
stM, we are analyzing the stM gene promoter. We previously showed a well conserved region between species in the 5’ regulatory region
of stM, named the K-box, which is necessary for the permanent stM downregulation in late stages of leaf development in simple leafed
species but not for the downregulation of stM during leaf initiation. We are characterizing another well conserved region, the rb-box. to
assess the role of this region in Arabidopsis we have generated promoter-deletion fusions of the stM promoter. We have also generated
several combinations deleting the K and rb boxes. these regions appear to act as repressor elements of the stM transcription. to look
for cis-activator elements of the transcription of stM, we have made internal deletion-promoter analysis and found a region, F3, required
for the activation of the expression of stM in the shoot apical meristem. We are performing yeast one-hybrid assay using the K-box, rbbox and f3 elements to determine the factors that bind to these regions. the role of these factors in the control of shoot apical meristem
function will be discussed.
uchida n, townsley b, chung K-h, and sinha n (2007) regulation of shoot meristemless genes via an upstream-conserved
noncoding sequence coordinates leaf development PNAS 104:15953-15958

08108
identificAtion of thermospermine-responsive genes in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA.
*Wurina tong (okayama university, Japan), yuta segawa (okayama university, Japan), hiroyasu motose (okayama university, Japan),
masaru niitsu (Josai university, Japan), taku takahashi (okayama university, Japan)
gsc421403@s.okayama-u.ac.jp
the acaulis5 (acl5) mutant of Arabidopsis thaliana shows over-proliferation of xylem tissues and a severe defect in stem elongation.
ACl5 encodes thermospermine synthase. thermospermine is a structural isomer of spermine. to know the effect of acl5 at the molecular
level, we performed cdnA microarray experiments using acl5 seedlings and found that a lot of genes involved in xylem differentiation are
up-regulated in acl5. these include the hd-Zip iii class homeodomain proteins, all members of the vascular-related nAc domain (vnd)
transcription factors, xylem cysteine proteases (xcp1 and xcp2), and the tdif receptor (tdr). We also examined the effect of exogenous
application of thermospermine on acl5 spms double mutants, which produce neither thermospermine nor spermine and identified the
genes that are up-regulated or down-regulated by thermospermine. the results are summarized in this presentation.

08109
role of Krp genes in shoot ApicAl meristem And leAf development in ArAbidopsis
sang eun Jun (department of molecular biotechnology, dong-A university, south Korea), Kiu-hyung cho (department of molecular
biotechnology, dong-A university, south Korea), lina li (department of molecular biotechnology, dong-A university, south Korea),
duong huyen trang (department of molecular biotechnology, dong-A university, south Korea), young byung yi (department of
molecular biotechnology, dong-A university, south Korea), yoko okushima (graduate school of biological science, nara institute of
science and technology, Japan), masaaki umeda (graduate school of biological science, nara institute of science and technology,
Japan), *gyung-tae Kim (department of molecular biotechnology, dong-A university, south Korea)
kimgt@donga.ac.kr
cell division plays an important role to achieve the appropriate architecture of plants during development and adaptation. the Kiprelated protein (Krp) family negatively regulates the cell cycle through the control of cyclin-dependent kinases activity. to investigate
Krp function during plant development, we generated and characterized transgenic Arabidopsis overexpressing Krps. Krp overexpression
driven by the 35S promoter resulted in remarkable effects of consistent phenotypes, including dwarfism, leaf serrations and altered flower
morphology. the stability of Krp3 and Krp6 depended on 26s proteasome activity, although they were expressed in sAm, leaf primordia,
and root tissues. interestingly, Krp3 overexpression triggered distinct modification of SAM structure, whereas Krp6 overexpression
affected preferentially on the leaf structure through the change of the balance between cell number and cell size. our results suggest that
Krps allow plants to have diverse regulatory mechanisms of cell division during plant development.

08110
isolAtion And chArActeriZAtion of broccoli VEF genes
*mao-sen liu (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taipei, taiwan), chun-hung lin (institute of plant and microbial
biology, Academia sinica, taipei, taiwan), Jia-yuan huang (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taipei, taiwan),
long-fang o. chen (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taipei, taiwan), Zinmay renee sung (department of plant
and microbial biology, university of california, berkeley, usA)
msliu@gate.sinica.edu.tw
polycomb group (pcg) genes regulate major developmental processes in Arabidopsis. Arabidopsis proteins embryonic floWer2
(emf2), vernAliZAtion2 (vrn2), and fertiliZAtion independent endosperm2 (fis2) share a vef domain also found in the
drosophila pcg protein, su(z)12. the small family of vef-domain-containing genes exists throughout angiosperm. phylogenetic analysis
showed that AtEMF2, being the prototype of plant VEF genes, gave rise to AtVrn2, while AtFis2 and another VEF gene were derived from
AtVrn2. however, Fis2-like sequence is only found in Arabidopsis, not poplar and rice although their genomes have been sequenced.
Here, we identified five broccoli VEF genes including two putative boFis2. like Atemf2, boemf2 is composed of an n-terminal domain,
an e5-10 domain, a c2h2 domain, an e15-17 domain and a vef domain. like Atvrn2, bovrn2 lacked the e5-10 domain. like Atfis2,
BoFIS2 lacked both E5-10 and E15-17 domains and acquired two unique domains, an AtFIS2 S-rich repeat like domain and a C-terminal
alanine rich domain. real time pcr analyses showed similar expression pattern between Arabidopsis and broccoli VEF genes: constitutive
expression of EMF2 and Vrn2, and preferential expression of Fis2 in reproductive organs. An EMF2-knockdown broccoli exhibited early
flowering and curly leaf phenotype. These data suggested that Fis2 is likely to be conserved at least in brassicaceae and the boVEFs are
likely to play similar roles in broccoli as AtVEFs in Arabidopsis. further study on biochemical and biological function of bovefs will help to
verify this hypothesis. phylogenetic study including the 5 bovef proteins is consistent with prior model of VEF gene evolution (chen et al.,
2009), indicating the divergence of vrn2/fis2 from emf2 occurring prior to broccoli and Arabidopsis speciation.

08111
A homologue of yeAst mitochondriAl trAnslocAtor subunit tim50 modulAtes endoreduplicAtion in dArKness.
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*shailesh Kumar (graduate school of nanobioscience,yokohama city university, Japan), hiroaki hongo (dep. bio. sci. tech. tokyo
university of science., Japan), takeshi yoshizumi (plant functional genomics research team, riKen plant science center., Japan), hiroko
hara (dep. bio. sci. tech. tokyo university of science., Japan), hiroaki shimada (dep. bio. sci. tech. tokyo university of science.,
Japan), Arata yoneda (riKen plant science center., Japan), naoki takahashi (plant functional genomics research team, riKen plant
science center., Japan), minami matsui (plant functional genomics research team, riKen plant science center., Japan)
shailesh.biotech@gmail.com
endoreduplication is a kind of cell cycle that increases nuclear dnA content (ploidy) without cell and nuclear division and is important
for plant development. here we screened mutants showing increased polyploidy from riKen Arabidopsis full length cdnA overexpressor
lines (fox lines) and found that one of the fox line f07144 showed increase in polyploidy in darkness and the corresponding gene
encoded a homologue of yeast mitochondrial translocator subunit tim50. tim50 maintains the permeability barrier of mitochondria by
closing the translocation pore in presequence regulated manner. We checked sub-cellular localization of expressed protein from F07144
line using gfp markers and found that this protein was localized in mitochondria, so this protein can be designated as AttiM50. gfp fused
Attim50 degrades very rapidly and this degradation were stabilized by mg132, a proteasome inhibitor. Additionally t-dnA insertional
mutant showed reduction in polyploidy and decrease in hypocotyls elongation and also showed low Atp levels than that of wild type plants.
Histochemical analysis using TIM50 promoter GUS showed that expression pattern is specific in highly endoreduplicating organs like root,
hypocotyls, and root hairs. here, we demonstrate that Attim50 modulates endoreduplication through cellular Atp-levels.

08112
hoW seed plAnts got their leAves: A role for yAbbys in the evolution of the seed plAnt leAf
*pia sappl# (monash university, Australia), rajani sarojam# (university of california, davis, usA), Alexander goldshmidt (the
Weizmann institute of science, israel), idan efroni (the Weizmann institute of science, israel), sandra floyd (monash university,
Australia), yuval eshed (the Weizmann institute of science, israel), John bowman (monash university, university of california, davis,
Australia)
pia.sappl@sci.monash.edu.au
#
These authors contributed equally to this work.
in seed plants, leaves are born on radial shoots but unlike shoots they are determinate organs with dorsiventral polarity and laminar
growth. yAbby genes are found only in seed plants and in all cases studied, are expressed primarily in lateral organs and in a polar
manner. despite their simple expression patterns, Arabidopsis plants lacking all yAbby gene activities have a wide range of morphological
defects in all lateral organs as well as the shoot apical meristem (sAm). here we show that leaves lacking all yAbby activities are
initiated as dorsiventral appendages but fail to properly activate lamina developmental programs. in particular, a marginal leaf domain
is not established, the activation of most CINCINATTA class TCP genes (CIN-TCPs) does not commence, and SAM-specific programs are
reactivated. Altered distribution of auxin signalling and the auxin efflux carrier PIN-FORMED1 (PIN1), highly reduced venation, initiation
of multiple cotyledons, and gradual loss of the sAm accompany these defects. the complex yAbby mutant phenotype can be interpreted
as a failure to establish a lamina growth pattern (e.g. tcp maturation/determination program), with leaves developing with a mixture of
shoot-like characteristics (shoot-like pin1 expression and ectopic WUsChEl expression) and yAbby-independent leaf characteristics. We
suggest that YABBY functions were recruited to shape modified shoot systems into flat plant appendages by translating organ polarity into
lamina specific programs that include marginal auxin flow and activation of a maturation schedule directing determinate growth.

08113
chArActeriZAtion of sUpprEssor oF ElF3 20, A novel deletion of CrY2 thAt suppresses the floWering phenotype of
the clocK mutAtion ElF3 in ArAbidopsis under continuous light
*Rim Nefissi (Gene Research Center University of Tsukuba, Biotechnology Center Borj Cedria Science and Technology Park, Japan),
yu natsui (gene research center university of tsukuba, Japan), Kana miyata (gene research center university of tsukuba, Japan),
Atsushi oda (gene research center university of tsukuba, national institute of floriculture, Japan), yoshihiro hase (JAeA, Japan), mayu
nakagawa (, JAeA, Japan), Abdelwahed ghorbel (biotechnology center borj cedria science and technology park, tunisia), tsuyoshi
mizoguchi (gene research center university of tsukuba, Japan)
rimnefissi@gmail.com
lAte elongAted hypocotyl (lhy), circAdiAn clocK AssociAted 1 (ccA1) and eArly floWering 3 (elf3) play key roles in
the control of plant morphology, flowering time and circadian rhythms in Arabidopsis thaliana. in our previous works, we demonstrated
that double loss-of-function mutations in lhY and CCA1 (lhy;cca1) delayed flowering under continuous light (LL) but accelerated it under
short-day (SD) or long-day (LD). The late flowering phenotype of lhy;cca1 was partially suppressed by elf3 under ll, suggesting that
ELF3 is required for lhy;cca1-dependent delay of flowering. This result also indicated that lhy;cca1 may cause late flowering through both
elf3-dependent and -independent pathways under ll. however, molecular mechanisms underlying the roles of lhy and ccA1 in the
control of flowering under light/dark cycles and LL, respectively, have not been fully understood. Also there has been less information on
downstream factors of ELF3 for the control of flowering.
here we report a genetic screen to identify suppressors of elf3-1 mutant under ll with elf3-1 seeds mutagenized by heavy ion beam.
seven suppressors of elf3-1 have been identified and named suppressor of elf3 1, 3, 5, 7, 14, 15 and 20 (sel1, 3, 5, 7, 14, 15, and 20).
All these mutants were further characterized and mapped to different regions in Arabidopsis genome. Among these mutants sel20 appears
to have a unique and very interesting flowering phenotype compared to other suppressors isolated. In fact, sel20 suppressed the early
flowering phenotype of elf3-1 under ll but not under ld and sd. through the mapping analysis of sel20, we identified a novel deletion
allele of CrY2 gene encoding a blue-light receptor. Possible roles of CRY2, ELF3, LHY and CCA1 in the LL-dependent delay of flowering
will be discussed.

08114
A genetic frAmeWorK for tissue-specific integrAtion of gA signAling by the grAs trAnscription fActor
scArecroW-liKe 3 in the ArAbidopsis root
*Jung-ok heo (department of bioscience and biotechnology, Konkuk university, Korea), Kwang suk chang (department of bioscience
and biotechnology, Konkuk university, Korea), in A Kim (department of bioscience and biotechnology, Konkuk university, Korea),
shin Ae lee (department of bioscience and biotechnology, Konkuk university, Korea), mi-hyun lee (department of bioscience
and biotechnology, Konkuk university, Korea), sang-Kee song (department of biology, yonsei university, Korea), myeong min lee
(department of biology, yonsei university, Korea), Jun lim (department of bioscience and biotechnology, Konkuk university, Korea)
fourmind@konkuk.ac.kr
the Arabidopsis root growth is progressed by continuous cell division in the root apical meristem and rapid cell elongation toward
maturation region. it is reported that coordination of these developmental processes are largely dependent on the interplay between
hormones and genetic programs. Recent studies have revealed that GA signaling in the root endodermis is required for coordinated cell
elongation for root growth. in addition, together with the grAs transcription factors shr/scr that play a key role in the asymmetric cell
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divisions for ground tissue formation, gA signaling controls the timing and extent of formative divisions to generate the endodermis and
the middle cortex in the root. however, molecular components that link the two pathways, gA/dellA and shr/scr pathways, remain
unknown. here, we provide lines of evidence that scArecroW-liKe 3 (scl3), which also belongs to the grAs transcription factor
family, acts as a molecular link that integrates GA signaling tissue-specifically in the root endodermis. Our genetic analysis reveals that
rgA, a major repressor of gA signaling, is the direct upstream of scl3. interestingly, scl3 acts as a positive regulator in gA signaling
to maintain GA homeostasis. The endodermis-confined GA signaling controls coordinated cell elongation, and also the timing and extent
of formative divisions to fine-tune post-embryonic root development.

08115
AnAlysis of Gir1 (GlUCosE insEnsitiVE root 1) reveAls thAt A role of the chloroplAstic copper trAnsporter pAA1 in
sugAr signAling
*shin Ae lee (Konkuk university, republic of Korea), Kwang suk chang (Konkuk university, republic of Korea), indeok hwang (chosun
university, republic of Korea), hyeonsook cheong (chosun university, republic of Korea), Jun lim (Konkuk university, republic of
Korea)
blringer@konkuk.ac.kr
it has been know that root growth of the Arabidopsis seedlings is substantially inhibited under high glucose conditions. thus, we
screened ~1500 activation tagging plants for insensitive root phenotype under high glucose conditions (ms agar plates with 7% glucose).
We identified one line, SAL54, with strong insensitivity in the root, which is recessive and named gir1 (glucose insensitive root growth
1). under normal conditions, gir1 mutants exhibited a short root phenotype. thus, we characterized developmental defects of gir1 with
a variety of tissue-specific markers, including markers for stem cell specification and maintenance. Root meristem size was drastically
reduced, and cell division potential, monitored by cycb1;1-glucuronidase (gus) reporter, was also severely reduced, although no
patterning defects were found in gir1. to investigate the molecular basis of glucose signaling in root growth, we isolated the gir1 gene
by tAil-pcr, and found a t-dnA insertion in the pAA1 locus, which is previously known as a p-type Atpase that transports copper (cu)
to the chloroplast stroma being located chloroplast envelope. We also confirmed that root growth of gir1 was complemented with Cu
supplement in ms agar plates. in addition, another recessive t-dnA insertion allele from the signAl database exhibited the identical
phenotype. thus, we renamed our mutants, paa1-t1 (t-dnA insertion 1) and paa1-t2 (t-dnA insertion 2), respectively. to elucidate
the role of pAA1 in the sugar-mediated root growth, we treated paa1 mutants with mannose, an analogue of glucose, and observed
insensitive phenotype as in glucose treatment. unlike in wild-type, expression levels of hexoKinAse 1 (hxK1) and AbA-insensitive 4
(Abi4) under glucose conditions showed no change in gir1, suggesting that pAA1, a copper transporter, other than its role in green tissues
containing chloroplasts, functions also in glucose signaling-mediated cell proliferation of root meristem in non-green tissues.

08116
systemAtic And moleculAr genetic AnAlyses for ArAbidopsis terminAl floWer 1
*shigeru hanano (research institute for biological sciences, okayama, Japan), Koji goto (research institute for biological sciences,
okayama, Japan)
sh_hanano@bio-ribs.com
Arabidopsis TERMINAL FLOWER 1 (TFL1) is a key regulator to control the flowering and inflorescence architecture. The TFL1 belongs
to CETS (CEN, TFL1, SP) family and shares 59% amino residues with FLOWERING LOCUS T (FT). Despite of the sequence similarity, both
TFL1 and FT had antagonistic functions; while FT promotes flowering, TFL1 represses it. These proteins are believed to be regulators of
bZip transcription factors, fd and fd pAlAlog (fdp). it is proposed that ft activates the fd-dependent transcription. however, little is
known about the molecular roles of tfl1 in the fd/fdp-dependent transcription. here, we hypothesized two distinct models about the
TFL1 roles: (1) in the protein trafficking or (2) in the transcriptional repression. In our mathematical analysis, we suggested that the
transcriptional-repression model is more suitable to explain the TFL1 roles in the inhibition of floral pathway. To experimentally confirm
this hypothesis, we made transgenic plants over-expressing tfl1 proteins fused with a transcriptional activator or a repressor domain.
The flowering time and inflorescence architecture of these transgenic plants were observed. Genetic analyses between tfl1 and fd are
also in progress. We will report the phenotypes of these plants and expressions of target genes, and then discuss about the molecular
mechanisms underlying the fd/fdp-dependent transcription controlled by ft and tfl1.

08117
cArrot somAtic embryogenesis for AnAlysis of desiccAtion tolerAnce And Abscisic Acid signAl trAnsduction
*hajime shiota (yokohama city university, Japan), sukmin Ko (eugentech research center, south Korea), michiyuki takatsuka
(yokohama city university, Japan), ichiro tanaka (yokohama city university, Japan), hiroshi Kamada (university of tsukuba, Japan)
hshiota@yokohama-cu.ac.jp
carrot (daucus carota) somatic embryogenesis has been extensively used as an experimental system to study plant embryogenesis.
In maturing zygotic embryos, abscisic acid (ABA) is involved in acquisition of desiccation tolerance and dormancy. On the other hand,
somatic embryos contain low levels of endogenous AbA and show desiccation intolerance and lack dormancy, but tolerance and dormancy
can be induced by exogenous application of AbA. in AbA-treated carrot embryos, some AbA-inducible genes (ECps and CAisEs) are
expressed. most of the genes encode late embryogenesis abundant (leA) proteins, whereas one of them encodes a glucose and ribitol
dehydrogenase. the expression of the ECp and CAisE genes was detected in maturing seeds, embryogenic cells, and AbA-treated
somatic embryos in which exhibit desiccation tolerance induced by endogenous or exogenous AbA. the higher enzymatic activity of the
glucose dehydrogenase was observed in embryogenic cells and somatic embryos, and the activity was enhanced by AbA-treatment in
somatic embryos. these results indicate that AbA-induced desiccation tolerance in carrot somatic embryos may be induced by the leA
proteins and the glucose and ribitol dehydrogenase encoded by these AbA-inducible genes. We isolated the daucus carota bzip1 (dcbz1)
gene encoding a g-box binding factor-type basic region/leucine zipper (gbf-type bZip) factor from carrot somatic embryos. during the
development of zygotic and somatic embryos, increased expression of dcbz1 was commonly detected in the later phase of development.
The recombinant DcBZ1 protein showed specific binding activity to the two ABA-responsive element-like motifs in the promoter region of
the carrot ABA-inducible gene. Our findings suggest that DcBZ1 is involved in ABA signal transduction in embryogenesis.

08118
expression And functionAl AnAlysis of tWo Kinds of the vp1/Abi3 fActors in cArrot embryogenesis
*Keiko noudomi (yokohama city university, Japan), ichiro tanaka (yokohama city university, Japan), hiroshi Kamada (university of
tsukuba, Japan), hajime shiota (yokohama city university, Japan)
n095282f@yokohama-cu.ac.jp
somatic embryogenesis has been extensively used as an experimental system to investigate the development of zygotic embryogenesis.
in the carrot (daucus carota) system in particular, numerous physiological, biochemical, and molecular biological studies have examined
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somatic embryogenesis. In zygotic and somatic embryos, abscisic acid (ABA) is involved in acquisition of desiccation tolerance and
dormancy. Generally, the VP1/ABI3 factor functions as a transcriptional factor on seed specific ABA signal transduction. It has been
reported that most plant species have only one Vp1/Abi3 in genome. We isolated two carrot homologs of the vp1/Abi3 factor, C-Abi31 and C-Abi3-2. the expressions of C-Abi3-1 and C-Abi3-2 was observed in embryogenic cells, somatic embryos, and developing
seeds, but not in non-embryogenic cells (NC), seedlings, nor true leaves. Each gene exhibited similar expression profile during somatic
embryogenesis and seed development. in the transgenic nc showing ectopic expression of C-Abi3-1 or C-Abi3-2, the expression of some
seed specific ABA-inducible genes was successfully induced by ABA-treatment. The gene set regulated by C-ABI3-1 was different from
that regulated by c-Abi3-2. these suggest that c-Abi3-1 and c-Abi3-2 may function collaboratively on AbA signal transduction in carrot
embryos. furthermore, the interaction between c-Abi3-1 and c-Abi3-2 on transcriptional regulation was analyzed by trans-activation
assay in carrot or Arabidopsis cells. c-Abi3-1 and c-Abi3-2 are likely to effect indirectly to each transcription.

08119
the role of clAss i tcp genes in determining leAf shApe And siZe
*vera matser (university of york, united Kingdom), brendan davies (university of leeds, united Kingdom), richard Waites (university
of york, united Kingdom)
vam502@york.ac.uk
The growth and development of leaves determines their final shape and size, and is a fundamental feature of plants, responding to
environmental change and adapting to suit the physiological requirements of leaves. Using the LeafAnalyser and Leafpredictor software
we have designed and built, we have quantified leaf shape and size variation in Arabidopsis with a library of more than 3,500 leaves. We
have used this library to assess leaf shape and size in candidate plant lines, and aim to identify and characterize genes that have important
roles in determining the final shape and size of leaves. Our interest has specifically fallen on INTERNODE SHORT1 (INS1) and INTERNODE
short 2 (ins2) members of the tcp family (tb1, cyc and pcfs), which are expressed in early leaf development affecting leaf shape.
TCP genes are known to be involved in the regulation of a cell-cycle arrest front, travelling from the leaf tip to the base, and may influence
the final shape and size of leaves at this early stage of development. My current research uses a combination of molecular genetics and
morphometrics to examine the role of a small sub- family of class i tcp genes in leaf development (tcp8, tcp22, tcp23). single and
double insertion lines are being phenotypically characterised, their leaf shape and size analysed, and histological assays conducted to
characterise cell number, shape and size.

08120
genome-Wide expression AnAlysis of Age-dependent
cAllus formAtion Ability in ArAbidopsis hypocotyl explAnts
*chi-chien chen (dept. of life sciences, national cheng Kung university, taiwan), shih-feng fu (dept. of life sciences, national cheng
Kung university, taiwan), Wan-chen lin (dept. of life sciences, national cheng Kung university, taiwan), hao-Jen huang (dept. of life
sciences, national cheng Kung university, taiwan)
chitransposon@hotmail.com
the transition from the juvenile to the mature phase of shoot development in plants is accompanied by changes in vegetative
morphology and an increase in reproductive potential. here, we found a novel phenomenon is apparent in the ability of callus formation
in Arabidopsis. interestingly, mature (5-week-old) hypocotyl explants exhibited better callus-forming potential than that of juvenile (1week-old), determined by callus growth rates. moreover, a fusion of dr5::gus, a synthetic auxin response element, was more inductive
in mature than in juvenile explants after auxin treatment, indicating that the sensitivity to auxin was one of factors accounting for the
age-dependent callus formation capacity. Gene expression profiling indicated that age-dependent callus formation ability was associated
with changes in phytohormone (auxins and cytokinins) homeostasis, epigenetic mechanism and the cell cycle regulation. besides, we
identified two groups of genes involved in age-dependent callus formation ability: (1) positive regulatory and (2) negative regulatory
categories. Indeed, vim1, belonging to the positive regulatory category, reduced the efficiency of callus formation in mature explants,
but not in juvenile. the results also suggest that these transcriptional factors not only involve in developmental programs, but also play
important roles in regulating age-dependent callus formation ability. taken together, the investigation will help to better understand the
molecular regulatory mechanism of age-dependent callus formation.

08121
identificAtion of A heAt shocK trAnscription fActor Affecting mAle gAmetophyte development
*david renak (lab pollen biology, inst exper botany Ascr, rozvojova 263, prague 6, dpt plant physiol Anatomy, faculty science, univ
south bohemia, c. budejovice, czech republic), david honys (lab pollen biology, inst exper botany Ascr, rozvojova 263, prague 6,
dpt plant physiol, faculty science, charles university in prague, czech republic)
renak@ueb.cas.cz
the haploid male gametophyte generation represents a vital role in fertility and plant life cycle. despite a long-term research on the
field of plant sexual reproduction, the knowledge of transcription factors playing role in male gametophyte development is still very
limited. hence the wide-scale genetic analyses of transcription factors using a plentiful collection of t-dnA insertion mutant lines make
a good strategy. exploiting microarray technologies and bioinformatic analyses, we selected 27 genes encoding putative transcriptional
factors expressed specifically during early stage of male gametophyte development. We performed phenotype screening of respective 36
t-dnA insertion lines for aborted or defective pollen grains by both light and uv microscopy. several structural abnormalities were found
showing a significant impact of knocked out transcription factor genes on cellular processes.
Subsequently we focused on a heat shock transcription factor (At1g77570) since the members of transcription factor family are know
to be involved in stress response and developmental processes. in addition to pollen subcellular disorder of mutant plants, the reduced
ability of pollen tube growth was conformed by in vivo and in vitro experiments. moreover, selected heat shock transcription factor
caused segregation ratio distortion and significantly reduced the allele transmissibility via both male and female gametophyte. Transient
expression revealed the subcellular localization of the heat shock transcription factor in the nucleus and particularly in the nucleolus
suggesting its possible involvement in regulation of mrnA/rrnA transcription.
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mobile mirnA165/6 tArget hd-zip iii in the root stele perifery for proper xylem pAtterning
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A fundamental aspect of developmental biology is information exchange between cells resulting in proper cell identity. in Arabidopsis,
the root xylem pattern is very consistent: radially, xylem forms in an axis with protoxylem at either end and metaxylem in the center.
How is this pattern determined? We have identified a mutant, phb-7d, harboring a mutation in the micrornA165/6 (mir165/6) target
site of the class iii homeodomain leucine zipper (hd-Zip iii) gene phAbUlosA (phb), which leads to an expanded expression domain of
phb now encompassing not only the central, but also the peripheral stele. this mutant develops metaxylem in the place of protoxylem.
in contrast, multiple mutants in hd-zip iii genes form protoxylem in the place of metaxylem. hence, the hd-Zip iii transcription factors
act together to determine the xylem cell type. We show that their activity domain is determined by the movement of mir165/6 from the
endodermal cell layer. therefore, we describe a bi-directional signaling pathway where stele-produced short-root protein moves out
to the endodermis to activate mir165/6, which then acts non-cell autonomously to restrict hd-zip iii from the stele perifery, ultimately
leading to proper xylem patterning in the stele.
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floWering time control of ArAbidopsis cytoplAsmic n-AcetyltrAnsferAse (AtAtf) homologs viA the Autonomous
pAthWAy
*sung min hwang (division of Applied life sciences, gyeongsang national university, south korea), dae Won Kim (division of Applied
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Protein acetylation is an efficient way to regulate many DNA-templated processes and to influence protein stability, protein-protein
interactions in eukaryotes. Although some nuclear acetyltransferases mediate the developmental process in plant, the biological function(s)
of cytoplasmic ones remain to be understood. to elucidate the function and regulatory role of the cytoplasmic n-acetyltransferase genes,
we conducted molecular analyses of a putative Arabidopsis n-acetyltransferase 1 gene (AtAtf1) orthologous to escherichia coli riml-type
n-acetyltransferase gene. the transient assays and expression pattern analyses of gfp-tagged AtAtf1 both in Arabidopsis protoplasts and
in root tips, respectively, revealed that AtATF1 was localized in the cytoplasm. To investigate the physiological effect of the ATF deficiency in
Arabidopsis, we used rnAi to simultaneously silence three paralogous genes, AtAtf1, AtAtf2, and AtAtf3. interestingly, the rnAi mutant
exhibited severely late flowering under long-day and short-day conditions, although late flowering was slightly reversed by gibberellin or
vernalization treatment. The transcription levels of FLOWERING LOCUS C (a central floral repressor) and its paralogs, MADS AFFECTING
floWering 4 and 5 were increased. in contrast, we observed decreased transcript levels of floWering locus t and suppressor of
overexpression of constAns1 in the rnAi mutant. notably, the rnAi mutant also had downregulated transcription of floWering
LOCUS D, but not three LDL (Lysine-Specific Demetylase1-LIKE) homologs, the autonomous pathway floral factor. Collectively, it can be
suggested that the cytoplasmic AtATF may function as a floral regulator in the flowering time via the autonomous pathway.[Supported by
a grant from bK21 program and eb-ncrc at gyeongsang national university]
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the nAc transcription factors, vnd6 and snd1/nst3, have been shown to be master regulators for differentiation of xylem vessel
cells and fiber cells, respectively. However, how these processes are regulated by VND6 and SND1 is unclear. To investigate downstream
genes regulated by vnd6 or snd1, we established novel in vitro transgenic systems using Arabidopsis suspension cultured cells in which
VND6 or SND1 was overexpressed. We confirmed that the in vitro culture systems could reflect processes of xylem cell differentiation in
planta. Then, we performed microarray experiments with the suspension cultured cells we had established. We identified a number of
downstream genes. based on these results, we will discuss the gene regulation mechanism of xylem cell differentiation.
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flowering is the primary trait affected by ambient temperature changes. plant micrornAs (mirnAs) are small non-coding rnAs playing
an important regulatory role in plant development. In this study, to elucidate the mechanism of flowering-time regulation by small RNAs,
we identified six ambient temperature-responsive miRNAs (miR156, miR163, miR169, miR172, miR398 and miR399) in Arabidopsis via
miRNA microarray and northern hybridization analyses. We also determined the expression profile of 120 unique miRNA loci in response
to ambient temperature changes by mirnA northern hybridization analysis. the expression of the ambient temperature-responsive
mirnAs and their target genes was largely anticorrelated at two different temperatures (16 and 23°c). interestingly, a lesion in short
vegetative phase (sVp), a key regulator within the thermosensory pathway, caused alteration in the expression of mir172 and a subset
of its target genes, providing a link between a thermosensory pathway gene and mir172. the mir172-overexpressing plants showed a
temperature-independent early flowering phenotype, suggesting that modulation of miR172 expression leads to temperature insensitivity.
Taken together, our results suggest a genetic framework for flowering-time regulation by ambient temperature-responsive miRNAs under
non-stress temperature conditions.
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MAb4 subfAmily genes involved in Auxin-regulAted orgAnogenesis
*masahiko furutani (nara institute of science and technology (nAist), Japan), shuhei yoshida (nara institute of science and
technology (nAist), Japan), yasukazu nakano (nara institute of science and technology (nAist), Japan), masao tasaka (nara institute
of science and technology (nAist), Japan)
ma-furut@bs.naist.jp
in higher plants, phytohormone auxin plays a crucial role in organ formation. Auxin is accumulated asymmetrically in the shoot
apical meristem (sAm) dependently on polar auxin transport system. previously, several Arabidopsis mutants displaying severe defects
of organogenesis were identified; pin-formed1 (pin1), pinoid (pid), and monopteros (mp). PIN1 is an auxin efflux carrier, localized in
the plasma membrane with polarity in the sAm. pid is a ser/thr kinase that controls pin1 polarity and mp is a transcription factor
that mediates auxin signaling in organ formation. In addition, we have identified MACChi-boU 4 (MAb4) as a factor involved in organ
formation. MAb4 encodes a nonphototropic hypocotyl 3 (nph3)-like protein and has several paralogues named MAb4/Enp-liKE
(MEl) genes. mab4 mel1 mel2 triple mutants develop pin-like inflorescences as pin1, pid and mp mutants. to examine the function of
MAb4 subfamily genes in organogenesis, we performed expression analysis of pin1-gfp and dr5-GFp in mab4 mel1 mel2 inflorescences.
in the l1 layer of the mutant sAm, pin1-gfp was normally localized in the upper side of the plasma membrane toward the prospective
organ primordia. however, in inner cells of the mutant, polarized pin1-gfp in the plasma membrane was severely reduced compared with
the wild-type sAm. expression of dr5-GFp was expanded in the l1 layer of the mutant sAm. these results indicate that in the mutant
auxin could not flow downwards from the L1 layer due to the defect of PIN1 localization in inner cells, suggesting the function of MAb4
subfamily genes as an auxin sink in organogenesis. now, we are analyzing the relationship between MAb4 subfamily genes, pid and Mp.
together with these results, we will discuss the molecular mechanism of auxin-regulated organ formation.

08127
scArecroW-liKe 23, A grAs trAnscription fActor, plAys A role in the ArAbidopsis vAsculAr development of the
shoot system, interActing With short-root
*mi-hyun lee (Konkuk university, Korea), nan-ie yu (Konkuk university, Korea), Jun lim (Konkuk university, Korea)
goodlmh@konkuk.ac.kr
short-root (shr) and scArecroW (scr) are key regulators of the stem cell maintenance and radial pattering in the Arabidopsis
root. it is relatively well known about the molecular basis of radial patterning processes in the root regulated by the module of shr/scr
transcription factors. however, shr function in the shoot system remains elusive, even though its loss-of-function mutant phenotype in
the shoot is evidently obvious and shr is also expressed in the shoot. in an attempt to elucidate the molecular mechanisms by which
shr controls in the shoot system, we isolated a shr-interacting protein, scArecroW-liKe 23 (scl23), which also belongs to the grAs
transcription factor family. scl23 is most closely related to scr, which is also known to interact with shr, among the grAs members.
interestingly, sCl23 is, however, not expressed in the root. expression of sCl23 is found primarily in the vasculature and meristem of the
shoot. in addition, scl23 mutants only suppress the phenotype of shr mutant shoots, suggesting that scl23 plays a role in the vascular
development of aerial part in conjunction with shr.

08128
groWth of cryptic brAct in ArAbidopsis
*chang liu (temasek life sciences laboratory, singapore), hao yu (temasek life sciences laboratory, singapore)
liuchang@tll.org.sg
Bracts are defined as modified leaves subtending flowers or inflorescence, which are commonly found on various plant species.
interestingly, brassicaceae species, including Arabidopsis, usually lack bracts. however, previous investigations on Arabidopsis showed
that it possesses the ability to develop so-called cryptic bracts, suggesting the involvement of a unique mechanism suppressing bract
growth in Brassicaceae to modify inflorescence architecture. Here we show that the outgrowth of cryptic bracts in Arabidopsis is associated
with every flower in the triple mutant where SUPRESSOR OF OVEREXPRESSION OF CO 1 (SOC1), SHORT VEGETATIVE PHASE (SVP)
and AgAmous-liKe 24 (Agl24) are lost. our results have excluded the possibility that the growth of bracts may rely on the activity of
JAGGED, a factor thought to be sufficient to induce the proliferation of lateral organ tissues. Further detailed examination revealed that
the initiation of a bract in the soc1 agl24 svp triple mutant starts with the protrusion of the abaxial part of a floral primordium; and is
associated with an altered pattern of polarized auxin distribution and ectopic expression of auxin biosynthesis genes. in addition, we found
that leAfy (lfy) physically interacted with soc1 and Agl24; while svp loss-of-function mutant synergistically enhanced bract initiation
in lfy patial loss-of-function mutant.

08129
interActions Among genes involved in gynoecium development in ArAbidopsis
*most. nahar (nArA institute of science And technology, JApAn), masao tasaka (nArA institute of science And
technology, JApAn), mitsuhiro Aida (nArA institute of science And technology, JApAn)
nahar@bs.naist.jp
interActions Among genes involved in gynoecium development in ArAbidopsis
most. Altaf-un-nahar, masao tasaka and mitsuhiro Aida
graduate school of biological sciences, nara institute of science and technology, nara 630-0192
The gynoecium is the female reproductive organ of the flowering plants. In Arabidopsis thaliana, the gynoecium is composed of two
carpels that are fused along their margins. the margin of the carpels contain meristematic tissue that gives rise to internal organs in the
ovary including ovules, septum and transmitting tract which are required for successful pollination and fertilization. The CUP-SHAPED
cotyledon genes cuc1 (At3g15170) and cuc2 (At5g53950) which encode nAc domain transcription factors, are involved in gynoecium
development through promoting the formation of the meristematic tissue of the carpel margins. cuc1 and cuc2 are expressed on the
adaxial side of carpel margins and the cuc1 cuc2 double mutant often fails to form the organs derived from marginal meristematic tissue,
resulting in a severe reduction of ovules and the septum. interaction between cuc1 and cuc2 and other genes involved in gynoecium
remains to be investigated. two carpel genes spAtulA (At4g36930) and crAbs clAW (At1g69180), each encoding transcription factors of
bHLH and YABBY proteins, respectively, are required for preventing fusion of the carpel margins and septum formation. We are analyzing
the genetic relationship of these two genes with cuc1 and cuc2. the cuc1 spt and cuc2 spt double mutants showed severe defects in
ovules and septum formation, in addition, each of cuc1 and cuc2 mutations suppressed the split of carpel margins in spt, suggesting that
cuc1 and cuc2 activity was responsible for this phenotype. genetic interactions between cuc and crc also represent severe reduction
of ovule and septum development. results of expression studies in spt, crc and cuc1cuc2 mutants will also be presented.

08130
thermospermine And norspermine Are novel suppressors of xylem differentiAtion.
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*hiroyasu motose (okayama university, Japan), Junichi Kakehi (okayama university, Japan), yoshitaka Kuwasiro (okayama university,
Japan), Kazuei igarashi (Josai university, Japan), taku takahashi (okayama university, Japan)
motose@cc.okayama-u.ac.jp
Polyamines are ubiquitous organic polycations in prokaryotic and eukaryotic cells. Thermospermine is a structural isomer of spermine
first discovered in thermophilic bacteria and is essential for stem elongation in Arabidopsis thaliana. the acaulis5 (acl5) mutant of
Arabidopsis is a loss-of-function mutant of thermospermine synthase and exhibits excessive differentiation of xylem tissues and very
short inflorescent stem. In this study, we examined the external effect of thermospermine on plant growth. Exogenously supplied
thermospermine suppressed xylem differentiation of liquid-grown Arabidopsis seedlings. furthermore, thermospermine remarkably
blocked tracheary element differentiation of isolated mesophyll cells of zinnia elegans. We noted the c3c3 arrangement of carbon chains
in thermospermine (c4c3c3), which is not found in spermine (c3c4c3), and examined whether it could be functionally replaced with
norspermine (C3C3C3) or not. Norspermine significantly suppressed xylem differentiation in both Arabidopsis seedling and zinnia cell
cultures. whereas spermine had no such effect. together with effects of thermospermine and norspermine on marker gene expression, our
results clearly indicate that thermospermine and norspermine function as suppressors of xylem differentiation and the c3c3 arrangement
is essential for their biological activity.

08131
the rAb gtpAse functions in AutophAgy And contributes to trAcheAry element differentiAtion in ArAbidopsis
soon il Kwon (Korea university, republic of KoreA), *hong Joo cho (Korea university, republic of KoreA), Kohki yoshimoto (riKen
plant science center, Japan), Ken shirasu (riKen plant science center, Japan), ohkmae K. park (Korea university, republic of KoreA)
hongj81@empal.com
the tracheary elements (tes) of the xylem serve as the water-conducting vessels of the plant vascular system. to achieve this, tes
undergo cell death, during which the cell contents are completely removed, and thickened and lignified secondary cell walls are formed.
cell death of tes is a typical example of developmental programmed cell death that has been suggested to be autophagic. however, little
evidence of autophagy in te differentiation has been provided. the present study demonstrates that the small gtp binding protein plays
a role in te differentiation through its function in autophagy. differentiating wild type te cells were found to undergo autophagy in an
Arabidopsis culture system. Both autophagy and TE formation were significantly stimulated by overexpression of a constitutively active
mutant, and were inhibited in transgenic plants overexpressing a dominant negative mutant or rnAi, a brassinosteroid insensitive mutant
bri1-301, and an autophagy mutant atg5-1. taken together, our results suggest that autophagy occurs during te differentiation, and that
rab gtpase, as a component of autophagy, regulates te differentiation.

08132
tEnUipEtAlA-d reveAls A role of pUX1 in cell division control in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*ryuta fukuhara (the university of tokyo, Japan), yoshibumi Komeda (the university of tokyo, Japan)
rfukuhara@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
organ growth is one of the fundamental and crucial developmental processes in multicellular organisms, but little is known about how
organs achieve their final size and shape. Here we analyzed tenuipetala-d (tep-d), which displayed characteristic flowers with narrower
petals than those of wild-type. tep-d was isolated by activation-tagging screen and insertion was linked with tep-d mutant phenotypes.
several genes near the insertion were moderately activated in tep-d and we focused one of the genes, plAnt UbX doMAin-ContAininG
protEin 1 (pUX1). pux1 was previously suggested to regulate organ growth via the negative regulation of an AAA-Atpase cell division
cycle 48 (cdc48) activity. loss-of-function plants of pUX1 displayed slightly larger organs and overexpression of pUX1 repressed organ
growth in a dosage-dependent manner. phenotypes of organ size were attributable to mainly alterations in cell number in these pUX1
mutants and tep-d. in consistent with the cellular phenotype, expression of CYClin b1;1 (CYCb1;1), one of the marker genes of cell
division, was reduced in tep-d. in contrast, accumulation of cycb1;1 protein was dramatically increased, suggesting that cell cycle
progression in tep-d might be delayed due to some defect in m phase, where cycb1;1 is degraded by anaphase-promoting complex/
cyclosome (APC/C) E3 ubiquitin ligase complex under the control of spindle checkpoint mechanism. Furthermore, it is known that Clb2,
the yeast cyclin b, fails to be degraded in cdc48 mutant in yeast due to spindle checkpoint response. taken together, pux1 may regulate
cell division and organ growth by modulating an activity of cdc48, which has multiple functions in cellular activities.

08133
mAcchi-bou2 regulAtes embryo pAtterning And cotyledon development viA modulAtion of Auxin-responsive
trAnscription
*Jun ito (graduate school of biological sciences, nAist, Japan), takako sono (graduate school of biological sciences, nAist, Japan),
masahiko furutani (graduate school of biological sciences, nAist, Japan), masao tasaka (graduate school of biological sciences,
nAist, Japan)
junito@bs.naist.jp
the asymmetrical distribution of auxin depending on polar transport has an instructive role in plant organogenesis. Although some
of the factors regulating auxin-mediated organogenesis were identified, its overall process remains poorly understood. To clarify the
molecular mechanisms underlying auxin-mediated organogenesis, we have analyzed the macchi-bou 2 (mab2) mutant identified by a
pinoid (pid) enhancer mutant screen. While mab2 or pid single mutant seedlings showed only a mild phenotype in cotyledon positioning
and/or number, the mab2 pid double mutant completely lacked cotyledons. the mab2 single mutation disturbed cell division pattern
and caused aberrant cotyledon development during embryogenesis. expression analysis of auxin markers revealed that mab2 mutation
affected auxin response but not auxin transport at the developing cotyledons in their embryos. furthermore, genetic analysis between
auxin-insensitive mutants and mab2 showed the synergistic interaction in cotyledon formation, indicating the contribution of MAb2
on auxin response. MAb2 encodes an Arabidopsis homolog of med13, a putative regulatory module (cdK8 subcomplex) component
of the mediator complex, and is identical to GrAnd CEntrAl. mediator is a multicomponent complex evolutionally conserved among
the eukaryotes and cdK8 subcomplex associates with the mediator to control the interaction of mediator and rnA polymerase ii. the
Arabidopsis genome appears to contain corresponding homologs of the mediator complex including cdK8 subcomplex. to investigate the
relationship among Arabidopsis cdK8 subcomplex, we carried out the yeast-two hybrid assay. As a result, mAb2 possess the ability to
interact with other cdK8 subcomplex component in yeast cells. thus, our results suggest that the MAb2 gene functions as a key effector
for the auxin-responsive transcription during embryogenesis.

08134
t-dnA screening for genes reQuired for gAmetophyte And seed development in ArAbidopsis
*geun-tae park (department of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, republic of Korea), geonho Ju
(department of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, republic of Korea), Kyunghyuk park (department of
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biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, republic of Korea), Jong seob lee (department of biological sciences,
seoul national university, seoul, Korea, republic of Korea), yeonhee choi (department of biological sciences, seoul national university,
seoul, Korea, republic of Korea)
dangtaejong@snu.ac.kr
the purpose of this project is to identify large numbers of Arabidopsis genes which have essential functions during reproductive stage.
Especially we are focusing on genetic and molecular mechanisms governing female/male gametogenesis and subsequent embryogenesis.
Activation tagging mutagenesis causes dominant activation mutation by activating nearby genes. like other conventional t-dnAs, however,
it can causes recessive insertional mutations as well. if t-dnA is inserted in genes which have important function during gametogenesis,
the mutant plants will show, most likely, about 50% ovule-abortion phenotype. if the mutants plants show about 50% seed abortion
phenotype, it is possible that t-dnA is inserted in genes which are imprinted like MEdEA or its regulators. if t-dnA causes insertional
mutation in genes which function during embryogenesis, the mutant plants will show about 25% seed abortion due to the zygotic lethality.
more than 70,000 activation tagging t-dnA lines were generated. transgenic plants have been screened for defective ovule and seeds
based on above criteria. More than 200 mutant lines were first chosen. Among them, 10 lines showing 50% seed abortion phenotype
were selected for further study and described below. this screen will tell us how these genes regulate gametogenesis and embryogenesis
in near future.

08135
the ArAbidopsis Wuschel is A bifunctionAl trAnscription fActor thAt Acts As A repressor in stem cell regulAtion
And As An ActivAtor in florAl pAtterning
*miho ikeda (national institute of Advanced industrial science and technology (Aist), Japan), nobutaka mitsuda (national institute
of Advanced industrial science and technology (Aist), Japan), masaru ohme-takagi (national institute of Advanced industrial science
and technology (Aist), Japan)
mi-ikeda@aist.go.jp
Most transcription factors act either as activators or repressors, and no such factors with dual function have been unequivocally
identified and characterized in plants. The Arabidopsis homeobox transcription factor Wuschel (Wus), which controls the maintenance
of stem cell populations in shoot meristems, has been shown to act as a repressor for ArAbidopsis rEsponsE rEGUlAtor genes and
as an activator of AGAMoUs. both of these genes have been shown to be direct target of Wus. We demonstrate that Wus is a bifunctional
transcription factor that acts mainly as a repressor but becomes an activator when involved in the regulation of the AG gene. the Wus-box,
which is conserved among WUsChEl rElAtEd hoMEoboX genes, acts as repression domain and can convert transcriptional activators
into dominant repressors when it fused to transcriptional activators. All the known activities of Wus are eliminated by mutation of the
WUS-box, including the regulation of stem cell identity and size of floral meristem and the induction of AG expression. the mutation of the
Wus-box is complemented by fusion of an exogenous repression domain, srdx, with resultant formation of somatic embryos in roots and
expansion of floral meristems as observed upon in ectopic expression of WUs. Our results confirm that WUS acts as a repressor and not as
an activator in the induction of stem cell identity and in maintenance of populations of pluripotent stem cells in shoot and floral meristems.
By contrast, fusion of an exogenous activation domain, VP16, does not result in expanded floral meristems but induces carpeloid sepals
with stigmatic papillae and staminoid petals in transgenic flowers, which similar to those induced by the ectopic expression of AG. our
results demonstrate that Wus acts mainly as a repressor and that its function changes from that of a repressor to that of an activator in
the case of regulation of the expression of AG.

08136
the dWArf phenotype of the ACl5-1 mutAnt is suppressed by mutAtions in ribosomAl proteins.
*Jun-ichi Kakehi (okayama university, Japan), eri Kawano (okayama university, Japan), hiroyasu motose (okayama university, Japan),
taku takahashi (okayama university, Japan)
Junnichi.K@gmail.com
the acaulis5 (acl5) mutant is defective in the synthesis of thermospermine and exhibits a severe dwarf phenotype. thermospermine
is a structural isomer of spermine. to elucidate the role of thermospermine in stem elongation, we have analysed suppressor mutants of
acl5 (sac). We have previously shown that sAC51 encodes a bhlh-type transcription factor and that sAC52 encodes a ribosomal protein
l10 (rpl10). sAC51 mRNA has five upstream ORFs (uORFs) in its 5'-UTR and sac51-d has a point mutation in the 4th uorf. our data
have suggested that translation of the sAC51 main orf is negatively regulated by ribosome stalling at the 4th uorf in the absence of
thermospermine. furthermore, the genes responsible for sac53-d and sac56-d encode a receptor for activated c kinase (rAcK1) and
a ribosomal protein l4 (rpl4), respectively. these are also components of the ribosome. based on our experiments, we suggest that
sac52-d and sac56-d mutants result in an increase in the translation efficiency of the sAC51 main orf but sac53-d has a distinct effect
for overcoming the deficiency of thermospermine.
sAC51 mrnA is known to be a target of non-sense mediated mrnA decay (nmd). We found that the sAC51 mrnA is unstable in the
absence of thermospermine. the experiments to examine whether the sac53-d mutation affects the sAC51 mrnA stability or not are
underway.
We will discuss the mechanism by which mutations in ribosomal proteins suppress the deficiency in thermospermine.

08137
functionAl AnAlysis of Miz1, A gene essentiAl for root hydrotropism
*yutaka miyazawa (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), teppei moriwaki (graduate school of life sciences,
tohoku university, Japan), mayumi uchida (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), Akie Kobayashi (graduate
school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), nobuharu fujii (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan),
hideyuki takahashi (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan)
miyazawa@ige.tohoku.ac.jp
roots display tropisms that control the direction of growth, hereby avoiding environmental stresses such as drought. it has been
hypothesized that roots display hydrotropism in response to moisture gradients, which could permit water acquisition more effectively
than any other tropism. however, there have been surprisingly few studies on root hydrotropism when compared with other tropisms
such as gravitropism and phototropism. recently, we established experimental system for the induction of hydrotropic responses in
Arabidopsis roots, which had enabled us to use molecular genetics as a tool. genetic screens based on the inability to develop hydrotropic
root curvature allowed us to isolate a series of ahydrotropic mutants termed “mizu-kussei (miz)” We recently succeeded in identifying
the mutated genes for miz1, which was the first ahydrotropic mutant whose responsible gene has ever been determined. Physiological
and morphological analyses of the mutants showed that miz1 had normal gravitropic responses, root elongation growth and root cap
organization, while it completely lacked hydrotropic response. Miz1 encodes a protein of unknown function with a conserved domain at
its c-terminus, which we termed miZ domain. the genes encoding miZ domain are found only in the genomes of land plants, and the
MIZ domain has no clear similarity to any characterized peptide sequence. To analyze the localization and functional roles of MIZ1, we
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generated transgenic plants that express the gfp-fused miZ1 in addition to miZ1 over-expressing plants. in this presentation, results
from physiological analyses of these transgenic plants will be reported.

08138
seArch for neW imprinted genes by reverse genetics
*seo hyun Kim (department of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, Korea), yeonhee choi (department of
biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, Korea), Kyung hyuk park (department of biological sciences, seoul
national university, seoul, Korea, Korea)
lemonpie77@naver.com
Gene imprinting refers to the different allele-expression depending on parental origin. In flowering plants, imprinting is thought to be
established during the formation of gametophyte. for example, dEMEtEr(dME) is an active dnA demethylase which is expressed in the
central cell of the female gametophyte, and there it hypomethylates maternally expressed imprinted genes as MEdEA(MEA), Fertilizationindependent seeds 2(Fis2) and FWA.
Still, we don't know how many other imprinted genes remains unknown and how they regulate plant development. In order to find
maternally expressed imprinted genes which function during seed development, we took a reverse genetic approach. potential target
genes are selected into two steps. first, genes of the female gametophyte transcriptome and ds insertion line screening result showing
abnormal seed development were compared. selected genes were also compared with the h3K27me3 microarray and dnA methylation
profile, narrowing down genes which seems to be epigenetically regulated. Finally 23 genes were selected and their Salk line mutants
from ABRC are being used for further study. By this screening we hope to find new imprinted genes and their downstream genes which
function during the reproductive stage.

08139
mir156 viA spl repression is responsive to Ambient temperAture chAnge in floWering-time regulAtion in
ArAbidopsis
*Wanhui Kim (Korea university, south Korea), hanna lee (Korea university, south Korea)
wanhui_kim@korea.ac.kr
micrornA(mirnA) is non-protein-coding small rnA with 21-22 nt length, which regulate gene expression at post-transcriptional levels
through mrnAs cleavage or translational repression. plant mirnA is considered as important regulator in plant development. recently,
it had been reported that miRNA is involved in response to biotic/abiotic stress in plants. Our lab had identified a subset of ambient
temperature-responsive mirnAs in Arabidopsis thaliana (lee et al., 2010). here, we demonstrate the role of mir156/spl as floweringtime regulator in response to ambient temperature change. Up-regulation of miR156 expression at 16 °C and flowering-time phenotype
in different ambient temperature showed that miR156 is capable to respond to ambient temperature change in regulation of floweringtime. pri-mir156a, b, and d expression levels were dramatically decreased at 16 °c relative to 23 °c. but no difference was observed in
mirnA biogenesis genes expression at different ambient temperature, suggesting that up-regulated mature mir156 expression in 16 °c
was result from acceleration of mir156 biogenesis. consistent with mir156 expression, the transcript level of their target genes spl 3,
4, 5, 6 and 9 was significantly reduced at 16 °C. 5`RLM-RACE results showed spl mrnA was negatively regulated by mir156-mediated
mrnA cleavage. these results indicate that mir156 via spl repression plays an important role in regulation of flowering-time in response
to ambient temperature change in Arabidopsis.

08140
role of ilt3 in the control of floWering time by Ambient temperAture in ArAbidopsis
*Jeong hwan lee (national creative initiative, school of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south Korea), Jae Joon Kim
(national creative initiative, school of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south Korea), sung myun hong (national
creative initiative, school of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south Korea), Kyung eun Kim (national creative
initiative, school of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south Korea), hyun Jung cho (national creative initiative,
school of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south Korea), Jong seob lee (school of biological sciences, seoul national
university, south Korea), Ji hoon Ahn (national creative initiative, school of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south
Korea)
1hwan3ee@korea.ac.kr
plants show remarkable developmental plasticity to survive in a continually changing environment such as photoperiod and temperature.
in contrast to light and vernalization, little is known about thermosensory pathway that mediates the response to ambient temperature.
Here, we identified one ecotype that does not respond to a change in ambient temperature by natural variation approach. Furthermore, we
confirmed that flowering times of T-DNA alleles of the loci were not changed by ambient temperature, and renamed it ilt3 (insEnsitiVE
to loW tEMpErAtUrE 3). the genetic interactions of ilt3 with other floral repressor mutants showed that svp mutations appeared to be
largely epistatic to ilt3 mutations, and the temperature insensitivity was also maintained in double and triple mutants. The early flowering
of ilt3 mutants at 23°c or 16°c was resulted from upregulation of Ft, tsF and soC1, suggesting that ilt3 is a floral repressor. ChIP
(chromatin immunoprecipitation) analysis showed that ilt3 and svp bound to the genomic regions of Ft, tsF and soC1. interestingly,
ilt3 interacts with svp in vivoand in vitro. these data suggest that ilt3 is another component in response to ambient temperature, and
ilt3 and svp act within the thermosensory pathway.

08141
identificAtion of tWo novel genes Affecting the control of the florAl trAnsition in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*florent robvieux (the university of tokyo, Japan), takashi Kuromori (riKen plant science center, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen
plant science center, Japan), yoshibumi Komeda (the university of tokyo, Japan)
florentr@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
The floral transition is one of the main event in the life of higher plants. The timing of this transition has to be regulated in order to get a
better reproductive success. in Arabidopsis thaliana, four main pathways that control the time of flowering have been described and many
genes have already been identified. However, we identified mutants from the riken arabidopsis phenome information database, related
with two genes, FlorAison tArdiVE1 (FlA1) and FlA2, that showed a late flowering phenotype and that have never been described as
late-flowering.
flA1 is described as a c2 domain-containing protein with an enzymatic domain. fla1 mutants flowered later only in long day conditions
(ld). this phenotype indicates that FlA1 belongs to the photoperiodic pathway. FlA1 expression is constant over the time. Gi or Co
expression was not affected by mutation of fla1 suggesting that FlA1 acts in a Co-independent pathway inside the photoperiodic
pathway. moreover, fla1 mutants displayed resistance to an inhibitor of the tryptophan bisosynthesis pathway, indicating that the putative
phosphoribosyl transferase domain of flA1 might be effective.
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flA2 seems to have a transcriptional factor activity. in both ld and sd, fla2-1 and fla2-4 were late-flowering. These observations
indicate that FlA2 belongs to the autonomous pathway. moreover, fla2-1 mutation negatively regulates most of the autonomous pathway
genes. fla2-1/flc double mutant flowered as early as flc mutant suggesting that FlA2 is upstream of FlC. flA2 has previously been
described as tubby-like protein 4, tlp4 and belongs to a family of tubby domain containing proteins. nine of the eleven members of this
family displayed an altered flowering phenotype in LD suggesting that the tubby domain might play a role in the regulation of the floral
transition.

08142
expression AnAlysis of the AQuAporin genes in cArrot somAtic embryogenesis
*sakurako Asakura (yokohama city university, Japan), Atsushi matsuzawa (yokohama city university, Japan), ichiro tanaka (yokohama
city university, Japan), hiroshi Kamada (university of tsukuba, Japan), hajime shiota (yokohama city university, Japan)
bloomin003@yahoo.co.jp
In higher plants, developing seeds are dehydrated in the maturation phase, and subsequently rehydrated during germination. Plant
aquaporins facilitate water flux across biomembranes as water channels, and are involved in various physiological phenomena in several
plant tissues. In order to reveal physiological roles of aquaporins during plant embryogenesis, we analyzed the expression of aquaporin
genes in carrot (daucus carota) somatic embryogenesis as a model experimental system for studying the development of zygotic
embryogenesis. Carrot genes encoding plasma membrane aquaporins (PIPs; dcpip1;1, dcpip1;2, and dcpip1;3) were isolated. the higher
expression of three dcpip1s was detected in seedlings, true leaves, and tap roots, whereas lower expression was detected in embryogenic
cells, somatic embryos, and developing seeds. in somatic embryos, the expression of dcpip1s was downregulated by abscisic acid (AbA)
treatment. the histochemical analyses of the dcpip1;1 and dcpip1;2 promoters were performed in the transgenic carrots (dcpip1;1::
gus and dcpip1;2::gus). the promoter activities of dcpip1;1 and dcpip1;2 were observed in epidermis and cambium layers of somatic
embryos, and vascular bundles and root tips of seedlings. Our results suggest that PIP-type aquaporins have main physiological roles
in germinating embryos. the lower expression of pip1s may be maintained by a developmental program or increased endogenous AbA
during seed development, and the water permeability of cells may be inhibited in dormant embryos.

08143
sel1 (seedling lethAl 1), A pentAtricopeptide repeAt (ppr) protein, is reQuired for chloroplAst development And
chloroplAst gene expression in ArAbidopsis
*young Jae pyo (yonsei university, Korea), Anna Kim (yonsei university, Korea), myeon haeng cho (yonsei university, Korea)
yjpyo@yonsei.ac.kr
chloroplasts are the site of photosynthesis and other essential metabolites biosynthesis, including amino acids, fatty acids and
secondary metabolites. it has been known that many seedling lethal mutants are affected in chloroplast function or development.
therefore, development of functional chloroplast is essential for plant development. to understand the molecular mechanisms underlying
chloroplast development, we have isolated a t-dnA insertion mutant, dubbed sel1 (seedling lethal 1), that exhibited pigment defective
and seedling lethal phenotype, in which a pentatricopeptide repeat (ppr) gene is disrupted. the ppr is a degenerate 35-amino acid
repeat motif which is thought to interact with rnA. most of ppr proteins are predicted to be targeted to mitochondria or chloroplasts, and
involved in post-transcriptional regulation of organellar gene expression. confocal microscopic analysis showed that the sel1-gfp fusion
protein is localized in the chloroplast. transmission electron microscopic analysis showed that the chloroplast development is severely
impaired in sel1 mutants. Western blot analysis revealed that sel1 mutants could not accumulate plastid-encoded proteins involved in
photosynthesis. In addition, transcript profiles of chloroplast genes revealed that sel1 mutants have global defects in chloroplast gene
expression. these results suggest that sel1 may play an essential role in the regulation of chloroplast gene expression during chloroplast
development. the possible role of sel1 in chloroplast development and chloroplast gene expression will be discussed. (yJ pyo and A Kim
contributed equally) [This work was supported by the Crop Functional Genomics Center funded by the Ministry of Science and Technology
of the Korean government (grant no. cg2152) and the second phase of the bK21 program (ybri) of Korea]

08144
role of Atterc, A seedling-lethAl gene, in eArly chloroplAst development in ArAbiodpsis
Kwang-chul Kwon (university of central florida college of medicine, usA), *se Jeong lee (yonsei university, Korea), Anna Kim (yonsei
university, Korea), young Jae pyo (yonsei university, Korea), myeon haeng cho (yonsei university, Korea)
paniczz@cyworld.com
biogenesis of chloroplast from proplastid is one of the important events for early seedling development. t-dnA insertional mutation
(atterc) of Atterc, an Arabidopsis thaliana gene whose product shares sequence similarity with bacterial tellurite resistance C (TerC),
shows pigment-deficient and seedling lethal phenotype under normal growth condition. AtTerC protein is localized in the thylakoid of
the chloroplast as shown by localization of an Atterc-gfp fusion product in protoplasts and by immunoblot analysis of subfractions of
chloroplasts. transmission electron microscopic analysis showed that the ultrastructure of prothylakoid and thylakoid membrane was
deformed in etioplast and chloroplast in mutants. Western blot analysis revealed that thylakoid membrane proteins, which are related to
photosynthesis, were not accumulated in atterc mutant. However, the failure of accumulation and the significant loss of photosynthetic
proteins in mutants were not resulted from transcriptional differences between genotypes, because similar transcripts levels of relevant
genes were observed in wild-type and in atterc mutants. Polysome profiling analysis demonstrated that there was no significant difference
in the distribution of ribosomes between the mutant and the wild-type, suggesting that the impaired protein accumulation observed in
the thylakoid of atterc mutants is caused by accelerated degradation of proteins rather than defects in protein synthesis. taken together,
these results suggest that Atterc plays a crucial role in prothylakoid biogenesis and thylakoid formation in early chloroplast development.
(KC Kwon and SJ Lee contributed equally.) [this work was supported by the Crop Functional Genomics Center funded by the Ministry of
science and technology of the Korean government (grant no. CG2152) and the second phase of the bK21 program (Ybri) of Korea]

08145
identificAtion And functionAl AnAlysis of myb fAmily trAnscription fActors regulAting cuticulAr WAx
biosynthesis.
*yoshimi oshima (national institute of Advanced industrial science and technology, JApAn), masahito shikata (national institute of
floricultural science, national Agriculture and food research organization, JApAn), tomotsugu Koyama (graduate school of biostudies,
Kyoto university, JApAn), norihiro ohtsubo (national institute of floricultural science, national Agriculture and food research
organization, JApAn), nobutaka mitsuda (national institute of Advanced industrial science and technology, JApAn), masaru ohmetakagi (national institute of Advanced industrial science and technology, JApAn)
yoshimi-ooshima@aist.go.jp
cuticle layer covering most epidermal cells of aerial plant surfaces consists of cutin polymer and wax, and protects from loss of
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water, pathogens and insects. While WAx inducer1(Win1), a Ap2/erf family transcription factor (tf), is known to activate cutin and
epidermal wax biosynthesis genes, however, other regulators are hardly known. to identify novel factors involving to wax biosynthesis,
we screened transgenic plants expressing chimeric repressor of various tfs and found that the chimeric repressor of myb tf, named WAx
regulAtor1(WAr1), induces adhesion of organs due to loss of wax. sem observation of the stem epidermis revealed that epicuticular
wax crystal was decreased in WAr1-srdx plant which is expressed WAr1 fused the repression domain under control of the 35s promoter.
microarray experiment revealed that WAr1-srdx and Win1-srdx plants had similar transcriptomes. these results indicate that WAr1
directly or indirectly regulates wax biosynthesis as similar manner as Win1. now, we are performing the analysis of redundant transcription
factors of WAr1 and Win1.

08146
novel insight of plAnt cuticlAr WAx As lubricAnt of elongAting petAls
*Akira iwasaki (Kyoto university, national institute for basic biology, Japan), seiji takeda (nara institute of science and technology,
Japan), Kiyoshi tatematsu (national institute for basic biology, Japan), ryuji tsugeki (Kyoto university, Japan), Kiyotaka okada
(national institute for basic biology, Japan)
iwaaki@nibb.ac.jp
Petals are most important flower organs to fascinate pollinator, and show the most diversity among the organs. In the process of flower
development in Arabidopsis and other brassica family, growth of petal primordia delay until stamen primordia develop to have stalked at
base and locules appear at stage 8. then petal primordia restart to elongate through narrow space between the developed stamens and
sepals. In order to understand the elongation process of petal primordia, we isolated and analyzed unique mutants of Arabidopsis showing
petals are not straightly extended and folded twice at the center, folded petals (fop). Three non-allelic mutants were identified. Sections
of floral bud at different stages showed the folding of petals occur after a tip of petal primordium touched the stamens. When sepals were
removed from a floral bud in early stage, petals did not show the folded form. There was no obvious difference in size and shape of mature
petals between mutants and wild type. these results suggest that the growing petal of fop mutants could not pass smoothly through the
narrow space between stamens and sepals, and the caught of the petal to these floral organs causes the folding in the mutant flowers.
We cloned Fop1 and Fop2 genes, and found that Fop1 and Fop2 encode a protein homologous to bacterial lipid biosynthesis enzyme,
and an Abc transporter, respectively. it is suggested that Fop2 is involved in secreting wax. Fop1 and Fop2 were expressed in mainly
flower organs. These results indicate that wax/cutin have a novel role as lubricant which decrease the physical friction between elongating
petals and stamens or sepals.

08147
hormonAl regulAtion of lAterAl root development is modulAted by overexpression of Miz1
*teppei moriwaki (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), yutaka miyazawa (graduate school of life sciences,
tohoku university, Japan), Akie Kobayashi (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), mayumi uchida (graduate
school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), nobuharu fujii (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan),
hideyuki takahashi (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan)
moriwaki@ige.tohoku.ac.jp
Plant roots function to acquire nutrients and water essential for their life. To achieve this task, roots show tropisms that determine the
direction of their growth. of these tropic responses, hydrotropism is a directional growth that occurs in response to moisture gradient.
root usually displays positive hydrotropism growing toward the higher moisture, which probably contributes to effective water uptake.
Previously, we identified MizU-KUssEi1 (Miz1) as an essential gene for root hydrotropism. While Miz1 and its homologues are widely
conserved in terrestrial plants, neither physiological nor molecular characteristics of them have been reported. to gain the insight into the
function of Miz1, we generated and analyzed Miz1-overexpressed Arabidopsis plants. unexpectedly, Miz1-overexpressed plants were
defective in lateral root development and root growth. We found that Miz1-overexpressed roots showed hypersensitivity to cytokinin but
showed normal sensitivities to other plant hormones. miZ1-gfp fusion protein localized in pericycle cells but not in lateral root primodia
(lrp) at an early developmental stage. Application of cytokinin induced the localization of miZ1-gfp in lrp, suggesting miZ1 potentially
inhibits lateral root development downstream of cytokinin action. We also found the application of exogenous auxin recovered lateral root
formation in Miz1-overexpresed plants. this result suggested that alteration of auxin level is critical step to inhibit formation of lateral
roots in Miz1-overexpressed plant. collectively, it is possible that Miz1 regulated auxin accumulation downstream of cytokinin signaling
in lrp.

08148
splicing fActor vAriAnt controls ArAbidopsis groWth in response to nutrient conditions
*takeshi yoshizumi (plant functional genomics research group, plant science center, riKen, Japan), hiroaki hongo (plant functional
genomics research group, plant science center, riKen, department of biological science and technology, tokyo university of
science, Japan), takashi Kuromori (gene discovery research group, riKen plant science center, riKen, Japan), youichi Kondou
(plant functional genomics research group, plant science center, riKen, Japan), yoko horii (plant functional genomics research
group, plant science center, riKen, Japan), mika Kawashima (plant functional genomics research group, plant science center,
riKen, Japan), tomoko Kuriyama (plant functional genomics research group, plant science center, riKen, Japan), yuko imura (gene
discovery research group, riKen plant science center, riKen, Japan), Asako Kamiya (gene discovery research group, riKen plant
science center, riKen, Japan), hiroaki shimada (department of biological science and technology, tokyo university of science, Japan),
yuichiro Watanabe (department of life sciences, graduate school of Arts and sciences, the university of tokyo, Japan), minami matsui
(plant functional genomics research group, plant science center, riKen, Japan)
takey@postman.riken.jp
cell proliferation is one of important factors to modulate plant growth. to elucidate cell cycle control, we analyzed Arabidopsis segregation
distortion 5 (sd5) that exhibited reduction in cell number resulting in dwarf phenotype. the sd5 phenotype depends on the environmental
nutrient conditions, in particular that of sucrose - a reduction in the level of sucrose and that of the macronutrients recovers the sd5
phenotype. the corresponding gene of sd5 encodes a homolog of yeast dim1, a component of the u5 spliceosome. higher organisms
such as mammals and plants possess two dim1 homologs, although only a single diM1 gene has been found in the yeast genome. sd5
interacts with prp6, a subunit of the u5 spliceosome. Arabidopsis has two homologs, sd5 and Atdim1, which show opposite expression
patterns and also have a dependency on the nutrients and over-expression of AtdiM1 enhances the sd5 phenotype on sucrose. thus, sd5
has antagonistic functions to the authentic DIM1 to adapt to nutrient conditions. RNA immunoprecipitation analysis revealed that specific
mrnAs interacted with sd5 and this expression was reduced in the sd5 mutant. these observations indicate that sd5 is involved in a
subset of mrnA processing events.

08149
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the mitochondriAl Atp modulAtes hypocotyls elongAtion through endoreduplicAtion in dArK-groWn seedlings
*hidefumi hamasaki (plant functional genomics research group, plant science center, riKen, department of biological science and
technology, tokyo university of science, Japan), takeshi yoshizumi (plant functional genomics research group, plant science center,
riKen, Japan), naoki takahashi (plant functional genomics research group, plant science center, riKen, Japan), mieko higuchi (plant
functional genomics research group, plant science center, riKen, Japan), takashi Kuromori (gene discovery research group, riKen
plant science center, riKen, Japan), yuko imura (gene discovery research group, riKen plant science center, riKen, Japan), hiroaki
shimada (department of biological science and technology, tokyo university of science, Japan), minami matsui (plant functional
genomics research group, plant science center, riKen, Japan)
hamasaki@psc.riken.jp
Endoreduplication is one of the special cell cycle which is defined as successive chromosomal DNA replication without cell division
and is correlated with cell size. to reveal molecular mechanisms of endoreduplication, segregation distortion 3 (sd3) was isolated from
riKen ds insertional mutants collection. sd3 showed short hypocotyls and decreased polyploidy under the dark. corresponding gene of
sd3 encodes a protein with high similarity to yeast translocase on the inner mitochondrial membrane 21 (tim21), which is a component
of the tim23 complex. indeed, sd3 protein fused to gfp was localized in mitochondria. sd3 over-expression increased polyploidy level
and hypocotyl size. Additionaly, expression levels of several subunits of the respiratory-chain complexes iii and iv were up-regulated
in sd3 over-expressing plants. furthermore, sd3 over-expressing plants showed high Atp levels whereas sd3 showed low Atp levels.
these results suggest that mitochondrial activity and Atp levels modulate hypocotyls elongation. moreover, treatment of seedling with
mitochondrial electron transport inhibitor antimycin A resulted in short hypocotyls, decrease in polyploidy levels and Atp levels. these
phenotypes are similar to sd3 phenotypes. here we propose that hypocotyl is elongated as a result from enhanced endocycle in response
to mitochondrial Atp levels in dark-grown seedlings.

08150
A novel chloroplAst function in bAlAncing the AdAxiAl And AbAxiAl domAin siZes in leAf primordiA
*toshiaki tameshige (Kyoto univ., Japan), maki Kondo (nibb, Japan), Keiro Watanabe (Kyoto univ., Japan), Koichi toyokura (Kyoto
univ., Japan), ryuji tsugeki (, Kyoto univ., Japan), mikio nishimura (nibb, Japan), Kiyotaka okada (nibb, Japan)
t.tame@nibb.ac.jp
in many land plants, the cell characters are different between the adaxial and abaxial domains within the same leaf. Among several
genes regulating adaxial and abaxial differentiation, phAbUlosA (phb) and FilAMEntoUs FloWEr (Fil) are known as ones being
expressed specifically in the adaxial or abaxial domains, respectively, during leaf primordial development. Though the precise regulation of
their expression pattern is thought to be a basis for leaf development, its molecular mechanism is still far from completely understood.
recently we isolated a novel Arabidopsis mutant, enlarged fil expression domain2 (enf2), in which leaf primordia show larger Fil
expression domain than that of wild type. on the other hand, the expression domain of phb is smaller in enf2 mutant than in wild type.
to know the temporal pattern of Fil expression, we measured the ratio of the Fil expression domain size to the whole leaf primordium at
various developmental stages. And we found that the ratio is as high as 90% even in wild type as well as in enf2 at very early stages. in
later stages, the ratio decreases in wild type, but it does not in enf2. therefore, enf2 is thought to be defective in regulating the balance
between the adaxial and abaxial domain sizes rather than the establishment of adaxial-abaxial polarity.
interestingly, the responsible gene, EnF2, encodes a chloroplast-targeted protein. chloroplast development of enf2 was found to be
impaired in the leaf primordia from electron microscopy observations. in addition, when chloroplast development of wild type plant is
inhibited by lincomycin treatment, the expression pattern of Fil and phb resembles that of enf2 mutant. our results indicate that early
chloroplast development, in which EnF2 has a primary role, is involved in balancing the adaxial and abaxial domain sizes.

08151
mutAtions in AsYMMEtriC lEAVEs2 And A dEAd-boX rnA hEliCAsE reQuired for the rrnA processing synergisticAlly
impAir the estAblishment of the leAf polArity in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*yoko matsumura (nagoya university, Japan), rika hayashi (nagoya university, Japan), iwai ohbayashi (tokyo university, Japan),
Shoko Kojima (Chubu University, Japan), Julio Saez-Vasquez (Perpignan University, France), Manuel Echeverria (Perpignan University,
france), munetaka sugiyama (tokyo university, Japan), chiyoko machida (chubu university, Japan), yasunori machida (nagoya
university, Japan)
y_matsumura@bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp
Leaves are flat and lateral organs and developed from shoot apical meristem along three axes: the proximal-distal, medial-lateral and
adaxial-abaxial axes. mutations in the AsYMMEtriC lEAVEs2 (As2) gene of Arabidopsis result in various defects in the establishment of
all three axes. As2 is involved in the regulation of the polarity determination of leaves. As2 gene encodes a protein with a plant specific
domain (As2/lob domain) and expresses shoot apical meristem and adaxial side of developing leaf primordia. to understand molecular
roles of As2, we have screened and isolated several mutants that showed the abnormalities in the polarity determination of leaves in the
as2 mutant background. A mutation #16, one of these mutants we isolated, generated filamentous leaves in the as2 background and
pointed leaves in the wild-type background. the gene corresponding to #16 was predicted to encode a deAd box rnA helicase, which
might function in processing of pre-ribosomal rnA. pre-rrnA in fact accumulated in the #16 mutant. To confirm whether the defect in
the adaxial-abaxial polarity in as2 #16 double mutant was affected by the defects in processing of pre-rrnA, we analyzed double mutant
of as2 and mutant of another gene that also encodes a protein having a role in processing of pre-rrnA. this double mutant plants also
generated filamentous leaves. These results suggest the genetic interaction between an AS2 pathway and the processing of pre-rRNA in
the polarity determination of leaves.

08152
AnAlysis of rrd1, rrd2, And rid4, temperAture-sensitive mutAnts of ArAbidopsis thAt form fAsciAted roots under
the restrictive temperAture.
*Kurataka otsuka (the university of tokyo, Japan), mineko Konishi (the university of tokyo), Atsuko Kinoshita (the university of
tokyo), munetaka sugiyama (the university of tokyo)
kurataka@ns.bg.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
rrd1, rrd2, and rid4 are temperature-sensitive mutants of Arabidopsis that were isolated by screening with adventitious root formation
as an index phenotype, and characterized by forming fasciated lateral roots at the restrictive temperature. temperature-shift experiments
with a semi-synchronized lateral rooting system showed that lateral root primordia of these mutants develop into fasciated roots when
exposed to the restrictive temperature at the initial stage. detailed observation of arising primordia indicated that expansion of the area
where cell division is reactivated to form a root primordium results in the fasciation phenotype.
in rrd1, rrd2, and rid4, besides root development, several aspects of development and growth were found to be also temperaturesensitive. of particular note, embryogenesis was severely affected by each of the three mutations at the restrictive temperature. double
mutant analysis showed that any combinations of the mutations strikingly aggravate the embryo phenotype and eventually cause
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embryonic lethality even at the permissive temperature, suggesting functional relations among rrd1, rrd2, and rid4.
positional cloning revealed that rrd1 and rid4 encode a poly(A)-specific ribonuclease-like protein and a pentatricopeptide protein,
respectively. Sequence analysis of the rrd2 genome detected a mutation in a gene encoding another pentatricopeptide protein, to which
the temperature sensitivity of rrd2 might be attributable. Based on all these findings, we will discuss possible roles of rrd1, rrd2, and
rid4 in plant development.

08153
trAnscription fActor complexes in ArAbidopsis root development
*Akie shimotohno (utrecht university, netherlands), renze heidstra (utrecht university, netherlands), ben scheres (utrecht university,
netherlands)
A.shimotohno@uu.nl
Whereas most plant cells differentiate to generate the specialized cell types within the different organs, stem cells remain undifferentiated
and retain the potential to divide and generate new cells for sustained growth.
We have previously shown that two members of plant-specific gene families, double AP2-domain plEthorA (plt ) transcription factors
and grAs family transcription factor sCArECroW (sCr ), are key players in root growth and maintenance of the stem cell niche in
Arabidopsis ; ectopic expression of plts can induce formation of ectopic root structures and a combination of loss of function data for plts
and scr indicate a role for both genes as master regulators for root development.
however, the molecular mechanisms by which those factors may interact were largely unknown.
To address this question, we screened protein interactors of both PLT and SCR proteins, and identified several candidate regulatory
factors of PLTs and SCR. A third family of plant-specific transcription factor is associated with both SCR and PLT proteins in vitro and in
vivo. Genetic and histological analyses support the idea that these factors together with PLT and/or SCR proteins fine tune the progression
of differentiation in plants. our progress towards characterizing the interacting proteins and their role(s) in regulating plt and scr
networks will be presented.

08154
tissue specific cis-regulAtory element of dME promoter
*Jin-sup park (department of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, Korea), hyonhwa ohr (department of
biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, Korea), minhee Kim (department of biological sciences, seoul national
university, seoul, Korea, Korea), Jee Woong lee (department of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, Korea),
geun-tae park (department of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, Korea), ok chan lee (department of
biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul, Korea, Korea), robert fischer (department of plant and microbial biology,
university of california at berkeley, usA, usA), yeonhee choi (department of biological sciences, seoul national university, seoul,
Korea, Korea)
saga2000@snu.ac.kr
in Arabidopsis, dme dnA glycosylase is expressed in the central cell of the female gametophyte, and activates maternal allele of
MEdEA gene through demethylation process. dME is also expressed in vegetative tissues including cells flanking the root and shoot apical
meristem region. however, neither dME regulatory mechanism nor its role in vegetative tissues is known so far. to investigate cis-acting
regulatory elements in the 5' flanking region of dME, we generated the constructs including sequentially deleted promoter region fused
to gus. untill the promoter was deleted to -39bp region, gus expression pattern was not changed both in vegetative and reproductive
tissues. When we deleted whole known promoter sequence, GUS signal was not detected in vegetative region but in the central cell of
ovule. this signal was greatly reduced in +350bp dme:gus transgenic plants. and disappeared in +427 dme:gus plants. this region(135 to +615) was divided into 5 fragments and ligated with minimal camv 35s promoter fused to gus. the expression analysis is now
on going. When we narrow down the proper cis-element, we will do yeast one-hybrid to get regulator of dME.

08155
mutAtion At the nucleolin locus enhAnces the defects in the AdAxiAl-AbAxiAl polArity of leAves in Asymmetric
leAves1 (As1) And As2 mutAnts of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*sumie Keta (grad. sch. of biosci. and biotechnol., chubu univ., Japan), Ayami nakagawa (plant biol. res. center, chubu univ., Japan),
Kenzo nakamura (grad. sch. of bioagri. sci., nagoya univ., Japan), yasunori machida (grad. sch. of sci., nagoya univ., Japan), chiyoko
machida (grad. sch. of biosci. and biotechnol., chubu univ., plant biol. res. center, chubu univ., Japan)
gr09802-4481@sti.chubu.ac.jp
plant leaves are developed along proximal-distal, adaxial-abaxial and medial-lateral axes. Asymmetric leAves1 (As1) and As2 in
Arabidopsis thaliana are involved in the establishment of the adaxial fate of leaves by negatively regulating the expression of abaxial
determinants as well as class 1 Knox genes in the adaxial domain of the leaf primordia. We have shown that As1 and As2 proteins are
co-localized at the periphery of nucleolus in subnuclear bodies (As2 bodies). recently it was shown that several ribosomal proteins and
the factors involved in biogenesis of small rnAs regulated the leaf adaxial-abaxial patterning and also localized in nucleolus or at the
periphery of nucleolus. therefore, it seems that the structure and/or functions of nucleolus might be important for the determination of
adaxial-abaxial polarity. however, the role of nucleolar function in the leaf development has not been clear yet. recent works suggest
that nucleolus has important functions in the cell cycle control, the aging, and the stress responses besides the well-known ribosome
biosynthesis. therefore, it is worthwhile to demonstrate the roles of nucleolus for these events. nucleolin is known to be a major nucleolar
protein that is involved in various nucleolar functions. We found that the mutation at Atnuc-l1 locus strongly enhanced the defects in the
adaxial-abaxial polarity of leaves in each mutant of as1 or as2. We will discuss the role of the nucleolin in the determination of adaxialabaxial polarity regulated with As1 and As2 in leaves.

08156
genomic distribution And functionAl AnAlyses of putAtive g-QuAdruplex-forming seQuences in ArAbidopsis
thAliAnA
*Ayami nakagawa (plant biology research center, chubu university, Japan), hiro takahashi (plant biology research center, chubu
university, college of bioscience and biotechnology, chubu university, Japan), nobuo sato (plant biology research center, chubu
university, Japan), byung yoon cha (research institute for biological function, chubu university, Japan), Je-tae Woo (research
institute for biological function, chubu university, college of bioscience and biotechnology, chubu university, Japan), Kazuo nagai
(research institute for biological function, chubu university, college of bioscience and biotechnology, chubu university, Japan), shoko
Kojima (plant biology research center, chubu university, college of bioscience and biotechnology, chubu university, Japan), yasunori
machida (graduate school of science, nagoya university, Japan), chiyoko machida (plant biology research center, chubu university,
college of bioscience and biotechnology, chubu university, Japan)
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ayami_n@isc.chubu.ac.jp
Guanine-rich DNA sequences often form G-quartets, planar arrays of four guanines stabilized by monovalent cations (K+ and Na+)
that interact to form a G-quadruplex. G-rich sequences (repeats of TTTAGGG) in the telomerase form a G-quadruplex that interferes in
the elongation reaction by telomerase. Recent bioinformatics analysis revealed that G-quadruplex-forming sequences exist ubiquitously
in human, fission yeast, and prokaryotic genomes, and are enriched in promoters and near translation start sites. Ligand binding of a
G-quadruplex may increase or decrease transcription of downstream genes. These findings support the current hypothesis that the Gquadruplex may be a novel type of ubiquitous regulatory element. Nonetheless, little is known about this unique sequence in plants.
Our analysis in silico revealed that the Arabidopsis genome possesses approximately 1,200 G-quadruplex sequences that are distributed
on all the five pairs of chromosomes. We next examined whether putative G-quadruplex sequences affect levels of gene transcription.
Microarray analysis showed that the expression of 17% of those genes analyzed near G-quadruplex sequences was changed by berberine
treatment. Microarray analysis also revealed that G-quadruplex ligand berberine treatment on wild-type plants significantly downregulated
those genes with G-quadruplex sequence on the coding strand and downstream of the transcribed region. Furthermore, berberine treated
asymmetric leaves1 (as1) and asymmetric leaves2 (as2) mutants specifically exhibited filamentous leaves, whereas wild-type (Col-0)
plants showed no morphological changes. berberine treatment also led to higher transcription levels of class 1 Knox genes and some
abaxial genes in as1 and as2 than those in wild type. these results indicate that berberine inhibited the adaxialization of leaves in as1 and
as2 mutant plants. We discuss functional significances of the G-quadruplex on leaf development.

08157
regulAtion of Auxin trAnsport dependent leAf vAsculAr continuity by vAn3 Arf-gAp
*satoshi naramoto (vib department of plant systems biology ghent university, belgium), Koji Koizumi (department of biology,
university of pennsylvania, usA), takashi ueda (department of biological sciences, graduate school of science, the university of
tokyo, Japan), Akihiko nakano (department of biological sciences, graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, molecular
membrane biology laboratory, riKen Advanced science institute, Japan), hiroo fukuda (department of biological sciences, graduate
school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), Jiri friml (vib department of plant systems biology ghent university, belgium)
sanar@psb.vib-ugent.be
dicotyledonous plants produce closed, reticulated venations in leaves and cotyledons. elegant physiological experiments performed by
Sachs proposed the auxin signal flow canalization hypothesis to explain the complex network of leaf vasculature. This hypothesis assumes
the positive feedback effect of auxin on the direction of intercellular auxin flow, which was probed by observing the subcellular localization
of PIN auxin efflux carrier (Paciorek et al., 2005 and Sauer et al., 2006). Furthermore, recent study by Scarpella et al. (2006) indeed
provides evidence for an auxin transport-driven mechanism in leaf venation patterning. however, the molecular mechanism that governs
auxin canalization during venation formation has not been demonstrated experimentally.
here we identify the molecular components that regulate auxin transport-dependent leaf vascular development. We applied genetics
and cellular techniques to the VAn3 which encode Arf gtpase activating protein (Arf-gAp), regulator of vesicle budding and found that
auxin influences the polarity of its own flow via VAN3 dependent vesicle transport. We also found that subcellular localization of VAN3 is
dynamically changed during leaf vascular development. These findings suggested that VAN3 function as one of the molecular components
of auxin canalization process during leaf vascular development. based on these results, we will discuss how venation continuity and pin
polarity are integrated by vAn3 Arf-gAp.

08158
Ahl16, An At-hooK protein regulAtes the florAl trAnsition in flc-dependent And independent mAnners
*yifeng xu (temasek life sciences laboratory, singapore), toshiro ito (temasek life sciences laboratory, department of biological
sciences,national university of singapore, presto, Japan science and technology Agency, Japan, singapore)
yifeng@tll.org.sg
the Arabidopsis genome encodes 29 Ahl (At-hook motif nuclear localized) proteins, which contains an At-hook dnA binding motif and
an unknown ppc (plants and prokaryotes conserved) domain. At-hook motif proteins are shown to bind to nuclear matrix attachment
regions of dnA. We recently showed that one of the At-hook motif proteins, giAnt Killer controls multiple downstream targets of the
floral homeotic protein AGAMOUS. Here, we show that knocked down of another AT-hook protein, AHL16 in Landsberg erecta causes
global development defects, including extremely late flowering, as well as altered phyllotaxis and reduced fertility. The expression level of
flc (floWering locus c) is dramatically increased in the Ahl16 knocked-down lines compared with in the wild-type plants. expression
microarray assay showed that lot of transposable elements were de-repressed in the transgenic plants. in consistent with this, we found
that the transposable element in intron 1 of flc was jumped out in the transgenic plants. chip assay also showed that a higher level
of h3K4 trimethylation, an activation mark, was found at flc chromatin in the transgenic plants at day 5 after germination. in day
15 wild-type plants, flc expression level is greatly reduced, accompanied with the reduction of trimethylated h3K4 and the enriched
trimethylated h3K27, a repression mark, at flc chromatin. in contrast, flc is still highly expressed in day 15 transgenic plants and h3K4
trimethylation but not h3K27 trimethylation is highly enriched. While the vernalization treatment reduced the flc expression level, the
flowering time of the treated transgenic plants is only slightly accelerated. FWA and FLC-like genes including MAF3, 4 and 5 are identified
to be the other targets increased in transgenic plants and the expression level of fWA is not decreased by the vernalization treatment.
Thus, AHL16 regulates the floral transition in Arabidopsis by FLC- dependent and independent pathways.

08159
expression of short intErnodEs/stYlish fAmily genes in Auxin biosynthesis Zones of AeriAl orgAns is dependent
of A gcc-box-liKe regulAtory element
d magnus eklund (uppsala biocenter slu, sweden), *izabela cierlik (uppsala biocenter slu, sweden), veronika staldal (uppsala
biocenter slu, sweden), John chandler (university of cologne, germany), eva sundberg (uppsala biocenter slu, sweden)
izabela.cierlik@vbsg.slu.se
We have recently been able to show that stylish1 (stY1), which belongs to the Arabidopsis shi/stY transcriptional activator family,
regulates auxin biosynthesis by directly binding to, and activating, the promoter of the auxin biosynthesis gene YUC4 (eklund et al.,
2010; sohlberg et al., 2006). stY1 is expressed at the tip of aerial organs, as well as at organ initiation sites. We suggest that stY1
plays an important role in auxin peak formation at these sites, and that the up-stream regulators of stY1 expression therefore must play
a crucial role during auxin regulated plant development and we are now aiming to identify putative upstream pathways. because stY1
appears to have redundant or overlapping functions with other members of the shi/stY gene family we have approached this question by
searching for common promoter elements. We have identified a GCC-box in their 5’UTR region and modulation of this sequence resulted
in abolished stY1 expression in aerial organs as well as in the lateral root primordial, suggesting that this promoter sequence is crucial.
We are currently searching for putative regulators binding to this promoter sequence.
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08160
sor12, A negAtive regulAtor of cytoKinin mediAted delAy of leAf senescence
in chul lee (division of molecular and life sciences, pohang university of science and technology, Korea), *il-hwan lee (division
of molecular and life sciences, pohang university of science and technology, Korea), seung hee choi (division of molecular and life
sciences, pohang university of science and technology, Korea), su Jin park (division of molecular and life sciences, pohang university
of science and technology, Korea), hong gil nam (division of molecular and life sciences, pohang university of science and technology,
Korea)
lihkeg@postech.ac.kr
Senescence is a sequence of biochemical and physiological events that constitute the final stage of development. Senescence is now
clearly regarded as a genetically programmed and evolutionally acquired developmental process. However, in spite of the biological and
practical importance, genetic mechanism of senescence has been very limited.
previously, we reported that ore12-1 has increased leaf longevity due to a missense mutation in AhK3, a sensor histidine kinase
cytokinin receptor, and suggested that cytokinins exert their anti-senescing effect specifically and positively through AHK3 to control
senescence (Kim et al., 2006). to identify signaling components downstream of AhK3, we have undertaken a systematic genetic screening
in an ore12-1 allele through ethyl methanesulfonate (ems)-mutagenesis. one suppressor named sor12 (suppressor of ore12-1) was
identified and showed complete suppression of the ore12-1 senescence phenotypes. sor12 ore12-1 double mutants exhibited accelerated
senescence symptoms in age-dependent leaf senescence as well as in dark-induced senescence. furthermore, sor12 ore12-1 dramatically
reduced the sensitivity of the plant to cytokinins in delaying leaf senescence and in inducing cytokinin-responsive genes, although these
mutants still showed normal sensitivity to cytokinins in other responses, such as inhibition of hypocotyl and root elongation and shoot
induction.
therefore, we suggest that sor12 plays a major role in controlling cytokinin-mediated leaf senescence as a downstream component of
AHK3. The identification of the mutated genes is underway and will be reported soon.

08161
moleculAr cloning of mAds-box genes from lilium formosAnum And ectopic expression in ArAbidopsis to
chArActeriZe the function in florAl development
*po-hsuan chou (department & institute of life science, tzu chi university, taiwan), shih-yi liao (department & institute of life
science, tzu chi university, taiwan)
mlchou1015@mail.tcu.edu.tw
Mechanism of floral development is under the control of a complex genetic system. The ABCDE model for floral development was
proposed and since then many studies have been performed on model species, such as Arabidopsis thaliana in order to confirm this
hypothesis. Floral formation involves the development of four whorls of organs, sepals, petals, stamens, and pistils, that are specified by
a set of major flower organ identity genes that include APETALA1 (AP1), APETALA2 (AP2), APETALA3 (AP3), PISTILLATA (PI), AGAMOUS
(AG) and several AGAMOUS- LIKE (AGL) genes. Base on the sequence and functional similarity, the MADS box genes play a central
role involved in floral development. Here we isolate many MADS-box genes from Formosan lily, a strategy combining RT-PCR with
degenerate primer and 5’-RACE or 3’-RACE was used. The deduced amino acid sequence show that full-length LFAG1 gene revealed the
MIKC structure and a high homology in the C-function genes among AG and other orthologues. The sequence of LFGLO1 is homologus
to B-function gene GLO1by blast analysis. In addition, the sequence of LFAGL9 showed sequence homology to E-function gene. Spatial
expression data showed LFAG1, LFGLO1 and LFAGL9 transcripts exclusively in floral organ by RT-PCR analysis. Functional analysis was
carried out in Arabidopsis by ectopic express these three genes that driven by the camv35s promoter. phenotypic and expression analysis
in these transformed plants will be discussed. Knowledge obtained from this study will help us understanding of the function of lily
MADS-box genes and those of orthologs from other plant species would contribute to the elucidation of molecular regulation during floral
transition and floral formation.

08162
roles of Anr1-fAmily mAds-box trAnscription fActors in regulAtion of lAterAl root development in ArAbidopsis
thAliAnA
*Akinori suzuki (riKen plant science center, Japan), mayu miyamoto (riKen plant science center, Japan), brian g forde (centre for
sustainable Agriculture, lancaster environment centre, lancaster university, united Kingdom), hideki takahashi (riKen plant science
center, Kihara institute for biological research, yokohama city university, Japan)
asuzuki@psc.riken.jp
Nitrogen is one of the macro-nutrients required for plant growth. In addition, it is well known that supply of nitrogen source significantly
modifies plant root system architecture. Plasticity of root architecture is considered crucial for adaptation to limiting or excessive supplies
of nitrogen source. When roots encounter localized source of nitrate, lateral root growth is stimulated under a nitrate-dependent signalling
pathway. previous studies suggested a mAds-box transcription factor, Anr1, as a key regulator in this signaling pathway. in this study, we
characterized a family of Anr1 homologues, AgAmous-liKe 21 (Agl21) and Agl17, in Arabidopsis thaliana. the agl21 mutants showed
reduced lateral root growth compared to the wild-type plants when nitrate concentrations were 0.03 - 0.1 mm or when 0.1 mm glutamine
was substituted for nitrate as a nitrogen source. the overexpression of AGl21 was able to restore the growth of lateral roots in the agl21
mutant, and further stimulated lateral root growth more than the wild-type plants both in the presence and absence of nitrate. consistent
with Agl21’s role in regulating lateral root growth, the AGl21 promoter directed expression of a GFP reporter gene specifically to the root
tips of the primary and lateral roots. to investigate their individual roles in root development or redundancy among the family members,
agl21 anr1 double mutant and agl21 agl17 anr1 triple mutant were generated. the results of the phenotypes of multiple knockout plants
and cell-specific localization of AGl17 and Anr1 expression will be presented.

08163
estAblishment of the lAser AblAtion system in shoot ApicAl meristem (sAm) of ArAbidopsis
*hisako igarashi (national institute of basic biology(nibb), Japan), yuhei tsuchida (national institute of basic biology(nibb), Japan),
Kiyotaka okada (national institute of basic biology(nibb), Japan)
igarashi@nibb.ac.jp
classical surgical experiments at shoot apical meristem (sAm) clearly suggested that some signaling system(s) is responsible to
phyllotaxis determination and abaxial-adaxial axis-dependent tissue development in developing leaves. recent molecular genetic approach
clarified the presence of several intercellular signaling molecules working between SAM and leaf primordia, but the signaling mechanism,
especially timing and pathway, is not fully elucidated yet. In order to examine these issues, microsurgical techniques would be a powerful
system in addition to the elegant molecular biological techniques. Modern microsurgical system with laser-beam was developed by Cris
Kuhlemeier and his group by using tomato. We started to establish laser ablation system forArabidopsis, because many important mutants
and gene expression markers are available.
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First, we set up a microscope system which ablates single cell with a fine beam of UV laser at 2-3 μm in diameter. Second, we developed
a system to ablate vegetative sAm of Arabidopsis seedlings of 2-3 days after germination. based on these preparations, we are examining
the effect of ablating cells at central zone (cZ) and peripheral zone (pZ) by ClV3promoter::GFp and Filpromoter::GFp lines.

08164
shi genes Affect reproductive development in the moss phYsCoMitrEllA pAtEns
*Katarina landberg (swedish university of Agricultural sciences, sweden), eric pederson, mattias thelander, eva sundberg
Katarina.landberg@vbsg.slu.se
Auxin plays important roles during reproductive organ development in Arabidopsis, by affecting e.g. floral organ initiation, apical-basal
patterning of the gynoecium, ovule development, pollen formation/release and the pollination process. the Arabidopsis shi/stY family
genes encode positive regulators of auxin biosynthesis genes, and several are expressed in e.g. the apical part of developing gynoecia
controlling style development, in the ovules and at different stages of pollen development. the moss physcomitrella patens has two
shi/stY homologues, ppshi1 and ppshi2. We have produced single disruptans of these genes in moss, by homologous recombination.
both mutants exhibit similar vegetative phenotypes including reduced internode elongation, decreased caulonema/chloronema ratio and
an increased number of axillary hairs and both mutants show reduced auxin biosynthesis rates and levels in the leafy shoots (eklund et
al., 2010, development 137:1275-1284). here we present a closer characterization of the reproductive organs of the moss shi mutants,
which exhibit shorter female archegonia compared to wild-type. the archegonia of the mutant lines also appear defective in their capacity
to open the tip of the tube to allow fertilization. further, examination of the expression pattern of the reporter lines pppshi1:ppshi1GFp and pppshi2:ppshi2-GUs reveals a specific expression in archegonia, antheridia and ovules, which indicates that auxin plays an
important role during female and male organ development not only in angiosperms but also in the haploid moss gametophyte.

08165
roles of cytoKinins in cAmbium Activity during secondAry development in ArAbidopsis root
*Jing Zhang (department of biological and environmental sciences/institute of biotechnology,university ofhelsinki, finland), Annakaisa
elo (department of biological and environmental sciences/institute of biotechnology,university ofhelsinki, finland), Kaisa nieminen
(department of biological and environmental sciences/institute of biotechnology,university ofhelsinki, department of plant molecular
biology, university of lausanne, switzerland, finland), Ji-young lee (boyce thompson institute for plant research, tower rd. ithaca
ny 14853, usA), yka helariutta (department of biological and environmental sciences/institute of biotechnology,university ofhelsinki,
department of forest genetics and plant physiology,swedish university of Agriculturalsciences,sweden, finland)
jing.zhang@helsinki.fi
our previous discoveries have suggested the role of cytokinin in regulating cambial functions in Arabidopsis (mahonen et al. 2000;
mahonen et al. 2006a). We and the others have been able to show that cytokinin signalling induces cambial growth and cytokinins
are major hormonal regulators required for cambial development (Nieminen et al 2008, Matsumoto-Kitano et al 2008). To identify
genes involved in cambium development and activity and to identify the components downstream of cytokinin signalling, a genomewide gene expression profiling in combination with Fluorescence Activated Cell Sorting (FACS) was performed. Sorting of cambial cells
was based on the procambium/cambium specific marker gene ARR15::GFP (Mahonen et al. 2006a) and RNAs from the cambial cells
representing three different developmental zones from either cytokinin treated or non-treated Arabidopsis roots were used for whole
genome chip hybridization. gene expression data obtained were compared against databases representing gene expressions in various
other Arabidopsis root cell types and a total of 528 gene expressions were defined as “cambium enriched”, from which a group of genes
seemed to be cytokinin responsive. these genes are the potential targets of cytokinin signaling in cambium development. since the role
of most of them in vascular development is uncharacterized, we are currently analyzing the identified genes functionally. We are now
characterizing corresponding t-dnA insertion knock-out lines and creating over expression lines of the genes of interests.

08166
functionAl AnAlysis of mAds-box genes in regulAting florAl trAnsition of CrYptoMEriA JAponiCA
*shin-ichiro Katahata (forestry and forest products research institute, Japan), norihiro futamura (forestry and forest products
research institute, Japan), tomohiro igasaki (forestry and forest products research institute, Japan), Kenji shinohara (forestry and
forest products research institute, Japan)
katahata@ffpri.affrc.go.jp
Cryptomeria japonica is one of the most commercially important coniferous tree species in Japan. however, pollinosis caused by C.
japonica has become serious medical and social problems. Therefore, biotechnological control of flowering is expected as a means of
regulating pollen dispersal of C. japonica. Studies of Arabidopsis have led to the identification of many genes involved in flowering. On the
other hand, little is known about the genetic factor of the transition to flowering in conifers. In previous study, the eleven MADS-box genes
of C. japonica were classified into five clade. In this study, we describe the effect of these MADS-box genes on flowering time in transgenic
Arabidopsis and discuss the possibility of involvement of these MADS-box genes on flower development in C. japonica.
to determine the effect of mAds-box genes of C. japonica on flowering time, six kinds of MADS-box genes under the control of CaMV
35S promoter were transformed into Arabidopsis plants. Two of six transgenic Arabidopsis lines flowered earlier than wild type plants
under long day conditions. one belonged to soc1 clade (CjsoC1), the other belonged to Ap1/sep clade (CjAp1/sEp).transformants
expressing exogenous genes at high level flowered earlier than those at low level. These results suggest that these two genes participate
in the regulation of flower development.
to examine whether CjsoC1 and CjAp1/sEp participates in the regulation of flower development in C. japonica, we examined seasonal
change of expression of these two genes in shoots treated with gibberellin to induce bud formation artificially. Expression of CjsoC1
increased in a week after gibberellin treatment. on the other hand, expression of CjAp1/sEp increased in one month after treatment, and
then flower buds were visible. Our results suggest that these two genes could function to promote flowering in C. japonica.

08167
moleculAr dissection of clv3 signAlling.
*shigeyuki betsuyaku (the university of tokyo, Japan), Atsuko Kinoshita (the university of tokyo, Japan), masayuki fujiwara (nara
institute of science and technology, Japan), yoichiro fukao (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), takashi Kuromori
(riKen, plan science centre, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen, plan science centre, Japan), Akinori suzuki (riKen, plan science
centre, Japan), hideki takahashi (riKen, plan science centre, Japan), hiroo fukuda (the university of tokyo, Japan), shinichiro sawa
(the university of tokyo, Japan)
betsu@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
in Arabidopsis, the clAvAtA (clv) pathway operates in the regulation of the size of the stem cell population in the shoot apical
meristem. clv3 functions as a small peptide ligand to negatively regulate the expression of Wuschel transcription factor through
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two major receptor complexes of clv1 and clv2-suppressor of llp1-2 (sol2)/coryne (crn). in addition to these two genetically
independent pathways, our recent genetic study has identified a new member of receptor, CLV3 PEPTIDE INSENSITIVE1 (CLI1) as the
third signalling route of the clv3 signalling. our current project aims to understand the precise molecular details of the clv3 signalling
mediated by these receptor-like proteins in a target cell. We are conducting biochemical studies on these receptor functions. our various
mutational screenings for the CLV3 synthetic peptide insensitivity identified a number of potential candidates. Here, we present current
progresses in our studies towards understanding the molecular basis of clv3 peptide signalling.

08168
overexpression of A brAssiCA rApA nGAthA gene in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA negAtively Affects cell proliferAtion
during lAterAl orgAn And root groWth
*so hyun Kwon (Kyungpook national university, south Korea), byung ha lee (Kyungpook national university, south Korea), Jeong hoe
Kim (Kyungpook national university, south Korea)
kwonsh@knu.ac.kr
in an effort to elucidate biological functions of transcription factors of brassica rapa l. (ssp. pekinensis), an nGAthA homologue,
brnGA1, that belongs to the B3-type transcription factor superfamily was identified and expressed in Arabidopsis thaliana under the
control of the camv 35s promoter. Arabidopsis plants overexpressing brnGA1, named brnGA1ox, displayed markedly reduced organ
growth compared to the wild type: lateral organs, such as leaves, flowers, and cotyledons, were small and distinctively narrow, and their
root growth was severely retarded as well. reduced sizes of brnGA1ox organs were mainly due to reduction in cell numbers. Kinematic
analysis on leaf growth revealed that both the rate and duration of cell proliferation declined during organogenesis, which was consistent
with the reduced expression of cyclin genes. reduction in organ growth was strongly correlated with the small size of meristematic cell
pools in the shoot and root meristems. taken together, these data indicate that brnGA1 acts as a negative regulator of cell proliferation
and may do so, in part, by regulating the size of the meristematic cell pool.

08169
genetic interAction betWeen GrF And CUC genes in orgAn sepArAtion of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Jae ok Jeon (Kyungpook national university, south Korea), byung ha lee (Kyungpook national university, south Korea), Jeong hoe
Kim (Kyungpook national university, south Korea)
wodhr24@knu.ac.kr
double and triple mutations in CUp-shApEd CotYlEdon (CUC) genes of Arabidopsis thaliana caused defects in the separation of
cotyledons and floral organs as well as in the formation of shoot apical meristem (SAM). grf1 grf2 grf3 grf4 quadruple mutation in
GroWth-rEGUlAtinG FACtor (GrF) gene family also displayed weak but similar defects in the separation of cotyledons and sAm
formation. the present study shows that the grf quadruple mutant developed fused floral organs as well. Construction and analysis of
various combinations of cuc grf1/2/3 quadruple mutants revealed that cuc grf quadruple mutants synergistically increased the fusion of
cotyledons and floral organs, indicating that CUC and GrF genes genetically interact in regulating organ separation processes, probably
through the same pathway. however, neither CUCs affected gene expression level of GrFs nor GrFs did that of CUCs, indicating that they
may not act in a linear fashion. taken together, the present study suggests that cuc and grf proteins may form a functional complex
involved in regulating the organ separation process.

08170
functionAl AnAlysis of GrF-intErACtinG FACtor gene fAmily in regulAting florAl orgAn development of ArAbidopsis
thAliAnA.
*byung ha lee (Kyungpook national university, south Korea), Jeong hoe Kim (Kyungpook national university, south Korea)
leebyungha@knu.ac.kr
previously, the GrF-intErACtinG FACtor (GiF) transcription coactivator gene family comprising three members was characterized as
a positive regulator of cell proliferation in Arabidopsis thaliana. In this study, we present evidence that the GIF gene family is also required
for the indeterminacy of the inflorescence meristem and normal development of floral structure, including ovule development. First, we
found that gif1/2/3 triple mutant completely consumed the inflorescence meristem later in its life cycle. Second, carpels of gif1/2/3 triple
mutant are not fused at all, exposing ovules. Third, the second and third whorls developed fewer organs, frequently showing petaloid and
stamenoid structures. finally, mutant ovules showed abnormal development of inner and outer integuments. these gif1/2/3 phenotypes
resemble those of ant, crc and seu mutants. function of GiF genes in floral organ development will be discussed with respect to Ant,
CrC and sEU.

08171
px1 is regulAtor of vAsculAr development possibly involved in splicing
*Kamil ruzicka (institute of biotechnology, helsinki, finland), Ana campilho (institute of biotechnology, helsinki, finland), sedeer elshowk (institute of biotechnology, helsinki, finland), yka helariutta (institute of biotechnology, helsinki, finland)
kamil.ruzicka@helsinki.fi
research during past years has established plant hormone cytokinin as a crucial regulator of Arabidopsis vascular development.
protein Ahp6, a member of cytokinin transduction cascade has been demonstrated to play a critical role during protoxylem formation.
In order to find a molecular link between cytokinin signaling and possibly novel pathways in vascular development, we performed a
genetic screen, using Ahp6::gfp as marker of cytokinin activity in protoxylem. Among others, px1 mutant has been isolated. besides it
aberrant protoxylem formation, px1 shows a pleiotropic phenotype, including defective gravitropism, abnormal cotyledonal development
or altered hormonal responses. Rough mapping and deep sequencing of the mutant genome revealed that PX1 codes for a weak allele of
an embryonic lethal gene possibly involved in splicing. based on its orthologs from animal systems, we explore role of alternative splicing
in vascular development and propose px1 as one of its important factors.

08172
genetic AnAlysis of the clv signAling pAthWAy in the sAm
*Atsuko Kinoshita (university of tokyo, Japan), shigeyuki betsuyaku (university of tokyo, Japan), masashi yamada (university of tokyo,
Japan), hiroo fukuda (university of tokyo, Japan), shinichiro sawa (university of tokyo, Japan)
a_kino@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
the shoot apical meristem (sAm) is the fundamental structure located at the growing tip and gives rise to all aerial parts of plant tissues
and organs. in Arabidopsis thaliana, the clAvAtA (clv) signaling pathway regulates the stem cell pool in the sAm, in which a small
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peptide ligand, clv3, is perceived by two major receptor complexes, clv1 and clv2-coryne (crn) /suppressor of llp1 2 (sol2),
to restrict the expression of WUsChEl (WUs), a transcription factor promoting the stem cell pool. recent genetic studies have revealed
that these two complexes comprise two independent pathways of the clv signaling (mueller et al. 2008). however, it is still possible that
there are additional signaling routes for the clv3 recognition, since the sAm defect of clv1 crn is weaker than that of clv3.
in order to identify novel molecular components operating in the clv signaling pathway, we have performed mutational screens for
insensitivity to the synthesized clv3 peptide (mclv3). A total of 14 mutants, designated clv3 peptide insensitive (cli) mutants, were
isolated for maintaining the sAm, among which, cli1 showed the strongest resistance to the mclv3. furthermore, when grown under
the mclv3-free condition, cli1 exhibited the typical clv-like phenotypes such as enlarged SAM and increased number of floral organs.
positional cloning revealed that Cli1 encodes a receptor-like kinase. further genetic studies suggest that cli1 transmits the clv3 signal
in the sAm, independently of two known clv3 signaling pathways, namely, the clv1 and the clv2-crn/sol2 pathways. our current
progress will be presented.

08173
tdif peptide signAling regulAtes vAsculAr stem cell proliferAtion viA the Wox4 homeobox gene in ArAbidopsis
*yuki hirakawa (university of tokyo, Japan), yuki Kondo (university of tokyo, Japan), hiroo fukuda (university of tokyo, Japan)
yhirak@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Indeterminate property of plant growth and development depends on stem cells which reside in specific proliferative tissues called
meristems. vascular tissues continue to grow in the radial direction due to the activity of the vascular meristem. in theis lateral meristem,
cell division and differentiation of undifferentiated procambial cells are well controlled to maintain vascular tissue organization. We have
found that cell-cell signaling through a ligand-receptor pair, the tdif peptide and tdr/pxy lrr-rlK, controls this process in Arabidopsis
(hirakawa et al., 2008). however, the molecular mechanism of the intracellular pathway downstream of tdif-tdr, which regulates both
proliferation and xylem-differentiation of the procambial cells, is largely unknown.
to identify components of this pathway, we searched for genes whose expression levels were altered by tdif. of them, WoX4 was
rapidly up-regulated in response to tdif application in a tdr-dependent manner. genetic analysis indicates that WoX4 acts in the same
genetic pathway as tdif and tdr to control proliferation but not xylem-differentiation of the procambial cells. observation of mutant
phenotypes in the mature plants clearly shows that the TDIF signaling is required for the maintenance of the vascular meristem. Our
results suggest that the tdif signaling diverges into at least two pathways in its intracellular signal transduction to control the proliferation
and differentiation of vascular stem cells, which contributes to the maintenance of the vascular meristem.

08174
#27. mutAtion Affects leAf polArity And leAf venAtion pAtterns in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA.
*shoko Kojima (college of bioscience and biotechnology, chubu university, plant biology research center, chubu university, Japan),
mayumi iwasaki (plant biology research center, chubu university, Japan), tomoya imai (college of bioscience and biotechnology,
chubu university, Japan), yoko matsumura (department of biological science, graduate school of science, nagoya university),
yoshihisa ueno (department of biological science, graduate school of science, nagoya university, Japan), yasunori machida
(department of biological science, graduate school of science, nagoya university, Japan), chiyoko machida (college of bioscience and
biotechnology, chubu university, plant biology research center, chubu university, Japan)
kojima@isc.chubu.ac.jp
in dicot plants, leaf primodia are derived from the shoot apical meristem and develop along proximal-distal, adaxial-abaxial, and
medial-lateral axes. The establishment of adaxial-abaxial polarity is required for lateral expansion of leaf blade. In Arabidopsis thaliana,
class iii hd-zip, YAbbY and KAnAdi transcription factor families are involved in establishment of adaxial-abaxial polarity through several
pathways. the loss-of-function mutations in the AsYMMEtriC lEAVEs2 (As2) genes of Arabidopsis thaliana cause pleiotropic phenotypes
in leaves, such as downward curling of leaves, reduced complexity of leaf venation pattern, generation of lobes, and weak defect in the
leaf adaxial-abaxial polarity. As2 encodes a protein with plant specific AS2/LOB domain. AS2 transcripts are accumulated in the adaxial
domain of young leaves. our previous study suggest that As2, directly or indirectly, represses the expressions of class 1 KnoX genes
and abaxial factor genes, Ettin, KAnAdi2 and YAbbY5. to identify new components that function together with As2 in leaf development,
we analyzed enhancers of the as2-1 mutant. #27 as2-1 and #43 as2-1 mutants formed filament-like leaves associated with defect in
the adaxial-abaxial leaf polarity. #27 mutation also caused weak defects in leaf venation patterns. We will also present genetic analysis
between #27 and other mutants to discuss genetic relationship among them.

08175
A root preferentiAlly expressed phosphAtidylinositol/phosphAtidylcholine trAnsfer (pit) gene regulAtes
ArAbidopsis root hAir groWth by influencing vArious subcellulAr components
*li Quan (the samuel roberts noble foundation, plant biology division, usA), J. Alan sparks (the samuel roberts noble foundation,
Plant Biology Division, USA), Yuhong Tang (The Samuel Roberts Noble Foundation, Plant Biology Division, USA), Elison B. Blancaflor
(the samuel roberts noble foundation, plant biology division, usA)
lquan@noble.org
root hairs are the critical site where plants absorb water and nutrients from soil. the establishment of root hair architecture is a
polarized growth procedure in which many subcellular components have been documented to participate. CoW1, a previously described
Arabidopsis pit (phosphatidylinositol/phosphatidylcholine transfer) gene, was shown to control root hair growth by regulating membrane
trafficking, Ca2+ signaling, and cytoskeletal structure. In addition, according to our phylogenetic and gene expression studies in specific
tissues, we found that CoW1 is the only pit gene that is preferentially expressed in Arabidopsis roots. to further investigate the function
of CoW1 and search for co-effectors during root hair development, we compared the transcript profiles of wild type and cow1 mutant.
This analysis was accomplished using a method for efficiently enriching a large quantity of root hair tissues from 4 day old seedlings
growing on 1% MS plates. The resulting root hairs were processed for mRNA and subsequently synthesized for cDNA for hybridization on
microarray chips. the gene array result indicated that blocking CoW1 gene changed the expression of 105 genes (more than two fold), 89
of which were down-regulated and 16 of which were up-regulated. importantly, among these genes, majority of them are annotated to
be membrane-related cellular components. This suggested that the function of COW1 requires the involvement of many other membranerelated proteins. Moreover, to validate our microarray result, we identified several Arabidopsis knock-out lines that were null mutants of a
few of the co-effector genes. these plants mimicked the root hair morphological defects of the cow1 mutant. taken together, our root hair
specific microarray data provides a precious resource to identify genes that are involved in the genetic regulation of root hair development
by interacting with CoW1.

09001
ArAbidopsis protein QuAntificAtion by tArgeted mAss spectrometry
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*ilse Klein (university giessen, plant physiology, germany), stefanie Wienkoop (university vienna, molecular systems biology, Austria),
Wolfram Weckwerth (university vienna, molecular systems biology, Austria), mathias Zeidler (university giessen, plant physiology,
germany)
ilse.Klein@bio.uni-giessen.de
The identification and quantification of a protein or a set of proteins is essential for functional analysis and can serve to untangle
signaling networks. Detection of proteins by chromatographic or electrophoretic methods combined with immunochemical techniques
is limited by the necessity for specific antibodies and by the methodical difficulties inherent in quantifying the detected proteins. Mass
spectrometry on the other hand, has made major advances in the past and can be used to detect specific proteins in complex protein
mixtures by Selected Reaction Monitoring (SRM). Highly abundant proteins can be quantified by developing measurement routines
trained using existing public data sets. However, for low abundant proteins such data sets barely exists. Additionally it is difficult to
detect peptides of these proteins in a complex protein mixture. For these reasons quantitative information of low abundant proteins is
rare, despite the fact that it is crucial for understanding basic biological processes. We established a procedure allowing us to detect and
quantify low abundant proteins, such as signal transduction components, by using recombinant 15N-labelled peptides as standards for
SRM measurements of complex extracts from Arabidopsis seedlings. By this means we were able to obtain quantitative data on the plant
photoreceptor phytochrome A in a spatiotemporal manner under different activation states.

09002
microArrAy AnAlysis of mrnA trAnslAtion stAte
*Albrecht von Arnim (university of tennessee, usA), byung-hoon Kim (university of tennessee, usA), Justin vaughn (university of
tennessee, usA), bijoyita roy (university of tennessee, usA)
vonarnim@utk.edu
novel modalities of genome-wide rnA analysis have yielded datasets for several of the events that shape the fate of individual
transcripts, from transcription and splicing all the way to rnA turnover by degradation. in between, regulation at the level of translation,
which occurs in response to environmental perturbation and is increasingly recognized as a factor affecting plant development. the
molecular machinery that controls how efficiently an mRNA is translated is not well understood and the corresponding signaling pathways
are largely unknown. our work is guided by the hypothetical concept that the Arabidopsis transcriptome is organized into regulons of
translational control. We employ microarray analysis of translation state, in conjunction with traditional gene expression assays and
computational modeling, to attribute molecular functions to individual components of the translation machinery. for example, the h
subunit of eif3 (At1g10840) helps to ameliorate the inhibitory effects of short upstream open reading frames that are present in the 5'
leader of many Arabidopsis mRNAs. These genome-wide datasets also reveal unexpected correlations between mRNA sequence features
and translation state that shed light on heretofore unsuspected functions of the eifs. A challenge for the future consists of integrating
data on translation state across different conditions with datasets from other ‘ribonomics’ modalities in such a way that trends can be
visualized and interpreted.
supported by nsf dbi-0820047 and doe de-fg02-96er20223.

09003
hormone AnAlysis in ArAbidopsis And rice using A highly-sensitive And high-throughput plAnt hormone
meAsurement system
*mikiko Kojima (riKen plant science center, Japan), tomoe Kamada-nobusada (riKen plant science center, Japan), nobue makita
(riKen plant science center, Japan), takeshi Kuroha (riKen plant science center, Japan), miyako ueguchi-tanaka (nagoya university,
Japan), makoto matsuoka (nagoya university, Japan), hitoshi sakakibara (riKen plant science center, Japan)
mikiko@psc.riken.go.jp
We have developed a highly sensitive and high-throughput method for the simultaneous analysis of 43 molecular species of cytokinins,
auxins, ABA, and gibberellins (GAs) using an automatic liquid handling system for solid phase extraction, UPLC-ESI-qMS/MS, and chemical
derivatization with bromocholine. our current method needs less than 100 mg (usually 10 to 100 mg fresh weight) of plant tissues to
determine phytohormone profiles and enables us to analyze simultaneously more than 180 plant samples. Application of this method
to plant hormone profiling enabled us to draw organ-distribution maps of hormone species in Arabidopsis and rice and also to identify
interactions among the 4 major hormones in the rice GA-signaling mutants, gid1, gid2, and slr. Combining the results of hormone profiling
data with transcriptome data in the gA signaling mutants allows us to analyze relationships between changes in gene expression and
hormone metabolism. We are now trying to identify key genes regulating hormone levels in rice using Qtl analysis. We have measured
hormone contents of sasanishiki x habataki bils. the data will be presented.

09004
fAst (fluorescence-AccumulAting-seed technology) provides A rApid And Antibiotic/herbicide-free method for
identifying trAnsformed seeds of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*takashi l. shimada (graduate school of science, Kyoto university, Japan), tomoo shimada (graduate school of science, Kyoto
university, Japan), ikuko hara-nishimura (graduate school of science, Kyoto university, Japan)
takashi@gr.bot.kyoto-u.ac.jp
the generation of transgenic plants has contributed extensively to the progression of plant science. establishing homozygous transgenic
lines is time-consuming and laborious, and using antibiotics or herbicides to select transformed plants may adversely affect the growth of
some transgenic plants. here we show a novel technology, which we have named fAst (fluorescence-Accumulating-seed technology),
that overcomes these difficulties. Although this technology was designed for use in Arabidopsis thaliana, it may be adapted for use in
other plants. The technology is based on the expression of a fluorescent co-dominant screenable marker FAST, under the control of a
seed-specific promoter, on the oil body membrane. The FAST marker harbors a fusion gene encoding either GFP or RFP with an oil body
membrane protein (oleosin 1) that is prominent in seeds. The marker protein was only expressed in a specific organ (i.e. in dry seeds) and
at a specific time (i.e. during dormancy), which are desirable features of selectable and/or screenable markers. This technique provides
an immediate and non-destructive method for identifying transformed dry seeds. It identified the heterozygous transformed seeds among
the T1 population and the homozygous seeds among the T2 population with a false-discovery rate of <1%. The FAST marker reduces
the length of time required to produce homozygous transgenic lines from 7.5 to 4 months. Furthermore, it does not require sterilization,
clean-bench protocols or the handling of large numbers of plants. We further generated ten purpose-designed variations of the fAst
vectors. this technology should greatly facilitate the generation of transgenic Arabidopsis plants.
shimada, t. l. et al. (2010) plant J., 61: 519-528.

09005
isolAtion And chArActeriZAtion of sumo binding proteins from ArAbidopsis
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*hee Jin park (World class university (Wcu) program, gyeongsang national un, south Korea), hyeong cheol park (World class
university (Wcu) program, gyeongsang national un, south Korea), sung cheol Koo (World class university (Wcu) program,
gyeongsang national un, south Korea), Wonkyun choi (World class university (Wcu) program, gyeongsang national un, south Korea),
mi sun cheong (World class university (Wcu) program, gyeongsang national un, south Korea), yoon duck Koo (World class university
(Wcu) program, gyeongsang national un, south Korea), Woe-yeon Kim (World class university (Wcu) program, gyeongsang national
un, south Korea), hans J. bohnert (World class university (Wcu) program, gyeongsang national un, south Korea), ray A. bressan
(World class university (Wcu) program, gyeongsang national un, south Korea), dae-Jin yun (World class university (Wcu) program,
gyeongsang national un, south Korea)
park71@purdue.edu
Reversible conjugation of the small ubiquitin modifier (SUMO) peptide to proteins (sumoylation) plays important roles in many cellular
processes including DNA repair, subcellular localization, transcriptional regulation, cell cycle progression, or ubiquitination antagonism in
animal and yeast. sumo binding itself seems to provide some biological function. in plants, sumoylation is also involved in abiotic stress
responses (phosphate deficiency, heat, low temperature, and drought) and biotic stress (defense reactions against pathogen infection),
and flowering time. With more than 200 SUMO target proteins characterized in animals and yeasts, only very few proteins (AtMYB30,
PHR1, ICE1, FLD, GTEs) have been identified as SUMO targets in plants. To identify and characterize the complexity of plant sumo targets,
and their biological function, we have developed two independent proteomic-based approaches. The first includes Arabidopsis plants
over-expressing AtSUMO1 fused to the 6His- 3Flag tag. After protein extraction from the transgenic plants and Ni affinity chromatography
followed by 2d sds-pAge, mAldi-top mass spectrometry is used to identify gel-excised proteins. A second system was designed that
uses affinity chromatography with His-GST-AtSUMO1 as the bait to obtain putative targets from Arabidopsis total protein extracts. SUMO
binding protein complexes are then purified and identified by EI Mass spectrometry. To date, we have identified more than 20 novel SUMO
binding proteins. As a control, these proteins were shown to interact with AtSUMO1 by yeast split-ubiquitination assays and split-luciferase
complement assays in plants. sumoylation pattern and functions of these novel sumo targets will be discussed.

09006
riKen scines: A semAntic-Web dAtAbAse integrAting phenome of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Koji doi (riKen bAse, Japan), takashi Kuromori (riKen psc, Japan), Kousuke hanada (riKen psc, Japan), norio Kobayashi (riKen
bAse, Japan), hiroshi masuya (riKen brc, Japan), youichi Kondou (riKen psc, Japan), mika Kawashima (riKen psc, Japan), tetsuya
sakurai (riKen psc, Japan), minami matsui (riKen psc, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen psc, Japan), tetsuro toyoda (riKen bAse,
Japan)
kdoi@base.riken.jp
Arabidopsis thaliana is a popular experimental model plant, and its phenome data are especially important for basic and applied plant
science. it is desired to produce databases focusing phenome of this plant, with standardized description of phenotypes with links to other
omic information, but improvement of such databases has not been sufficiently realized.
riKen bAse has established the database integration system named "riKen scines" (https://database.riken.jp/), into which various
kind of omics databases related to Arabidopsis have been integrated. SciNeS is based on semantic web technology. Thus we can define
novel terminology using ontologies and can describe the meaning of relationships among data in a machine-readable format. it is useful
for studies of combined heterogeneous data over omics, such as phenotypes and genotypes.
To realize such database integration, we first focused three databases of Arabidopsis mutant lines, namely fox hunting line, ds
transposon line, and activation tagging line, which are integrated into scines. they include phenotypic information mainly about
morphological traits, described with terms independently defined by each database. We defined ontology of those phenotypes using
existing ontologies including PO (Plant Ontology), and PATO (the ontology of phenotypic qualities), and published them as the novel
database (http://scines.org/item/ria143i), with links to relating records of other databases in scines.
We proceed with development of a novel integrated database comprehending Arabidopsis phenome more widely, including phenotypes
about morphology of vegetative and reproductive organs, biotic and abiotic stress tolerance, and biochemical characteristics. As a part of
this attempt, we have surveyed published information comprehensively, listed descriptions of phenotypes with related information such
as experimental conditions, and proceed with development of the novel phenotype ontology.

09007
neW clAsses of stocKs And expAnsion of stocK holdings At Abrc
erich grotewold (Arabidopsis biological resource center, department of plant cellular & molecular biology, the ohio state univ., usA),
*randy scholl, Jelena brkljacic, emma Knee, deborah crist, luz rivero
scholl.1@osu.edu
the Arabidopsis biological resource center (Abrc) endeavors to maintain the most comprehensive and relevant collections of
Arabidopsis seed and dnA stocks, to best serve the plant research community. in this spirit, we are presently expanding our holding in
two areas. First, we are acquiring new classes of stocks for distribution. Second, we are expanding our seed and DNA holding to related
plants, especially brassica. the following new classes of stocks are available from Abrc: a) cell culture lines; the Arabidopsis t87 cell
culture, derived from the columbia ecotype. due to shipping limitations, these are currently distributed only within the usA. b) protein
chips; generated by s.p. dinesh-Kumar et al, contain ~5,000 spotted proteins; it is hoped that this resource will be widely used in
continued genomics research. c) Antibodies; Initial steps have been taken to start the acquisition and distribution of antibodies. Aliquots
of custom-made antibodies are being obtained from a select group of researchers, as a first stage of an antibody donation campaign that
will begin in 1/2011.
With the sequencing of brassica species, these resources offer an excellent platform for comparative genomic, transcriptomic, proteomic
and metabolomic studies. some brassica resources are already available at the center, including 52 stocks of b. napus, b. rapa and b.
oleracea. in addition, several researchers have committed to deposit brassica resources at the Abrc in the next few years.
An independent catalog that makes the community aware of these resources is also part of our ongoing endeavors.
this material is based upon work supported by the national science foundation under Award number dbi-0542034. Any opinions,
findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the nsf.

09008
lilly pollen protoplAst system for functionAl AnAlysis of plAnt AQuAporins
*Ken-ichi yanada (yokohama city university, Japan), Keiji yamada (yokohama city university, Japan), Atsushi matsuzawa (yokohama
city university, Japan), ichiro tanaka (yokohama city university, Japan), hajime shiota (yokohama city university, Japan)
n095293c@yokohama-cu.ac.jp
Aquaporins facilitate water flux across biomembranes, and are involved in various physiological phenomena in several plant tissues.
Generally, the water-flux activity of exogenously expressed aquaporins is measured in Xenopus laevis oocytes or yeasts. the heterogeneous
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systems are likely to be not optimal for analysis of plant aquaporins. We analyzed the water-flux activity of plant aquaporins using lily
(Lilium longiflorum) pollen protoplasts. Large protoplasts with a uniform diameter of approximately 95 μm were isolated from lily nearly
mature pollen grains. Furthermore, no plasma membrane aquaporin (PIP) was detected in lily pollen. For ectopic expression of PIPs in
the lily pollen protoplasts, we made the plasmid constructs in which Arabidopsis thaliana Atpip1;1, Atpip2;1, daucus carota (carrot)
dcpip1;1 , or dcpip2;1 were put under the control of the strong pollen-specific promoter, maize zm13 promoter. The PCR amplified
dnA fragments were introduced into the pollen protoplasts by electroporation, and then 45%-60% of protoplasts were transformed
successfully. the pollen protoplasts expressed Atpip2;1 or dcpip2;1 increased significantly their volumes in hypotonic solution (350 mM
mannitol) compared with the vector control. by contrast, the volume changes of the protoplasts expressed Atpip1;1 or dcpip1;1 were
similar to that of the vector control. These results suggest that AtPIP2;1 and DcPIP2;1 show higher water-flux activity in plant cells,
whereas Atpip1;1 and dcpip1;1 do not. thus, we propose the lily pollen protoplasts as a simple and useful experimental system to
analyze the function of plant aquaporins.

09009
development of neW methods to identify trAnscription fActors thAt interAct With promoter region
*nobutaka mitsuda (national institute of Advanced industrial science and technology, JApAn), yuko takiguchi (national institute of
Advanced industrial science and technology, JApAn), yoichi Kondo (plant science cneter, riKen, JApAn), takeshi yoshizumi (plant
science cneter, riKen, JApAn), minami matsui (plant science cneter, riKen, JApAn), masaru ohme-takagi (national institute of
Advanced industrial science and technology, JApAn)
nobutaka.mitsuda@aist.go.jp
to identify transcription factors (tfs) that would interact with 5’ upstream region of a gene, yeast one-hybrid screening (y1h) is often
used. for y1h, we need to identify cis-regulatory region and multimerize it for placing them in upstream of reporter gene. in addition,
large-scale screening is required because non-TF genes mostly occupy cDNA library. To overcome such problems, we constructed novel
cDNA library that only contains TF genes. Results of our test experiments showed that several transcription factors were identified with
efficiency more than 100-fold even though whole 500-1000bp promoter region was directly used as a probe. However, false-positive or
false-negative result was sometimes observed in the yeast experimental system. therefore we are now trying to develop new method
using plant instead of yeast. We will report the results of comparison of these methods to identify upstream transcription factors.

09010
Abrc genomics And phenomics stocKs And Activities, 2010
*luz rivero (Arabidopsis biological resource center, department of plant cellular and molecular biology, the ohio state university,
usA), randy scholl, Jelena brkljacic, emma Knee, deborah crist, erich grotewold
rivero.1@osu.edu
the Arabidopsis biological resource center (Abrc) maintains seed stocks relevant to genome exploration and functional genomics.
Sequence-indexed insertion collections are distributed, as early-generation segregating progeny of transformants and some as confirmed,
homozygous lines. included are t-dnA lines from 1) sAlK institute, J. ecker lab, 2) syngenta biotechnology, 3) gAbi-Kat lines, 4) the
Wisconsin ds-lox population, and 5) the saskatoon population. We are presently making the homozygous lines available as full single-line
and pooled sets. in addition, the transposon lines from cold spring harbor laboratory and John innes centre, as well as the rnAi lines
from the chromatin functional genomics and AgriKolA consortium are available. various resources for genome-based investigation of
natural variation are also included in the collections.
most of the dnA resources can be directly applied to genomics, notably: 1) the majority of the ssp orf/cdnAs available in a gatewaytm
entry vector; 2) the gatewaytm compatible yeast two hybrid bait and prey clones from M. Vidal and J. Ecker; 3) the split ubiquitin vectors
and clones from W. frommer; and 4) the organelle-targeted, multi-color gfp vectors from A. nebenfuehr; 5) expression constructs from
s. p. dinesh-Kumar, s. clouse, and J. doonan; and 6) versatile destination and other vectors.
the number of full length entry cdnA clones at Abrc is over 32,000, representing approximately 16,889 loci and includes donations
from ssp (J. ecker, A. theologis, r. davis), salk (J. ecker), tigr (c. town), peking/yale (x. W. deng), J. callis, members of the
Associomics consortium and cnrgv (c. lurin).
this material is based upon work supported by the national science foundation under Award number dbi-0542034. Any opinions,
findings, and conclusions or recommendations expressed in this publication are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily reflect the
views of the nsf.

09011
forWArd chemicAl genetics in ArAbidopsis With A novel “tAgged” And fluorescent smAll molecule librAry
*Andrew defries (chemgen igert program (nsf), center for plant cell biology, department of botany and plant sciences, university of
california riverside, united states), suvadeep nath (department of chemistry, university of california riverside, tcg life sciences ltd.,
india), michael pirrung (department of chemistry, university of california riverside, united states), sean cutler (department of botany
and plant sciences, university of california riverside, center for plant cell biology, institute for genome biology, united states)
andrewd@ucr.edu
A current problem in the application of forward chemical genetics is the elucidation of target proteins of bioactive compounds. As one
approach to addressing this, we have created a library of fluorescent small molecules “tagged” with chemical handles that enable affinity
chromatography of target proteins without a priori knowledge. Additionally, the use of a fluorophore tag enables other applications. For
instance, fluorophores in bioactive compounds can be utilized for detection in vivo and in situ to localize organelle compartments of
the bioactive small molecules, or associated proteins. Often, downstream target identification efforts can be hampered by low affinity
interactions. to address this, our design strategy enables, “tagged” hits to be converted into a form containing a photo-reactive diazirine
group that can be activated to produce a covalent bond to the target in addition to the fluorescent labeling.
Our “tagged” library was created utilizing the highly reactive and stereospecific ligand stabilized Copper (I)-catalyzed Click Reaction to
produce 32,000 unique reactions from 4,000 terminal acetylene drug-like building blocks and eight novel azide fluorophores. The reaction
mixtures were screened for inhibitors of cell expansion and growth in etiolated Arabidopsis seedlings to yield a handful of compounds
that induce novel phenotypes. these compounds are currently under investigation. our research provides proof-of-principle for tagged
bioactive compounds that induce strong phenotypes in Arabidopsis. These tagged small molecules should facilitate target identification
and accelerate chemical genetics based discoveries.

09012
reference genes for more AccurAte normAliZAtion of Qrt-pcr dAtA in ArAbidopsis
*sung myun hong (creative research initiatives school of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south Korea), sung chul
bahn (creative research initiatives school of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south Korea), Aram lyu (creative
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research initiatives school of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south Korea), hye seung Jung (creative research
initiatives school of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south Korea), Ji hoon Ahn (creative research initiatives school
of life sciences and biotechnology, Korea university, south Korea)
9744002@korea.ac.kr
Quantitative reverse transcription (qRT)-PCR analysis is a powerful tool for quantifying gene expression levels. For the accurate
determination of gene expression level by qRT-PCR, genes stably expressed under given conditions, the so called ‘reference genes’,
for normalization constitute a prerequisite. Here, we experimentally reconnended sets of reference genes that are suitable for gene
quantification in qRT-PCR analysis. We validated the expression stability of the potential candidate genes identified by Czechowski et al.
(2005) under six experimental conditions (time-course, photoperiods, ambient temperature, diurnal expression, different tissues, and
defined growth stages). We found that expression of the putative reference genes was considerably more stable than that of ACTIN (ACT),
tubulin (tub), polyubiQuitin (ubQ10) and elongAtion fActor-1a (ef-1a), four commonly used housekeeping genes for reference
genes. based on the systematic validation in this study, we recommend starting pool of reference genes for more accurate normalization
in qRT-PCR analysis.

09013
comprehensive trAnscriptome AnAlysis reveAls hydrocArbon biosynthesis pAthWAys Active in oil-producing green
AlgA botrYoCoCCUs brAUnii
*motohide ioki (national institute for environmental studies, Japan), masato baba (graduate school of life and environmental
sciences, university of tsukuba, Japan), iwane suzuki (graduate school of life and environmental sciences, university of tsukuba,
Japan), yoshiriho shiraiwa (graduate school of life and environmental sciences, university of tsukuba, Japan), makoto m. Watanabe
(graduate school of life and environmental sciences, university of tsukuba, Japan), nobuyoshi nakajima (national institute for
environmental studies, Japan)
ioki.motohide@nies.go.jp
botryococcus braunii produces long-chain liquid hydrocarbon compounds resembling petroleum through photosynthesis. botryococcus
strains are classified into different races, depending on the type of hydrocarbons they produce. Strains of two major races, Race A and
race b, produce alkadiene / alkatriene and triterpene, respectively. because little genetic information existed for this species, here we
obtained, via 454 sequencing, novel datasets of approximately 200,000 each complementary DNA reads for representative Race A and
race b strains. this allowed us to retrieve candidate genes for majority of enzymes involved in the alkadiene / alkatriene biosynthesis,
namely, the enzymes for biosynthesis of fatty acids and very long fatty acids (VLFAs). Comparison of the transcriptome profiles for
Race A and Race B revealed transcripts for enzymes involved in the glycerolipid metabolism and VLFA elongation were significantly
more abundant in race A, suggesting that the substrates for the vlfA biosynthesis in the race A strain are likely to be derived from
glycerolipids. regarding the triterpene biosynthesis, candidate genes were retrieved for four out of the seven steps of reactions in the
2-C-methyl-D-erythritol-4-phosphate (MEP) pathway, while no genes were retrieved for the mevalonate pathway, suggesting that liquid
hydrocarbons are biosynthesized through the mep pathway in race b.

09014
ArAbidopsis deletion mutAnt collection produced by heAvy-ion beAm irrAdiAtion
*yusuke Kazama (riKen nishina center, Japan), tomonari hirano (riKen nishina center, Japan), sumie ohbu (riKen nishina center,
Japan), yang liu (institute of modern physics, chinese Academy of science, riKen nishina center, china), yuko hayashi (riKen nishina
center, Japan), tomoko Abe (riKen nishina center, Japan)
ykaze@riken.jp
The Heavy-ion beam has a high linear energy transfer (LET). LETs of γ-ray and X-ray are 0.2 keV/μm and 2 keV/μm, respectively.
By contrast, LETs of heavy-ion beams in the RIKEN RI-beam factory have a range from 22.5 keV/μm to 4,000 keV/μm. The high-LET
irradiation would physically induce dnA double-strand breaks. thus, heavy-ion beam induced mutants tend to have a deletion mutation.
in this study, we created Arabidopsis deletion mutant collections by heavy-ion beam irradiation to develop tools for functional genomics.
dry seeds were irradiated with 12c6+ (22.5 keV/μm, 30 keV/μm, or 290 keV/μm), 40Ar17+(290 keV/μm), or 56fe24+ ions (640 keV/μm).
in total, 73,691 m2 plants derived from 8,888 m1 plants were screened. through the screening, around 600 of morphological mutants,
including pale green, variegated, early flowering, and narrow-leaved mutants were obtained. We previously found that the most effective
LET (LETmax) for albino-mutant induction is 30 keV/μm for A. thaliana (Kazama et al., 2008). With letmax-irradiation, the albino mutant
incidence was about three times greater than that with other LET irradiations. To confirm the effectiveness of LETmax on any other mutant
induction, mutation rate for the elongated-hypocotyl (hy) and globrous (gl) mutants was calculated as described in Koornneef et al. 1982.
the hy and gl mutation rate was 1.04‰ after letmax-irradiation, while those were less than 0.55‰ after the other let-irradiation. the
mutation rate after letmax-irradiation was three times greater than that after x-ray irradiation (0.32‰), and was slightly greater than
that after fast neutron irradiation (0.84‰) and ems treatment (0.87‰). these results suggest that the letmax-irradiation is the most
effective in Arabidopsis mutagenesis.

09015
let-dependent effect of heAvy-ion beAm irrAdiAtion on mutAtion induction in rice
*yoriko hayashi (riKen nishina center, Japan), yusuke Kazama (riKen nishina center, Japan), tomonari hirano (riKen nishina center,
Japan), hideo tokairin (riKen nishina center, Japan), sumie ohbu (riKen nishina center, Japan), tadashi sato (graduate school of
life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), tomoko Abe (riKen nishina center, Japan)
yorihayashi@riken.jp
heavy ion beams have high linear energy transfer (let) and produce more localized ionization than other radiation such as x-rays and
γ-rays for the same dose. Therefore, a heavy ion particle is postulated to cause double strand break of DNA and induce mutation with
low dose irradiation. LET of ion beams is an important factor affecting mutagenesis. In Arabidopsis, the lethality rate and flowering rate
after ion beam treatment are affected by let. furthermore, there is an optimum let value for mutation induction (Kazama et al. 2008).
We examined the effect of let on mutation induction in rice. imbibed seeds of rice (oryza sativa l. cv. nipponbare) were exposed to c or
ne-ion accelerated to 135mev/u by riKen ring cyclotron at ri-beam factory. the dose range and the let range of the beam were 5 to
40Gy and 22.5 to 100keV/μm respectively. The LET values were calculated at the surface of the seeds. M1 plants were grown in the paddy
field and harvested individually. Survival rates and seed fertilities were surveyed in M1 plants. the mutation rate was estimated by the
frequency of M1 plants that produced CDM (chlorophyll-deficient mutants) in their progenies. The survival rate did not decrease at lower
than 15gy irradiation with any let values, and decreased as the let value increase at more than 20gy irradiation. in over all the seed
fertility decreased as the dose increased, and there was no significant difference with increased LET values. Mutation rates were low at
any dose of irradiation with more than 80keV/μm. The irradiations at 15Gy with 50-70keV/μm were most effective for CDM induction in
both ions. These results show that increase of mutation rates is achieved by controlling LET in adequate dose irradiation. In this study, we
isolated several mutant lines such as salt-tolerant, bronzing, earliness and dwarf. these mutants could be important as genetic resources
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for research in plant functional genomics.

09016
let dependent effect on dnA dAmAge in irrAdiAtion of heAvy-ion beAm to ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*tomonari hirano (riKen nishina center, Japan), yusuke Kazama (riKen nishina center, Japan), Kiyoshi nishihara (riKen nishina
center, Japan), sumie ohbu (riKen nishina center, Japan), yang liu (institute of modern physics, chinese Academy of sciences,
china), yuko hayashi (riKen nishina center, Japan), tomoko Abe (riKen nishina center, Japan)
t-hirano@riken.jp
the linear energy transfer (let) is important factor for mutation induction by heavy-ion beam, and we reported that the let of heavyion beam affects the mutation rate (Kazama et al. 2008). in Mesorhizobium loti, symbiotic bacterium, irradiation of iron ion showed a
tendency to induce lager deletions than that of carbon ion (Ichida et al. 2008). As LET of the iron ion (640 keV/μm) has higher than that of
the carbon ion (23-40 keV/μm), we postulate that the LET may also influence the deletion size in the mutated genes. In the present study,
therefore, we analyzed the mutations induced by heavy-ion beam with different lets. dry seeds of A. thaliana (col-0) were irradiated with
12 6+
c (23 keV/μm, 30 keV/μm, and 290 keV/μm), 40Ar17+ (290 keV/μm), or 56fe24+ (640 keV/μm). For detection of mutations, elongated
hypocotyl (hy) and globrous (gl) mutants were screened in m2 generation, and then responsible genes of the mutants were sequenced. We
analyzed the mutations in genes of the 31 mutant lines. mutation sites on the genes contained base substitution, deletion, and insertion.
moreover, chromosomal rearrangement was also observed. the heavy-ion beam irradiation predominantly induces deletion-type mutation
(26 lines/31 lines). In carbon ion irradiation with 23 and 30 keV/μm, all of the deletion sizes were less than 1 kbp. On the other hand,
large deletion sizes, such as 7 kbp, 33 kbp, and 80 kbp, were observed in ion beam irradiated with 290 and 640 keV/μm. These results
suggest that deletions induced by heavy-ion beam have a tendency to increase the size with increasing let. taken together, we discuss a
possibility of deletion size controlled mutagenesis by selecting appropriate lets.

09017
compArAtive phosphoproteomics in plAnts
*hirofumi nakagami (riKen plant science center, Japan), naoyuki sugiyama (iAb, Keio university, Japan), Keiichi mochida (riKen
plant science center, Japan), Arsalan daudi (riKen plant science center, Japan), yuko yoshida (riKen bioinformatics And systems
engineering division, Japan), tetsuro toyoda (riKen bioinformatics And systems engineering division, Japan), masaru tomita (iAb, Keio
university, Japan), yasushi ishihama (iAb, Keio university, Japan), Ken shirasu (riKen plant science center, Japan)
hironakagami@psc.riken.jp
Knowledge of phosphorylation events and their regulation is crucial to understand the functional biology of plants. in the case of the
well-characterized model plant Arabidopsis, more than several thousand phosphorylation sites have been identified by recent large-scale
phosphoproteome studies. however, transferring information on phosphorylation from Arabidopsis to other agronomically important plant
species still remains a considerable challenge, because of limited evidence that conserved residues are modified in the same manner in
different plant species.
to investigate the conservation of phosphoproteomes in plants, we performed comparative analyses of Arabidopsis and rice
phosphoproteomes. For this purpose, we identified 5,143 and 6,919 unique phosphopeptides from Arabidopsis and rice cells, respectively.
Despite of the phylogenetic distance and the use of different cell types, more than 50% of the phosphoproteins identified in Arabidopsis and
rice, which possessed ortholog(s), had an orthologous phosphoprotein in the other species. moreover, nearly half of the phosphorylated
orthologous pairs were phosphorylated at equivalent sites. Further comparative analyses against Medicago phosphoproteome, utilizing
recent published data, also showed similar results. these data provide direct evidence for conserved regulatory mechanisms based on
phosphorylation in plants.

09018
fluorescent-ActivAted mAle germ unit sorting in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
rui gardner (instituto gulbenkian de ciencia, r. Quinta grande no 6, oeiras, portugal), filipe borges (instituto gulbenkian de ciencia,
r. Quinta grande no 6, oeiras, portugal), telma lopes (instituto gulbenkian de ciencia, r. Quinta grande no 6, oeiras, portugal), nuno
moreno (instituto gulbenkian de ciencia, r. Quinta grande no 6, oeiras, portugal), Jose A. feijo (instituto gulbenkian de ciencia, r.
Quinta grande no 6, oeiras, biologia vegetal, faculdade de ciencias da universidade de lisboa, campo grande, lisboa, portugal), *Jorg
d. becker (instituto gulbenkian de ciencia, r. Quinta grande no 6, oeiras, portugal)
jbecker@igc.gulbenkian.pt
the study of molecular processes that regulate male gametogenesis, pollen tube growth and double fertilization, hold great promise
to understand key aspects of cell biology, such as cell fate specification and epigenetic reprogramming, cell cycle transitions, and apical
growth. The first genome-wide expression profile of purified Arabidopsis pollen was only possible using FACS and microarray technology.
however, mature pollen encloses two differentiated cell types (two sperm cells embedded within a vegetative cell), which contribute
differentially to the overall expression profile observed in total.
We have been developing methods to isolate sperm cells and vegetative nuclei by fAcs, using transgenic Arabidopsis pollen expressing
fluorescent proteins under the control of cell-type specific promoters. We further hypothesized that combining both transgene expression
in the same plant would allow their co-purification from the same pollen sample for total RNA and genomic DNA isolation. The latter has
already been possible from extracted nuclei counterstained with intercalating dnA dyes, but to date, transgenic lines with strong and
specific expression of fluorescent proteins in both the sperm cells and vegetative nucleus were lacking. Furthermore, avoiding intercalating
dyes would be preferable for studies of chromatin dynamics and dnA methylation patterns.
here, we report a method to purify sperm cells and vegetative nuclei together, by developing i) an adapted sperm extraction buffer
containing relatively high sucrose content that can sustain intact and viable sperm cells and vegetative nuclei, and ii) transgenic Arabidopsis
pollen with sperm cells expressing GFP driven by the sperm-specific promoter AtMGH3, and the vegetative nucleus expressing H2B-mRFP
under the control of ACT11 promoter. We anticipate that this method will finally allow to profile the (epi)genomic divergences between the
vegetative cell and the male germline in the same genetic background.

09019
neW innovAtive technology for mutAtion breeding using heAvy-ion beAms
*tomoko Abe (radiation biology team, riKen nishina center, Japan), yoriko hayashi (radiation biology team, riKen nishina center,
Japan), yusuke Kazama (radiation biology team, riKen nishina center, Japan), Kiyoshi nishihara (radiation biology team, riKen
nishina center, Japan), tomonari hirano (radiation biology team, riKen nishina center, Japan)
tomoabe@riken.jp
the riKen nishina center, ri beam factory (ribf) is the one of the biggest facilities to accelerate heavy ions in all over the world
since 1986. Heavy-ion beam consists of particles of vary widely in mass, from helium to uranium and beyond. There are two significant
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differences between photon (γ-ray, X-ray) and ion; ion has both mass and charge, by contrast photon has neither one. As the result,
they provide different linear energy transfer (LET); 0.2 to 2 keV/μm for γ-ray and X-ray, by contrast large and vary widely for ion beams,
e.g. 23 keV/μm for C ion and 640 keV/μm for Fe ion. High-LET radiation causes more localized, dense ionization within cells than low-LET
radiation. then ion beam irradiation is expected to produce double-stranded dnA breaks. it is still uncertain whether the repair systems
are inactivated, or merely ion-beam lesions are less repairable. mutations induced by ion beam irradiation at the molecular level have been
most extensively studied in mammalian cells. The frequency of deletion is higher for ion beam irradiation than for γ-rays. We found that
the ion beam is an excellent tool for mutation breeding. there are the advantage of ion beam mutagenesis, low dose with high survival
rates, high mutations rates and a wide variation. the irradiation treatment given to the various plant materials is short, only seconds or
a few minutes, but is enough to induce mutation. A new variety can be obtained by selecting a mutant with a modification to the target
characteristic while retaining the existing valuable ones. The time span for breeding can be shortened significantly to two to three years.
We already put 18 new cultivars on the market in Japan, usA, canada and eu since 2002. An international heavy-ion plant research
consortium has been organized with 125 national user groups and 15 international institutes.

09020
systemAtic elucidAtion of functions for rice trAnscription fActors deducing from gAin-of-function phenotypes
in trAnsgenic rice plAnts overexpressing individuAl trAnscription fActor cdnAs
*tomoko tsuchida-mayama (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), Keiko iida-okada (national institute of Agrobiological
sciences, Japan), Akihiko horikawa (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), Akio miyao (national institute of
Agrobiological sciences, Japan), toshifumi nagata (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, national institute of genetics, Japan),
Aeni hosaka (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), shoshi Kikuchi (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan),
nobutaka mitsuda (national institute of Advanced industrial science and technology, Japan), yuko takiguchi (national institute of
Advanced industrial science and technology, Japan), toru ishizuka (national institute of Advanced industrial science and technology,
Japan), Kazuhito sato (greensogna, inc, Japan), Kyoko matsui (national institute of Advanced industrial science and technology,
greensogna, inc), masaru ohme-takagi (national institute of Advanced industrial science and technology, Japan), yoshiaki nagamura
(national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), hiroaki ichikawa (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan)
tmaya@affrc.go.jp
transcription factors (tfs) are master switches of the downstream target genes. therefore the functional analysis of tfs is valuable for
the elucidation of transcriptional regulation and expression networks of the target genes. Although much effort has been made to identify
functions of TFs, most of them remain to be clarified. Transgenic rice plants overexpressing individual rice TF cDNAs (RTF-OX rice plants)
are expected to be highly useful bio-resources for estimating functions of individual TFs and identifying expression profiles of the target
genes. the number of loci for tfs has been estimated to be approx. 2,500 in the rice genome, and about 75% of them are supported by
corresponding full-length (fl-) cdnA clones. We have been producing rtf-ox rice plants by using the rice fl-cdnAs encoding potentially
functional TFs. Initially, the FL-cDNAs with functional protein-coding sequences (CDSs) were selected by inspecting individual CDSs,
and used as templates to construct gateway entry clones and also binary gateway expression plasmids for the respective tf cdnAs
to be introduced into rice via Agrobacterium. so far, 1629 transgenic rice plants, individually overexpressing 229 tf cdnAs, have been
produced. Among the rtf-ox plants, we observed such altered phenotypes as increased plant height, wide leaf, semi dwarf, small grains,
and lesion mimic, etc. such gain-of-function phenotypes are expected to be informative in deducing the tf functions. the latest status on
the production of rtf-ox transgenic rice plants, interesting phenotypes found among the transgenic plants, the linkage between altered
phenotypes and tf overexpression, etc. will be reported.

09021
dynAmic reArrAngement induced by fe-ions in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Kiyoshi nishihara (radiation biology team, riKen nishina center, graduate school of frontier sciences, the university of tokyo,
Japan), yusuke Kazama (radiation biology team, riKen nishina center, Japan), tomonari hirano (radiation biology team, riKen
nishina center, Japan), sumie ohbu (radiation biology team, riKen nishina center, Japan), shigeyuki Kawano (graduate school of
frontier sciences, the university of tokyo, Japan), tomoko Abe (radiation biology team, riKen nishina center, Japan)
k_nishihara@riken.jp
heavy-ion-beam irradiation can be performed with select the linear energy transfer (let) or ion species in riKen ri-beam factory.
Previous studies reported that Fe-ion (LET: 640 keV/μm) induced larger size of deletions than C-ion (LET: 22.5 keV/μm) in the microbe
rhizobium. It may be possible that Fe-ion could cause large deletions also in higher plant. In this study, we identified DNA mutations
caused by fe-ion irradiation. Arabidopsis dry seeds were irradiated with fe-ion at a dose of 50 gy. We screened mutants which were
easily-distinguishable by morphology and leaf colors: pg (pale green) mutant, nl (narrow leaves) mutant, hy (elongated hypocotyl)
mutant, and gl (glabrous) mutant. As a result, from 29,176 m2 plants, we obtained 41 pg mutants, two nl mutants, two hy mutants, and
one gl mutant. Among pg mutants, we found a mutant which had downward-pointing siliques. We considered this as bp (brevipedicellus)
mutant and tried to amplify a dnA fragment containing the responsible gene bp1. however, no pcr product was obtained. the result
of genomic tiling array showed that this mutant had at least three large deletions whose sizes were 80.5 kbp, 84.5 kbp, and 91.0 kbp.
Sequencing of the genomic DNA fragment containing An (AnGUstiFoliA) gene in one of the nl mutant showed that a 178-bp sequence
of the genomic fragment was tandemly repeated. Sequencing of cDNA of the An gene revealed a 82-bp insertion fragment. While the
deletion sizes of mutants yielded by C-ion (LET: 22.5-50 keV/μm) were within the range between 1 bp and 1 kbp, we obtained larger size
of deletion by fe-ion. moreover, since no tandem duplication was observed in c-ion mutants, it may be caused by the high let of fe-ion.
these results suggest that the adjustment of ion species is effective for the control of mutation induction.

09022
ArAbidopsis nAturAl Accessions vAriously respond to mAnnitol treAtment
*satoshi iuchi (experimantal plant division, riKen bioresource center (brc), Japan), setsuko Kawamura (experimantal plant division,
riKen bioresource center (brc), Japan), masatomo Kobayashi (experimantal plant division, riKen bioresource center (brc), Japan)
iuchi@brc.riken.jp
riKen bioresource center (brc) takes over the preservation and distribution project of the sendai Arabidopsis seed stock center
(sAssc) and starts distribution of the Arabidopsis accession seeds under the national bio-resource project (nbrp) supported by Japanese
government (http://sassc.epd.brc.riken.jp/sassc/create_search_panel2.php?mode=general). It has been speculated that the natural
accessions of Arabidopsis adapt themselves to the environment of their habitat by natural mutations in their genome. therefore the
natural accessions must be useful for elucidating the relationship between environmental adaptations and natural variations.
In this study, we focused on the osmotic stress by mannitol to find that natural accessions showed various responses to the mannitol
treatment. We expect such data can be applied for association mapping and/or Qtl analysis. A database that contains these phenotype
data is under construction.
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09023
An ArAbidopsis single cell system to study plAnt cell division
guillaume Queval (department of plant systems biology, flanders institute for biotechnology (vib), ghent university, technologiepark
927, 9052 ghent, belgium), rudy vanderhaeghen (department of plant systems biology, flanders institute for biotechnology (vib),
ghent university, technologiepark 927, 9052 ghent, belgium), *pierre hilson (department of plant systems biology, flanders institute
for biotechnology (vib), ghent university, technologiepark 927, 9052 ghent, belgium)
pierre.hilson@psb.vib-ugent.be
numerous compounds such as phytohormones, nutrients and signaling peptides control mitotic activity. in plant tissues, cells are
embedded in a complex environment and specific signals cannot be isolated. Therefore we have developed an in vitro system in which
cellular organization is simplified to dissect the signaling network driving cell proliferation. Our model is a monolayer of Arabidopsis
isolated cells resuming mitotic division after protoplasting. these cells express a transgene coding for the histone 2b fused to the yellow
fluorescent protein which marks the nucleus. Protoplasts prepared from cell suspension cultures are seeded and immobilized in 96 well
plates. This configuration is compatible with time-lapse imaging, in both transmission and fluorescent channels, and in multiple optical
sections. software algorithms have been developed that determine the number, the duration and the spatial repartition of all individual
mitotic events in given microscopic fields and across multiple days. The robustness of the system was established through the study of
the effects of known mitotic inhibitors and growth promoting compounds. the comparison of automated versus manual annotations of cell
division validated our analytical pipeline. We present experimental results highlighting the potential of this single Arabidopsis cell system
for compound and genetic screens.

09024
gAteWAy vectors for plAnt genome AnAlysis
mansour Karimi (department of plant systems biology, flanders institute for biotechnology (vib), ghent university, technologiepark
927, 9052 Ghent, Belgium), Rebecca De Clercq (Department of Plant Systems Biology, Flanders Institute for Biotechnology (VIB), Ghent
university, technologiepark 927, 9052 ghent, belgium), bjorn de meyer (department of plant systems biology, flanders institute
for biotechnology (vib), ghent university, technologiepark 927, 9052 ghent, belgium), rudy vanderhaeghen (department of plant
systems biology, flanders institute for biotechnology (vib), ghent university, technologiepark 927, 9052 ghent, belgium), Wilson
Ardilez (department of plant systems biology, flanders institute for biotechnology (vib), ghent university, technologiepark 927, 9052
ghent, belgium), *pierre hilson (department of plant systems biology, flanders institute for biotechnology (vib), ghent university,
technologiepark 927, 9052 ghent, belgium)
pierre.hilson@psb.vib-ugent.be
the gateway technology (www.invitrogen.com) has been developed to facilitate the transfer of dnA segments between plasmids by
site-specific recombinational cloning. We have constructed a large collection of Gateway-compatible destination vectors for a wide range
of gene function analyses in transgenic plant cells. using multisite recombination gateway cassettes, plant binary destination vectors
have also been created in which two or three segments can be transferred contiguously or in independent expression unit, in a single lr
clonase in vitro reaction. our destination vectors carry one of three plant selectable markers coding for resistance to kanamycin (nptii),
hygromycin (hpt) or glufosinate ammonium (bar), and are available in small high copy number plasmids.
to further streamline the construction of recombinant genes, we have built series of reference gateway entry clones carrying promoters,
terminators, and reporter open reading frames most commonly used in plant research. this collection obeys simple engineering rules:
the genetic elements (parts) are designed in a standard format; they are interchangeable, fully documented, and can be combined at
will according to the desired output. We recently added to our resources a novel series of gateway binary vectors optimized for the
transformation of monocotyledonous species that covers most applications in this field.
the gateway entry clones and destination vectors can be obtained on line (http://www.psb.ugent.be/gateway). this web site provides
recombinational cloning instructions, as well as experimentally verified sequences, maps and Vector NTI files for each plasmid.
Karimi et al. (2002) gAteWAy vectors for Agrobacterium-mediated plant transformation. trends plant sci. 7:193-195.
Karimi et al. (2005) modular cloning in plant cells. trends plant sci. 10:103-105.
Karimi et al. (2007) building blocks for plant gene assembly. plant physiol. 145:1183-1191.

10001
nAturAl vAriAtion in seAsonAl AdAptAtion
*poay n. lim (university of edinburgh, united Kingdom), Andrew hudson (university of edinburgh, united Kingdom)
p.n.lim@sms.ac.ed.uk
the importance of understanding natural variation in Arabidopsis populations has been highlighted in recent years. the role of natural
variation in adaptation remains of key interest. here, we report natural variation in growth rate in populations from the edinburgh
area, which are genetically more similar than global accessions. We examined growth of these genotypes in the field from autumn and
spring conditions. We found genetically determined differences in growth rate and fitness, and evidence that some genotypes perform
consistently better as winter annuals and others as summer annuals. by growing these genotypes under controlled conditions, we have
been able to identify photoperiod and temperature as environmental variables to which different genotypes may be adapted.

10002
evolution of self-compAtibility in ArAbidopsis by A mutAtion in the mAle specificity gene
takashi tsuchimatsu (university of Zurich / university of tokyo, switzerland / Japan), Keita suwabe (mie university, Japan), rie
shimizu-inatsugi (university of Zurich, switzerland), sachiyo isokawa (tohoku university, Japan), pavlos pavlidis (university of munich,
germany), thomas stadler (eth Zurich, switzerland), go suzuki (osaka Kyoiku university, Japan), seiji takayama (nara institute of
science and technology, Japan), masao Watanabe (tohoku university, Japan), *Kentaro K. shimizu (university of Zurich, switzerland)
shimizu@botinst.uzh.ch
Ever since Darwin’s pioneering research, the evolution of self-fertilisation (selfing) has been regarded as one of the most prevalent
evolutionary transitions in flowering plants. A major mechanism to prevent selfing is the self-incompatibility (SI) recognition system,
which consists of male and female specificity genes at the S-locus and SI modifier genes. Under conditions that favour selfing, mutations
disabling the male recognition component are predicted to enjoy a relative advantage over those disabling the female component,
because male mutations would increase through both pollen and seeds whereas female mutations would increase only through seeds.
Despite many studies on the genetic basis of loss of SI in the predominantly selfing plant Arabidopsis thaliana, it remains unknown
whether selfing arose through mutations in the female specificity gene (srK), male specificity gene (sCr/sp11), or modifier genes and
whether any of them rose to high frequency across large geographic regions. Here we report that a disruptive 213-bp inversion in the
sCr gene (or its derivative haplotypes with deletions encompassing the entire sCr-A and a large portion of srK-A) is found in 95% of
european accessions, which contrasts with the genome-wide pattern of polymorphism in european A. thaliana. Importantly, interspecific
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crossings using A. halleri as pollen donor reveal that some A. thaliana accessions retain the female si reaction, suggesting that all female
components including srK are still functional. moreover, when the 213-bp inversion in sCr was inverted and expressed in transgenic
plants, the functional scr restored the si reaction. the inversion within sCr is the first mutation disrupting SI shown to be nearly fixed
in geographically wide samples, and its prevalence is consistent with theoretical predictions regarding the evolutionary advantage of
mutations in male components.

10003
pentAtricopeptide repeAt genes relevAnt to mAle development Are the ‘Arms’ eQuipped AgAinst pArAsitic
mitochondriA
*sota fujii (university of Western Australia, Australia), charles bond (university of Western Australia, Australia), ian small (university
of Western Australia, Australia)
sfujii@cyllene.uwa.edu.au
Whereas the vast majority of genes are subject to purifying selection during evolution, limiting diversity, there are a few genes known to
show diversifying selection. these genes include those implicated in plant-pathogen interactions such as r genes and chitinases. studies on
the agronomically important crop trait cytoplasmic male sterility (cms) have suggested the semblance of a host-parasite system between
the nucleus and mitochondria. Key players in cms systems are the fertility restorer (rf) genes required for the development of a functional
male gametophyte in plants carrying a mitochondrial cms gene. in the majority of cases, rf genes encode pentatricopeptide repeat (ppr)
proteins. We show that all angiosperms for which extensive genomic sequence data exist contain multiple PPR genes related to Rf genes.
these rf-like (rFl) genes show a number of characteristic features compared to other ppr genes, including chromosomal clustering and
unique patterns of evolution, notably rampant gene conversion and high rates of non-synonymous to synonymous mutations, suggesting
diversifying selection. the highest probabilities of diversifying selection were seen for amino acid residues 1, 3 and 6 within the ppr motif.
ppr proteins are known to bind rnA and mapping the selection data to a predicted consensus structure of an array of ppr motifs suggests
that these residues are likely to form base-specific contacts to the RNA ligand. We suggest that the selection patterns on rFl genes reveal
a molecular ‘arms-race’ between the nuclear and mitochondrial genomes that has persisted throughout most of the evolutionary history
of angiosperms.

10004
genome-Wide AssociAtion in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA: results from An increAsed sAmple siZe.
*susanna Atwell (university of southern california, us)
atwell@usc.edu
Arabidopsis thaliana is ideally suited for genome-wide association (gWA) studies as it occurs as naturally inbred lines that can be
genotyped once, and phenotyped repeatedly for diverse traits in essentially an infinite number of environments. To realize this potential,
~half a million SNPs were identified in a global population with high-density microarrays, and more than 1000 lines were genotyped for
216K of these snps with an Affymetrix snp array. in march 2010, the initial gWA scans of phenotypes using 96 -194 genetically diverse
lines were documented1. the results were promising, with many trait associations distinctly matched to candidate genes, including
numerous a priori expectations and plausible novel candidates. however, many traits also exhibited a more complex pattern of association
spanning up to several hundred kb, making it difficult to identify candidate genes (though several obvious causal genes were found within
these regions). The initial findings highlighted the need for appropriate sample sizes, as well as for accession selection to lessen the
confounding effect of population structure. Following on from our initial findings I will highlight results from a larger population size and
sub-sampling within.
1Atwell et al, 2010. genome-wide association study of 107 phenotypes in Arabidopsis thaliana inbred lines. nature, march 11th.

10005
divergent Alleles of diseAse resistAnce gene leAd to hybrid incompAtibility in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*eunyoung chae (max planck institute for developmental biology, germany), Kirsten bomblies (max planck institute for developmental
biology, germany), christa lanz (max planck institute for developmental biology, germany), detlef Weigel (max planck institute for
developmental biology, germany)
eunyoung.chae@tuebingen.mpg.de
Hybrid necrosis is a phenomenon that is often observed in intra/inter-specific plant crosses and characterized by elevated immune
responses. This phenomenon has been suggested to serve as an effective postzygotic gene flow barrier in plant species (1). Here we
report cases of hybrid necrosis that result from the incompatible epistatic interaction involving a complex disease resistance (r) gene
cluster. the r gene cluster that carries rECoGnition oF pEronosporA pArAsitiCA 1 (rpp1)-like r genes on chromosome 3 is highly
divergent both in sequence and number in different accessions. We identified a single r gene in the cluster that is sufficient to cause
hybrid incompatibility in one case. however, this particular r gene allele does not manifest necrotic symptoms in the other cases involving
this cluster. furthermore, epistatically interacting loci of this r gene cluster differ in all cases. this indicates that the r gene cluster
evolved under different evolutionary trajectory among different accessions yet carries numerous potential alleles that would contribute to
gene flow barrier. Population genetic structure of this cluster both in local and global accessions as well as investigation on incompatible
substitutions will be presented at the meeting. this study will shed light on our understanding of evolutionary forces that lead to hybrid
incompatibility and speciation.
reference
1. Bomblies K and Weigel D. Hybrid necrosis: autoimmunity as a potential gene-flow barrier in plant species. Nat Rev Genet. 2007
may;8(5):382-93.

10006
epistAtic interAction betWeen An Allele of A bActeriAl blight-resistAnce gene XA1 And An Allele of A putAtive
trAnscriptionAl repressor hWC1 cAuses hybrid WeAKness of rice
*tsutomu Kuboyama (ibaraki university, Japan), Katsuyuki ichitani (Kagoshima university, Japan), yuuya okiyama (ibaraki university,
Japan), Keita namigoshi (Kagoshima university, Japan), tsukasa suzuki (ibaraki university, Japan), norio Katsunuma (ibaraki
university, Japan), satoru taura (Kagoshima university, Japan), muneharu sato (Kagoshima university, Japan), hiroyuki Kanamori
(stAff institute, Japan), Jianzhong Wu (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), takashi matsumoto (national institute of
Agrobiological sciences, Japan), Akio miyao (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), hirohiko hirochika (national institute
of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), nobuyoshi Watanabe (ibaraki university, Japan)
kuboyama@mx.ibaraki.ac.jp
hybrid weakness, sometimes known as hybrid necrosis, has been described for various plant taxa with different ecologies and life
strategies in both cultivated and wild species (bomblies and Weigel 2007). the cause of hybrid weakness or inviability is explained by the
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bateson-dobzhansky-muller model as epistatic incompatibilities between loci (orr 1996). previous studies revealed that a causal gene
of a hybrid necrosis in Arabidopsis is a resistance-gene homolog (bomblies et al. 2007). in rice, hybrids between a peruvian rice cultivar
‘Jamaica’ and most temperate-japonica rice cultivars show weakness. this hybrid weakness is induced by the ‘Jamaica’ allele of hYbrid
WEAKnEss C 1 (hWC1) and an allele of hYbrid WEAKnEss C 2 (hWC2) (Akemine and Amemiya 1963, ichitani et al. 2001, ichitani et
al. 2007, Kuboyama et al. 2009). We identified both causal genes using a map-based strategy. Results show that hWC1 resembles known
transcriptional co-repressors, lEUniG of Arabidopsis and stYlosA of Antirrhinum, and chromosomal location of hWC2 corresponded to
a nb-lrr-type bacterial-blight-resistance gene, Xa1. the hybrids showed ectopic cell death around the root apical meristem, induction of
oxidative stress, and elevated production of a phytoalexin. these results indicate that a cause of this hybrid weakness is an autoimmune
response between a transcription factor and a resistant gene. A nonsynonymous substitution at a specific site of hWC1 can induce hybrid
weakness. in hWC2, the smallest difference between the causal allele and of a non-causal-allele was only five nucleotide substitutions
including two nonsynonymous substitutions in mRNA. Consequently, a slight genetic alteration such as a nucleotide substitution can
produce a strong reproductive barrier between plants.

10007
genetic bAsis of plAnt response to different environmentAl scenArios using nAturAl vAriAtion in ArAbidopsis
thAliAnA
*nadine ilk (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), maarten Koornneef (max planck institute for plant breeding
research, germany), matthieu reymond (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany)
ilk@mpiz-koeln.mpg.de
Responses to contrasting environments in plants can lead to different fitness levels. These responses can be quantified at several
levels such as growth, pigmentation and flowering time, which are determined by genetic and environmental factors. Plants have evolved
several mechanisms of adaptation to changing light and temperature scenarios but sensing mechanisms of these factors remains partially
unknown. A set of Arabidopsis accessions have been tested in a combination of increased light intensity and reduction of temperature.
eri-1 (eringsboda-1 from sweden) showed the highest anthocyanin content in this scenario. in order to reveal the genetic basis of plant’s
response to this environment, we tested a mapping population derived from eri-1 (sweden) and ler (poland) accessions. Quantitative
Trait Loci (QTL) of the responses of flowering time, growth and pigmentation were detected. Among all the mapped QTL, 3 interacting
clusters of QTL for all the quantified traits have been detected. Phenotypes of selected NILs (near isogenic lines) in this environmental
scenario confirmed the effects of these QTL. These QTL will be pursued by using a fine-mapping approach to unravel genetic and molecular
determinisms underlying the genotype by environment interaction.

10008
the evolution of A plAnt brAnching hormone.
*Jo hepworth (university of york, uK), richard challis (university of york, uK), celine mouchel (university of york, uK), ottoline leyser
(university of york, uK)
jah513@york.ac.uk
The pattern of branch outgrowth is a key determinant of the flexible plant body plan, and varies among and within species. In
angiosperms, branches are produced from axillary meristems, which either remain dormant or grow out. this decision is affected by
several hormones, either repressing or promoting outgrowth.
Strigolactones, originally identified as germination stimulants for parasitic plants, and more recently as signals in the formation
of mycorrhizal symbioses, have now been shown to repress branching in rice, pea and Arabidopsis. MAX1 in Arabidopsis encodes a
cytochrome P450 family member, which is required for the synthesis of the strigolactone-related signal, and forms part of a biosynthetic
and signal transduction pathway containing at least three other genes in Arabidopsis.
While other known components of the strigolactone signalling pathway are conserved throughout the land plants, genes closely related
to MAX1 are present in all plant genomes published except the ‘basal’ land plant, moss, the only fully sequenced plant without branching
in the sporophyte generation. These findings suggest that MAX1 is an evolutionarily later addition to pathway. We test this hypothesis
by investigating the ability of homologues from a range of species to complement Arabidopsis max1 mutants. We also investigate
whether the loss of mycorrhizal symbiosis in Arabidopsis has freed strigolactone signalling from a coevolutionary constraint imposed by
the fungal partner, and allowed diversification of the endogenous signal in this species, by analysing the complementation of max1 with
homologues of the putative strigolactone receptor MAX2 from other species. We complement these molecular and genetic approaches with
physiological investigation of the actions of strigolactones in non-angiosperm species, including spruce and selaginella species.

10009
refunctionAliZAtion of the Ancient rice blAst diseAse resistAnce gene pit by the recruitment of A
retrotrAnsposon As A promoter
*Keiko hayashi (national Agricultural research center, Japan), hitoshi yoshida (national Agricultural research center, Japan)
keko1@affrc.go.jp
the plant genome contains a large number of disease resistance (r) genes that have evolved through diverse mechanisms. here, we
report that a long terminal repeat (ltr) retrotransposon contributed to the evolution of the rice blast resistance gene pit. pit confers
race-specific resistance against the fungal pathogen Magnaporthe grisea, and is a member of the nucleotide-binding site-leucine-rich
repeat (nbs-lrr) family of r genes. compared to the nonfunctional allele pitnpb, the functional allele pitK59 contains four amino acid
substitutions and has the ltr retrotransposon renovator inserted upstream. pathogenesis assays using chimeric constructs carrying the
various regions of pitK59 and pitnpb suggest that amino acid substitutions might have a potential effect in pit resistance; more importantly,
the upregulated promoter activity conferred by the renovator sequence is essential for pit function. our data suggest that transposonmediated transcriptional activation may play an important role in the refunctionalization of additional ‘sleeping’ r genes in the plant
genome.
reference:
hayashi et al. (2009) plant J 57: 413-425.

10010
using genome-Wide nAturAl diversity of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA to investigAte genetic polymorphism of plAnt
groWth
*samija Amar (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), benjamin stich (max planck institute for plant breeding
research, germany), ronan sulpice (max planck institute of molecular plant physiology, germany), mark stitt (max planck institute
of molecular plant physiology, germany), maarten Koornneef (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany), matthieu
reymond (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany)
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amar@mpiz-koeln.mpg.de
the aim of this project is to elucidate the genetic basis of plant growth using a multi-parent mapping population derived from 8
Arabidopsis accessions collected in diverse habitats. from these crosses, 532 recombinant inbred lines (rils) have been phenotyped
for growth-related traits such as: relative growth rate of rosette size, leaf production rate, root elongation rate, etc… high heritabilities
and large transgressions for each of these traits have been observed. however, using this data set only one Qtl for root growth has been
mapped on chromosome 5. furthermore, residual heterozygosity is still present in most of the rils and segregation of growth-related
traits could be detected within some of them. indeed, set of heterogeneous inbreed families (hifs) showing obvious growth segregation
have been selected and these hifs have been genotyped with 250 000 snps spread over the genome to highlight co-segregation between
variation of growth and allelic values at defined marker position(s). Detailed characterization and fine mapping of the respectively loci is
underway and includes determination of metabolites and enzyme activities in these selected lines. this will enable us to link variation of
growth with variation in primary metabolism.

10011
functionAl diversificAtion of the tubby-liKe protein gene fAmilies (tulps) during euKAryotic evolution
*chia-ping lai (far east university, tainan, 74448, taiwan), shu-miaw chaw (biodiversity research center, Academia sinica, taipei,
taiwan), po-hsuan chen (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taipei, taiwan), Jen-pan huang (biodiversity
research center, Academia sinica, taipei, taiwan), yun-huei tzeng (genomics research center, Academia sinica, taipei; taiwan), Jei-fu
shaw (national chung hsing university, taichung, 40227, taiwan)
glbhouse@yahoo.com.tw
The Tubby-like protein (TULP) is ubiquitous among multicellular organisms but has extremely diversified functions. Although functional
analyses of certain mammalian and model plant tulps are available and phylogenies separately based on animal or plant tulps have
been reconstructed, the origin and evolutionary history of tulps remain obscure. the existence of tulp in unicellular organisms is also
uncertain. In this study, 145 TULP homologs were identified from four eukaryotic supergroups: Excavata, Chromalveolata, Archaeplastida
(plants), and opistokonta (fungi and Animals). in addition to the tubby domain, many tulps also contain different motifs (f-box, Wd40
repeat, or SOCS box) in their N-terminus regions, leading to their groupings into three classes. TULPs with no N-terminal modifications
(class ii) locate at the basal positions on the phylogeny. in a comparison of the three phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate (pip2 )
binding sites at K330, r332, and r363 in mouse tubby, our data show that pip2 binding sites are conserved in class ii tulps, especially
those that are animal derived, but not in tulps from classes i and iii. our experimental data further demonstrate that only class ii
tulps can be targeted to the plasma membrane. these results suggest functional divergence and differentiation of tulps and mutations
at the three pip2 binding sites indicate the function of class ii tulps differs from those of classes i and iii. functional divergence and
differentiation of TULPs should have occurred after duplications and structural modifications around 1100 MYA as eukaryotic organisms
started diversifying.

10012
moleculAr And genetic AnAlysis of biomAss-heterosis in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
rhonda meyer (ipK gatersleben, germany), berit ebert (university of potsdam, germany), barbara Kusterer (university of hohenheim,
germany), Jan lisec (mpi-mp potsdam-golm, germany), david riewe (ipK gatersleben, germany), romy schmidt (university of
potsdam, germany), matthias steinfath (mpi-mp potsdam-golm, germany), Kathleen Weigelt (ipK gatersleben, germany), Albrecht
melchinger (university of hohenheim, germany), Joachim selbig (university of potsdam, germany), lothar Willmitzer (mpi-mp
potsdam-golm, germany), *thomas Altmann (ipK gatersleben, germany)
altmann@ipk-gatersleben.de
the molecular basis of heterosis is analysed in the c24 x col-0 cross of Arabidopsis thaliana accessions that exhibits strong mid-parent
heterosis of vegetative growth / biomass accumulation (up to 161% at high light). using Qtl-mapping in combination with metabolite
profiling and gene expression profiling, loci responsible for the heterosis have been identified and heterosis-associated gene expression /
metabolite composition has been analysed. differences in mrnA and metabolite levels of parents and hybrids indicate additive, dominant,
and overdominant effects with different prevalence at early and late developmental stages. in order to identify genomic regions involved
in biomass heterosis QTL, generation means, and mode-of-inheritance classification analyses were performed using a modified North
carolina design iii: 429 recombinant inbred lines (rils) and 140 introgression lines (ils) were backcrossed to the two parental accessions
and analysed for biomass accumulation at 15 days after sawing. mid-parent heterosis of shoot dry weight in the rils ranged from -31%
to 99%. Treating mid-parent-heterosis and augmented dominance effect as quantitative traits, ten genomic positions involved in heterosis
were detected, that explain between 2.4% and 15.7% of the phenotypic variation. While overdominant gene action was prevalent in
heterotic Qtl, the results suggest that a combination of dominance, overdominance and epistasis is involved in biomass heterosis in this
Arabidopsis cross. A strong heterotic biomass Qtl region of chromosome 4 that co-locates with a cluster of 23 metabolic heterotic Qtl
was narrowed down to 14 genes by using subils and segregating il families. this genomic region is further investigated by comparative
sequence analysis (C24 vs. Col-0) and the candidate genes are studied using k.o. mutants subjected to crosses and by transformation of
alleles into the opposite genotype.

10013
nAturAl vAriAtion of brAnching pAttern in the ArAbidopsis multi-pArent ril populAtion
*Xueqing Huang (Max Planck Institute for Plant Breeding Research, Germany), Sigi Effgen (Max Planck Institute for Plant Breeding
research, germany), maarten Koornneef (max planck institute for plant breeding research, germany)
xqhuang@mpiz-koeln.mpg.de
shoot branching is a major determinant of plant architecture governing many aspects of plant shape, light perception, and resource
allocation. shoot branching is highly regulated by endogenous and environmental cues. shoot branching involves the formation of
axillary buds in the axil of leaves and subsequent outgrowth of the buds. Most Arabidopsis accessions have one side branch per axil
in the elongated stems. however, in the Arabidopsis multi-parent ril (Ampril) population derived from a set of 8 diverse accessions
of Arabidopsis thaliana, we observed that some lines have no side branch in all axils of stem branch. the novel branching pattern was
named as Reduced Stem Branch (RSB). RSB phenotype is stably heritable and is only presented in later flowering plants. Using backcross
segregating population and bulked segregant analysis (bsA), we show that a total of 8 putative Qtl contributes to natural variation for the
traits. They were confirmed using a type of near-isogenic line called a heterogeneous inbred family (HIF). Furthermore, we fine mapped
a Qtl (rsb2) to a 30Kb region on the bottom of chromosome 2, which included 8 candidate genes. the cloning and characterization of
the branching-related Qtl would be helpful in elucidating molecular mechanism of shoot branching.

10014
DIFFERENTIAL PLASTIC RESPONSES OR LOCAL ADAPTATIONS? INSIGHTS FROM PHENOTYPING NATURAL POPULATIONS
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*sang-tae Kim (max planck institute for developmental biology, germany), detlef Weigel (max planck institute for developmental
biology, germany)
sang-tae.kim@tuebingen.mpg.de
recent studies with natural accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana have provided insights into the genetic variation underlying phenotypic
differences in lab or common garden experiments. however, there has been essentially no information on phenotypic variation in natural
settings. To address this lacuna, we have selected ca. 20 populations representing various types of habitats out of our recently identified
sites near tubingen in germany (bomblies et al., plos genetics 2010) for monitoring. field phenotypic variations were directly measured
from sets of individuals from these natural populations, and were contrasted with phenotypic data from progenies of those individuals
in a common garden condition. We will present these phenotypic properties in the context of ecological responses to local environments
and discuss plasticity and GxE interaction with comparison of field and common garden phenotypic measurements. Also we will address
parent-progeny regression in a specific site to estimate the heritability in our phenotypic traits.

10015
vAriAtion in groWth And its response to elevAted co2 Among ArAbidopsis thAliAnA ecotypes
riichi ogichi (tohoku university, Japan), *Kouki hikosaka (tohoku university, Japan)
hikosaka@mail.tains.tohoku.ac.jp
it is known that effects of elevated co2 on growth vary among species. to study mechanisms underlying this variation, 44 ecotypes of
Arabidopsis thaliana from various latitudes and altitudes were grown under ambient and elevated (800 ppm) co2 concentrations. biomass
determined at 38 days after sawing considerably varied among ecotypes: under both co2 concentrations, biomass varied by ca 2.7 fold.
Enhancement of biomass by elevated CO2 also varied from 1.43 to 3.16 fold, indicating a significant variation in the CO2 response among
ecotypes. the variation in relative growth rate was mainly ascribed to net assimilation rate rather than leaf area ratio. enhancement ratio
of biomass by elevated CO2 was significantly correlated with photosynthetic nitrogen use efficiency.

10016
genomic bAsis of locAl AdAptAtion in A. hAlleri from cross-species microArrAy AnAlysis
*shin-ichi morinaga (university of tokyo, Japan), makoto hayashi (national institute for basic biology, Japan), mikio nishimura
(national institute for basic biology, Japan), motomi ito (university of tokyo, Japan), Atsushi J. nagano (national institute of
Agrobiological sciences, Japan)
morinaga@bio.c.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Adaptation to the local environment is the major driving force in evolution. especially for plant species, gradients in environmental
characters cause adaptation to different habitats, resulting in ecotypic differentiations as well as speciation. Although the genetic basis
of local adaptation is one of the major topics in evolutionary biology, it is difficult to conduct such genetic studies on most wild species
due to the lack of knowledge about their genome. Arabidopsis halleri ssp. gemmifera is most closely related species to A. thaliana and it
demonstrates phenotype differentiation attributed to altitudinal gradients. two ecotypes grow in the lowland and highland habitats on mt.
ibuki in Japan, providing a favored study system for elucidating the mechanisms of local adaptation along altitude. to uncover genetic
basis of local adaptation, we conducted cross-species genomic microarray analysis in two ecotypes of A. halleri ssp. gemmifera using
AtMap1, tilling array for A. thaliana. In these results, we found eighteen genes whose signal intensities significantly differentiated between
lowland and highland types. these genes encoded several metabolic enzymes, disease resistance proteins, kinese family proteins, and
a transcription factor. in this presentation, we will discuss the functions of these genes for different environmental factors, such as
temperature and wind.

10017
isolAtion And chArActeriZAtion of embryo dormAnt ArAbidopsis Accessions
*ryoichi yano (riKen, plant science center, Japan), yusuke Jikumaru (riKen, plant science center, Japan), yuji Kamiya (riKen, plant
science center, Japan), mitsunori seo (riKen, plant science center, Japan)
ryano@psc.riken.jp
Seed dormancy, defined as the failure of intact seeds to germinate under favorable conditions, is thought to be an important adaptive
trait in many plant species. Seed dormancy is established during seed maturation phase and subsequently released by after-ripening
(dry storage of matured seeds). in this study, we investigated the effect of after-ripening on embryo dormancy release using freshly
harvested and 4-week after-ripened cape verde islands-0 (cvi-0) seeds. because cvi-0 is a dormant accession, both fresh and afterripened seeds germinated less than 5 % at 23 °c in the light after imbibition. however, when embryos were separated from seed coat after
imbibition and incubated for further period, almost all of embryos isolated from after-ripened seeds germinated (or started growth), while
those of fresh seeds did not resume growth. this result suggested that embryo dormancy is released by after-ripening within 4 weeks
in cvi-0 and seed dormancy of after-ripened cvi-0 largely depend on the seed coat. next, we tried to identify hyper-“embryo dormant”
accessions among 34 dormant wild-type accessions. When 4-week after-ripened seeds were analyzed, 9 accessions were classified into
strong embryo dormant (emd) type whose embryos germinated less than 10 % after separation from seed coat. on the other hand, 15
accessions including Cvi-0 were classified into seed-coat dormant (Scd) type whose embryos germinated more than 90 % after separation
from seed coat. interestingly, emd accessions exhibited distinct response to exogenously applied nitrate and gibberellin. in addition,
comparison of phytohormone levels indicated that there are at least two types of emd accessions; type i accumulates comparable amount
of abscisic acid (AbA) to scd accessions, and type ii accumulates increased amount of AbA relative to scd accessions. these results
suggested that embryo dormancy is determined not only by endogenous AbA level but also by combination of multiple factors.

10018
AnAlyses of dnA vAriAtion in the pheres genes of ArAbidopsis species
*Akira Kawabe (Kyoto sangyo university, university of edinburgh, Japan), Alan forrest (university of edinburgh), deborah charlesworth
(university of edinburgh)
akirakawabe@hotmail.com
signature of natural selection has been suggested for an imprinted gene, medea (meA) in Arabidopsis species. the pheres (phe) genes
are among the known genes imprinted in endosperm cells of the plant Arabdiopsis thaliana. to test whether an evolutionary arms race has
driven rapid sequence evolution in this component of the imprinting system, we studied DNA variation in the two A. thaliana PHE genes,
which are closely linked, and in the homologues in its close relative, A. lyrata. in A. thaliana, strongly reduced divergence between the
PHE1 and PHE2 loci in a short region (about 100bp) of the 5’ flanking region of the genes suggests gene conversion. The conversion events
tend to occur from PHE1 to PHE2, causing high diversity in PHE2. In A. lyrata, the PHE1 gene is duplicated, but the sequences cannot
be classified into two clear clusters, and three similar sequences were found in a single individual plant; both results again suggest gene
conversion between the duplicates. A short 5’ flanking region is conserved among all the A. lyrata PHE1 sequences, suggesting purifying
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selection. The A. lyrata PHE2 locus diversity is high in the 5’ flanking region, with divergent haplotypes. These results suggest natural
selection affect diversity patterns of the 5’ flanking region of both PHE loci.

10019
diversity of ArAbidobsis thAliAnA Atprx53 And Atprx54 peroxidAse genes in nAturAl populAtions At the northern
limits of the species rAnge
*evgeniya Kupriyanova (moscow state university, faculty of biology, department of genetics, russian federation), tatiana ezhova
(moscow state university, faculty of biology, department of genetics, russian federation), olga fedorenko (institute of biology,
Karelian research center, russian federation), marina gritskikh (institute of biology, Karelian research center, russian federation)
ekupriyanova@gmail.com
in natural populations of Arabidobsis thaliana, occupying northern limits of the species range (Karelia), the level of genetic diversity was
evaluated using rApd-markers (82 rApd loci was tested). considerable genetic diversity revealed was not typical of self-pollinating plant
species. It was demonstrated that genetic differentiation among the populations was rather high, pointing to the low level of gene flow in
the isolated insular populations. it was suggested that the high level of Arabidopsis population polymorphism in Karelia could be associated
with extreme growing conditions at the northern limits of the species range. it is well known that class iii peroxidases plays important
role in plant protection against biotic and abiotic stresses. We analyzed dnA polymorphism in the Atprx53 and Atprx54 genes and found
several alleles of studied genes in Karelian accessions. The alleles of AtPrx53 belong to one of two haplotypes, identified previously among
20 ecotypes (Kupriyanova et al., 2007). Only one accession possesses Dj-like haplotype from 6 Karelian accessions. We did not find
recombinant alleles despite high level of rApd-polymorphism in Karelian accessions and high level of recombination in peroxidase genes
Atprx53/54 (Kupriyanova et al., 2010). the total number of all studied by us Atprx53 alleles is 26. Among them 17 belong to col and 10
belong to dj-like haplotypes (including tsu-1 allele submitted to tAir by d.Weigel). two of the amino acid substitutions (phe/ser180 and
Asp/Asn270) responsible for the difference in electrophoretic mobility of Atprx53 allozymes from Karelia accessions as in other ecotypes.
the revealed pattern of polymorphism at the Atprx53 and the strong haplotype structure in the absence of detectable recombination
across Atprx53 may be interpreted as evidence of balancing selection on this locus or other nearby sites.
The study was supported by grants from RFBR program and Special Federal Program “Higher Scientific Schools”.

10020
endogenous steroid hormones in phYsCoMitrEllA pAtEns
*takahito nomura (utsunomiya univ., Japan), Kyomi shibata (teikyo univ., Japan), tomomichi fujita (hokkaido univ., Japan), takeshi
nakano (riKen, Japan), takao yokota (teikyo univ., Japan)
tnomura@cc.utsunomiya-u.ac.jp
genetic studies have revealed that brassinosteroids (brs) are essential plant hormones for growth and development of seed plants.
however, little is known about the occurrence and physiological roles of brs in moss. the biosynthesis genes of sterols are highly
conserved in lower to higher plants. however, the genome of the moss physcomitrella patens comprises no genes with high similarity to
br biosynthesis genes of seed plants. in order to know whether p. patens produces brs, we analyzed endogenous brs in the protonema
using gc-ms. furthermore, we also analyzed endogenous animal steroid hormones using the same material although their roles and
biosynthesis in plants are unknown. As the result, a small amount of castasterone that is a biological active form in seed plants and
a series of the precursors such as 6-dexoxocastasterone were identified in p. patens. in addition, animal steroid hormones including
progesterone were also identified. These findings may imply that not only BRs but also animal steroid hormones had been utilized as
physiologically active steroids before the branching-off from the common ancestor into moss and seed plants.

10021
evidence of locAl high-Altitude AdAptAtion in nAturAl ArAbidopsis thAliAnA populAtions
*yonghai luo (institute of integrative biology (ibZ), eth Zuerich, switzerland), sophie Karrenberg (institute of integrative biology
(ibZ), eth Zuerich), Alex Widmer (institute of integrative biology (ibZ), eth Zuerich)
yonghai.luo@env.ethz.ch
to understand the genetic basis accounting for ecological adaptation, it is necessary to integrate molecular knowledge with ecological
data by employing multidisciplinary approaches. here, we investigate genetic variation responsible for high-altitude adaptation in
Arabidopsis thaliana by using the methods of population genetics and molecular biology. diversifying selection in some life-history traits
was found and putative altitudinal adaptive or non-adaptive traits in various developmental phases were identified from a quantitativetrait experiment. however, we found that detected phenotypic clines were existent only in an intraregional sample, our collected wild
populations, suggesting a local adaptation to high altitude. Analysis of effects of several environmental factors, including cold treatment
(vernalization), photoperiod, ambient temperature and thermoperiod, in two of putative adaptive traits, flowering time (FT) and plant
height at ft (ph) suggested a mutual contribution from gene-environments interaction during high-altitude adaptation. furthermore, we
investigated the genetic variation of two regulatory genes controlling flowering time in A. thaliana, FRI and FLC, and their effects on the
natural variation of ft and ph, which reveals the pleiotropic effects of flc and functional epistatic interaction between flc and fri on both
traits. our results demonstrate a comprehensive example by using natural variation as a tool to explore potential ecologically important
questions. Moreover, the report shows us the importance of pleiotropic effects of regulatory genes and their epistatic interaction within
the pathway in generating phenotypic variation along environmental clines during natural adaptation.

10022
study of the cAusAl Amino-Acid substitutions in hWC2 for A hybrid WeAKness in rice
*yuuya okiyama (col. Agr., ibaraki. u., Japan), norio Katsunuma (col. Agr., ibaraki. u.), Katsuyuki ichitani (fac. Agr., Kagoshima
u.), Akio miyao (natl. inst. Agrobiol. sci.), hirohiko hirochika (natl. inst. Agrobiol. sci.), nobuyoshi Watanabe (col. Agr., ibaraki. u.),
tsutomu Kuboyama (col. Agr., ibaraki. u.)
okki.1kitutuki8027@docomo.ne.jp
in rice, hybrids between a peruvian rice cultivar ‘Jamaica’ and most of temperate-japonica rice cultivars show weakness, and this
phenomenon was explained by epistatic incompatibility between the ‘Jamaica’ allele of hWC1 (hwc1-1) and an allele of hWC2 (hwc21) (Akemine and Amemiya 1963). hWC2 encoded nb-lrr protein. therefore, the gene products of hwc2-1 might recognize the gene
products of hwc1-1 and induce autoimmune responses, such as hypersensitive cell death. In our study, we induced artificial nucleotide
substitutions to the hWC2 and tried to clarify the causal amino-acid substitutions in hWC2. We introduced five patterns of nucleotide
substitutions to genomic clones of hWC2, and examined amino-acid residues of hwc2-1, alanine 496, glutamine 1527, or lysine 1529,
because non-causal alleles of hWC2 had substitutions in these amino-acid residues. All transgenic plants carrying modified hWC2 that
had an amino-acid substitution in these residues did not show weakness. this result indicates that the interaction between hwc2-1 and
hwc1-1 is highly specific.
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in addition, we surveyed tos17, a retrotransposon, mutant panel and obtained several insertion mutant liens of hwc2-1. these
lines were test-crossed with ‘Jamaica’, and phenotypes of obtained mutants’ hybrids were observed. Although most of tos17 insertion
lines tested produced normal f1 plants in the test cross, hybrids between nf3032 and Jamaica showed alleviated phenotype of hybrid
weakness. nf3032 has a tos17 insertion at 1 bp from the stop codon of hWC2, and this mutation substitutes one amino-acid residue at
carboxyl-terminal. the alleviated phenotype of this mutant suggests that even a slight carboxyl-terminal change of hwc2-1 can reduce
the function of hwc2-1.

10023
nucleAr horiZontAl gene trAnsfer by the pArAsitic WitchWeed, striGA hErMonthiCA
*satoko yoshida (plant science center, riKen, Japan), shinichiro maruyama (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo,
Japan), hisayoshi nozaki (graduate school of science, the univsersity of tokyo, Japan), Ken shirasu (plant science center, riKen,
Japan)
satokoy@psc.riken.jp
horizontal gene transfer (hgt) represents the incorporation of genetic material from one organism into another that is not its offspring.
in plants, the majority of reported cases of hgt are limited to plant-microbe genetic exchanges, mitochondrial transfer, or the translocation
of mobile elements among related species. parasitic plants are known to be vectors of mitochondrial hgt, but it has been unclear whether
they also mediate nuclear hgt. here we present evidence for an hgt event moving a nuclear monocot gene into the genome of the eudicot
parasite witchweed (striga hermonthica), which infects many grass species in Africa. Analysis of expressed sequence tags revealed that
the genome of s. hermonthica contains a nuclear gene, designated shContig9483, that is widely conserved among grass species but is not
found in other eudicots. Phylogenetically, this gene clusters with sorghum genes, the monocot host of the parasitic weed. The sequence
similarity extends to the 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions of the open reading frame, indicating the high conservation of the sequence is not
due to purifying selection. The high conservation of sequence between s. hermonthica and sorghum outside the orf suggest that transfer
was a relatively recent event. Indeed, a sequence highly similar to shContig9483 was found in striga gesnerioides but not in orobanche
minor from a closely related genus. these data suggest that incorporation of the shContig9483 fragment occurred before speciation of s.
hermonthica and s. gesnerioides but after differentiation of the genera striga and orobanche. together these data strongly suggest that
nuclear genes from crops can be captured by a parasitic weed in nature.

10024
identificAtion And chArActeriZAtion of genes controlling vegetAtive biomAss AccumulAtion in ArAbidopsis
thAliAnA
*Kathleen Weigelt (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research (ipK), gatersleben, germany), rhonda c. meyer (leibniz
institute of plant genetics and crop plant research (ipK), gatersleben, germany), david riewe (leibniz institute of plant genetics and
crop plant research (ipK), gatersleben, germany), berit ebert (institute of biochemistry and biology, university of potsdam, germany),
Jan lisec (max-planck-institute of molecular plant physiology, potsdam-golm, germany), romy schmidt (institute of biochemistry
and biology, university of potsdam, germany), lothar Willmitzer (max-planck-institute of molecular plant physiology, potsdam-golm,
germany), thomas Altmann (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research (ipK), gatersleben, germany)
weigelt@ipk-gatersleben.de
growth related parameters (biomass, leaf area, growth rate) and metabolite content were recorded in large recombinant inbred line
(ril) and introgression line (il) populations derived from Arabidopsis thaliana accessions col-0 and c24, which were genotyped using
single nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) and simple sequence length polymorphism (SSLP) markers. The data were subjected to correlation
and quantitative trait loci (QTL) analyses and seven QTL for biomass and 157 metabolic QTL for 84 metabolites could be identified. Using
introgression lines 6 of 7 biomass and 55% of the metabolite Qtl could be validated. in addition, the il analysis revealed a further
four regions with an effect on biomass. detailed analyses of the individual ils indicated complex situations, e.g. on chromosome 1 with
potentially two QTL of opposing effects located very closely to each other. Two biomass QTL coincide with significantly more metabolic
Qtl than expected for a random distribution. colocalised biomass/metabolite Qtl data provide an excellent basis for the detection of
functionally relevant variation in known genes with metabolic function and for the identification of genes with unknown roles in the
control of growth and metabolism. one genomic region on chromosome iv, where Qtl from several traits colocalised, was narrowed
down to 14 genes by using subils and segregating il families. We are screening c24 cosmid libraries with these candidates to obtain
the corresponding C24 genomic sequence and use C24 genome re-sequencing data provided by D. Weigel and co-workers (MPI-DB,
tuebingen, germany) for comparison with col-0. binary cosmid clones are selected for complementation studies in k.o. and rnAi lines.

11001
untAngling eArly steps in phytochrome A signAlling
Jutta roesler (university giessen, plant physiology, germany), ilse Klein (university giessen, plant physiology, germany), philipp gasch
(university giessen, plant physiology, germany), *mathias Zeidler (university giessen, plant physiology, germany)
mathias.zeidler@uni-giessen.de
plants use phytochromes to sense red (r) and far-red (fr) regions of their light environment. phytochrome A (phyA) is the primary
photoreceptor regulating deetiolation and early seedling development. After photoactivation phyA translocates to the nucleus, where
it orchestrates a set of transcription factors to steer development. A small protein, fhy1 and to a certain degree its homolog fhl are
essential for the translocation of the activated photoreceptor. light-dependent phyA:gfp nuclear translocation was undetectable in fhl/
fhy1 protoplasts. in the fhl/fhy1 background, the native phyA is probably exclusively cytoplasmic, enabling us to identify the abrogation
of gravitropism and the r enhancement of phototropism in blue light (b) as exclusively cytoplasmic phyA responses. since phyA is rapidly
degraded in B, these responses are likely to be initiated within the first six hours. A further component of the phyA signal transduction
pathway, pKs1, is a membrane-associated protein which can interact with phyA and phot1. it was also shown to be involved in b responses
such as phototropism and to act negatively in gravitropism. therefore pKs1 and its homologue pKs4 might be involved in transducing
these cytoplasmic phyA responses. Although pKs1 expression was shown to be dependent on phyA, its transcriptional regulation appears
not to be altered in fhl/fhy1 in B. We also investigated the mechanism by which FHY1 facilitates phyA nuclear translocation and identified
cytoplasmic phyA/FHY1 interacting proteins, among them also PKS1. The implication of these findings in regard to early phyA signalling
events will be discussed.

11002
A tissue-specific rnA interference strAtegy to study the role of ArAbidopsis MiniChroMosoME instAbilitY 12
(Mis12)
*brunilis burgos-rivera (the university of georgia, usA), r. Kelly dawe (the university of georgia, usA)
brunilis@uga.edu
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the kinetochore is a large protein complex that assembles at centromeres to ensure proper chromosome alignment and segregation
during cell division. in humans and maize, the mis12 protein is localized to a central position of the kinetochore serving as a bridge
between the inner kinetochore proteins (dnA binding) and the outer kinetochore proteins (microtubule binding). Atmis12 is constitutively
localized to the centromere. Analysis of a t-dnA insertion line indicates that AtMis12 is essential for cell division. in order to further
investigate the function of AtMis12 and other essential kinetochore genes, we have developed a tissue-specific RNA interference (psRNAi)
system. Petals are good targets for tissue-specific RNAi because they are large, visible organs that are not required for growth or
reproduction. A portion of the Arabidopsis pistillAtA (pi) promoter confers early petal-specific expression. We found that when this
domain was used to drive a GUs rnAi transgene, GUs expression was knocked down specifically in petals. We have also tested this novel
psrnAi system to knockdown the expression of AtMis12. plant lines expressing the pi:Mis12 rnAi transgene exhibit an array of defective
petal phenotypes. The petal phenotype has proven to be heritable and stable in the T1 and T2 generations. Significant decreases in petal
length and significant increases in cell size correspond well to the measured levels of the pi:Mis12 rnAi transgene. cytological analyses
revealed that the petal defects are caused by cell cycle arrest at a prometaphase-like stage. more detailed studies combining fish and
immunolocalization will be used to determine whether the psMis12 rnAi lines fail during metaphase alignment or anaphase onset. We
hope to further use the system to study the pathway of kinetochore assembly and the role of the spindle checkpoint in organogenesis.

11003
coordinAtion of plAstid protein import And nucleAr gene expression by gun1-glK1 mediAted plAstid-to-nucleus
retrogrAde signAling pAthWAy
tomohiro Kakizaki (university of miyazaki, Japan), hideo matsumura (shinshu university, Japan), Katsuhiro nakayama (university of
miyazaki, Japan), fang-sik che (nagahama institute of bio-science and technology, Japan), ryohei terauchi (iwate biotechnology
research center, Japan), *takehito inaba (university of miyazaki, Japan)
tinaba@cc.miyazaki-u.ac.jp
expression of nuclear-encoded plastid proteins and import of those proteins into plastids are indispensable for plastid biogenesis.
one possible cellular mechanism that coordinates these two essential processes is retrograde signaling from plastids to the nucleus.
however, the molecular details of how this signaling occurs remain elusive. using the ppi2 mutant of Arabidopsis thaliana, which lacks
the attoc159 protein import receptor, we demonstrate that the expression of photosynthesis-related nuclear genes is tightly coordinated
with their import into plastids. down-regulation of photosynthesis-related nuclear genes is also observed in mutants lacking other
components of the plastid protein import apparatus. genetic studies indicate that the coordination of plastid protein import and nuclear
gene expression is independent of proposed plastid signaling pathways such as the accumulation of mg-protoix and the activity of Abi4.
instead, it may involve gun1 and the transcription factor AtGlK. the expression level of AtGlK1 is tightly correlated with the expression
of photosynthesis-related nuclear genes in mutants defective in plastid protein import. furthermore, the activity of gun1 appears to
down-regulate the expression of AtGlK1 when plastids are dysfunctional. based on these data, we suggest that defects in plastid protein
import generate a signal that represses photosynthesis-related nuclear genes through repression of AtGlK1 expression, but not through
activation of Abi4.

11004
A chemicAl genetic ApproAch to brAssinosteroid receptor trAfficKing
mirela-corina codreanu (department of plant systems biology, vib/ughent, belgium), long nguyen (vib compound screening facility,
Ghent, Belgium), Dominique Audenaert (Department of Plant Systems Biology, VIB/UGhent, Belgium), Tom Beeckman (Department of
plant systems biology, vib/ughent, belgium), eugenia russinova (department of plant systems biology, vib/ughent, belgium)
cocod@psb.vib-ugent.be
brassinosteroids (brs) are a class of plant hormones that are essential for growth and development. despite the vast progress in the
BR research, very little is known about the subcellular compartmentalization and trafficking of BR signaling complexes and their relevance
for brs physiological responses. therefore, we initiate a chemical screen to discover small synthetic molecules that will interfere with the
trafficking of BR receptor complex. We screened 10000 chemical compounds library (DIVERSettm, ChemBridge Corp.) to find inhibitors or
activators of BR action based on hypocotyl elongation in light. We identified 113 activators and 196 inhibitors of the hypocotyl elongation.
in a secondary screen, we checked the effect of those chemicals on the localization of bri1-gfp in Arabidopsis roots, by using a confocal
laser scanning microscope (clsm). 10 chemical compounds affected the localization of bri1, and their effect on br responses and
different Arabidopsis endomembrane markers is being currently investigated.

11005
tWo duAl-tArgeted proteins AntAgonisticAlly regulAte WrKy53 dependent leAf senescence in ArAbidopsis
*ying miao (institute of botany, christian-Albrechts-university of Kiel, germany), rena isemer (institute of botany, christian-Albrechtsuniversity of Kiel, germany), Karin Krupinska (institute of botany, christian-Albrechts-university of Kiel, germany)
ymiao@bot.uni-kiel.de
the communication between chloroplasts and the nucleus is a key determinant for many developmental processes in a plant cell and
could be, amongst others, mediated by proteins with dual localization in both compartments. two proteins were recently shown to be
located in chloroplasts and nucleus. one protein having a kinase domain with similarities to hpt kinase is Ad protein. the gfp fusion Ad
protein was shown to be located in plastids and the nucleus (miao et al., 2008). phosphorylation of Ad protein was observed to increase
its dnA binding activity at the WrKY53 promoter region and activating WrKY53 gene expression, which WRKY53 protein was identified as
an upstream regulator of leaf senescence activating the expression of many downstream genes associated with senescence (hinderhofer
and Zentgraf, 2001; Miao et al., 2004, 2007). While the AD protein is required for activation of WrKY53 gene expression, another duallocated protein Whirly1 (Krause et al., 2005; grabowski et al., 2008) was showed act as a repressor of WrKY53 gene expression. Whirly1
mutants showed accelerated senescence and enhanced transcript levels of the WrKY53 gene and of downstream genes WrKY33, sAG101
and sAG12. transgenic Arabidopsis plants overexpressing recombinant Whirly1 constructs targeting the protein either to the plastids
(pWhy1) or to the nucleus (nWhy1) or to both compartments (pnWhy1) were characterized for the level of WrKY53 gene expression
and senescence. the results indicate that the nuclear isoform of Whirly1 can directly repress WrKY53 gene expression. in comparison
to wildtype plants, the partial mutant with Whirly1 accumulating exclusively in plastids had an enhanced level of the WrKY53 transcript.
this suggests that the plastid form of Whirly1 is involved in retrograde signalling positively affecting the expression of WrKY53 in the
nucleus.

11006
systems biology As A meAns to understAnd ArAbidopsis leAf senescence
*vicky buchanan-Wollaston (horticulture research international, university of Warwick, uK)
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leaf senescence is a programmed event responding to a wide range of external and internal signals including those caused by
development, age and environment. Senescence requires de novo gene expression and protein synthesis and is controlled in a tightly
regulated manner. Identification of the genes that control senescence has been complicated by the complex combination of signalling
pathways that appear to be involved in senescence. cross talk exists between senescence and stress or pathogen responses and also the
hormonal and nutrient signals that are implicated in the control of senescence.
We are using Arabidopsis as a model, taking a systems biology approach, to identify the genes involved with the control of leaf
senescence. extensive high resolution timecourse microarray analysis has been analysed using a variational bayesian state space
modelling method and transcriptional networks that pinpoint potential regulatory genes have been generated. mutant analysis with
potential hub genes has shown that many of these appear to have a role in the senescence process and we are formulating a few
senescence related network models to test further. We are using various clustering techniques together with promoter motif analysis to
characterise the global changes in gene expression during senescence. this analysis is being used to group potentially co regulated genes.
in addition, cross talk between stress related pathways and senescence is being elucidated by the use of mutants, stress treatments and
comparative gene expression analysis.

11007
A membrAne-bound receptor KinAse, rpK1, positively controls Age-dependent leAf senescence And cell deAth in
ArAbidopsis
*Ja choon Koo (chonbuk national university, Korea)
leaf senescence has been regarded as a genetically programmed cell death (pcd) that is modulated by multiple internal and environmental
cues, but the critical components underlying this process have not yet been elucidated. using a pcr-based subtractive hybridization,
we found that a membrane-bound receptor kinase rpK1 is expressed predominantly along leaf aging. two stable knock-out mutants,
rpk1-3 and rpk1-4 exhibited the extended leaf longevity with significant delays in cell death process during natural leaf senescence,
while there is no noticeable alteration in the overall developmental process including the timing of leaf emergence and growth. on the
contrary, the phenotype of ecdysone-agonist inducible rpK1 and rpK1-gfp transgenic plants indicated that rpK1 promotes onset of leaf
senescence. furthermore, inducible expression of rpK1 in transgenic leaves resulted in the induction of various senescence-upregulated
genes, suggesting its positive role as an upstream component in age-dependent senescence and cell death pathway in Arabidopsis. in
particular, oxidative stress-induced artificial senescence and cell death was dramatically impaired in the rpk1 mutants. Attempts are now
being made to understand molecular and genetic functions toward an age-induced membrane-bound receptor kinase, rpK1, in controls
of age-dependent senescence, and the data will be discussed in detail.

11008
the ArAbidopsis phosphAtidylinositol phosphAte 5-KinAse pip5K3 At2g26420 is A Key regulAtor of root hAir tip
groWth
*hiroaki Kusano (riKen, Japan), christa testerink (university of Amsterdam, netherlands), Joop e.m. vermeer (university of
Amsterdam, netherlands), tomohiko tsuge (Kyoto university, Japan), hiroaki shimada (tokyo university of science, Japan), Atsuhiro
oka (Kyoto university, Japan), teun munnik (university of Amsterdam, netherlands), takashi Aoyama (Kyoto university, Japan)
hiroaki_ksnp_1978@yahoo.co.jp
Phosphatidylinositol 4,5-bisphosphate [PtdIns(4,5)P2] functions as a site-specific signal on membranes to promote cytoskeletal
reorganization and membrane trafficking. Localization of PtdIns(4,5)P2 to apices of growing root hairs and pollen tubes suggests that
it plays an important role in tip growth. however, its regulation and mode of action remain unclear. We found that Arabidopsis thaliana
pip5K3 (for phosphatidylinositol phosphate 5-Kinase 3, At2g26420) encodes a phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate 5-kinase, a key enzyme
producing ptdins(4,5)p2, that is preferentially expressed in growing root hairs. t-dnA insertion mutations that substantially reduced the
expression of pip5K3 caused significantly shorter root hairs than in the wild type. By contrast, overexpression caused longer root hairs
and multiple protruding sites on a single trichoblast. A yellow fluorescent protein (YFP) fusion of PIP5K3, driven by the pip5K3 promoter,
complemented the short-root-hair phenotype. pip5K3-yfp localized to the plasma membrane and cytoplasmic space of elongating root hair
apices, to growing root hair bulges, and, notably, to sites about to form root hair bulges. the signal was greatest in rapidly growing root
hairs and quickly disappeared when elongation ceased. These results provide evidence that PIP5K3 is involved in localizing PtdIns(4,5)P2
to the elongating root hair apex and is a key regulator of the machinery that initiates and promotes root hair tip growth.

11009
compArAtive photosynthetic AnAlyses of three ArAbidopsis ecotypes
lan yin (linkoping university, sweden), rikard fristedt (linkoping university, sweden), Katalin solymosi (eotvos university, hungary),
fikret mamedov (uppsala university, sweden), stenbjorn styring (uppsala university, sweden), Alexander vener (linkoping university,
sweden), *cornelia spetea (linkoping university, sweden)
corsp@ifm.liu.se
in this study we have selected three Arabidopsis ecotypes, which are commonly used for generation of mutant lines, have distinct
geographic distribution and plant morphology, namely columbia col-0 (columbia usA), landsberg erecta ler-0 (germany) and Wassilewskija
Ws-4 (russia). We have performed a detailed photosynthetic characterization using various biophysical, biochemical, electron microscopy
and physiological methods. similar levels of photosynthetic pigments, protein complexes and activities were determined in the three
ecotypes. nevertheless, Ws-4 displayed 50% lower levels of phosphorylation for the photosystem ii reaction center d1 and d2 proteins
as compared to Col-0 and Ler-0. These results were obtained using western blotting with phosphothreonine antibodies, and confirmed
by quantitative mass spectrometry (LC-MS). Another remarkable difference was observed by electron microscopy in the ultrastructure
of thylakoid membanes, namely fewer and shorter grana stacks in Ws-4 than in the other two ecotypes. finally, Ws-4 is the ecotype
with the largest shoot biomass as well as seed production. The significance of these differences will be discussed in the context of plant
photoacclimation and repair cycle of photosystem ii complex.

11010
plAstid replicAtion in leAf epidermis: insights from the AtMinE1 mutAnt of ArAbidopsis
*makoto fujiwara (riKen nishina center; university of tokyo, Japan), yusuke Kazama (riKen nishina center, Japan), tomoko Abe
(riKen nishina center, Japan), ryuuichi itoh (faculty of science, university of the ryukyus, Japan)
mtf1@mac.com
in the leaf epidermis, chloroplasts are generally smaller and poorly developed, containing lower amount of chlorophyll, as compared
with the mesophyll chloroplasts. Although extensive studies on the mechanism for plastid replication have been conducted with a major
focus on mesophyll chloroplasts, recent studies have also pointed the tissue-dependent mode of plastid replication and the relevancy
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of stromule formation to this process, especially in non-photosynthetic tissues. here, we report the detailed morphology of immature
chloroplasts and their stromules in the leaf epidermis, the intraplastidic localization of chloroplast division regulators Atmine1 and AtftsZ11, and its association with plastid replication and development in Arabidopsis thaliana. Using the functional AtMinE1-yellow fluorescent
protein fusion, we demonstrate that Atmine1 concentrates at the constricting plane of the dividing plastids, and simultaneously diffuses
throughout the stroma, in the epidermis of leaves and petals, against the expectation of the min system model of Escherichia coli. our
data also show that the localization of Atmine1 is highly dependent on its expression level. in the knockdown atminE1 mutant expressing
the plastid-targeted cyan fluorescent protein, the epidermal chloroplasts exhibited the enhanced emanation of stromules and the severe
heterogeneity of plastid size, which is totally different from the phenotype observed in the atminE1 mesophylls. further examination of
plastid morphology in conjunction with the visualization of AtFtsZ1-1 indicates that the FtsZ1 ring-mediated stromule fission is responsible
for the plastid heterogeneity in the atminE1 epidermis. these results imply a difference, or a developmental transition, in the process of
plastid replication between epidermal and mesophyll chloroplasts.

11011
extrAcellulAr nucleotides elicit cytosolic free cAlcium oscillAtions in ArAbidopsis
*Kiwamu tanaka (university of missouri, usA), sarah swanson (university of Wisconsin, usA), simon gilroy (university of Wisconsin,
usA), gary stacey (university of missouri, usA)
tanakak@missouri.edu
in recent years, extracellular Atp (eAtp) has been recognized as a cellular signaling compound. An extensive literature demonstrates
that eAtp is involved in numerous cellular processes in mammals. in contrast, recognition of eAtp as a signaling molecule is relatively
recent in plants. the addition of eAtp is known to induce a rise in the level of cytosolic free calcium in plant cells. to expand our knowledge
about the function of extracellular nucleotides, the effects of several nucleotide analogs on cytosolic calcium changes were studied, using
transgenic Arabidopsis expressing aequorin or the calcium sensor Yellow Cameleon. Exogenously applied CTP caused elevations in cytosolic
calcium levels that displayed distinct time- and dose-dependent kinetics compared to Atp or gtp. the inhibitory effects of purinoceptor
antagonists and calcium influx inhibitors on nucleotide-induced cytosolic calcium elevations were distinct between the pyrimidine and
purine nucleotides. these results suggest that distinct recognition systems may exist for the respective types of nucleotides. interestingly,
a mutant lacking the heterotrimeric g-protein beta-subunit (Agb1) exhibited a remarkably higher cytosolic calcium elevation in response
to all tested nucleotides in comparison with wild type. the data suggests a role for Agb1 in negatively regulating extracellular nucleotide
signaling and points to an important role for the g proteins in modulating the cellular effects of extracellular nucleotides. the addition of
extracellular nucleotides induced multiple temporal cytosolic calcium oscillations that were attenuated by a vesicle trafficking inhibitor,
indicating that the oscillations likely require ATP release via exocytotic secretion. The results reveal new molecular details concerning
extracellular nucleotide signaling in plants and the importance of fine control of extracellular nucleotide levels to mediate specific plant
cell responses.

11012
plAstid study of tomAto fruits using the techniQues of ArAbidopsis reseArch
*reiko motohashi (shizuoka university, JApAn), miho suzuki (shizuoka university, JApAn), sachiko takahashi (shizuoka university,
JApAn), Kensuke Kaneko (shizuoka university, JApAn), Kazue fukatsu (shizuoka university, JApAn), hideo dohra (shizuoka university,
JApAn), yoshikazu Kiriiwa (shizuoka university, JApAn), masayuki fujiwara (nara institute of science and technology, JApAn),
youichirou fukao (nara institute of science and technology, JApAn), noriko nagata (Japan Women's university, JApAn)
motohasi@agr.shizuoka.ac.jp
We are analyzing the differentiation mechanism of plastids in tomato using the experimental methods as follows.
first, to analyze the comprehensive proteome involved in chloroplast to chromoplast differentiation, we established methods to isolate
and identify chromoplast proteins of Micro-Tom fruits at four developmental stages (mature green, yellow, orange and red). We identified
approximately 440 plastid proteins using lc-ms/ms. When we compared the chromoplast proteome data in micro-tom with the data in a
bell pepper, we found common proteins. second, we are trying to collect natural variations and mutants that have various colors of fruits
such as white, black and orange, and then stop their ripening at the intermediate stage. We compare the chromoplast proteome in these
fruits with that of Micro-Tom fruits at four developmental stages using two-dimensional gel electrophoresis, and find specific proteins
related to chromoplast development, ripening, and the fruits' color. Third, we are trying to recreate specific protein mutants (found during
the aforementioned proteome analysis) using rnA interference. finally, we are making approximately 150 t-dnA tag lines and looking for
mutants that change the fruits' color and inhibit fruit ripening.
At this conference we will report on proteins important to differentiation into chromoplast.

11013
echidnA A neW component of the vesiculAr trAfficKing mAchinery reQuired for cell elongAtion in ArAbidopsis
*rishi bhalerao (upsc, sweden)
rishi.bhalerao@genfys.slu.se
our knowledge of the subcellular mechanisms underlying cell elongation in plants remains fragmentary. here we report on the isolation
of an Arabidopsis cell-elongation mutant named echidna. ech mutant plants displays defects in cell elongation in several tissues including
root tissues. ech is a membrane protein, well conserved among eukaryotes but of unknown function. ech displays similarities with yeast
tvp23 and ech can partly replace tvp23 function in yeast. ech colocalizes mainly with the v-Atpase subunit vhA-a1, syntaxin syp41
and partly with rabA2a. functional ech-eyfp co-localises with the endocytic tracer fm4-64 rapidly after its application suggesting an
early endosomal/tgn (trans-golgi network) localisation of ech. in the ech mutant background, the sec-gfp marker accumulates inside
the cells indicating defect in secretion. interestingly, the gfp fusions of vhA-a1 and rabA2a are partly mislocalised in the ech mutant
being found on vacuole-like structures in root cells in the elongation zone. Additionally, vhAa1-gfp also localises to cell plates in ech
mutant roots. concanamycine A treatment phenocopies in many ways ech phenotype, suggesting that vhA-a1 mislocalization is greatly
responsible for the mutant phenotype. furthermore, em ultrastructure analysis unravels a decrease of tgn association to golgi apparatus.
Taken together these results suggest that ECH is important for TGN integrity and confirm that the loss of maintenance of its organelle is
crucial for cell elongation.

11014
identificAtion of co2-binding cArbonic AnhydrAses thAt mediAte co2 signAl trAnsduction in guArd cell
*honghong hu (university of california, san diego, usA), Aurelien boisson-dernier (university of california, san diego, usA), maria
israelsson-nordstrom (university of california, san diego, usa), shaowu xue (university of california, san diego, usa), Amber ries
(university of california, san diego, usA), Julian schroeder (university of california, san diego, usA)
hohu@ucsd.edu
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Stomatal guard cells sense many stress and environmental signals and regulate CO2 influx into leaves for photosynthetic carbon
fixation and plant water loss. The continuing rise in atmospheric CO2 causes leaf stomata to close, but the CO2-binding proteins and
early signal transduction mechanisms that trigger co2-induced stomatal movements and co2 sensing have remained largely unexplored.
Our recent study shows that two β-carbonic anhydrases, βCA1 and βCA4, are required for [CO2] regulation of stomatal movements and
that CA-mediated catalysis is an important mechanism for βCA-mediated CO2-induced stomatal closing (1). Moreover, the βCA-mediated
stomatal CO2 responses are not, in first order, linked to leaf photosynthesis and can function in guard cells. Patch clamp analyses indicate
that CO2/HCO3- transfers the signal to anion channel regulation. These findings together with ht1-2 epistasis analysis demonstrate that
βCA1 and βCA4 function very early in the CO2 signaling pathway. βCA1 localizes in chloroplasts and also close to the plasma membrane,
while βCA4 localizes to the plasma membrane. We will present protein interactors of βCA1 and βCA4 at the plasma membrane using
several independent techniques. Interactions of βCA1 and βCA4 with the identified guard cell membrane proteins provide a mechanism
for βCA-medicated CO2 signaling in guard cells.
1. hu, h., boisson-dernier, A., israelsson-nordstrom, m., bohmer, m., xue, s., ries, A., godoski, J., Kuhn, J. m., schroeder, J. i. (2010).
carbonic anhydrases are upstream regulators of co2-controlled stomatal movements in guard cells. nature cell biology 12(1): 8793.

11015
dissection of polAr locAliZAtion And endocytic degrAdAtion mechAnisms of boron trAnsporters
*Junpei takano (graduate school of Agriculture, hokkaido university, JApAn), masaru fujimoto (graduate school of science, university
of tokyo, JApAn), takashi ueda (graduate school of science, university of tokyo, JApAn), mayuki tanaka (biotechnology research
center, university of tokyo, JApAn), toru fujiwara (biotechnology research center, university of tokyo, JApAn), satoshi naito
(graduate school of Agriculture, hokkaido university)
jtakano@abs.agr.hokudai.ac.jp
boron (b) is essential for plant growth, but is toxic when present in excess. in the roots of Arabidopsis thaliana under b limitation,
a boric acid channel, NIP5;1, and a boric acid/borate exporter, BOR1, are required for efficient B uptake and subsequent translocation
into the xylem, respectively. However, upon high B supply, BOR1 activity is repressed through vacuolar trafficking presumably to avoid B
toxicity. When expressed under the control of their native promoters, gfp-nip5;1 and bor1-gfp localized preferentially in outer (distal)
and inner (proximal) plasma membrane (pm) domains, respectively, of various root cells under b limitation (takano et al. 2010 pnAs).
the polar localization of the boric acid channel and boric acid/borate exporter indicates the radial transport route of b toward the stele.
in this presentation, we would like to compare the mechanisms of the polar localization and endocytic degradation of these transporters
based on mutational analyses and localization analyses in the pm and the endosomes.

11016
ArAbidopsis forWArd genetics screen identifies dpt3, A novel regulAtor of pin polArity
*elena feraru (vib department of plant systems biology, ghent university, belgium), mugurel feraru (vib department of plant
systems biology, ghent university, belgium), stephanie robert (vib department of plant systems biology, ghent university, belgium),
Ales pencik (institute of experimental botany Ascr, palacky university, czech republic), Jakub rolcik (institute of experimental botany
Ascr, palacky university, czech republic), Jiri friml (vib department of plant systems biology, ghent university, belgium)
elfer@psb.vib-ugent.be
Auxin is the hormone that coordinates plant development and, by a directional flow through the plant tissues, it mediates the polarity
of tissues and organs. The directional auxin flow (known as polar auxin transport; PAT) is achieved by the subcellular localization of auxin
influx and efflux carriers. Plasma membrane localized PIN proteins have been identified as auxin efflux carriers (Petrášek et al., 2006) an)
their polar localization determines the direction of auxin flow (Wiśniewska et al., 2006).
in order to shed light on how pin proteins are delivered to the correct side of the cells and to identify novel regulators of pin polarity,
we ems-mutagenized transgenic pin2::pin1:hA, an agravitropic line that show basal localization of pin1:hA in the epidermal cells. We
identified 4 novel Arabidopsis mutants that show positive gravitropic response and changed basal-to-apical polarity switch of PIN1:HA in
the epidermal cells.
here we present novel insights into the regulation of pin polarity by detailed analysis of dpt3 (defective polar targeting3) mutant.
phenotypic analysis, immunolocalizations and hormone measurements clearly indicate that dpt3 regulates pin polarity by a complex
regulation of hormonal signalling.

11017
functionAl chArActeriZAtion of ArAbidopsis glutAmAte receptor homologs
dongdong Kong (duke university, usA), daeshik cho (university of maryland, usA), heng-cheng hu (university of maryland, usA),
Jianming li (duke university, usA), michelle lazzaro (university of maryland, usA), sangmee lee (university of maryland, usA),
byeongwook Jeon (university of maryland, usA), hong-gil nam (pohang university of science and technology, Korea), Zhen-ming pei
(duke university, usA), *June m Kwak (university of maryland, usA)
jkwak@umd.edu
in animals, ionotropic glutamate receptors are ligand-gated ion channels and function as neurotransmitter receptors that mediate
synaptic excitation in the central nervous system, and thus play a crucial role in long-term memory. the Arabidopsis genome encodes
20 glutamate receptor homolog genes (Atglrs) that are divided into 3 phylogenetically distinct subfamilies. several studies with
pharmacological blockers and genetic mutants have suggested that Arabidopsis glutamate receptor homologs have a role in light
signaling, calcium fluxes, cell division and survival in roots, carbon and nitrogen metabolism, ABA biosynthesis, responses to aluminum
or environmental stress, calcium homoeostasis, and resource allocation. Despite all these findings, direct evidence for the role of AtGLRs
has not yet been provided. Using a heterologous expression system, we have identified AtGLRs that form calcium-permeable ion
channels. our data indicate that these Atglrs are localized to the plasma membrane and physically interact with each other. Analysis of
atglr knockout mutants demonstrates that these proteins function in calcium-mediated cellular signaling and growth processes. further
progress will be discussed.

11018
ermo1/gnom-liKe1 And ermo2/sec24A Are reQuired for mAintenAnce of endoplAsmic reticulum in ArAbidopsis
thAliAnA
*ryohei thomas nakano (dept. of botany, grad. sch. sci., Kyoto univ., Japan), ryo matsushima (res. inst. bioresources, okayama
univ., Japan), haruko ueda (dept. of botany, grad. sch. sci., Kyoto univ., Japan), Kentaro tamura (dept. of botany, grad. sch. sci.,
Kyoto univ., Japan), tomoo shimada (dept. of botany, grad. sch. sci., Kyoto univ., Japan), lixin li (coll. life sci., northeast forestry
univ., china), yasuko hayashi (dept. environm. sci., fac., sci., niigata univ., Japan), maki Kondo (dept. cell biol., natl. ins. for basic
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biol., Japan), mikio nishimura (dept. cell biol., natl. ins. for basic biol., Japan), ikuko hara-nishimura (dept. of botany, grad. sch. sci.,
Kyoto univ., Japan)
nakano@gr.bot.kyoto-u.ac.jp
the endoplasmic reticulum (er) forms diverse complex structures with the largest surface area among organelles in eukaryotic cells.
they are composed of tubules, sheets, and three-way junctions, resulting in a highly conserved polygonal network. these morphology
supports various cellular functions of the er, although the molecular mechanisms underlying the formation and maintenance of these
structures remain poorly understood. in this study, we used a transgenic Arabidopsis thaliana plant (gfp-h) in which the er was
fluorescently labeled. We isolated two mutants so-termed ermo1 and ermo2, for “endoplasmic reticulum morphology”, that showed
defects in ER morphology (1). The cells of both mutants developed a number of ER-derived spherical bodies, ~1 μ m in diameter, in
addition to the typical polygonal network of er. the spherical bodies were distributed throughout the ermo1 cells, while they formed a
large aggregate in ermo2 cells. Our results demonstrate that these mutants are defective in a novel mechanisms that were unique to
higher plant, rather than typical pathways such as interaction with cytoskeletons. We identified the responsible gene for ermo1 to be
GnoM-liKE1 (Gnl1) and the gene for ermo2 to be sEC24a. both of gnl1/ermo1 and sec24a/ermo2a and their homologs were thought
to be involved in ER-Golgi protein trafficking in various eukaryotes. In conclusion, we hypothesized that ERMO1/GNL1 and ERMO2/SEC24a
are transporting some specific proteins that were crucial for organizing ER morphology.
(1) nakano, r. t. et al. (2009)GNOM-LIKE1/ERMO1 and SEC24a/ERMO2 Are Required for Maintenance of Endoplasmic Reticulum
morphology in Arabidopsis thaliana, plant cell, 21: 3672-3685.

11019
r1r2r3-myb proteins Acting As trAnscriptionAl repressors for g2/m phAse-specific genes
Kosuke Kobayashi (nagoya university, Japan), taku demura (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), marie-theres hauser
(boKu-university of natural resources and Applied life sci, Austria), cristina pignocchi (John innes centre, united Kingdom), John h.
doonan (John innes centre, united Kingdom), *masaki ito (nagoya university, Japan)
masakito@nuagr1.agr.nagoya-u.ac.jp
In plant cell cycle, a suit of genes have roles in entry into or progression through M phase and are specifically expressed at G2/M phase.
Most of such G2/M phase-specific genes contain common cis-acting elements, called mitosis-specific activator (MSA) elements. The MSA
elements bind to the R1R2R3-Myb transcription factors, which can be classified into two evolutionarily conserved subclasses, A-type
and c-type myb. We have previously shown that two A-type myb proteins act as positive regulator of cytokinesis through transcriptional
activation of many G2/M phase-specific genes including KnollE with an essential function for cell plate formation in Arabidopsis thaliana.
here, we report three r1r2r3-myb proteins, myb3r1, myb3r3 and myb3r5, acting redundantly as transcriptional repressors for the
G2/M phase-specific genes. The myb3r1 myb3r3 myb3r5 triple mutation resulted in elevated levels of G2/M phase-specific transcripts in
Arabidopsis thaliana. such up-regulation was preferentially observed in developmentally old organs with reduced activity for cell division
rather than meristems or young organs that contain plenty of dividing cells, suggesting repressing roles of these r1r2r3-myb proteins
in quiescent cells at post-mitotic stages. When promoters from several G2/M phase genes were fused to GUS, mutations of their MSA
elements resulted in similar up-regulation of GUS gene in developmentally old organs. CYCB1;1-GUS, which normally shows specific
expression in g2/m phase cells, was up-regulated uniformly irrespective of cell cycle stages in root tips and young leaves of myb3r1
myb3r3 myb3r5 triple mutant. these results suggested that the msA element may have repressor function during g1 and s phases and
in post-mitotic stages, which may be accomplished by binding with myb3r1, myb3r3 and myb3r5.

11020
ArAbidopsis dynAmin-relAted proteins drp2b And drp1A pArticipAte in clAthrin-coAted vesicle formAtion during
endocytosis.
*masaru fujimoto (grad. sch. sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), shin-ichi Arimura (grad. sch. Agric. life. sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), takashi
ueda (grad. sch. sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), hideki takanashi (grad. sch. Agric. life. sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), yoshikazu hayashi (grad.
sch. Agric. life. sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), Akihiko nakano (grad. sch. sci., univ. tokyo & riKen Asi, Japan), nobuhiro tsutsumi (grad.
sch. Agric. life. sci., univ. tokyo, Japan)
amfuji@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
endocytosis performs a wide range of functions in animals and plants. clathrin-coated vesicle (ccv) formation is an initial step of
endocytosis, and in animal cells is largely achieved by dynamins. however, little is known of its molecular mechanisms in plant cells. to
identify dynamin-related proteins (drps) involved in endocytic ccv formation in plant cells, we compared the behaviors of two structurally
different Arabidopsis drps, drp2b and drp1A, with those of the clathrin light chain (clc), a marker of ccvs, at the plasma membrane by
variable incidence angle fluorescent microscopy (VIAFM). DRP2B shares domain organization with animal dynamins while DRP1A is plantspecific. We show that green fluorescent protein (GFP)-tagged DRP2B and DRP1A co-localized with CLC tagged with monomeric Kusabira
orange (mKo) in Arabidopsis cultured cells. time-lapse viAfm observations suggested that both gfp-drp2b and gfp-drp1A appeared
and accumulated on the existing mKo-clc foci, and disappeared at the same time as or immediately after the disappearance of mKo-clc.
Moreover, fluorescently-tagged DRP2B and DRP1A signals co-localized and assembled/disassembled together at the plasma membrane in
Arabidopsis cells. A yeast two-hybrid assay showed that drp2b and drp1A interacted with each other. An inhibitor of clathrin-mediated
endocytosis, tyrphostin A23, disturbed the localization of drp1A at the plasma membrane, but had little effect on the localization of
drp2b, indicating that drp1A and drp2b have different molecular properties. these results suggest that drp2b and drp1A participate
together in endocytic ccv formation in Arabidopsis cells despite the difference of their molecular properties.

11021
miro1, An ArAbidopsis miro gtpAse, influences mitochondriAl morphology during pollen tube groWth And eArly
embryogenesis
*shohei yamaoka (the university of tokyo, Japan), masaki nakajima (the university of tokyo, Japan), masaru fujimoto (the university
of tokyo, Japan), christopher J. leaver (university of oxford, uK), nobuhiro tsutsumi (the university of tokyo, Japan)
ashoheiy@mail.ecc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
the regulation of mitochondrial morphology, intracellular distribution and inheritance are essential for plant growth and development.
however, the molecular mechanisms involved are still unclear. here, we show an analysis of the three Arabidopsis orthologs of the
evolutionarily conserved miro gtpases. two of the genes, Miro1 and Miro2, are transcribed ubiquitously throughout the plant tissues,
and their gene products localize to mitochondria via their c-terminal transmembrane domains. While insertional mutations in the Miro2
gene do not have any visible impact on plant development, an insertional mutation in the Miro1 gene substantially impairs pollen
germination and tube growth. it is also lethal during embryogenesis at the zygote to four-terminal-cell embryo stage. laser confocal and
transmission electron microscopy revealed that the miro1 mutation causes abnormally enlarged mitochondrial morphology, leading to
the disruption of continuous streaming of mitochondria in the growing pollen tube and the defective segregation of mitochondria in the
dividing embryonic cells. Our findings suggest that mitochondrial morphology is influenced by MIRO1 and plays a vital role during pollen
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tube growth and embryogenesis.

11022
functionAl AnAlyses of the plAnt AurorA KinAse in chromosome dynAmics
*sachihiro matsunaga (dept. biotech., grad. sch. eng., osaka univ., Japan), daisuke Kurihara (dept. biotech., grad. sch. eng., osaka
univ., Japan), torazo ikeda (dept. biotech., grad. sch. eng., osaka univ., Japan), takuya Asada (dept. biotech., grad. sch. eng., osaka
univ., Japan), tomohiro ohmura (dept. biotech., grad. sch. eng., osaka univ., Japan), susumu uchiyama (dept. biotech., grad. sch.
eng., osaka univ., Japan), Kiichi fukui (dept. biotech., grad. sch. eng., osaka univ., Japan)
sachi@bio.eng.osaka-u.ac.jp
The proper segregation of chromosomes during mitosis is required for accurate distribution of genetic information by two daughter
cells. Aurora kinases are serine/threonine protein kinases with essential roles in cell division through eukaryotes. Although functions of
animal and yeast Aurora kinases have been analyzed in detail, those of plant Aurora kinases are unknown. in the Arabidopsis thaliana
genome, the three deduced amino acid sequences showed high similarity to those from the animal Aurora kinase genes. The kinase
domain of these three proteins has more than 60% identities to those of animal and yeast Aurora kinases. the three genes were
designated AtAur1 (A. thaliana Aurora kinase), AtAur2, and AtAur3, respectively. the localization of AtAur3 was different from those of
AtAur1 and AtAur2 in mitotic spindles. AtAur3 localized at the nuclear periphery during interphase. At prophase, the dot-like condensed
signals of AtAur3 appeared when the chromosomes began to condense. At prometaphase, the signals moved to the metaphase plates
along with the condensed chromosomes. At metaphase, the signals align in the center of the metaphase plates. however, at anaphase, in
accordance with chromosome cohesion, AtAUR3 signals were almost ubiquitously observed on the whole chromosome. After cell division,
the AtAur3 signal returned to the nuclear membrane and the cytoplasm around the nucleus. our live cell imaging analyses indicated
that the plant Aurora kinase has dual roles; correction of aberrant kinetochore-microtubule attachment and dissociation of cohesin during
chromosome alignment and segregation.

11023
functionAl AnAlysis of An ArAbidopsis thAliAnA Abiotic stress-inducible fAcilitAted diffusion trAnsporter for
monosAcchArides
*Kohji yamada (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo ; JircAs, Japan), yuriko osakabe (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan),
Junya mizoi (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan), Kazuo nakashima (JircAs, Japan), yasunari fujita (JircAs, Japan), Kazuo
shinozaki (riKen plant science center, Japan), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo ; JircAs, Japan)
kojiyama@affrc.go.jp
sugars play indispensable roles in biological reactions and are distributed into various tissues or organelles via transporters in plants.
under abiotic stress conditions, plants accumulate sugars as a means to increase stress tolerance. here, we report an abiotic stressinducible transporter for monosaccharides from Arabidopsis thaliana which is termed erd six-like 1 (esl1). expression of Esl1 was
induced under drought and high-salinity conditions and with exogenous application of AbA. promoter analyses using gus and gfp
reporters revealed that Esl1 is mainly expressed in pericycle and xylem parenchyma cells. The fluorescence of ESL1-GFP fused protein
was detected at tonoplast in transgenic Arabidopsis plants and tobacco by-2 cells. furthermore, alanine-scanning mutagenesis revealed
that an n-terminal lxxxll motif in esl1 was essential for its localization at the tonoplast. transgenic by-2 cells expressing mutated esl1,
which was localized at plasma membrane, showed an uptake ability for monosaccharides. moreover, the value of Km for glucose uptake
activity of mutated esl1 in the transgenic by-2 cells was extraordinarily high and the transport activity was independent from a protongradient. These results indicate that ESL1 is a low affinity facilitated diffusion transporter. Finally, we detected that vacuolar invertase
activity was increased under abiotic stress conditions and the expression patterns of vacuolar invertase genes were similar to that of Esl1.
under abiotic stress conditions, esl1 might function coordinately with the vacuolar invertase to regulate osmotic pressure by affecting
the accumulation of sugar in plant cells.

11024
er motility And f-Actin orgAniZAtion mediAted by plAnt-specific myosins
*haruko ueda (Kyoto university, Japan), etsuo yokota (university of hyogo, Japan), natsumaro Kutsuna (the university of tokyo,
Japan), tomoo shimada (Kyoto university, Japan), Kentaro tamura (Kyoto university, Japan), teruo shimmen (university of hyogo,
Japan), seiichiro hasezawa (the university of tokyo, Japan), valerian v. dolja (oregon state university, usA), ikuko hara-nishimura
(Kyoto university, Japan)
hueda@gr.bot.kyoto-u.ac.jp
Plants exhibit an ultimate case of the intracellular motility involving rapid organelle trafficking and continuous streaming of the
endoplasmic reticulum (er). Although it was long assumed that the er dynamics is actomyosin-driven, the responsible myosins were
not identified, and the ER streaming was not characterized quantitatively. Here we developed software to generate a detailed velocity
distribution map for the gfp-labeled er. this map revealed that the er in the most peripheral plane was relatively static, whereas the er
in the inner plane was rapidly streaming with the velocities of up to ~3.5 μm/sec. Similar patterns were observed when the cytosolic GFP
was used to evaluate the cytoplasmic streaming. using gene knockouts, we demonstrate that the er dynamics is driven primarily by the
ER-associated myosin XI-K, a member of a plant-specific myosin class XI. Furthermore, we show that the myosin XI deficiency affects
organization of the ER network and orientation of the actin filament bundles. Collectively, our findings suggest a model whereby dynamic
three-way interactions between er, f-actin, and myosins determine the architecture and movement patterns of the er strands, and cause
cytosol hauling traditionally defined as cytoplasmic streaming.
reference: ueda, h. et al. (2010) proc. natl. Acad. sci., in press

11025
expression of nAi2 And pyK10 is sufficient for the endoplAsmic reticulum (er) body formAtion in ArAbidopsis
*Kenji yamada (national institute for basic biology, Japan), Atsushi J nagano (Kyoto university, Japan), momoko nishina (national
institute for basic biology, Japan), ikuko hara-nishimura (Kyoto university, Japan), mikio nishimura (national institute for basic
biology, Japan)
kyamada@nibb.ac.jp
The endoplasmic reticulum (ER) body is an ER-derived organelle that is specific to Brassicales plants. In Arabidopsis thaliana, a basic
helix-loop-helix type transcription factor nAi1 regulates the expression of pyK10, a beta-glucosidase of major er body component, and
nAi2, a novel er body protein for er body formation (1,2). the er body is disappeared in the nAi2 deficient mutants (2) and ER bodies
become longer in the mutants of pYK10 gene (3), suggesting that nAi2 and pyK10 are involved in er body formation. We found that the
co-expression of NAI2 and PYK10 is sufficient for ER body formation in onion (Allium cepa), a non Brassicales. These findings indicate that
NAI2 and PYK10 are sufficient for the ER body formation. NAI1 regulates the expression of membrane of ER body 1 (MEB1) and MEB2.
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MEB1 and MEB2 are integral membrane proteins that localize to the ER body membrane. The artificially induced ER bodies accumulate
MEB2 in onion cells. These findings indicate that ER body components, NAI2 and PYK10, regulate ER body formation and localization of
membrane proteins of er body.
(1) matsushima et al., (2004) plant cell. 16, 1536-1549.
(2) yamada et al., (2008) plant cell. 20, 2529-2540.
(3) nagano et al., (2009) plant cell physiol. 50, 2015-2022.

11026
phospholipAse A2 Affects the intrAcellulAr trAfficKing of pin proteins in the ArAbidopsis root
ok ran lee (seoul national university, Korea), soo Jin Kim (Korea basic science institute, Korea), hae Jin Kim (Korea research
institute of bioscience and biotechnology, Korea), Jeum Kyu hong (Korea research institute of bioscience and biotechnology, Korea),
stephen beungtae ryu (Korea research institute of bioscience and biotechnology, Korea), sang ho lee (seoul national university,
Korea), Anindya ganguly (seoul national university, Korea), *hyung-taeg cho (seoul national university, Korea)
htcho@snu.ac.kr
phospholipase A2 (plA2), which hydrolyzes a fatty acyl chain of membrane phospholipids, has been implicated in several biological
processes in plants. However, its role in intracellular trafficking in plants has yet to be studied. Here, using pharmacological and genetic
approaches, the root hair bioassay system, and PIN-FORMED (PIN) auxin efflux transporters as molecular markers, we demonstrate that
plant PLA2s are required for the trafficking of PIN proteins to the plasma membrane (PM) in the Arabidopsis thaliana root. The PLA2α
and PLA2β proteins co-localized with Golgi and endoplasmic reticulum markers, respectively. Impairments of PLA2 function by PLA2α
mutation, PLA2-RNAi, or PLA2 inhibitor treatments significantly disrupted the PM localization of PINs, causing internal PIN compartments
to form. conversely, supplementation with lysophosphatidylethanolamine (the plA2 hydrolytic product) restored the pm localization of
PINs in the pla2α mutant. Suppression of PLA2 activity by the inhibitor induced a greater accumulation of trans-Golgi network vesicles.
Root hair-specific PIN overexpression (PINox) lines grew very short root hairs due to lowered auxin levels in root hair cells, but PLA2
inhibitor treatments, PLA2α mutation, or PLA2-RNAi restored the root hair growth of PINox lines by disrupting the PM localization of PINs
and thus probably reducing auxin efflux. These results suggest that PLA2, likely acting in Golgi-related compartments, modulates the
trafficking of PIN proteins.

11027
cdKs negAtively regulAte A mApK cAscAde involved in plAnt cytoKinesis
*michiko sasabe (nagoya university, Japan), rie nakano (nagoya university, Japan), chiyoko machida (chubu university, Japan),
Veronique Boudolf (Ghent University, Belgium), Lieven De Veylder (Ghent University, Belgium), Dirk Inze (Ghent University, Belgium),
yasunori machida (nagoya university, Japan)
msasabe@bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp
cyclin-dependent kinases (cdKs) operate and coordinate multiple cell-cycle events. however, it remains unclear whether cdKs regulate
events following anaphase including cytokinesis. Plant cytokinesis occurs in specific arrays of microtubules named the phragmoplast
that is formed at the region between two daughter nuclei. the nAcK-pQr mApK pathway, which is composed of nAcK1 kinesin-like
protein (a tobacco homologue of Arabidopsis hinKel), npK1 mApKKK, nQK1 mApKK and nrK1/ntf6 mApK in tobacco, is known as a
key-regulator controlling plant cytokinesis. All these components are localized on the equator of phragmoplast and positively regulate
the phragmoplast expansion followed by the formation of cell plates. nAcK1 is an activator of this mApK cascade and it controls the
activation and localization of NPK1 by direct binding. Although NPK1 is specifically activated during cytokinesis, both NACK1 and NPK1
already accumulate at prophase and metaphase when npK1 is inactive. therefore, it is speculated that the interaction between nAcK1
and npK1 is repressed during these phases. here we report that cdKs function as negative regulators of the nAcK-pQr mApK pathway
during early m phase. both nAcK1 and npK1 were highly phosphorylated at the conserved sites of cdK-phosphorylation in vitro and in
vivo during early m phase. levels of phosphorylated nAcK1 and npK1 dramatically decreased at late m phase when npK1 was activated.
the phosphorylation of these proteins depended on the activity of cdKs in vivo. in addition, the phosphorylation of nAcK1 and npK1 by
cdKs inhibited the interaction between nAcK1 and npK1 that results in the npK1 activation. these results suggest that cdKs repress the
activation of nAcK-pQr pathway until the onset of cytokinesis.

11028
Amsh3 is A deubiuQuitinAting enZyme reQuired for vAcuole biogenesis
*erika isono (tu muenchen, germany), Anthi Katsiarimpa (tu muenchen, germany), isabel mueller (tu muenchen, germany), yorkdieter stierhof (Zmbp, tuebingen university, germany), nicole schwager (boKu, Austria), marie-theres hauser (boKu, Austria), claus
schwechheimer (tu muenchen, germany)
erika.isono@wzw.tum.de
Amsh (Associated Molecule with the SH3 domain of STAM) is an evolutionarily conserved deubiquitinating enzyme (DUB) that belongs
to the MPN+ domain protein family. Deubiquitinating enzymes can counteract the activity of ubiquitinating enzymes, but the regulation of
cellular processes and plant development through deubiquitination is not yet well understood in comparison to that of ubiquitination.
the Arabidopsis thaliana Amsh3 protein is a dub that is essential for plant growth. amsh3 null mutants are seedling lethal and
accumulate ubiquitinated proteins. However, the rate of degradation of proteasomal substrates are indistinguishable from the wild-type,
suggesting that the AMSH3 function is independent of the ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. Moreover, the amsh3 mutants have vacuolar
biogenesis defects accompanied by defects in endocytosis and also in vacuolar protein transport. to understand the molecular function of
Amsh3 in the context of the mutant phenotype, we carried out a yeast-two-hybrid screen and immunoprecipitation experiment followed
by LC/MS-MS and identified interacting proteins of AMSH3. Many of the proteins thus identified are proteins with known functions in
intracellular trafficking, indicating a role of AMSH3 in this pathway. We further characterized the interaction of AMSH3 with an ESCRT
(Endosomal Sorting Complex Required for Transport)-iii component vps2 that was isolated as an Amsh3-interactor in the yeast-two
hybrid screen, and found out that among the three vps2 proteins in Arabidopsis vps2.1, but not its close homologues vps2.2 and vps2.3
interact with Amsh3.

11029
MiCropYlAr GUidAnCE1 is essentiAl for pollen tube response to the guidAnce cues from the embryo sAc in
ArAbidopsis
*hongju li (institute of genetics and developmental biology,cAs, china)
hjli@genetics.ac.cn
MG1 is essential for pollen tube response to the guidance cue from the embryo sac in Arabidopsis
hong-Ju, li and Wei-cai, yang
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institute of genetics and developmental biology, chinese Academy of sciences, beijing 100101, china
In flowering plants, precise guidance of the pollen tube through the female reproductive tissues to the embryo sac is critical for sexual
reproduction. Pollen tube guidance by which pollen tube find the entry to the embryo sac, is a common phenomenon in angiosperms and
requires coordinated male-female gametophytic interactions, but the underlying molecular mechanism is poorly understood. The entire
process of pollen tube guidance can be divided into two phases: the sporophytic phase and gametophytic phase, and the latter include
funicular phase and micropylar phase. there are multiple guidance cues along the pollen tube pathway, and the pollen tube employs
different mechanisms to perceive and respond to the cues. Although there are evidences that the synergid in ovule emits diffusible
attractants, how the pollen tube responds to them is still unknown.
We identify a novel Arabidopsis mutant, (mg1) that is defective in micropylar pollen tube targeting. the mg1 pollen tube can grow
normally up the funiculus but can not enter the micropyle, displaying a wandering behavior outside the micropyle. MG1 is expressed
specifically in synergid cell and mature male gametophyte in the reproductive organs, and ubiquitously in other parts of the plant. MG1
protein is conserved and essential for embryogenesis, because mg1 mutant embryos are lethal. furthermore, rnAi knock-down of MG1
phenocopies the mutant phenotype. mg1 has a dynamic subcellular localization that provides important clues of MG1 function in pollen
tube guidance. Through yeast two hybrid screening, a series of candidate interacting proteins of MG1 is identified which may help to
decipher the mg1 molecular mechanism.

11030
subcellulAr locAliZAtion of phosphAtidylserine in A. thAliAnA
*yasuyo yamaoka (saitama university, Japan), yuki fujiki (saitama university, Japan), youngsook lee (postech, Korea), ikuo nishida
(saitama university, Japan)
yamaokay@molbiol.saitama-u.ac.jp
in A. thaliana, phosphatidylserine (PS) is relatively enriched in roots and flowers compared with photosynthetic tissues comprising
~5.9% and ~20.6% of extraplastidial membrane phospholipids, respectively. A base-exchange-type ps synthase (Atpss1) is responsible
for the synthesis of ps from phosphatidylethanolamine (pe) and serine. Atpss1-eyfp is associated with the er and nuclear membranes
in root and anther cells. atpss1 mutation causes abnormal morphology and partial inhibition of pollen development, suggesting that ps
biosynthesis is required for normal pollen development. GUS expression driven by an Atpss1 promoter in transgenic Arabidopsis was
prominent in anther and embryo.
To further understand the physiological significance of PS in plant development, we examined the subcellular localization of PS in
Arabidopsis plants that expressed the PS biosensor EGFP-LactC2 (Yeung et al., 2008). In root cells, EGFP-LactC2 fluorescence was associated
with the nuclear membranes, ER and punctuate structures in root cells. In root hair, EGFP-LactC2 fluorescence was selectively associated
with mitochondria that showed relatively weak Mito Tracker Red fluorescence. In pollen mother cells and tetrads, EGFP-LactC2 fluorescence
was associated with the punctuate structures. After a microspore release from tetrads, EGFP-LactC2 fluorescence was associated with
nuclear membranes and then translocated to punctuate structures during pollen mitosis. these results suggest that translocation of ps
between different organelles and its exposure to the cytosolic side could play an important role in plant development.

11031
functionAl diversificAtion of ArAbidopsis eb1 proteins
*shinichiro Komaki (riKen plant science center, Japan), tatsuya Abe (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), silvie coutuer
(ghent university, belgium), dirk inze (ghent university, belgium), eugenia russinova (ghent university, belgium), takashi hashimoto
(nara institute of science and technology, Japan)
aal60030komaki@yahoo.co.jp
morphogeneis and division of eukaryotic cells are regulated by microtubule cytoskeleton and its regulators. end-binding 1 (eb1)
proteins are evolutionarily conserved plus-end-tracking proteins that localize to growing microtubule plus ends where they regulate
microtubule dynamics and interactions with intracellular targets. Animal eb1 proteins possess acidic c-terminal tails that might induce
an autoinhibitory conformation. Although eb1 proteins with the same structural features occur in plants (eb1a and eb1b in Arabidopsis
thaliana), a variant form (eb1c) is present that lacks the characteristic tail. We show that in Arabidopsis the tail region of eb1b, but not
of eb1c, inhibits microtubule assembly in vitro. eb1a and eb1b form heterodimers with each other, but not with eb1c. furthermore, the
Eb1 genes are expressed in various cell types of Arabidopsis, but the expression of Eb1c is particularly strong in the meristematic cells
where it is targeted to the nucleus by a nuclear localization signal in the c-terminal tail. reduced expression of Eb1c compromised the
alignment of spindle and phragmoplast microtubules and caused frequent lagging of separating chromosomes at anaphase. The eb1a
eb1b roots exhibited abnormal skewing growth in response to a microtubule-disrupting drug oryzalin whereas the eb1c roots showed
increased sensitivity to oryzalin at the cell division zone and complete rescue of the mutant phenotype required the tail region of EB1c.
these results suggest that Arabidopsis has EB1s that are different in function, especially a plant-specific EB1 subtype has evolved to
function preferentially on the spindle microtubules by accumulating in the prophase nucleus.

11032
the pp2A regulAtory subunit tAp46 controls cell groWth And metAbolism in plAnts
*chang sook Ahn (yonsei university, Korea), ho-seok lee (yonsei university, Korea), Jeong-A han (yonsei university, Korea), hyunsook pai (yonsei university, Korea)
csahn@yonsei.ac.kr
Tap42/α4, a regulatory subunit of protein phosphatases 2A (PP2A), is a downstream effector of the target of rapamycin (TOR) protein
kinase that regulates cell growth in yeast in coordination with nutrient and environmental conditions. However, Tap42/α4 functions in
higher eukaryotes differ from those in yeast, while the function of its homolog in plants, tap46, is unknown. in this study, we have
characterized the functions and phosphatase regulation of plant tap46. depletion of tap46 in nicotiana benthamania and Arabidopsis
resulted in growth arrest and acute plant death with morphological markers of programmed cell death (pcd). tap46 interacted with
PP2A and PP2A-like phosphatases PP4 and PP6, and Tap46 deficiency dramatically decreased cellular PP2A activities. In earlier stages of
gene silencing before pcd occurs, reduced cellular translation activities and activation of autophagy were observed in both the vigs and
rnAi plants, as observed in tor- silencing plants. interestingly, tap46 silencing in tobacco by2 cells caused chromatin bridge formation
at anaphase, indicating that plant Tap46 plays an unique role among Tap42/α4 family members in sister chromatid segregation. These
findings suggest that Tap46, in conjunction with associated phosphatases, plays an essential role in plant growth and development, and
that tap46 has additional functions in plant, apart from being a tor signaling component.

11033
plAnt AutophAgy negAtively regulAtes cell deAth by controlling sAlicylic Acid signAling during senescence And
the innAte immune response
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*Kohki yoshimoto (riKen plant science center, Japan), yoshinori ohsumi (tokyo institute of technology, integrated research institute,
Japan), Ken shirasu (riKen plant science center, Japan)
k-yoshi@psc.riken.jp
Autophagy is an evolutionarily conserved intracellular process for vacuolar degradation of cytoplasmic components. recent reverse
genetic studies showed that autophagy-defective Arabidopsis plants (atg mutants) exhibited phenotypically accelerated leaf senescence,
insufficient root elongation and reduced seed yields under nutrient-starved conditions. These results supported the notion that plant
autophagy plays an important role in nutrient recycling especially in nutrient-starved conditions. however, several lines of evidence
suggested that plant autophagy also has additional functions other than just recycling of proteins to serve as a source of amino acids.
irrespective of nutrient-rich conditions, autophagy defects in higher plants resulted in early senescence and excessive immunity-related
programmed cell death (pcd). until recently the mechanisms by which cells die in the absence of autophagy have been unclear.
We recently found a conserved requirement for salicylic acid (SA) signaling for these phenomena in atg mutants. the atg mutant
phenotypes of accelerated PCD in senescence and immunity were SA signaling dependent but did not require intact jasmonic acid or
ethylene signaling pathways. Application of an SA agonist restored the senescence/cell death phenotype in SA-deficient atg mutants but
not in atg npr1 plants, suggesting that the cell death phenotypes in the atg mutants are dependent on the sA signal transducer npr1.
We also showed that autophagy was induced by the SA agonist. These findings imply that plant autophagy operates a novel negative
feedback loop modulating sA signaling to negatively regulate senescence and immunity-related pcd.

11034
heterodimer formAtion As mechAnism of regulAtion of Allene oxide cyclAse Activity in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*markus otto (ipb halle, germany), claus Wasternack (ipb halle, germany), bettina hause (ipb halle, germany)
markus.otto@ipb-halle.de
Jasmonic acid (JA) and its precursor 12-oxo-phytodienoic acid (opdA) are major components of plant defence mechanisms against
biotic and abiotic stresses, but are also involved in developmental processes. A crucial enzyme in biosynthesis of JA is the allene oxide
cyclase (Aoc), which is encoded by a small family of four genes in A. thaliana[1]. These four genes exhibit an organ specific and overlapping
expression pattern. since the Aoc of corn may form dimers[2] and the Aoc of Arabidopsis was found as trimers after crystallisation[3], the
question raised, whether the AOC isoforms can form heteromers resulting in an additional level of regulation in the biosynthesis of JA.
the aim of this work is to investigate the possible interaction and formation of heteromers of the four Arabidopsis Aoc proteins and the
impact on enzymatic activity. this was done for in vitro- and in vivo-interaction using biochemical methods (crosslinking experiments and
SDS-page analyses) and the bimolecular fluorescence complementation system (split-YFP), respectively.
Crosslinking experiments showed a multimerization of AOCs, which was identified as trimers using size exclusion chromatography. The
multimerization was also observed in the split-yfp experiments. here, all Aoc isoforms were able to interact with each other, while each
interaction showed its own “morphology”.
[1] stenzel et al., 2003, plant Molecular biology 51: 895-911
[2] Ziegler et al., 1997, plant physiology 114: 565-573
[3] hofmann et al., 2006, the plant Cell 18: 3201-3217
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functionAl AnAlyses of ptAc10 in plAstid trAnscription And chloroplAst biogenesis.
young Jeon (yonsei university, Korea), *Jeong A han (yonsei university, Korea), hyun-sook pai (yonsei university, Korea)
hushpuppy00@korea.com
pTAC10 was identified as a component of the plastid transcriptionally active chromosome (pTAC) in Arabidopsis, but its function in
chloroplasts has not been characterized. in this study, we investigated in vivo functions of ptAc10 using gene silencing and overexpression
technology in nicotiana benthamiana. nbtAc10, nicotiana benthamiana tAc10, contains a s1 domain that is involved in nucleic acid
binding. confocal microscopy indicated that nbtAc10:gfp fusion protein was targeted to the chloroplasts and colocalized with the
chloroplast (cp)-nucleoids. induced expression of the recombinant proteins of the full-length nbtAc10 or its s1 domain condensed genomic
dnA in e. coli, and arrested the bacterial growth. interestingly, the nbtAc10:gfp proteins were localized in the vicinity of the condensed
nucleoids in the growth-arrested e. coli cells. silencing of nbtAc10 by using virus-induced gene silencing (vigs) or cosuppression
resulted in leaf yellowing and moderate plant growth defects. Based on northern blot analyses, NbTAC10 deficiency significantly perturbed
the pep (plastid-encoded multimeric rnA polymerase)-dependent transcript accumulation but not the nep (nucleus-encoded phage-type
rnA polymerases)-dependent transcript accumulation. prolonged depletion of nbtAc10 resulted in chloroplast ablation with drastic size
reduction and thylakoid degeneration. in contrast, nbtAc10-overexpressing plants showed no visible plant phenotypes, and their plastid
transcription profiles and chloroplast biogenesis were also normal. These results and the previous finding suggest that TAC10 plays a
critical role in pep-dependent chloroplast transcription and biogenesis within the plastid transcriptionally active chromosome complex.

11036
functionAl chArActeriZAtion of nbrAbe1 in nicotiAnA benthAmiAnA
*hui Kyong cho (yonsei university, south Korea), Jeong-A han (yonsei university, south Korea), chang sook Ahn (yonsei university,
south Korea), hyun-sook pai (yonsei university, south Korea)
wilfordii@hotmail.com
small gtp-binding proteins regulate diverse processes in eukaryotic cells such as signal transduction, cell proliferation, cytoskeletal
organization, and intracellular membrane trafficking. The Rab family is a part of the Ras superfamily of small GTPases. There are at least
60 rab genes in the human genome, and a number of rab gtpases are conserved from yeast to humans. different rab gtpases are
localized to the cytosolic face of specific intracellular membranes, where they function as regulators of distinct steps in membrane traffic
pathways. particularly, it has been reported that rabe isoforms regulate polarized secretion in yeast and mammals. in this study, we
used virus-induced gene silencing (vigs) to investigate the in planta functions of nicotiana benthamiana rabe1 (nbrabe1). depletion
of nbrabe1 resulted in growth arrest and premature senescence in n. benthamania. the nbrabe1 promoter drove strong reporter gene
expression in the stomata guard cells and in young tissues containing dividing cells, such as shoot apical meristems, leaf primordia,
developing vascular tissues, root tips, and lateral roots. in mature leaves, nbrabe1:gfp fusion proteins were predominantly localized in
the nucleus and the plasma membrane of the guard cells. When expressed in leaf mesophyll cells, the dominant negative and constitutive
active mutants of nbrabe1 were also localized in the nucleus and plasma membrane. nbrabe1 silencing led to severe defects in guard
cell division, resulting in stomata with abnormal morphology. thus rabe1 is critically involved in guard cell division in higher plants. in
addition to the stomata defects, nbrabe1-silenced plants exhibited increased ploidy levels and reduced cell size in the leaf, showing the
pleiotrophic effects of nbrabe1 silencing.
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the v-AtpAse- Assembly And QuAlity control of A complex engine
*christoph neubert (hip - developmental biology, university of heidelberg, germany), Karin schumacher (hip - developmental
biology, university of heidelberg)
cneubert@hip.uni-heidelberg.de
the protein repertoire of a eukaryotic cell is largely organized in protein complexes and protein machines. Although detailed data on
function and structure exist for individual complexes, the mechanisms underlying their assembly remain elusive. the v-Atpase is a highly
conserved protein machine, which in yeast is build with the help of dedicated assembly factors. here, we explore the role of the potential
Arabidopsis thaliana assembly factor orthologues AtvmA12 and AtvmA22 in the assembly of the v-Atpase. in order to assess whether
AtvmA12 and AtvmA22 are true assembly factors, we characterized t-dnA insertion lines. phenotypic analysis revealed an embryolethality,
which has also been observed for v-Atpase knock-out alleles. We were able to complement this phenotype using a genomic construct
of AtvmA22-gfp as well as overexpression constructs of AtvmA12-rfp and AtvmA22-gfp. transient expression revealed that AtvmA22
is recruited to the endoplasmatic reticulum (er) by AtvmA12, proving an interaction between the two proteins. inducible expression of
an amirnA against AtvmA22 led to retention of vhA-a3, a subunit of the tonoplast v-Atpase in er-like structures, indicating that the
AtVMA22 affects either assembly or trafficking of the V-ATPase.
to ask, whether function of the v-Atpase is related to assembly, we generated a mutant defective in proton pumping with otherwise
normal v-Atpase assembly (vhA-a3m-gfp). While a functional v-Atpase is transported to the tonoplast, the vhA-a3m-gfp mutant was
retained in the er. however, genetic and pharmacological inhibition of v-Atpase activity led to transport of the vhA-a3m-gfp past the er
and to the tonoplast. These results indicate that assembly of the V-ATPase is linked to a quality control mechanism that requires activity
of the v-Atpase in the er.

11038
A novel, hydrophilic cAtion-binding protein pcAp1 is stAbly AssociAted With plAsmA membrAne And is involved in
regulAtion of stomAtAl Apertures
*chisako nagata (nagoya university, JApAn), mariko Kato (nagoya university, JApAn), toshinori Kinoshita (nagoya university, JApAn),
masayoshi maeshima (nagoya university, JApAn)
nagata.chisako@c.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp
A new type of ca-binding protein, pcap1 [plasma membrane (pm) associated cation-binding protein-1], was found in Arabidopsis
thaliana (ide et al. 2007). the orthologous proteins were found in several plant species. pcap1 has no transmembrane domain and
localizes in the pm via n-myristoylation. the protein binds ca2+, cu2+, ptdinsps and cam/ca2+ (nagasaki et al. 2008a, b). the promotergus reporter expression analysis revealed that pcap1 is expressed in most tissues. the pcap1 protein can be detected immunochemically
in these tissues. the pcap1 mrnA level is increased in response to excess cu2+ and the flagellin oligopeptide flg22.
We investigated intracellular localization of pcap1 by expressing a ppcap1::pcap1-gfp construct. pcap1-gfp was clearly detected on
the PM in the tissues. The localization was not changed even under stress conditions. In most tissues, the fluorescence was detected on
the pm at even intensity indicating no polarity of the pcap1 distribution. in guard cells, however, pcap1 was detected in the outside half
of the pm, which is surrounded by epidermal cells. there was no morphological change in the stomata of pcap1 leaves. the stomatal
apertures of pcap1 leaves were higher than that of wild type leaves in the dark. moreover, pcap1 leaves did not close their stomata
completely even treated with AbA. the results indicate the involvement of pcap1 in regulation of the stomatal apertures. With these
results and biochemical properties, we estimate that pcap1 functions as a molecular switch to mediate the calcium signaling to the
phosphoinositide signaling in the pm. pcap1 may mask ptdinsp2 at resting state. elevated cytoplasmic ca2+ level induced by physiological
stimuli may trigger the interaction of ca2+/cam complex with pcap1. We will propose a biochemical model of role of pcap1 in plant cells.

11039
AnAlysis of the Atsec23, coAt components of copii trAnsport vesicle in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA.
*yuji tanaka (shimane university, Japan), tsuyoshi nakagawa (shimane university, Japan)
A089611@matsu.shimane-u.ac.jp
Among transport vesicle responsible for protein trafficking in eukaryotic cells, COPII coated vesicles mediate anterograde transport
from endoplasmic reticulum (er) to golgi apparatus. the copii coat complex is compose of small gtpase, sar1 and 2 types of protein
complexes (Sec23/Sec24 complex and Sec13/Sec31 complex). Sec23/Sec24 hetero-dimer recognizes and sorts specific cargo. Sec13/
sec31 hetero-tetramer concentrates cargo and curves er membrane. by search of database, there are 7 types of sec23p homologue. We
named these sec23 homologues Atsec23A, Atsec23b, Atsec23c, Atsec23d, Atsec23e, Atsec23f and Atsec23g, respectively. here,
we report results of subcellular localization, expression site and interaction analysis for each Atsec23.

11040
AnAlysis of the ArAbidopsis response regulAtor 4 (Arr4) And its interAction With phytochrome b
*Janika Witthoeft (center for plant molecular biology, university of tuebingen, germany), Kirstin elgass (institute for physical and
theoretical chemistry, university of tuebingen, germany), Klaus harter (center for plant molecular biology, university of tuebingen,
germany), virtudes mira-rodado (center for plant molecular biology, university of tuebingen, germany)
janika.witthoeft@zmbp.uni-tuebingen.de
the Arabidopsis response regulator 4 (Arr4) acts as the output element of a two-component signalling pathway, an important
phospho-transfer mechanism in higher plants (stock et al., 2000). After activation by phosphorylation, Arr4 interacts with the red/farred light photoreceptor phytochrome b (phyb) leading to the stabilization of its active form which results in enhanced photomorphogenic
responses (sweere et al., 2001; mira-rodado et al., 2007). mutation of the conserved phosphorylation site within the receiver domain of
ARR4 negatively affects photomorphogenesis (Mira-Rodado et al., 2007). By using the Förster Resonance Energy Transfer (FRET) method
we show that Arr4 and phytochrome b also interact in planta.
Although the cross-talk between the two-component system and red light signalling is well understood, it is unclear in which subcellular
compartment the phosphorylation of Arr4 and its interaction with phyb take place since both proteins are found in the cytoplasm and
the nucleus.
To further investigate these questions, transgenic Arabidopsis lines have been created overexpressing either wildtype ARR4, ARR4 fused
to a nuclear localisation signal (nls) or Arr4 fused to a nuclear export signal (nes). initial results will be presented and discussed.
references:
1. mira-rodado, v., sweere, u., grefen, c., Kunkel, t., fejes, e., nagy, f., schäfer, e. and harter, K. (2007). functional cross-talk
between two-component and phytochrome b signal transduction in Arabidopsis. J. exp. bot. 58, 2595-2607
2. stock, A.m., robinson, v.l. and goudreau, p.n. (2000). two-component signal transduction. Annu. rev. biochem 69, 183-215
3. sweere, u., eichenberg, K., lohrmann, J., mira-rodado, v., bäurle, i., Kudla, J., nagy, f., schäfer, e. and harter, K. (2001). interaction
of the response regulator Arr4 with phytochrome b in modulating red light signalling. science 294, 1108-1111
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11041
locAliZAtion, intrAcellulAr dynAmics And function of the ArAbidopsis histidine KinAse AhK1
*Katharina caesar (center for plant molecular biology, university of tuebingen, germany), Kirstin elgass (institute for physical and
theoretical chemistry, university of tuebingen, germany), peter huppenberger (center for plant molecular biology , university of
tuebingen, germany), Kenneth W. berendzen (center for plant molecular biology , university of tuebingen, germany), Alfred A.
meixner (institute for physical and theoretical chemistry, university of tuebingen, germany), Klaus harter (center for plant molecular
biology , university of tuebingen, germany)
katharina.caesar@zmbp.uni-tuebingen.de
the histidine kinase AhK1 has been suggested to act as an osmosensor that detects water stress at the plasma membrane and initiates
various downstream responses to establish stress tolerance in Arabidopsis thaliana (1, 2, 3). it has also been demonstrated that AhK1
is a positive regulator of drought and salt stress and abscisic acid signaling (2, 3). however, until now little is known about the molecular
mechanism that links AhK1 signal perception at the plasma membrane and the role of intracellular AhK1 dynamics to AhK1-dependent
processes.
We present data indicating that a functional gfp fusion of AhK1 localizes to the plasma membrane and to vesicle-like compartments
in transiently transformed tobacco epidermal leaf cells. furthermore in planta fret and yeast mbsus interaction studies suggest that
AhK1 forms homodimers. to gain further insight into the molecular function of AhK1 we have developed a single-cell system in tobacco
that allows us to directly measure osmotic stress-induced changes in gene expression at single cell level as a result of AhK1-dependent
activity and its intracellular dynamics.
(1) urao et al. (1999), plant cell 11: 1743—1754
(2) tran et al. (2007), proc. natl. Acad. sci. usA 104: 20623—20628
(3) Wohlbach et al. (2008), plant cell 20:1101-1117

11042
AnAlysis of trAns-golgi netWorK (tgn) dynAmics in plAnts
*tomohiro uemura (graduate school of science, university of tokyo, Japan), Keiko shoda (riKen Asi, Japan), masaru fujimoto
(graduate school of science, university of tokyo, Japan), Kazuo ebine (graduate school of science, university of tokyo, Japan), takashi
ueda (graduate school of science, university of tokyo, Japan), Akihiko nakano (graduate school of science, university of tokyo, riKen
Asi, Japan)
tuemura@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
in all eukaryotic cells, the post-golgi organelles, such as the trans-golgi network (tgn), endosomes, vacuoles and the plasma membrane,
are connected by vesicular traffic. This complex network plays critical roles in several higher-order functions. The TGN is one of the most
important organelles for protein transport at the post-golgi network, and functions as a sorting platform that directs cargo proteins to a
variety of post-golgi compartments. however, the tgn of plant cells has not been well understood yet. in order to elucidate the structure,
function and dynamics of plant tgn, we focused on syp43, the ortholog of tlg2/syntaxin16 which is localized to the tgn in yeast and
mammalian cells, as a tgn marker. We established the transgenic plants expressing gfp-syp43 under the control of the native promoter.
the observation by confocal laser scanning microscopy showed that the tgn is a punctum-looking, bfA (brefeldin A)-sensitive and Wm
(wortmannin)-insensitive compartment, which is partially stained with fm4-64 at 15 min. next, we addressed the relations between the
tgn and the golgi apparatus by analyzing the transgenic plant expressing mrfp-tagged st (sialyl transferase, trans-golgi marker) with
SYP43 tagged with GFP. The fluorescence patterns indicated that there are two types of the TGN; one mainly locates beside the Golgi
apparatus and behaves together, the other is independent from the golgi apparatus. moreover, we found that the tgn independent from
golgi apparatus is generated form the tgn associated with golgi apparatus. We will also discuss dynamic interactions between tgn and
the golgi apparatus.

11043
visuAliZing the role of the trAns-golgi netWorK for eArly endosomAl system in plAnt cells
*seung-won choi (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), takayuki tamaki (graduate school of science, the
university of tokyo, Japan), tomohiro uemura (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), takashi ueda (graduate
school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), Akihiko nakano (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, riKen
Advanced science institute, Japan)
seung-won_choi@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
the trans-golgi network (tgn) is known as a major sorting organelle. recent work has suggested that the tgn also functions in early
endosomal trafficking in plant cells. However, contribution of the TGN to the endocytic pathway still remains elusive. We tried to visualize
endocytosis in plant cells using a leu-rich repeat transmembrane receptor kinase, flAgellin sensitive2 (fls2), as an endocytosis
marker. We have succeeded in visualization of flg22-dependent endocytosis in leaves of nicotiana benthamiana transiently expressing
fls2-gfp. to examine the compartments involved in endocytosis of fls2, we also co-expressed several organelle markers. for information
on molecular machineries of the endocytosis, we then focused on rAb gtpases, small gtpases regulating targeting and/or tethering of
transport vesicles. We expressed GDP- or GTP-fixed mutants of RAB GTPases and observed its effect on endocytosis of FLS2. We present
how rAb gtpases mediate endocytic transport of fls2 through the tgn and late endosomal compartments.

11044
plAnt-uniQue post-golgi trAfficKing pAthWAys regulAted by ArA6 And vAmp727
*Kazuo ebine (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), masaru fujimoto (graduate school of science, the
university of tokyo, Japan), yusuke okatani (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), tomoaki nishiyama
(Advanced science research center, Kanazawa university, Japan), tatsuaki goh (graduate school of science, Kobe university, Japan),
emi ito (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), tomoko dainobu (graduate school of science, the university
of tokyo, Japan), Aiko nishitani (graduate school of life and environmental sciences, Kyoto prefectural university, Japan), tomohiro
uemura (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), masa h. sato (graduate school of life and environmental
sciences, Kyoto prefectural university, Japan), hans thordal-christensen (department of Agriculture and ecology, faculty of life
sciences, university of c, denmark), nobuhiro tsutsumi (graduate school of Agricultural and life sciences, the university of tokyo,
Japan), Akihiko nakano (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo.,riKen Advanced science inst, Japan), takashi ueda
(graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan)
ebine@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Membrane trafficking plays integral parts in various cell activities in all eukaryotic cells. Especially, post-Golgi organelles play fundamental
roles in various plant functions of higher order, where rAbs and snAres play crucial regulatory roles in membrane tethering and fusion.
Each organism has distinct set of RABs and SNAREs, and each molecule is expected to regulate a specific transport pathway. We are
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studying molecular mechanisms of post-Golgi trafficking pathways with a special focus on plant-unique RAB and SNARE molecules.
A. thaliana has two types of RAB5 members, conventional RAB5 and plant unique ARA6. Distinct subcellular localization of ARA6 from
conventional rAb5 suggested functional differentiation between these two rAb5 groups, but their precise functions remained unknown.
On the other hand, VAMP727 is a plant-unique R-SNARE, which is characterized by an insertion of 20 amino acids in its N-terminal longin
domain. We have already reported that vAmp727 forms a snAre complex with vAm3, vti11, and syp51 on a subpopulation of pvcs
closely associated with the vacuolar membrane (ebine et al., 2008). in this meeting, we will report our recent results on a regulatory role
of ArA6 in vAmp727 complex formation.

11045
chArActeriZAtion of rAb11 compArtments in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*rin Asaoka (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), tomohiro uemura (graduate school of science, the
university of tokyo, Japan), Jun ito (riKen Asi; graduate school of biological sciences, nAist, Japan), masayuki fujiwara (graduate
school of biological sciences, nAist, Japan), yoichiro fukao (graduate school of biological sciences, nAist, Japan), takashi ueda
(graduate school of science, the university of tokyo, Japan), Akihiko nakano (graduate school of science, the university of tokyo;
riKen Asi, Japan)
rin@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Rab GTPase is one of the key regulators of membrane trafficking. Rab11, a broadly conserved Rab GTPase group in eukaryotes, seems
to have diversified in a unique way in plants. Plant Rab11 has notable diversity, while yeast and animals possess a few members. In
Arabidopsis thaliana, 57 Rab GTPases are encoded in its genome in total, 26 of which are classified into the Rab11 group (subclassified into
rabA1-rabA6). it is already known that animal rab11 plays an important role in regulating various cellular functions. on the other hand,
the precise function of plant rab11 remains largely unknown. to reveal the plant rab11 function, we analyzed subcellular localization of
9 members belonging to the rabA1 subgroup (rabA1a-rabA1i). We generated transgenic plants expressing gfp/venus-tagged rabA1s,
which are driven by their own promoters. These transgenic plants showed that RabA1a, RabA1b, RabA1c and RabA1d are ubiquitously
expressed through all tissues. On the other hand, RabA1e is expressed specifically in root hair cells and RabA1f and RabA1g are detected
only in pollens. detailed observation of gfp-rabA1e in root hair cells revealed that it localizes on dynamically moving punctate structures,
some of which are adjacent to syp42 and syp43-labelled trans-golgi network (tgn). rabA1e compartments also accumulate in the tip
region of growing root hairs, where tgn does not exist. furthermore, we found that rabA1e colocalizes with an r-snAre protein that
functions in the secretory pathway. these results suggest that rabA1e functions in secretion from the tgn to the pm in growing root hairs.
We will also report the phenotype of mutants lacking rabA1 proteins.

11046
the ugpAse is essentiAl for plAnt groWth At vegetAtive And reproductive stAges in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA.
*Keisuke sudo (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), Jong-in park (department of horticulture, sunchon
national university, Korea), takeshi ishimizu (graduate school of science, osaka university, Japan), Keita suwabe (graduate school of
bioresources, mie university, Japan), hiromi masuko (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), hirokazu hakozaki
(graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), go suzuki (division of natural science, osaka Kyoiku university, Japan),
ill-sup nou (department of horticulture, sunchon national university, Korea), masao Watanabe (graduate school of life sciences,
tohoku university, Japan)
kei-s@ige.tohoku.ac.jp
udp-glucose pyrophosphorylase (ugpase) is an important enzyme for udp-glucose, a precursor for the synthesis of the carbohydrate
and cell well components, such as a cellulose and callose. the Arabidopsis genome contains two putative genes encoding ugpase, AtUGp1
and AtUGp2. in order to discriminate the role of ugpase in the vegetative and reproductive organs, we approached a reverse genetic
and biochemical studies using the t-dnA insertion mutants, atugp1 and atugp2. Despite significant decrease of UGPase activity both in
the atugp1 and atugp2 single mutants, none was essential for a normal growth and reproduction. in contrast, the atugp1/atugp2 double
mutant displayed drastic growth defects and male sterility. these results suggest that the AtUGp1 and AtUGp2 genes are functionally
redundant and the ugpase activity is essential for both vegetative and reproductive phases in Arabidopsis. importantly, the size of the
double mutant which grown on the extra-sucrose was recovered to the comparable size to the wild type. by contrast, its male sterility was
not restored in the sucrose fed growth medium but in the udp-glucose fed medium. these results suggest that ugpase controls differently
for carbohydrate metabolism in vegetative and reproductive phases in A. thaliana.

11047
moleculAr study on ArAbidopsis cA2+-permeAble mechAnosensitive chAnnel cAndidAtes using yeAst
*masataka nakano (united graduate school of Agri. sci., tokyo univ. of Agri. & tech., dept. biol., tokyo gakugei univ., Japan), Kazuko
iida (biomembrane signaling 2, tokyo metro. inst. med. sci., Japan), hiroshi nyunoya (gene res. center, tokyo univ. of Agri. & tech.,
Japan), hidetoshi iida (dept. biol., tokyo gakugei univ., Japan)
50007952003@st.tuat.ac.jp
To investigate the mechanism of mechanosensing in plants, we have identified the MCA1 and MCA2 genes encoding ca2+-permeable
mechanosensitive channel candidates in Arabidopsis thaliana (nakagawa et al., pnAs 104:3639-3644, 2007). mcA1 and mcA2 are
72.7% identical in amino acid sequence and can complement a low Ca2+ influx activity of the yeast mid1 mutant, although sequence
similarity between mcA1/2 and mid1 is low. there are homologs of mcA1 and mcA2 in various plants, though their functions are unknown.
Although we reported previously the localization and function of mcA1 and mcA2 in planta (yamanaka et al., plant physiol. 152:128496, 2010), we have been unable to detect mcA1 and mcA2 in Arabidopsis protein preparations by immunoblotting, probably because
they are low in content or solubility. therefore, we expressed mcA1 and mcA2 individually in yeast cells to determine their structural and
functional features. As we reported before, mcA1 is localized to the yeast plasma membrane as an integral membrane protein and is also
present in the Arabidopsis plasma membrane. Here, we confirmed that the localization of MCA2 is the same as that of MCA1. SDS-PAGE
analysis showed that each of MCA1 and MCA2 formed a tetramer by disulfide bonding. We made a series of truncation mutants lacking
the n-terminal or c-terminal region of mcA1 and mcA2. one of these truncation mutant proteins expressed in yeast cells inhibited cell
growth. ca2+ uptake assays for these mutants suggested that a functional region of mcA1 and mcA2 is different each other in terms of
ca2+ permeability. in addition, An Asp (or glu) to Ala substitution mutant of an ef hand-like motif changed ca2+ uptake activity of yeast
cells. these results suggest that mcA1 and mcA2 have a distinct function in yeast cells irrespective of the similarity of their amino acid
sequences.

11048
AnAlysis of interAction betWeen clAthrin light And heAvy chAins in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Kohji nishimura (shimane university, Japan), shouta ishikawa (shimane university, Japan), sayoko hattori (shimane university,
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Japan), mitsuo Jisaka (shimane university, Japan), tsutomu nagaya (shimane university, Japan), Kazushige yokota (shimane
university, Japan), tsuyoshi nakagawa (shimane university, Japan)
knishimu@life.shimane-u.ac.jp
clathrin is a coat protein of a clathrin-coated vesicle (cvc), which sorts cargo proteins into various endosomes from trans-golgi network
and plasma membrane in mammalian, yeast and plant cells. the clathrin coat is composed of a microscopically visible structure with
three-legged shape, called triskelion. the triskelion comprises three clathrin heavy chains (chcs), each harboring a single clathrin light
chain (clc). chcs are well conserved among eukaryotic cells while clcs vary in similarity, suggesting the latter may have an organismspecific function. Amino acid sequences of Arabidopsis thaliana clcs have approximately 60 % of similarity to those of mammalian cells.
An interaction between clc and chc in Arabidopsis thaliana has not been analyzed in detail. in addition, Arabidopsis cvc is reported
to be smaller in size than those of animals. in this study, the interaction of both types of Arabidopsis clathrin molecules was analyzed.
Yeast two-hybrid and bimolecular fluorescent complementation analyses revealed Arabidopsis clc actually interacted with chc. deletion
analysis of clc (1-258) showed an internal region of clc (81-144) interacted with hub of chc (1087-1705), suggesting the similar
tendency of interaction of plant clathrin chains to that in animals. the analysis of the interaction of Arabidopsis clc and chc molecules
will be discussed in this presentation.

11049
the lon2 proteAse contributes to continued mAtrix protein import into peroxisomes
*lisa m. farmer (rice university, usA), matthew J. lingard (monsanto, usA), bonnie bartel (rice university, usA)
lisa.farmer@rice.edu
peroxisomes are small, single membrane-bound organelles that compartmentalize oxidative reactions, including critical metabolic
processes like fatty acid beta-oxidation, hydrogen peroxide production and decomposition, and conversion of the protoauxin indole-3butyric acid (ibA) into the active auxin indole-3-acetic acid (iAA). proteins enter the peroxisome post-translationally with assistance
from the receptor peroxins (PEX)5 and PEX7, which recognize peroxisome-targeting signal (PTS) sequences in proteins bound for the
peroxisomal matrix. pts2-type proteins are recognized by pex7 and have their pts cleaved upon import. After cargo delivery, pex5
and pex7 are retrotranslocated to the cytosol and reused in further rounds of import. We are characterizing the molecular functions
of lon2, a peroxisomal AAA-Atpase/protease that contributes to the import and processing of matrix proteins. lon2 mutants exhibit
mild sucrose dependence following germination and strong resistance to the promotion of lateral roots by ibA, phenotypes that indicate
peroxisomal defects. Additionally, lon2 seedlings accumulate unprocessed pts2 proteins and display matrix protein import defects as
they age. though lon2 is not directly responsible for pts2 processing, it may assist in matrix protein delivery by degrading cleaved pts2
peptides to free pex7 for future rounds of import or by assisting in the dissociation of the pex5-pex7-cargo complex after peroxisome
entry. We are elucidating the roles of lon2 in matrix protein import and the interaction between lon2 and the pex5-pex7 complex. We
are conducting a forward genetic screen for lon2 suppressors to recover potential lon2 targets and/or regulators, as well as biochemical
assays to isolate lon2 interactors. these approaches will expand our understanding of the molecular mechanisms supporting continued
peroxisomal matrix protein import and how peroxisome functions contribute to successful seedling development.

11050
unrAvelling the function of the tWo plAsmA membrAne long coiled-coil proteins tmd1 And tmd2 in ArAbidopsis
thAliAnA
*sowmya venkatakrishnan (the ohio state university, columbus, ohio, usA), shalaka patel (the ohio state university, columbus,
ohio, tepnel lifecodes corporation, stamford, ct, usA), iris meier (the ohio state university, columbus, ohio, usA)
venkatakrishnan.2@osu.edu
coiled coils are protein motifs that have widespread functionality in all organisms. they are found in rigid structures, cytoskeletal
components and oligomerization domains. the coiled-coil motifs expose extended amphiphilic surfaces for protein-protein interactions,
which make them ideal for coordinating spatial organization of cellular processes. our lab has undertaken an extensive study to unravel
the function of proteins with long coiled coil domains in Arabidopsis thaliana.
Using the ARABI-COIL database developed in our lab, we identified TMD1 and TMD2 (for Transmembrane Domain 1 and 2) in a search
for proteins with long coiled-coil domains and a transmembrane domain. Domain analysis using bioinformatic tools identified a PREFOLDIN
domain in both tmd1 and tmd2. in addition, tmd2 has a region containing spectrin repeats. these domains point towards a chaperonelike function for these proteins in cytoskeletal organization. using gfp-fusion proteins, we have shown that tmd1 is located at the plasma
membrane while TMD2 was found at the plasma membrane, ER and plasmodesmata. Further research is underway to confirm these
localizations and understand the topology of these putative tail-anchored proteins.
Using a yeast two-hybrid library screen we have identified Glutamyl t-RNA synthetase (GluRS) as a potential binding partner for TMD1.
other than their well known function, aminoacyl t-rnA synthetases have been demonstrated in additional cellular processes like splicing,
viral assembly and apoptosis. in Arabidopsis, glurs has been found in cell-wall fractions and is known to bind directly to a cc-nbs-lrr
protein. These findings suggest an additional role for Glutamyl t-RNA synthetase in disease resistance. Currently, we are probing into the
putative functional interaction between glurs and tmd1. in addition, we are analysing tmd1tmd2 double mutants to further understand
the role of tmd1 and tmd2 in Arabidopsis thaliana.

11051
identificAtion of substrAtes of cyclin dependent KinAses in ArAbidopsis
*hirofumi harashima (ibmp-cnrs, frAnce), philippe hammann (ibmc-cnrs, frAnce), nathalie troffer-charlier (igbmc-cnrs,
frAnce), nico dissmeyer (ibmp-cnrs, frAnce), Arp schnittger (ibmp-cnrs, frAnce)
hirofumi.harashima@ibmp-cnrs.unistra.fr
Analysis of the Arabidopsis genome reveals that ~2% of Arabidopsis genes encode for protein kinases or protein phosphatases. thus,
protein phosphorylation regulates a large number of cellular processes and the cell cycle represents an example where a regulation by
phosphorylation is of key importance. cyclin-dependent kinases (cdKs) change the activity of their substrates by phosphorylation and
by that promote progression into the next cell cycle phase. A-type cdK (cdKA;1), a homolog of cdc2/cdc28, is one of major cell cycle
kinases in Arabidopsis and previous work has revealed that CDKA;1 activity is required for mitotic cell cycle control during sporophyte
and gametophyte development as well as for the meiotic cell cycle. in spite of intense studies of cdKs only a limited number of cdK
substrates are known in plants. preliminary data suggest that cdKA;1-dependent phosphorylation might regulate not only cell cycle
substrate but could have a role in coordinating cell proliferation and growth. Thus, the identification of CDK substrates will allow us to
get deep insights into cell cycle regulation and general plant development. A powerful method has been developed in yeast to isolate and
identify phosphorylated peptides using a bulky ATP analog. By this, kinase substrates can be labeled and be subsequently identified on
a proteome-wide level. This approach requires that the ATP-binding pocket is enlarged and we have engineered CDKA;1 and CDKBs to
accept a bulky Atp. in planta work shows that these gatekeeper mutants are functional. As a base for a proteome-wide substrate screen
we have co-expressed and purified the different CDKs with cyclin partners in insect cells, and present here the basic properties of the
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modified kinases.

11052
Quest for the biologicAl significAnce of “bulbs”, complex configurAtion in vAcuolAr membrAne.
*chieko saito (riKen, Asi, Japan), tomohiro uemura (university of tokyo, Japan), motoki tominaga (riKen, Asi, Japan), Kohki
yoshimoto (riKen, psi, Japan), Kazuo ebine (university of tokyo, Japan), Jun ito (nAist, Japan), takashi ueda (university of tokyo,
Japan), hiroshi Abe (riKen, Asi, Japana), miyo morita-terao (nAist, Japan), masao tasaka (nAist, Japan), Akihiko nakano (university
of tokyo, riKen, Asi, Japan)
chiezo@riken.jp
The plant vacuole has a variety of roles and is essential for plant growth and development. We have previously identified “bulbs,” a
complex structure on the continuous vacuolar membrane (Saito et al., 2002). To obtain a clue to understand its biological significance
and function, we have carried out several approaches including: 1) search for other markers that visualize bulbs and 2) reverse genetics.
We have succeeded in detecting bulb-like structures by expressing soluble and peripheral membrane proteins. bulbs are formed in more
tissues than we already reported, in flowering organ or suspension culture cell. We also found that the numbers of bulbs are significantly
decreased in two shoot gravitropism (sgr) mutants, which are known to have a defect in morphology of the vacuolar membranes in
endodermal cells. in contrast, bulbs were still observed in various tissues of autophagy (atg) mutants, indicating that autophagy is
not a main pathway for the biogenesis of bulbs. With the merit of the new marker line, which enables us to observe the process of the
biogenesis of bulbs, we propose that at least two independent pathways would be needed for the formation of bulbs; one pathway is
common to the formation of the transvacuolar strand, and the other is not.

11053
screening for novel regulAtors of Atrbohd And Atrbohf, nAdph oxidAses involved in production of reActive
oxygen species.
*tomoko Kawarazaki (department of Applied biological science, tokyo university of science, Japan), masataka michikawa (department
of Applied biological science, tokyo university of science, Japan), Aya imai (department of Applied biological science, tokyo university
of science, Japan), hitomi niibori (department of Applied biological science, tokyo university of science, Japan), hidetaka Kaya
(department of Applied biological science, tokyo university of science, Japan), Kazuyuki Kuchitsu (department of Applied biological
science, tokyo university of science, Japan)
warakococo@yahoo.co.jp
reactive oxygen species (ros) produced by nAdph oxidases (nox) have been shown to play crucial roles in various signaling pathways
including regulation of biotic and abiotic defense responses, programmed cell death and development in plants. plants possess multiple
nox family genes, and 10 respiratory burst oxidase homolog (rboh) genes (AtrbohA-J) have been identified in Arabidopsis. though the
activity of many animal nox are regulated by various regulatory subunits, only the homologs of small gtpase, rac, have been found
among them in plants. unlike many animal nox, plant rboh proteins possess an extended n-terminus, which contains two ca2+ binding
ef-hand motifs. by applying a heterologous expression system with heK293t cells, we showed that Atrbohc and Atrbohd show rosproducing enzyme activities synergistically activated by binding of ca2+ to the ef-hand motifs and phosphorylation(takeda et al., science,
2008; ogasawara et al., Jbc, 2008).
To gain further insight into the regulatory mechanisms for the ROS producing enzymes, we have screened for proteins that specifically
interact with the N-terminal region of AtrbohD and AtrbohF using yeast two-hybrid assay. We so far identified 4 and 19 putative interacting
proteins for Atrbohd and Atrbohf, respectively. We have also established a heterologous coexpression system, and have been analyzing
their roles. regulatory mechanisms of Atrbohd and Atrbohf by these putative interactors will be reported.

11054
chloroplAst rh3 is A deAd-box rnA helicAse thAt functions in 50s ribosome biogenesis And rh3 upregulAtion
suppresses defects due to loss of clppr proteAse cApAcity
*yukari Asaukra (department of plant biology, cornell university, usA), Athea vichas (institute of molecular biology, university of
oregon, usA), erin galarneau (department of plant biology, cornell university, usA), Kenneth p. Watkins (institute of molecular biology,
university of oregon, usA), rosalind e. Williams-carrier (institute of molecular biology, university of oregon, usA), Alice barkan
(institute of molecular biology, university of oregon, usA), Klaas J. van Wijk (department of plant biology, cornell university, usA)
ya78@cornell.edu
the clpr2-1 mutant is a pale-green, developmentally delayed mutant due to reduction of the chloroplast clppr protease complex
(1). moreover, clpr2-1 showed delayed processing of the dicistronic 23s-4.5s rrnA and comparative proteome analysis showed that
the chloroplast-localized stromal deAd box rnA helicase rh3 was more than 5-fold up-regulated (2). in this study, we determined the
function of rh3 and tested whether rh3 overaccumulation is due to a lack of degradation by the clp protease system or if it represents
a compensatory response to overcome defects due to loss of clp protease capacity. deAd box rnA helicases comprise a large protein
family in Arabidopsis and other plant species, and they are expected to contribute to rnA metabolism. however, the precise molecular
functions of most plant deAd box helicase proteins remain to be elucidated. in Arabidopsis, rh3 protein accumulation was under strong
developmental control with the highest accumulation levels in green seedlings at early stages of development. rnA coimmunoprecipitation
assay in maize stroma and sucrose gradient analysis showed that rh3 associated with 50s pre-ribosome particles, suggesting a role in
rrnA assembly. loss of rh3 expression in Arabidopsis resulted in embryo lethality, whereas t-dnA insertion lines with a leaky allele (rh34) resulted in pale-green seedlings with a clear defect in ribosomal rrnA biogenesis. the double mutant for rh3-4 and clpr2-1 mutant had
an albino phenotype and additive molecular phenotypes. these data suggest that rh3 functions in 50s ribosomal biogenesis, and that
rh3 overaccumulation in clpr2-1 is not because rh3 is a clppr substrate, but rather represents a compensatory response to suppress
defects due to loss of clpr protease capacity.
1. rudella, et al., (2006) plant cell 18, 1704-1721
2. Zybailov, et al., (2009) mol cell proteomics 8, 1789-1810

11055
regulAtion of ros-producing Activity of An ArAbidopsis nAdph oxidAse, Atrbohf, by binding of cA2+ And
phosphorylAtion.
*sachie Kimura (tokyo university of science, Japan), masahiko okai (the university of tokyo, Japan), hidetaka Kaya (tokyo university
of science, Japan), masaru tanokura (the university of tokyo, Japan), Kazuyuki Kuchitsu (tokyo university of science, Japan)
j6408701@ed.noda.tus.ac.jp
reactive oxygen species (ros) produced by nAdph oxidase have been shown to play many critical roles in plant signaling including
stress responses and development. respiratory burst oxidase homolog (rboh) genes have been identified as homologs of animal NADPH
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oxidases in plants. Among 10 rboh genes in Arabidopsis, Atrbohd and AtrbohF have been shown to be involved in defense responses
against pathogens and AbA signaling, but they may play different roles in various systems. We have been analyzing the regulatory
mechanisms for activation of Atrboh proteins by a heterologous expression system using heK293t cells, and showed that Atrbohd possess
ros-producing activity, that is synergistically activated by phosphorylation and binding of ca2+ to its ef-hand motifs (ogasawara et al.,
Jbc, 2008). in the present study, we heterologously expressed Atrbohf and its various site-directed mutants to reveal its activation
mechanisms. ca2+ binding properties of its ef-hand motifs and their physiological relevance were also characterized. similarities and
differences of the ros-producing activity and regulation between Atrbohd and Atrbohf will be discussed.

11056
A cAlmodulin regulAted protein phosphAtAse (dsptp1) dephosphorylAtes And inActivAtes the Activities of mAp
KinAses in ArAbidopsis
*Kyung eun Kim (division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, environmental
biotechnology national core research center, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), hay Ju han (division of Applied life
science (bK21 program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), sun ho Kim (environmental biotechnology
national core research center, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), mi soon Jung (environmental biotechnology
national core research center, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), xiao min liu (division of Applied life science (bK21
program), pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, china), hye Jin byeon (environmental biotechnology national core research
center, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), Woo sik chung (division of Applied life science (bK21 program), pmbbrc,
gyeongsang national university, environmental biotechnology national core research center, gyeongsang national university, republic
of Korea)
kke-jws@hanmail.net
mAp kinases (mpKs) play roles as key signaling components in plant development, and abiotic and biotic stress signaling pathways.
it was reported that calcium ion (ca2+) in addition to upstream mpK cascades is involved in the full activation of mpKs. however, there
is no evidence how ca2+ is involved in the activation of mpKs. We previously isolated and reported a calmodulin(cam)-regulated dualspecificity protein phosphatase1 (DsPTP1) that might be involved in the regulation of the activities of MPKs in plants. In this study, we
found that dsptp1 directly bound to mpK3, mpK4, and mpK6 using yeast two-hybrid analysis and in vitro binding assay. dsptp1 was
able to dephosphorylate and inactivate the active mpK3, mpK4, and mpK6 that were activated by meK1 and meK2. interestingly, the
dephosphorylation activity of dsptp1 on phospho-tyr residue of mpKs was strongly inhibited by the addition of cam, whereas the activity
on phospho-ser/thr was not affected. consistently, the activities of plant mpKs were inhibited in dsptp1 overexpressing transgenic plant.
in addition, the activities of mpKs lasted longer in cam binding negative dsptp1 overexpressing transgenic plant than in wild type plant,
which indicated that cam inhibited the activity of dsptp1 and resulted in the activation of mpKs. this study implies that ca2+ mediated
signaling pathway can cross-talk with mpKs signal pathway via cam regulated dsptp1 that inactivate mpK signaling pathways.

11057
A Key fActor for the AutophAgy of chloroplAsts; the production of rubisco-contAining bodies is specificAlly
linKed to leAf cArbon stAtus but not nitrogen stAtus in ArAbidopsis
*masanori izumi (graduate school of Agricultural sciences, tohoku university, Japan), Amane makino (graduate school of Agricultural
sciences, tohoku university, Japan), hiroyuki ishida (graduate school of Agricultural sciences, tohoku university, Japan)
m-izumi@biochem.tohoku.ac.jp
Autophagy is an intracellular process for vacuolar degradation of cytoplasmic component, and considered to be important for nutrient
recycling during starvation. We previously demonstrated that chloroplasts can be partially mobilized to the vacuole by autophagy via
spherical bodies, named rubisco-containing bodies (rcbs; ishida et al., 2008 plant physiol. 148: 142-155). Although chloroplasts contain
approximately 80% of total leaf nitrogen and represent major carbon and nitrogen source to recycle, the relationship between the rcb
production and leaf nutrient conditions is unclear. We examined the effects of nutrient factors on the appearance of rcbs using transgenic
Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana) expressing stroma-targeted fluorescent proteins. In excised leaves, the appearance of RCBs was
suppressed by the presence of metabolic sugars which were added externally or by irradiation of the light. the light-mediated suppression
of the rcb appearance was defused by inhibition of photosynthesis. in a diurnal cycle, the rcb production was negatively correlated to
leaf carbohydrates content, mainly starch. in leaves of starch-related mutants, there were more rcbs in starchless mutants (pgm, adg1),
and less rcbs in starch-excess mutants (sex1, mex1). in nitrogen-limited plants, leaf carbohydrates were accumulated and the rcb
production was suppressed simultaneously. We propose close relationship between the degradation of chloroplast proteins via rcbs and
leaf carbon status but not nitrogen status in autophagy. We also found that the response of rcbs and other autophagic bodies, containing
cytoplasmic component other than chloroplasts, to nutrient conditions was not always the same. the appearance of autophagic bodies
other than rcbs was not suppressed in the light and somewhat responded to nitrogen in excised leaves unlike rcbs. these results imply
that the degradation of chloroplast proteins is specifically controlled in autophagy.

11058
membrAne corrAls: diffusion bArriers define lArge-scAle sub-compArtments of the plAsmA membrAne
*guido grossmann (department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, 260 panama st, stanford, cA 94305, u.s.A.), cara
h. haney (department of biology, stanford university, stanford, cA 94305, u.s.A.), sharon r. long (department of biology, stanford
university, stanford, cA 94305, u.s.A.), Wolf b. frommer (department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, 260 panama
st, stanford, cA 94305, u.s.A.), david W. ehrhardt (department of plant biology, carnegie institution for science, 260 panama st,
stanford, cA 94305, u.s.A.)
grossmann@stanford.edu
The lateral organization of the plasma membrane into specialized domains of specific composition is known to be important for many
cellular processes, including signaling, nutrient transport and protein turnover. On a fine scale (<100 nm), this compartmentalization is
defined by microdomains that house specific proteins in characteristic lipid environments.
Flotillins (a.k.a. reggies) are examples for proteins that form microdomains at the plasma membrane. Flotillins are ubiquitously
expressed and found in all three kingdoms (archea, bacteria, eukaryotes). First discovered in animals, flotillins share several common
features with their counterparts in plants. the gfp-tagged Medicago truncatula flotillin MtFLOT2 localizes to a punctate pattern in the
plasma membrane when expressed in M. truncatula or Arabidopsis thaliana. this localization is reminiscent of the distribution pattern
of flotillins in animals, where they are suggested to function as scaffolds for signaling processes. Similar to flotillins in animals which
accumulate at cell-cell contacts, the plant protein also accumulates at bounderies of neighboring cells.
To investigate domain formation and dynamics of flotillins in plants, we transiently expressed MtFLOT2-GFP in Arabidopsis mesophyll
protoplasts. by using photo-bleaching methods we detected linear barriers for lateral diffusion of this protein. co-labeling experiments
indicated that these diffusion barriers were often coincident with cortical microtubules. in a corral-like manner, these barriers inhibited
efficient exchange of flotillin clusters between adjacent membrane areas. We therefore conclude that lateral partitioning of the protoplast
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plasma membrane can also occur on a large scale by the formation of membrane corrals that may be defined by cortical microtubules.

11059
An r2r3-type trAnscription fActor (Atmyb77) is A novel substrAte of mAp KinAse in ArAbidopsis
*Jae pil Ko (division of Applied life science, pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), xuan canh nguyen
(division of Applied life science, pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university), kyunghee lee (division of Applied life science, pmbbrc,
gyeongsang national university), Kyung eun Kim (division of Applied life science, pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university), sang min
lee (division of Applied life science, pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university), my hanh thi hoang (division of Applied life science,
pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university), Woo sik chung (division of Applied life science, pmbbrc, gyeongsang national university,
environmental biotechnology national core research center, gyeongsang national university)
queenfor@gnu.ac.kr
mitogen-activated protein kinase (mApK) cascades have emerged as a major signal transduction mechanism that connects diverse
receptors or sensors to cellular and nuclear responses in eukaryotes. Although function and activation of some mpKs in response to stimuli
have been studied in details, but substrates of these kinases were still poorly understood. here, we provide that Arabidopsis myb77
transcription factor, a r2r3-myb protein, is a substrate of mpK3/6 in vitro. using in vitro phosphorylation assays we have identified that
myb77 was not only phosphorylated by recombinant mpK3/6 but also phosphorylated by native mpK3/6 extracted from plant. to identify
the phosphorylation sites of MYB77 by MPK, purified His-MYB77 protein was phosphorylated by MPK, desalted and passed over TiO2 for
improved phosphopeptide detection. This sample has been used to analysis for mass spectrometry. As results we identified four putative
phosphorylation sites originated from 7 phosphopeptide peaks. by site-directed mutagenesis we generated 8 recombinant proteins for
single, double and triple site mutations of MYB77. Using these mutant proteins as substrates in kinase assay we confirmed that Ser-62,
ser-151 and thr-297 are the phosphorylation sites of myb77 by mpKs. our results suggest that myb77 is a substrate of mpKs containing
three phosphorylation sites in Arabidopsis.

11060
sgr9, A ring type e3 ligAse, modulAtes the interAction betWeen AmyloplAst And f-Actin in grAvity sensing
*moritaka nakamura (nara institute of science and technology, Japan), masao tasaka (nara institute of science and technology,
Japan), miyo t.morita (nara institute of science and technology, Japan)
mo-nakam@bs.naist.jp
gravitropism is initiated by sensing the directional change of gravity within specialized gravity sensing cells. in Arabidopsis shoot, the
endodermal cell that contains amyloplasts is essential for gravity sensing. the amyloplast sedimentation toward the direction of gravity
is important process to trigger subsequent processes for sensing.
the Arabidopsis sgr9 (shoot gravitropism 9) mutant exhibited weak shoot gravitropism. the sGr9 encoding a RING finger protein was
mainly expressed in shoot endodermis. Complementation analysis by using endodermis specific promoter sCr reveled that sgr9 has
function within endodermis. Interestingly, SGR9 is localized to amyloplast, and exhibited ubiquitin E3 ligase activity in vitro, suggesting
that SGR9 function as ubiquitin E3 ligase on amyloplast within endodermal cell in gravitropism.
our previous report has shown that some amyloplasts in wild type dynamically move in f-actin dependent manner and some amyloplasts
sediment toward the direction of gravity. Amyloplast sedimentation occurs in f-actin independent manner. in sgr9, most amyloplasts
dynamically move around the cell and did not sediment to the bottom of the cell. interestingly, this cytological phenotype as well as
gravitropic phenotype of sgr9 was restored by the disruption of f-actin. live cell imaging of amyloplasts and f-actin showed that the
interaction between amyloplasts and f-actin is aberrant in sgr9. clusters of amyloplasts entangled in f-actin was observed only in sgr9.
these results suggest that sgr9 modulate the interaction between amyloplasts and f-actin, probably by promoting release of amyloplast
from f-actin. Amyloplasts released from f-actin by sgr9 function may have ability to sediment toward the direction of gravity, leading
to subsequent sensing processes. Degradation of unknown substrates by SGR9 E3 ligase activity might be required for the release of
amyloplasts from f-actin.

11061
h+-pyrophosphAtAse is locAliZed in the membrAne of vAcuole And the bulb-liKe structure
*shoji segami (nagoya university, Japan), sachi makino (nagoya university, Japan), masayoshi maeshima (nagoya university, Japan)
segami.shoji@f.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp
h+-pyrophosphatase (h+-ppase) is a proton pump that generates a h+ gradient across membranes using high energy of a
phosphoanhydride bond of pyrophosphate (ppi). in higher plants, especially young tissues, a relatively large amount of h+-ppase exists
in vacuolar membranes, removes the cytoplasmic ppi and maintains vacuolar acidic ph together with v-Atpase. however, it has been
reported that h+-ppase is localized in not only the vacuolar membrane but also the plasma membrane and is involved in auxin transport
indirectly (li et al., 2005, science).
We focused our attention to the type i h +-ppase of Arabidopsis thaliana (Atvhp1/Avp1) and tried to prepare vhp1-sgfp in order to
investigate the cell specificity and actual intracellular localization of the enzyme. In this study, we inserted sGFP into the cytosolic loop of
vhp1 and transformed it into the wild type or vhp1 plant under the control of VHP1 own promoter. First, we confirmed that VHP1-sGFP
in the membrane of the transgenic plants had approximately 50% of ppi hydrolysis activity of the wild-type enzyme and was recovered
in the same density fractions as that of endogenous vhp1 by sucrose density gradient centrifugation. therefore, we concluded that this
chimera VHP1 is functional and reflects the actual intracellular localization.
VHP1-sGFP was clearly detected in vacuolar membranes as expected. Furthermore, strong fluorescence was observed in membranes
of mobile, spherical structures in vacuoles, which are called 'bulbs' (saito et al. plant J., 2002). histological analysis demonstrated that
Vhp1 was expressed in almost all tissues, especially in root tips, pericycle cells, and mature pollens. furthermore, young cells have many
bulbs. in conjunction with phenotype of vhp1 plants, we will discuss physiological role of h+-ppase.

11062
neW member of rAn gtpAse fAmily of proteins spry domAin-contAining protein hAs A role in nucleocytoplAsmic
trAnsport And in cell division
*vera cenklova (institute of experimental botany As cr, sokolovska 6, olomouc, cZ-77200, czech republic), beata petrovska
(institute of experimental botany As cr, sokolovska 6, olomouc, cZ-77200, czech republic), lenka binarova (institute of
experimental botany As cr, sokolovska 6, olomouc, cZ-77200, czech republic), Zaneta pochylova (institute of experimental botany
As cr, sokolovska 6, olomouc, cZ-77200, czech republic), Zuzana gelova (institute of experimental botany As cr, sokolovska 6,
olomouc, cZ-77200, czech republic), petr halada (institute of microbiology As cr, videnska 1083, praha 6 — Krc, cZ-14220, czech
republic), Jindrich volc (institute of microbiology As cr, videnska 1083, praha 6 — Krc, cZ-14220, czech republic), pavla binarova
(institute of microbiology As cr, videnska 1083, praha 6 — Krc, cZ-14220, czech republic)
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cenklova@ueb.cas.cz
the ran gtpases (ras-related nuclear proteins) are members of ras superfamily that is highly conserved in eucaryotes. ran gtpases
ubiquitously regulate the GTP/GDP cycles, control the directionality of nucleoplasmic protein and RNA transport and mediate mitotic
spindle assembly. We aimed to investigate yet uncharacteized member of ran gtpase family proteins spry domain-containing protein (At
ranspry). in Arabidopsis plants At ranspry is expressed in roots and aerial part with increased expression in dividing tissues. Analysis of
GFP, RFP versions of At RanSPRY in cultured cells and plants of Arabidopsis revealed that protein is localized in cell cycle specific manner
in nuclei and in cytoplasm and accumulate in the vicinity of nuclear envelope. in dividing cultured cells smaller portion of protein was
localized with microtubules of mitotic spindle, with phragmoplasts, and in telophase in vicinity of reforming nuclei. to understand the role
of At ranspry protein in relation to ran gtpase signaling pathway we studied At ranspry immunolocalization together with ran gtpase,
RanBP1 and RCC1. To get better insight into At RanSPRY protein interactions, immunopurification and MS/MS analysis are under progress.
in t-dnA insertion mutants we found aberrant development of root meristem, cell division defects and clustered stomata. Altogether our
data suggested that At ranspry protein has function in nucleocytoplasmic transport and in cell division.
supported by grants gAcr 204/07/1169, msmt lc06034, gAcr 204/09/p155, lc 545, and gA Avcr 500200719.

11063
plAstid tArgeting of npp glycoprotein from the golgi AppArAtus through the secretory pAthWAy in rice cell.
*Kentarou Kaneko (niigata university, Japan), Ai yanagida (niigata university, Japan), tsutomu Kousyu (niigata university, Japan),
yukiho umezawa (niigata university, Japan), Aya Kitaijma-Koga (niigata university, Japan), maho Amano (hokkaido university, Japan),
shin-ichrou nishimura (hokkaido university, Japan), toshiaki mitsui (niigata university, Japan)
f08l004a@mail.cc.niigata-u.ac.jp
nucleotide pyrophosphatase/phosphodiesterase (npp) is a new enzyme family that belongs to a large group of structurally related and
functionally divergent nucleotide hydrolases.
We identified six (I)NPP(/I) genes in rice genome and cloned their cDNAs.
NPP1, 2 and 6 enzyme proteins were purified and characterized from transgenic rice cells with overexpression of each (I)NPP(/I) gene.
These three enzymes exhibited different substrate specificities; NPP1 enzyme effectively hydrolyzes ADP-glucose and ADP-ribose. NPP6
also hydrolyzes Adp-glucose, but being Adp the most favorable substrates. in contrast, npp2 hardly reacts on nucleotide-sugars and
favorably hydrolyzes Adp. All npp isozymes were conjugated with n-linked oligosaccharide chains.
Confocal-fluorescence microscopy of cells expressing NPP fused with GFP indicated that all NPP-GFPs occur in the plastidial compartment.
Plastid targeting of NPP-GFPs were strongly prevented by dominant negative mutants of AFR1 which inhibits the ER-to-Golgi traffic,
indicating that npp glycoproteins are transported from the golgi apparatus through the secretory pathway to the plastids.
the n-glycan chains released from npp1, 2, 6 and plastidial npp1 were captured by glycoblotting method and subjected to the mAlditof-ms/ms with labeling reagents. compositional annotation for the detected n-glycans revealed that there exist at least 85 different
glycan chains conjugated to npp proteins, and approximately 75% of the glycan chains of plastidial npp1 isolated from rice chloropalsts
were the complex type with the fucose and xylose residues. furthermore, differences in n-glycan complexities among npp1, 2 and 6
glycoproteins appeared to show that the oligosaccharide processing may depend upon the protein structures relating to the enzyme
functions.

11064
Wood cell-WAll structure reQuires locAl 2d-microtubule disAssembly by A novel plAsmA membrAne-Anchored
microtubule-AssociAted protein
*yoshihisa oda (the university of tokyo, Japan), hiroo fukuda (the university of tokyo, Japan)
oda@biol.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp
proper microtubule distribution is essential to the cellular development of eukaryotes. plant cells have evolved cortical microtubules
in a 2d space beneath the plasma membrane that regulate the movement of the cellulose synthase complex on the plasma membrane.
Although recent studies on transverse cortical microtubules in growing plant cells have identified several microtubule-associated proteins
(mAps) that facilitate organization of the cortical microtubules, these mAps can not fully explain the diverse patterns of cortical microtubules
during cell differentiation. using our newly established in vitro wood cell differentiation system, we found that a novel microtubule endtracking protein, midd1 (microtubule depletion domain 1), was anchored to distinct plasma membrane domains and promoted local
microtubule disassembly, resulting in pits on wood cell walls. the introduction of rnAi for midd1 resulted in failure of local microtubule
depletion and the formation of secondary walls without pits. conversely, the overexpression of midd1 suppressed rescue events and
reduced microtubule density. MIDD1 has two coiled-coil domains; the first domain associates with microtubules and the second domain
is required for the anchorage of MIDD1 to distinct plasma membrane domains. Combination of the two coils caused end-tracking during
shrinkage and microtubule disassembly at the specific area. Our results indicate that plants use a distinctive protein that integrates
spatial information in the plasma membrane with cortical microtubule dynamics, for determining wood cell wall pattern.

11065
the bip-mediAted polAr nuclei fusion is essentiAl for the regulAtion of endosperm nuclei proliferAtion in
ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*shuh-ichi nishikawa (department of chemistry, graduate school of science, nagoya university, nagoya 464-8602, Japan), daisuke
maruyama (department of chemistry, graduate school of science, nagoya university, nagoya 464-8602, Japan), satoko noma
(department of chemistry, graduate school of science, nagoya university, nagoya 464-8602, Japan), toshiya endo (department of
chemistry, graduate school of science, nagoya university, nagoya 464-8602, Japan)
shuh@biochem.chem.nagoya-u.ac.jp
Nuclear fusion is an essential process in the sexual reproduction of animals and plants. In flowering plants, nuclear fusion occurs three
times: once during female gametogenesis when two polar nuclei fuse to produce the diploid central cell nucleus, and twice during double
fertilization. the yeast immunoglobulin binding protein (bip) is a molecular chaperone hsp70 in the endoplasmic reticulum that regulates
nuclear membrane fusion during mating. We found that in Arabidopsis thaliana, BiP is required for the fusion of polar nuclei during female
gametophyte development; the BiP-deficient female gametophytes contained two unfused polar nuclei in close contact. The defect was
specific to the fusion of polar nuclei. When fertilized with wild-type pollen, the BiP-deficient female gametophytes were not defective in
the fertilization process including fusions of sperm nuclei with the egg and central cell nuclei . however, we found that the endosperm
nuclei in the mutant seeds underwent aberrant proliferation, which eventually lead to seed abortion. Analyses of endosperm nuclei
division in early seed development showed significant delay in the endosperm nuclei division in the mutant seeds. These results indicate
importance of polar nuclei fusion in the proliferation of endosperm nuclei after fertilization.

11066
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in Vitro phosphorylAtion And dephosphorylAtion of the plAsmA membrAne h+-AtpAse
*yuki hayashi (division of biological science, graduate school of science, nagoya university, Japan), suguru nakamura (division of
biological science, graduate school of science, nagoya university, Japan), toshinori Kinoshita (division of biological science, graduate
school of science, nagoya university, Japan)
y-hayashi@bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp
plant plasma membrane h+-Atpase creates an electrochemical gradient of h+ across the plasma membrane. recent studies have
demonstrated that the h+-ATPase is activated via phosphorylation on a penultimate threonine residue in the C-terminus and subsequent
binding of 14-3-3 protein to the phosphorylated c-terminus. however, biochemical properties of protein kinase and protein phosphatase,
which regulate phosphorylation level of the h+-Atpase, are largely unknown. in this study, we investigated in vitro phosphorylation
and dephosphorylation of the h+-Atpase. both phosphorylation and dephosphorylation of the h+-Atpase were detected in the plasma
membrane from etiolated seedlings of Arabidopsis. phosphorylation of the h+-Atpase was insensitive to K-252a, a potent inhibitor of
protein kinase. Furthermore, the dephosphorylation was specifically inhibited by EDTA, a chelating agent for divalent cations, but not by
calyculin A, an inhibitor of type 1 and type 2A protein phosphatases. these results indicate that a protein kinase-phosphatase pair colocalizes with the h+-Atpase in plasma membrane and regulates phosphorylation status of a penultimate thr of the h+-Atpase. We will
report analysis of the h+-Atpase complex.

11067
identificAtion And functions of psv(protein storAge vAcuoles)-type compArtment in ArAbidopsis mAture leAves
mihue Jang (postech, republic of KoreA), *inhwan hwang (postech, Korea)
ihhwang@postech.ac.kr
plant have multiple vacuoles, some of which function as a storage place or a hydrolytic place. but it has been in a debate that plant
cells possess functionally different types of vacuoles in the same cell. secretory proteins destined for particular vacuoles must possess
a specific vacuolar sorting determinant (VSD). α` subunit of β-conglycinin (CON:GFP) has a ctVSD which is responsible for targeting to
psv in Arabidopsis seed cells.
however we observed that con:gfp containing the ctvsd of conglycinin is targeted to lvs and disc compartments in leaf protoplasts.
therefore we generated transgenic plants to examine here whether disc-lke compartment in leaf protoplasts is identical to the psv in
the seeds. in addition we generated transgenic plants with various psv proteins.
Using here transgenic plants, first we examined localization of various storage proteins such as β- conglycinin (soybean), phaseolin
(mung bean), chitinase(soybean) that were transiently expressed in Arabidopsis leaf protoplasts and stably in transgenic plants. they all
showed at a disc pattern and colocalized at the disc pattrn.
now we characterize psv —type compartment in plant mature stages.
We also confirmed that these disc patterns were not Protein aggregates by biochemical data.

11068
identificAtion And functionAl chArActeriZAtion of seQuence motifs in ArAbidopsis mitochondriAl preseQueces
*sumin lee (postech, Korea), dong Wook lee (postech), inhwan hwang (postech)
plasmid@postech.edu
most of mitochondrial proteins are synthesized in cytoplasm and transported to mitochondria via outer and inner membrane translocator
complexes. Presequence, the signal peptide located in the N-terminus of nuclear-encoded mitochondrial proteins, is essential for protein
targeting and translocation from cytoplasm into mitochondria. the translocation complex of plant mitochondria is distinct from that of
yeast or animal, but little is known about the general features of presequence or translocation mechanism of plant mitochondria proteins.
To investigate the relationship between presequence and mitochondrial protein translocation, three representative presequences were
selected; F1-ATPase-γ, LPD2 (Lipoamide dehydrogenase 2) and IVD (Isovaleryl CoA-dehydrogenase). We generated several deletion or
Ala substitution mutants of each presequence to specify the region containing sequence motifs. These mutant presequences were fused
with GFP for examining the mitochondrial targeting efficiency and the subcellular localization in Arabidopsis leaf protoplasts. As a result,
the targeting efficiency of P[31-35] or P[45-50] region-substituted F1-ATPase-γ mutant presequenes was significantly decreased than that
of original presequence. Ala substitution of P[11-15] in LPD2 presequence also affected to the reporter protein targeting. Interestingly,
most of Ala substitution mutants of IVD presequence showed severe inhibitory effect of mitochondrial protein targeting. Fractionation
assay indicated that the precursors of the mutant presequence-GFP fusion protein were mainly located in membrane fraction. This
study demonstrates that multiple sequence motifs are in each presequence, and the C-terminus of the presequence is important for
mitochondria protein translocation, especially in membrane penetration. these results also show the possibility that plant mitochondrial
presequences can be divided with multiple groups according to their properties.

11069
AnAlysis of signAl-Anchored (sA) proteins’ tArgeting seQuences And screening of putAtive chloroplAst sA
proteins through bioinformAtic tools
*Junho lee (postech, KoreA), Jinho Kim (postech, KoreA), sangwook Kim (postech, KoreA), inhwan hwang (postech, KoreA)
cowboy98@postech.ac.kr
signal-anchored (sA) proteins have a transmembrane domain (tmd) at their n-terminus working as membrane-anchoring and targeting
signal. sA proteins of plastids and mitochondria have various biological roles in plants such as organelle division, translocation receptors,
chloroplast positioning and so on. However, small number of SA proteins has been identified compared with soluble proteins of plastids
and mitochondria. Also, features of their targeting signals have remained ambiguously. here, using several bioinformatic tools, we
supplemented and improved original targeting rules of chloroplast sA proteins (moderate hydrophobic tmd and the c-terminal positive
region). first, through spoctopus (http://octopus.cbr.su.se/), we separated transmembrane domain and er signal peptide which are
located at the n-terminus of proteins, and then putative sA proteins were selected. Among them, putative chloroplast sA proteins, which
have the C-terminal positive region, were sorted out and tagged with sGFP to define their location in plant cells. We concluded that
hydrophobicity calculation with Wimley-White (WW) scale is most proper to divide sA proteins of er, chloroplast and mitochondria. And
above 3 basic amino acids out of 8 amino acids are sufficient to function as the C-terminal positive region. Additionally, based on more
detailed targeting rules, we could screen out several undefined SA proteins which are located in chloroplast or mitochondria.

11070
selection And chArActeriZAtion of high temperAture sensitive germinAtion mutAnts of ArAbidopsis
*Konatsu tokuchi (department of life sciences, meiji university, Japan), yuko okano (department of life sciences, meiji university,
Japan), Kakeru taniguchi (department of life sciences, meiji university, Japan), shigeo toh (department of life sciences, meiji
university, Japan), yusuke Jikumaru (plant science center, riKen, Japan), mitsunori seo (plant science center, riKen, Japan), yuji
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Kamiya (plant science center, riKen, Japan), naoto Kawakami (department of life sciences, meiji university, Japan)
kona_t522@hotmail.co.jp
Temperature is a main environmental factor that defines germination season of winter and summer annual seeds. Germination inhibition
of winter annual seeds by high temperature in summer enables the seeds to germinate and to establish seedling growth in autumn. to
understand the mechanism of germination regulation by temperature, we have selected high temperature sensitive germination mutants
from t-dnA insertion lines of Arabidopsis. the seeds of one of the mutants, nekojita1 (nkj1), showed enhanced dormancy and enhanced
sensitivity to abscisic acid (AbA). AbA contents in nkj1 seeds were normal, and decreased to low levels by imbibition even at the restrictive
temperature, 28 oc, as in germinating wild type seeds at 22 oc. interestingly, the germination of nkj1 seeds was recovered by AbA
biosynthesis inhibitor, fluridone, and germination of the seeds of known ABA hypersensitive mutants, era1-2 and era3-1, was inhibited at
28 oc as nkj1. these results suggest that AbA hypersensitivity of nkj1 seeds is the main cause of germination inhibition at 28 oc. genetic
analysis indicated that nkj1 has single locus recessive mutation, so that nKJ1 may be a negative regulator of AbA signaling and has a
promotive role on germination at permissive temperature conditions. nkj1 was mapped on the bottom arm of chromosome 4, and the
gene was identified by sequencing of the T-DNA border and by genetic complementation tests. The deduced amino acid sequence was
homologous to sec23/sec24 subunit of copii coat protein which is involved in vesicular transport from er to golgi. We are now analyzing
germination phenotypes of other copii component mutant seeds, and will discuss their role on seed development and germination.

11071
ArAbidopsis homolog of prenylAted rAb Acceptor controls exit of vAcuolAr And secreted proteins from the er
through the regulAtion of copii vesicle formAtion At the er.
*myoung hui lee (postech, republic of Korea), soo youn Kim (postech, republic of Korea), ihhwan hwang (postech, republic of
Korea)
mhlee17@postech.ac.kr
prenylated rab acceptor (prA) binds to prenylated rab proteins, and possibly aids in targeting of rabs to their respective compartments.
In Arabidopsis, 19 isoforms have been identified and localized to the ER, Golgi apparatus and endosomes depending on isoforms. However,
their biological role has not been addressed. here, we investigated the biological role of AtprA1.b5, one of Arabidopsis prenylated rab
acceptor homoloes(AtPRAs). RT-PCR analysis showed that the AtPRA1.B5 was expressed ubiquitously in all the tissues we examined.
localization revealed that AtprA1.b5 localized primarily to the golgi complex with a minor portion to the er when examined with
transiently expressed HA-tagged AtPRA1.B5 in leaf protoplasts. In the presence of overexpressed AtPRA1.5, trafficking of vacuolar and
secreted proteins, but not the golgi proteins, was severely inhibited at the er. AtprA1.b5 increased the membrane-associated pool of
sar1 and Atsec23 and the amount of Atsec23 interacting with sar1, but inhibited interaction between Atsec23 and Atsec24. these results
suggest that AtPRA1.B5 localized to both the Golgi complex and the ER may control anterograde trafficking from the ER by inhibiting
formation of copii vesicles.

12001
dynAmic tAp-tAgging identifies ninJA And topless As negAtive regulAtors of JAsmonAte signAlling
laurens pauwels (vib ghent university, belgium), Jan geerinck (vib ghent university, belgium), gemma fernandez barbero (centro
nacional de biotecnologia csic, spain), Amparo cuellar perez (vib ghent university, belgium), Jose manuel chico (centro nacional de
biotecnologia csic, spain), robin vanden bossche (vib ghent university, belgium), roberto solano (centro nacional de biotecnologia
csic, spain), geert de Jaeger (vib ghent university, belgium), *Alain goossens (vib ghent university, belgium)
alain.goossens@psb.vib-ugent.be
plants respond to biotic attack by activating defence programs that kill or deter the attackers. such defence responses are costly as
they require energy and resources otherwise used for plant growth and reproduction. Hence, a strict control of defence gene activity is
pivotal. Jasmonates (JAs), hormones that are instantly produced under these stress conditions, are crucial in this process. in Arabidopsis,
bioactive JAs are perceived by the scfcoi1 complex which targets the JAZ repressor proteins for degradation. this event causes release
of the transcription factor MYC2, thereby activating the first wave of JA-dependent gene expression.
In our research we have applied tandem affinity purification (TAP) to isolate the core JA signalling module and thereby discover new
JAZ interactors and their mode of action. for the simultaneous visualization of the dynamics of JAZ complex assembly, tAp was performed
with Arabidopsis cells elicited or not with JA. using this proteomics technology we could demonstrate that the JAZ proteins recruit the
groucho/tup1-type co-repressor topless (tpl) and tpl-related proteins (tprs) through a previously uncharacterized adaptor protein,
designated novel interactor of JAZ (ninJA). ninJA acts as a transcriptional repressor whose activity is mediated by a functional tplbinding eAr repression motif. Accordingly, both ninJA and tpl proteins function as negative regulators of JA responses and represent a
molecular mechanism by which the JAZ proteins repress JA-dependent gene expression. furthermore, our results point to tpl proteins as
general co-repressors that affect multiple (hormonal) signalling pathways through the interaction with specific adaptor proteins.

12002
the pp2c-snrK2 complex: A centrAl regulAtory module of protein phosphorylAtion netWorKs in Abscisic Acid
signAling
*taishi umezawa (riKen plant science center, Japan), naoyuki sugiyama (Keio univeristy, Japan), masahide mizoguchi (tokyo
university, Japan), shimpei hayashi (yokohama city university, Japan), fumiyoshi myouga (riKen plant science center, Japan), Kazuko
yamaguchi-shinozaki (tokyo university, Japan), yasushi ishihama (Keio university, Japan), takashi hirayama (riKen Asi/yokohama
city university, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen plant science center, Japan)
umezawa@rtc.riken.jp
Abscisic acid (AbA) is a critical phytohormone for maintenance or enhancement of abiotic stress responses in plants, as well as for
regulating various developmental processes. Recent identification of the soluble ABA receptors, PYR/PYL/RCARs, triggered emergence of
a core AbA signaling pathway. the AbA receptor inhibits protein phosphatase 2c (pp2c), a major negative regulator of AbA response, in
an AbA-dependent manner. on the other hand, our group had studied in planta or molecular functions of pp2c or the snf1-related protein
kinase 2 (snrK2), and we demonstrated 1) snrK2 functions as a central hub in AbA signaling network, 2) snrK2 and pp2c interact
in various combinations, 3) PP2C inactivates SnRK2 by direct dephosphorylation of some specific residues, 4) abi1-1-type mutation of
pp2c constitutively inactivates snrK2. furthermore, we reconstituted the simple AbA signaling complex of pyr1, pp2c and snrK2 and
showed this complex is functional for switching on/off of AbA signaling in vitro. these results clearly uncovered the main frame of AbA
signaling pathway in plants. further studies are in progress to provide an overview of protein phosphorylation networks regulated by the
pp2c-snrK2 complex.

12003
CHARACTERIZATION OF VIP1, A NOVEL INTERACTING PARTNER OF HETEROTRIMERIC G PROTEIN β SUBUNIT IN ArAbidopsis
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*daisuke tsugama (Asian natural environmental science center, u-tokyo, Japan), shenkui liu (northeast forestry university, china),
tetsuo takano (Asian natural environmental science center, u-tokyo, Japan)
tsugama@anesc.u-tokyo.ac.jp
Heterotrimeric G proteins (Gα, Gβ, Gγ) are signaling molecules found in a variety of eukaryotic organisms. In plants, the heterotrimeric G
proteins play an important role in signal transduction of phytohormones such as auxin, brassinosteroid, and abscisic acid (AbA). in animal
systems, the g proteins transmit signals by regulating activities of effector proteins. in plants, however, there are few reports on such
effectors. to gain insight into the g protein-mediated signaling in plants, we performed a yeast two-hybrid (y2h) screen using Arabidopsis
Gβ as bait, and identified a bZIP protein, VIP1, as a novel AGB1-interacting partner. A bimolecular fluorescence complementation assay
indicated that Agb1 and vip1 interacted in the nucleus and golgi apparatus in planta. using the y2h system, we found that c-terminal
half of vip1 alone interacted with Agb1, and the c-terminal half also interacted with one of Arabidopsis Gγ, AGG1. To study the biological
role of vip1 in plants, we generated transgenic Arabidopsis plants over-expressing Vip1. they were more sensitive than wild-type plants
to AbA during seed germination and early seedling development, supporting the idea that vip1 is involved in the g protein-mediated AbA
signaling as the downstream effector. A yeast one-hybrid assay suggested that vip1 had a transcriptional activation domain, thus vip1 is
likely to serve as a transcriptional activator in plants. Amino acid sequence of VIP1 is homologous to that of tobacco RSG (Repression of
shoot growth), which plays a key role in feedback regulation of gibberellin biosynthesis. vip1 bound to double-stranded dnA containing
rbe (rsg-binding element) in vitro in a gel shift assay, suggesting that target genes of vip1 are similar to those of rsg. further studies
on the Gβγ-VIP1 complex might provide a model mechanism for the G protein-mediated signaling in plants.

12004
chArActeriZAtion of A neW Auxin biosynthetic mutAnt in ArAbidopsis
*Anna stepanova (dept. of genetics, north carolina state university, usA), Jeonga yun (dept. of genetics, north carolina state
university, usA), Jose Alonso (dept. of genetics, north carolina state university, usA)
atstepan@ncsu.edu
phytohormone auxin is an essential regulator of nearly all aspects of plant growth and development, yet molecular mechanisms of
auxin biosynthesis and its regulation are still poorly understood. to uncover novel players of auxin production in plants, we undertook a
forward genetic approach. We performed a screen for the suppressors of an auxin-overproducing mutant sur2. sUr2 encodes a cyp83b1
that recruits an auxin precursor indole-3-acetaldoxime (iAox) into indole-glucosinolate pathway, converting iAox into iAox n-oxide. in
the sur2 mutant [where this step is impaired] all of iAox becomes available for the production of the prevalent form of auxin, iAA; hence
the high-auxin defects.
We identified a number of sur2 suppressors. rus1, represented by four independent alleles, nearly completely suppresses phenotypic
as well as molecular defects (high dr5:gus activity) of sur2. importantly, exogenous addition of the iAA precursors tryptophan (trp)
or anthranilate to the sur2 rus1 double mutant fully reverts rus1-mediated suppression of sur2, suggesting that the suppression of sur2
defects by rus1 is a consequence of reduced levels of the auxin precursors in the rus1 mutant cells. consistent with that conclusion is the
finding that some of the phenotypes of rus1 single mutants (such as early embryonic defects) are enhanced by the mutations in the trp
biosynthetic genes WEi2 and WEi7. interestingly, both wei2 and wei7 can also suppress sur2.
rUs1 encodes a novel transmembrane protein localized in the inner envelope membrane of the chloroplast. chloroplasts are the site
of trp biosynthesis in the plant cell, consistent with the genetic interaction between rUs1 and WEi2/WEi7. We hypothesize that rus1 is
required for recruiting one of the precursors of TRP (chorismate or a shikimate pathway intermediate) into TRP production.

12005
cell-specific Auxin responses mediAting phosphAte stArvAtion root groWth Arrest in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
caifu Jiang (institute of genetics and developmental biology, chinese Aca, p r china), lili liao (institute of genetics and
developmental biology, chinese Aca, p r china), xiangbin chen (institute of genetics and developmental biology, chinese Aca, p r
china), Qinfang yao (institute of genetics and developmental biology, chinese Aca, p r china), *xiangdong fu (institute of genetics
and developmental biology, chinese Aca, p r china)
xdfu@genetics.ac.cn
Plant phosphate starvation growth responses are controlled by quantitative trait loci (QTLs) derived from natural variations in many
species. pervious study has shown that root tips contact with low-phosphate mediates reprogramming of plant root architecture. however,
there is litte known about the molecular mechanism of the plants sense p availability and step-by-step reprogram roots growth. here we
showed that coordinated regulation of phosphate starvation Arabidopsis primary root growth arrest and cell-type specific auxin responses
at the early stage. We found that reduced pin1: gfp and pin7: gus protein in edZ region, indicating auxin redistribution plays an
important role in regulation of phosphate starvation root architecture responses. We demonstrated that phosphate starvation promoted
ethylene biosynthesis and accumulation of ein3 protein, which in turn enhanced auxin biosynthesis. furthermore,we generated several
nil lines carrying dr5: gus from an Arabidopsis recombinant inbred line population derived from the ler and col-0, we carried on Qtlbased cloning and found that phosphate starvation induced ethylene synthesis and cell-specific auxin responses in primary root depended
on loW phoshpAte root1 (lpr1) locus. these data indicated that ethylene/auxin signaling might act as important downstream
component of lpr1 signaling. thus, root tips sense exogenous phosphate starvation signal and promote ethylene biosyntheis in lpr1
dependent manners, and further induce local auxin synthesis, which in turn modulate primary root reprogram.

12006
tissue-reunion process of the cut floWering stem reQuires the phytohormone signAling AccompAnied by the upregulAtion of trAnscription fActors in ArAbidopsis.
*masashi Asahina (dep.biosci., teikyo univ., JApAn), Katsuya Azuma (grad.sch.life & env.sci., univ.tsukuba., JApAn), Weerasak
pitaksaringkarn (grad.sch.life & env.sci., univ.tsukuba., JApAn), takashi yamazaki (grad.sch.life & env.sci., univ.tsukuba., JApAn),
miyo terao-morita (grad.sch.biol.sci., nAist., JApAn), masao tasaka (grad.sch.biol.sci., nAist., JApAn), nobutaka mitsuda (genomebased biofactory, Aist., JApAn), masaru ohme-takagi (genome-based biofactory, Aist., JApAn), shinjiro yamaguchi (plant science
center, riKen., JApAn), yuji Kamiya (plant science center, riKen., JApAn), eiji nambara (dep.cell & syst. biol., univ.toronto.),
Kiyotaka okada (nat.inst. basic biol., JApAn), hiroshi Kamada (grad.sch.life & env.sci., univ.tsukuba., JApAn), shinobu satoh (grad.
sch.life & env.sci., univ.tsukuba., JApAn)
asahina@nasu.bio.teikyo-u.ac.jp
in higher plant, when wounding or grafting interrupted the original organ or tissue connection, de-differentiate and regeneration of
cells were induced, these cells acquire embryonic potential and tissue-reunion occurs to restore physiological connections. Arabidopsis cut
flowering stems were analyzed to elucidate its molecular mechanism. The cell division was initially observed at 3 days after the cut and
the tissue-reunion almost completed in 10 days. microarray analysis demonstrated differential gene expression between cut and non-cut
flowering stems and their changes in expression during reunion process. Genes determined to be up-regulated in the reunion process
include those involved in cell division, cell wall modification, phytohormone-related gene and transcription factors (TF). To understand
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how phytohormone involves in the tissue-reunion process, we focused on the phytohormone related genes and putative downstream
tfs. tissue-reunion was inhibited by decapitation or application of tibA, and pin1 mutant, in which auxin transport was suppressed,
showed lower efficiency in the reunion process. Gene expression analysis showed that AP2- and NAC-type transcription factors (TFs)
were up-regulated at 1 and 3 days after cutting and the expression was depend on jasmonic acid (JA) and auxin, respectively. the genesuppressing transformants for AP2-TF or NAC-TF using CRES-T method did not show normal reunion process. Ethylene-signaling deficient
mutant also showed lower efficiency in tissue-reunion and gene expression analysis showed that AP2-TF and NAC-TF were also ethyleneregulated. these results suggest that JA/ auxin /ethylene signaling pathways and putative downstream tfs have an important role in the
regulation of gene expression during tissue-reunion of Arabidopsis cut flowering stems.

12007
estAblishing the linK betWeen JAsmonAtes And groWth control
*sandra noir (royal holloway - university of london, united-Kingdom), moritz bomer (royal holloway - university of london, unitedKingdom), Alessandra devoto (royal holloway - university of london, united-Kingdom)
sandra.noir@rhul.ac.uk
Plant development and stress responses are regulated by complex signalling networks that mediate specific and dynamic plant responses
upon activation by various types of exogenous and endogenous signals. the role of jasmonates (JAs) has been traditionally described in
the context of stress mediated responses in plants. However, latest works on JAs signalling have identified new regulatory nodes in the
transcriptional network that regulates a number of diverse plant responses to developmental and environmental cues (e. g. senescence
regulation) and suggest a common mechanism of JAs action via distinct groups of transcription factors.
currently, we are interested in dissecting the cellular machinery linking plant stress responses to growth processes. indeed, recent
works revealed that JAs block cell cycle progression by inhibiting g1/s and g2/m transitions in tobacco cells and suppress cell proliferation
in human cancer cell lines. While the molecular mechanisms and downstream responses have not been clarified yet, we are excited by
the likelihood that jasmonate could act as a distress signal, a physiological role of which is to block cell cycle, slowing vegetative growth
during defence responses. A summary of the results obtained so far will be presented.
references
balbi v & devoto A (2007) new phytologist, 177, 301-318.
devoto A and paccanaro A (2008) in: plant growth signalling. plant cell monogr; doi 10.1007/7089_2007_152, springer. p.331-350.
swiatek A, Azmi A, stals h, inzé d & onckelen h v (2004) febs lett, 572, 118-122.
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12008
the plAnt response to cell WAll dAmAge is regulAted through the interAction of ros And JA mediAted processes
lucy denness (imperial college london, uK), Joe mcKenna (imperial college london, uK), priya madhou (imperial college london,
UK), Mark Bennett (Imperial College London, UK), John Mansfield (Imperial College London, UK), *Thorsten Hamann (Imperial college
london, uK)
thamann@imperial.ac.uk
The plant cell wall changes its composition and structure in order to fulfil its different biological functions during cell morphogenesis
or plant pathogen interaction and to maintain its functional integrity. evidence has accumulated that a so-called cell wall integrity
mechanism exists which monitors wall integrity, initiates changes in wall structure and composition while also activating established
jasmonic or salicylic acid dependent stress response networks.
previously we have shown that Atrbohd (an nAdphoxidase) and JAr1 are involved in maintaining cell wall integrity and that cell wall
damage (generated by cellulose biosynthesis inhibition, cbi) induces jasmonic acid (JA) and lignin production after 6 hours. here we
show that mutations in thEsEUs, oXi KinAsE1 and Mid1-CoMplEMEntinG-ACtiVitY and calcium as well as ros signaling inhibitors
inhibit cbi induced lignin deposition. intriguingly, the same mutants exhibit increased JA levels while ca signaling inhibitors inhibit
JA production. In contrast mutants that are deficient in JA perception or production like coronatine insensitive 1, aos and jasmonic
acid resistant1 exhibit an increase in lignin production. these observations suggest that cbi activates a calcium dependent signaling
mechanism that activates ROS and JA mediated signaling processes. Subsequently the dynamic interaction between ROS and JA
determines the extent of lignin production in response to cell wall damage. this mechanism seems to enable the plant to respond to an
initial input in a quantitatively appropriate way.

12009
mechAnisms of AbA perception And eArly AbA signAling cAscAde
*noriyuki nishimura (university of california, san diego, usA), Kenichi hitomi (the scripps research institute, usA), Andrew Arvai
(the scripps research institute, usA), robert rambo (lawrence berkeley national laboratory, usA), Angela Wang (university of
california, san diego, usA), stephen lee (university of california, san diego, usA), daniel caddell (university of california, san diego,
usA), Ali sarkeshik (the scripps research institute, usA), Kazumasa nito (the sAlK institute, usA), sang-youl park (university of
california at riverside, usA), chiharu hitomi (the scripps research institute, usA), paulo carvalho (the scripps research institute,
usA), Joanne chory (the sAlK institute, usA), John yates (the scripps research institute, usA), sean cutler (university of california
at riverside, usA), elizabeth getzoff (the scripps research institute, usA), Julian schroeder (university of california, san diego, usA)
nonishimura@ucsd.edu
Abscisic acid (AbA) regulates physiologically important stress and developmental responses. Abi1 encodes a protein phosphatase
2c that functions early in the AbA signaling cascade. to address the mechanism of Abi1-mediated AbA signaling, we generated tagged
ABI1 Arabidopsis expression lines and performed affinity column purification of ABI1-associated proteins. Interestingly, the most robust
in planta Abi1-interacting proteins in all lc-ms/ms experiments were nine stArt domain proteins (nishimura et al., plant J 2010). the
major in vivo Abi1 interactors correspond to pyr/pyl/rcAr proteins, which were recently reported as AbA-binding signal transduction
proteins (park et al., science, 2009, ma et al., science, 2009), demonstrating in vivo pyr/pyl/rcAr interactions with Abi1 in Arabidopsis
(Nishimura et al., Plant J 2010). To investigate the biological relevance of the PYR/PYLs, we analyzed pyr1pyl1pyl2pyl4 quadruple mutant
plants and found strong insensitivities in AbA-induced stomatal closure and AbA-inhibition of stomatal opening (nishimura et al., plant J
2010).
We investigated the structural mechanisms by which pyr/pyl/rcAr proteins mediate signaling. pyr1 crystallographic structures reveal
an α/β helix-grip fold and homodimeric assembly. The homodimeric assembly was verified in planta by co-immunoprecipitation. ABA binding
within a large internal cavity switches structural motifs distinguishing AbA-free “open-lid” from AbA-bound “closed-lid” conformations.
site-directed pyr1 mutants designed to disrupt hormone binding lose AbA-triggered interactions with Abi1 in planta (nishimura et al.,
science 2009). furthermore, data will be presented indicating that AbA signaling proteins form an AbA signalosome complex.
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12010
ein3/eil1 cooperAte With pif1 to modulAte seedling de-etiolAtion in ArAbidopsis
shangwei Zhong (peking university, china), fengying An (peking university, china), hui shi (peking university, china), *hongwei guo
(peking university, china)
hongweig@pku.edu.cn
the ability to switch from skotomorphogenesis to photomorphogenesis is essential for seedling development and plant survival.
recent studies revealed that cop1 and phytochrome-interacting factors (pifs) are key regulators of this transition by repressing the
photomorphogenic responses and/or maintaining the skotomorphogenic state of etiolated seedlings. here we report that the plant
gaseous hormone ethylene plays a crucial role in the transition from skotomorphogenesis to photomorphogenesis by facilitating greening
of etiolated seedlings upon light irradiation. Activation of ein3/eil1 (two master transcription factors in the ethylene signaling pathway)
is both necessary and sufficient for ethylene-induced enhancement of seedling greening, as well as repression of the accumulation of
protochlorophyllide, a phototoxic intermediate of chlorophyll synthesis. ein3/eil1 were found to induce gene expression of two key enzymes
in the chlorophyll synthesis pathway, protochlorophyllide oxidoreductase A and b (porA/b). chip and emsA assays demonstrated that
EIN3 directly binds to the specific elements present in the PORA and PORB promoters. Genetic studies revealed that EIN3/EIL1 function in
cooperation with pif1 in preventing photo-oxidative damage and promoting cotyledon greening. moreover, activation of ein3 reverses the
blockage of greening triggered by cop1 mutation or far-red light irradiation. consistently, ein3 acts downstream of cop1 and its protein
accumulation is enhanced by cop1 but decreased by light (Zhong et al., 2009, pnAs). taken together, ein3/eil1 represent a new class
of transcriptional regulators along with pif1 to optimize de-etiolation of Arabidopsis seedlings. this study highlights the essential role of
ethylene in enhancing seedling development and survival through protecting etiolated seedlings against photo-oxidative damage.

12011
cytoKinin-fAcilitAted destAbiliZAtion of Arr2 regulAtes signAling output in ArAbidopsis tWo-component circuitry
Kangmin Kim (pohang university of science and technology, KoreA), hojin ryu (pohang university of science and technology, KoreA),
young-hyun cho (pohang university of science and technology, KoreA), emanuele scacchi (università la sapienza, italy), sabrina
sabatini (università la sapienza, italy), *ildoo hwang (pohang university of science and technology, KoreA)
ihwang@postech.ac.kr
cytokinins propagate their signals via multiple phosphorelays, similarly observed in bacterial two-component system. in Arabidopsis,
signal outputs are generally determined by activation state of type-b Arrs (Arabidopsis response regulators), a subset of transcription
factors; however, their regulatory mechanisms are largely unknown. here, we demonstrate that the protein stability of Arr2, a type-b
Arr, modulates cytokinin signaling outputs. Arr2, but not other type-b Arrs such as Arr1, Arr10, and Arr12, is rapidly destabilized by
cytokinin treatment. The degradation of ARR2 is mediated by the 26S proteasome pathway and requires cytokinin-induced phosphorylation
of Asp80 residue in the receiver domain. through mutational analyses of amino acid residues in the receiver domain, we found that
substitution of lys 85 to gly inhibits Arr2 destabilization by t-zeatin. the expression of Arr2K85g in transgenic Arabidopsis conferred
enhanced cytokinin sensitivity in various developmental processes including primary root elongation, callus induction, leaf senescence,
and hypocotyl growth. Arr2K85g prolonged the high levels of expression of type-A Arrs known as primary cytokinin-responsive genes
and indicators for signaling output of the two-component circuitry. these results reveal that cytokinin-induced degradation of Arr2 is a
desensitization mechanism of cytokinins and required for fine-tuning of output intensities of developmental signals in Arabidopsis.

12012
cKr, A bhlh trAnscription fActor, functions As A Key regulAtor for cell division And orgAn groWth in cytoKinin
response
*Joonghyuk park (postech, south Korea), geuntae park (seoul national university, south Korea), sunhwa choi (postech, south
Korea), yeonhee choi (seoul national university, south Korea), ildoo hwang (postech, south Korea)
umjii@postech.ac.kr
cytokinins are important for various developmental processes of plants including leaf senescence, apical dominance, chloroplast
development, anthocyanin production, and cell division. cytokinin signaling cascade through two-component phosphorelay has been
well-known; however, regulators that determine cytokinin signaling output are still elusive. Here we identified a cytokinin-responsive CKR
(cytokinin responsible growth regulator) encoding a bhlh transcription factor. cKr over-expressing plants exhibited bigger and faster
organ growth of flowers, embryo, and cotyledons than did ckr knockout or wild-type plants. CKR expression was induced by cytokinins
and ARR2, a major regulator of cytokinin signaling. CKR specifically activated the expression of cyclinD, implicating cytokinin action
in cell cycle through the direct activation of cKr as well as the two-component system. taken together, we propose that cKr is a key
downstream regulator in cytokinin-mediated organ growth and cell cycle.

12013
mAternAl synthesis of AbA And trAnsport of AbA into the embryo during ArAbidopsis seed development
yuri Kanno (riKen psc, Japan), yusuke Jikumaru (riKen psc, Japan), yuji Kamiya (riKen psc, Japan), *mitsunori seo (riKen psc,
Japan)
mseo@psc.riken.jp
Abscisic acid (AbA) is a plant hormone involved in many aspects of seed development such as accumulation of storage compounds,
induction of seed dormancy and inhibition of precocious germination. We conducted detailed ABA quantification analysis in Arabidopsis
developing seeds by liquid chromatography-electronspray ionization-tandem mass spectrometry (LC-ESI-MS/MS). Detection of ABA from
single seed in the population of f2 generated by crossing wild type and an ABA-deficient mutant, aba2, demonstrated that AbA was
synthesized in maternal tissues during mid-development, whereas it was synthesized in zygotic tissues in later stages. despite active AbA
biosynthesis in maternal tissues in the middle stage, AbA was highly accumulated in the embryos in this stage, suggesting that AbA was
translocated into the embryos from other tissues. physiological roles of AbA synthesized in different tissues will be discussed.

12014
three snrK2 protein KinAses Are the mAin positive regulAtors of AbA signAling in seed development And dormAncy
in ArAbidopsis
*Kazuo nakashima (JircAs, Japan), yasunari fujita (JircAs, Japan), norihito Kanamori (JircAs, Japan), takeshi Katagiri (plant sci.
ctr., riKen, Japan), taishi umezawa (plant sci. ctr., riKen, Japan), satoshi Kidokoro (JircAs; grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo,
Japan), Kyonoshin maruyama (biol. resources div., JircAs, Japan), takuya yoshida (JircAs; grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo,
Japan), Kanako ishiyama (bioresource ctr., riKen, Japan), masatomo Kobayashi (bioresource ctr., riKen, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki
(plant sci. ctr., riKen, Japan), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (JircAs; grad. sch. Agr. life sci., univ. tokyo, Japan)
kazuid@affrc.go.jp
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AbA is an important phytohormone regulating various plant processes, including stress tolerance, seed development and germination.
srK2d/snrK2.2, srK2e/snrK2.6/ost1 and srK2i/snrK2.3 are redundant AbA-activated snf1-related protein kinases 2 (snrK2s) in
Arabidopsis thaliana. We examined the role of three homologous Arabidopsis AbA-activated snrK2 protein kinases, srK2d, srK2e and
srK2i in seed development and germination. these were mainly expressed in the nucleus during seed development and germination.
unlike srk2d, srk2e and srk2i single and double mutants, the triple mutant (srk2d srk2e srk2i) was sensitive to desiccation and showed
severe growth defects during seed development. it exhibited elevated seed AbA content, a loss of dormancy and vivipary. the triple mutant
showed highly enhanced insensitivity to AbA. it also showed insensitivity to sugars and paclobutrazol (pAc), a gibberellin biosynthesis
inhibitor. the triple mutant had greatly reduced phosphorylation activity of in-gel kinase experiments using bZip transcription factors
including Abi5. microarray experiments revealed that 48% and 30% of the down-regulated genes in abi5 and abi3 seeds were suppressed
in the triple mutant seeds, respectively. moreover, disruption of the three protein kinases induced global changes in the up-regulation
of AbA-repressive gene expression, as well as the down-regulation of AbA-inducible gene expression. these results indicate that these
protein kinases are essential for the control of seed development and dormancy through the extensive control of AbA-responsive gene
expression.

12015
AnAlysis of Auxin biosynthesis by using the iAA biosynthesis inhibitors
*Kazuo soeno (national Agriculture and food research organization, Japan), takahiro ishii (riKen, Japan), tomoe tachikawa (riKen,
Japan), takehiko ogura (riKen, Japan), shigeo yoshida (riKen, Japan), shozo fujioka (riKen, Japan), tadao Asami (the university of
tokyo, Japan), yukihisa shimada (riKen, Japan)
soeno@affrc.go.jp
We were successful to identify the first auxin-biosynthesis inhibitor, aminoethoxyvinylglycine (AVG), which blocks L-Tryptophan(Trp)
aminotransferase which catalyze conversion from l-trp to indole-3-pyruvic acid. Additional screening allowed us to identify several
compounds as auxin-biosynthesis inhibitors, all of which inhibited l-trp aminotransferase in enzyme extracts from wheat and Arabidopsis.
We used these inhibitors to investigate the conservation and diversity of the auxin biosynthesis pathway in a monocot plant, rice, and
dicot plants, tomato and Arabidopsis in vivo. these inhibitors reduced endogenous indole-3-acetic acid (iAA) levels both in monocot and
dicots, indicating that l-trp aminotransferase constitutes one of the major auxin biosynthesis pathway conserved among higher plants.
however, the inhibitors showed different action spectrum among organs and species. the inhibitors inhibited normal root elongation and
the gravitropic response in Arabidopsis seedlings, which recovered from the inhibition by exogenous applications of iAA and its precursors
almost completely to the level of non-inhibited seedlongs. these results provide novel insights into auxin biosynthesis and action.
this work was supported by the program for promotion of basic and Applied researches for innovations in bio-oriented industry
(brAin).

12016
role for tyrosine phosphorylAtion in brAssinosteroid signAling
man-ho oh (usdA-Ars and university of illinois, usA), xiaofeng Wang (nc state university, usA), steven clouse (nc state university,
usA), *steven huber (usdA-Ars and university of illinois, usA)
schuber1@illinois.edu
plant and animal cells have receptor kinases that span the plasma membrane and function to transfer extracellular signals to the interior
of the cell. binding of the ligand to the receptor’s extracellular domain activates the cytoplasmic protein kinase domain of the receptor via
auto- and/or trans-phosphorylation, and the dogma is that animal receptor kinases autophosphorylate on tyr residues while plant receptor
kinases autophosphorylate on ser/thr residues. recent results with the Arabidopsis brassinosteroid (br) receptor kinase, bri1, and its
co-receptor, BAK1, indicate that they are actually dual specificity kinases, capable of autophosphorylation on Ser, Thr and Tyr. With BRI1,
phosphorylation of tyr-831 in the juxtamembrane domain affects br signaling that controls leaf shape and size, biomass accumulation,
and flowering time. With BAK1, which functions as a co-receptor in several pathways including BR signaling, autophosphorylation on
Tyr-610 in the carboxy-terminal domain was identified as a major site that is essential for BAK1 function in vivo. Plants expressing
bAK1(y610f)-flag (in the bak1bak1/bkk1bkk1 background) are severely dwarfed and resemble br-signaling mutants. A subset of blregulated genes, including many growth-promoting genes, is down regulated in the y610f plants suggesting that phosphorylation of
tyr-610 is essential for effective br signaling. interestingly, tyr phosphorylation of bri1 and bAK1 appears to have opposing effects on
br signaling. the occurrence of tyr phosphorylation in bri1, bAK1, and several other receptor kinases opens a new level of potential
regulation of important signaling pathways that may ultimately lead to new strategies to control plant growth and development.

12017
study for role of lonely guy cytoKinin-ActivAting enZymes in ArAbidopsis
*hiroki tokunaga (bioagricultural science of nagoya university graduate school, Japan), mikiko Kojima (riKen plant science center,
Japan), hitoshi sakakibara (riKen plant science center, Japan)
tokunaga@psc.riken.jp
cytokinins play crucial roles in diverse aspects of plant growth and development. the free base forms, such as trans-zeatin and
n6-(Δ2-isopentenyl)adenine, are thought to be the hormonally active cytokinin. in the biosynthesis pathway, the nucleotide form is
initially produced as a cytokinin precursor. to become active, two pathways are possibly involved in producing the free base forms
from the nucleotide: two-step activation pathway and direct activation pathway. in the two-step pathway, the nucleotide forms are
successively converted to the corresponding nucleoside and the free-base forms by nucleotidase and nucleosidase, respectively, although
the responsible genes have not been identified yet. By contrast, the direct pathway mediates production of the free base forms from the
nucleotides. LONELY GUY (LOG) was previously identified as a cytokinin-activating enzyme that works in the direct activation pathway
in rice [1] and Arabidopsis[2]. however, it is still unclear how the direct activation pathway is biologically important in plant growth and
development because log3 log4 log7 triple mutant only showed slight differences in the visible phenotype [2]. To address this question,
we have generated a various combinations of multiple mutants of Arabidopsis log genes (AtloG1-5, 7, 8). When tracer analyses were
performed with stable isotope-labeled cytokinin metabolites, the conversion from the labeled nucleotides to the labeled free base forms
is significantly reduced in the multiple mutants. In addition, we undertook detailed phenotypic analyses. The multiple mutants showed
altered root and shoot morphology which indicates cytokinin-deficiency. Our results strongly suggested that the direct activation pathway
mediated by log plays a central role in production of free-base forms.
[1] Kurakawa et al. nature 452: 652-655 (2007)
[2] Kuroha et al. plant cell 21:3152-3169 (2009)

12018
identificAtion And functionAl AnAlysis of putAtive phosphorylAtion site of Atpin3 in the ArAbidopsis root hAir
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system
*Anindya ganguly (dept. biological science, seoul national university, seoul, south Korea), sang ho lee (dept. biological science,
seoul national university, seoul, south Korea), hyung-taeg cho (dept. biological science, seoul national university, seoul, soth Korea)
anindyabio@gmail.com
PIN-FORMED (PIN) protein members act as auxin efflux transporters which play a significant role in plant growth and development by
maintaining local auxin gradients throughout the plant body. the directional auxin transport is determined by asymmetrical distribution
of pin proteins in the plasma membrane (pm), and phosphorylation of pins has been implicated in this directional intracellular pin
trafficking. We have taken advantage of the Arabidopsis (At) root hair system to assay auxin transporting activity of PIN proteins where
enhanced activity of auxin efflux transporters reduces root hair growth likely by lowering cellular auxin levels. Here, using this root hair
assay system, we analyzed the putative phosphorylation residues of AtPIN3. While root hair-specific expression of wild type AtPIN3
greatly reduced the root hair growth, certain combinatorial mutations in putative phosphorylation residues of the central hydrophilic
loop abolished pin3-mediated inhibition of root hair growth. microscopic observation of the pin3-gfp fusion supports the idea that the
restoration of root hair growth in the mutant PIN3-expression lines resulted from disruption of PIN3 trafficking to the PM.
these results provide clues for putative phosphorylation residues in the pin3 central loop which could be targets of the upstream
modulatory pathway.
this study was supported by grants from Kosef, cfgc, and biogreen 21.

12019
the interAction betWeen cytoKinin And Auxin controls stem cell specificAtion during in Vitro shoot induction in
ArAbiddopsis
*xian sheng Zhang (shandong Agricultural university, china), Zhi Juan cheng (institute of genetics and developmental biology, cAs,
china), ying hua su (shandong Agricultural university, china), xing guo li (shandong Agricultural university, china), xin Qi gao
(shandong Agricultural university, china)
zhangxs@sdau.edu.cn
shoot regeneration is an important way for plant propagation in vitro. stem cells are critical for the formation of shoot apical meristem
and must be induced within the callus during shoot induction. little is understood however about the regulation of this process and how
the stem-cell fate becomes determined during this process. in our current study, we showed that the fate of stem cells is determined by
cytokinin and auxin within the callus after induction. We next visualized the behavior and interaction of cytokinin and auxin during stemcell formation. in the non-induced callus, either cytokinin or auxin gradients were established in its surrounding edge region. however,
the regional distribution of both hormones occurred following induction after which WUsChEl (WUs) was found to be induced in the
region containing high levels of cytokinin and low levels of auxin. furthermore, the polarized pin-formed (pin) proteins were observed
in the regions close to the edge of the callus after induction. upon the inhibition of cytokinin biosynthesis, the auxin levels decreased
and a normal distribution pattern for WUs induction was not observed. disruption of cytokinin signaling also resulted in an abnormal
distribution pattern for auxin. following inhibition of auxin transport or inhibition of pin1 expression, the regional distribution of auxin
gradients was not detected within the callus and notably, the regional distribution of cytokinin gradients was also not observed. our
current results suggest that a positive interaction between cytokinin and auxin controls the stem-cell fate, and we propose a model for
stem-cell specification control during in vitro shoot induction in Arabidopsis by cytokinin and auxin.

12020
A novel method to regulAte the protein function in non-plAnt orgAnisms by utiliZing An Auxin response
*Kohei nishimura (osaka university, Japan), tatsuo fukagawa (national institute of genetics, Japan), haruhiko takisawa (osaka
university, Japan), tatsuo Kakimoto (osaka university, Japan), masato Kanemaki (osaka university, Japan)
knishi@bio.sci.osaka-u.ac.jp
Plants have evolved a unique system in which the plant hormone directly induces rapid degradation of certain proteins by a specific
form of the SCF E3 ubiquitin ligase. In plant cells, auxin promotes the interaction between an auxin receptor TIR1 and transcriptional
repressors called Aux/iAAs. As tir1 is also f-box protein that is a target-recognizing subunit of scf, Aux/iAAs recruited into scftir1
are polyubiquitinated by SCFTIR1 and degraded by 26S proteasome. Non-plant eukaryotes lack the auxin response, but share the SCF
dependent degradation pathway. We expected that we could develop a novel system for rapid depletion of the target protein, based on
transplanting this auxin—dependent degradation pathway from plants to non-plant organisms. for this purpose, we expressed the tir1
gene from Arabidopsis thalina under the gAl promoter. in this strain, gfp fused with iAA17 was depleted within 30 minutes after addition
of auxin. this result indicated that we could reconstitute of auxin-dependent degradation pathway in budding yeast by inducing tir1 to
deplete the target protein fused with iAA17. so we named this system Auxin inducible degron (Aid) system. the Aid system allowed
rapid and reversible degradation of the target proteins in response to auxin and enabled us to generate efficient conditional mutants of
essential proteins in yeast as well as cell lines derived from chicken, mouse and human cells1. thus offering a powerful tool to control
protein expression and study protein function in non-plant organisms.
1. K. nishimura, t. fukagawa, h, takisawa, t, Kakimoto and m. Kanemaki An auxin-based degron system for the rapid depletion of
proteins in non-plant cells. nature methods 6, 917-922, 2009

12021
initiAl chArActeriZAtion of the AgrAvitropic ArAbidopsis mutAnt thAt is orthologous to rice lAzY1
*shu sasaki (graduate school of life science, hokkaido university, Japan), Atsuko sato (faculty of science, hokkaido university,
Japan), masaaki Watahiki (faculty of science, hokkaido university, Japan), Kotaro yamamoto (faculty of science, hokkaido university,
Japan)
shiro.autumn@gmail.com
Shoots of higher plants show negative gravitropism, where inflorescences bend to direction contrary to the gravity vector. Although
genetic studies have identified many genes involved in such gravitropic responses, molecular details of gravity perception and later signal
transduction are still largely unknown. by screening of ems-mutagenized Arabidopsis seeds that harbored MsG2/iAA19 promoter::nlsGFp and MsG2 promoter::GUs, we isolated a novel mutant which had reduced gfp signal intensity and showed reduced gravitropism in
shoots. With map-based cloning method, we identified a mutation in the gene At5g14090 that changed Trp4 to the stop codon. At5g14090
is orthologous to lAzY1 in rice (Yoshihara and Iino, 2007). Complementation test with a T-DNA insertional line of At5g14090 confirmed
that this mutation caused the agravitropic phenotype of shoots. the rice mutant lazy1 also has reduced shoot gravitropism, suggesting
that this gene plays a critical role in gravitropism of higher plants. our mutant has normal amyloplasts and normal positive gravitropic
response in root. these phenotypes are similar to those of rice lazy1. Arabidopsis lazy1 exhibited reduced circumnutation of shoots
though circumnutation is completely lost in rice lazy1 coleoptiles. under continuous white light condition Arabidopsis lazy1 apparently
displayed plagiogravitropism of shoots. Quantitative RT-PCR analyses confirmed reduced MsG2 expression in Arabidopsis lazy1, but its
responsiveness to exogenous auxin was kept almost intact. though rice lAzY1 is a single gene, Arabidopsis lAzY1 (AtlAzY1) has a
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paralogous gene At3g27025. Its amino acid sequence is 22% identical to AtLAZY1 and also has no known motifs or signals. In this report
we will also present phenotypic and molecular genetic analyses of a t-dnA insertion line of the AtlAzY1 paralog.

12022
crfs form protein-protein interActions Among eAch other And With members of the cytoKinin-signAling pAthWAy
viA the crf domAin
James cutcliffe (Auburn university, usA), eva hellmann (free university of berlin, germany), leslie goertzen (Auburn university, usA),
Alexander heyl (free university of berlin, germany), *Aaron rashotte (Auburn university, usA)
rashotte@auburn.edu
cytokinin is a plant hormone essential for growth and development and the elucidation of its signaling pathway as a variant of the
bacterial two-component signaling system (tcs) has led to a better understanding of how this hormone is involved in general plant
processes. A set of cytokinin-regulated transcription factors known as cytokinin response factors (crfs) have been described as a
potential branch of the tcs, yet little is known of how crfs actually interact with each other and with members of tcs pathway. here we
describe the interactions of CRF proteins (CRF1-8) using the yeast two-hybrid system and bimolecular fluorescence complementation in
planta assays. We found that CRFs are readily able to form both homo- and heterodimers with each other. Additionally, we provide the first
analysis of CRF vs. TCS pathway proteins interactions indicating that CRFs (CRF1-8) are able to specifically interact directly with most of
the Arabidopsis histidine-phosphotransfer proteins (Ahp1-5) further solidifying their link to the cytokinin signaling pathway. furthermore,
we mapped the region of CRF proteins involved in these interactions and determined that the clade specific CRF domain alone is sufficient
for these interactions. This is the first described function for the CRF domain in plants.

12023
p-body And stress grAnule locAliZed AttZf1 cAn mediAte sugAr, AbA, And gA responses
*Jyan-chyun Jang (plant biotechnology center, ohio state university, usA), marcelo pomeranz (plant biotechnology center, ohio state
university, usA), pei-chi lin (plant biotechnology center, ohio state university, usA), yusuke Jikumaru (riKen plant science center,
Japan), shin gene Kang (plant biotechnology center, ohio state university, usA), cyrus hah (plant biotechnology center, ohio state
university, usA), shozo fujioka (riKen Advanced science institute, Japan), yuji Kamiya (riKen plant science center), perry blackshear
(niehs and duke university medical center, usA)
jang.40@osu.edu
processing-bodies (p-bodies, pbs) and stress granules (sgs) are cytoplasmic messenger ribonucleoprotein (mrnp) complexes. it
has been shown recently that pbs and sgs play important roles in post-transcriptional regulation and epigenetic modulation of gene
expression. While pbs are enriched with translation-repressed mrnAs and mrnA silencing and degradation machineries, sgs are
essentially aggregation of stalled pre-initiation complexes and translation regulators. We have found that the Arabidopsis (AttZf1) and
human (hTTP) Tandem Zinc Finger proteins can traffic between the nucleus and cytoplasmic foci, where they co-localize with PB and
SG markers, AGO1, DCP2, PABP, and XRN4 in plant cells. AtTZF1-associated cytoplasmic foci are dynamic and tissue-specific. They are
preferentially formed in active growing cells and induced by various stresses, including stress hormones. reverse genetic analyses indicate
that AttZf1 is a positive regulator for sugar- and AbA-mediated, and a negative regulator for gA-mediated plant growth, development,
and stress responses. Gene expression profiling reveals that over-expression of AtTZF1 mimics the effects of +ABA/-GA. Co-expression
analyses identify a cell growth cluster centered by a sugar/AbA/gA regulated peptide hormone and a defense response cluster centered by
a WRKY transcription factor. Because AtTZF1 affects hormone accumulation only in specific developmental stages, it is likely that AtTZF1
affects sugar/AbA/gA responses mainly by regulating their signal transduction components. since AttZf1 can bind both dnA and rnA in
vitro, it raises a possibility that AttZf1 is involved in transcriptional regulation in nucleus and rnA regulation in pbs and sgs.

12024
Abscisic Acid And ethylene crosstAlK reveAled by the AbA2/ethylene double mutAnts in ArAbidopsis
*Wan-hsing cheng (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan, roc), ming-hau chiang (institute of plant and
microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan, roc), san-gwang hwang (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan,
roc), pei-chi lin (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan, roc)
whcheng@gate.sinica.edu.tw
Although abscisic acid (AbA) and ethylene have antagonistic functions in the control of plant growth and development, including
seed germination and early seedling development, it remains unknown whether a convergent point exists between these two signaling
pathways or whether they operate in parallel in Arabidopsis thaliana. to elucidate this issue, four ethylene mutants, ctr1, ein2, ein3,
and ein6, were crossed with aba2 (also known as gin1-3) to generate double mutants. genetic epistasis analysis revealed that all of the
resulting double mutants displayed both aba2 and ethylene mutants phenotypes. our currently data therefore demonstrate that AbA and
ethylene act in parallel, at least in primary signal transduction pathways. moreover, by microarray analysis we found that an ACC oxidase
(ACo) was significantly upregulated in the aba2 mutant, whereas the nCEd3 gene in ein2 was upregulated, and both the Abi1 and
CYp707A2 genes in etr1-1 were downregulated. these data further suggest that AbA and ethylene may control the hormonal biosynthesis
catabolism or signaling of each other to enhance their antagonistic effects upon seed germination and early seedling growth.

12025
over-expression of cis-ZeAtin-o-glucosyltrAnsferAse in rice
*toru Kudo (riKen plant science center, Japan), nobue makita (riKen plant science center, Japan), mikiko Kojima (riKen plant
science center, Japan), hitoshi sakakibara (riKen plant science center, Japan)
t-kudo@psc.riken.jp
in higher plants, cis-zeatin (cZ) has been considered as adjunct to trans-zeatin with low activity, based on traditional bioassays
of cytokinin and studies on cytokinin signaling in Arabidopsis. however, cZ and cZ derivates are accumulated in some plant species
including maize and rice. in contract to cytokinin receptors of Arabidopsis, maize cytokinin receptor ZmhK1 is sensitive to cZ. thus,
further investigation of cZ is required to understand generality and diversity of the cytokinin metabolism and function in higher plants.
in rice, cZ-o-glucoside (cZog) and cZ riboside-o-glucoside (cZrog) are accumulated in high levels. it has been reported that two udpglucosyltransferase (UDP-GT) family proteins of maize (cisZOG1, cisZOG2) showed cZ specific o-glucosylation activity in vitro. blast
search of rice genome database showed that homologous udp-gt proteins to maize cisZogs are encoded by 6 genes in rice. Among the
6 udp-gts of rice, at least 3 udp-gts showed cZ-o-glucosylation activity in vitro as well as the maize cisZogs. moreover, cZ riboside
was a better substrate for o-glucosylation by the udp-gts than cZ. in transgenic rice plants ectopically over-expressing the each udp-gt
gene, accumulation of cZog or cZrog was likely to be up-regulated. the over-expressing rice indicated some visible phenotypes, which
are similar to typical phenotype of cytokinin deficient. Together, we conclude that the UDP-GTs can be involved in inactivation of cytokinin
as cZ- or cZr-o-glucosyltransferases in rice.
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12026
direct synthesis of tZ-type cytoKinin is importAnt for gAll formAtion
*nanae mori-ueda (riKen plant science center, Japan), mikiko Kojima (riKen plant science center, Japan), hiroyuki Kasahara (riKen
plant science center, Japan), Katsunori suzuki (hiroshima univ. grad. sch. sci., Japan), hitoshi sakakibara (riKen plant science
center, Japan)
mnanae@psc.riken.jp
Agrobacterium tumefaciens infection induces tumor formation by integrating the t-dnA region of ti-plasmid into the plant nuclear
genome. tumors are formed because the t-dnA encodes enzymes that synthesize two plant hormones, auxin and cytokinin. We had
demonstrated that a cytokinin biosynthesis enzyme isopentenyltransferase (ipt), tmr, which is encoded by the t-dnA region, is targeted
to and functions in plastids of infected plant. the tmr creates a metabolic bypass for direct synthesis of tZ-type cytokinin by using hmbdp.
to reveal biological importance of the tmr function for gall formation, we studied biochemical properties of tmr with comparing to tzs,
which functions in the bacterial cell. We generated transgenic Arabidopsis overexpressing tmr, tzs, or transit peptide-fused tzs (tptzs) under the control of dex-inducible promoter. dex-treatment induced the accumulation of tZ-type cytokinin in tmr-overexpressing
Arabidopsis, whereas it induced that of both tZ and ip in tzs and tp-tzs-overexpressing plants. tmr and tzs show similar substrate
specificity in vitro. thus, it is strongly suggest that tmr has a specialized function to predominantly use hmbdp for tZ biosynthesis in the
host plant plastids. We are now examining tumor-formation efficiency of the recombinant Agrobacteria, whose tmr gene on the t-dnA
is replaced by tzs or tp-tzs.

12027
sKp1-liKE genes mediAte Abscisic Acid regulAtion of seed germinAtion, stomAtAl opening And root groWth in
ArAbidopsis
chijun li (institute of botany, the chinese Academy of sciences, p.r.china), Zuojun liu (institute of botany, the chinese Academy
of sciences, p. r. china), ruozhong Wang (hunan agricultural university, p. r. china), langtao xiao (hunan agricultural university, p.
r. china), hong ma (fudan university, p. r. china), Kang chong (institute of botany, the chinese Academy of sciences, p. r. china),
*yunyuan xu (institute of botany, the chinese Academy of sciences, p. r. china)
xuyy@ibcas.ac.cn
Abscisic acid (AbA) regulates many aspects of plant development, including seed dormancy and germination, root growth and stomatal
closure. plant skp1-like proteins are, or are thought to be, subunits of the scf complex e3 ligases, which regulate several phytohormone
signaling pathways through protein degradation. however, little is known about the relationship between skp1 proteins and AbA signaling.
here, we show that overexpression of triticum aestivum sKp1-like 1 (tsK1) in Arabidopsis resulted in delayed seed germination and
hypersensitivity to AbA. the opening of stomatal guard cells and the transcription of several AbA-responsive genes were affected in
transgenic plants. in addition, Arabidopsis skp1-like 1 (ask1)/ask1 AsK2/ask2seedlings exhibited reduced AbA sensitivity. real-time pcr
results showed AsK1 and AsK2 transcripts downregulated in abi1-1 and abi5 mutants. these data suggest that sKp1-like genes may
positively regulate AbA signaling by scf-mediated protein degradation and participate in AbA responses.

12028
novel ArAbidopsis cytoKinin-resistAnt mutAnts illuminAte An ethylene-independent pAthWAy for groWth
repression of cytoKinins
*xinyan Zhang (peking university, china), Wenyang li (peking university, china), yutao chen (peking university, china), fengying An
(peking university, china), hongwei guo (peking university, china)
zxycausyb@yahoo.com.cn
Cytokinins, with its signal transduction pathway well defined, play key roles in the plant growth and development. Previous studies
have implied the significant role of ethylene involved in the growth inhibition by cytokinins. Interestingly, ethylene-insensitive mutants
show obvious repressed phenotypes on cytokinin treatment. We asked the question how cytokinins restrained plant growth independent
of ethylene signaling. A genetic screening was applied with the ein2-9 mutant background to select cytokinin resistant mutants beyond
ethylene signal transduction. ten mutants were found to be insensitive to cytokinin inhibition in hypocotyl and root elongation. Allelic
analysis showed that these ten mutants belonged to a same complementation group, indicating the high specificity of the screening
assay. surprisingly, after backcross with col-0, the dark-grown mutants without ein2-9 background showed constitutive triple response,
which can be blocked by ethylene synthesis inhibitor Avg. All the adult mutants exhibited dark green rosette leaves and grew very slowly.
Late flowering and late senescence phenotype were observed in the mutants compared with wildtype, suggesting cytokinin signaling
pathway was activated in mutants. We hypothesize that the unique mutations caused turbulences of cytokinin metabolism or signaling
pathway independent of the promotion of ethylene synthesis, and this novel pathway played a vital role in the cytokinin-induced growth
repression.

12029
cop9 signAlosome turns on the degrAdAtion of ein3/eil1 in ethylene signAling
*Ziqiang Zhu (Peking University, China), Fengying An (Peking University, China), Hongwei Guo (Peking University, China)
botanyziqiangzhu@gmail.com
ethylene is a gaseous hormone, which regulates plant growth, development and tolerance to environmental stresses. ethylene
insensitive 3 (ein3) and its closest homolog ein3 like 1 (eil1) are two major transcription factors in ethylene signaling. gene expression
analysis and phenotypic observation show that ein3 eil1 double mutants are insensitive to ethylene, which suggesting that ein3/eil1
play key roles in transmitting ethylene signal to their downstream molecules. in the absence of ethylene, the protein level of ein3/eil1
is quite low, which is caused by their degradation through two F-box proteins (EBF1/2). After the application of ethylene, the function of
ebf1/2 is repressed so that ein3/eil1 proteins are accumulated.
cop9 signalosome is protein complex comprising eight subunits, which is responsible for the posttranslationally modifying cullin
subunit in e3 ligase. previous reports have shown that cop9 signalosome interacted with f-box proteins: tir1, coi1 and ufo to regulate
hormone signaling and flower development. However, how about the interactions between COP9 signalosome and E3 target proteins are
still unclear.
here, we showed that ein3 interacted with one subunit (csn5) of cop9 signalosome in yeast and plant cells. in the cop9 signalosome
mutants, the protein abundance of ein3 was accumulated, which suggested that cop9 signalosome facilitating the degradation of ein3.
strikingly, we transferred a reporter line of ein3 (gus driven by 5 repeated ein3 binding sites) to cop9 mutant and found that gus was
constitutively expressed, which proved the enhancement of the function of ein3 in cop9 signalosome mutants. in order to distinguish
the accumulation of ein3 in cop9 mutant is an effect of missing interaction of cop9-ein3 and/or repression of ebf1/2 functions, we are
going to identify the interaction domain of cop9 and do the mutated analysis.
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12030
mining for novel strigolActone-relAted brAnching genes
philip brewer (university of Queensland, Australia), *mike mason (university of Queensland, Australia), tancred frickey (university
of Queensland, Australia), elizabeth dun (university of Queensland, Australia), emma meyers (university of Queensland, Australia),
fiona filardo (university of Queensland, Australia), Julia cremer (university of Queensland, Australia), georg Weiller (university of
Queensland, Australia), christine beveridge (university of Queensland, Australia)
Michael.Mason@uq.edu.au
strigolactones function in the upwardly-mobile, graft-transmissible signalling pathway that keeps axillary buds in a repressed state of
growth. however, so far only a handful of genes have been implicated in strigolactone biosynthesis or regulation. the lack of strigolactone
branching mutants could be due to redundancy and/or weak branching phenotypes. using a transcriptomic approach and reverse genetics,
we are mining for enzymes and master regulators of the pathway. We present the methodology that allows us to focus on a handful
of genes and to make progress in isolating new branching mutants in Arabidopsis. two of our candidates, a transcription factor and an
enzyme, show moderate, but significantly increased branching phenotypes in mutants. Branching in these mutant shoots is fully rescued
by strigolactone application, but not by grafting with wildtype rootstocks. The transcription factor might be required in the shoot for
feedback signalling and strigolactone production. the enzyme appears to be necessary for a late biosynthetic step in shoot tissue and
opens opportunities to investigate mobile substrates in strigolactone signalling.

12031
sKp1-liKE genes mediAte Abscisic Acid regulAtion of seed germinAtion, stomAtAl opening And root groWth in
ArAbidopsis
chijun li (institute of botany, the chinese Academy of sciences, p.r.china), Zuojun liu (institute of botany, the chinese Academy
of sciences, p. r. china), *Jun xiao (institute of botany, the chinese Academy of sciences, p. r. china), ruozhong Wang (hunan
agricultural university, p. r. china), langtao xiao (hunan agricultural university, p. r. china), hong ma (fudan university, p. r. china),
Kang chong (institute of botany, the chinese Academy of sciences, p. r. china), yunyuan xu (institute of botany, the chinese Academy
of sciences, p. r. china)
rogerxiaojun@sina.com
Abscisic acid (AbA) regulates many aspects of plant development, including seed dormancy and germination, root growth and stomatal
closure. plant skp1-like proteins are, or are thought to be, subunits of the scf complex e3 ligases, which regulate several phytohormone
signaling pathways through protein degradation. however, little is known about the relationship between skp1 proteins and AbA signaling.
here, we show that overexpression of triticum aestivum sKp1-like 1 (tsK1) in Arabidopsis resulted in delayed seed germination and
hypersensitivity to AbA. the opening of stomatal guard cells and the transcription of several AbA-responsive genes were affected in
transgenic plants. in addition, Arabidopsis skp1-like 1 (ask1)/ask1 AsK2/ask2 seedlings exhibited reduced AbA sensitivity. real-time pcr
results showed AsK1 and AsK2 transcripts downregulated in abi1-1 and abi5 mutants. these data suggest that sKp1-like genes may
positively regulate AbA signaling by scf-mediated protein degradation and participate in AbA responses.

12032
Attlp3, A f-box protein Which mediAte Abscisic Acid And stress signAling
*chia-ping lai (far east university, tainan, 74448, taiwan), chih-fu yang (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica,
taipei, taiwan), po-hsuan chen (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taipei, taiwan), Jei-fu shaw (national chung
hsing university, taichung, 40227, taiwan)
glbhouse@yahoo.com.tw
in this research, we study the function of the Attlp3 gene using reverse genetic methods. transgenic plants carrying Attlp3 promoter::
gus construct were used to determine the temporal and spatial expression patterns of the Attlp3 gene. According to the results, Attlp3
had obvious expression during seed germination, suggesting its involvement in this process. AbA-insensitive phenotypes were observed for
two independent Attlp3 knockout lines (attlp3-1 and attlp3-2) while transgenic plants overexpressing Attlp3 were hypersensitive to AbA
during seed germination. rtQ-pcr analysis showed that Attlp3 expression was repressed by AbA during seed germination. these results
suggest that Attlp3 may participate in the AbA signaling pathway during seed germination. moreover, transgenic plants were treated
with glucose and mannitol to monitor their responses to osmotic pressure during early seedling development. As a result, a glucoseinsensitive phenotype was observed in attlp3-1 and attlp3-2 while overexpressing Attlp3 was hypersensitive to 5% glucose during early
seedling development. no such responses were observed with the same concentration of mannitol in transgenic plants, suggesting the
hypersensitivity was glucose specific rather than the result of an osmotic effect. Transient expression of AtTLP3 in Arabidopsis mesophyll
protoplasts indicated that Attlp3 is partially localized in the nucleus. these results suggest that Attlp3 probably acts through targeting
one or more regulatory proteins in the nucleus for ubiquitin-mediated proteolysis to regulate ABA and/or glucose signaling pathways.

12033
extending the AbA signAling netWorK: A WnK KinAse Acts As A negAtive regulAtor
*esther goerlich (hip-developmental biology, university heidelberg, germany), Anne hong-hermesdorf (department of chemistry and
biochemistry, uclA, usA), Karin schumacher (hip-developmental biology, university heidelberg, germany)
egoerlich@hip.uni-heidelberg.de
As a key regulator of plant growth and development, the phytohormone abscisic acid (ABA) influences almost all aspects of a plant’s life,
ranging from germination and post germination control to mediating stomatal closure up to the regulation of various stress responses.
to coordinate these functions an extensive network of signal transducers is necessary. protein phosphatases of the pp2c family are
central negative regulators of the AbA signaling pathway. they directly interact with the AbA receptor proteins, thereby regulating the
activity of downstream kinases. So far, members of the SnRK2 (SNF1-related protein kinase 2) family are the only identified kinases,
which act as positive regulators in AbA signaling.
our work provides evidence that, opposite snrKs, a kinase of the WnK family is a new component of the AbA signaling pathway. the
Arabidopsis WNK family consists of 11 serine/threonine protein kinases exhibiting a characteristic replacement of a unique lysine residue
in the catalytic domain, hence the name WnK (With no K (lysine)).
phenotypic analysis of wnk8 mutants, exhibiting altered post germination growth in response to AbA, indicate that WnK8 could be
involved in AbA signaling. in addition, double mutant analysis revealed that the wnk8 alleles are able to modifiy the ABA-hypersensitive
phenotype of the pp2ca-1 mutant. Direct interaction between WNK8 and PP2CA was observed in the Y2H system and verified in planta
using the bifc system. furthermore, biochemical analysis showed that WnK8 is a direct target of the pp2cA phosphatase.
taken together our results show that WnK8 can be integrated into the AbA signaling network as a novel negative regulator that might
counteract snrK activity.
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12034
cell specific visuAliZAtion of JAsmonAtes using JAsmonAte-specific Antibodies
*Kati mielke (leibniz institute of plant biochemistry halle/saale, germany), susanne forner (leibniz institute of plant biochemistry
halle/saale, germany), udo conrad (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research, germany), bettina hause (leibniz
institute of plant biochemistry halle/saale, germany)
kati.mielke@ipb-halle.de
Jasmonates are well-characterized signals in plant development and in the response of plants to abiotic and biotic stresses, such as
wounding by herbivores. A gap in our knowledge on jasmonate-induced processes is the occurrence of jasmonates at cellular level. here,
we present a novel antibody-based approach to visualize jasmonates in cross sections of plant material. the antibody raised in rabbit
against BSA-coupled jasmonic acid is highly specific for bioactive jasmonates, such as jasmonic acid (JA), its methyl ester and isoleucine
conjugate, but does not bind to 12-oxophytodienoic acid, 12-hydoxy-JA and coronatine. With this new antibody a powerful tool is available
to detect cell and tissue-specifically the occurrence of jasmonates in any jasmonate-dependent stress response or developmental process
of plants.

12035
AlterAtion of substrAte specificity: the vAriAble n-terminAl domAin of cA2+-dependent protein KinAse is importAnt
for the substrAte recognition
*takeshi ito (graduate school of science, hiroshima university, Japan), masaru nakata (research institute of genome-based
biofactory, Aist, Japan), Jutarou fukazawa (plant science center, riKen, Japan), sarahmi ishida (graduate school of science,
university of tokyo, Japan), yohsuke takahashi (graduate school of science, hiroshima university, Japan)
d075634@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
protein kinases are major signaling molecules that are involved in a variety of cellular processes. however, molecular mechanisms of
how protein kinases discriminate specific substrates are still largely unknown. Ca2+-dependent protein kinases (cdpKs) play central roles
in ca2+ signaling in plants. previously, we found that a tobacco (nicotiana tabacum) ntcdpK1 negatively regulates transcription factor
repression of shoot groWth (rsg) that is involved in gibberellin (gA) feedback regulation. here, we found that the variable nterminal domain of ntcdpK1 is necessary for the recognition of rsg. A mutation (r10A) in the variable n-terminal domain of ntcdpK1
reduced both rsg-binding and rsg phosphorylation while leaving kinase activity intact. furthermore, r10A mutation suppressed in vivo
function of ntcdpK1. the substitution of the variable n-terminal domain of an Arabidopsis cdpK, AtcpK9, with that of ntcdpK1 conferred
rsg kinase activities. this chimeric cdpK behaved according to the identity of the variable n-terminal domain in transgenic plants. our
results open the possibility of engineering the substrate specificity of CDPK by manipulation of the variable N-terminal domain, enabling
a rational rewiring of cellular signaling pathways.

12036
identificAtion of A bAK1-binding protein, bAp228, And investigAtion of its brAssinosteroid signAling-relAted gene
expression pAttern
min-hee Kim (biological science and technology, yonsei university, republic of Korea), Ji-hye song (biological science and technology,
yonsei university, republic of Korea), Ju-Won Kim (biological science and technology, yonsei university, republic of Korea), *soo-hwan
Kim (biological science and technology, yonsei university, republic of Korea)
soohwan@yonsei.ac.kr
brassinosteroid(br) signal transduction is initiated by the binding of the hormone to the surface receptor bri1 (brAssinosteroid
insensitive 1). bAK1 (bri1-AssociAted receptor KinAse 1) is a bri1-binding transmembrane protein cross-activating br-bound
bri1 protein, thus relaying membrane-initiated brassinosteroid signaling to br-responding gene expression. to get better understanding
how bAK1 is involved in br signaling, we screened bAK1 binding proteins by performing yeast two-hybrid assay using bAK1 kinase domain
as a bait, and identified BAP228 as a LRR(Leucine-rich receptor protein)-typed transmembrane protein. BAP228 binds preferentially to
the phosphorylated form of BAK1 than to the non-phosphorylated one determined by yeast tri-hybrid test. Semi-quantitative RT-PCR
revealed that bAp228 expression was high in the vascular tissue of the shoot, root, and flower bud. This result is further evidenced by
the fact that GFP signal was highly detected in vascular tissues of the shoot, root, flower bud, and the stamen (pollen) of pbAp228::
GFp transgenic lines. one micromole of epi-br treatment to the wild-type plant (col-0) increased the bAp228 expression. interestingly,
bAp228 gene expression was higher in the bak1-3 mutant than that in the wild-type. this implies that the shortage of bAK1-3 protein
might be compensated by the increased bAp228 gene expression to maintain the normal br signaling activity by its homeostatic
feedback regulation. in conclusion, the bAK1 binding protein, bAp228, is expressed high in the vascular tissue and stamen, and br signal
transduction might be mediated by the interaction between bAp228 and bAK1.

12037
the effect of AtrAnbp1c, A rAn (rAs-relAted nucleAr g-protein)-binding protein, And cAlcium on root development
in ArAbidopsis
chang-sook goh (biological science and technology, yonsei university, republic of Korea), yew lee (biological science and technology,
yonsei university, republic of Korea), yoon Kim (biological science and technology, yonsei university, republic of Korea), hak-soo lee
(biological science and technology, yonsei university, republic of Korea), *soo-hwan Kim (biological science and technology, yonsei
university, republic of Korea)
soohwan@yonsei.ac.kr
Auxin is one of plant hormones, which has pivotal roles on plant development and growth. Atranbp1c is one of the binding proteins to
ran/tc4 (ras-related nuclear small gtp-binding protein. the transgenic Arabidopsis expressing antisense strand of Atranbp1c showed
1.5~ 2 times more elongation of the primary root than that of wild-type and had less number of lateral roots. the same transgenic line
also showed hypersensitivity to auxin. based on these results, we have proposed that Atranbp1c might regulate the nuclear transport
of negative regulators of auxin action. to understand the effect of Atranbp1c-mediated regulation of root growth, we crossed the antiAtranbp1c transgenic line with dr5::GUs or ppin1::pin1-GFp expressing transgenic plants to examine the auxin distribution in the
root and its transport activity mediated by pin1 protein. interestingly, the size of the auxin maximum in the root tip was reduced in
the Atranbp1c X dr5::GUs plants and the gfp signal in the anti-Atranbp1c X ppin1::pin-GFp was also significantly disappeared from
the vascular tissues compared to the dr5::GUs transgenic plant or ppin1::pin-GFp transgenic plant control lines, respectively. We
investigated the effect of calcium in auxin transport directing to the root tip. treatments of calcium antagonists decreased the size of the
auxin maximum. this phenomenon might be explained by the fact that the expression of ppin1::pin1-GFp in the roots was reduced by
the treatment of calcium antagonist. in addition to their effects on maintenance of auxin maximum, treatments of calcium antagonists
frequently resulted in abnormal division of the quiescent center cells and differentiation of the middle cortex. We concluded that both
ran/Atranbp1c- and calcium-involved signal transduction regulate pin1 expression, and thus control the auxin-regulated root cell type
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determination and maintenance.

12038
A pdr-type Abc trAnsporter mediAtes cellulAr uptAKe of the phytohormone Abscisic Acid
Joohyun Kang (division of molecular life sciences, postech, Korea), *Jae-ung hwang (division of molecular life sciences, postech,
Korea), miyoung lee (division of molecular life sciences, postech, Korea), yu-young Kim (division of molecular life sciences,
POSTECH, Korea), Sarah M Assmann (Biology Department, Penn State University, US), Enrico Martinoia (Institut für Pflanzenbiologie,
universität Zürich, switzerland), youngsook lee (division of integrative biology and biotechnology, postech, Korea)
thecute@postech.ac.kr
Abscisic acid (ABA) is a ubiquitous phytohormone involved in many developmental processes and stress responses of plants. While ABA
moves within the plant, and intracellular receptors for ABA have been identified recently, no ABA transporter has been described to date.
Here, we report identification of the ABC transporter AtPDR12/ABCG40 as a plasma membrane ABA uptake transporter. Uptake of ABA
into yeast and by2 cells expressing AtAbcg40 was increased, while AbA uptake into protoplasts of atabcg40 plants was decreased, as
compared to control cells. in response to exogenous AbA, the up-regulation of AbA responsive genes was strongly delayed in atabcg40
plants, indicating that Abcg40 is necessary for timely responses to AbA. stomata of loss-of-function atabcg40 mutants closed more
slowly in response to AbA, resulting in reduced drought tolerance. our results integrate AbA-dependent signaling and transport processes
and open a new avenue for the engineering of drought tolerant plants.

12039
constitutive expression of Atmyb44 suppresses JAsmonAte-responsive gene ActivAtion
Jae sung shim (department of Agricultural biotechnology, seoul national University, Korea), han yong lee (department of Agricultural
biotechnology, seoul national University, Korea), song yion yeu (department of Agricultural biotechnology, seoul national University,
Korea), yang do choi (department of Agricultural biotechnology, seoul national University, Korea), Jong-Joo cheong (Center for
Agricultural biomaterials, seoul national University, Korea)
satry93@snu.ac.kr
Atmyb44 belongs to the r2r3 myb transcription factor subgroup 22 family in Arabidopsis thaliana. AtMYb44 gene is rapidly induced by
various phytohormones (abscisic acid, jasmonic acid, salicylic acid, ethylene, etc.) and abiotic stresses (dehydration, low temperature,
and salinity). strong expression was observed in root and in guard cell of the leaf epidermis. When compared to wild-type plants, 35s:
AtMYb44 plant showed decreased accumulation of anthocyanin. And the level of chlorophyll accumulation was elevated in 35s:AtMYb44
plant than wild-type. northern blot analysis revealed that expression of well known jasmonate-responsive genes, including Jr2, Vsp,
loXii and Aos, was suppressed in 35s:AtMYb44 plant under methyl jasmonate (meJA) treatment. previously we reported that AtMYb44
plays a role in AbA signaling pathway. expression of the genes encoding a group of serine/threonine protein phosphatases (pp2cs) which
have been described as negative regulators of AbA signaling was reduced in salt treated 35s:AtMYb44 plants. these data suggest that
Atmyb44 regulate JA and AbA inducible stress gene expression and support the hypothesis that jasmonate and AbA antagonistically
regulated the expression of stress inducible gene in plants.

12040
functionAl AnAlysis of the promoter from tomAto lEACs5 in trAnsgenic ArAbidopsis
*rong fan (the university of hong Kong, hong Kong), Wing Kin yip (the university of hong Kong, hong Kong)
fan__rong@163.com
plant hormone ethylene regulates many aspects of plant growth and development. the rate-limiting enzyme in ethylene biosynthesis,
1-aminocyclopropane-1-carboxylic acid (Acc) synthase, is encoded by a multi-gene family whose members are differentially regulated
by different developmental, hormonal and environmental conditions. in the past 20 years, there has been nine ACC synthase isogenes
reported in tomato.
in this study, an auxin-induced Acs gene in tomato, le-Acs5 was investigated. expression analysis demonstrated that the expression
of this gene was in general very low, however its expression can be detected by rt-pcr in young shoot, shoot apex and root where auxin
levels are usually higher. in the shoot apex, the transcription of this gene was induced by iAA but inhibited by abscisic acid (AbA) and the
suppression of lE-ACs5 by AbA was in a greater extent than that of other lE-ACss.
to further elucidate the response of this gene to exogenous auxin and AbA in transcriptional level, the expression of a series of lE-ACs5
promoter (-1117 to +1)::β-glucuronidase (GUS) fusion genes were examined in transgenic Arabidopsis. According to plAce database
prediction, its promoter sequence contains putative cis-elements required for auxin and ABA responses. In the seedlings of transgenic
Arabidopsis, the cloned promoter was sufficient to modulate GUS in response to exogenous auxin and ABA. Auxin but not ABA increased
gus activity in seedlings. based on the results, we conclude that regulation of lE-ACs5 in response to exogenous auxin and AbA is mainly
under the transcriptional control of the promoter region of the gene.
this study has revealed some aspects of hormonal interactions, i.e. auxin and AbA on ethylene biosynthesis by regulating the
transcription of lE-ACs5 in seedlings; and enabled us to establish some insights on the nature of auxin-induced ethylene in relation to
plant physiology.

12041
A promoter region necessAry for the tissue specific And JAsmonAte responsive gene expression of brAssiCA ntr1
gene encoding A JAsmonic Acid methyltrAnsferAse
*Jun sung seo (department of Agricultural biotechnology seoul national university, seoul, Korea), song yion yeu (department of
Agricultural biotechnology seoul national university, seoul, Korea), sang Joon lee (department of Agricultural biotechnology seoul
national university, seoul, Korea), Jong-Joo cheong (center for Agricultural biomaterials, seoul national university, seoul, Korea), yang
do choi (department of Agricultural biotechnology seoul national university, seoul, Korea)
xfiles96@snu.ac.kr
the bcntr1 gene encodes an S-adenosyl-L-methionine:jasmonic acid methyltransferase (JMT), and is specifically expressed in the
floral nectaries of brassica campestris l. ssp. pekinensis. We have investigated the regulatory mechanism for the activation of bcntr1
gene during floral development. Series of 5'-deletion and recombination constructs of bcntr1 promoter were prepared and fused in
translational frame to the Ξ-glucuronidase (GUS) reporter gene. Histochemical GUS staining and Northern blot analysis revealed that the
promoter region spanning about -3.8 kb to -3.1 kb from the translation initiation site is essential for the significant jasmonate responsive
and tissue specific gene expression. Comparing with the Arabidopsis AtJMt promoter, we found a region having highly homologous
sequences each other. Then, we performed yeast-one-hybrid screening using these sequences as a bait to search regulators for the
promoter activation. We screened three candidates and confirmed the binding activity in yeast of each protein expressed from full length
cdnA clone on the promoter region. We currently conduct more detailed experiment to identify the transcription elements important for
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the regulation of JMt activity during the floral development.

12042
the ArAbidopsis Wound-responsive protein Wrp1 represses gene expression of AtJMt And systemic Wound
signAling viA interAction With specific AtJmt promoter element
*Jun sung seo (department of Agricultural biotechnology seoul national university, seoul, Korea), sang Joon lee (department of
Agricultural biotechnology seoul national university, seoul, Korea), Jong-Joo cheong (center for Agricultural biomaterials, seoul
national university, seoul, Korea), yang do choi (department of Agricultural biotechnology seoul national university, seoul, Korea)
xfiles96@snu.ac.kr
Previously, we define jasmonate-responsive promoter element in brassica ntr1 gene, encoding s-adenosyl-l-methionine:jasmonic
acid methyltransferase (Jmt). We isolated dnA-binding protein (Wrp1:Wound resposive protein 1), using the bcntr1 Jre (JA responsive
Element) as bait in a yeast one hybrid screening with Arabidopsis cdnA library. Wrp1 was indued by methyl-jasmonate and wound
treatments. Through the yeast one hybrid method and EMSA assay, we found that WRP1 is binding to specific element of bcntr1 and
AtJMt promoter. AtJMt gene expression level was altered in Wrp1 overexpressed and inducible transgenic plants. Also systemic wound
signaling was changed in Wrp1 knock-out and overexpressed plants compared with wild-type plant. therfore, we suggest that Wrp1
regulates AtJMt gene expression in wound response and it play a important role in systemic wound signaling mechanism.

12043
AnAlysis of trAnscription fActors involved in JAsmonic Acid signAling pAthWAy
*masaru nakata (national institute of Advanced industrial science and technology, Japan), nobutaka mitsuda (national institute of
Advanced industrial science and technology, Japan), masaru ohme-takagi (national institute of Advanced industrial science and
technology, Japan)
nakata-masaru@aist.go.jp
Jasmonic acid (JA) is a plant hormone related to biotic and abiotic stress responses. coi1, JAZs and myc2 transcription factor have been
identified to be regulators of JA signal transduction pathway. COI1 is an F-box protein and is thought to be a JA receptor. JAZ proteins are
negative regulators of JA signaling. the coi1 loss-of-function mutants and jaz gain-of-function mutants exhibit JA-insensitive phenotypes
including male-sterility, while myc2 loss-of-function mutants are not male-sterile. this indicates that myc2 would be responsible a part
of JA responses but not all, and that there should be other transcription factors that could regulate JA signaling including the regulation
of fertility. to identify such transcription factors, we applied our chimeric repressor gene silencing technology (cres-t), in which a
transcription factor that is converted into strong repressor by fusion with eAr-motif repression domain (srdx), induce dominant negative
phenotype similar to loss-of-function of the alleles of the gene for transcription factor by suppressing target genes dominantly. We
screened cres-t lines with impaired JA-responsiveness in root growth and found that one of cres-t lines, hr0729, exhibited reduced
fertility in addition to JA-insensitive root growth. reduced fertility of hr0729 plants was due to delay of anther dehiscence as observed
in other JA-insensitive and -biosynthetic mutants. Gene for HR0729 was expressed in cotyledon, roots, and flowers and was induced
by wounding and JA-treatment. in addition, accumulation of anthocyanin was suppressed and the expression of several anthocyanin
biosynthetic genes was down-regulated in hr0729 cres-t plants even in the presence of JA. these results suggest that hr0729 protein
acts as regulator of JA signaling pathway as myc2 does but is responsible for JA-mediated male fertility.

12044
genetic interAction betWeen AXr1 And sMAp1 thAt mediAte 2,4-d response in ArAbidopsis
*yutaka oono (radiation-Applied biology division, Japan Atomic energy Agency, JApAn), Akari nakasone (radiation-Applied biology
division, Japan Atomic energy Agency, JApAn), hirofumi uchimiya (nstitute for environmental science and technology, saitama
university, JApAn), issay narumi (radiation-Applied biology division, Japan Atomic energy Agency, JApAn)
ohno.yutaka@jaea.go.jp
the small Acidic protein 1 (sMAp1) gene is responsible for the anti-auxin resistant mutation, aar1, and encodes a factor that mediates
the synthetic auxin 2,4-d response. the previous results suggested that smAp1 functions upstream of the Aux/iAA degradation step in
auxin signaling pathway. to gain an insight into the function of sMAp1, the aar1 mutant was crossed with known auxin-related mutants.
the double mutants, aar1-1 tir1-1, aar1-1 ecr1-1, and aar1-1 aar3-2 showed more resistant to 2,4-d than the corresponding single
mutants in root growth assay. on the other hand, the axr1 aar1 double mutants showed severe morphological defects with a lack of root
meristem formation. similar phenotype was observed in the offspring generated by crossing axr1-12 and the sMAp1 rnAi transgenic
lines. the overexpression of smAp1-gfp fusion gene under 35s promoter relieved pleiotropic morphological phenotypes of axr1-12 such
as dwarf, multiple shoots, altered flower structure, low fertility and reduced auxin response. The results suggested that the function of
sMAp1 is tightly linked to that of AXr1 in genetic level. The interaction of SMAP1 to COP9 signalosome and RUB modification system will
also be discussed.

12045
smAp1 is A positive regulAtor for 2,4-dichlorophenoxyAcetic Acid mediAted Actin degrAdAtion And Acts
independent of KnoWn Auxin signAling pAthWAy
*maho takahashi (cryobiofrontier research center, iwate university, Japan), yutaka ono (radiation-Applied biology division, JAeA,
takasaki, Japan), Abidur rahman (cryobiofrontier research center, iwate university, Japan)
a2509003@iwate-u.ac.jp
2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid (2,4-d), a chemical analogue of plant hormone auxin, indole-3-acetic acid (iAA), is widely used as
a growth regulator and exogenous source of auxin. traditionally, it is believed that iAA and 2,4-d share a common signaling pathway.
However, recent studies have challenged this idea both at physiological and genetic level. The isolation of a 2,4-D specific mutant aar1 and
identification of the protein SMAP1, which confers specific resistance to 2,4-D, provide evidence that IAA and 2,4-D use partially distinct
molecular pathways. similar to upstream events, 2,4-d and iAA also control the downstream physiological responses differentially. 2,4-d
but not IAA, degrades the root actin cell cytoskeleton and inhibits the cell division. To provide a molecular explanation of 2,4-D specific
action in Arabidopsis, we characterized the functionally unknown protein smAp1. the molecular and cell biological analyses revealed that,
1) smAp1 acts as a positive regulator for 2,4-d induced degradation of actin, cell division and cell elongation processes as the loss of
SMAP1 nullify the effect of 2,4-D on all these processes, and 2) SMAP1 acts independent of known ubiquitin-proteasome mediated auxin
signaling pathway, as the double mutant of SMAP1 and TIR1, a component of E3 ubuquitin ligaes (aar1-tir1), in root growth assay, shows
complete insensitivity to 2,4-d at the concentration that inhibits eighty percent root growth in respective single mutants. similarly, the
loss of smAp1 in tir1 background makes the root actin resistant to 2,4-D mediated degradation. Our results, for the first time, identify
a novel 2,4-D specific biologically significant pathway in plants, and also provide a molecular explanation of the difference between IAA
and 2,4-d.
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12046
bip1, A bZr1-interActing protein in the brAssinosteroid signAl trAnsduction pAthWAy, negAtively regulAtes plAnt
groWth in ArAbidopsis
*Junxian he (department of biology, the chinese university of hong Kong, hong Kong, dept of plant biology, carnegie institution for
science, stanford, cA 94305, china), Qianfeng li (department of biology,the chinese university of hong Kong, hong Kong, china),
chunming Wang (department of biology,the chinese university of hong Kong, hong Kong, china), Zhi-yong Wang (dept of plant
biology, carnegie institution for science, stanford, cA 94305, usA)
jxhe@cuhk.edu.hk
brassinosteroids (brs) are steroidal plant hormones that control a wide range of plant growth and developmental processes, including
cell elongation, vascular development, senescence, flowering, seed germination and stress responses. To understand the molecular
mechanisms that brs regulate plant growth and development, previous molecular genetic studies have depicted a br signaling pathway in
the model plant, Arabidopsis. brs signal through the br receptor bri1, protein kinase bsK1, phosphatase bsu1, and a gsK3-like kinase
bin2, to regulate the bZr1/bes1 family of transcription factors, which directly bind to target gene promoters to activate or repress gene
expression and mediate br-regulated growth responses. however, it remains unclear how such a linear signaling pathway mediated by
two transcription factors regulates such diverse developmental processes. to explore whether there are other transcription regulators
involved in BR signaling, we performed a BZR1 yeast two-hybrid screen and identified a BZR1-interacting protein, BIP1. BZR1 and BIP1
interact in vivo and in vitro. similar to bZr1, bip1 localizes in nucleus and cytoplasm and its accumulation is br-inducible. however, while
bZr1 enhances plant growth and cell elongation, bip1 inhibits these processes when it is overexpressed. the inhibitory effect of bip1
seems due to its inhibition to bZr1 activity because bip1 overexpression suppresses bZr1”s hypersensitivity to br and insensitivity to
brassinozol, the br biosynthetic inhibitor. these results suggest that bip1 is a negative regulator of br signaling and plant growth.

12047
plAnt phosphAtidylcholine-hydrolyZing phospholipAses c npc3 And npc4 With role in brAssinolide signAling
rinukshi Wimalasekera (leibniz university of hannover, hannover, germany), premysl pejchar (institute of experimental botany, Ascr,
prague, czech republic), *Jan martinec (institute of experimental botany, Ascr, prague, czech republic), guenther f.e. scherer
(leibniz university of hannover, hannover, germany)
martinec@ueb.cas.cz
phosphatidylcholine-hydrolyzing phospholipase c (pc-plc) catalyzes the hydrolysis of phosphatidylcholine (pc) to generate
phosphocholine and diacylglycerol (dAg). pc-plc has a long tradition in animal signal transduction to generate dAg as a second messenger
besides the classical phosphatidylinositol-splitting phospholipase C (PI-PLC). Based on amino acid sequence similarity to bacterial PC-PLC,
six putative pC-plC genes (npC1 to npC6) were identified in the Arabidopsis genome. RT—PCR analysis revealed overlapping expression
pattern of NPC genes in root, stem, leaf, flower and silique. In brassinolide-treated (BL) Pnpc3:gus and pnpc4:gus seedlings, increase of
gus activity was visible in leaves and shoots. compared to wild-type, t-dnA insertional knockouts npc3 and npc4 showed shorter primary
roots and lower lateral root density at low BL concentrations but increased lateral root densities in response to exogenous 0.05—1.0 μM BL.
bl-induced expression of tCh4 and lrX2, which are involved in cell expansion, was impaired but not impaired in repression of Cpdcpd,
a bl biosynthesis gene, in bl-treated npc3 and npc4. these observations suggest npC3 and npC4 are important in bl-mediated signaling
in root growth. When treated with 0.1 μ BL, DAG accumulation was observed in tobacco BY-2 cell cultures labeled with fluorescent PC as
early as 15 min after application. We hypothesize that at least one pc-plc is a plant signaling enzyme in bl signal transduction.
funding: this work was supported by a grant from bundesland lower saxony (vW-vorab, A.Z.51.16—76251—9/97 (Zn607) to g.s.
and by grants to J.m. of the ministry of education, youth and sports (grant no. lc 06034) and of the czech science foundation (grant
no. 522/07/1614).

12048
relAtionships betWeen shoot brAnching inhibition And strigolActone production under phosphorus deficiency
*mikihisa umehara (riKen plant science center, Japan), Atsushi hanada (riKen plant science center, Japan), noriko takeda-Kamiya
(riKen plant science center, Japan), hiroshi magome (riKen plant science center), yuji Kamiya (riKen plant science center), shinjiro
yamaguchi (riKen plant science center, Japan)
umehara@psc.riken.jp
strigolactones (sls) are communication signals with root parasitic plants such as striga and orobanche species and symbiotic arbuscular
mycorrhizal fungi in the rhizosphere. in the host plants, sls or downstream metabolites are plant hormones for shoot branching inhibition.
previous studies showed that sl production was elevated by phosphate ion (pi) starvation. to explore the relationships between sls
production and shoot branching inhibition under phosphorus deficiency, we investigated SL levels and the number of outgrowing tiller
buds in rice seedlings grown in hydroponic culture media at varying pi concentration. We found that tiller bud outgrowth in wild type
was inhibited under Pi deficiency, which was correlated with a high SL production. However, the suppression of tillering in response to Pi
deficiency was not observed in SL-deficient and -insensitive mutants. The sensitivity for SL perception did not significantly change between
+pi and -pi condition. After transferring wild type seedling from -pi to +pi media, tiller bud outgrowth occurred and the expression of slbiosynthesis genes, d10, d17, d27 and some osMAX1-likes, was drastically reduced. in contrast, d3 mrnA levels did not change and
d14 mrnA levels increased only slightly. these results indicate that the regulation of tiller bud outgrowth in rice depends on endogenous
sl levels rather than sl responsiveness.

12049
brAssinosteroids control AtEXpA5 gene expression in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*chan ho park (department of life science, chung-Ang university, republic of Korea), Ji hyun youn (department of life science,
chung-Ang university, republic of Korea), seong-Ki Kim (department of life science, chung-Ang university, republic of Korea)
gwhail@hanmail.net
to elucidate the spatial and temporal roles of EXpAnsin A5 (AtEXpA5) in growth and development of Arabidopsis thaliana, phenotypic
alterations in loss-of-function mutants were observed. seedlings of the null mutant, expA5-1 harboring a t-dnA insertion in the second
intron of the AtEXpA5 gene, had shorter roots and hypocotyls than those of wild-type plants under both light and dark conditions. compared
to wild-type plants, the mutants had smaller rosette leaves. AtEXpA5 was predominantly expressed in the shoots but little expression
was detected in the roots of seedlings. in adult plants, strong expression of AtEXpA5 was observed in aerial parts of Arabidopsis thaliana,
especially in the inflorescence stems and flowers. Expression of AtEXpA5 was enhanced by exogenously applied brassinosteroids. AtEXpA5
expression was reduced in a brassinosteroid-deficient mutant (det2) and a signaling mutant (bri1-301), while it was increased in bzr1-1d,
a dominant mutant of a brassinosteroid transcription factor. A double mutant, bzr1-1dXexpA5-1, showed reduced growth compared to
the bzr1-1d mutant. in addition, the brassinazole resistance of bzr1-1d was impaired by expA5-1 mutation. however, no direct binding
of bZr1 protein to AtEXpA5 promoter was detected. These findings indicate that AtEXpA5 is a growth-regulating gene whose expression
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is controlled by brassinosteroid signaling downstream of bZr1 in Arabidopsis thaliana.

12050
glip1 is AssociAted With ethylene signAling to regulAte the immune response in ArAbidopsis
*sun Jae Kwon (Korea university, Korea), hye gi Kim (Korea university), soohyun lee (Korea research institute of bioscience and
biotechnology), Joo hee chung (Korea basic science institute), myung hee nam (Korea basic science institute), choong-min ryu
(Korea research institute of bioscience and biotechnology), ohkmae Kim (Korea university)
mhzjaes@korea.ac.kr
Arabidopsis gdsl lipAse-liKe 1 (glip1) was previously isolated as a secreted protein in our proteomic analysis. A series of functional
analysis demonstrate that glip1 plays important roles in pathogen resistance, eliciting both local and systemic resistance in plants.
Glip1 -overexpressing transgenic Arabidopsis (35s:Glip1) exhibited enhanced resistance against necrotrophic pathogens including A.
brassicicola and Erwinia carotovora, and hemibiotrophic pathogen pseudomonas syringae. Application of glip1 proteins or petiole
exudates from 35s:Glip1 plants, but not from glip1 , induced pdF1.2 and Glip1 expression in distal leaves, which was accompanied
by the activation of systemic resistance against multiple pathogens. these results imply that glip1 may mediate the production of a
systemic signaling molecule(s). in addition, glip1-elicited systemic resistance was impaired in etr1-1 plants, but not in nahG and jar11, indicating that the et response is necessary for glip1 function. 35s:Glip1 plants displayed enhanced triple response compared to
wild type, when treated with 1-aminocyclopropane-carboxylic acid, ethepon and ethylene gas. our results suggest that glip1 function in
pathogen resistance requires ethylene signaling.

12051
ethylene regulAtes AtEXpA5 gene expression in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*seung-hyun son (chung-Ang university, republic of Korea), so-yoon Jeong (chung-Ang university, republic of Korea), seong-Ki Kim
(chung-Ang university, republic of Korea)
sontokky@naver.com
to investigate physiological functions of EXpAnsin A5 (AtEXpA5) in Arabidopsis thaliana, tissue specific GUS activities in pAtEXpA5GUs transgenic plants were examined. in seedlings, pAtEXpA5-GUs expression was observed in shoot apex, margin of younger true
leaf and petioles. Adult plants showed pAtEXpA5-GUs expression in receptacle and nodes. these expression patterns were affected by
exogenously applied plant hormones, especially by ethylene. In semi-quantitative RT-PCR results, AtEXpA5 expression level was decreased
by exogenously applied ethylene in concentration-dependent manners at early phase. up-regulation of AtEXpA5 gene expression by
ethylene biosynthesis inhibitors and rt-pcr results using ethylene insensitive mutants and constitutive mutants indicated that not only
ethylene biosynthesis but also signaling are involved in AtEXpA5 regulation. hypocotyl length of AtEXpA5 transgenic plants was reduced
by ethylene, suggesting that AtEXpA5 is involved in hypocotyl elongation which is regulated by ethylene in Arabidopsis thaliana.

12052
tgg1 And tgg2 redundAntly function in AbA And meJA signAling in ArAbidopsis guArd cells
*misugi uraji (okayama university, Japan), mohammad mahbub isram (okayama university, Japan), chiharu tani (okayama university,
Japan), megumi Watanabe-sugimoto (okayama university, Japan), md.sarwar Jahan (okayama university, Japan), choji masuda
(okayama university, Japan), yoshimasa nakamura (okayama university, Japan), izumi c. mori (okayama university, Japan), yoshiyuki
murata (okayama university, Japan)
uraji@cc.okayama-u.ac.jp
guard cells are response to various environment stimuli to lead stomatal opening or closure along with productions of second messengers
and activation or inactivation of several kinds of ion channels. However, the ABA and MeJA signal cascades in guard cells are not clarified.
recently, it has been shown that thioglucoside glucohydrolase 1 (tgg1) is abundant in guard cells and is involved in inhibition of lightinduced stomatal opening. tgg is an enzyme in glucosinolate-myrosinase system to hydrolyze glucosinolates to toxic compounds as
thiocyanate, isothiocyanate, and nitrile, which are related to plant defense against insect, fungi and bacteria. Six TGG genes are identified
on Arabidospsis genome and tgg1 and tgg2 redundantly function in defense to insect herbivory. in this study, we analyzed tgg1-3
and tgg2-1 single mutants and tgg1-3 tgg2-1 double mutants to clarify whether myrosinase function in AbA and meJA signaling during
AbA- and meJA-induced stomatal closure. compare to wild-type, myrosinase activity slightly decreased in tgg1-3 single mutants and
significantly decreased in tgg1-3 tgg2-1 double mutants. AbA, meJA, and h2o2-induced stomatal closure were observed in wild-type,
tgg1-3 and tgg2-1, but failed to induce stomatal closure in tgg1-3 tgg2-1. unlike AbA, meJA and h2o2, ca2+ induced stomatal closure in
all mutants and wild-type. in addition, AbA induced ros productions in all mutants and wild-type. interestingly, cytosolic alkalization
in guard cells was induced by AbA in all single mutants like wild-type but less induced in tgg1-3 tgg2-1 compared with wild-type. these
results suggest that tgg1 and tgg2 redundantly function downstream of ros production and upstream of cytosolic ca2+ elevation in AbA
and meJA signaling in guard cells.

12053
the role of ArAbidopsis cAlcium-dependent protein KinAse, CpK6, in guArd cell methyl JAsmonAte signAling
shintaro munemasa (okayama university, Japan), yoshimasa nakamura (okayama university, Japan), izumi mori (okayama university,
Japan), *yoshiyuki murata (okayama university, Japan)
muta@cc.okayama-u.ac.jp
methyl jasmonate (meJA) induces stomatal closure dependent on change of cytosolic ca2+ concentration in guard cells. however,
details of this molecular mechanism remain unclear. calcium-dependent protein kinases (cdpKs) function as ca2+ signal transducers in
various plant physiological processes. it was suggested that Arabidopsis four cdpKs, CpK3, CpK6, CpK4, and CpK11 function as positive
regulators in abscisic acid signaling in guard cells. here, we examined roles of these cdpKs in meJA signaling in guard cells using each
cdpK knockout mutant. in CpK6 gene disruption mutants, meJA-induced stomatal closure was impaired whereas in CpK3, CpK4, and
CpK11 gene disruption mutants, meJA-induced stomatal closure were not altered. We also evaluated roles of CpK6 in meJA regulation of
second messenger production and ion channel activity in guard cells. meJA induced ros and no production in cpk6 mutant guard cells but
failed to activate ica channels and s-type anion channels. our results provide genetic evidence that cpK6 functions as a positive regulator
of meJA signaling in Arabidopsis guard cells.

12054
role of glutAthione in AbA-induced stomAtAl closure in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*eiji okuma (okayama university, Japan), md. sarwar Jahan (okayama university, Japan), shintaro munemasa (okayama university,
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Japan), Ken-ich ogawa (research institute for biological sciences, okayama, Japan), megumi Watanabe-sugimoto (okayama
university, Japan), yoshimasa nakamura (okayama university, Japan), izumi c. mori (okayama university, Japan), yoshiyuki murata
(okayama university, Japan)
yns82004@s.okayama-u.ac.jp
Abscisic acid (AbA) induces stomatal closure, which suppresses water loss, leading to the tolerance of plants to stress conditions.
AbA signaling involves redox regulation including ros production. glutathione (gsh), one of the most abundant low molecular-weight
thiol compounds maintains redox homeostasis under normal and stressful conditions in higher plants. Although it is reported that gsh
is involved in many physiological responses and guard cells accumulate more gsh than other epidermal cells do, roles of gsh on AbAinduced stomatal closure in Arabidopsis thaliana remain to be elucidated. in this study, we investigated effects of gsh on AbA-induced
stomatal closure. AbA induced stomatal closure along with decreasing gsh contents but dark condition induced stomatal closure without
changing gsh contents. in order to clarify whether gsh is involved in the redox regulation of AbA-induced stomatal closure, we employed
Arabidopsis thaliana, two low gsh mutants, cad2-1, which is deficient in the key GSH biosynthesis enzyme, γ-glutamylcystein synthetase
(gcs) and ch1-1, which is defective in a light-harvesting antenna in photosystem ii and a gsh-decreasing chemical, 1-chloro-2,4dinitrobenzene (cdnb). the cad2-1 or ch1-1 mutation, or depletion of gsh by cdnb enhanced stomatal sensitivity to AbA. meanwhile, in
cad2-1 and ch1-1 plants, gsh monoethyl ester (gshmee) increased gsh level and lowered stomatal sensitivity to AbA. neither cad2-1
nor ch1-1 mutation significantly enhanced ABA-induced ROS production in guard cells. In addition, GSH did not affect activation of Ica
currents by AbA via ros production during AbA-induced stomatal closure. taken together, these results suggest that gsh could modulate
some signaling factors downstream of activation of ica currents in AbA signaling to control AbA sensitivity in guard cells.

12055
AntAgonistic crosstAlK betWeen plAnt hormone-relAted signAling pAthWAys in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*maki nagata (cips,riKen, Japan), tsuyoshi isawa (cips,riKen, Japan), michiko yasuda (cips,riKen, Japan), satoshi sinozaki
(cips,riKen, Japan), hideo nakashita (cips,riKen, Japan)
m-nagata@riken.jp
plants are exposed to various stresses, such as pathogen attacks and environmental stress. to survive such stressful environment,
plants have evolved unique self-protection systems. In plants, salicyclic acid (SA), jasmonic acid (JA), and abscisic acid (ABA) contribute
to responses against biotic and abiotic stresses by influencing the complex plant hormone-networks. Recent studies have shown the
mutually antagonistic interactions among plant hormone-mediated signaling pathways. for instance, treatment with AbA suppresses the
induction of systemic acquired resistance (SAR) by inhibiting the pathway both upstream and downstream of SA, independently of the
JA/ethylene-mediated signaling pathway. conversely, the activation of sAr suppresses the expression of AbA biosynthesis-related and
AbA-responsive genes. these results show that antagonistic crosstalk occurs at multiple steps between the sA-mediated signaling of sAr
induction and the AbA-mediated signaling of environmental stress responses. here, we will discuss the complex plant hormone-networks
by analyzing plant hormone mediated-gene expression in sA-, JA-, AbA-treated leaf tissues of A. thaliana. We suggest that balance
change of plant hormone levels is important for regulation of stress responses in leaf tissues.

12056
cAmAlexin biosynthesis by A gh3 Amido synthAse through indole-3-Acyl-cysteinAte
muyang Wang (institute of plant physiology and ecology, shanghai institutes for biological sciences,cAs, the people's republic of
china), Qun li (institute of plant physiology and ecology, shanghai institutes for biological sciences,cAs, the people's republic of
china), ying chen (institute of plant physiology and ecology, shanghai institutes for biological sciences,cAs, the people's republic of
china), *Zuhua he (institute of plant physiology and ecology, shanghai institutes for biological sciences,cAs, the people's republic of
china)
zhhe@sibs.ac.cn
camalexin (3-thizole-2'-yl-indole) is the only phytoalexin discovered in Arabidopsis, functioning in defending against invasion of fungal
pathogens, which consists of an indole ring and a thizole ring. It has been confirmed that the indole ring derives from tryptophan and
its derivatives, and the sulphur atom of the thizole ring was thought from cysteine. however, how the cysteine is catalyzed into the
thizole ring remains exclusive. on the other hand, camalexin is generated through the iAn pathway, however, there is still ~20% of total
camalexin levels in the iAn pathway knockout mutants, indicative of an additional pathway involved in the biosynthesis of camalexin.
We found that the level of camalexin was significantly increased (1.5-2 fold) in the GH3.5 activation-tagged mutant gh3.5-1D than the
wild-type after infection by pathogen, which encodes an amido synthase. the gh3.5 protein could catalyze the conjugation of indole-3carboxylic acid and cysteine to form indole-3-acyl-cysteinate in vitro. inoculation with psm(avrrpm1), followed by spraying with indole-3carboxylic acid and cysteine could significantly increase the levels of camalexin. By extensive genetic study, we documented that GH3.5
functions upstream of pAd3 in camalexin biosynthesis, through generating indole-3-acyl-cysteinate, a potential unrecognized precursor
of camalexin. Our current study showed that GH3.5 catalyzes the formation of the thizole ring, and fills in the gap of the key step in
camalexin biosynthesis.

12057
redox regulAtion of npr1 reQuires noc protein in plAnt immunity
*nodoka oka (Kagawa university, Japan), steven spoel (university of edinburgh, uK), yasuomi tada (Kagawa university, Japan),
xinnian dong (duke university, usA)
s07a018@stmail.ag.kagawa-u.ac.jp
the immune coactivator npr1 is a master regulator of downstream gene expression during salicylic acid (sA)-mediated defense
response. In unchallenged cells, NPR1 is present in the cytoplasm as an oligomer through disulfide bonds. Upon pathogen attack,
however, sA-mediated redox changes reduce the npr1 oligomer to a monomer, allowing it to translocate to the nucleus and activate
target gene expression. Thus, oxidative thiol modifications play an important role in modulating activity of NPR1 protein. Here we
identified a crucial member of NPR1 oligomer complex by coimmunoprecipitation and mass spectrometry analysis. The NOC protein (NPR1
oligomer component) forms a covalent protein complex with NPR1 through disulfide bonds, and its formation is facilitated by nitric oxide
in vitro. the mutations in noc result in the enhanced disease susceptibility. these results strongly suggest that noc is responsible for the
redox-based regulation of npr1, and thus coordinately translating cellular redox information into gene expression.

13001
hexoses And osmotic pressure modulAte the plAnt cell WAll stress response in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Alexandra Wormit (imperial college london, united Kingdom), Adriano nunes-nesi (mpi molecular plant physiology, golm, germany),
Alisdair fernie (mpi molecular plant physiology, golm, germany), thorsten hamann (imperial college london, united Kingdom)
awormit@imperial.ac.uk
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plant cell walls are complex and highly dynamic structures, responding and adapting to normal processes of growth and development
as well as to biotic and abiotic stresses. maintaining the functional integrity of plant cell walls during different biological processes is
crucial and therefore a mechanism that monitors and maintains wall integrity must exist. in order to determine the effects of cell wall
stress on Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings a time course experiment containing 8 time points was performed using isoxaben, a cellulose
biosynthesis inhibitor. cellulose biosynthesis inhibition (cbi) caused transcriptional and phenotypic changes, that were dependent on
the supply of sugar (both metabolizable or non-metabolizable) in the growth medium and osmotic support, suggesting a role for sugar
and osmo-signalling in the cell wall stress response (hamann et al., 2009). interestingly, transcriptional down regulation of genes
involved in photosynthesis and starch metabolism was detected after 8h of cbi, suggesting a regulatory mechanism coordinating cellulose
biosynthesis with photosynthetic activity and primary metabolism. Drug treated seedlings accumulated significantly less soluble sugars,
while the starch content was increased (compared to wildtype). We could show that supply of polyethylene glycol (peg) repressed the
metabolic and transcriptional effects of isoxaben treatment in a concentration dependent manner, suggesting turgor pressure as a critical
signal connecting cell wall stress with sugar metabolism. the well-known sugar and osmo-signalling mutants gin2_1, gin1_1, kin10,
kin11, athk1 and cre1 are currently being analysed regarding their role during cbi and the results will be presented at the conference.
our analysis shows that cell wall stress affects plant sugar metabolism and implicates turgor pressure and sugars as potential signals in
cell wall stress perception.

13002
identificAtion of neW genes involved in cell WAll expAnsion using ActivAtion tAg screening
*charles Anderson (university of california berkeley, united states), chris somerville (university of california berkeley, united states)
ctanders@berkeley.edu
cell wall expansion, in which the cell wall must increase in surface area while retaining its ability to withstand turgor pressure, is
essential for plant growth and development. The expected early lethality of null mutations in genes required for cell wall expansion and
the potential for redundancy to mask the phenotypes of mutations in gene family members make conventional screening for mutants in
this process difficult. To circumvent these issues, we performed a screen to identify genes whose overexpression causes enhanced cell
expansion. As an experimental system we chose etiolated Arabidopsis seedlings, in which hypocotyl elongation is driven primarily by cell
expansion. from a population of ~30,000 lines transformed with an activation tag construct containing four tandem camv 35s enhancers,
we identified 39 putative single insertion lines with a heritable elongated hypocotyl phenotype. Identification of the insertion sites for
these lines has allowed us to generate a list of candidate genes with potential functions in cell wall expansion. characterization of these
genes, many of which are of unknown function, should enhance our understanding of the molecular events of cell wall expansion and has
the potential to inform efforts to more efficiently use plant cell walls for the production of biofuels and renewable materials.

13003
Atcsld3 locAliZes to A tip-restricted plAsmA membrAne domAin in groWing root hAir cells.
sungjin park (university of michigan, usA), Amy szumlanski (university of michigan, usA), *erik nielsen (university of michigan, usA)
nielsene@umich.edu
in root hairs, cell expansion is highly unidirectional and restricted to the growing apex. in diffuse growth, cell expansion is linked
cellulose microfibril orientation and occurs along the entire face of one or more sides of the cell. However during tip-growth there is no
obvious directionality to cellulose microfibril orientation at the growing apex. We were interested in the mechanisms controlling cellulose
deposition in root hairs and whether mechanisms regulating cellulose synthesis were similar or distinct from cells undergoing diffuse growth.
We compared the subcellular distributions of AtcesA cellulose synthases and the closely related Atcsld3 cellulose-synthase-like protein
in growing root hairs. A functional yfp-csld3 fusion that restored normal root hair growth in atcsld3 mutant plants was transformed into
A. thaliana. eyfp-Atcsld3 localized to a polarized plasma membrane domain in the root hair tip. however, egfp-AtcesA3 displayed no
significant plasma membrane localization in growing root hairs. While EYFP-AtCSLD3 displayed plasma membrane localization in growing
root hairs, this fusion protein was restricted to golgi-like organelles contained within the cytoplasm in non-hair forming root epidermal
cells. egfp-AtcesA3 appeared to associate with in linear arrays within the plasma membrane in non-hair forming root epidermal cells,
and therefore likely co-localizes with AtcesA6 along cortical microtubule arrays in these cells. however, cortical microtubule arrays are
not typically observed in the tips of growing root hair cells where eyfp-Atcsld3 appears to be plasma membrane localized. While tiprestricted expansion in root hairs is highly dependent on an intact f-actin cytoskeleton, depolymerization of microtubules does not affect
polarized growth rates in these cells. this raises the highly intriguing possibility that plasma membrane csld proteins may represent a
distinct cellulose synthase activity in the tips of growing root hair cells.

13004
toWArds the plAnt golgi proteome
harriet parsons (Joint bioenergy institute, usA), christopher petzold (Joint bioenergy institute, usA), bernhard Knierim (Joint
bioenergy institute, usA), *Joshua heazlewood (Joint bioenergy institute, usA)
Jlheazlewood@lbl.gov
the plant cell wall is comprised of complex sugar polymers including cellulose, hemicellulose and pectin. the golgi apparatus within
the plant cell produces a large proportion of these polysaccharides prior to their incorporation into the cell wall. the details of how these
complex sugars are synthesized and delivered are currently poorly understood. our knowledge of the protein constituent that comprise
the plant golgi is relatively poor when compared to other subcellular components within the cell. in order to better understand the role
of this organelle in cell wall biosynthesis we are characterizing this compartment using proteomics. We are employing an orthogonal
approach which utilizes density centrifugation followed by charge based separation of the organelle on a free flow electrophoresis
system. Analysis of Golgi purified fractions from Arabidopsis cell culture by mass spectrometry after FFE separation indicates the method
is suitable for isolation of this organelle from plants. We have identified 400 to 500 proteins from these fractions and identified over 50
glycosyl transferases (from multiple gene families) whose role are likely involved in matrix polysaccharide biosynthesis. these glycosyl
transferases likely represent the core set of enzymes required for the biosynthesis of hemicellulose and pectin. Overall around half of the
proteins in identified are of known or likely Golgi in origin; while about a third are unknown or are derived from the endosomal system
and 10 — 20% appear to be contaminants from other organelles and membrane systems. fluorescent protein constructs are being
designed to confirm localizations of novel and ambiguous proteins. This technique will enable us to commence in-depth comparative cell
wall proteomics focusing on protein function and changes in the plant golgi apparatus.

13005
function of pectins on cellulose microfibril deposition reveAled from cobtorin tArget AnAlysis
*Arata yoneda (riKen, Japan), takuya ito (riKen, Japan), takumi higaki (univ. of tokyo, Japan), natsumaro Kutsuna (univ. of tokyo,
Japan), tamio saito (riKen, Japan), takeshi ishimizu (univ. of osaka, Japan), hiroyuki osada (riKen, Japan), seiichiro hasezawa
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(univ. of tokyo, Japan), minami matsui (riKen, Japan), taku demura (nara institute of science and technology)
a-yoneda@psc.riken.jp
cellulose and pectin are major components of primary cell walls in plant. it is thought that their mechanical properties are important
for cell morphogenesis. It is a major hypothesis that cortical microtubules guide the cellulose microfibril synthase movement parallel to
them, however, the mechanism how cellulose microfibrils correctly align is still unclear. Previously, we have identified a novel inhibitor,
cobtorin, which perturbed parallel relationship between cortical microtubules and nascent cellulose microfibrils. In this study, we survey
a target of cobtorin, and found that overexpression of pectin methylesterase and polygalacturonase rescued the cobtorin-induced cell
swelling phenotype. Also, polygalacturonase treatment recovered the parallel deposition of cellulose microfibrils to cortical microtubules,
and cobtorin perturbed the pectin distribution and demethylesterification. These data may suggest that control of pectin property is
important for cellulose microfibril deposition and/or maintainance parallel to cortical microtubules.

13006
the AnAlysis of ArAbidopsis KAonAshi4 gene involved in the pollen exine formAtion
*toshiya suzuki (grad. sch. bioagric. sci., nagoya univ, Japan), Kenzo nakamura (grad. sch. bioagric. sci., nagoya univ, Japan),
sumie ishiguro (grad. sch. bioagric. sci., nagoya univ, Japan)
suzuki.toshiya@c.mbox.nagoya-u.ac.jp
Exine, the outer structure of pollen walls, is believed to play an important role for successful pollination because of its species-specific
architecture. however, the molecular mechanism of exine construction is still mysterious. the kaonashi4 (kns4) mutant, identified by
our previous screening with sem observation, showed extremely thin exine layer, collapse of the whole structure of pollen grains, and
low fertility. the reciprocal cross between wild type and kns4 indicated that male gametophytes were responsible for the low fertility in
kns4. the pollen viability and germination ability in vitro were not so influenced, but the number of pollen grains adhered to stigma was
significantly reduced. These results suggested that low fertility in kns4 was mainly due to a failure to be recognized by stigmas. tem
observation revealed that the exine abnormality begins at tetrad stage as an extremely thin primexine layer, a scaffold of exine structure
between callose wall and microspore plasma membrane. map-based cloning revealed that the Kns4 gene encodes a protein which
resembles animal β-1,3-galactosyltransferase (GalT) involved in complex n-glycan biosynthesis. in contrast to the fact that there are 20
genes homologous to the β-1,3-GalT gene in Arabidopsis genome, other enzymes of this pathway are encoded by a single or small number
of genes, and knockout mutants of them did not show any exine abnormalities. these results strongly suggest that Kns4 does not work in
the pathway of complex n-glycan biosynthesis. We also found that the Kns4 is specifically expressed in the tapetal cells at around tetrad
stage and the Kns4 protein is localized in the golgi apparatus. it was predicted that the Kns4 functions in the golgi apparatus of tapetal
cell at tetrad stage and is involved in biosynthesis of primexine components.

13007
A novel ApproAch to dissect the Abscission process in ArAbidopsis: single cell AnAlysis.
*Zinnia haydee gonzalez-carranza (the university of nottingham sutton bonington campus, united Kingdom), shahid Ahmad Ali
(nat c of excellence in mol biol university of the punjab, pakistan), yang liu (the university of nottingham sutton bonington campus,
united Kingdom), Jeremy A roberts (the university of nottingham sutton bonington campus, united Kingdom)
zinnia.gonzalez@nottingham.ac.uk
Abscission in plants is a biological process that involves organ detachment from the main body of the plant; this phenomenon gives the
organism the opportunity to shed diseased organs, prepare for cold winters, and facilitate seed dispersal.
it occurs at a specialised layer of cells, the abscission zone which undergoes a complex series of events. classical experiments of
abscission have been conducted by exposing explants to ethylene or IAA for defined periods of time.
The abscission zone is difficult to isolate and usually is contaminated with neighbouring cells, making the analysis of molecular changes
associated with the process extremely challenging.
to resolve this problem a transgenic line generated by fusing the promoter of a polygalacturonase gene from Arabidopsis (At2g41850)
to the reporter Green Fluorescent Protein, which is expressed in the floral abscission zones from Arabidopsis flowers (Gonzalez-Carranza,
et al. 2002), has been used to tag, separating cells and facilitate their collection using a fluorescence-dissecting microscope. A cDNA
library has been generated from these GFP-tagged cells and mRNA isolated from them. Genes from the zone have been identified, and a
selection of promoters has been fused to the gus and gfp reporters. results will be presented and possible roles of some of these genes
discussed.
gonzalez-carranza, et al (2002) plant phys. 128: 534-543.

13008
“functionAl chArActerisAtion of four gdsl-lipAses“
*peter huppenberger (center for molecular plant biology, university of tuebingen, germany), birgit Kemmerling (center for molecular
plant biology, university of tuebingen, germany), Klaus harter (center for molecular plant biology, university of tuebingen, germany),
christopher grefen (fbls - plant science group, university of glasgow, united Kingdom)
p.huppenberger@gmx.de
several years ago a large family of lipases, with over a hundred members, was discovered that contained an enzymatic active site
different to that of other lipases. instead of the classical gxsxg-motif in the center of the protein, gdsl-lipases display a highly conserved
octapeptide (gxsxxxxg) near their n-terminus (brick et al., 1995; upton and buckley, 1995). Another common feature among the
members of this protein family is their potential apoplastic localisation, because: all members of the gdsl-lipases described so far reveal
either N-terminal leader sequences or signal peptides for apoplastic secretion. In addition, there is growing evidence that plant GDSLlipases play a functional role in biotic (Atglip1, Caglip1) and abiotic (Atltl1) stress responses (oh et al., 2005; narajo et al., 2006;
hwang et al., 2008) possibly through lipolytic activity in the cell wall.
here, we used a molecular approach to characterise four less-characterised gdsl-lipases, cgm1-4 (contains gdsl-motif). transcript
and promotor::gus analysis of the cgms revealed overlapping but distinct expression patterns in Arabidopsis that could underscore
functional differences. As in glip1, we observed a higher susceptibility of cgm1 loss-of-function (lof) lines to the necrotrophic pathogen
Alternaria brassicicola. in addition, these lines showed a weak hypersensitive response to exogenously applied brassinosteroids. the
functional relationship of the apoplastic cgms with the different signal response pathways, to which they contribute, will be discussed.

13009
novel genetic Alleles coding for resistAnce to flupoxAm suggest AssociAtion With the cellulose synthAses
*robert law (university of ontario institute of technology, canada), isaac shim (university of ontario institute of technology, canada),
dario bonetta (university of ontario institute of technology, canada)
robert.law@uoit.ca
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the cellulose synthases (cesAs) are a group of inverting glycosyltransferases which function on the plasma membrane of all cellulose
producing organisms, polymerizing the formation of cellulose microfibrils in a β-1-4 linked fashion. The details of this process in plants
remains poorly understand. There are many questions pertaining to cellulose synthesis that remain to be elucidated, such as; Are there
accessory proteins which assist in cellulose deposition? How are the CESAs regulated, being that they are only active on the membrane?
How are these CESAs tied to the underlying microtubule network, and do they traverse with the assistance of “helper” proteins? The
use of cellulose biosynthesis inhibitors in combination with genetics analysis provides a potentially useful way to address some of these
questions. To this end, we have used an annual broad-leaf cellulose inhibiting herbicide, flupoxam, to identify 15 mutations conferring
resistance to concentrations of flupoxam ranging from 100 nm to 10 μm. Three of these mutations have been mapped to the C-terminal
end of cesA3 (At5g05170). the 12 remaining mutations, however, have yet to be mapped. it is possible that these mutations might
identify cellulose synthase interacting proteins.

13010
isoxAben resistAnce conferred by novel iXr Alleles.
*isaac shim (uoit, canada), robert law (uoit, canada), dario bonetta (uoit, canada)
isaac.shim@uoit.ca
isoxaben is a pre-emergence broadleaf herbicide which inhibits the incorporation of glucose into cellulose in higher plants by an
unknown mechanism. mutations that confer high degrees of resistance to isoxaben (ixr) are of interest since they indirectly reveal
information about the mechanics of cellulose biosynthesis and cellulose synthase subunits (cesA). single amino acid substitutions in
the c-terminal region of cesA3 and cesA6 have previously been implicated in isoxaben resistence in Arabidopsis. it is speculated that
isoxaben specifically binds and prevents CESA3-CESA6 association in primary wall rosette assembly. This notion is supported by the
dominant nature of the resistance phenotype. A selection of ethyl methl sulfonate (ems) generated mutants yielded six novel lines tolerant
to high concentrations of isoxaben. four contain point mutations localized to AtCEsA3 and AtCEsA6 and are novel alleles of ixr1 and
ixr2 respectively. the two other mutants possess wild-type alleles of AtCEsA1,3 and 6 and are also resistant to high concentrations of
the herbicide in a semidominant fashion. the characterization of these mutations offers the potential for further understanding isoxaben
resistance and implicit information about cellulose biosynthesis.

13011
the mAp KinAses, mpK4 And mpK11, Are reQuired for cytoKinesis in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Ken Kousetu (division of biological science, graduate school of science, nagoya university, Japan), takashi soyano (division of
biological science, graduate school of science, nagoya university, national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), michiko sasabe
(division of biological science, graduate school of science, nagoya university, Japan), yuji takahashi (division of biological science,
graduate school of science, nagoya university, Japan), yasunori machida (division of biological science, graduate school of science,
nagoya university, Japan)
kosetsu@bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp
cytokinesis is a critical step of cell division. both in plants and animals, whereas mAp kinases suggested to regulate cytokinesis,
involvement of mAp kinases in cytokinesis is controversial. here, we show that mpK4 and mpK11 mAp kinase regulate plant cytokinesis
in Arabidopsis thaliana. our date demonstrate that kinase activity of mpK4 are highly active in organs containing dividing cells. mpK4
localizes to the equatorial plane at cytokinesis. The mpk4 mutants containe cells with incomplete cell walls and multiple nuclei. We also
identified that MPK11 regulates cytokinesis in absence of MPK4. While the mpk11 mutants show no defects in cytokinesis, levels of MpK11
transcripts increase in mpk4, the mutation of mpk11 enhances cytokinesis defects of mpk4. besides, the mpK4 is phosphorylated and
activated by AnQ mAp kinase kinase in vitro, and the activity of mpK4 proteins are decreased in anq-2 mutants in vivo, indicating that
mpK4 functions downstream of AnQ.

13012
FUNCTIONS OF α-XYLOSIDASE IN XYLOGLUCAN OLIGOSACCHARIDE METABOLISM, CELL WALL LOOSENING, SEED GERMINATION AND
fruit development
*takuma shigeyama (department of life sciences, meiji university, JApAn), Konatu tokuchi (department of life sciences, meiji
university, JApAn), Asuka Watanabe (department of life sciences, meiji university, JApAn), yoshitake desaki (department of life
sciences, meiji university, JApAn), shigeo toh (department of life sciences, meiji university, JApAn), naoto shibuya (department of
life sciences, meiji university), naoki sakurai (faculty of integrated Arts and sciences, hiroshima university, JApAn), naoto Kawakami
(department of life sciences, meiji university, JApAn)
0212st@gmail.com
temperature is a primary environmental cue for seed germination of many weeds and vegetables. germination inhibition of winter
annual seeds by high temperature in summer enables the seeds to germinate and to establish seedling growth in autumn. to understand
the mechanism of germination regulation by temperature, we have selected five high temperature resistant germination mutants of
Arabidopsis (Tamura et al. 2006, Plant & Cell Physiology 47: 1081-1094). Positional cloning of one of the mutant loci identified that
trg1 is a loss of function mutant of trG1/XYl1 gene. Arabidopsis trG1/XYl1 gene product have shown to have α-xylosidase activity
that removes xylose residue from the non-reducing end of xyloglucan oligosaccharides (sampedro et al. 2001, plant physiology 126:
910-920), and it has been suggested to be a rate limiting step of further degradation of the oligosaccharides. hplc and mAldi/tof ms
analyses revealed the over-accumulation of xxxg in developing fruits and leaves of trg1/xyl1 mutant. in addition to the germination
phenotype, trg1/xyl1 had short and fat fruits, and the cells of the fruit wall showed disordered array and shape. the creep-extension
analysis indicated that the elongating flower stem of trg1/xyl1 had lower elasticity and viscosity values than wild type. reporter gene
expression in trG1/XYl1 promoter::gus transgenic plants was detected in sub-epidermal cell layer of germinating seed hypocotyl and in
epidermis of the elongating roots. these results suggest that xyloglucan oligosaccharides have enhancing role on cell wall loosening, and
α-xylosidase plays a key role to keep cell wall loosening state normal during cell elongation.

13013
clAss iii peroxidAse per36 is reQuired for mucilAge extrusion in ArAbidopsis seed coAt
*tadashi Kunieda (graduate school of science, Kyoto university, Japan), maki Kondo (national institute for basic biology, Japan),
mitsue fukazawa (national institute for basic biology, Japan), mikio nishimura (national institute for basic biology, Japan), ikuko haranishimura (graduate school of science, Kyoto university, Japan)
kunieda@gr.bot.kyoto-u.ac.jp
Arabidopsis seed coat has a large quantity of polysaccharide "mucilage". When seeds are imbibed, the mucilage is extruded from
seed coat, and then forms a gel-matrix surrounding the seed. We found that the knockdown mutants of seed coat specific peroxidase
(pEr36) showed partial extrusion of the mucilage and failed to form the mucilage gel-matrix. pEr36 promoter contains a putative nAc
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transcription factor binding sequence. We reported that plant-specific NAC transcription factors, NAC REGULATED SEED MORPHOLOGY1
(nArs1) and nArs2, are involved in accumulation of the mucilage (1). the expression of pEr36 was remarkably down-regulated in
developing seeds of nars1 nars2 double mutant, suggesting that per36 was regulated by nArs1 and nArs2.
per36-gfp fusion protein preferentially localized to the outer cell wall of the mucilage-accumulation cells and rescued the abnormal
mucilage extrusion of per36 mutants. cell wall loosening treatment such as edtA and na2co3 enhanced the mucilage extrusion in per36
mutants. these results indicate that per36 is involved in cell wall degradation and promotes the mucilage extrusion in the mucilageaccumulation cells.
(1) Kunieda et al., plant cell, 20, 2631-2642 (2008).

13014
vnd-interActing2, A nAc domAin trAnscription fActor, negAtively regulAtes xylem vessel formAtion in ArAbidopsis
*masatoshi yamaguchi (nAist, graduate school of biological sciences, Japan), misato ohtani (riKen, plant science center, Japan),
nobutaka mitsuda (national insitute of Advanced industrial science and technology, Japan), minoru Kubo (Jst erAto hasebe
reprogramming evolution project, Japan), masaru ohme-takagi (national insitute of Advanced industrial science and technology,
Japan), hiroo fukuda (the university of tokyo, graduate school of science, Japan), taku demura (nAist, graduate school of biological
sciences, riKen, plant science center, Japan)
yamagu@bs.naist.jp
the Arabidopsis thaliana nAc domain transcription factor vAsculAr-relAted nAc-domAin7 (vnd7) acts as a master regulator of
xylem vessel differentiation. to understand the mechanism by which vnd7 regulates xylem vessel differentiation, we used a yeast twohybrid system to screen for proteins that interact with VND7, and identified cDNAs encoding two NAC domain proteins, VND-INTERACTING1
(vni1) and vni2. binding assays demonstrated that vni2 effectively interacts with vnd7 and the vnd family proteins, vnd1-5, as well
as with other NAC domain proteins at lower affinity. Vni2 is expressed in both xylem and phloem cells in roots and inflorescence stems.
the expression of Vni2 overlaps with that of Vnd7 in elongating vessel precursors in roots. vni2 contains a predicted pest motif, and a
c-terminally truncated vni2 protein, which lacks part of the pest motif, is more stable than full-length vni2. transient reporter assays
showed that VNI2 is a transcriptional repressor and can repress the expression of vessel-specific genes regulated by VND7. Expression of
c-terminally truncated vni2 under the control of the Vnd7 promoter inhibited the normal development of xylem vessels in roots and aerial
organs. These data suggest that VNI2 regulates xylem cell specification as a transcriptional repressor that interacts with VND proteins and
possibly also with other nAc domain proteins.

13015
the ArAbidopsis AtgAtl5 gene is reQuired for the production of seed coAt mucilAge
yingzhen Kong (university of georgia, complex carbohydrate research center, usA), gongke Zhou (university of georgia, complex
carbohydrate research center, usA), melani Atmodjo (university of georgia, complex carbohydrate research center, usA), Ashraf m.A.
Abdeen (mcgill university, department of biology, canada), malcolm o'neill (university of georgia, complex carbohydrate research
center, usA), tamara Western (mcgill university, department of biology, canada), debra mohnen (university of georgia, complex
carbohydrate research center, usA), *michael g. hahn (university of georgia, complex carbohydrate research center, usA)
hahn@ccrc.uga.edu
the function of a putative galacturonosyltransferase (galAt) from Arabidopsis thaliana (At1g02720; AtgAtl5) was studied. AtgAtl5
is expressed in all plant tissues, with highest expression levels in 7 DPA siliques. AtGATL5 transcription appears to be regulated by the
transcriptional regulators Ap2, ttg1, ttg2 and gl2. A t-dnA insertion in the AtgAtl5 gene yields a plant whose seed exhibit a defect in
mucilage biosynthesis and abnormal cell separation in the seed coat. transformation of atgatl5 mutants with the native complete AtgAtl5
gene results in the complementation of all morphological phenotypes. chemical and immunological analysis of the mucilage isolated from
atgatl5 mutant seed revealed no apparent changes in sugar composition compared with w.t. mucilage. macromolecular characterization
revealed that the molecular weight of the mutant mucilage increased 47% compared with that of w.t. mucialge. sub-cellular localization
experiments showed that the gAtl5 protein is localized to both er and golgi in comparison with marker proteins resident to these subcellular compartments. these studies demonstrate that AtgAtl5 is involved in mucilage synthesis in Arabidopsis and may function to
regulate the size of the polysaccharide. [supported by the us national science foundation (mcb-0646109).]

14001
leAfy tArget genes reveAl A direct linK betWeen externAl stimulus response And floWer development
*cara m. Winter (university of pennsylvania school of Arts and sciences, usA), ryan s. Austin (university of toronto, canada), maxwell
A. reback (university of pennsylvania school of Arts and sciences, usA), miin-feng Wu (university of pennsylvania school of Arts
and sciences, usA), Ayako yamaguchi (university of pennsylvania school of Arts and sciences, usA), shane t. Jensen (university of
pennsylvania Wharton school, usA), hongzhe li (university of pennsylvania school of medicine, usA), doris Wagner (university of
pennsylvania school of Arts and sciences, usA)
caramw@mail.med.upenn.edu
The transition from vegetative growth to flower formation is critical for the survival of flowering plants. The plant-specific transcription
factor LEAFY (LFY) has central, evolutionarily conserved roles in this process, both in the formation of the first flower during the meristem
identity (MI) transition and later in flower patterning. Our combined genome-wide binding and expression studies uncover largely distinct
functions for direct lfy target genes at these two stages. We show that lfy directly controls the expression of genes regulating the plant's
response to external stimuli during the mi transition in Arabidopsis, and regulates a larger set of genes during flower development than
previously anticipated. Our computational pipeline for de novo cis motif analysis uncovered stage-specific LFY consensus and cofactor
motifs that likely contribute to differential lfy activity at both stages. these studies suggest a molecular mechanism for the coordination
of developmental and environmental response programs in plants during the reproductive phase. regulation of multiple survival programs
by a single transcription factor may optimize system-wide plant resource allocation, enhancing species fitness.

14002
identificAtion of A mAJor Qtl controlling loW-temperAture tolerAnce At seed germinAtion stAge in rice
*Kenji fujino (hoKuren, Japan), hiroshi sekiguchi (hoKuren, Japan), yasuyuki matsuda (hoKuren, Japan), Kazuko ono (national
institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan), masahiro yano (national institute of Agrobiological sciences, Japan)
fujino-kenji@hokuren.jp
Tolerance to abiotic stress is an important agronomic trait in crops and is controlled by many genes, which are called quantitative trait
loci (QTLs). Identification of these QTLs will contribute not only to the understanding of plant biology but also for plant breeding to achieve
stable crop production around the world. previously, we mapped three Qtls controlling low temperature tolerance at the germination
stage (called low temperature germinability). To understand the molecular basis of one of these QTLs, qLTG3-1 (quantitative trait locus
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for low temperature germinability on chromosome 3), map-based cloning was performed, and this Qtl was shown to be encoded by a
protein of unknown function. qLTG3-1 is strongly expressed in the embryo during seed germination. Prior to and during seed germination,
specific localization of GUS staining in the tissues covering the embryo was observed. Expression of qLTG3-1 was tightly associated with
vacuolation of the tissues covering the embryo. this may cause tissue weakening resulting in reduction of the mechanical resistance to
the growth potential of the coleoptile. These phenomena are quite similar to the model system of seed germination presented by dicot
plants, suggesting that this model may be conserved in both dicot and monocot plants.

14004
cAndidAtes of coding genes encoding novel signAling peptides in plAnt genome (A. thAliAnA And o. sAtivA)
*Kousuke hanada (riKen plant science center, Japan), mieko higuchi (riKen plant science center, Japan), masahiro okamoto (riKen
plant science center, Japan), takeshi hase (riKen plant science center, Japan), tetsuro toyoda (riKen, bioinformatics And systems
engineering division, Japan), motoaki seki (riKen plant science center, Japan), minami matsui (riKen plant science center, Japan),
Kazuo shinozaki (riKen plant science center, Japan)
kohanada@psc.riken.jp
Small signaling peptides called peptide hormone recently have shown a significant role in various aspects of either plant development
or stress response. However, it is believed that such the peptides tend not to be identified because small coding genes tend not to be
identified as coding genes due to the conservative nature of gene prediction algorithms. Using our recently published pipeline (Hanada
et al., Genome Res. 2007, Hanada et al., Bioinformatics 2010), we identified novel 7,442 and 28,883 sORF small open reading frames
(sorfs) with high coding potential in Arabidopsis thaliana and oryza sativa genomes. our aim is to identify small genes encoding novel
peptide showing hormone-like functions from these newly identified sORFs as well as annotated small coding genes. Out of 12812 and
67557 small coding genes, our designed microarray identified 6552 and 19068 small coding genes with high expression level under
various organs and various stress conditions in A. thaliana and o. sativa, respectively. there are 7943 and 37797 small coding genes with
high homology in 7 plant species (Arabidopsis lyrata, lotus japonicus, medicago truncatula, populus trichocarpa, vitis vinifera, sorghum
bicolor, Zea mays). With developing a new method to identify amino acid compositions specific to peptide hormone by Bayes' approach,
we identified 2227 and 13188 small coding genes with high similar hormone-like amino acid compositions in A. thaliana and O. sativa,
respectively. taken together, we found 892 and 6431 small coding genes with high expression, high homology in other plant genomes
and similar hormone-like amino acid compositions. these genes are thought to be candidate genes encoding novel signaling peptides.
Interestingly, the candidate genes tend to be specifically expressed in flower, silique (Arabidopsis) or ear (Oryza), indicating that there is
unknown mechanisms related to morphogenesis of reproductive organs by new peptide hormones.

14005
functionAl AnAlysis of short open reAding frAmes (sorfs) in plAnts
*mieko higuchi (riKen psc, Japan), takeshi yoshizumi (riKen psc, Japan), yoko horii (riKen psc, Japan), mika Kawashima (riKen
psc, Japan), Keiko matsui (riKen psc, Japan), Kousuke hanada (riKen psc, Japan), minami matsui (riKen psc, Japan)
mhiguchi@psc.riken.jp
open reading frame predicted to encode more than 100 amino acids has been annotated as a gene. therefore, the initial annotation did
not include many short open reading frames (sorfs). however, recent transcriptome studies have discovered that small nonannotated
protein-coding genes were expressed in the intergenic region. these peptides encoded by sorfs are reported to be involved in various
functions in yeast and Drosophila. In the Arabidopsis genome, we identified 7,159 short open reading frames (sORFs) ranging from 90
to 300 bp in the intergenic regions. We developed an agilent custom microarray including sorfs, Agi genes and intergenic transcripts in
Arabidopsis to detect sorf expression. the expression of about 1,500 sorfs could be detected in various tissues (rosette leaves, roots,
stems, flowers, siliques). Some sORF expressions were confirmed by RT-PCR analysis to validate microarray results. The sORF expression
profile was also analyzed during illumination process to identify light-regulated sORFs. Dark-grown seedlings for 3 days were transferred to
continuous illumination. seedlings were collected after 1, 6, 24 h illumination and extracted rnA was subjected to microarray analysis. We
could detect light-dependent sorf expression. this suggests that sorf might have a role in light-regulated development in Arabidopsis.
Moreover, we generated sORF overexpression Arabidopsis plants and observed their phenotypes. Some mutants showed altered flower
size, hypocotyl length and root length. We also created rice custom microarray to analyze the expression profile of sORF in rice. About
10,000-12,000 sorfs were also expressed in various tissues (leaves, roots, stems, panicles, seeds). thus, sorfs might have a role in
plant development and the perception of environmental stimuli in higher plants.

14006
dWArf mutAnt chArActeriZAtion in heAvy ion-beAm mutAted diploid WheAt (tritiCUM MonoCoCCUMl.)
*Alagu manickavelu (Kihara institute for biological research, yokohama city university, Japan), Kanako Kawaura (Kihara institute for
biological research, yokohama city university, Japan), hitoshi sakakibara (riKen plant science centre, Japan), yuji Kamiya (riKen
plant science centre, Japan), tomoko Abe (plant functions lab, riKen, Wako, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen plant science centre,
Japan), yasunari ogihara (Kihara institute for biological research, yokohama city university)
manicks@yokohama-cu.ac.jp
The short stature and sturdy stalks of the dwarf varieties of wheat rendered them resistant to flattering by wind, rain or high densities
and more effective in converting fertilizer input into higher yields. most of the modern dwarf and semi-dwarf wheat lines having the dwarf
gene from the Japanese variety Norin10 among their ancestors. The importance of nitrogen use efficiency and to meet the food demand
of growing population, this project was initiated to find the alternative and efficient dwarf genes in wheat. Mutations in plants are powerful
tools, not only for classifying physiological mechanisms in plants but also for developing new plant varieties in practical breeding programs.
heavy ion-beam mutagenesis is generally accepted as an effective method for producing mutations, as well as for functional studies of
genes. the mutated population can be used to develop germplasm that contains gene knockouts, and fast track the development of nongm, high value traits. two diploid wheat strains (dv 92 & Kt 3-5) were selected for ion-beam treatment (14n-135 mev/u) and around
2700 m2 lines were evaluated. Dwarf and semi-dwarf mutants were identified by phenotypically. Due to the importance of phytohormone
in relation to plant height, the gibberllic acid response of selected lines were evaluated through external gA3 experiments at the seedling
stage. based on phenotype and gA3 experiment, in total, ten lines were short listed and carried out the high throughput hormone analysis
in order to measure the endogenous level of gA, auxin, cytokinin and abscisic acid. for genetic studies, selected lines were back-crossed
with parent. Now the molecular characterization is underway to find the deletion mutant for any of the hormone related genes.

14007
trifldb And trimedb; integrAted informAtion resources for triticeAe compArAtive genomics
*Keiichi mochida (riKen plant science center, Japan), takuhiro yoshida (riKen plant science center, Japan), tetsuya sakurai (riKen
plant science center, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen plant science center, Japan)
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mochida@psc.riken.jp
the triticeae full-length cds database (trifldb, http://trifldb.psc.riekn.jp/) contains available information regarding full-length
coding sequences (CDSs) of the Triticeae crops wheat (triticum aestivum) and barley (hordeum vulgare) and includes functional
annotations and comparative genomics features. trifldb provides a search interface using keywords for gene function and related gene
Ontology terms and a similarity search for DNA and deduced translated amino acid sequences to access annotations of Triticeae fulllength CDS (TriFLCDS) entries. Annotations consist of similarity search results against several sequence databases and domain structure
predictions. The deduced amino acid sequences in TriFLDB are grouped with the proteome datasets for Arabidopsis (Arabidopsis thaliana),
rice (oryza sativa), and sorghum (sorghum bicolor), providing hierarchical clustering results based on full-length protein sequences.
the current trifldb contains 15,871 full-length cdss from barley and wheat and includes putative full-length cdnAs for barley and
wheat, which are publicly accessible. Additionally, the triticeae mapped est database (trimedb, http://trimedb.psc.riken.jp/) provides
information, along with various annotations, regarding mapped cdnA markers that are related to barley and their homologues in wheat.
the current version of trimedb provides map-location data for barley and wheat ests retrieved from three published barley linkage maps
and one diploid wheat. to provide the possible genetic locations of full-length cdss, triflcds entries are also assigned to the genetically
mapped cDNA sequences of barley and diploid wheat, which are currently accommodated in TriMEDB. These relational data are searchable
from the search interfaces of both databases. this integrated database provides informatics gateway for triticeae genomics and grass
comparative genomics.

14008
legumetfdb: An integrAtive dAtAbAse for functionAl genomics of GlYCinE MAX, lotUs JAponiCUs And MEdiCAGo
trUnCAtUlA trAnscription fActors
*Keiichi mochida (plant science center, riKen, yokohama 230-0045, Japan), takuhiro yoshida (plant science center, riKen, yokohama
230-0045, Japan), tetsuya sakurai (plant science center, riKen, yokohama 230-0045, Japan), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (Japan
international center of Agricultural sciences, ibaraki 305-8686, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (plant science center, riKen, yokohama 2300045, Japan), lam-son tran (Japan international center of Agricultural sciences, ibaraki 305-8686, Japan)
mochida@psc.riken.jp
Sequence-specific DNA-binding transcription factors (TFs) are often termed as “master regulators” which bind to DNA and either
activate or repress gene transcription. We have computationally analyzed the genome sequence data of soybean (Glycine max), lotus
japonicus and Medicago truncatula to identify the complete sets of tfs in these three legume species based on the hidden markov model
profiles of DNA-binding domain families. We have then established an integrative database named LegumeTFDB to provide access to
all three TF repertoires. LegumeTFDB integrates unique information for each TF gene and family, including sequence features, gene
promoters, domain alignments, gene ontology (GO) assignment and sequence comparison data derived from comparative analysis with
tfs found within legumes, in Arabidopsis, rice and poplar as well as with proteins in ncbi nr and uniprot. With particular interest in
abiotic stress signaling, we analyzed the promoter regions for all of the tf encoding genes of the three legume species as a means to
identify abiotic stress responsive cis-elements as well as all types of cis-motifs provided by the plAce database. Additionally, we supply
hyperlinks to available expression data of 1548 soybean tf genes. legumetfdb provides an important user-friendly public resource for
the elucidation of transcriptional regulation underlying different developmental and physiological processes in agriculturally important
legumes. Furthermore, with its unique features LegumeTFDB enables comparative genomics of TF repertoires both within legume species,
among legumes, non-legume plants and other organisms.
Availability: http://legumetfdb.psc.riken.jp/

14009
development of cAssAvA dAtAbAse: cAssAvA.psc.riKen.Jp
*tetsuya sakurai (riKen plant science center, Japan), takuhiro yoshida (riKen plant science center, Japan), Kenji Akiyama (riKen
plant science center, Japan), motoaki seki (riKen plant science center, Japan), sarah Ayling (international center for tropical
Agriculture (ciAt), colombia), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen plant science center, Japan), manabu ishitani (international center for tropical
Agriculture (ciAt), colombia)
stetsuya@psc.riken.jp
cassava (Manihot esculenta, euphorbiaceae) is a starch crop known for its ability to grow in diverse environments, ranging from
dry to humid climates and acidic to alkaline soils. further, this crop can grow in nutrient-poor soil and is found worldwide. cassava is
considered an energy source and is used in industries and as food. in fact, information on cassava, such as published journal articles and
sequence registration in public databanks, is increasing, and this increase is associated with high expectations. However, unfortunately,
the information is scattered and not organized. therefore, at present, we are unable to refer to it effectively. similar to the study of
Arabidopsis, comprehensive researches such as a cdnA collection and microarray experiments will be performed for cassava. in fact, we
have successfully obtained a cassava full-length cdnA collection. because it is expected that the volume of information will be generated
from such researches will be large, organization of the information will be important.
Cassava.psc.riken.jp provides cassava mRNA sequences and ESTs currently available from NCBI (Genbank/EMBL/DDBJ) and their
annotations. So far, this database equips search function by gene function, accession number and sequence similarity (BLAST). The
annotation of cassava.psc.riken.jp is based on the similarity search results against several protein databases and the similarity map
results in the castor bean (ricinus communis, euphorbiaceae), poplar (populus trichocarpa, salicaceae), grape (Vitis vinifera, vitaceae)
and Arabidipsis thaliana (Brassicaceae) genome sequences. This database is available at http://cassava.psc.riken.jp/.

14010
effect of silicon on cell WAll mAtrix polysAcchArides in rice
*tsuyoshi yamamoto (graduate school of life and environmental sciences, univ. of tsukuba, Japan), Jun furukawa (graduate school
of life and environmental sciences, univ. of tsukuba, Japan), Atsuko nakamura (graduate school of life and environmental sciences,
univ. of tsukuba, Japan), hiroaki iwai (graduate school of life and environmental sciences, univ. of tsukuba, Japan), tadashi ishii
(forestry and forest products research institute, Japan), Jian feng ma (research institute for bioresources, okayama univ., Japan),
ryusuke yokoyama (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku univ., Japan), Kazuhiko nishitani (graduate school of life sciences,
tohoku univ., Japan), shinobu satoh (graduate school of life and environmental sciences, univ. of tsukuba, Japan)
yamamoto30330@ies.life.tsukuba.ac.jp
rice (oryza sativa) is a typical si-accumulating plant and is able to accumulate si to >10% of the shoot dry weight. in the shoot, it is
known that si exists as a polymerized form in motor cells or beneath the cuticle layer. on the other hand, it is suggested that there are
silicon-containing high molecular weight compounds in cell wall. in addition to that, it was also reported that cell wall became thicker in si
deficient condition. There are some differences in composition of cell wall between dicot and monocot. Pectin content is about 30 - 40%
in cell wall of dicot, but pectin content is very little in cell wall of monocot. hemicellulose is mainly constructed by xyloglucan in dicot,
but it is manly constructed by glucuronoarabinoxylan and (1-3),(1-4)β-D-glucan in monocot. Therefore, our objective is to investigate
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the relationship between si and cell wall matrix polysaccharides, especially the effects of si on the cell wall matrix polysaccharides
composition. sugar composition of cell wall fractions isolated from rice grown in hydroponics with or without 1.5 mm silicic acid were
analyzed by gas-liquid chromatography. As a result, the balance of pectic, hemicellulosic and cellulosic fractions was differed between
two si conditions and the amounts of some sugars were different in the pectic fraction. in the creep test, the cell wall extensibility
of the immature leaf was increased in Si-deficient condition. Based on these results, the interaction between Si and cell wall matrix
polysaccharides will be discussed.

14011
AnAlysis of the phenotype of polygAlActuronAse 0ver-expressed rice
*Junya sato (graduate school of life and environmental sciences, univ. of tsukuba, Japan), Atsuko nakamura (graduate school of
life and environmental sciences, univ. of tsukuba, Japan), Jun furukawa (graduate school of life and environmental sciences, univ.
of tsukuba, Japan), ryusuke yokoyama (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku univ., Japan), Kazuhiko nishitani (graduate school
of life sciences, tohoku univ., Japan), tadashi ishii (forestry and forest products research institute, Japan), shinobu satoh (graduate
school of life and environmental sciences, univ. of tsukuba, Japan), hiroaki iwai (graduate school of life and environmental sciences,
univ. of tsukuba, Japan)
satoujun30319@ies.life.tsukuba.ac.jp
Liquid fuels derived from cellulosic biomass is one of the candidates of alternative to conventional fossil fuel source. However, cell
walls, which consist of cellulose, hemicellulose, pectin and lignin, are locked in complex polymers. in particular, pectin might be a barrier
for enzymatic saccaharification of cellulosic ethanol, because pectin degradation treatments are effective in ethanol production process.
compared with the pectin-abundant dicotylednous cell wall (40%), the cell wall of rice contains less pectin (10%). therefore, pectin was
thought to be less important for the growth and development in rice. to understand the function of pectin in the development of rice, we
analyzed the polygalacturonase over-expressed rice driven by maize ubiqutin promoter. Overexpression of PG caused the reduction of
pectin content and alteration of sugar composition. this pg overexpressors show the brittle phenotype in leaves. these results suggest
that pectin might be important for the normal development and the property of cell wall in rice.

14012
snp-bAsed genetic mAps in cultivAted tomAto
*Kenta shirasawa (Kazusa dnA research institute, Japan), sachiko isobe (Kazusa dnA research institute, Japan), shusei sato (Kazusa
dnA research institute, Japan), hiroyuki fukuoka (national institute of vegetable and tea science), christophe rothan (national
institute for Agricultural research, france), satoshi tabata (Kazusa dnA research institute, Japan)
shirasaw@kazusa.or.jp
In order to advance genetics and genomics in tomato, an interspecific standard linkage map has been constructed with RFLP, SSR, and
snp markers based on a population derived from a cross between solanum lycopersicum and s. pennellii, and a draft sequence of tomato
genome has been released by the International Tomato Genome Sequencing Consortium. However, intraspecific dense linkage maps of
cultivated tomato have not been developed because of less polymorphism between germplasms. in the present study, we discovered
5,607 candidate snps by comparison of 49,972 contigs that derived from 229,086 ests registered in public databases. out of the 5,607
candidate snp markers, 1,536 were tested for polymorphism using illumina goldengate system for two mapping populations, namely
Amf2, consisting of “Ailsa craig”, “micro-tom”, and its f2 progeny, and mmf2, consisting of “m82”, “micro-tom”, and its f2 progeny. As
the results, a total of 646 and 639 snp markers showed polymorphism in the Amf2 and the mmf2 populations, respectively, and were
subjected to linkage analysis. A linkage map of the Amf2 consisted of 991 loci, including 646 snps and 345 ssrs, which were previously
developed from EST and BAC-end sequences, and covered 1,468 cM. In the MMF2 population, a total 637 SNP loci were located onto 12
linkage groups representing 1,126 cm. meanwhile, we applied the illumina goldengate snp assay for 27 tomato cultivars to evaluate the
availability of the snps. Among the 27 cultivars, 919 of 1,536 snp markers were segregated. the results in this study will contribute to
physiology, molecular genetics, genomics, and breeding in tomato.

14013
entrApment of endogenous circAdiAn rhythms in ArAbidopsis by glK myb trAnscription fActors.
*leonid savitch (Agriculture and Agri-food canada, eastern cereal and oilseed research centre, canada), david sprott, ghislaine
Allard, Jas singh
leonid.savitch@agr.gc.ca
glK1 and glK2 transcription factors have been studied extensively with respect to their role in chloroplast biogenesis (Waters et al.
(2009) the plant Cell,21:1109-1128). Our previous studies identified that overexpression of GLK1 in Arabidopsis led to the reprogramming
of gene expression networks to enhance a high constitutive expression of genes encoding disease defense related proteins and conferred
resistance to Fusarium graminearum (savitch et al. (2007) bbrC,359:234-238). comprehensive transcriptome analyses of Arabidopsis
GLK1 OE, GLK2 OE, GLK1 KO, GLK2 KO and GLK1&2 KO performed at ZT4 and ZT12 identified that transcription of a large number
of genes was similarly controlled in oe and Ko plants, in particular genes regulated by circadian clocks. in addition, comparison of
transcriptional changes at ZT4 with that of ZT12 identified that large number of genes affected in OE and/or KO plants reversed their
expression, such that genes typically induced at Zt4 were induced in oe and Ko plants at Zt12 and vice versa. this observation suggests
that glK1 and glK2 might be involved in regulation of circadian clocks in Arabidopsis. in this presentation we report the monitoring of
diurnal changes in transcription of major clock related genes performed by qPCR analysis. Our studies identified that GLK1 OE, GLK2 OE,
glK1 Ko, glK2 Ko and glK1&2 Ko affected differentially either diurnal amplitude or time of appearance of ccA1, lhy, Aprr3, Aprr5,
Aprr7, Aprr9, toc1, gi, pcl1 indicating that both overexpression of glK1 and glK2 or knockouts of glK1 and glK2 perturb diurnal
rhythmicity in Arabidopsis. our results also indicated that glK1 oe suppresses endogenous glK2 and glK2 oe suppresses endogenous
glK1, thus, suggesting that observed changes in diurnal rhythmicity might be combinatorial effect of perturb glK locus.

15001
diversity AnAlysis of nAn3-induced common beAn mutAnts using Aflp And morpho-AgronomicAl chArActeristics
*Jih min sung (hungkuang, taiwan, roc)
sungjm@sunrise.hk.edu.tw
common bean (phaseoulu vulgaris l.) recently gains much interest in taiwan because it is characterized as a healthy food. however,
only limited varieties are available for common bean grower. chemical-induced mutagenesis has been used to obtain genetic diversity
and produce new variety in many crop species. In the present study, amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) and morphoagronomic diversities in a common bean variety hwachia and its’34 nan3-induced mutants (m7 generation) were investigated. the results
showed that eight primer combinations generated 516 fragments among the tested materials, of which 448 fragments were polymorphic.
The calculated Jaccard similarity coefficients based on AFLP data ranged from 0.469 to 0.839. Both clustering and principal coordinate
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analyses confirmed the presence of molecular diversities between variety Hwachia and its mutants. Statistical analyses also revealed the
presence of morpho-agronomic variations among the tested mutants. the relations among hwachia and mutants based on Aflp data
were correlated with those based on morpho-agronomic characteristics. thus, nan3-induced mutagenesis can broaden genetic variation
in common bean. moreover, mutants sA-09 and sA-14 can be released as new common bean varieties; others (sA-07, sA-08, sA-30 and
sA-31) are also useful as a source of variation to derive new variety.

15002
An ArAbidopsis trichome specific promoter drives reporter gene expression And retAins its specificity in
brAssicA JunceA.
*gunvant patil (national research centre on plant biotechnology, new delhi, india), vajinder Kumar (national research centre on
plant biotechnology, new delhi, india), pooja sharma (national research centre on plant biotechnology, new delhi, india), Amit
deokar (national research centre on plant biotechnology, new delhi, india), vishwajith Kondawar (national research centre on
plant biotechnology, new delhi, india), pradeep Kumar Jain (national research centre on plant biotechnology, new delhi, india),
ramamurthy srinivasan (national research centre on plant biotechnology, new delhi, india)
gunvantpatil@gmail.com
In several cases tissue specific expression of a transgene in plant species is desirable. Trichomes are specialized epidermal cells
that produce secretions and that are thought to provide a first line of defence against pests and pathogens. Many trichome-secreted
compounds are used commercially as flavourings, medicines, etc. The trichome specific promoter isolated from the upstrem sequence
of ethylene response factor gene (At5g11190.1). hypocotyles of brassica juncea were used to develop an in vitro culture system for
plant regeneration and Agrobacterium mediated transformation. plants were regenerated from hypocotyle derived callus precultured on
murashige and skoog medium supplemented with 2 mg/l 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid. transgenic plants were obtained by inoculation
of precultured explant with a disarmed Agrobacterium strain (gv3101) containing the binary vector pbi101-tsp, which carried the genes
encoding β-glucuronidase under trichome specific promoter. This promoter is shown to direct the specific expression of the reporter gene,
β-glucuronidase (GUS), in trichomes of in vitro regenerated brassica plantlets. The expression of gus gene was predominantly more in
trichomes of young leaves, petiole and stem. pcr and rt-pcr analysis revealed the presence and expression of gus gene in transgenic
plants respectively. This promoter may provide efficient bioengineering to enhance pest and pathogen resistance, and for molecular
farming.

15003
moleculAr detection of nine rice viruses by rt-lAmp
*dung le (national Agricultural research center, Japan), tamaki ichiki (national Agricultural research center, Japan), takumi shumizu
(national Agricultural research center, Japan), choi il-ryong (international rice research institute, philippine), lam-son phan tran
(signaling pathway research unit, riKen plant science center, Japan), toshihiro omura (national Agricultural research center, Japan),
takahide sasaya (national Agricultural research center, Japan)
letiendzung@yahoo.com
In the context of rapid and unpredictable epidemic outbreaks of rice virus diseases, a system for quick and accurate identification of the
causal viruses is critical for not only epidemiological study but also for monitoring and controlling the outbreaks. such an assay system,
when available, will have to be specific, sensitive and adaptable to detect newly evolved strains. To address these needs, we established
the assays for molecular detection of nine major rice viruses that occur in Asia based on reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal
Amplification (RT-LAMP) principles - a cost effective, rapid and sensitive assay for molecular diagnosis in many fields.
rt-lAmp assays were developed and evaluated for the detection of nine viruses from infected rice plants, including rice black-streaked
dwarf virus (rbsdv), rice dwarf virus (rdv), rice gall dwarf virus (rgdv), rice ragged stunt virus (rrsv), rice transitory yellowing
virus (rtyv), rice stripe virus (rsv), rice grassy stunt virus (rgsv), rice tungro bacilliform virus (rtbv) and rice tungro spherical virus
(RTSV). Primers were designed based on sequences coding for structural proteins of each of the viruses. All primer sets, except for
RBSDV, detected corresponding target sequences from infected rice at 63oC within 60 minutes. The accuracy of the assays was monitored
with the use of external and internal (osrAc1) controls. the sensitivities of the assays were either superior (for rsv, rtbv and rtyv) or
similar (for rdv) to that of one-step rt-pcr. furthermore, the assays worked reliably and reproducibly with rnA extracted by 0.5n naoh
which further reduces the cost of regular diagnosis. For the first time, with these RT-LAMP assays, it was possible to detect the presence
of rtbv and rtsv from viruliferous vectors.
the assay system we reported here should facilitate studies on rice disease epidemiology, outbreak surveillance and molecular
pathology.

15004
trAnscriptionAl regulAtion of flAvonol biosynthesis in grApevine: novel insights into flAvonol diversity
*stefan czemmel (heidelberg institute for plant science, germany), ralf stracke (department of biology university of bielefeld,
germany), bernd Weisshaar (department of biology university of bielefeld, germany), nicole cordon (csiro plant industry, Australia),
nilangani n harris (csiro plant industry, Australia), Amanda r Walker (csiro plant industry, Australia), simon p robinson (csiro
plant industry, Australia), thomas rausch (heidelberg institute for plant science, germany), Jochen bogs (heidelberg institute for plant
science, germany)
sczemmel@hip.uni-heidelberg.de
flavonoids represent an important class of plant secondary compounds that play pivotal roles in grape berries and contribute
substantially to their taste, quality and nutrition. They exhibit anti-oxidant and anti-proliferative capacities and thereby account for healthpromoting effects of the consumption of grapes and many other fruits. Interestingly, extensive modification patterns strongly influence
pharmacological activity of the respective flavonoid.
To elucidate regulation of flavonoid synthesis in fruit, the project aimed at the identification and functional characterisation of the MYB
transcription factors vvmybf1 and vvmybf2 from V. vinifera L. cv ´Shiraz´. VvMYBF1 was shown to be a light-inducible flavonol-specific
transcription factor by correlation of gene expression patterns, transient reporter systems and complementation of a flavonol-deficient
Arabidopsis mutant phenotype. these studies have been conducted to vvmybf2 to elucidate to which extent vvmybf1 and vvmybf2
spatiotemporally regulate the accumulation of flavonols during grape berry development.
While the general flavonoid pathway is well characterized in several plant species, little is known about the genes modifying flavonol
aglycones and other core compounds to produce the tremendous diversity of flavonoids observed in plants. These complex modification
patterns and differences in the general flavonoid pathway between plant species result in more than 6000 flavonoid compounds in
plants. in a forward genetic approach, vvmybf1 and vvmybf2 have been expressed in grapevine hairy root cultures to perform dnA
microarray experiments to identify new genes specifically involved in modification and accumulation of flavonols. Co-expression of these
target genes with the respective MYB factor in grapevine hairy roots might lead to the synthesis of specifically modified flavonols and the
characterization of the enzymes modifying the basic flavonol skeleton.
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15005
engineering JA-regulAted secondAry metAbolism in plAnts
*moritz bomer (royal holloway university of london, united Kingdom), Alessandra devoto (royal holloway university of london, united
Kingdom)
moritz.bomer@rhul.ac.uk
Plants produce many small molecules useful as pharmaceuticals, insecticides, flavours, and fragrances which derive from secondary
metabolism. The ubiquitous plant hormone jasmonic acid induces the biosynthesis of defence proteins and protective secondary
metabolites. the lack of genomic data for the majority of medicinal plants limits global analyses such as transcriptomics, proteomics
and metabolomics. We propose here to manipulate jasmonate-responsive genes controlling a pathway of potential importance for the
production of therapeutic drugs, in the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana and in tobacco with the dual aim of developing a greater
understanding of the terpenoid-indole-alkaloid pathway, and developing small molecules or precursors for new medicines. success in
manipulation of the targeted metabolic pathway will be analyzed by lc-ms, gc-ms and through a novel functional screening system.
the analysis of engineered plant lines will improve in particular the understanding of this key pathway that leads to the production
of compounds acting as toxins, antimalarial, or antineoplastic drugs in human medicine. the success of this project will provide an
inexpensive way to test the function of economically important compounds in plants and to engineer their production in planta.
references
memelink J (2009) regulation of gene expression by jasmonate hormones. phytochemistry, 70:1560-1570
peebles cAm, hughes eh, shanks Jv, and san K-y. (2009) transcriptional response of the terpenoid indole alkaloid pathway to the
overexpression of orca3 along with jasmonic acid elicitation of Catharanthus roseus hairy roots over time. Metab Eng, 11:76-86

15006
A SYNTHETIC-BIOLOGY APPROACH CONFERRING DROUGHT TOLERANCE BY INDUCING γPGA SYNTHETASE GENES IN ArAbidopsis
*yuko makita (bioinformatics and systems engineering division, riKen, Japan), takeshi yoshizumi (plant science center, riKen,
Japan), youichi Kondou (plant science center, riKen, Japan), minami matsui (plant science center, riKen, Japan), tetsuro toyoda
(bioinformatics and systems engineering division, riKen, Japan)
makita@base.riken.jp
Environment changes cause desertification all over the world and breadbasket issue following world population explosion have become
a serious problem. To contribute these problems, it is important to provide drought tolerance in plants and increase arable fields.
We focused γPGA (gamma-polyglutamic acid), which has high water retention ability. γPGA is a primary component of the sticky
paste of natto which is a traditional Japanese food made from fermented soybeans. it is a very safe substance and has no affect on the
environment. γPGA is produced with three synthetase genes, pgsA, B, and C. Usually, it is a time-consuming process to induce three genes
into a plant if we induce each gene separately and hybridize them. instead of this process, we applied ires (internal ribosome entry
Site) and connected three synthetase genes into one transcript, like bacterial operon. Additionally, we optimized the codon frequency into
Arabidopsis and the DNA sequence was synthesized by chemical method. After the induction of the three synthetase genes, we performed
drought tolerance assay. When we put the plants under the dry condition, we could not confirm any difference between wild type andγPGA
synthetase induced plants. After re-watering to the dried plants, γPGA synthetase induced plants showed revitalization and started to
grow. To measure the growth objectively, we manipulated the image files focusing the amount of the leaves and confirmed around 1.7
times difference between wild type andγPGA synthetase induced plants. For further analysis, now we are perfoming proteome analysis
to validateγPGA in the plants.
It was confirmed that γPGA was strong in the re-growth by the re-water supply. This can draw the re-growth when it rains after it dries
long in the desert or other dry grounds.

15007
ArAbidopsis As A plAtform for plAnt synthetic biology
*Jeffrey Zdunek (colorado state university, united states)
zdunekj@gmail.com
synthetic biology is the study and engineering of biological systems for both practical applications and to gain insight into natural
biological systems. It is beneficial for plant synthetic biologists to engineer their systems in a characterized and easily transformable model
organism such as Arabidopsis during the development of system components and proof-of-concept stages. using this strategy, we have
designed and tested a synthetic signaling circuit in Arabidopsis that links highly specific and sensitive ligand binding to gene expression,
and in this example, alters the plant phenotype. receptors, computationally re-designed bacterial periplasmic binding proteins, are
targeted to the plant's apoplast. When the ligand specific for the receptor is present, the receptor-ligand complex naturally develops
high affinity for the extracellular domain of chemotactic proteins. The ligand used in our current system, 2,4,6-trinitrotoluene (TNT),
is an environmental pollutant and explosive. We produced chimeric transmembrane molecules that initiate an intracellular histidine
kinase (hK) phospho-relay. to reduce complexity typical of eukaryotic signal transduction, we developed one protein, phob-vp64, that
links the membrane-localized hKs to a signal sensitive transcriptional promoter (plantpho). in response to the external ligand and the
hK initiated phospho-relay, phob-vp64 translocates to the nucleus and activates transcription from the synthetic plantpho promoter. to
produce a visible phenotype, we linked the plantpho promoter to a synthetic de-greening gene circuit that causes a loss of chlorophyll and
accumulation of ROS (reactive oxygen species). These results show that it may be possible, with refinement, to produce highly specific
detector plants.

15008
site-directed mutAgenesis in higher plAnts using Zinc finger nucleAses
*Keishi osakabe (div. plant sci., niAs, Japan), seiichi toki (niAs / Kihara inst. biol. res., yokohama city univ., Japan)
kosakabe@affrc.go.jp
the induction of double-strand dnA breaks (dsbs) greatly increases rates of homologous recombination-mediated gene targeting or of
gene mutation by error-prone non-homologous end joining. both repair mechanisms would be important basis for molecular breeding to
modify the targeted gene on the genome. However, these approaches depend on the capability to create a DSB on the specific genomic
sequence of interest. Zinc finger nucleases (ZFNs) are recently developed to introduce a site-specific DSB. ZFNs function as dimers with
each monomer composed of a non-specific cleavage domain from the Fok I endonuclease fused to a zinc-finger array engineered to bind a
target DNA sequence. By modification of zinc finger DNA binding domain, ZFNs can cleave virtually any long stretch of DNA specifically.
here, we demonstrated a reliable approach for targeted-gene inactivation in Arabidopsis using Zfns. the engineered Zfns for the
stress-responsive regulator, the AbA-insEnsitiVE4 (Abi4) gene cleaved the recognition sequences in Abi4 specifically in vitro. next,
Arabidopsis plants were transformed with the Zfns genes driven by a heat-shock promoter. After heat-shock induction, gene mutations
with deletion and substitution in Abi4 via the ZFNs-mediated cleavage were observed in somatic cells at frequencies as high as 3%. We
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further established the homozygote mutant lines, zfn-abi4-1-1 for Abi4. zfn-abi4-1-1 exhibited expected mutant phenotypes; AbA and
glucose insensitivity. These data provide the evidence that our approach using ZFNs can be used for the efficient production of mutant
plants for reverse genetics and molecular breeding. We are also on going to establish the system of site-directed mutagenesis in rice.

15009
the fAst techniQue for AgrobActerium-mediAted trAnsient gene expression in seedlings of ArAbidopsis And other
plAnt species
*Jian-feng li (university of tennessee; harvard medical school, the united states), eunsook park (university of tennessee, the united
states), Andreas nebenfuehr (university of tennessee)
jli@molbio.mgh.harvard.edu
Genome sequencing has identified a massive number of uncharacterized genes in Arabidopsis thaliana and several other plant species.
To decipher these unknown gene functions, several transient transformation systems have been developed as quick and convenient
alternatives to the lengthy transgenic assay. these transient assays include biolistic bombardment, protoplast transfection and
Agrobacterium-mediated transient transformation, each having advantages and disadvantages depending on the research purposes. We
present a novel transient assay based on cocultivation of young Arabidopsis thaliana seedlings with Agrobacterium tumefaciens in the
presence of the surfactant silwet l-77. this fast Agro-mediated seedling transformation (fAst) was used successfully to express a wide
variety of constructs driven by different promoters in Arabidopsis seedling cotyledons (but not roots) in diverse genetic backgrounds.
Localizations of three previously uncharacterized proteins were identified by cotransformation with fluorescent organelle markers. The
FAST procedure requires minimal handling of seedlings and was also adaptable for use in 96-well plates. The high transformation efficiency
of the fAst procedure enabled protein detection from eight transformed seedlings by immunoblotting. protein-protein interaction, in this
case hy5 homodimerization, was readily detected in fAst-treated seedlings with forster resonance energy transfer and bimolecular
fluorescence complementation techniques. Initial tests demonstrated that the FAST procedure can also be applied to other dicot and
monocot species, including tobacco, tomato, rice and switchgrass. The FAST technique thus provides a rapid, efficient and economical
assay of gene function in intact plants with minimal manual handling and without dedicated device. this method is potentially ideal for
future automated high-throughput analysis.

15010
detection of sAlinity tolerAnce genes in ArAbidopsis by Qtl
*Waqas Bhutta (cagsa, pakistan)
wmbhutta4055@yahoo.com
Arabidopsis is an important staple food and cash crop of the world. to obtain better yield from saline soils and saline waters, it is
imperative that salt tolerant arabidopsis varieties should be developed. soil salinity is one of the greatest problems faced by agriculture
today. there are many mechanisms by which plants tolerant the problems associated with salinity all of which are genetically controlled.
salt tolerance is a mixture of different morpho-physiological processes which are controlled by many genes across the arabidopsis
genome. dnA markers enhance the recovery rate of isogenic recurrent genome after hybridization and facilitate the introgression of
multiple genes with additive effects necessary to increase stress tolerance. molecular markers are used to transfer alleles of interest
from wild relatives into cultivated genotypes. SSR primer pairs were used to find DNA marker linked with salinity resistance. A total
200 ssr primer pairs used. out of which four ssr primers were polymorphic with the parents. these four polymorphic primers applied
on f2 population. development of microsarellite markers provided a new approach to mAs in breeding practice. based on these criteria
microsatellite markers are preferable to rflp markers. once developed microsatellite markers are easy to use and less expensive to assay
because the procedure for microsatellite analysis virtually involves only amplification and electrophoresis.

15011
efficient moleculAr breeding of toreniA floWers by collective introduction of chimeric repressors for
ArAbidopsis trAnscription fActors
*masahito shikata (national institute of floricultural science, Japan), takako narumi (Kagawa university, Japan), hiroyasu yamaguchi
(national institute of floricultural science, Japan), Katsutomo sasaki (national institute of floricultural science, Japan), ryutaro Aida
(national institute of floricultural science, Japan), nobutaka mitsuda (Advanced industrial science and technology, Japan), yoshimi
oshima (Advanced industrial science and technology, Japan), masaru ohme-takagi (Advanced industrial science and technology,
Japan), norihiro ohtsubo (national institute of floricultural science, Japan)
mshikata@affrc.go.jp
Since flowers of horticultural plants are attractive, flowers with new colors and/or shapes have been produced by breeding. Molecular
breeding enables us to produce novel floral traits which could not be obtained by traditional breeding. Our recent study using transgenic
torenias (torenia fournieri) revealed that utilization of Arabidopsis genes is effective for the generation of new floral traits of horticultural
plants. Because many transcription factors, such as MADS-box and TCP family proteins, participate in flower development, manipulation of
transcription factors can be a powerful tool for modification of floral traits. However, it demands time and effort to find out useful genes by
generating transgenic plants one by one. to facilitate this process, we collectively generated many transgenic torenias harboring different
transgenes by bulk introduction of around 50 Arabidopsis transcription factor genes. in addition, we converted all the transcription factors
into chimeric repressors, which act dominantly even in the presence of functionally redundant factors, by fusing the repression domain
(srdx).
Two sets of transcription factor genes were introduced; 42 genes which are highly expressed in Arabidopsis flowers and 50 genes which
participate in regulation of organ development and/or cell differentiation. in the observations of totally 750 transgenic plants, we found
many attractive phenotypes in petal color and/or shape, such as big corollas, serrated or white margined petals and color patterns. these
phenotypes seemed more valuable and variegated contrary to our expectations from the putative gene function in Arabidopsis. We found
that functionally unknown genes also induced flower variation. These results suggest that the transgenic torenias will provide novel insight
into the functions of the transcription factors which could not be revealed by previous studies in Arabidopsis.

15012
development of soybeAn trAnsgenic plAnts With three genes, ore7, AtsiZ And smv cp-rnAi using highly efficient
soybeAn trAnsformAtion system
*mi Jin Kim (dong-A university, Korea), eun hee Jeon (dong-A university, Korea), Jung hun pak (dong-A university, Korea), dong hee
lee (pohang techno park, Korea), soon chun Jeong (bioevaluation center of Kribb, Korea), young soo chung (dong-A university,
Korea)
cutin-kmj@hanmail.net
Korean soybean variety Kwangan was transformed with three genes using highly efficient soybean transformation system. The genes
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are leaf senescence delaying gene (ore7), salt stress resistance gene (Atsiz), and soybean mosaic virus coat protein. these genes were
transformed into Kwangan and kept growing to harvest seeds. most transgenic soybean lines produced t2 seeds. their t2 plants are
investigated for gene introduction and their expression using pcr, rt-pcr, and southern blot. medium resistance of soybean mosaic virus
was confirmed from some of the transgenic lines overexpressing RNAi form of viral coat protein gene. For the two other genes, ore7 and
Atsiz, we currently analyzing a set of transgenic lines to investigate target trait expression such as leaf senescence delay and salt stress
resistance.

15013
moleculAr chArActeriZAtion of ospAp1: trAnsgenic expression of A purple Acid phosphAtAse up-regulAted in
phosphAte-deprived rice suspension cells
*yeon sim Jeong (dong-A university, Korea), doh hoon Kim (dong-A university, Korea)
jys-1231@hanmail.net
phosphate starvation-induced purple acid phosphatase cdnA was cloned from rice, oryza sativa. the cdnA encoding o. sativa purple
acid phosphatase (ospAp1) has 1195 bp with an open reading frame of 355 amino acid residues. The amino acid sequence of ospAp1
cDNA shows identities of 50-51% with other plant purple acid phosphatases and appears to have five conserved motifs containing
the residues involved in metal binding. ospAp1 was expressed in the rice plant and in cell cultures in the absence of phosphate (pi).
the induced expression of ospAp1 is a specific response to Pi starvation, and is not affected by the deprivation of other nutrients. The
expression was organ specific, with strongest expression in Pi-deprived roots. The ospAp1 cdnA was expressed as a 37 kda polypeptide in
Escherichia coli bl21 (de3). in addition, the ospAp1 gene was introduced into Arabidopsis via an Agrobacterium-mediated transformation.
functional expression of the ospAp1 gene in the transgenic Arabidopsis line was confirmed by northern and western blot analysis. OsPAP1
overexpression lines revealed a higher phosphatase activity compared with the wild-type. these results suggest that the ospAp1 gene
can be used to develop new transgenic dicotyledonous plants that are able to adapt to Pi-deficient conditions.

15014
estAblishment of cell lines of suspension cultures And tissue culture systems for inducing somAtic
embryogenesis in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*toshihiro Kobayashi (riKen bioresource center, Japan), youichi nagayama (teikyo university of science and technology, Japan),
Katsumi higashi (teikyo university of science and technology, Japan), masatomo Kobayashi (riKen bioresource center, Japan)
toshikob@brc.riken.jp
plant cell, tissue and organ cultures are important biological resources used extensively for a broad range of studies. undifferentiated
cell cultures are used as valuable tools for investigating cellular processes. furthermore, tissue culture systems to induce redifferentiation
are useful not only for researches of totipotency and developmental processes, but also for agricultural applications such as clonal
propagation of plants and regeneration of transgenic plants.
the ability of plant cells to undergo somatic embryogenesis is experimental evidence of their totipotency. We have established a simple
culture system for inducing somatic embryogenesis in Arabidopsis thaliana. light-green somatic embryos developed from germinating
embryos cultured in the presence of 2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid. using this method, we examined the capability of 352 natural
accessions to form somatic embryos. this simple culture system for inducing somatic embryogenesis from germinating embryos will be a
valuable tool for investigating molecular mechanisms of somatic embryogenesis.
We have established Arabidopsis thaliana cell-suspension cultures derived from leaves of 3 accessions (col, Ws, and ler). these cell
lines maintained different physiological properties. We have also developed simple protocols for cryopreservation of the cell lines. A
standardized method for evaluating characteristics of cultured cells may be required for quantitative monitoring and quality control of the
cell cultures.

15015
evAluAtion of ArAbidopsis methionine sulfoxide reductAse b genes As effective novel non-Antibiotic selectAble
mArKers for plAnt trAnsformAtion
*shu-hong lee (Academia sinica biotechnology center in southern taiwan, taiwan), chia-Wen li (Academia sinica biotechnology
center in southern taiwan, taiwan), ming-tsair chan (Academia sinica biotechnology center in southern taiwan, taiwan)
steven7028@gmail.com
plant transformation is an important tool for basic research and crop improvement. in most cases, selection is based on antibiotic or
herbicide resistance to identify putative transformed plantlets. if plant gene(s) can not only tolerant to abiotic- or biotic-stress but also
be used as the selection marker, it will provide more benefit for crop improvement. Here, a new selection system based on the enhanced
expression of specific methionine sulfoxide reductase B (Msrb) genes and the use of methyl viologen (mv) as selection agent was
developed. to clarify the potential use of the cytosolic Msrb genes, transgenic plants overexpressing individual Msrb genes were created
and their mv-tolerance capability determined. Msrb7, Msrb8 and Msrb9 transgenic plants, but not Msrb5 and Msrb6 transgenic plants,
were germinated successfully and were later efficiently selected on MV (300 nM)-supplemented MS medium. Southern blot analysis
and rt-pcr of transgenic plants selected by mv revealed 35s::Msrb7/8/9 integration and increased Msrb7/8/9 mrnA transcripts. mv
treatment caused significant accumulation of H2O2 in the wild-type plants compared to Msrb7, Msrb8 and Msrb9 overexpressing plants.
in addition, these transgenic plants exhibited higher activity of ros-scavenging enzymes such as peroxidase and thioredoxin reductase
under mv treatment. Msrb7/8/9 overexpressing plants not only displayed tolerance to mv and h2o2 treatments on culture plates but also
exhibited resistance to mv-spreading compared to wild-type plants when planted in soil. the Msrb/mv system may provide a new selection
system distinct from conventional antibiotic selection systems.

15016
higher expression of vitAmin c biosynthesis genes leAds to higher vitAmin c contents in AcerolA (MAlpiGhiA
GlAbrA) compAred to ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*Adebanjo Ayobamidele badejo (shimane university, japan), muneharu esaka (graduate school of biosphere sciences, hiroshima
university, Japan)
badejoaa1@yahoo.com
Micronutrient deficiency is rife among over 2 billion people living on earth. Human is unable to synthesize vitamin C and so depend
majorly on fruits and vegetables in his diet for the supply of this essential vitamin. Acerola (Malpighia glabra) is a tropical fruit with
an abundant vitamin c content that is more than 20-fold that found in strawberry and oranges. Although vitamin c has a long history
dating from the 18th century, the pathway to its synthesis in plant was unknown. over a decade ago, a breakthrough came as a
functional biosynthetic pathway was proposed using the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana. All effort has since then been jeered towards
understanding and utilizing the genes in this pathway to improve the quality of plants. We have focused on three important genes in the
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proposed pathway namely; phosphomannomutase (pmm), gdp-d-mannose pyrophosphorylase (gmp) and gdp-l-galactose phosphorylase
(GGP). The activity of the precursor to PMM, phosphomannose isomerase, has been questionable in plants. Although reported recently
in A. thaliana, we could not find the activity in acerola. Correlations were observed between PMM activities and vitamin C contents in A.
thaliana, tomato and acerola. in A. thaliana, mutation in gmp and ggp genes led to the vtc1 and vtc2 mutants respectively with reduced
vitamin c contents compared to the wild type plant. Acerola ggp gene has the highest expression level among the genes analyzed and
it was found to be about 700-fold greater than the expression in wild type A.thaliana. in acerola, there was a correlation between gmp
gene expression and vitamin c content in the fruits during ripening. overexpression of each of these genes led to 2- to 3-fold increase in
the vitamin c contents of tobacco. the combined overexpression of these acerola genes in other economically important crops may lead
to tremendous elevation of vitamin c.

15017
AgrobActerium-mediAted trAnsformAtion of the pArAsitic plAnt phthEirospErMUM JAponiCUM
*Juliane K. ishida (graduate school of Agricultural and life sciences, university of tokyo, plant science center, riKen, Japan), satoko
yoshida (plant science center, riKen), Ken shirasu (plant science center, riKen), shigetou namba (graduate school of Agricultural
and life sciences, university of tokyo)
jkishida@psc.riken.jp
parasitic plants in the orobanchaceae invade roots of neighboring plants to take them of water and nutrients. despite the fact that some
parasitic plants are the world’s most damaging agricultural pests, the molecular mechanisms involved in the parasite and host interactions
are largely unknown. to exploit reverse genetic approaches for functional characterization of genes involved in parasitism, we developed
transient and stable transformation systems for the facultative parasitic plant phtheirospermum japonicum using the hairy-root-inducing
bacteria, Agrobacterium rhizogenes . An efficient protocol was established by combination of sonication, vacuum and acetosyringone
treatment using young seedlings as starting materials. using this method, transient transformation was visible in cotyledons, and stable
transgenic hairy roots of p. japonicum had visibly emerged from cotyledons 2 weeks after A. rhizogenes inoculation. longer sonication
increased the efficiency of transient transformation, whereas in stable root transformation these effects were not evident. Without vacuum
treatment, higher percentages of seedlings showed successful transient transformation. in contrast, the vacuum-treated plants showed a
significant increase in the stable transformation efficiency. We also verified that the addition of acetosyringone is essential for stable root
transformation. the presence of a transgene in p. japonicum was verified by genomic PCR using GFP-specific primers

15018
INVOLVEMENT OF MAP3KΔ4 IN GROWTH REGULATION AND STRESS SIGNALING IN ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*daisuke sAsAyAmA (research center for environmental genomics, Kobe university, JApAn), mariko oKA (graduate school of
Agricultural science, Kobe university, JApAn), daisuke mAtsuoKA (research center for environmental genomics, Kobe university,
JApAn), takashi nAnmori (research center for environmental genomics, Kobe university, JApAn)
sasayama@panda.kobe-u.ac.jp
MAP3Kδ4 (At4g23050) is a member of RAF-related MAPKKKs (mitogen activated protein kinase kinase kinases), classified as subgroup
b2 in Arabidopsis mApKKKs. it consists of 736 amino acids and contains two domains, that is, a pAs domain located in the n-terminus
and a kinase domain in the c-terminus. it has been reported that many pAs domains bind cofactors or ligands to detect sensory signals
and that many pAs-containing proteins are involved in the sensing of environmental stimuli, such as oxygen, redox or light. Although
MAP3Kδ4 having PAS domain may play a role in signaling and environmental response, its function has not been reported. It is also
unclear whether MAP3Kδ4 functions as MAPKKK. In order to clarify the function of MAP3Kδ4, we investigated expression patterns of the
gene in different tissues and in response to stress conditions. in addition, we characterized transgenic Arabidopsis plants over-expressing
MAP3Kδ4.
rt-pcr analysis in mature plants indicated that MAP3Kδ4 was expressed mainly in vegetative tissues such as rosette leaves, cauline
leaves, stems, and in roots at higher level. On the other hand, its expression level was much lower in inflorescence and hardly detectable
in siliques. It is also shown that the expression level in leaves fluctuated in response to salt stress. Transgenic Arabidopsis plants
constitutively expressing MAP3Kδ4 exhibited earlier bolting and more vigorous growth in stems. in addition, the transgenic plants were
more tolerant to salt stress. These results suggest that MAP3Kδ4 is involved in the growth regulation and/or the stress signaling.

15019
monitoring of ires-mediAted trAnslAtion efficiency by duAl-color luciferAse reporter system in higher plAnts
*rieko ogura (yokohama national university, Japan), naoko matsuo (yokohama national university), Kazuyuki hiratsuka (yokohama
national university)
r-ogura@ynu.ac.jp
Internal Ribosome Entry Site (IRES) was first identified as a sequence in viral genomes that allow cap-independent translation initiation.
recent studies on plant viral gene expression revealed the presence of ires-mediated translation mechanisms among plant viruses. it has
been shown that the 5’UTR sequence from several plant viruses can mediate cap-independent translation in plant cells. In order to conduct
an assessment of various IRES-dependent translation efficiencies in plant cells, we have developed a dual-color bioluminescence reporter
system using luciferase genes derived from a luminous click beetle, pyrophorus plagiophthalamus. two luciferase genes, designated
cbr and cbg, are separated by an ires element and expressed under the control of the camv 35s promoter. Although they share 99%
identical amino acid sequences, the CBR emits red light while the CBG emits green light. These luciferases catalyze D-luciferin that is
also catalyzed by firefly luciferase and the red and the green lights can be separated by the optical filter. Using an appropriate detection
system, we are able to monitor the IRES activity as a red/green ratio. Unlike the conventional dual-luciferase assay, which requires
cell disruption and protein extraction, dual-color assay enables us to observe the ires activity in planta. We are currently using this
technology for identification and characterization of IRESes and for the isolation of mutants exhibiting altered IRES activity.

15020
gAbi-till: expAnsion And novel use of the gAbi-tilling plAtform for gene function AnAlysis in ArAbidopsis
*mario g. rosso (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research (ipK), germany), m. gottowik (leibniz institute of plant
genetics and crop plant research (ipK), germany), r. losse (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research (ipK),
germany), g. Wehrstedt (leibniz institute of plant genetics and crop plant research (ipK), germany), thomas Altmann (leibniz
institute of plant genetics and crop plant research (ipK), germany)
rosso@ipk-gatersleben.de
As part of the gAbi-till consortium, that aims at the use and further development of the tilling-technology for the analysis of
gene functions in crop species of major importance in germany and europe, this subproject explores means of technical improvements,
it utilises and further expands Arabidopsis tilling populations, and demonstrates novel tilling applications in addition to supporting
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the establishment of tilling platforms for other species and conductance of mutant searches in close co-operation with other gAbitill partners. thus, pre-existing Arabidopsis tilling populations (col-0) are expanded and deepened (aiming at increased mutation
frequency), and new populations (C24, Cvi) are created. The TILLING methodology is further advanced through testing novel pooling
strategies and mutation detection through sequencing. To demonstrate novel TILLING applications, splice site mutations have been
identified in the alternatively spliced Arabidopsis genes RSp31, RSp31a, RSZ32, and RSZ33 that encode splicing factors. Furthermore,
mutations have been detected in the Arabidopsis mirnA824 precursor gene that plays an important function in the regulation of the
AGL16 gene, which is required for proper development of stomatal complexes.

15021
development of A high throughput screening system to monitor pAthogen-responsive gene expression in
ArAbidopsis thAliAnA (groWth stAge 1.0 seedling)
*masahiro Kusama (yokohama national university, Japan), nobuaki urata (yokohama national university, Japan), go banzashi
(yokohama national university, Japan), tsuneyuki tanaka (yokohama national university, Japan), shin-ichi ogata (yokohama national
university, Japan), Kazuyuki hiratsuka (yokohama national university, Japan)
imaginary-life@opal.plala.or.jp
To develop a bioluminescence monitoring of plant defense gene expression, we exploited firefly luciferase (Fluc) reporter system and
tested several defense-related gene promoters using transgenic Arabidopsis. results of in vivo bioluminescence assay indicated that
the promoters are induced by treatment with chemicals or pathogen inoculation and the luminescence levels are in parallel with the
endogenous mrnA levels. in order to adapt to the high throughput screening (hts) system in 96-multiwell format, we further selected
promoters that are functional in growth stage 1.0 seedlings (cotyledon fully opened), and found that the pathogenesis related protein
1a (pr-1a) from tobacco by-2 and the Vegetative storage protein 1 (Vsp1) promoter from Arabidopsis thaliana showed clear fluc
activity induction in response to treatment with chemicals in stage 1.0 seedlings. to improve the in planta hts system, we are currently
introducing the dual-color luciferase assay system using click beetle luciferase reporter genes.

16001
in silico ApproAches to understAnding regulAtion of ArAbidopsis clocK genes
*emma picot (university of Warwick, united Kingdom), peter Krusche (university of Warwick, united Kingdom), Alexander tiskin
(university of Warwick, united Kingdom), isabelle carre (university of Warwick, united Kingdom), sascha ott (university of Warwick,
united Kingdom)
e.picot@warwick.ac.uk
Comparative genomics is a powerful method to elucidate which bases in DNA sequences are important for transcription factor binding.
the rationale behind these approaches is that random mutations are unlikely to be maintained during evolution if they affect functional
regions of a genome; therefore bases that are conserved across species are likely to correspond to functionally important regions.
We have developed a novel alignment-based comparative genomics tool called EARS (Evolutionary Analysis of Regulatory Sequences)
that is specifically tuned for the analysis of plant genomes. This method compares two sequences by breaking them into windows of
a fixed length, and computes the optimal alignment score between all possible window pairs. Therefore, to align two 2kb sequences,
approximately four million individual window alignments are performed. As all alignments are optimal global alignments, rather than
heuristic, a loss-free comparison of the sequences is achieved. A conservation profile is generated showing the p-value of the maximum
alignment score for each given window to its best matching window in the other sequence. Peaks above the significance threshold identify
putative conserved sequences. The conservation profile allows a rapid assessment of whether or not two promoters may exhibit regions
of sequence similarity.
We demonstrate the power of this method by discovering evolutionarily conserved sequences in the promoters of Arabidopsis circadian
clock genes, including TOC1, LHY, CCA1 and LUX (PCL1). Within these sequences we demonstrate conservation of known transcription
factor binding sites, and uncover putative novel elements. to test whether the elements detected are involved in the rhythmic transcription
of these genes, we have developed software that performs a statistical test for over-representation of motifs in groups of genes with
similar temporal patterns of expression. eArs is available online at http://wsbc.warwick.ac.uk/ears/main.php.

16002
the Cis-Acting elements in cold And dehydrAtion inducible promoters of ArAbidopsis And rice
*Kyonoshin maruyama (JircAs, Japan), Junya mizoi (univ. tokyo, Japan), satoshi Kidokoro (univ. tokyo, Japan), hironori takasaki
(univ. tokyo, Japan), takuya yoshida (univ. tokyo, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (riKen, Japan), Kazuko yamaguchi-shinozaki (JircAs,
Japan)
kyonosin@affrc.go.jp
Abstract: low temperature and dehydration are adverse environmental conditions that affect plant growth and productivity. many
genes have been described that respond to both stresses at the transcriptional level, and their gene products are thought to function in
stress tolerance and response even though these stresses are quite different. The cis-acting elements that function in stress-responsive
gene expression have been analyzed to elucidate the molecular mechanisms of gene expression in response to these stresses. We have
reported that DREB1A/CBF3 and AREB family specifically interact with the dehydration-responsive element (DRE) and ABA-responsive
element (Abre), respectively. dre and Abre are found in many cold- and dehydration-inducible promoters. however, very few attempts
have been made to clarify general tendency of promoter sequences in cold- or dehydration-inducible genes. In our current study, we
investigated all (46=4096) hexamer sequences in promoters of A. thaliana and o. sativa and demonstrate general tendencies of conserved
sequences in cold- and/or dehydration-inducible promoters. The DRE and Evening Element are the highest and the second highest
conserved sequences in cold-inducible promoters of A. thaliana, respectively. the Abre and g box are the highest and the second highest
conserved sequences in dehydration-inducible promoters of A. thaliana, respectively. in addition to these elements, we found several
other conserved sequences in cold- or dehydration-inducible promoters of A. thaliana and o. sativa. moreover, representative conserved
sequences in promoters of downstream genes of DREB1A/CBF3 and AREB family are similar to those in cold- and dehydration-inducible
promoters, respectively. our promoter analyses suggest that dreb1A/cbf3 and Areb families play major roles in cold- and dehydrationinducible genes expression, respectively.

16003
rAnK of correlAtion coefficient As A compArAble meAsure for biologicAl significAnce of gene coexpression
*takeshi obayashi (tohoku university, Japan), Kengo Kinoshita (tohoku university, Japan)
obayashi@ecei.tohoku.ac.jp
information regarding gene coexpression is useful to predict gene function. several databases have been constructed for gene
coexpression in model organisms based on a large amount of publicly available gene expression data measured by genechip platforms. in
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these databases, Pearson’s correlation coefficients (PCCs) of gene expression patterns are widely used as a measure of gene coexpression.
Although the coexpression measure or genechip summarization method affects the performance of the gene coexpression database,
previous studies for these calculation procedures were tested with only a small number of samples and a particular species. to evaluate
the effectiveness of coexpression measures, assessments with large-scale microarray data are required. We first examined characteristics
of pcc and found that the optimal pcc threshold to retrieve functionally related genes was affected by the method of gene expression
database construction and the target gene function. in addition, we found that this problem could be overcome when we used correlation
ranks instead of correlation values. this observation was evaluated by large-scale gene expression data for four species: Arabidopsis,
human, mouse and rat. the rank-based coexpression data is available in our coexpression databases, Atted-ii (http://atted.jp) for
Arabidopsis and rice, coxpresdb (http://coxpresdb.jp) for 7 animal species.

16004
plAnt snp AnnotAtion AnAlysis using A Web-bAsed pipeline tool for next-generAtion seQuencing dAtA
*eli Kaminuma (national institute of genetics, Japan), takako mochizuki (national institute of genetics, Japan), yuichi Kodama
(national institute of genetics, Japan), satoshi saruhashi (national institute of genetics, Japan), hideaki sugawara (national institute
of genetics, Japan), Kousaku okubo (national institute of genetics, Japan), toshihisa takagi (national institute of genetics, Japan),
yasukazu nakamura (national institute of genetics, Japan)
ekaminum@genes.nig.ac.jp
High throughput sequencing is an increasingly important tool in biomedical research, due in part to rapidity, precision and costeffectiveness of next-generation sequencer (NGS). Tools for automated or semi-automated analysis of sequencing reads would increase
the utility of ngs for molecular biologists. in June 2009, the dnA data bank of Japan (ddbJ) released ddbJ read Archive (drA), an
archive database for NGS data. DRA collaboratively exchanges data with the Sequence Read Archive (SRA) at NCBI and the European
Read Archive (ERA) and EBI. To annotate raw sequence data stored in DRA, we developed the DDBJ Read Annotation Pipeline, a semiautomated analytical tool. the proposed pipeline consists of two processes: basic analysis for genome mapping and de novo assembly,
and high-level analysis for structural and functional annotations such as single nucleotide polymorphism (snp) detection and expression
tag counts.
the pipeline has three distinct features. first, analytical results may be easily submitted to ddbJ databases using a streamlined process,
whereby map outputs are converted to drA formats, and similarly the results of assembly/annotations are converted to ddbJ-based
International Nucleotide Sequence Database (INSD) formats (http://www.insdc.org/). Second, a web-based graphical user interface
enables biologists without high-level bioinformatics expertise to analyse large amounts of raw sequencing data. Third, the use of cluster
computing systems and computers with large memory in ddbJ infrastructure allows for high throughput. to accomplish basic analysis
functions, we installed popular mapping and assembly tools including bowtie, velvet and others. for high-level analysis, analytical tools for
snp detection have been implemented in the current pipeline system. other annotation tools will be implemented in the future version.
in this report, we demonstrate pipeline analysis of reference mapping and genomic variation from plant short reads.

16005
mAthemAticAl bio-informAtion synthesiZing from next generAtion seQuencing And tilling ArrAy dAtA of
ArAbidopsis
*shuji Kawaguchi (bAse,riKen, Japan), Kei iida (bAse,riKen, Japan), erimi harada (bAse,riKen, Japan), Kousuke hanada
(psc,riKen, Japan), Akihiro matsui (psc,riKen, Japan), masanori okamoto (psc,riKen, Japan), Kazuo shinozaki (psc,riKen, Japan),
tetsuro toyoda (bAse,riKen, Japan)
kawaguchi@base.riken.jp
An observed transcript's information has increased explosively by the emergence of next-generation sequencer. The technology enables
users to try a new complicated analysis apart from like simple counting of rnA tags. now, tilling array has also plenty tags and can cover
the transcriptions of whole genome by one experiment. in addition, we discovered that the correlations matrix made with tiling array
probes of many experiments shows transcription units clearly. by effectively using these characteristics, we developed a mathematical
method called "ARTADE2.0" for genome-wide identification of transcription units of Arabidopsis thaliana from tilling arrays of many
experiments. We used Affymetrix genome tiling array results from eighteen conditions, including plants under various stresses or several
organs. moreover, it is considered that the more stack observations of other aspects the clearer gene structure or system would be
seen. We therefore enhanced the method by embedding new kind of transcription data. here, we implemented 3 millions of cAge (cap
Analysis gene expression) tags from plants under non-treated condition, drought or hormone-treated conditions to the method. the new
method can predict more than 18000 tus with marking high precision which was higher than 91.5% for known tus compared to 84.6%
from the result of one experiment version (ArtAde1.2.2.1). in the result, we found more than a thousands novel gene structures which
were not predicted previously. then, cAge bursts 5' predictions power from the comparison with result of non cAge use. the availability
for implementation of RNA-sequence data will be also described. We show techniques for the synthesizing of multi kinds' transcript
information through mathematical and statistical approach.

16006
development of An in siliCo Cis-element prediction progrAm, mAmA, And ApplicAtion to orYzA sAtiVA, ArAbidopsis
thAliAnA, And hoMo sApiEns
*yusuke Kakei (the university of tokyo, Japan), takanori Kobayashi (the university of tokyo, Japan), yuko ogo (the university of
tokyo, Japan), reiko n itai (the university of tokyo, Japan), hiromi nakanishi (the university of tokyo, Japan), naoko K nishizawa
(the university of tokyo, ishikawa prefectural university, Japan)
cogito_ergo_sum_x_x_yusuke@yahoo.co.jp
Cis-elements are indispensable factors for controlling gene expressions under various conditions. in silico methods to predict ciselements greatly help the understanding of the controlling mechanism of genes. Among cis-elements, transcription factor binding sites
are essential genomic sequences for the regulation of gene expression. We found that some cis-element sequences, together with some
adjacent bases, are overrepresented especially within 500 bp upstream from transcription start site of their putative regulated genes. this
tendency was clearly correlated with gene expression ratios in microarray data. Based on this finding, we developed a novel in silico method
to predict cis-element sequences using microarray data. All 7-10 base-long sequences within 500 bases upstream from transcription start
site of regulated genes were searched in the upstream sequences of all genes on microarray data as motif candidates. When a similar
sequence was found on upstream sequence of a gene, the number and length of sequences matched to the candidate sequence were
associated with expression ratio of the gene on microarray data to evaluate accumulation of similar sequences in regulated genes. This
in silico method, microarray Associated motif Analysis method (mAmA), was applied to microarray data of oryza sativa, Arabidopsis
thaliana and homo sapiens, and several candidates of novel cis-acting elements were extracted together with significant overlap to known
cis-acting elements. Furthermore, many predicted motifs were co-localized in the same upstream sequences of regulated genes. This
suggested the cooperative regulation of gene expression by several cis-elements. these results demonstrated that mAmA is useful for
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finding novel functional cis-elements.

16007
mAscp gAtor: An AggregAting portAl for proteomic dAtA
*hiren J Joshi (Joint bioenergy institute, usA), sacha baginsky (institute of plant sciences, eth Zurich, switzerland), Waltraud x
shulze (max-planck institute for molecular plant physiology, germany), Klaas van Wijk (department of plant biology, cornell university,
usA), Wolfram Weckwerth (molecular systems biology, university of vienna, Austria), A. harvey millar (the university of Western
Australia, Australia), Joshua l. heazlewood (Joint bioenergy institute, usA)
hjjoshi@lbl.gov
the plant research community has widely adopted and integrated proteomics as part of their research agenda. there are currently a
number of online Arabidopsis proteomics resources that house both primary data and integrated studies. unfortunately these resources
exist independently, and lack a level of integration that makes for easy analysis. to address this lack of data integration, a portal application
has been developed to integrate these disparate resources - presenting proteomic experimental data in a summarized single location.
The portal operates through the input of a single AGI, with the application then retrieving mass spectrometric, protein modifications, and
sub-cellular localisation data from a variety of external sources on demand. this data is collated and summarised, taking advantage of
the contextual amino acid sequence to present the data in a way that assists with easy comprehension by the user. Researchers within
the Arabidopsis proteomics community have co-ordinated their online resources through standardizations to develop the new portal.
this collaborative effort involved modifying existing resources to enable programmatic access to the data, and agreeing upon common
protocols for the exchange of data. As well as developing the standalone portal, the resources used to create this portal are all freely
available as components for others to integrate into their websites to make their own proteomic data mash-ups.

16008
extended floWering pAthWAys in ArAbidopsis bAsed on integrAtive linKs betWeen protein-protein And mirnA-tArget
interActions
*duangdao Wichadakul (information systems laboratory, national center for genetic engineering and biotechnology (biotec),
thailand), Wuttichai mhuanthong (information systems laboratory, national center for genetic engineering and biotechnology
(biotec), thailand), somrak numnark (information systems laboratory, national center for genetic engineering and biotechnology
(biotec), thailand), supawadee ingsriswang (information systems laboratory, national center for genetic engineering and
biotechnology (biotec), thailand)
duangdao.wic@gmail.com
flowering is a complex biological system involving several pathways such as circadian, photoperiodic, and vernalization. micrornA
(mirnA) is a class of non-coding small rnAs that regulate gene expression in post-transcriptional and translational levels. here, we
investigated miRNAs that might affect protein-protein interactions in flowering. Specifically, we computationally identified the integrative
links between reported protein-protein interactions (ppis) obtained from tAir9 (http://www.arabidopsis.org) and our mirnA-target
interactions (mtis), predicted from secondary structures of mirnA-target duplexes between Arabidopsis mirnAs from mirbase and tAir9
cDNAs. Flowering-related genes were categorized based on GO terms into five datasets: “circadian,” “flower,” “gibberellin,” “vernalization,”
and “photoperiod,” and searched against the known ppis and predicted mtis. the resulted network consists of 91 mtis of 34 mirnA
families and 51 PPIs of 60 proteins. Fifteen genes/proteins (e.g., CKB3, LKP2, FUS1, TFL2, SWN, DCL1) are identified as links between
ppis and mtis. cKb3, for instance, a potential target of mir397, interacts with core clock components ccA1 and lhy1. lKp2 in circadian
pathway interacts with col1 which is potentially targeted by mir847. gi, phyA, and phyb proteins in photoperiodic pathway interact with
fus1, whose mrnA is potentially targeted by mir869. in vernalization, tfl2 and sWn are potentially targeted by mir414. to discover
additional links, neighbors of neighbors of known ppis were also used to search against the mtis. this resulted in 12 ppis of 14 proteins
that are conserved across the datasets and 4 out of 14 proteins are identified as potential targets of miR173, miR847, and miR414.
This larger network brings common interactions that might affect flowering over the boundary of individual pathways. These extended
networks highlight a more comprehensive view of possibly involving mechanisms in pathways of flowering.

16009
exploring predicted tArgets And binding specificity of conserved mirnAs Across plAnt species
*duangdao Wichadakul (information systems laboratory, national center for genetic engineering and biotechnology (biotec),
thailand), Wuttichai mhuanthong (information systems laboratory, national center for genetic engineering and biotechnology
(biotec), thailand), supawadee ingsriswang (information systems laboratory, national center for genetic engineering and
biotechnology (biotec))
duangdao.wic@gmail.com
MiRNA target prediction in plants was straightforward with the scanning for nearly perfect binding sequences between a miRNA and its
targets. this concept was then devised in following work with empirical parameters from target binding sites of some Arabidopsis mirnA
families. to expand the understanding of mirnA-target recognition in plants, here, we computationally explored the conservation of
miRNA targets and binding site specificities across plant species and miRNA families. We obtained miRNAs of 25 plants from miRBase and
identified 14 miRNA families: miR156, miR159, miR160, miR164, miR166, miR167, miR168, miR169, miR171, miR172, miR319, miR395,
mir396, and mir397 that are mostly common across 9 plants (6 eudicots and 3 monocots) and Arabidopsis. the secondary structures
of duplexes between these common miRNAs and EST sequences of corresponding plants compiled from PlantGDB were predicted for
potential targets. functions of all predicted targets (e.g., mir156:sbp-box gene family, mir167:auxin response factor, and mir169:
ccAAt-binding factor) across plant species were conserved with validated targets of Arabidopsis. binding sites of these predicted targets
were then analyzed for their specificity. We found that patterns of binding sites differ across miRNA families but are conserved across
most plant species within a family. For instances, most target binding sites of miR172 uniquely contain GU pair at position 7 while binding
sites of mir167 mostly have mismatches at positions 1, 2, and 14. binding positions 1-19 are mostly complementary matches in mir396.
While these specificities are identified, the disallowed mismatch at positions 10-11 from previous empirical work are still preserved. These
discovered patterns enable the refinement of computational methods in plant miRNA-target prediction and target family classification.
Also, they provide a good starting point for explaining the site accessibility between a mirnA and its target in a 3d structural model.

17001
mitochondriAl gene expression in heteropAlsmic individuAls
*helena storchova (institute of experimental botany, v.v.i., As cr, czech republic), Karel muller (institute of experimental botany,
v.v.i., As cr, czech republic)
storchova@ueb.cas.cz
the regulation of gene expression in plant mitochondria is still underinvestigated. differences in the mitochondrial (mt) dnA and
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nuclear-encoded factors were found to underlye mt rnA variation among accessions of Arabidopsis thaliana (forner et al. 2008). however,
the extent of mt dnA polymorphism in A. thaliana is rather limited, confined to non-coding regions. Additional plant models are necessary
to bettter understand the complex processes associated with large mt genomes of flowering plants. Whereas most plant species have
highly conserved mt protein coding genes, there are some taxa with elevated substitution rates. silene vulgaris (caryophyllaceae) shows
high variation in mt dnA caused by both dnA rearrangements and nucleotide substitutions. occasional co-existence of several different
copies of mt genome in the same individual (heteroplasmy) caused by rare paternal inheritance of mt dnA was found in this species.
it makes possible to study the impact of heteroplasmy on gene expression and the interaction of two or more different “alleles”of mt
genes. We found that re-arrangements of dnA led to the changes of transcription pattern of several mt genes in s. vulgaris (elansary et
al. 2010). multiple transcription start sites and co-transcription with adjacent genes were responsible for this mrnA polymorphism. here,
we demonstrate that the transcript levels do not correspond to respective atp1 copy numbers in heteroplasmic individuals of s. vulgaris.
We also used sequence similarity with known A. thaliana genes to search for s. vulgaris homologs, which could be involved in mt dnA
recombination and gene transcription.
references
elansary ho, muller K, olson ms, storchova h (2010), bmc plant biology 10: 11.
forner J, holzle A, Jonietz c, thuss s, schwarzlander m., Weber b, meyer rc, binder s (2008), plant physiology 148: 1106-1116.

17002
trAnslAtionAl control during the g2/m trAnsition of the cell cycle
*Katrien van der Kelen (vib department of plant systems biology, ghent, belgium), frank van breusegem (vib department of plant
systems biology, ghent, belgium), rudy vanderhaeghen (vib department of plant systems biology, ghent, belgium), dirk inze (vib
department of plant systems biology, ghent, belgium), lieven de veylder (vib department of plant systems biology, ghent, belgium)
kakel@psb.ugent.be
plant cell division is a highly coordinated process. g1-to-s and g2-to-m transitions are governed by cyclins and cyclin-dependent
kinases and a significant amount of the genome is transcribed in a cell cycle phase-dependent manner. Although this indicates the
importance of transcriptional activation for cell cycle progression, mrnA stability or decay and translational control mechanisms are
largely responsible for shaping the cell cycle phase specific proteome. To gain insight in translational control aspects during mitosis in
plants we performed a genome-wide expression analysis of the g2-to-m transition in synchronised tobacco by-2 cells. A comparative
analysis between total and ribosome-associated mRNA samples indicated that only 20% of the identified transcripts was loaded on the
ribosomes. At least 160 transcripts were specifically present in mitotic ribosomes, while showing no differential expression characteristics
in total rnA samples. these transcripts are hence subject to a translational control mechanism during the onset of mitosis, demonstrating
the impact of translational control on cell cycle progression in plants. in addition, by making use of a protoplast bioassay and bi-cistronic
gene constructs that contained the 5’-untranslated region from Arabidopsis homologues we demonstrate the potential involvement of
internal ribosome entry site (ires) elements in translational control mechanisms of the plant cell cycle.

17003
ArAbidopsis pseudo-response regulAtors 9, 7 And 5 Are trAnscriptionAl repressors in the circAdiAn clocK
*Norihito Nakamichi (RIKEN Plant Science Center, Japan), Takatoshi Kiba (RIKEN Plant Science Center, Japan), Rossana Henriques
(the rockefeller university, usA), takeshi mizuno (nagoya university, Japan), nam-hai chua (the rockefeller university, usA), hitoshi
sakakibara (riKen plant science center, Japan)
nnakamichi@psc.riken.jp
An interlocking transcriptional-translational feedback loop of clock-associated genes is thought to be the clock’s ‘central oscillator’ in
Arabidopsis thaliana. recent genetic studies have suggested that psEUdo-rEsponsE rEGUlAtor 9 (prr9), prr7, and prr5 act within
or close to the loop, however their molecular functions remain unknown. in this presentation, we demonstrate that prr9, prr7, and prr5
protein act as transcriptional repressors of CirCAdiAn CloCK AssoCiAtEd 1 (CCA1) and lAtE ElonGAtEd hYpoCotYl (lhY). each
prr9, prr7, and prr5 suppresses CCA1 and lhY promoter activities, and confers transcriptional repressor activity to a heterologous dnA
binding protein in a transient reporter assay. using a glucocorticoid-induced prr5-gr (glucocorticoid receptor) construct, we found that
prr5 directly down-regulates CCA1 and lhY expression. furthermore, prr9, prr7, and prr5 associate with the CCA1 and lhY promoters
in vivo from morning to midnight, coinciding with the time these genes are repressed. these results suggest that the repressor activities
of prr9, prr7 and prr5 on the CCA1 and lhY promoter regions constitute the molecular mechanism that accounts for the role of three
prr proteins in the feedback loop of the circadian clock.

17004
functionAl AnAlysis of plAnt glutAmAte receptors (glrs)
*michelle moore (virginia tech, blacksburg, virginia, united states), Altaf Ahmad (hamdard university, new delhi, india), sakiko
okumoto (virginia tech, blacksburg virginia, united states)
moorem86@vt.edu
Amino acids have long been suggested in n signaling, but the mechanisms for amino acid perception are far from being understood.
Searches for nitrogen sensors resulted in the identification of 20 genes in Arabidopsis with sequence and structural homology to mammalian
ionotropic glutamate receptors (iglurs), known as glutamate-like receptors (glrs)(1). mammalian ionotropic glurs are known to sense
extracellular glutamate and regulate membrane potential of synapses through conduction of cations(2). While evidence is emerging
that plant glrs also function as non-selective cation channels, the function of plant glutamate receptors in vivo is not well understood,
particularly with regard to ligand specificity(3).
Plant GLRs are homologous to NMDA receptors that require the formation of tetramers or pentamers for channel functionality(4). This
research aims to investigate whether these proteins also require the formation of oligomers to form a functional channel. Interaction
between different GLR subunits have been examined using a modified yeast-2-hybrid technique known as mating-based split ubiquitin
system. Additionally, foerster resonance energy transfer (fret) will be utilized to examine intra- and inter- molecular interactions of glr
genes. preliminary results suggest that Atglr3.3 and 3.4, mutations in which were shown to attenuate glutamate responses (5), may
interact with each other. these constructs, along with other interacting glrs, will be used to analyze conformational changes induced by
potential ligands of these proteins.
1) lam, h. m., J. chiu, et al. (1998). nature 396(6707): 125-126.
2) dingledine, r., K. borges, et al. (1999). pharmacol rev 51(1): 7-61.
3) davenport, r. (2002). Ann bot 90(5): 549-557.
4) rosenmund, c., y. stern-bach, et al. (1998). science 280(5369): 1596-1599.
5) stephens, n. r., Z. Qi, et al. (2008). plant physiol 146(2): 529-538.
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17005
compArison of consensus binding-site seQuences of seven Ap2-type trAnscription fActors of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
With tWo Ap2 dnA-binding domAins
tsuyoshi tokuda (grad. sch. bioagr. sci., nagoya univ., Japan), *Kenichiro maeo (grad. sch. bioagr. sci., nagoya univ., Japan), tsutae
Kawai (grad. sch. bioagr. sci., nagoya univ., Japan), Akie shimotohno (dept. biol., utrecht univ., netherland), ben scheres (dept.
biol., utrecht univ., netherland), sumie ishiguro (grad. sch. bioagr. sci., nagoya univ., Japan), Kenzo nakamura (grad. sch. bioagr.
sci., nagoya univ., Japan)
maeo@agr.nagoya-u.ac.jp
Arabidopsis thaliana contains 14 ApetAlA2 (Ap2)-type transcription factors (tfs) with two Ap2 dnA-binding domains, which include
important regulators of meristem function, organ development, and seed oil accumulation. We used a simplified random-sequence
oligonucleotide selection to compare consensus binding-site sequences (CBSSs) of them. The CBSSs of seven AP2-type TFs fell into three
groups that correspond to three protein subfamilies based on structural similarities of the dual Ap2 domain, and they were highly similar
among tfs within the same subfamily. the cbss common to two WrinKled1 (Wri1) subfamily tfs, 5’-[cntng]n6[ccgcc]-3’, where
n represents any nucleotides, was similar to that shared by three AintegumentA (Ant) subfamily tfs, 5’-[cntng]n6[gtgcc]-3’. dnAbinding experiments with mutant forms of Wri1, in which the r1 and r2 Ap2 domains were deleted or swapped with the respective Ap2
domains of ANT, suggested that the presence of both AP2 domains is required for DNA binding and that the R1 domain plays central role
in the recognition of ccgcc or gtgcc core motif. unlike tfs in the Wri1 and Ant subfamilies, the cbsss of two Ap2 subfamily tfs, Ap2
and tArget of eAt3 (toe3), both consisted of eight consecutive bases, 5’-Acgttgtt-3’, and the dnA-binding activity of Ap2 was not
abolished by deletion of the r2 Ap2 domain. these results suggest that Ap2 subfamily tfs actually function as single Ap2 domain tfs.

17006
structure And function studies of siZ1, A piAs-type sumo e3 ligAse from ArAbidopsis
*mi sun cheong (Wcu program, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), hyewon hong (Wcu program, gyeongsang
national university, republic of Korea), Jiyoung lee (Wcu program, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), hyeong cheol
park (Wcu program, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), Jing bo Jin (Wcu program, gyeongsang national university,
republic of Korea), hans J. bohnert (Wcu program, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), ray A. bressan (Wcu program,
gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea), dae-Jin yun (Wcu program, gyeongsang national university, republic of Korea)
mscheong78@gmail.com
Arabidopsis siZ1, a sumo e3 ligase, is an ortholog of mammalian piAs (protein inhibitor of Activated stAt) and yeast siZ (sAp/miz)
proteins. siZ1 plays a pivotal role in controlling sumoylation, and disruption of its function has been reported to affect stress responses,
growth, and development. We performed a structural and functional analysis of siZ1 by determining phenotypes of siz1 knockout mutants
transformed with siZ1 alleles carrying point mutations in predicted siZ1 domains. siZ1 contains all canonical domains of piAs/siZ-type
proteins, such as the SAP, PINIT, SP-RING, and plant-specific PHD domains. Our study revealed that an intact zinc finger motif in the
sp-ring domain as a major component of sumoylation activity, and reliable nuclear localization of siZ1. the sp-ring domain appears
also as a feature that is involved in gauging salicylic acid levels. mutations of the sp-ring domain of siZ1 resulted in diminished plant
size, enhanced plant defense capacity, AbA inhibition of cotyledon greening, and reduced thermotolerance. in contrast, alleles with
mutationally altered phd and pinit domains of siZ1 conferred a dominant long-hypocotyl phenotype that is dependent on sugar such as
glucose and sucrose and light. finally, the sxs domain was involved in sA-mediated AbA signaling during early growth after germination.
The results indicate that the diverse phenotypes that are characteristic of SIZ1 protein activity are associated with specific domains that
can be functionally separated.

17007
the genetic bAsis of heterosis in A highly heterotic rice hybrid
gang Zhou (huazhong Agricultural university, china), Weibo xie (huazhong Agricultural university, china), yongzhong xiong (huazhong
Agricultural university, china), caiguo xu (huazhong Agricultural university, china), *Qifa Zhang (huazhong Agricultural university,
china)
qifazh@mail.hzau.edu.cn
We have been investigating genetic and molecular bases of yield and heterosis in rice using a combination of approaches, with the
ultimate goal to achieve a comprehensive understanding of the biology of yield and heterosis. We focused the effort in yield traits of
shanyou 63, a cross between Zhenshan 97 and minghui 63, which is the mostly widely cultivated rice hybrid in china for more than two
decades. several genetic populations were developed from this cross, including f2, f2:3, recombinant inbred line (ril) and “immortalized
f2” populations. hundreds of Qtls and digenic interactions for yield traits and heterosis have been detected from analyses of these
populations and several Qtls have been cloned providing data for evaluating contributions of individual loci. for complete dissection
of the genetic effects for yield heterosis in this cross, we constructed a bin map composed of ultra-high density snps based on lowdepth sequences of RILs using next generation sequencing. Analysis of the immortalized F¬2, specifically designed for dissecting the
genetic basis of heterosis, revealed dominant effects in the majority of the bins. in most cases, heterozygotes performed better than
the means of the two homozygotes, although the magnitudes were variable and mostly small. thus, accumulation of small advantages
of the heterozygotes over the mid-parents at large numbers of loci accounts for the genetic basis of heterosis in the f1 hybrid. several
lines of follow-up work have been undertaken to characterize the molecular basis underlying the genetic components of heterosis,
including: construction of chromosomal segmental substitution lines to evaluate loci for yield and heterotic effects under near isogenic
backgrounds; transcriptomes of the parents, the hybrid and rils to characterize the regulatory network and to associate the genotypes
with phenotypes, and; molecular cloning and characterizing major loci contributing to yield and heterosis.

17008
interAction AnAlyses of ArAbidopsis tubby-liKe proteins With AsK proteins
*chia-ping lai (far east university, tainan, 74448, taiwan), po-hong chen (institute of biotechnology, national cheng Kung university,
tainan, 701, taiwan), chang-lung lee (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taipei, taiwan), po-hsuan chen
(institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taipei, taiwan), Jei-fu shaw (national chung hsing university, taichung,
40227, taiwan)
glbhouse@yahoo.com.tw
in this study, we have investigated protein-protein interactions between 10 Arabidopsis tubby-like proteins (Attlps) and various
Arabidopsis skp1-like proteins (AsKs) using the yeast two-hybrid system. the results indicate that six Attlps (Attlp1, 2, 3, 9, 10, 11)
are able to specifically interact with ASK1. AtTLP6 is able to interact with ASK1, ASK2, and ASK11, while AtTLP5, AtTLP7, and AtTLP8 did
not show any significant interaction with any ASK protein. Serial deletion analyses of AtTLP2 have demonstrated that both F-box domain
and tubby domain are required for AtTLP2-ASK1 interaction. Domain swapping suggests that variations at the N-terminus of AtTLP7 and
c-terminus of Attlp5 result in the inability to interact with AsK1. taking these observations together, we propose that Attlp1, 2, 3, 9, 10,
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and 11 can specifically interact with ASK1 and may have an overlapping function. Since AtTLP5, 7, and 8 cannot interact with any ASK, it
is suggested that they may have lost their original function(s) and/or acquired new function(s) during evolution.

17009
components of the sAme ligAnd-receptor signAling system control cell sepArAtion both during florAl orgAn
Abscission And lAterAl root emergence
melinka A. butenko (university of oslo, norway), robert Kumpf (university of oslo, norway), chun-lin shi (university of oslo, norway),
Antoine larrieu (university of nottingham, uK), malcolm J. bennett (university of nottingham, uK), *reidunn birgitta Aalen (university
of oslo, norway)
reidunn.aalen@imbv.uio.no
small peptides can act as signaling molecules that coordinate development, growth and differentiation. inFlorEsCEnCE dEFiCiEnt
in AbsCission (idA) encodes a putative peptide ligand necessary for the regulation of floral organ abscission in Arabidopsis. IDA is
expressed specifically in the abscission zone at the base of the organ to be shed, and it is dependent on the two receptor-like kinases
(rlK) hAesA (hAe) and hAesA-liKe 2 (hsl2) to exert its function (butenko et al., plant cell, 2003; stenvik et al., plant cell, 2008; cho
et al., pnAs, 2008). the ida and hae hsl2 mutations block the final cell separation step. Based on the expression pattern of members of
a small family of idA-liKE (idl) genes and other hsl genes, we have suggested that similar ligand-receptor pairs are involved in other
cell separation processes (butenko et al., trends plant sci, 2009). the active part of the idA/idl ligands resides in a short c-terminal
conserved region (epip), and synthetic epip peptides can trigger signaling. ethylene is known to promote abscission, but idA-hAe-hsl2
represents an ethylene-independent signaling pathway. recently we found, however, that idA is auxin-inducible in the root. during lateral
root (lr) development idA is expressed in cortex and epidermal cells overlying lateral root primordia. these cells have to separate to
allow lr emergence. mutation in idA not only leads to total deficiency in floral organ abscission, but also to a delay in LR emergence,
suggesting that idA plays a similar role during these two cell separation events. consistent with this, mutation in a putative idA receptor
results in a similar defect in lr emergence. thus, a similar signaling system seems to be used for cell separation in two different
developmental processes.

17010
role of Whirly proteins in ArAbidopsis orgAnelle genome repAir
*laurent cappadocia (universite de montreal, canada), Alexandre marechal (massachusetts general hospital, harvard medical school,
usA), Jean-sebastien parent (universite de montreal, cAnAdA), etienne lepage (universite de montreal, cAnAdA), Jurgen sygusch
(universite de montreal, cAnAdA), normand brisson (universite de montreal, cAnAdA)
laurent.cappadocia@umontreal.ca
DNA double-strand breaks are highly detrimental to all organisms and need to be quickly and accurately repaired. Although several
proteins are known to maintain chloroplast and mitochondria genome stability in plants, little is known about the mechanisms of dnA
repair in these organelles. recently, the proteins AtWhy1 and AtWhy3 were shown to maintain chloroplast genome stability. indeed, in the
absence of these proteins, microhomology-mediated dnA rearrangements accumulate in the chloroplast genome. AtWhy1 and AtWhy3
belong to the Whirly family of proteins whose members are mainly found in the plant kingdom. Whirly proteins bind single-stranded dnA
and perform multiple tasks in dnA metabolism ranging from transcription regulation to telomere homeostasis. in Arabidopsis, AtWhy1
and AtWhy3 are targeted to the chloroplasts whereas AtWhy2 is targeted to the mitochondria. to verify if Whirly proteins play a role
in plant organelle dnA repair, we monitored the effects of dnA-damaging agents in Arabidopsis plants lacking either mitochondria- or
chloroplast-targeted Whirly proteins. our experiments suggest that Whirly proteins are involved in the accurate repair of double-stranded
dnA breaks. to gain molecular insights on the role of Whirly proteins in this process, we also solved the crystal structure of a Whirly
protein in complex with single-stranded dnA.

17011
polyploidy And hybrid vigor
*Z. Jeffrey chen (the university of texas at Austin, usA)
zjchen@mail.utexas.edu
hybrid plants such as maize or sorghum grow bigger and stronger than their parents. this is also true for allopolyploids such as wheat
or cotton that contain two or more sets of chromosomes from different species. the phenomenon, known as hybrid vigor or heterosis, was
systematically characterized by charles darwin in 1876. Although genetic models for heterosis have been rigorously tested, the molecular
bases remain elusive. using Arabidopsis as a model system, we have shown the roles of nonadditive gene expression, small rnAs, and
epigenetic regulation, including circadian-mediated metabolic pathways, in hybrid vigor, which could lead to better use and exploitation
of the increased biomass and yield in hybrids and allopolyploids for food, feed, and fuels.

17012
hybrid incompAtibility in ArAbidopsis thAliAnA
*detlef Weigel (max planck institute for developmental biology, germany)
weigel@weigelworld.org
epistasis—the nonadditive interaction between genes—critically determines the performance of hybrid genotypes. hybrid necrosis is an
example of a deleterious epistatic interaction observed in many intra- and interspecific plant crosses. We have developed A. thaliana for
the study of this recurrent phenomenon in plant evolution. About two percent of intraspecific crosses yield F1 progeny that express hybrid
necrosis. several independent cases result from epistatic interactions that trigger autoimmune-like responses. i will discuss our progress
in identifying the causal genes, both for several crosses with hybrid necrosis and for two non-immune hybrid weakness cases.

17013
Abcd, AnAlysis bAsed on copy number of genomic dnA, method reveAls the number of trAnscripts, proteins And
metAbolites in A cell of ArAbidopsis.
*hiroshi shimada (hiroshima university, Japan), takeshi obayashi (tohoku university, Japan), Atsushi sakamoto (hiroshima university,
Japan)
hshimada@hiroshima-u.ac.jp
Cellular levels of transcripts, proteins, and metabolites are usually quantified relative to the value for a known, reliable, cellular
component. When the factor used to normalize these values remains constant between samples, quantification of transcripts, proteins,
or metabolites is straightforward. however, normalization factors often vary among samples from distinct or novel mutants and thus
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must be developed for each new analytical method. Here we demonstrate quantification transcript, protein, and metabolite levels in
Arabidopsis based on genomic dnA copy number, which is comparatively constant between cells. We extracted total nucleic acid from
Arabidopsis rosette leaves, and quantified the number of transcripts by qRT-PCR using the genomic DNA copy number for normalization.
Assuming that each cell was diploid, each cell of 3-week-old Arabidopsis rosette leaf was calculated to have 3.0 x 103 transcripts of the
large subunit of rubisco gene (rbc-l), 3.9 x 103 transcript of rbc-s and 5.6 x 105 18S rRNA. We similarly quantified the numbers of
RBC-L protein and chlorophyll (i.e., metabolite) in extracts of the wild-type plant, and DNA copy number was determined by direct qPCR
analysis of the extract using a dnA polymerase with tolerance to a wide range of common pcr inhibitors. Assuming that each cell was
diploid, we determined that each cell in a 3-week-old Arabidopsis rosette leaf had 1.21 x 108 rbc-l molecules and 8.48 x 108 chlorophyll
molecules; these values had relatively low coefficients of variation, underscoring the reliability of our method. Thus, normalization to
genomic dnA copy number provides an easy and accurate method for determining the number of transcripts, proteins, and metabolites in
a cell-potentially from any species. We designated the quantification method as ABCD (Analysis Based on the Copy number of genomic
dnA) method.

17014
HOW IS THE FLOWERING REGULATED IN DAY-NEUTRAL PLANT, TOMATO?
*Koji goto (research inst. for biological sci., okayama, Japan)
kgoto@v004.vaio.ne.jp
The Flowering Locus T (FT) gene of Arabidopsis integrates long-day flowering signals and promotes flowering induction. Hd3a, a rice
homologue of FT, also functions as a central flowering promoter in rice, a short-day plant. For both, it is now believed that the pathway
from the day-length signal to ft regulation is broadly conserved in plant species. in day-neutral plants, however, the function and
regulation of ft homologues are not well characterized.
In tomato, three FT homologues - SP3D, SP5G and SP6A - have been cloned. Since the late-flowering mutant, single flower truss
(sft), has a mutation in the sp3d gene, it is considered to be an ft orthologue in tomato. however, the functions of sp5g and sp6A
in tomato flowering remain unclear. In Arabidopsis, FT expression shows diurnal pattern; it is low at dawn, increases through the day
and peaks at dusk. to investigate the relationship between day-length and expression of ft homologues in tomato, we examined the
expression of sp3d, sp5g, and sp6A under long- and short-day conditions. in contrast to the domesticated tomato cultivar, some of
tomato wild relatives show short-day flowering habit. We also examined the expression pattern of SP genes as well as tomato GIGANTEA
and constAns homologue genes in these wild relatives.
We made over-expression and knockdown transgenic plants of SP3D, SP5G, and SP6A to observe flowering time and other phenotypes
and speculate their functions. We will present these results and discuss about the flowering pathway of day-neutral tomato: how FT
homologous genes contribute it.

17015
defects in plAstid division And plAnt gross morphology of CrUMplEd lEAF mutAnt of ArAbidopsis thAliAnA is
enhAnced by Ftsz1-1
yuling chen (hebei normal university, pr china), *yasushi yoshioka (nagoya university, Japan), yasunori machida (nagoya university,
Japan)
yoshioka@bio.nagoya-u.ac.jp
A mutation in CrUMplEd lEAF (Crl) of Arabidopsis thaliana causes a severe defect in plastid division and generates cells without
detectable plastids. in addition, the mutation causes distortion of cell division planes and aberrant cell differentiation. Ftsz1-1 of A.
thaliana is another gene that is involved in plastid division. mutations in Ftsz1-1 also cause a severe defect in chloroplast division.
to investigate the genetic interaction between Crl and Ftsz1-1, we generated and analyzed a line that segregates crl ftsz1-1 double
mutants, using null alleles of these genes. the number of chloroplast in cells was reduced in the double mutant in comparison to either crl
or ftsz1-1. this result indicated that Crl is involved in a plastid division pathway that is different from the Ftsz-dependent one. besides
this, our whole mount in situ immunostaining of ftsZ revealed that most chloroplasts had multiple ftsZ rings in crl. thus Crl is also
involved in the suppression of the ftsZ ring formation except for the plastid constriction site. morphological analysis of the double mutant
revealed that ftsz1-1 mutation enhances morphological abnormalities of the crl plants. namely, most of crl ftsz1-1 embryos had more
than three cotyledons. size of shoot apical meristem of crl ftsz1-1 embryos was enlarged. some embryos of the double mutants had
more than two shoot apical meristems. the seedlings of the double mutants showed aberrant gross morphology of plants: small, pale,
and with narrow and asymmetric leaves. considering that Ftsz1-1 functions exclusively in plastid division, our results suggested that the
suppression of plastid division is one of the causes of the aberrant gross morphology of the crl plants.

17016
circAdiAn rhythm of ArAbidopsis petAl movement
*mitsuhiko muroya (yokohama city university, Japan), shouko Kobayashi (yokohama city university, Japan), haruka oshima
(yokohama city university, Japan), shinsuke Kutsuna (yokohama city university, Japan), Katsushi manabe (yokohama city university,
Japan)
moody-blues.mitsu0509m@ezweb.ne.jp
Some flowers open in the morning. And some ones do in the evening. Linne proposed the idea of the floral clock which was made up of
various kinds of flowers opening at different time each other. Recently, variation of the timing among closely related plant species in the
field has been studied on aspect of the differentiation of reproductive timing. Here, we present chronobiological features of flower opening
in Arabidopsis thaliana. The plant opens flower in the morning, but the detail is unknown. Then, we examined it under diurnal light/dark
cycle. the petal began the expansion when lamp started illumination. then, it opened completely for 3 hours in the light. We examined
whether the rhythm continued in light without the daily dark periods. observation of four days in light showed the rhythm with 23 hours
period. the period was not changed in low or high temperature. in addition, the rhythm was entrained by external light/dark cycles. these
properties are essential to circadian rhythm. thus, Arabidopsis petal movement is under circadian clock. the chronobiological properties
will arrow us to know signal transduction of the movement under circadian clock.

17017
novel self-compAtible lines of brAssicA rApA l. isolAted from trAditionAl And commerciAl populAtions
*masaaki osaka (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), sachiyo isokawa (graduate school of life sciences,
tohoku university, Japan), Akira shirasawa (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), rina Kikuta (faculty of
Agriculture, iwate university, Japan), satoshi Komatsu (faculty of Agriculture, iwate university, Japan), satoshi niikura (tohoku seed
co. ltd., Japan), yoshinobu takada (graduate school of life sciences, tohoku university, Japan), hiroshi shiba (graduate school
of biological sciences, nara institute of science and technology, Japan), Akira isogai (graduate school of biological sciences, nara
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institute of science and technology, Japan), seiji takayama (graduate school of biological sciences, nara institute of science and
technology, Japan), go suzuki (division of natural science, osaka Kyoiku university, Japan), Keita suwabe (graduate school of life
sciences, tohoku university, graduate school of bioresourses, mie university, Japan), masao Watanabe (graduate school of life
sciences, tohoku university, faculty of science, tohoku university, Japan)
osk@ige.tohoku.ac.jp
self-incompatibility (si) in brassicae is controlled by the srK and sp11/scr genes situated at the s locus. Although a few of following
downstream factors in SP11-SRK signaling cascade have been identified, a comprehensive understanding of the SI mechanism still
remains in Brassicaceae. Analysis of self-compatible (SC) mutants is significant for understanding of the molecular mechanism on SI
reaction, thus we screened sc lines from a variety of Japanese bulk-populations of b. rapa vegetables. two lines, tsc4 and 28, seem
to have disruptions in the SI signaling cascade, while other line, TSC2, seem to have a deficiency in a female S determinant, SRK. In
tsc4 and 28, known si-related factors, i.e. srK, sp11, mlpK, thl, and ArK1, were expressed normally and their expression levels were
comparable with those in si line. on a b. rapa genetic linkage map, potential sc genes in tsc4 and 28 were mapped on linkage group A3
and A1, respectively, whereas mlpK, ArK1, and thl were mapped on A3, A4, and A6, respectively. Although potential sc gene of tsc4
and mlpK were on a same linkage group, their positions were apparently discriminated. these results indicate that the sc genes of tsc4
and 28 are independent from the s-locus or known si-related genes. thus, the sc lines selected here have mutations in novel factors of
the SI signaling cascade and they will contribute to fill pieces in a signal transduction pathway of the SI system in Brassicaceae.

17018
the internAtionAl orYzA mAp Alignment proJect (i-omAp): A golden pAth to unlocK the genetic potentiAl of the
Wild relAtives of rice
*rod A. Wing (Arizona genomics institute, university of Arizona, usA), scott Jackson (purdue university, usA), steve rounsley
(university of Arizona, usA), mingsheng chen (institute of genetics and developmental biology, chinese Academy of sciences, prc),
Antonio costa de oliveira (plant genomics and breeding center, federal university of pelotas, brazil), bin han (national center for
genome research, chinese Academy of sciences, prc), robert henry (ccentre for plant conservation genetics, southern cross
university, Australia), yue-ie hsing (institute of plant and microbial biology, Academia sinica, taiwan), fengyi hu (crops research
institute, yunnan Academy of Agricultural sciences, prc), nori Kurata (national institute of genetics, Japan), yann-rong lin (national
taiwan university, taiwan), Wen Wang (Kunming institute of Zoology, chinese Academy of sciences, prc)
The availability of close comparative systems provides one with the ability to address basic and applied questions within a robust
phylogenetic framework. After completion of the rice genome in 2004, our consortium set out to create a closed experimental system for
the genus oryza which contains 23 species (2 cultivated species; 10 distinct genome types; 6 diploid & 4 polyploid species; 3.6 genome
size variation; wide distribution & habits) under the rubric – the international oryza map Alignment project (i-omAp: www.omap.org).
the wild relatives of rice contain a virtually untapped reservoir of agriculturally important genes that could be used to improve the world’s
most important food crop. The core I-OMAP resource is composed of 17 deep-coverage BAC libraries, 13 BAC fingerprint/end sequenced
physical maps aligned to the rice reference genome, and 9 chromosome 3 short arm sequences. These physical maps serve as entry
points to virtually any region of the collective oryza genome for interrogation (e.g. Adh1, Moc1, hd1, Cen8), as well as scaffolds to guide
reference genome assembly. In November 2009 the I-OMAP consortia developed a plan to generate high-quality reference genome
sequences for representatives of all 14 diploid oryza species, and the outgroup leersia perrieri, by mid 2011. our goal is to provide the
highest quality reference genome sequences as possible, which can then be used as resequencing templates to capture allelic diversity,
and structural variation for functional and evolutionary studies.
Recent analyses of the I-OMAP system will be presented, along with an update of the communities’ efforts to generate RefSeqs for all
diploid oryza: including the newly completed oryza glaberrima (West African cultivated rice) RefSeq.

17019
the bAsis of rApid genome siZe chAnge in ArAbidopsis
*detlef Weigel (max planck institute for developmental biology, germany)
In 2005, the Joint Genome Institutes of the US Department of Energy approved a Community Sequencing Proposal to produce highquality reference genomes for the two Arabidopsis thaliana relatives A. lyrata and Capsella rubella. i will present our analysis of the A.
lyrata genome, based on a collaboration between the groups of mikhail nasrallah (cornell), Joy bergelson (univ. of chicago), James c.
carrington (oregon state univ.), brandon s. gaut (uc irvine), Jeremy schmutz (hudson Alpha), Klaus f. x. mayer (mpis), yves van de
peer (vib), igor v. grigoriev (Jgi), magnus nordborg (usc/gmi) and my lab. the main folks in our labs responsible for this analysis were
tina t. hu (ucs), pedro pattyn (vib) and ya-long guo (mpi).
despite little variation in the types of genes they encode, the nuclear dnA content of angiosperms varies dramatically, from the
tiny 64 mb genome of the corkscrew plant Genlisea to the enormous 124 gb genome of Fritillaria lilies. several factors, in particular
polyploidization and transposable elements (tes), are known to be involved in causing these differences, but the responsible processes
are poorly understood because genomes sufficiently closely related for accurate inference of evolutionary events have not been available.
We have compared the genome sequence of A. lyrata, a self-incompatible perennial, with that of its close relative, the model plant A.
thaliana, a self-compatible annual. the two species diverged about 10 million years ago (mya), but at 125 mb, the A. thaliana genome
is much smaller than that of A. lyrata, which is more than 200 mb. Although there is no closely related outgroup with which one can
polarize differences between the two genomes, it is generally assumed that the small genome of A. thaliana constitutes the derived
state for the family. Apparent shrinkage in genome size can be partially attributed to large-scale rearrangements involving the loss of
three centromeres, but the main cause lies in the vast number–hundreds of thousands–of small deletions found throughout the genome,
primarily in non-coding dnA and tes, but also involving multi-gene families coding for proteins. Analysis of deletions segregating in A.
thaliana indicates that the process is still ongoing, and suggests that it is due to pervasive selection for a smaller genome.

17020
compArAtive AnAlysis of polyploidy, gene loss And chromosomAl reArrAngements in the sister-fAmilies
brAssicAceAe And cleomAceAe
*m. eric schranz (university of Amsterdam, the netherlands), mike s. barker (university of british columbia, canada), patrick edger
(university of missouri, usA), J. chris pires (university of missouri, usA), Julian hibberd (university of cambridge, uK), stephen Wright
(university of toronto, canada), eef harmsen (mcgill university, canada), daniel schoen (mcgill university, canada), thomas bureau
(mcgill university, canada)
Ancient whole genome duplication (Wgd) and the associated processes of chromosomal repatterning, duplicate gene divergence and
gene loss have greatly influenced the complexity of life on earth. Genomic data show most angiosperm lineages have at least one WGD
in their history. Indentifying evolutionary outcomes of WGDs is integral to understanding plant diversification and function. Comparative
analyses of diverse species (i.e. Arabidopsis and grape) or within one family (i.e. grasses) have revealed significant patterns of genomic
change after polyploidization. What is lacking are strategic basal-lineage and sister-family comparative analyses allowing for much more
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precise ancestral genome reconstruction. inferred ancestral genomes can serve as rosetta stones to interpret processes of gene retention
and loss, origin of novel genes and chromosomal rearrangements. the brassicaceae is an ideal group for comparative genomics of Wgd
and ancestral genome reconstruction. first, it contains the premier model Arabidopsis and brassica crops. second, there are twelveplus genome projects underway. Third, there is significant synteny across species. Fourth, phylogenetic results support a crown-group
radiation, the genus Aethionema as basal and the Cleomaceae as its sister-group. Finally, the crown-group shares the alpha (α) WGD and
Cleomaceae has an independent (Cs-α) WGD. I will discuss the beginning phases of a “crown-base-sister” comparative genomic analysis
based on data from the crown brassicaceae, the basal Aethionema arabicum and the sister-lineage Cleome spinosa. Analyses of Wgd
associated with a plant family radiation allows use to address fundamental questions about polyploidy, gene retention and chromosomal
rearrangements and to translate findings to other lineages.

18001
focusing on phosphorylAtion
Alex Jones (the sainsbury laboratory, uK)
The study of phosphorylation in Arabidopsis has benefited in recent years from several large-scale studies which have identified many
thousands of phosphopeptides. however, some low abundance proteins, such as receptor like kinases, still need to be analyzed individually
through targeted approaches such as in vitro expression and co- immunoprecipitation. i will discuss the online resources available to mine
published information, before moving to experimental methods to maximize coverage and identification of phosphopeptides for selected
proteins. Finally quantification of phosphorylation remains challenging and I will discuss some developments in this area.

18002
phosphoproteomics in plAnts
hirofumi nakagami (riKen psc, Japan)
recent technological breakthroughs enabled large-scale in vivo phosphorylation site mapping, so-called shotgun phosphoproteomics.
however, shotgun phosphoproteomics is not yet a mature technology, and progress is still rapid. the scope and limitations of current
methods, and some key technological issues in this field will be discussed.

18003
An online ArAbidopsis proteomics dAtA AggregAtor
hiren Joshi (lawrence berkeley national laboratory, usA)
there is currently are a number of useful Arabidopsis proteomic resources available online. While useful, these resources all exist
independently. Thus obtaining a proteomic overview of a given protein requires visiting multiple sources. To address this lack of integration,
a portal application has been developed to integrate the disparate resources - presenting proteomic experimental data in a single location.
the mAsc proteomics community was tapped to develop the portal, and a new bioinformatic resource for the experimenter has been
developed. through the supply of a single Agi, the portal application retrieves mass spectrometric, phosphorylation, and sub-cellular
localization data. This data is collated and summarized, taking advantage of the contextual sequence to present the data in a way that
assists with comprehension.

18004
ApproAches to AccurAte trAcKing And AnAlysis of dAtA from A lArge functionAl genomics proJect
robert l. last (michigan state univ. usA)
The Chloroplast 2010 project (www.plastid.msu.edu) is a large reverse genetics functional genomics project that has queried >4,000
mutants for 85 traits. during the course of this project we have handled hundreds of thousands of samples and collected phenotypic data
from a diverse set of assays ranging from morphology through lc-ms/ms metabolite data. Approaches for accurate tracking of plants and
will be discussed, as will approaches to analyze data from single grow-outs or across four years of assays.

18005
QuAntificAtion of spAtio-temporAl gene expression of ArAbidopsis luctAg line using digitAl imAge seQuence
AnAlysis
eli Kaminuma (national institute of genetics, center for information biology and dnA data bank of Japan, Japan)
To find the function of a gene, systematic analysis of phenotypes is vital. We have proposed a new methodology of mutant phenotypic
analysis based on precise three-dimensional (3D) measurement by a laser range finder and micro X-ray computed tomography.
However, their measurement systems cannot acquire gene expression data. In this report, we introduce a method to quantify gene
expression and location in time series of images. Concretely, we collected two-dimensional image sequence of gene expression using
luciferase tag (luctag) lines developed in the riKen psc by the Argus-50 system. in preliminary data, we found gene expression in the
digital image data at shoot apical meristem, root apical meristem, lateral root, and so on. In special, difference of quantified expression
values at the cotyledons and true leaves from the digital image data is discussed.

18006
ArAbidopsis phenotyping At the AustrAliAn plAnt phenomics fAcility
*b. pogson (Arc centre of excellence in plant energy biology, research school of biology Australian national university, Australia), x.
sirault (high resolution plant phenomics centre csiro plant industry, Australia), g. estavillo (Arc centre of excellence in plant energy
biology, research school of biology Australian national university, Australia), r.t. furbank (high resolution plant phenomics centre
csiro plant industry, Australia)
the Australian plant phenomics facility is a $50m investment in high throughput and high resolution phenotyping national facilities
across two nodes; the high resolution plant phenomics centre in canberra and the plant Accelerator in Adelaide. the canberra node was
commissioned in August 2009 and the Adelaide facility in January 2010. The Canberra node is comprised of 4 modules, one specifically
targeted toward model plants such as Arabidopsis. plants are grown in growth cabinets in trays of 20 individual small pots. these trays
are imaged from the top using chlorophyll fluorescence imaging, FIR imaging or RGB imaging to extract photosynthetic, stomatal and
growth responses to abiotic and biotic stresses in high throughput (1500 plants per day). A variety of conveyor-belt based and in-cabinet
imaging tools are used for these purposes. individual pots can also be removed and imaged with side views to capture 3-d growth and
visualise floral architecture. A bioinformatics capacity based on a Phenomics Ontology Driven Database (PODD) is under development
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to support the facility. the technical infrastructure is reviewed in this presentation with some examples of the calculated data which has
been extracted from non-invasive imaging.

18007
high-throughput phenotyping of ArAbidopsis shoot groWth under different WAter deficit treAtments.
olivier loudet (inrA, national institute for Agricultural research versailles, france)
to screen among either accessions, rils or mutants, we have developed our own high-throughput phenotyping platform (phenoscope)
that can handle and treat hundreds of plants simultaneously in controlled conditions. We now have 2 robots like the one shown below,
capable of moving ~1,500 individual plants throughout the growth chamber following a 4-hours cycle, while automatically adjusting soil
water content (according to different established treatment programs) and taking pictures of the plants for further automatic leaf area
analysis.
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GENERAL MEETING INFORMATION
Registration
The registration desk will be opened on the following schedule at the 2nd floor of Conference Center.
June 6 (Day 1) 14:00 – 20:00
June 7 (Day 2)
8:30 – 18:30
June 8 (Day 3)
8:30 – 18:30
June 9 (Day 4)
8:30 – 18:30
June 10 (Day 5) 8:30 – 12:30
Welcome Drink
Organizing Committee will welcome all participants.
Welcome Drink will be served on June 6 (Day 1) from 18:00 to 20:00 at the 3rd floor of Conference
Center.
Oral Sessions
Oral sessions will be held at the Main Hall and the 3rd floor of Conference Center.
For Oral Presentation Speakers
Oral speakers are requested to bring their presentation file (MS Powerpoint) or their own PCs to the PC desk
at least 30 min before their session (Not their talk) starts.
Speakers who will present at main hall:
Please bring your PC or presentation file to room “024” at B1F of Conference Center.
Speakers who will present at 3rd floor:
Please bring your PC or presentation file to room “316” at 3F of Conference Center.
Exhibits
Exhibits will be opened in the Exhibition Hall A from June 7 (Day 2) to June 9 (Day 4).
Temporary Childcare Service
“Kid's Square”
Kid's Square (in Pan Pacific Yokohama Bay Hotel) is the nearest childcare service from Pacifico Yokohama.
Please contact directly.
TEL/FAX: 045-640-6008
Website: http://www.alpha-co.com/english/ks01_yokohama.html
Banks
Around the conference area, there are post offices and convenience stores which allow international ATM
withdrawals.
Banks
1. Bank of Yokohama Head Office: Near the Sakuragicho Station, 15min walking distance from the
conference venue
Teller window: 9:00-15:00 (Monday to Friday)
Tel: 045-225-1111
2. Citibank Yokohama Branch: Yokohama Station West Exit
Teller window: 9:00-15:00 (Monday to Friday)
Tel: 045-314-0716
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ATMs
1. Japan Post Bank (JP Bank): Queen’s Square Yokohama 1F
9:00-19:00 (Monday to Friday)
2. Bank of Yokohama Head Office: Near the Sakuragicho Station, 15min walking distance from the
conference venue
7:45-21:00 (Monday to Friday)
9:00-21:00 (Saturday and Sunday)
3. Citibank Yokohama Branch: Yokohama Station West Exit
24 hours a day, 365 days a year
4. Daily Yamazaki (Convenience Store): Exhibition Hall 1st Floor
7:00-23:00, 365 days a year (Japanese Bank/ Credit Card only)
Banquet
Conference Banquet will be held on June 9 (Day 4) from 19:00 to 21:00 at the Ballroom, 3rd floor of
Intercontinental Yokohama Grand Hotel.
Banquet Ticket Sales
The delegates who have already registered will receive the Banquet tickets at the time of registration.
You can purchase Banquet tickets onsite anytime the registration desk is open. Banquet ticket is 8,000
Japanese yen. Please bring your ticket to the Banquet Venue and give it to the staffs.
Onsite T-shirt Sales
You can purchase T-shirts at the 2nd floor of Conference Center anytime between June 7 at 8:30 and June
10 at 12:30. Please check opening times of the registration desk on specific days. We accept only Japanese
cash.
Internet
Internet is freely available at 3rd floor of Conference Center. (Except for rooms 301, 302, 303 and 304.
Please check the floor map)
NSF 2010 and Beyond Session
The session will be held on June 8 (Day 3), 13:00 – 15:00, at room 301+302+303+304.
Served with lunch.
Yokohama Citizen Open Seminar
The seminar “Seek the origin of foods –wheat and rice–” will be held for public on June 8 (Day 3), 15:30
– 17:00, at Conference Center 3rd floor, room 315. (Language: Japanese)
Smoking Policy
Smoking is only allowed at smoking areas: Conference Center 1st and 3rd floors and Exhibition Hall 1st
floor. Yokohama city legally prohibits smoking on the streets and restaurants to prevent passive smoking.
Meals and Refreshments
Lunch will be served to attendees on day 2 (June 7), day 3 (June 8) and day 4 (June 9).
Coffee and other beverages will be served during coffee breaks.
Cameras/Video/Audio Recording
Taking photos, videos, or audio recording of any kind of the posters and sessions will be PROHIBITED.
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